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BOARD OF WORKS.

ON THE TERRITORIAL DIVISIONS OF IRELAND.

It is not intended to describe either the origin or boundaries of the more

ancient divisions of Ireland, as Leth Conn and Leth Mogh, north and south of

a line from Dublin to Galway, or its divisions between the sons of Milesius, nor

the Pentarchy, nor even the provinces, which will soon be little more than tlic

kingdoms of the Heptarchy in England. The provinces were last recognised

as constabulary districts, which ceased with the establishment of the present

constabulary force in 1836; but they are all coterminous with counties, and

form convenient groups for various classifications and comparisons, the people

still remaining very different.

The principal public boundaries now used in Ireland for civil purposes are

those of Townlands, Parishes, Baronies, and Counties. None of these four

divisions are strictly coterminous with what they originally were
; but in their

present extent they are surveyed, their boundaries marked, and areas given on

the Ordnance Maps, and they cannot again be changed except by Act of

Parliament.

The Townland and Barony are the most ancient. Under other names (for

both these are English) they are antecedent to the introduction of Christianity.

The Parish is of ecclesiastic origin. The Counties were introduced by the

English.

The two former (Townland and Barony) varied in the different provinces

;

but the following table will show their most usual sub-divisions •

—

10 Acres .... 1 Gneeve.

2 Gneeves ... 1 Sessiagh.

3 Sessiaghs ... 1 Tate, or Ballyboe.

2 Ballyboes . . 1 Ploughland, Seisreagh, or Carrow.

4 Ploughlands . 1 Ballybetagh, or Townland.

30 Ballybetaghs . 1 Trioca cead, or Barony.

The Gneeve was a space of 10 acres ; but the acres were, of course, by estima-

tion only, and differed considerably. The origin of this measuae (the acre)

would lead me far beyond the present subject ;
but, for example, there were,

in times comparatively recent, the “ large acre ” and the “ small acre,” with no

fixed ratio between them ; and even now the acre differs : the Cunningham

acre ; the plantation and the statute acre. The areas of the Ordnance Survey

are all in statute acres.

Among the Carew manuscripts in the Lambeth Library is a curious docu- Tou-nlamis.

ment on this subject, of which a copy in part is appended. It give many of

the names, and their customary contents in the different counties, in Sir George

Carew’s time. Of these names many are still popularly used, but they are ail

merged legally in the common appellation “ Townland and by the Ordnance

Survey, the whole of Ireland is divided into Townlands, (66,700 in all),

averaging about 330 acres each. The Townland is thus explained in the

Memoir of the Ordnance Survey of Templemore, p. 208.

“ It may also be necessary to premise that the term Townland is now applied

“ in a more general sense than anciently. The Irish designation ‘ baile biatach,

“ victuallers or farmers’ town, originally constituted the thirtieth part ol a
“

‘ Trioca cead,’ or Barony ;
and all the lesser divisions were known by the

“ various appellations of quarters, half-quarters, ballyboes, gneeves, tates, &c.

[b. w.]
.

^
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2 BOARD OF WORKS.

“ In the Ordnance maps, however, in accordance with the ]n*evailing usage, all

“ these names of sub-divisions are discarded, and the term Townland is applied.

“ to every such denomination, whether great or small. The boundaries of the

“ Townlands laid down on the Ordnance maps, having, in accordance with the
“ Act 6 Geo. IV. cap. 99, been shown by the local Government, guided by the

“ present usage in collecting the grand jury rates and cess, it will often happen
“ that boundaries so laid down on the maps do not coincide with those of earlier

“ denominations, and new subdivisions will sometimes occur.”

Baronies. Baronies are of great antiquity as family possessions. When constituted

into public civil divisions by the English, they were frequently called after

towns, villages, or castles, and much historic interest attaches to their na7nes,

which in some cases gave titles to the settlers, while in many cases the name
of the sept or tribe whose territory it had' been, was retained,

—

Of the former we have

—

Athenry, which gave title to the Berminghams.

Offaley, „ „ Fitzgeralds.

Kinsale, „ „ De Gourdes.

Delvin, „ „ Nugents.

&c. &c. &c.

Of the latter,

—

Boylagh, anglice

Innishowen, „
Kianaghta, „
Clankelly, „

and many others.

The boundaries of these two divisions, townland and barony, are now fixed

;

and by the Act 6 Geo. IV., c. 99, they are the boundaries to be used in the as-

sessments for local taxation under the grand juries, butbythe Act6 &7Wm IV.

c. 1 16, s. 75, the baronies may be divided by the grand juries into half baronies-

for the more equable and convenient levying of the assessments ; the external

boundaries, and those of the parishes and townlands within them, remaining

the same. There are 3 16 baronies in Ireland.

Counties. Counties have, in many cases, succeeded to more ancient districts, as Donegal

to Tirconnell, Tyrone to Tirowen, Monaghan to Oriel, Cavan to East Breifny,.

Leitrim to West Breifny, &c. &c. ; but in their present form they were intro-

duced by the English, some perhaps by Henry II., who certainly appointed

sheriffs where he established the English law. Of the 32 counties now exist-

ing, 12 were constituted by King John, a.d. 1210, viz., Dublin, Kildare, Meath
(subsequently divided into East and West Meath), Louth, Carlow, Kilkenny,

Wexford, Waterford, Cork, Kerry, Limerick, and Tipperary. King’s and
Queen’s Counties were erected by Philip and Mary. Under Queen Elizabeth

Sir Henry Sidney erected Longford, Clare, Galway, Sligo, Mayo, Roscommon,

and Leitrim ;
and Sir John Perrott, Armagh, Monaghan, Tyrone, Coleraine

(now Derry, though not with exactly the same boundaries, which in their

present extent were settled at the plantation of Ulster by King James I.),

Donegal, Fermanagh, and Cavan. Antrim and Down are of uncertain origin

;

and the last county was Wicklow, which was separated from Dublin, and made
a county in 1605 by Sir Arthur Chichester.

There still are certain districts whose reputed bormdaries are popularly knowiv

and their names preserved and used, as Connemara in Galway, the Rosses in

Donegal, and several others ;
but they are not recognised by law, nor applied

to any practical purpose.

Counties of Cities The counties of cities and counties of towns, like those in England, were civic
and Counties of

jurisdictions. They were Dublin, Kilkenny, Cork, Waterford, Limerick,

Galway, Carrickfergus, and Drogheda. Since the recent Reform Acts, by 3 and

4 Vic. c. 109, these cities and towns are contracted within their corporate limits,

and the rural portions thrown into the counties at large, except Galway and
Carrickfergus, which are omitted in the Act.

By the 6 and 7 Wm. IV. c. 84, power was given to the Lord Lieutenant in

O’Boyle’s country.

Owen’s country (island).

Race of Kian.

Thibe or clan of O’Kelly,
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Council to incorporate insulated portions of counties and baronies, -with tlie

counties and baronies within which they lay, and this Act has now been every-
where carried into effect.

There were liberties around many other towns, as Londonderry, Coleraine, l-ibeities.

Kinsale, &c., and they had corporate privileges ^vithiu those limits
; but all

these ceased with the Municipal Reform Act, and they never had sheriffs or
other county officers, as the counties of cities and counties of towns had. There
were, however, many peculiarities connected with these towns, which are fully
detailed in the Reports of the Municipal Commissioners.
The boroughs which return members to Parliament under 2 Wm. IV. c. 45, Boroughs (Par-

have boundaries defined in the scliedules of that Act. They were fixed with
the view of ensuring a sufficient constituency, and excluding those more in-

terested in the county at large than in the town. Their boundaries are
shown on maps prepared for the purpose at the Ordnance Survey Office in

The boroughs which retain charters of incorporation under the Municipal Boroughs (Muni-

Reform Act, 3 and 4 Vic., c. 108, have boundaries which are defined in the
schedules of ,that Act. They were fixed so as to include within them all

houses interested in paving, lighting, supply of water, &c. ; aiid exclude those
premises which could not fairly be taxed for such purposes. Their boundaries
are shown on maps prepared for the purpose at the Ordnance Survey Office

in 1836.

There are various towns which have powers under 9 Geo. IV. c. 82, to assess Towns under local

their inhabitants for lighting, paving and watching. The boundaries of theii'

a^essments are very vaguely defined. Sometimes a mile, or lialf a mile
around the town, or from its centre ; sometimes the whole or part of the parish.

An attempt was made to survey them for the Ordnance Maps, but they could
not be ascertained with sufficient precision.

Dublin has many boundaries. The ancient county of the city (which indeed Dublin,

on the west and north is within the present city)—the boimdary of the borough
for election of Members of Parliament—the boundary for Municipal purposes,
divided into wards by the Municipal Act—another fixed by the local Act
called the “ Pipe Water” Act, for supply of water, lighting, &c.—another for

the jurisdiction of the City Police—another for the Poor Law Unions.
The same complication exists around some other of the principal towns

;
Other Towns,

but except those under local Acts, which are generally indefinite, their boun-
daries are all shown, either on the maps of the Ordnance Survey, or of the
Parliamentary Reports vrhich relate to them.
There are various manor courts in Dublin and elsewhere, having jurisdiction

within certain boundaries, but they are not shown on any map, and in many
cases not definitely known.

'Electoral Divisions and Poor Lavj Unions.

When the Poor Law was introduced into Ireland by the Act I and 2 Viet.,

cap. 56, and districts for its administration had to be formed, the Commis-
sioners found the existing boundaries of Parishes, Baronies, and Counties
inconvenient, from the unequal extent they included, and they foimed entirely

new divisions, but very wisely retained the boundaries of Townlands, the
Townland being the lowest public assessible unit, and generally cotermuious
with private property, so that it was easily subdivided into its separate farms
or holdings for levying the poor-rate. They ivere thus enabled to group
together as many Townlands as formed a convenient electoral division, and as Electoral Divisions,

many such electoral divisions as formed a convenient space, within which to

place the Union house, in a central position, easily accessible from all parts of
the Union, having regard to the facilities and obstructions which roads, rivers. Unions,

or mountains, afforded or interposed.

There are 2049 Electoral Divisions, and 130 Unions. Tlie boundaries of ail

these have now been shown on maps prepared at the Ordnance Survey Office,

and furnished to the Relief Commission and to the Poor Law Commi«sioners.

A 2
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Inspectors.

Sab-Inspectors.

Constables.

Parishes.

(Names of).

Granges.

Bishoprics.

Archbishoprics.

Petty Sessions Districts.

These are of great importance to the regularity of local justice ; and much
confusion arises from their being ill defined, and arranged without regard to

any general system. Warrants from the benches of magistrates whose districts

adjoin each other frequently clash, and the people are uncertain to which

bench they should apply. Efforts have been frequently made to define and

fix them, and when Mr. Lucas was Under-Secretary, the Government called

on all the Sessions to furnish lists of the Townlands within their respective

jurisdictions. These were referred to the officer then in charge of the Ord-

nance Survey Office, when it was found, as expected, that many Townlands

were claimed by two, some by three different Sessions, and many were omitted

altogether. These lists were revised, and, accompanied by explanatory maps

and lists, were placed in the hands of the several assistant barristers, to be again

brought before the Sessions ibr revision. In some cases this succeeded, and

would, in another Sessions or two, have completed the magisterial division of

the whole country. It h^ now been dropped.
,

Constabulary Divisions.

There are three classes of officers in this force. 1st The County Inspector

—one in each county, and two in those which are divided into Ridings, their

districts being coterminous with those of each Grand Jury. 2nd. One in each

Barony, or nearly so : and under him, such sub-officers, and men as the state

of each locality may from time to time require, but whose duties are not limited

by any territorial boundary.

Ecclesiastical Boundaries.

The basis of all Ecclesiastical Boundaries is of course the parish. Parishes

are of considerable antiquity, and a definition of their boundaries naturally

followed close on the introduction of Christianity in the fifth century. They
generally retain the names of the townland in which the early churches were

situate ; that name, however, having frequently originated in the church itself,

as Donagh-more, the great church, gave name to the townland, which has been

subsequently extended to the parish.* It was the natural name of the eccle-

siastical district around it. (Churches founded by St. Patrick on Sunday, are

said to have been called Donagh, or Domnagh, Dominicus). The Ecclesiastical

Parishes, as tithe districts, or districts limiting the cure of souls, frequently

differ from the civil parish, used for county assessments, in consequence of the

Unions and severances which have been made from time to time by the Privy

Council for ecclesiastical purposes
;
and there are districts called Granges,

frequently the site of a former religious house, which are extra-parochial as to

tithe and church rates, but combined with the parishes for civil assessments.

The Roman Catholic Parishes differ from those of the Established Church,

and the districts of the Presbyterian and Methodist Congregations differ from
both.

Bishops were formerly more numerous than they now are, every distin-

guished church becoming the parent of other churches, and having its bishop.

But the country was not territorially divided into bishoprics till the synod of

Rathbreasail, in 1118, over which Gillibert, Bishop of Limerick, presided as

Apostolic Legate, nor is it certain that it was even then completed. They
have been frequently united, and severed, or suppressed, both in the Esta-

blished and Roman Catholic Churches.

The division into four Archbishoprics, dates from 1151, when the four palls

were brought from Pope Eugene III. by Cardinal Paparo. In the Established

* There are 2422 parishes on the Ordnance maps, but they are variously severed and .united for eccle-

siastic purposes.
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Church, the Archdioceses of Tuam and Cashel ceased a few years siiice with

their last Archbishops. In the Roman Catholic Church the four still con-

““he Archdeaconries are generally coterminous with Bishoprics in the

Established Church, and it is understoodm the Roman Catholic also, but with

'°TLTe'Tje° rural deaneries both in the Established and Koman Catholic
““"J

Churches, but the ancient Coarbs, and the Termons. or sanctuary lands, are

abolished.

Dublin, 26^A September, 1846.

THOMAS A. LARCOM,

Captain Royal Engineers

APPENDIX.

Extract.—Lambeth Library, Carew Collection, No. 614, p. 197.

The Sundry Denominations of the Measuringe of Land in Ireland.

1 In Tyrone No other measure or appellation of land, but Ballibetaghcs and Ballyboes,

Sessiaghs and Gorts, and now lately Manners in evy proporCon (every proportion).

£'weru SaZfi&eiao/j cont. 16 Balliboes. ^
Every Balliboe, 60 acres, besides bog and wood,tlie Irish present mrt (measurement.),

but p estimacon—acres.

Every Sessiaqh, one 3d parte of a Balliboe.
_

A dirt is a lithe patch of ground or close, of o or 6 acres, given to some particular

use.

Four Balliboes make a quarter.

2. In Ardmlgh-BalKbetaghs, Balliboes, Sessiaghs; but here there are three differences

of Balliboes.

In Orior* every Balliboe contains 120 acres.
t u .u * oca

In Clanbrassil* and Clanca.* each Balliboe 60 acres. In all the rest 200 acres

apeece.

3. In Cavan—Polles, Gallons, Potles, and Pyls (? pints).
. . ^

A Polle, 50 acres; a Gallon, 25; a Pot., 12; and aPyt, 6 & 4tePTe (6i acres).

4. Coleraine is as Tyrone in quantyty & appellacon.

5. In Fermauagh-Ballibetaghes, Quarters, and Tathes. Every Tathe here 60 acres, as

the Balliboe in Tyrone.

6. In Donegal—Quarters, Ballyboes, Sessiaghs, and Gorts (ut_ mpra). Every qr- contains

8 Balliboes, or 12 Sessiaghs, of different mensuration, as in Emshowen some Quaijers, 12b

acres
;
and other some, 96 acres. In Rapho (viz., Glanfyn), every qr. 200 acies.

(?). 240 acres; the rest of that barony, 160 acres. Boylagli and Bannagh, 128 acres.

Tyrhugh, every qr., 160 acres.

7. Antrim—Townelands ;
each towne about a 100‘. But in the Lower Claneboy there are

Toghers, which containe some 20, some 26, some 30 townes; and m the Koole,| Synoment,

which is estimated to be half a Tough.

8. Monaghan—Ballibetaghes and Taghs ( ? tates). Every Ballibetagh, 16 Taghs; every

Tagh, 60 acres.

9. Longford—Owlrons aid Quarters, or Ploi.lands, A Carlron, 60 acres; 4 Cartrons

make a Quarter or Plowland.

10 In the Pale-Plowlands at different rates, vis., in Meath about 600 acres; in Louth,

300 ; in the county of Duhiin, about 200 ;
in Kildare, about 200 acres.

“ These ancient districts are now baronies.—T. A. L.

+ Now Culfeighterin.
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County—Townes
; each Towne estimated about xx (twenty) acres; every acre

C./ large), 4 or 0 acres, besides bog, woods, mountaine.
\ jj > ^

12. In Leax there are lesse acres and great acres also.

counties there are Marts (cow or beef), orMartland, which is by (bigger) in reckoning, divisible into Pennyland, 2A Grose Ese/andhigher, according to the quantity.
J > > >

Mart, a Beefe, which was payd to the Lord in times past.

14. Kings County—Cartrons Plowlands, as in Longford.

15. Kilkenny—All Plowlands and Horsemens Beds and Capells. A Plowland about 300

Plowland ^

T
English countries of the county of Waterfoi-d all Plowlands, ut supra. The

Irish Martlands, ut supra, and Horsemens beds.
^

acres'

severall measures, viz., Cowlands, in the Bernes country, are 30 great

18. In the Civill Countries—Plowlands 300 acres, and Townlands, viz , Arklow, or
(quarter) contains more and lesse 200, 300, 40 (? 400) acres, &c.

^

19. In Connoght all are called Quarter & Cartrons. A Quarter contains 4 Cartrons, everv
Cartron 30 acres. , _

-

20. Mounster hath seyerall measures and donomynations, and now lately seignoryes, man-
ners, &c. As in Kerry, Quarters and Plowlands

; a Quarter contains about 3 Plowlands, eachPlowland about 120 acres.

21. Lymeriche—
a qr. (? quarter) meere, which is about the fourth part of a quarter.

22. Typperary—Capell Lands, containing 20 great acres, every acre 20 English acres, and
Q'meers, 4 wherof make a Capell Land.

> o >

In 6 Dempseys country.
.

. In vo’Carrqlls. country.

6 Dons country.

Mem. This paper was probably drawn up by Sir GeorgeCarew with some view to the new
counties. In the same MS., p. 47, he has written a discourse how, upon the e-iainffuishine of
the rebellion, the province of “ Mounster may be kept from revolt hereafter.”

In Marsh s Library, Dublin, v. 3, Tab. II,, No. *20, there is a curious manuscript report,
ot the pleadings during the law suit between Teige O’Doyne, chief of OREGAN (now Tin-
nehinch Barony Queen’s County), and his brother, Dr. Charles Dunne, contaiLe much
curious matter of this nature. ^

But incomparably the most ancient and valuable information on the subject is in the fragment
of the Brehon I.aws, in Trinity College, which it is very much to be desired the Government

Law?
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CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO THE ORGANISATION OF
THE BOARD OF WORKS.

Treasury Minute.
August Q\, 1846.

My Lords have before them the Act 10 Viet., c. 86, intituled “ An Act
“ to Extend and Consolidate the Poivers hitherto exercised by the Commissioners
“ of Public Works in Ireland, and to appoint additional Commissioners,” and
proceed to consider the Instructions requked to carry into proper effect the re-

organization of the Board of Works, which has been provided for by the above-

mentioned Act.

The resignation of Mr. Ottley, one of the Junior Commissioners of the Board of

Works, after a long period of honourable public service,. renders it necessary for

their Lordships to appoint three new Commissioners, to complete the number of

five contemplated by the Act; and their .Lordships are pleased to determine that

the Board shall in future be composed as follows :

—

Lieutenant-Colonel' Jones, Chairman..

Richard Grifiith, Esq., Deputy-Chairman.

John Radcliff, Esq.
|

William Thomas Mulvanj', Esq. ljunior Commissioners.

Captain Larcom, R. E.

The salary of the Chairman will be 1200/;, as at present
;
but on a consideration

of all the circumstances of the case, their Lordships have been pleased to determine

that the salary of the Deputy Chairman and of each of the Junior Commissioners,

shall be fixed at 800/. per annum, to increase by annual instalments of 50/. to 1000/.,

which will be the maximum. Mr. Griffith will receive no salary from the Board
of Works until their Lordships shall have determined what the whole of his

official emoluments are to be, on a general view of the public duties performed by

him in the Valuation Department, as well as in the Board of Works.
It is their Lordships’ desire that the concurrence of the Chairman should be

considered necessary to constitute a final decision of the Board ; that every appoint-

ment ill every department of the business of the Board should be made by or

through the medium of the Chairman ;
and that every Contract should be sub-

mitted to, and approved of,. by him, previously to its, being settled.

All permanent appointments under the Board in every part of Ireland, whatever

may be the amount of the salary, will, as at present, be made by the Treasury,

after considering such recommendation as the Cliairman may think proper to submit

ill each case.

With regard to temporary appointments, the circumstances which render it

necessary to employ persons in a temporary capacity should be reported to the

Treasury by the Board of Works, with a statement of the pay and of the allowances

(if any) recommended to be given, and of the period for which such temporary

employments are likely to be required
;
and the Chairman should, at the same

time, recommend, in a separate communication, the persons who he is of opinion

may, with the greatest public advantage, be appointed to such temporary situations,

specifying their ages and previous occupations, and transmitting any testimonials

they may have of qualifications or previous services.

Before the Members of the new Board proceed to any other business, they will

consider what distribution of duties it will be advisable to make among themselves,

so that each member may be personally and immediately responsible for the satis-

factory working of a particular department. The distribution of the duties, when

so arranged, is to be reported to the Treasury for approval, and is not to be again

disturbed without the reasons of any change that may be proposed being reported

to, and receiving the previous sanction of the Treasury.

Although a division of labour among the members of the Board will thus be

established, it must be understood that no new measure is to be taken, and no

expense is to be incurred which has not previously received the sanction of the

Board, in its collective capacity
;
the personal responsibility of individual members

being confined to cari7ing into due- execution arrangements which have been

already determined upon by the Board.
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8 BOARD OF WORKS.

Although it is intended that the Board of Works should be relieved, as far as
possible, from the actual receipt and payment of the public money, the accounts
which must necessarily be kept by that Board are so extensive, and require such
constant and well-directed attention, as to make it an object of much public
importance that the Accountant of the Board of Works should be thoroughly
master of his business. Their Dordships have, therefore, fixed the salary of this
situation at 500/. per annum, rising by 50/. per annum to 700/.; and appointed to
it Deputy Commissary-General Stickney, Avho has proved his superior ability as an
Accountant, by the manner in which he has acquitted himself in the settlement of
complex and delicate pecuniary transactions in his own department
The office establishment of the Board will be formed by consolidating the

existing establishments attached to the Board of Works and to the Shannon Com-
mission, and will be as follows ;

—

Secretary's Department.

Secretary . . Mr. J. C. Walker, 500/. per annum.
Assistant Secretary Mr. E. Hornsby, 400/.

Chief Clerk . , Mr. D. Corneille, 275/.
”

Accountant’s Department.

Chief Accountant . Deputy Commissary-General Stickney, 500/.,
rising 50/. per annum to 700/.

Assistant Accountant Mr. H. Mason, 300/., to increase 10/. to 350/.
Book-keeper . . Mr. J. J. King, 200/., to increase 10/. to 250/.
Six Senior Clerks, at 150/., to increase by 10/. per annum to 200/.
Six Junior Clerks, at 90/., to increase by 5/. per annum to 150/.

The six senior and six junior clerks being employed either in the Secretary’s or
Accountant’s department, as may be arranged by the Board from time to time.

Executive Department.

Engineer and Architect .... 800/.
Assistant Engineer .... 300/.
Clerk of the Works .... 300/.
Drainage Clerk ..... 109/.
Two Inspectors of Fisheries . . . 300/. each.

Law Department.

Solicitor . . Salary . . 1800/.
Allowance for expenses 600/.

The six senior clerks are to be composed of the three senior clerks at present
on the establishment of the Board of Works, and three others to be selected from
among the best qualified of the clerks belonging to the establishment of the late
bhannon Commission, and of the junior clerks on the establishment of the Board
ol Works.
The Commissioners will report in detail their proceedings in effecting the conso-

lidation of the establishment; and if, in their judgment, any individual at present
holding a situation under the Board of Works or the Shannon Commission, is not
likely,

_

owing either to incapacity or misconduct, to render useful service on the
consolidated establishment, the Commissioners will report their opinion accordingly,
in order that he may be excluded from the new arrangement, and be dealt with as
circumstances may require.

The Commissioners will report to the Treasury, as heretofore, the vacancies
which may occur in the establishment of the office ; and will recommend for pro-
motion the individuals whom they consider best qualified to succeed to the vacant
situations. The higher situations of Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Chief Clerk,
Accountant, Assistant Accountant, and Book-keeper, will be filled by selecting
from the whole office, without any regard to seniority, the person best qualified to
perlorm the duties of the vacant situation in an efficient and satisfactory manner

;

but if there be no persons in the office possessed of the necessary qualifications’
their Lordships will select qualified persons elsewhere.
In making promotions from the junior to the senior class of clerks, persons not

fully equal to the performance of the duties which have to be executed by the
senior clerks, are to be passed over.

^
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In order to obtain for the public the full advantage of the services of the Com-

missioners and of the officers on their establishment, and to secure general confidence

in their proceedings, their Lordships consider it to be indispensably necessary, that

no person on the permanent establishment of the Board of Works, trom the Com-

missioners to their most subordinate officers, should be at liberty to accept of any

private employment. The Commissioners will promulgate this rule to the depart-

ment; and any person who may not be willing to abide by it, must resign his

appointment.

The only case of this description which appears to my Lords to require special

consideration, is that of Mr. Owen, the Engineer and Architect of the Board, who

was avowedly permitted, according to the terms of his present appointment, to

accept of private professional engagements ; and their Lordships deem it equitable

that a special allowance of 200Z. a-year should be made to him as compensation for

being precluded from private employment; which allowance will not be paid to his

successor. If Mr. Owen should not be willing to accept^ of these terms, their

Lordships must, however reluctantly, dispense with his services.

Their Lordships desire that it may be distinctly understood, that the Engineer

and Architect, and other officers of the Board of Works, ^vi]l be expected to render,

without additional remuneration, any services that may be required of them in

reference to any branch of the public business.

Transmit a copy of this Minute to the Commissioners of Public Works for their

information and guidance, and desire that they will give their early and immediate

attention to cari’ying into due effect the Instructions contained therein.

Also transmit a copy to Mr. Redington for the Lord Lieutenant’s information.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Offi.ce of Public ff^orks, Dublin,

Se2^iember 6, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 31st

ultimo, enclosing a copy of the Treasury Minute, dated the 31st August, 1846,

relating to the reconstruction of this Board, and in pursuance of the directions

therein contained, that, “before the members of the new Board proceed to any

other business, they will consider what distribution of duties it will be advisable to^

make among themselves,” the individuals therein named, with the exception of

Mr. Mulvany, who was prevented by illness from attending, assembled, and decided

that the duties of the Board would be best performed by the following arrange-

ment :

—

Chairman.—General superintendence ; Government correspondence ; Castle

references; duties connected with the Act for Piers and Harbours;

Inland Navigations ;
Shannon.

Deputy Chairman.—Shannon.

Deputy Chairman and Captain Lareom.—Especially charged with carry-

ing out the duties connected with the Act for the Relief of the Dis-

tressed.

John RadcUff, Esq.,—Grant roads under Public Works’^ Act, bridges,

public buildings, colleges, prisons. See.
;
advances for drainage of lands,

&c.
T. Mulvany, Esq.—Duties connected with the Acts for Drainage

and Fishery; also the Consolidating Railway Act.

After carefully inquiring into, and considering the merits and services of the

clerks on the establishment of the Board, and those transferred from the Shannon,

the Board submit, for their Lordships’ approval, the undermentioned individuals

to be classified as follows, viz. ;

—

First Class.

Edmund Neale.

Francis Crosbie.

William S. Stack.

Francis Rankin.

Win. W. Woods.
Richard Manifold.

[B.W.]
* E

^
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Second Class.

Randal] Gibbons.
O. W. Yeats.

Wnj., F. Gibson.
John L. Gibson.

John Williams.

R. B. Darke.

The Board’s Minute- having been communicated to I\Ir. Owen, be has aerreed
to the terms proposed by their Lordships.

°

_

In conclu(ling this Report, I have to state, that the establishment of clerks, par-
ticularly in the Accountant’s Office, will require to be increased. The multiplicity
of accounts caused by the additional works put in operation under the ReliefAct, as
well as the accounts that have to be opened under the Fishery Piers and Harbours’
Act, Colleges, &c., have increased the business so much in that branch of the
Boards duties, that an increase must of necessity be made, but until the Ac-
couniant arrives, and has had an opportunity of making himself acquainted with
the details and duties of his office, the Board postpone making any recommend-
ation for additional clerks.

° ’’

Treasury Minute on the above.

September 29, 1846.
Write to the Commissioners of Public Works, that their Lordships are pleased

to apprOTeol the distribution of the duties proposed to be made among the members
of the Board, and tliey desire that any alteration wliich circumstances may here-
after appear to require, may be reported to them for their sanction.

Also slate that their I.ordships approve of the selections made by them to fill up
the establishment of clerks as fixed by tlie Minute of this Board, dated the 3Isl
August last.

Their Lordships are happy to observe, that the public mill retain the benefit
of Mr. O.veri s services, that gentleman having accepted the offer made to him bv
desire or their Board. ^

Mr. Trevelyan to Mr. Radcliff.

Treasury, August 31, 1846.
The interest I take in the successful result of our Irish relief measures

is so strong, that I feel personally indebted to you for the active support and
assistance you gave ColonelJones during the late operations, when so great an
amount of new business was suddenly thrown upon the Board of Works
without any corresponding addition being made to its strength.

I believe it to have been owing in a great degree to your zealous co-operation
that these difficulties were surmounted in a more satisfactory manner than could
reasonably have been anticipated.

The improved organization of the Board, will give increased conHdence to
your luture eferts, and it is gratifying to me that a liberal settlement of the
salary oi the Commissioners forms part of the measure.

.-•u \
regard with some diappointment your not being placed in

that position in the new Board to which your seniority in the Commission would
under ordinary circumstances, have given you a preferable claim

; but I have
great reliance upon the obvious consideration due to Mr. Griffiths’ age and lonffand valuable public services,—upon the sense you must entertain of the necessity
the Government was under, to make the best combination in its power for the
public good^, and upon the obligation every servant of the public is under not to
allow his feelings and interest to interfere with that paramount obiect. I there-
fore,

_

conadently expect that we shall receive from you for the future, the same
cordial and active assistance as heretofore.
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Mr. Radcliff to Mr. Trevelyan.

DuUin, September 3, 1846.
Bray accept my best thanks for your very kind and complimentary letter

of the 31st ult., from which I gather that my friend Colonel Jones has given my
poor services more praise than they merit. Although I have felt much dis-
appointment at being passed over in the late arrangement, I have been brouo-ht
up in too good a school not to know that personal feelings sliould never be
permitted to interfere with the performance of a man’s duty

;
and you may

therefore rely upon my active co-operation witli my colleagues, to carry out
the views of the Treasury.

^

Lieutenant-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Works, Dublin, September 5, 1846.

In obedience to the commands of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's
Ireasury that I should bring under their Lordships notice, the names of tho^•e
officers of the establishitient, who by their zeal and attention to the duties attendant
on the administration of measures for relief during the past season, have mo.e
particularly entitled themselves to compensation for the additional labour they were
required to undergo, I have great pleasure in submitting the names of—

Mr. Walker . . The Secretary,
Mason . . Tlie Accountant.

. . The Bookkeeper.
Stack . . The 'I'hird Senior Clerk.
Yeats . . Junior Clerk.
Woods . Ditto.

Manilold . . The Assistant Book-keeper.
Gibson . . The Junior Clerk in Accounts.

The County Surveyors, too, had been given to understand that they would be
recommended for remuneration for the extra duty required of them on the Relief
Works; and as these duties have been performed in accordance with the orders
given to each, I have, on consultation with the other members of the Boai-d,
divided them into five classes; having reference to the amount of population,’
extent of district, and number of works under tlieir charge respectively, and would
recommend that they should receive a remuneration, rated as follows ;

First Class.

Mr. John Hill . Clare.

John Neville . . Louth
Thomas Kearney . Limerick, East
Henry Stokes . . Kerry
Henry Breto . . hJayo
A. H. Crawford . Tipperary, North

Second Class.

Mr. J. F. Kempster . Galway, East
T. D. Hall . Leitrim
John Kelly . . Roscommon
Florence Mahony . Westmeath.

Third Class.

Mr. Thomas Barclay
Samuel Jones .

Richard Lanauze
Noblett St. Legei
Henry Owen .

Henry Clements
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Fourth Class.

Mr. Charles Lanyon . Antrim
Alexander Armsti-ong Cavan
John Benson
W. A. Tracey .

John Yeats

Samson Carter

Alexander, Harrison

.

Cork, East

Cork, West
Kildare

Kilkenny

Monaghan
Samuel U. To\vnsend Queen’s County

Fifth Class.

Mr. James Boyd
John Walker .

John Studman

.

Roderick Gray
Stewart Gordon
Samuel Scaraneke

. Wicklow

. Carlow
. Donegal
. Fermanagh
. Londonderry
. Meath

50/.

1

j-

20/.

Rlr. Russell, the Board’s Engineer, who was employed in the County Clare,

should receive a remuneration equivalent to the County Surveyors of the first

class; I beg, therefore, to recommend him for 200/.

I would also beg to recommend the servants of the Board, for some small

gratuity, as it may be said that from the time the office opened until 7 p.m. their

attendance was unceasing, viz.

:

Boards’ messenger, (say) . £10
Board’s Assistant ... 5
Porter ..... 5

Extra messenger ; . . 3

In closing these recommendations, I cannot too strongly bring under their Lord-

ships’ notice, the zealous and able assistance which I have received from Messrs.

Ottley and Radeliff, the junior members of the Board, as it was only by their

anxious and skilful co-operation that I was enabled to discharge the onerous duties

which devolved upon me, the satisfactory results of which have been so favourably

noticed by their Lordships. I therefore trust that such valuable services will not

be allowed to pass without the compensation commensurate with their importance.

Treasury Minute on the above.

Write to the Chairman of the Board of Works that their Lordships are pleased

to authorize a donation being made to the following officers of their establishment

equal to one-fourth part of the annual salary of each person in consideration of

their having more particularly distinguished themselves by their zeal and
attention to the duties attendant on the, administration of the measures of relief

during the past season, and having thereby entitled themselves to some compen-

sation for the additional labours they were required to undergo.

Mr. Walker
King
Stack
Yeats

Woods
Manifold

Gibson

. The Secretary.

Book-keeper.

. Third Sen or Clerk.

. Junior Clerk.

. Ditto.

. Assistant Book-keeper.

. Junior Clerk in Accounts.

A donation cannot be authorized for the accountant to the Board, because,

however great his additional labour may have been, the omission to show that their

Lordships Instructions in regard to the manner in which the accounts connected

with the Relief Works were to be kept, had been attended to as far as circum-

stances would admit, and the neglect to furnish definite information relative to
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tbe «tale of the balances in reply to the repeated requisitions of this Board, must

T,rec-lude their Lordships from conferring any mark of special favour upon (he

officer who was responsible for this branch of the business ot the Board ot Works.

Their Lordships are also pleased to sanction the remuneration recommended

to be given to the County Surveyors for the extra duties which hay^e been per-

formed by them in connexion with the Relief Works, as also a donation of 2001.

to Mr. Russell, the Board’s Engineer, and the gratuities recommended for the

messengers and porter of the Board.
i t> i va? r i.i *.•

Their Lordships feel indebted to Messrs. Ottley and Radcliff for the active

support and assistance given bv them to the Chairman of the Board during the

late relief operations, which had to he undertaken on a sudden through the greater

part of Ireland, at a period when the strength of the Board was insufficient to

meet the extraordinary demands upon their exertions, and adverting to the ex-

pectations held out in their Lordships’ Minute, dated the 24th March last, my

Lords feel themselves justified in directing the surn ot 250/. each to be paid to

Messrs. Ottley and Radcliff as a special mark of their approbation.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Ojffice of Public TVovhs, Dublin,

September 15, 1846.

The Board read with extreme regret the censure conveyed in your

letter of the 10th instant, addressed to the chairman on the Accountant of this

Department ;
and, in forwarding the accompanying letter addressed by him to

the Board they feel bound to state, in justice to Mr. Mason, that during the

short period in which he has filled the office of Accountant, he has laboured

without ceasing to have the accounts kept with regularity, which, when the

extent of these for relief works alone is considered, was no easy task with so

limited an establishment for this branch of business.

Mr Ottley lately a Commissioner, under whose control the accounts were

particularly placed, being in Dublin, has proposed to go over and attend at the

Treasury and satisfy their Lordships, by an examination of his books, that the

accounts of the office connected with relief works are not in the state of con-

fusion supposed, and the Board have requested him to do so.

When it is considered that Mr. Mason had, in addition to the extra business

caused by the sudden pressure on the office, to make himself acquainted with

all the details of the other branches of accounts, anti when their Lordships have

heard Mr. Ottley’s explanation, the Board feel assured that they will withdraw

the censure conveyed in Mr. Trevelyan’s letter.
, -r, ^

I am desired by the Commissioners to add, that those members of the Board

who are members of the Shannon Commission, beg to give their testimony to

the very correct manner in which the accounts of that Commission weie kept

by Mr Mason ;
and they would refer to the Commissioners of Audit to state

their opinion as to the very satisfactory manner in which the accounts were

rendered to that office.

Treasury Minute on the above.

September 29, 1846.

Write to the Commissioners of Public Works, that although their Lordships

continue to be of opinion that the repeated calls made by this Board for infor-

mation as to the state of the Loan and Grant Accounts ought to have been

attended to yet, as it appears that Mr. Mason is not responsible for this

omission, and that he exerted himself with zeal and ability in the discharge of

the duties entrusted to him, their Lordships are pleased to direct that that

gentleman shall receive a donation equal to one-fourth part of his annual salary.
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Sir. Walker to Mr. Teeveltak.

0_gice of Public Works, Dublin,

, , , r
October 2, 1846.

an,I letter ,?a,e°d 3M Treasury, by their Minute dated 10th ultimo,an 1 lettei dated dOth, having been pleased to sanction a donation in accordance

to bVinL^rm tT'o”*'™
“fil'd cliainnan of the hth ultimo

tlie^lrb is’hlm w
tiyo junior members of the Board, to certain individuals oftiie establisliinent who had more particularly distinguished themselves in can-vino-out the measures ol their Lordships in the administration of reSuring *e uasfsea on of distress, arising out of the failure of the last year's potato crop and ocertain county surveyors engaged in the execution of works of employment undertaken with a view to affording the required relief.

employment under-

I am now directed by the (Jhairnian to request that you will draw their Lord

tem k

" “ referred to! ,vith a vit t
intentions as'eTp^td b^ lucirMhiut!"

In the event “f *heir Lordships acceciing to this request, I am to add an estimate“ “‘-‘--of their Lordships

The two junior Commissioners 5^ q q'

Secretary, Accountant, and six of the establishment 431 15 0Assistant Engineer . „nA X X
County Surveyors

• . ! ! ! i ^ ^Eoard s servants
23 0 0

£4081 15 0

Treasury Minute on the above.

\xr -A A a- T. ,
October 6, 1846.

Write to Sir R. Rimth, and desire that as soon as he shall have sufficient funds

408D lar to,: Jr
"

"“e
“f Public Works the sum of4U8L. 15.», foi the payment of donations authorized hy this Board to the twojunior Commissioners and officers of the Board of Works, for their extra exertions

n.t^Sh 'l- J
“f “'-f 'luring the past season of distress SZout of the lailure of the potato crop in Ireland.

’ ^
Acquaint the Commissioners of Public Works.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Worhs, Dublin,
_ - ,

September 17, 1846.

i846 caipgb;;d^rrt;:‘sit^^^^^^^^^^

S^oSa^:^—dty^: e;SrSjro?hsSlslil
“> their Lordships the

summefevere'^o moment, and throughout thesummei, eveiy available place in the corridor of that part of the building in
desk could be placed, and where there

stm cSraes to b
f'- •>“- “ccupied! and

fcLr ?i ?
^ m“ment. The approach of winter will necesitote

prtm“:;r:ngtS“tot™ ‘h®
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In order to afford eveiy facility to the Relief Department, the Board moved
the entire Shannon establishment from the three rooms which were occupied
by the Commissioners, their clerks and draughtsmen, and allotted them for the
sole use of the Relief branch of their duty, together with two attics which the
Comptroller-General of Stamps has in the most ready manner vacated lor the
Board’s temporary use under the existing pressure, and the Collector of Excise
has, in answer to an application for a small room adjoining our accountant’s,

stated that he would under present circumstances, if directed so to do, let the
Board have the use of it, but that in doing so his department would be put to

very great and serious inconvenience.

Under these circumstances, I am directed to request their Lordships will

obtain from the Commissioners of Excise, for the use of this Board, the rooms
pointed out as above, viz., the two from the Stamp Office and the one from the
Excise, which will enable them to carry on the duties relating to the Relief
Accommodation is required for the regular business of the establishment, and

not being enabled to procure it from an extension within the building, the only
practicable mode in which it can be accomplished, appears to be the raising of
a story over the store now occupied by the Stationery Office, marked C. D. E. F.

on the plan, This may be done without in any degree disfiguring the general
appearance of the building, or putting any department to inconvenience.

The communication to the additional rooms thus proposed to be acquired,

will be from the corridor of the first story of the Board’s Office by an arch
thrown over the passage between the two buildings, and making a covered com-
munication to them.

An estimate of the expense (amounting to 905/. 4s.), with the necessary draw-
ings, are herewith forwarded for their Lordships consideration

; at the same
time, I am desired to request that an early decision may be come to, in order
that, if the plan now submitted should be rejected, the Board may be enabled
to hire (which they necessarily will be compelled to do) a house, in which part
of the establishment of the Board must be located.

The Board are quite sure their Lordships will instantly perceive how very
objectionable in every point of view such an arrangement would be ; and I am
therefore desired earnestly to request their Lordships’ approval of the plans for

the erecting a story over the stationery store, in order that the Board may com-
mence the work with the least possible delay.

This may not be considered an improper time to draw their Lordships’
attention to the anomalous manner in which the building, called the Custom
House, is now occupied, without there being apparently any controlling head.

Each of the several departments, viz. :

—

Custom House,

Excise,

Revenue Police,

Poor Law Office,

Coast Guard Office,

Record Office,

Stamp Office,

Board of Works,
Geographical Society,

Housekeepers,

have a certain portion of the building allotted to them, and whether fully occu-
pied or not, that portion is regarded by the head of each department as a several

trust. All interior arrangements and alterations of whatever nature they may
be, are performed by each department, and not by one controlling head, which
appears very objectionable, and attended with public inconvenience, in regard
to such a large building, containing so many offices.

The external repairs and whitewashing and colouring the corridors, &c,, of
this building, are performed by the Board of Works.

I am directed respectfully to submit whether a different arrangement might
not be made so as to render the accommodation which might be afforded, more
generally available for the public service than appears to be the case at pre-
sent
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Treasury Minute.

S^temher 29, 1846.

Write to tlie Commissioners of Public Works, and desire that they will

enter into communication with the several departments, branches of which are at

present accommodated in the Custom-house at Dublin, and that after a detailed

examination into the manner in which the rooms are occupied, they will recom-
mend to this Board such arrangements as may appear to them to be most
advisable for the general convenience of the public service, when my Lords will

give such further directions as may be necessary on the subject.

The heads of departments concerned will be informed that further accommo-
dation is urgently required in the Dublin Custom-house for the department of
Public Works, and they will be requested to enjoin their officers to give every

practicable facility to that Board in effecting such a re-arrangement of the apart-

ments as may economise as much as possible their appropriation to the public

service.

Observe that the Commissioners of Excise, in a report to this Board, dated the

7th April, 1841, stated that they were not aware of any service rendered to their

department, or any responsibility incurred by the housekeeper, who, as they
understood, was a i'emale residing in the building, and they suggested that an
inquiry should be made into her duties, and the regulations, if any, adopted by
her for the security of the building.

Their Lordships desire that the Commissioners of Public Works will notice this

part of the subject in their Report, and if it should appear that the apartments

occupied by the housekeeper of the Custom-house are held by her in virtue of a

merely nominal office, their Lordships are of opinion that the apartments in

question should, if possible, be made available for the public service, and that a

I'easonable compensation should be made to the housekeeper.

Write to the Commissioners of Customs, Excise, and Stamps, and to the heads

of the other departments, branches of which are accommodated in the Custom-
house at Dublin, as above directed.

Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Works, October 1, 1846.

With reference to your letter of the 29th ultimo, addressed to the Com-
missioners of Public ^Vorks, with respect to the occupation of the Custom-house
by several of the public departments of Government, 1 have the honour to state,

that yesterday, accompanied by Mr. Wood, Chairman of the Board of Excise, and
the Collectors of the Customs and Excise at this port, I examined that portion of

the building occupied by these two departments, as well as the apartments occu-

pied by the housekeeper. The result of this partial inspection has been to show
that considerable additional accommodation may be obtained for the public ser-

vice by some alterations in the present occupancy of the different rooms now
allotted to the different departments. To be enabled to make a satisfactory report

to their Lordships of recommendations for the new distribution, some consider-

ation must be given to the extent of accommodation required by the several

departments, as well as to the accommodation which can be obtained within the

building. Some delay must necessarily take place. From the inspection which
I have made, it was apparent that the housekeeper is in possession of a much
greater extent of accommodation than he can possibly require, or than he can be

considered entitled to hold. As the business of this Board requires additional

space for carrying on the office duties, I Avould beg respectfully to request that

immediate orders should be given to the Collector of Customs to transfer to this

Board five of the seven rooms now occupied by the housekeeper, and situated at

that end of the corridor adjoining the office of the Board of Public Works.
Some of these rooms can lie immediately used for drawing-rooms and offices, and
a very trifling expense will make them instantly available

;
thereby affording con-

venient accommodation, which is so much required at present by this Board.
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Treasury Minute on the above.

Octoher 9, 1846.

Transmit a copy of this report to the Commissioners of Customs with reference
to the letter from this Board, dated 29th ult , and desire that they ^vill instruct
the Collector of Customs at Dublin to transfer without delay to the Commis-
sioners of Public Works five of the seven rooms at present occupied by the house-
keeper, as recommended by the said Commissioner.
Acquaint the Commissioners of Public Works.

Sir R. Routh to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, September 29, 1846.

Adverting to your letter No. 291, dated l6th September, conveying to
me the instructions of the Right Plonourable my Lords Commissioners of Her
Majesty’s Treasury to transmit an explanation from the Board of Works of the
preliminary expenses for which an order was addressed t(T me by his Excellency
the Lord Lieutenant for 3500/., I have now the honour to submit to you the report
of the Commissioners of Public Works, with an account in detail, showing a balance
still due ot 3526/. 13#. 4c/., for which I understand the Commissioners to make
application, subject to their Lordships’ approval.

Enclosure.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Redington.

Office of Public Works, Dublin, September 29, 1846.

In reply to your reference of 18th instant of a letter of same date from Sir R. Routh,
which enclosed a copy of a letter from the Lords of the Treasury, requesting to be informed
of the nature of the preliminary expenses for which your order was granted for the issue of
3500^. to the Commissioners of Public Works, and further stating that it was understood to
be the wish of their Lordships that such explanation from the Board of Works should accom-
pany the order for the payment, I am directed to forward herewith an account, showing (in

abstract) the application of the sura in question, together with previous issues on the same
account, to the amount of 8000/.

;
and showing also the amount which the Commissioners are

now in advance at foot of the account. And I am further to add that, if so desired, the items,
which are included in each given head of application in the account, shall be given in full

detail.

Scarcity Relief.

Abstract of Receipts and Expenditure on this Service, from 28th January to 23rd
September, 1846.__ £,. s. d.

1846 To amount paid officers Royal Engineers for services, inspecting and travelling
expenses 2,000 6 10

To amount paid Civil Engineers for services, inspecting and travelling expenses 5,017 4 \

To amount paid military officers for services, inspecting and travelling expenses 3 , 1 38 3 11
To amount paid supernumerary clerks in Board of Public Works and district

officers 1,341 12 0
To amount paid for contingences, books, maps, &c. . , . . . 29 6 6

11,526 13 4

Sept.

23 To balance, over expended, and due at this date 3,526 13 4

Cr.

1846
Feb. 17. By amount received from Sir R. Routh 500 0 0
April 7. Ditto ditto ditto 1,000 0 0
June 16. Ditto ditto ditto 1,000 0 0
July 20. Ditto ditto ditto 1,000 0 0
July 31. Ditto ditto ditto 1,000 0 0
Sept. 1. Ditto ditto ditto 3,500 0 0

By balance over expended, and due on foot of this account . . . 3,526 13 4

11,526 13 4

Office ofPublic Works, Dublin, (Signed) H. Mason, Accountant.
September 24, 1846.

[b. w.] * C
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Mr. J. C. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Worka, Dublin, October Q, 1846.

I All desired by the Commissioners of Public Works to request you will

bring under the consideration of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s
Treasury, the necessity for providing funds to meet the great expenses about to

be incurred in the employment of the requisite staff for the due cai-rying out
the measures of relief contemplated in the Act of last Session, 9 and 10 Vic.,

c. 107.

The funds required for the similar service of the late season were issued,

upon applications made from time to time to His Excellency the Lord Lieu-
tenant, by Commissary-General Sir Randolph Routh. These issues amounted in

the whole to 12,000/. ; and for this sum the Board are prepared duly to

account.

The funds now required, however, will far exceed this estimate
;
and the

Board are desirous of fully apprising their Lordships thus early of the probable
demands which from time to time must be made.
The Board have already appointed :— £.

30 Inspecting Olficers, whose pay and allow-1 ^ okq
ances will average 30s. per diem

. j

38 Working Engineers, 24s. „ . . 1350
20 Office Clerks 6s. „ . . 200
Contingencies ...... 100

£3000

This amount has been already incurred, or nearly so, for the last month, and
the Board do not expect that they can estimate their expenses at a lesser sum
for each succeeding month.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 13, 1846.

Write to the Commisiioners of Public Works that it is their Lordships’ wish
that the expense of the staff required for carrying out the measures of relief

contemplated in the Act 9 and 10 Vic,, c. 107, should be provided for in the

same manner as the similar expenses connected with the previous Relief Act
(9 Vic., c. 1), namely, by means of advances made for this purpose, as they are

required, from the fund at the disposal of Commissary-General Sir R. Routh,
and that the detailed accounts of this expenditure should be periodically fur-

nished to Sir R. Routh, in order that they may be incorporated in his own
accounts, and be transmitted with them at the regular periods to the Commis-
sioners of Audit.

Their Lordships desire that the Commissioners will report whether this

course of pi*oceeding has been duly carried out, in reference to the relief

operations of the lost season, as directed by the Instructions which will be
found at p. 18 of the printed correspondence.

Their Lordships also desire, with reference to the instructions contained in
the Treasury Minute, dated 31st August last, relating to the re-organization of
the Board of Works, that the Chairman of tire Board of Works will furnish, at

the earliest practicable date, a complete list of all the persons who are at

present employed in a temporary capacity under the Board of Works, either

at Dublin or in the country, and whether their employment is immediately
connected with the relief operations or not

;
giving, in rei'erence to each person,

the following particulars :

—

1. The name of the individual.

2. The nature of his employment.
3. The period during which his services are likely to be required.
4. Amount of salary, and of allowances, if any.

5. The authority under which he was appointed
;
whether by sanction

of the Treasury, or on the responsibility of the Board of Works.

And their Lordships desire, that previously to thi,s list being submitted to

them, it may be considered by the Board of Works, who will report their

opinion, both with regard to the necessity of the several appointments contained

therein, and the period during which they are likely to be -required.
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lu regard to all future temporary appointmeuts, their Lordships desire that

the Instructions contained in the Minute of the 31st August may be strictly

adhered to, except in cases of extraordinary emergency, which will not admit

of the delay of a previous reference to this Board
;
and in such cases an imme-

diate report of the circumstances should be made, for their Lordships’ subse-

quent approval.

Transmit a copy of this Letter and Minute to Commissary-General Sir R.

Routh, for his information.

Also transmit copies to the Commissioners of Audit, for their information.

Lieut.-Col. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public TVorlcs, Dublin,

November 7, 1846.

In obedience to the instructions contained in the Treasury Minute, dated

the 31st August, 1846, I have the honour to forward herewith the accompanying

return of officers and clerks which the exigency of the relief duties has compelled

me to appoint, the former as Inspectors in Counties, and the latter in the office of

the Secretary, Accountant, and Relief Office
;
as the business increases, so are we

obliged to add to the number of our assistants. The clerks have all had a fair

trial, and having been found competent and qualified for the duties required of them,

I have to request the sanction of the Lords of the Treasury to these temporary

appointments.

The period for which the services of these individuals are required is entirely

dependent upon the state of distress and its duration
;

those employed in the

corresponding branch will, it is expected, be the first reduced; those in the

Accountant’s will, of course, be required for a longer period ; no one will be

retained a day longer than is absolutely necessary.

Enclosure.

A Return of the several Officers temporarily Employed as Inspecting Officers on

Relief Works, under the Board of Public Works, Ireland.

Naroe.

Nature
of

Employment.

Period
during which
their Services

be requited.

Amount of Salary.

Authority under
which the

Appointments
have been made.

Ainslie, Capt. . 20.T. per diem, with travelling

expenses, and 10«. hotel

allowance when out.

Anderson, Lieut. . w

Butcher, Lieut. . . >>

Broughton, Capt. R.E. 30j. per diem, with allowances,

as above.

Brandling, Lieut. .

1
20j. , , ,

,

Bolton, Capt. . .

£ B
20^. , , ,

,

n
Baillie, Lieut. R.E. .

ti
a.

80s. ,, ,, 1
Burmester, Capt. . . sc

_e
20s. , , ,

,

Carey, Capt. . .

1
20j. , , ,

,

j
Dill, Capt. R.E. >s 30s. , , ,

,

Dillon, Capt. ,
•S 20s. ,,

pq

Dyer, Capt. . 20s. , , ,

,

De Courcey, Lieut. 20s. , , ,

,

Downman, Lieut. . . 20s. , , ,

,

Farren, Capt. . . . 20s. , , , , ^

Faucett, Lieut.. 20s. , , ,

,

C 2
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A Return of the several Officers temporarily Employed, &c-

—

continued.

Name.
Nature

of

Employmeat

Period

during which
their Services

are likely to

be required.

Amount of Sai ry-

Authority under
which the

Appointments
have been made-

Flude, Capt. . . 20s. per diem, with allowances,

as above.

Griffith, Lieut.. 20s. ,, ,,

Gordon, Capt. . 20s. ,, ,,

Greenwell, Lieut. . 20s.

Gallway, Lieut. R.E. . 80s. ,,

Gilbert, Capt. . 20s. ,,

Hothain, Lieut. , 20s. ,,

Huband, Capt. 20s.
,

,

Handcock, Hon. Capt. 20s. ,, ,,

Holmes, Capt. . 20s. ,,

Hamilton, Lieut. . . 20s. ,,

Hart, Capt. 20s.

Hay, Capt. 20s. ,,

Inglis, Lieut. R.E. .

1
SOs. ..

-a

Kennedy, Capt. .

!0 i
20s.

Lardner, Capt. § 20s. i
Laneey, Capt. . .

O
i:C

e
20s.

1
Layard, Capt. .

t
20s. s

Labalmondiere, Capt. . 1
'i

20s. ..

Milward, Lieut. .

1
20s. ”

Miller, Lieut. R.E. 3Us. ,,

Menzie, Capt. R.E. 30s.

Norris, Capt. . 20s. ,, ,,

O’Brien, Capt. 20s. ,,

Ogle, Capt. R.E. . . SOs.

Peebles, Capt. . 20s. ,,

Renwick, Cajit. 20s. ,,

Ross, Sir Tlios. 20s. ,,

Sterling, Capt.. 20s.

Telford, Capt. . 20s. ,,

Telfor, Lieut. . 20s.

Townsend, Major . 20s..

Walker, Capt. . 20s. ,,

Weltered, Lieut. . 20s. ,, ,,

Wynne, Capt. . . . 20s.

Office of Public Worhs, Dublin, llh November, 1846.
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A Return of the several Persons temporarily Employed in the Secretary’s Branch of the

Board of Public Works, Ireland
;
Nature of Employment ;

Period during which their

Services are likely to be required ;
Amount of Salary ; and Authority under which the Ap-

pointments have been made.

Name. Nature of Employment.
g

Periud during
which their

to be required.

Amount of Salary.

Authority
under which
he Appoint-

beeii made.

Proctor, Thomas . Correspondence and copy-

ing.

During pre-

sentpressure

Per Diem.

Is. .

Allen, James . Preparation and despatch of

remittances.'

Is.

Zibeaudo, Richard A. Checking tradesmen’s ac-

counts and orders.

. 75.

Stack, Robert S. . Registering Government
and general correspond-

ence.

7s.

Magill, P. M. . . . Registering drainage and

general correspondence.

7s.

Ormond, Harry X. A. Correspondence . . . 7s. . .

Scales, Robert . . Registering Relief letters

.

>> Is.

Gillespie, R. . . . Letter book for drainage .
7s.

Yeats, John B. . Letter-book and papers . 7s.
E

Locke, Daniel D. .

Taylor, John . . .

7s.

7s.

O

Frood, Thomas E. 7s.

Kennedy, Philip . Registering Shannon, and

piers and harbours. 1
Jones, Harry V. . . Drawing clerks in archi-

tect’s office.

> 5s.

1

(S'

Aslley, Charles . . ,, . ,, 5s.

Deverill, W. J. . . In charge of stationery 7s.

Curtis, George M. Assisting drainage clerk in

correspondence.
’ 7s.

Brophy, J. P. . Ditto, and Fishery corres-

pondence and reports.
•• 7s.

O’Neill, Thomas . Government clerk to drain-

age engineer.
” .

4s. 6(i.

Dwyer, John . Measurer and calculator to

engineer.

Current quar

ter.

Is.

Penny, James . . Draughtsman to engineer

for piers and harbours.

During pre-

sentpressui

7s.

e

Atwool, David . . Draughtsman and engineer

assistant.

Secretary's Department, October 3, 1846.
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A Return ot tbe several Persons temporarily employed in the Account Branch of theBoard of Public Works, Ireland
; Nature of Employment; Period during which their

bervTces are likely to be required; Amount of Salary; and Authority under which the
Appointments have been made.

Period during Authority

Name.
which thei

Nature of Employment. Services ar Amount of the Appoint-
likely to b'

required. been made.

Carr, Patrick.... Assisting Bookkeeper .

Per Diem
7s.

Copland, Thomas . ,, 7s.'

King, John J., jun. . . ,, 3s. 6d.

Lynch, Thomas J., sen.

.

,, 7s.

Lynch, Thomas, jun. ,, 5s.

Powell, Edward . Drawing Board’s Drafts . . 7s.

Beatly, George M. . . Finance Correspondence . . 7s.

Russell, Charles W. . . ,, 5s.

Shaw, J ,, 5s.

Barry, Henry F. . Keeping New Estimate Books,
&c.

5s.

Hickson, Richard S. Superintending New Estimate 7s.
Books and Debentures.

J.

Jackson, John • , Keeping New Estimate Books, I
&c.

3 s
Johnston, Charles William Keeping Pay Clerk’s Book 1. 5s. A
Morewood, James S. . Keeping New Estimate Books, g

5s.
'S

&c. £
a. Q

Blacker, Mansergh . Check Clerks . . .

1
7s. 1

Cantwell, Richard ,
,

j

,, 5s. 1
Cooke, Thomas . .

.
|

,, 5s .

'

«

Griffin, Michael , 7s.

Goldsmith, John g
5s.'’

Hoey, Henry
<

5s.’

Joyce, John .... a
5j.]

Pirrie, George . .

O’Beirne, John J. 5s.’

Luther, G
5s.

O’Callaghan, James . . 5s.

Waters, George H. . .

l|
s = 7s.

Wiber, F. L. ... 5s.

’ 5s.

Accountant’s Office, 2Srd October, 184C.
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A Return of the several Persons temporarily employed in the Relief Branch of the

Board of Public Works, Ireland; Nature of Employment; Period during which their

Services are likely to be required ; Amount of Salary
;
and Autliority under which the

Appointments have been made.

Nature of Employ-
Authority under

Names.
which their Set- Amount of Salary.

which the Ap-
pointraentii have

to be required. been made.

Woods, Edward S. . Clerk . . .
Us. 6d. for long day,

from 10 to 8 o’clock

Brady, Thomas F. . 11s. ditto

.

Lloyd, Charles

.

11s. Qd. ditto .

Hiesiuhotham, Henry . 11s. 6cf. ditto

.

Mooney, William . 16s. 3d. for long day.

Echlin, Charles 8s. ditto ....
Manifold, William

.

8s. ditto ....
Simkins, A. L. 8s. ditto ....
Tibeando, Anselm . 5s. short day .

Winter, M. . . . 5s. ditto .... a

Nash, A § 8s. long day . 1
Moran, H. M. . Draughtsman S 11 s. ^d. ditto .

'S
Nolan, Andrew. 5“ 8s. ditto ....
Kingsmill, Henry . Clerk . , . O 8s. ditto ....

OJ

Hearne, K- H. H. . . 'S 5s. short day . £
M'Namara, J. . . . % 5s. ditto ....
Carry, A 6s. long day . . . g
Spelman, George .

.s 5s. short day . .

Goad, John
Byrne, Abraham .

£ 5s. ditto .... c

1 8s. long day .
w

Daly, Ulick >2 5s. short day . . .

Oulton, H 5s. ditto ....
De Rinzy, George . . 5s. ditto ....
Drury, Frederick .

Andrews, A. . . .

5s. ditto ....
5s. ditto ....

Stack, John . o’ 5s. ditto .... W
M'Gill, Henry. . . a 5s. ditto ....
Palliser, Philip H. . . 5s, ditto ....
Gaynor, P. . . . . 5s. ditto ....
Flint, William . 5s. ditto ....
Maguire, J. . . . 8s. long day .

Clegg, Robert . 8s. ditto ....
Mooney, Thomas J. 5s. short ....
Carden, John P. . 5s. ditto ....
Bridgeford, C. . 8s. long day .

Yates, Arthur . 5?. short ....
Racket, John . Draughtsman 16s. 3d. long day.

Macintosh, H. . . . 5s. short ....

Melief Department, October 29, 1846.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Board of PuUic Works, Dublin,

September 25, 1846.

I AM directed by the Board to forward to you the accompanying letters,

viz, a letter from Colonel Colby, oi' the Royal Engineers, Director of the

Ordnance Survey of Ireland, dated the 22nd instant, from Southampton,
addressed J. C. Walker, Esq^., and two letters, dated 23rd instant, from Captain

Cameron, of the Royal Engineers, in charge of the Ordnance Survey in Ireland

;

and also a letter from Mr. W. Mooney, and one -from Mr. Edward Singleton.

These communications have been made to the individuals to whom they are

addressed, in consequence of the Board having considered it very desirable to

have the services of Messrs. Mooney and Singleton, to assist in carrying out the

details relating to the office duties connected with the relief works. Messrs.

Mooney and Singleton were employed during the past season, and from the

knowledge they have acquired of the details of the several operations, it was
very important that the Board should continue to have the benefit of their

assistance. A communication to that effect was made to Captain Cameron,
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wlio immediately complied witli the Board’s req^uest, making the necessary
communication to Colonel Colby, his commanding officer. It would appear
from Colonel Colby’s letter, dated 22nd instant, that it will be necessary lor
him to appoint other persons to perform the duties attached to the situations
held by Messrs. Mooney and Singleton. The Board would therefore request
tlieir Lordships’ attention to the injury which may be entailed on these indivi-
duals by being employed temporarily under the Board, thereby losing their
permanent situations on the Ordnance Survey, in which Department they have
been employed Iroin its first establishment, and which null be of serious con-
sequence to them if thrown out of employment at the termination of the
relief works, which would appear likely to be the case, from the concluding
paragraph of Colonel Colby’s letter. The Board are aware that the Treasury
Minute of the 31st ultimo, fixes the number of Clerks on the permanent esta-
blishment at six ; but looking to the increasing duties of this Department, they
ca-n have no hesitation in expressing their opinion that these gentlemen may
with great advantage be added to it ; and in this view they are supported by
the strong testimony of Mr. Griffith and Captain Larcom, under whom these
gentlemen were immediately employed during the last season, and to whom
they are now attached.

Enclosuke. •

Colonel Colby to Mr. Walker.

Ordnance Map Office, Southampton,
September 22, 1846.

In reply to your letter of the 12th instant, respecting: the employment of Messrs,
hmgletoii and Mooney, I am instructed to inform you that the Master General and Board of
Ordnance will not object to their being transferred to the Department of Public Works
in Ireland

;
but that the duties performed by them on the Survey canfiot be postponed, and

therefore if they he taken from the Ordnance, the vacancies will have to be filled up without
an}- probability of being able to reinstate Messrs. Singleton and Mooney.

Captain Cameron to Mr. Mooney.

Ordnance Survey Office, Dublin,
September 23, 1846.

o ,

"‘*.i"S‘ruc‘ions from Colonel Colby, which I have commnmcated to the
Board of Public Works, it is my duty to inform you, that as a vacancy cannot be kept open for
your employment at Monntjoy during the indednite period for which your service, are sited to
be required by the Board of Works, I shall he under the necessity of makiiw arrangements for
the transfer of your duties to some other person.

° °

Captain Cameron to Mr. Singleton.

Ordnance Survey Office, D^lUin,
September 23, 1846.

In accordance with instructions from Colonel Colby, which I have commniiieated to theBoard of Public Wor^, it is my duty to inform you, that as a vacancy cannot be kept open foryour employment at Southampt^ during the indefinite period for which your serviceLre staled
to be required by the Board of Works, arrangements must necessarily be made for the transfer
ol your duties to some other person.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 2, 1S46.
Transmit a copy of this letter and of its enclosures to the Secretary to the

Ordimnee, and state that their Lordships consider it to be of impoi-tance thatae Commssioners of Public Works in Ireland should have the assistance ofMr W. Mooney and Mr. Edvvard Singleton in carrying out the details con-
nected with the relief works, during the present distressing emero-ency in that
country

;
and it is therefore requested that they may be relieved from their

duties 111 the Survey Department for six months, in order to their bein«- tempo-
rarily employed during that period under the Board of Works.
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Mr. Byham to ]\fr. Trevelyan.

Office of Ordnance, October 14, 1846.

Having laid before tbe Master-General and Board of Ordnance your
letter, dated the 8th instant, signifying the desire of the Lords Commissioners
of Her Blajesty’s Treasury, that Mr. W. Mooney and Mr. Edward Singleton
may be relieved from their duties in the Survey department for six months, in
order to their being temporarily employed dui-ing that period under the Board
of Public Works in Ireland, I have the honour to request, you will state to their
Lordships that the Master-General and Board have received from Colonel Colby,
of the Royal Engineers, the Superintendent of the Survey, a representation of the
very great inconvenience which would result from Messrs. Mooney and Singleton
being taken away from the duties on which they have been employed in the Survey
of Ireland, and showing the necessity of immediately filling up the situations

vacated by these gentlemen. The Master-General and Board, therefore, request
to be favoured with a communication of their Lordships’ further wishes thereon

;

it being presumed that in the event of Messrs. Mooney and Singleton being
withdrawn from the survey their Lordships will, under the circumstances stated,

provide for them.

Treasury Minute on the above.

Octoh&r 16,1846.

Write to the Secretary to the Ordnance, that although Messrs. Mooney and
Singleton’s services will be indispensably required for six months, in connexion
with the Board of Works, the nature of their subsequent employment is so

uncertain, as to make it undesirable that they should for the present be perma-
nently removed from their own department.

Their Lordships, therefore, request that the Master-General and Boai'd will
instruct Colonel Colby to make the best arrangement in his power for supplying
Messrs. Mooney and Singleton’s places in the Ordnance Survey for six months,
on the termination of which period, their future destination will be finally

determined.

Transmit a copy of this letter and of Minute to the Commissioners of Public
Works for their information.

Mr. Byham to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Ordnance, October 21, 1846.

I have the honour, by command of the Master-General and Board of
Ordnance, to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 16th instant,

relative to the employment of Messrs. Mooney and Singleton under the Board
of Works in Ireland for six months

;
and to acquaint you, for the information

of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, that the Master-General
and Board have, in compliance with their Lordships’ request, instructed
Colonel Colby to make the best arrangements he can for carrying on the duties
of the Irish survey during the six months’ absence of Messrs. Singleton and
Mooney.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Col. Jones.

November 4, 1846.

You will see from the following extract from a letter from Lord Fitzroy
Somerset Jo Lord John Russell, that Lord John has applied to the Horse Guards for
Non-commissioned Officers to assist you in superintending the workmen on the
Relief Works, and that Lord Fitzroy is not able to meet the demand, but refers to
the pensioners as able to furnish ef&cient men of this class :

—

“ I do not think that the regiments could spare any non-commissioned officers
“ as Superintendents of Works, so many are employed in recruiting

;
but the pen-

” sioners may be able to furnish some very efficient men of this class, and Mr.
“ Sullivan will write by to-day’s post to Colonel Tulloch, U'ho is in Ireland, to lay
“ his hands on the best of them.”

[b. w.] D
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Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Col. Jones.

Treasury, Novemher 10, 1846.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer desires me to say that you can have any
number of military of&cers that may be required for superintending the Relief

Works, and that he has i-eason to believe that several Artillery officers, who, from
the nature of their education, perhaps come second in point of qualification to

Engineers, might be rendered available for this service.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer also desires me to ask you whether after

Relief Works have once been laid out by competent engineers, their execution

might not be superintended ahnost as well by any other persons of sense and firm-

ness ; for if this is the case, you might make your scientific agency go further, and
give scope for the employment of a larger number of unprofessional persons.

I have already informed you, by Lord John Russell’s desire, that you can have

the assistance of a considerable number of pensioners for the subordinate situa-

tions of overseers, &e.

I entirely agree with you, that if a waste lands machinery should be esta-

blished, it should be done by making the requisite addition to your Board, and its

subordinate establishments. The necessity, if it be such, of a further extension

of the existing gigantic system of centralisation is to be regretted
;
but it is better

to have one Board of Works than two.

As regards your extra relief establishment in the provinces, you have only sent

us a list of your inspecting officers. Pray have prepared, and send me as soon as

possible, as complete a list as possible, of all the other officers and men, such as

county surveyors, resident engineers, pay clerks, ovei'seers, &c. &c., including the

sappers and miners employed, and I will append them to your letter of the 7th.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

November 1 1, 1846.

It has been ascertained that there is a large number of non-commissioned

officers of pensioners who might be rendered available as overseers of your works,

and we await your demands in this respect.

Have the sappers and miners, who form the approj)riate reinforcement on
such, an occasion, been drawn upon to the full extent of their resources ?
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CORRESPONDENCE RELATING TO APPLICATIONS FOR
LOANS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF RAILROADS.

Ml. Trevelyan to Mi. Labouchere.

Treasury, October 6, 1846.

I SHALL now peiform ray promise of explaining, to the best of my ability,

what the reasons were ^vhich induced Sir R. Peel and Mi. Goulburn steadily to

resist the solicitations pressed upon them during several months to make advances

to Irish Railroad Companies, over and above what could be made in the ordinary

course from the Irish and English Loan Funds, as already established by law.

The immediate and the only certain effect of such loans is to relieve, not the

destitute labourer, but the speculative shareholder, who is responsible for paying

the instalments due by him, and as he must either pay up or forfeit his share, the

presumption is that he would pay, and that the w'orks would be carried on without

the interference of the Government.

The only portion of the expenditure incurred in the construction of railways which

is applicable to the relief of general distress is that which is incurred in the earth-

works, and this constitutes, 1 believe, on an average, only about one-third of the

whole, the rest of the expenditure being appropriated to the purchase of land, rails,

and engines, the erection of buildings, Parliamentary and legal expenses, &c.

In order to meet this objection, it has been proposed that the whole of the sums
to be borrowed from the Government should be expended in earth-u'orks, to be

carried on under the superintendance of the Board of Works.
But even supposing it to be so arranged, it would still, in the majoi-ity of cases,

be the shareholder and not the labourer who would be relieved. The object of the

shareholder is to transfer to the public a portion of the burthen which he ought

himself to bear and provided he succeeds in doing so, he docs not care what portion

it is which is so transferred. The object of tbelabourer is to obtain employment,

and it is a matter of indifference to liim whether be is employed at the expense of

the shareholders or ofthe public at large. The real state of the case, therefore, is,

that the shareholder would be relieved in every instance in which advances were

made by the Government, while the labourer would be relieved only in those

instances in which if the body of tlie shareholders were not to be assisted by such

advances, they would be unable to fulfil the responsibilities they had incurred under

their Act.

The proposed remedy is also open to this additional objection, that it would

impose on the Board of Works the duty of making all the railways in Ireland, in

addition to carrying on all the public works (extending now to almost every

parish), draining all the land, and performing various other functions, which, taken

together, are entirely beyond the power of any Board of public officers.

The districts through which the railways pass are not selected because they

contain the greatest amount of destitution, but because they are the most convenient

for the pui'poses of the railway.

The class of labourers selected are the able-bodied good workmen who least

stand in need of assistance, while the weak and infirm, who are the peculiar o!>jects

of compassionate aid, are systematically excluded.

The experience acquired during the relief operations has led more and more to

the conclusion that the most suitable mode of ])roviding employment is not to

collect the labourers in large masses at a distance from their homes, but to open
works in each parish in which they may be employed in manageable numbers,

returning every evening to their wives and families ; and the baronial .sessions liave

acted on this principle in the presentments lately made. It can hardly be neces-

sary to add, that this condition would by no means be fulfilled, if railu'ays 'vere

adopted by Government as a means of relief.

If the plan of lending to Irish railways were to be adopted by the Government
to any extent, there must be a double illegality—on the part of tlie borrowers, on
the one side, and on that of the lender, on the other.

The railways are not permitted by their Acts to borrow money until one-half

of the amount of their shares has been paid up ;
and when I made inquiries not

long ago, 1 was informed that only two of the railways in progress in Ireland had

qualified themselves to borrow, one of which (the Drogheda Railway) procured a
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loan from the English Public Works Loan (late Exchequer Bill Loan) Commis-
sioners, the whole of which it did not take, having raised money in the market on
more advantageous terms; and the other (the South-Western, or Cashel Railway)
would not accept the sum which the Commissioners offered them, and afterwards
raised a much larger in tlie market. The applicants on behalf of the Waterford
and Limerick Railway Company, when asked how they proposed to get over the
difficulty, replied, “ By an Order in Council.”
The other illegality would be on the part of the Government, the only funds

legally applicable to such purposes (the Public Works Loan (late Exchequer Bill
Loan) Fund in England, and the Loan Fund under the management of the Board
of Works in Ireland) being to a limited amount, and to a great extent pre-engaged.

Such is the expensive nature of these undertakings, and the low state of the
finances of most of the Irish railroad companies, that if the system of lending to
them were once commenced, demands would be pressed upon the Government from
various parts, not only of Ireland, but also of Scotland, and even of England

; for
the distress is likely to be very general this winter, and it would be difficult to

establish a real distinction between the different claims. Ten or fifteen millions
ot pounds sterling would not go far in such a wide scope of undertakings

;
and

after this had been spent, there would be more persons dissatisfied than if the
Government did not lend at all.

It is also extremely doubtful whether all the railroads for which loans are asked
would be remunerative for many years to come

;
and in case of their not being so,

the Government would be left with a bad security on their hands.
The conclusion arrived at, therefore, was, that lending public money to railroad

companies was ineligible as a means of relieving distress arising from scarcity,

because it was illegal, and because, although a certain amount of relief would be
afforded by it, yet there were other more direct and effectual modes of obtaining
the object.

The answers returned by the late Government to applications for loans to rail-

road companies will be found at pages 291, 313, and 319 of the Correspondence
laid before Parliament relating to the Distress in Ireland,
The necessity of husbanding our x-esources, and making them go as far as pos

sible, with the prospects before us, is too obvious to require argument.

Mr. O’Brien to the Lords of the Treasury,

Clare Castle> Carnelly, September 1846,

As a Director of the Limeiick. and Ennis Railway Company, permit me
to submit to your Lordships the enclosed statement prepared by Mr. Fitzgerald,
Chairman of the Board.

It has been already under the consideration of his Excelleney the Lord
Lieutenant, and at his suggestion, is now forwarded to your Lordships,
May I solicit the favour of your Lordships’ communication on the very im-

portant object to which the enclosed statement refers.

8 & 9 Vkt,,o. 122.

Enclosure.

Septemher 14, 1846.

An Act of Parliament was passed this Session, for making a railway from Ennis to

Limerick and Killaloe, in the county of Clare, 37J miles long
;
the existing traffic is very

large, and is estimated to realize a dividend of per cent.
;
the Parliamentary Committees

passed the Bill unanimously, and declared that no doubt could exist as to the utility of this

line. 10 per cent, has been paid up by the shareholders. The shares are principally held by
the lauded proprietors of Clare, who take an active part in its management, the Railway
Directors comprising Sir Lucius O'Brien, Sir David Roche, Augustus J. O’Brien, M. P., John
O’Brien, M. P., William R. Callett, M. P., Mr. Mansell, Terone, Mr. Spright, Derry Castle,
&C. &c. &C.

i- 6 J J .

Those gentlemen are deterred from an immediate prosecution of the work, by the total
failure of the potato crop, which must press so severely upon every man whose income is de-
rived from land, and renders it impossible for him to calculate what his resources may be for

the ensuing year.

Thus a remunerative and highly useful public work is suspended, and at the very moment
when its construction would be most valuable in largely contributing to relieve the present and
coming distress.

The only means by which it seems to me possible in the present state of the country to pre-
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mote these objects is, that the Government should advance as a loan, in anticipation of calls,

from 20 to 4(j per cent, of the required capital, the terms on which such loan should be made,

it is not for me to suggest, but if like the proposed loan for drainage, it was to be repaid in 10

years, or even in a much shorter period, no failure of repayment could possibly occur; the

shareholders in this case are prepared to malte every possible exertion to carry out the work

when assured of that support from Government, which in the present state of this kingdom,

they feel to be necessary, and without which they are afraid at this time to embark in it.

In any country in Europe, except Great Britain, such undertakings receive national support

in some form, and unhappily no country in the world requires it more than Ireland does this

Without a confiscation of property it will be found impossible to levy from land for

remunerating work the sum that will be required for the employment of the people this year

;

and hence it becomes a matter of the deepest importance to promote any undertaking that

can profitably employ a large portion of that population, without the loss of one shilling to

the national funds, without imposing a burthen upon any particular species of property, but

greatly enhancing the value of all.

One hundred and thirty thousand poiinds would enable us to complete the work without any

further call on the shareholders until die line is in opei'ation : what portion of that the Govern-

ment would lend, and on what terms, it is not for me to say, and I refrain from going into

further details until I know whether the application will be entertained, hut, if required, 1 shall

be ready either personally or by letter to supply any information that may be sought.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 13, 1846.

Write to Mr. O’Brien, that after a full consideration of the subject, it has

been determined not to adopt loans to Railway Companies, as a means of re-

lieving the suffering arising from the failure of the potato crop.

Memorial of the Board of Guardians of the Nenagh Poor Law Union.

To the Right Idonourable and- Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her
Majesty’s Treasury,

The Memorial of the Board of Guardians of the Nenagh Poor Law
Union, in the North Riding of the County Tipperary, Ireland,

Humbly Sheweth,

That your Memorialists, being fully and deeply impressed with the

necessity that exists (and they fear will continue to exist for a long period) of

creating employment for labourers and the humbler classes, feel it their duty,

as guardians of the poor, to memorial and beseech your Lordships to cause

some works of magnitude to be undertaken that will prove a lasting and bene-

ficial service to the country, and in course of time yield and repay the capital

expended on them.

That we do not know of any work in this division of our county which would

promote this object so effectually as the construction of the railway line from

Nenagh to Templemore, there to form a junction with the Cashel line to

Dublin.

That the Directors of that Company, who have obtained an Act of Parlia-

ment. for making a railway from Nenagh to Templemore, are unwilling to

proceed with the works in consei^uence of the depressed state of the money

market, and the impossibility of obtaining a further payment on their shares,

but might be induced to do so if aid were given them by way of loan, under

the Act 10th Victoria, chapter 107, as has been extended to the several coun-

ties in Ireland, where distress existed.

That the construction of a work of magnitude, such as a railway, would,

besides giving employment to artisans, and a large class of persons whom the

existing distress must necessarily reacli, likewise give considerable employment

to an immense body of common day labourers, who alone can be employed on

the public works contemplated by the Acts for giving employment to alleviate

the existing distress.

That employment will necessarily have to be provided for the people

beyond the present year, and that without a total confiscation of property it

will be impossible to provide the required amount of employment for the des-

titute poor of the country in the repair of roads, and other works of that kind

;
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but even if work of that description could be procured, and the expense were
to fall on the land, the landholders would be totally unable to pay it with the
rent and other taxes, and the Government would ultimately be obliged to
forego seeking for repayment of the money thus advanced.

That the construction of a railway for 20 miles would not only create a
great source of employment to thousands of persons, but would, when com-
pleted, return a revenue fully adequate, and more certain to repay the loan
advanced, and would likewise relieve the landowners and their descendants
from the tax about to be imposed upon them now for the execution of the
intended public works.

That in the year 1835 Her Majesty’s Government pledged themselves to aid
this country by a grant or loan of three millions of money for railway
purposes. ^

Your Memorialists therefore pray that, if practicable, such a useful public
work as the railway from Nenagh to Teraplemore may be taken into your
Lordships’ consideration, and either partially or wholly receive aid under the
said Act of 10th Victoria, chapter 107, or under the other powers vested in
your Lordships to make grants or loans of money for useful public works.

And Memorialists will pray,

JAMES DEMPSTER, M.D., Chairman.

Signed on behalf of the Board of Guardians,

JAMES FLANAGAN, Clerk of the Union.

Board Room, Nenagh PVorkhouse,
September 24:, 1846.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 6, 1846.
Write to the parties that, after a full consideration of the subject, their Lord-

ships are of opinion that it would not be advisable to adopt loans to Railway
Companies as a means of relieving distress arising from the scarcity offood.

Mr. Nixon to Mr. Trevelyan.

Offices, South Mall, Cork, October 1, 1846.

I HAVE been instructed by the Board of Directors of this Company to
forward you the accompanying case, submitted to the late legal adviser of the
Irish Government, with his opinion thereon, relative to this Company’s appli-
cation, at present under consideration of their Lordships, for a loan of 50,OW^.,
under the 9th section of their special Act, to which the Directors beg respect- P*

fully to direct your attention, and which you will find recited in first folio of
case.

I

Enclosure.
I

Case on behalf of the Cork and Bandon Railway Company.
^

8 85 9 Vic,, e. 122
.

_

By the Act of Parliament incorporating this Company, passed in the Session in margin, 1

entitled “ An Act for making a Railway from Cork to Bandon,” it is enacted,
^

Sec. 7, That it shall be lawful for the Company to borrow on mortgage or bond any sum ^

not exceeding on the whole eighty thousand pounds ; but no part of such sum shaU be bor- k
rowed until the whole of the capital or sum of two hundred and forty thousand pounds shall I
have been subscnbed for, and one- half thereof shall have been actually paid up.” U

Sec. 8 enacts, “ That it shall be lawful for the mortgagees of the Company to enforce the
*

payment of the arrears of principal and interest due on any such mortgages by the appointment 1

of a receiver; and m order to authorize the appointment of such receiver, in the event of the
principal money due on such mortgages not being duly paid, the amount owing to the mort- I

gagees by whom application shall be made shall not be less than ten thousand pounds in the I

whole.
I

_

The 9th sec. enacts, ' That it shall and may be lawful to and for the said Company at any
time, orfrom time to time, by order of any general or special general meetincr, to borrow of the 1

Commissioners for carrying into execution an Act of Parliament passed in the third year of tlie
reign of His Majesty King George the Fourth, entitled ' An Act to authorize the further
advance of money out of ihe Consolidated Fund for the completion of works of a public nature, I

and for the encouragement of fisheries in Ireland,’ or for the Commissioners for canying into
|
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executioTi any Act or Acts for the execution of public works in England or in Ireland, any sura

or sums of money not exceeding in the whole the sum of eighty thousand pounds, and by a

deed under the common seal, and at the cost of the said Company, to assign and issue to the

secretary for the time being of the Commissioners, or to such other persons as they sliali

appoint, and in such manner as they shall direct, free from all incumbrances, the said under-

taltino-, and all the works and property of the said Company, and all rates, tolls, profits, and

receipts accruing, and thereafter to accrue, to and lor the use of the ss-vd Company, under or

by virtue of this Act, or otherwise, for securing to the said Commissioners, or any of them, the

repayment of the amount of Exchequer Bills, or money to be borrowed as aforesaid, anyihwg

in {his Act to the contrary notioithstanding

:

Pi'ovided always, That nothing in this Act contained

shall be considered as obligatory on the said Commissioners to lend any money or Exchequer

Bills to the said Company : Provided also. That the said Company sliall not borrow or owe

money at any one lime by mortgage, under the provisiojis of this Act, any sum or sums of

money exceeding in the whole the sum of eighty thousand pounds.”

And the 10th sec. enacts, “ That every security to be given to the said Commissioners as

aforesaid shall not be affected by any informality in any meeting or proceeding of the said Com-

pany or Directors, and shall have priority over all other mortgages, charges, and securities

whatsoever, to be created by the said Company under the authority of this Act.”

The total amount of the capital, 240,OOOZ., has been subscribed for, but there has been as

yet only 40,000Z., being less than one-half thereof actually paid up.

The Directors of the Company are desirous of expediting the railway works as much as

possible, and of affording more extensive employment to the labouring population of tire dis-

trict. According to the ordinary course of making calls upon the sliareholders, as pointed out

by the Act, the Directors could not accomplish the desired object within any reasonable time;

they are therefore anxious to be advised, whether the Company can, under the 9th section of

their special'Act, borrow upon mortgage from any of the public Boards therein mentioned, such

sum not exceeding 80,OOOZ., as may be agreed upon, notwithstanding the sum actually paid up

being less than half the capital.

Counsel will please consider the foregoing sections, and their effect, and advise the

Directors

—

Whether and to what extent the said 9th section is controlled by the preceding 7th section.

Can the said Company, upon an order of a general or special meeting of the shareholders,

borrow upon mortgage, from any of the Commissioners therein mentioned, to the extent of

80,000Z., or such lesser sum as they may be satisfied to advance, without reference to the

amount of capital actually paid up
;
and can the Company give the Commissioners a legal se-

curity for such sum as may be agreed to be advanced ?

Opinion of H. Martley, Esq., on annexed Case submitted him on behalf of the Cork and

Bandon Railway Company.
September 25, 1846.

I HAVE not had an opportunity of I’cading the private Act referred to, further than it is

abstracted in the foregoing case; but supposing that there is nothing on the other sections of

the Act to modify those which are above copied, I am of opinion that the resb'ictiou contained

in the 7th section does not apply to the borrowing of money from Commissioners of public

monies, under the Acts referred to in the 9th section, and that such Commissionere may legally

lend money to the Company, although one-half of their subscribed capital has not been

paid up.

My view of the case, on a comparison of sections 7 and 9, is strengthened by the Act referred

to in the 9th section (3 Geo. III. c. 112, s. 2), which enables the Commissioners under that

Act to advance money for public works, “ although the whole on any part of the estimated

expenses of any such Public Works shall not be subscribed for or deposited.”

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 13, 1846.

Write to the Directors, in reply to their application for a loan of 50,000?. in

aid of the funds required for constructing the Cork and Brandon Railway, that,

after a full consideration of the subject, it has been determined not to adopt

loans to Railway Companies as a means of relieving the suffering arising from
the failure of the potato crop.

BIr. Frith to Lord John Russell.

5, Church Passage, Guildhall, October 8, 1846.

I AM desired by the Board of Directors of the Londonderry and Ennis-

killen, and Londonderry and Coleraine Railway Companies, to submit the fol-

lowing communication to your Lordship.

The anxiety manifested by Her JMajesty’s Government, to alleviate the distress Employment

now, unhappily, so prevalent in Ireland, may plead the excuse for these Com- labour,

panics offering the suggestion to your Lordship, that relief may be best attained

by granting to Railway Companies, whose works are in progress, such advances

of money, as would enable them to prosecute their works with greater vigour,
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thus affording a very considerable means of extending employment to the labour-
ing classes, and the best preventive against outrage and violence.

It seems conceded on all hands, that employment is the channel through which
relief should flow to the people of Ireland. However beneficial as subsidiary
agencies, may be the effect of drainage and works of local utility, it is respectfully
submitted to your Lordship, that in no other way can employment be so promptly,

^
generally, or so advantageously afforded, as by enabling the several Railway

Oompanies, now forming their lines, to prosecute the works, simultaneously, along
their whole extent, and thus present throughout the length and breadth of the

^
market for unemployed labour. Employment to a great extent may

thus be afforded, without necessity, for the creation of expensive machinery, with-
out the imposition of an additional tax upon any class of the people, and with the
most permanently beneficial results to the social and commercial progression of
the country, and with a certainty of repayment to the Government, of the funds
requisite to meet the present pressing emergency.

There can be little doubt now, that unless Government aid be afforded to Irish
Railways, the works on the greater part if not the whole, must be suspended
during the ensuing winter and spring, and that the plan proposed by Government
for the formation of public works of other descriptions in Ireland, will fall very
far short of what will he necessary to provide for the people in the present fearful
crisis, indeed, such an arrangement would not provide for the labourers thrown
^t or employment, should the works on the railways be generally suspended.
Ihe landowners, gentry, and farmers, are becoming daily more alarmed at the
proposed plan, of mortgaging the county-rates to pay for Public Works, many of
which would prove of questionable utility.

I beg also, to call your Lordship’s attention to the following extracts from the
Keport of the Select Committee of the House of Commons on Public Works in
Ireland, made in 1835.

“ That among the remedial measures proposed for the improvement of Ireland“ none has been more universally urged by all parties, than the propriety of

c(

execution of public works, and the Committee fully coincide in
‘‘ the opinion, that there is every reason in justice and policy for extending to“ Ireland the public aid for such purposes, in a degree that does not admit of com-
‘‘ parison with the considerations which would be a guide for other parts of the
Lnited Kingdom. That the introduction of railways would be attended with

‘ so many obviously important advantages, that they class them with canals, as of
primary importance, and that one of the principal objects of the loan system,
was to encourage capital in promoting works of this class, as it is likely to
bring forward a large amount of private capital, in furtherance of public works
ot great national utility, as well as emolument, and thus confer benefits on Ire-
land, which neither public nor private capital, separately employed, could ever“ accomplish.

x j r j >

Acts of Parliament have been obtained for the formation of railways from the
extreme north to the extreme south of Ireland, viz., from Coleraine to Cork and
lor some lateral lines m those districts. Acts have also been obtained for lines
running from the eastern ports towards the western counties. Many of those
lines are now in course of construction, but from increasing want of confidence
and the distrust evinced towards the embarkation of furthe^ capital on Irish rail-
ways, from the circumstances in which the country is now placed, the funds of

e Company are becoming limited—the number of labourers necessarily lessened
and m many cases a danger exists of the works being altogether stopped, which
would tend greatly to aggravate the existing distress.

These views have been most fully confirmed by resolutions passed at the recent
public meetings of different baronies, called for the purpose of considering the
best means of relieving the distress. I, therefore, venture to propose to your
Lordship that the Government should at once devote a certain amount of puldic
funds towards the furtherance ofrailroads in Ireland, and would suggest, in order
to guard against the misapplication of those funds, and to ensure their repayment
that the following plan should be adopted.

First that any Railway Company having actually expended 20 per cent, of

loanT^'™*
"’otks should be entitled to participate in the Government

Secondly, that after such expenditure the Government should advance 10 per
cent, lor every additional 5 per cent, paid up by the shareholders until such time
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as the entire expenditure has reached 80 per cent, of the capital, consisting of

40 per cent, paid by the shareholders, and 40 per cent, advanced by the
Government.
The first proposition, as your Lordship will perceive, would effectually preclude No encouragement

frera the advantages of the loan, all Companies having merely a parliamentary schemes,

existence without any intention or power of making a railway from the funds of
their shareholders, while it would afford facilities to all bond fide Companies
whose shareholders had proved the sincerity of their intention by an actual ex-
penditure of 20 per cent.

The second proposition, although it would tend sensibly and most advantage- inducement to con-

ously to lighten the pressure upon the shareholders, would not have the effect of private enter-

substituting Government aid for private enterprise, but by a judicious blending tb'rofworks!^^

***^'^'

together of both (so sti'ongly recommended by the Committees of the House of
Commons), would so stimulate and encourage the latter as to ensure the early
attainment from private sources of the completion of all sound undertakings, the
works of which would be otherwise protracted for several years, if not altogether
discontinued.

The Government would thus have as security for their repayment the works. Repayment of

together with the additional 60 per cent, to be called up from the share-
holders of the Company, thereby effectually guaranteeing the return of the sum
advanced.

There are 1 1 Companies in Ireland, with an aggregate capital of about Extent of aid sug-

7,500,000^., in a position to avail themselves of the above proposition, the gists'!-

result of which would be, that when 20 per cent, of that amount, or 1,500,000^.,

had been raised and expended, the Government would provide 3,000,000^.
upon the further sum of 1,500,000^. being raised by the shareholders

;
the

expending of which sura of 4,5000,OOOZ. would furnish employment for the
next 18 months; and, if thought advisable, the supervision of the number and
class of persons to be employed might be made matter of arrangement between Supervision of

the several Companies, their contractors, and the local Relief Committees. labour.

The position of the Companies which I have the honour to represent is as
follows :

—

_

The Londonderry and Enniskillen Company obtained its Act of incoi-jDora- Londonderry and
tion in August 1 845 ; the contract for the portion of the line from Londonderry to Rail-

Strahaiie was immediately entered into, and the works commenced : they have,
Company,

until lately, been most vigorously proceeded with, and will be completed in
the course of a few weeks. But from the causes already alluded to, at that
period they must stop, unless Government co-operation encourages tlieir share-
holders to proceed. The opening of the line, even to Strabane, cannot fail to
foe of great local benefit, which will be increased as the line is extended.
On the southward and westward of Strabane an immense extent of country Local benefits,

exists, comprising the greater portions of the counties of Tyrone, Fermanagh,
and Donegal, to which it is of the utmost importance to have easy access by
railway to Londonderry, their accustomed port for communication with Eng-
land and Scotland. In these counties, too, my Lord, the distress has to an
alarming extent already prevailed

;
nay, more, your Lordship will find, on

reference to the proceedings of the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions for
the Barony of Raphoe, held on the 14th September, that the parties locally
empowered to the new Act to select and recommend w’orks for public employ-
ment had made no such selection; that the Sessions were productive of no Present distress
result

; and that the people are consequently still unemployed—still starving.
A Government loan to the Londonderry and Enniskillen Railway Company, if
even only of such amount as would enable them to extend their line from
Strabane to Omagh, a distance of 20 miles, would at once put them in a posi-
tion to afford food and labour for the destitute, and would permanently benefit instant relief by
all classes in that district by opening up to them, on the one hand, a port for Govem-
their produce, and on the other, by adding an additional link to the trunk
line of railway which must ultimately connect them with the metropolis.
The Londonderry and Coleraine Railway I would respectfully submit to Londonderry and

your Lordship as an undei-taking pre-eminently deserving of countenance and Coleraine Company,

support from the Government. Considered merely as a railway, it will effec-
tually open up to each other the north-eastern and north-western coasts of
Ireland

; viz., from Belfast to Londonderry, the communication between which
is greatly impeded by the mountainous nature of the country between London-

[b. w.] E
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deny and Coleraine. Your Lordship’s knowledge of the fact, that this is one

of the most peaceable, industrious, and prosperous districts in Ireland, will lead

you to the conclusion, that it is deserving of every facility calculated to aid

its inhabitants in those industrial pursuits which have already contributed so

much to their advancement in the social scale—^which have engendered and

confirmed habits of order and tranquillity. But independently of these con-

Peculiar feature of siderations, the LondondeiTy and Coleraine Raihvay presents another feature

works. of great public importance ;
inasmuch, as connected with its works, is the car-

rying out of the extensive reclamation of land on the Lough Foyle, by an

Reclaiming above embankment which will include 22,000 acres of slob, capable of immediate
20,000 acres of conversion into land of the very highest productive capabilities. The nature

of the work is such that it might progress simultaneously, were the Directors

possessed with ample funds, which would enable them to afford employment

to almost any extent, and also an independent means of subsistence for the

starving population of the neighbouring county of Donegal.

The Coleraine Railway, therefore, presents to your Lordship, in its full

force, the argument in favour of Government aid to Irish railways. It claims

attention as a work of great local utility
; it recommends itself as a model

from which thoroughly to demonstrate the beneficial effects of drainage
;

it is

worthy of support as a reclamation, the success of which will induce like
|

results in the many localities similarly circumstanced throughout the United

Kingdom
;
the amount and quality of the land acquired by it will extend

Increased means of materially the means of producing food for the people
;
and, lastly, it opens up

producing food. new field for labour, which will not be limited by the completion of the

menf after*°reseut
which, in the drainage and tillage of the reclaimed land,

^ergency.^'^^*^'^' will afford permanent employment for the labouring population of the

district.

I feel it right to add that these railways are managed in • London, having
^

originated with English shareholders, by whom they are still chiefly sup- '

ported ;
but the rate at which it has been deenmd expedient to make the calls I

on these Companies, would not furnish sufficient funds to accelerate the works

so much as the present exigencies of the country demand ;
and it is, therefore,

that we are induced to seek the aid of Her Majesty’s Government. The ratio

of payment already intimated, could, however, be fully met with the assistance
i

we solicit
;
and we are led to hope that the security proposed will be deemed

ample to justify the granting it to the two Companies, on whose behalf I have

now the honour to make the application.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 16, 1846.
I

Write to the Directors, that after a careful consideration of the subject, ;

Her Majesty’s Government has come to the decision that it would not be
|

advisable to adopt loans to Railway Companies as a means of relieving distress
|

arising from the scarcity of food.

Treasury Minute. }

October 16, 1S46. i

Lord John Russell lays before the Board two memorials he has ^

received from the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, one of which was addressed to his

Excellency by a deputation appointed by a meeting of the citizens of Dublin,

held at the Royal Exchange on Friday, the 2nd instant, with the object of

calling the attention of the Government to the plan of making advances to Rail-
'

road Companies to enable them to employ labourers to a considerable extent 1

during the present scarcity ; and the other is from the Midland Great Western

Railway Company of Ireland, applying for a loan from the Government.
|

Their Lordships direct that the Lord Lieutenant be informed that their

Lordships have caused the following answer to be returned to similar

applications which have been made on behalf of Railway Companies in Ireland i

direct to this Board, viz., that after a careful consideration of the subject, Her !

Majesty’s Government had come to the decision that it would not be advisable to
^

adopt loans to Railway Companies as a means of relieving distress arising from i

the scarcity of food
; and their Lordships would suggest to his Excellency that

j
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the parties who presented the two memorials above adverted to should be in-
formed accordingly.

Let the memorials be returned to the Secretary for Ireland with a letter to
the above effect.

Ekclosurb.

To his Excellency John William Earl of Besborough, Lord Lieutenant-General ami General
Governor of Ireland, &c. &c. &c.

May it please yocr Excellency,
We, tile deputation appointed by a meeting of the citizens of Dublin, held at the Koval

Exchange, on Friday the 2d of Octobei- instant, beg leave to submit to your Excellency’s con-
sideration, a copy of the resolutions passed unanimously at that numerous and influential
meeting.

Being already aware of your Excellency’s desire to co-operate with all those who feel anxious
at this unprecedented and alarming crisis, to employ the able-bodied population of Ireland in
great national Works of a reproductive nature, we entertain a confident hope that your Excel-
lency will coincide in opinion with the citizens of Dublin, that amongst the work most im-
portant in_a national point of view the railways may, and ought to be classed first

In urging upon your Excellency’s attention the importance of the obiect contemplated ui
these resolutions, we but convey to your Excellency the strong and decided opinion of the
public, that by. an a^dvance judiciously made to assist.railway enterprise in Ireland the irreatesf
possible good would at this moment be effected.

Ihe employment already given by those undertakings has, in the districts in which the works
are m progress, mitigated in a great measure the pressure of existing distress. Above 40 000

’

labourers are at this moment employed in the construction of railways in Ireland: the com-
pliance ot Her Majesty’s Government with the request we are deputed to urge will at onceextend that employment, and cany the same relief to districts in which it cannot be honed theworks will now be carried on without such aid.

^

We feel also, that we ought to urge upon your Excellency’s attention this most formidable
consideration, that from the state of the country at present, there is the strongest reason to^prehend that if railways are now left to the efforts of the respective Companies, unaided bvGovernment support, the execution of the works now actually in progress may at no distant
period be stopped, and their completion deferred until the distress of the country is past m
Uvely useless

nndertakings, as a means of giving employment, would be eompa’ra-

The effect of throwing out, of employment any considerable number of the 40,000 labourers
now at work, would be an aggravation of the distress too frightful to contemplate.

Ihe mode or terms upon which this advance can be most advantageously made it is not
within our province as a deputation to suggest.

o j ,

We feel satisfied, that railway enterprise in Ireland is now in such a state as will afford
abundan^t means, by which your Excellency’s practical wisdom will be able to arrano-e theterms of advance, so as to obtain the mast perfect security for the repayment of the sums ad-
vanced, and ainple assurance that the money shall be spent in those parts of railway con-
structions, which will employ that class of the population which it is the great object to relieve

Jhis enlarged employment may, we conceive, be given at once without preliminarv difficult'v
or expense, by Government availing themselves of the machinery in existence at this moment
lor the immediate application of labour to these great national undertakings

'

Without entering into details, which a minute discussion of the subject'would reauire we
feel that we best discharge the daty confided to ns by placing the resolutions of the meetinnwe represent m your Excellency s hands, with the observations on the advantages of the nlanthey recommend, satisfied that they will receive from your Excellenoy and Her MaiWs
Ministers, the attentions to which they are entitled from the influence and respectability of &emeeting ly which they were adopted; a meeting representing all classes of the citizens ofevery shade of pohtical opinion. The deep anxiety felt by every portion of the communityon the subject to which they refer, the fearful emergency of the. crisis which bvouo-ht tha^meeting together, and we will venture to add the character of the suggestions contained in theresolutions themselves.

Signed on behalf of the depntation,

John Kesader, Lord Mayor,
John Reynolds, Secretary.

To the Right Honourable Joan WiiLiAM, Eajl of Besbotoouh, Lord Lienlenant-
General and General Governor of Ireland.

The Memorial of the Midland Great Western Railway Company of Ireland, most respectfullv
Showeth, ^ ^

Incorporated by Act of Parliament passed in the Session of
184^5, for making a Railway from the Citv of Dublin to Mulhngar and Longford with a

I84?6
i.000,0001. and power to borrow 333,000/. Also, b/ an Act of fast Session,

g-an-fci f
sanctioned from Mullingar to Athlone, with acapital of 400,000/. and power to borrow 133,000/.

That the works of said Railway were commenced in December, 1845, the entire line

E 2
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from Dublin to Mullingar is now in progress of constructionj upwards of 26 miles (from

Dublin to Enfield) is far advanced towards completion, and will be opened for traffic in the

ensuing spring ;
and the remaining distance to Mullingar, (30 miles further,) will be finished

in the 'worse of the summer, about 4000 men being now daily employed upon the works.

That the Acts of Incorporation limit the power of the Directors, to making a call of 5f.

per share every three months, and it is therefore not in their power to call up the capital, so

as to enable them to put the whole of the works into operation at once, unless they receive

aid from the Government.

That the Directors have made calls amounting to 15?. per share, or 30 per cent, on the

capital of the Company, and that said calls have been well responded to_ by the proprietors,

upwards of 269,000?. having been paid up, and expended on the undertaking.

That the Dii-ectors are most anxious to carry on the construction of the works from Mul-

lingar to Athlone, and also from Mullingar to Longford, and thereby afford a large extent of

immediate employment in those districts where it is now so urgently required. That the

landowners and inhabitants of these places are so desirous to have the works immediately

commenced, that they have on several occasions passed resolutions most strongly urging the

Directors to have the destitute populatloji immediately employed.

That the security which the Company can give, is unquestionably safe ;
as, in addition to

the large amount already expended on the undertaking, they are willing to agree that the

future Scpenditure of the capital of the Company shall be continued, so that the amount

tliereof expended, shall at ail times be more than equal to such sums as shall be advanced by

the Government
;
and that the full amount of the monies which may be so advanced, shall be

expended on labour in the construction of the earth-works, masonry, &c, of the Railway

;

thereby applying the whole of such advances, in affording the employment so indispensably

necessary at this peculiar period of privation and distress.

Your Memorialists, therefore, most respectfully pray, that your Excellency will take the

foret^oing into your gracious consideration, and that you will be pleased to recommend the

Lor'Ss Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury to make such loans to the Company as

will enable them at once to commence the remainder of the works, and thereby afford a large

amount of useful and productive employment.

And your Memorialists will ever pray, &c. &c.

(Signed) Donsandle, Chairman.

Memorial from the County of Meath.

To His Excellency John William, Earl of Besborough, Lord Lieutenant-

General and General Governor of Ireland.

The Memorial of the Nobility, Gentlemen, Clergy, Freeholders, and

Inhabitants of the County of Meath.

May it please your Excellency,

We, the High Sheriff and a deputation of the county at large, being

directed by the inhabitants of it, assembled at public meeting, submit to your

Excellency, That railway communication is necessary for that county, and the

portion of Ireland which lies north of it ; and that such railway accommodation

should have its terminus in the metropolis of Ireland, and run through nearly the

centre of our county in the direction pointed out by the Irish Railway Com-

missioners ;
every person acq^uainted with the localities must assent to the

proposition that such is the proper direction.

Firstly. The stream of traffic from the portion of the county of Leitrim

adjoining Cavan ; from the entire of the counties of Cavan, Fermanagh, Done-

gal, and again from a portion of the county of Monaghan, takes its course in

that direction through the county of Meath to Dublin.

Secondly. It is the most direct line, and therefore presente the shortest

possible distance.

Thirdly. No engineering difficulties present themselves to its construction.

Fourthly. Its advantages are such that it has been the field contended for

by rival companies before Parliamentary Committees during several sessions.

Fifthly. The Irish Railway Commissioners in their Report have pointed out

this line, as one of those that should he adopted for Ireland, and stated that as

far as such line of road would run through Meath by Navan on to Kells, the

road could he constructed at an expense of four thousand two hundred pounds

a mile less than any other line of road.

Sixthly. By effecting a junction of the intended line with the Great Western

line at Clonsilla, nine miles of that road can be used, and the expense of

making so much thereof, and erecting a terminus, be saved. .

Seventhly. The point indicated for a junction is within a very short distance

of the borders of the county of Meath, about three furlongs
;
and from the

boundary of the county on that, the southern one to the county of Cavan is a
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distance of thirty miles and one half, leaving that quantity of road to he made

within one county, taking nearly a straight line through it.

Eio-hthly. A line of road in that direction cannot he said to be a competing

line with either the Drogheda line (even supposing the branch from Navan to

that town perfectly made) or the Great Western, becaiiso as to the latter, it

would be a feeding line to it
;
and as to the former, it is ^only to look to the

map and the reply is furnished ;
from Navan to Dublin, via Drogheda Railway,

would be a distance of 48^ miles, whereas on the proposed line it would be

about 28 miles, the difference being 20 miles added in so short a distance, and

therefore, cars and vehicles, if no direct line made, would carry the

passengers from Navan to Clonsilla, at so low a rate that the passenger tramc

would continue on the old trackway to Dublin.
• r

Ninthly. Supposing that the inhabitants of Meath and the counties north oi

it would however, be coerced, for want of direct railway accommodation, to go

round bv’ Drogheda, they submit that such would be an act of great injustice

to them, as adding to their expenses in perpetuity the charge necessarily

to be incurred for travelling an additional twenty miles every time mat pleasure

or business might require their attendance in the metropolis, and that m lavoiir

of a private company, who had notice from the very starting, that direct com-

munication was a matter sought after by the people of Meath.
_

Having submitted to your Excellency the foregoing as leading to the con-

clusion, that the direct line should be the one taken for a railway thimigh

Meath, we beg to call your attention to the fact that the Irish Kmiway

missioners in reference to the then intended measure of the Pool* Law,

was progressing through Parliament, reported,
_

“That it should be recollected

“ that the landed interest would be taxed heavily for the support oi the poor

;

“ and they suggested that it would be therefore an auspicious introduction to so

“ great a change in the social state of the county, if the pressure of that mc^ure

“ were lightened by the commencement of some works of great magnitude,

“ -which would last for a considerable time, and afford ample employment to

“ large numbers of the people in Ireland and again they recommend that

GoveWent should undertake either or both of the proposed combined lines (the

one through Meath being one of them) on the application of the counties

We submit to your Excellency, that the advice of the Commissionaries then

given was wise and judicious
;
but if we express our approval of it, then how

much more necessary it is now, when, pressed by the call preceding the approach

of famine, the entire labouring class of this county, whose aggregate population

is 183,828, must have employment at the expense of the land lor at least two

years, and at a rate ofwages commensurate with the price of provisions. 11 the

idea of the advent of the Poor Law suggested the recommendation, how abso-

lutely necessary is it now to carry it out, when five-eighths of the population

must be provided for. We, therefore, press on your Excellency to aid us m
<^iving employment to our people in a manner that will be useful to all classes,

as affording a return for the outlay, and doubly useful to the labouring classes,

as giving the means of continuous employment until the crisis shall have passed ;

and after that, as there will be a return for their labour, the landlords and

farmers will be enabled to continue that employment, the remimeration for

which would be absorbed in their endeavours to make good their instaimcnts, il

the labour to be given to the people now should be unprofitable and yield no

return, We srieak not only for ourselves, but for our brethrenm the.ndjoining

county of Cavan, with its population of 227,933, the labounng population oi

which is also to be provided for ;
and with these facts, wc request your R^cei-

lency may be pleased to place before you the maps of both counties, and-tracc

the line of road projected by us, almost intersecting them in the centre ol each,

and exercise your own sound understanding, and say could there be a better

mode suggested for employing the labourers of a county than along an almost

straight line through the centre ;
the small towns and villages on either side

affoixling places of residence for the labourers at night, and not too distant fiom

their families to bring them at least twice a week sufficient bread stufts lor

their support, while too many of them need not be at one time congregated at

any one point. Your Excellency will perceive as far as our county, the village

of Clonee, and the town .of Diinboyne, will afford stmh places of resort^
residence at the commencement of the work. The villages of the Black Bull,
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Ten Mile Bush, the town of Dimshaughlin, the village of Beotive, the towns of
1 rim Athboy on one side, Navan and Kells on the other, bringmg them to the
verge of the county.

° °

Again, all pkced within the daily reach of a supply of provisions, when those
oi the county should be exhausted, either from Dublin or Drogheda. Mercan-
tile enterprize will supply these when it is assured that the labour of man has
found a remunerative market, and thus this part of Ireland will be fully supplied,
and the cares of Government can be freely given to have provisions ti-ansported

much
“®stitute districts in other parts of Ireland. Having stated thus.

First, we request your Excellency will direct the Board of Works to commence
and execute as a county road, according to the plans and sections already lodged
in the office of the clerk of the peace of our county, such portions of the contem-
plated line as onr respective baronial sessions, through which it is marked out to'
pass, shall present, and employ our people on them.

Secondly, that as soon as Parliament meets. Government shall introduce a
measure in the spirit of the third suggestion of the Railway Commissioners,
already referred to, '• That they undertake the line on the application of the
counties interested, the outlay to be repaid by small instalments, at a low rate of
interest, the same at which the advances are now to be made for the emiiloyment
of the poor, and under the provision, that in the event of the returns not paying
the stipulated amount of interest, the counties shall supply the deficits by pre-
sentments. ^ ^

Thirdly,
^

this mode should not meet the approval of the Government, thenwe solicit the Government to aid in obtaining an Act to enable the county to
borrow a sum adequate to 9,000^. per mile, at a rate of interest not exceeding 51
per cent., to be expended by tbe Board of Works in erecting the road and
charging the^interest of such loan in the county rates, same to be charged on the
several baronies on a graduated scale, according as they were near or distant from
the line, with the exclusion^ of such baronies as had railway accommodation
already but also to the exclusion of labourers being employed from such baronies,
and to the exclusion of such baronies partaking in the direct profits to be derived
from such railway; this would involve about Qd. in the pound on the present
valuation li the road produced no return whatsoever, but for this charge the
people would be saved from starvation during the transition through which, by
the decree of an all ruling Providence, they are about to pass

; such Act to con-
tain clauses that, on the completion of the work, the road could be let out for a

if profitable, that a certain portion of the profit
s^hould be applied towards a gradual liquidation of the debt, and the remainder
brought to the credit of the contributing baronies.

Fourthly, if neither of these plans will meet the views of the Government, we
suggest that the Government should assist the baronies which may present for
the noaking this line of road, with a sum sufficient for the labour-work of it (and
thereby aiiord employment)

; when same shall be executed to sell and dispose ofsame to any joint stock company that may undertake to purchase it at the price
It may cost, or such other sum as the Government may approve of, to be com-
ple ed as a railway, and thus relieve those baronies from the expense they are
willing to undertake to give employment, and secure railway accommodation for
lUeath, and the counties north of it, with the metropolis, which still holds acommanding station as the seat of the Government, and the place where theppreme courts of law are concentrated, and which, with a population of 204,153
IS entitled to a direct line of railway accommodation with the interior of the
.country.

We submit to your Excellency that the people of Meath and Cavan have anght to what they claim, and we rest • confident that this their appeal to your
Excellency, as the organ of the Government, will be successful; they stand onstrong ground when they can refer to every passage in the Report of the Railway
Commissioners in support of their suggestions

; Commissioners every way com-petent to discharge the duties confided to them, both by habit, knowledge of thecountry, acquaintance with science, and profession.
°

Signed by order of the Meeting,

James N. Waller, Cha,mn(xn.
Sam. J. Smith,
William Ford,

Secretaries to the Meeting.
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Treasury Minute on the above.

October 20, 1846.

Lord John Russell lays before the Board a Memorial to the Lord Lieutenant

of Ireland, signed by Mr. J. N. Waller, Mr. S. Smith, and ftlr. William Ford, on

behalf of the nobility, gentlemen, clergy, freeholders, and inhabitants of the

county of l\Ieath, proposing three several plans for the construction of a railroad

through the said county, through the agency of the Board of Works, and either

wholly or partly by means of advances of public money, without the intervention

of any railway company, one of the objects proposed by these plans being to afford

relief by means of employment to persons suffering from scarcity in Ireland.

Their Lordships direct that the .Memorial in question be returned to the

Secretary for Ireland, and that he be requested to state to the Lord Lieutenant

that their Lordships cannot recommend that any encouragement should be given

to this application.

To the Right Honourable and Honourable the Lords Commissioners of

Her Majesty’s Treasury.

My Lords,

The Undersigned had the honour of being appointed Secretaries to a

Meeting held on the 30th September, of the Gentry, Clergy, Freeholders, and

Inhabitants of the County of Meath, duly convened by the High Sheriff in

pursuance of a requisition more numerously signed than any which ever

emanated from that County.

The High Sheriff presided, and it was then propounded that in order to

afford remunerative labour during the alarming approaching crisis, the several

Baronial Presenting Sessions should, under the Labour Kate Act, pmesent (as

for a common road) for the moulding, embanking, and earth-work of a certain

line of road which was intended to be converted into a rail-road, should Par-

liament enact a law for that purpose, to afford railway accommodation to the

counties of Meath and Cavan, and those counties more north, and connecting

them with the metropolis of Ireland.

To present for such work, so far as the completing of the earth-n'ork was,

and is, we submit perfectly legal within the meaning of the Labour Rate Act,

and if presented for by the several baronies through which the line of road

had been marked out would afford ample employment to the entire unem-

ployed population of the counties of Meath, Cavan, and Fermanagh for at

least the next 12 months. The Government being fully secured repayment of

the advances, as same would be charged on the several baronies along the line

by the Extraordinary Presenting Sessions, and those baronies for whom pro-

clamation under that Act had issued after the resolution of the county pre-

sented sufficient sums for the execution of the works
;
these were three in

number, and lay in continuous contiguity to each other.

A Memorial in support of this plan for affording ample and continual em-

ployment for more than the year was presented to his Excellency the Lord

Lieutenant by a deputation appointed by the meeting. It cannot be denied

they represented the respectability, the property of the county, and also the

wishes of the landowners, the landholders, and rate-payers of Meath, who were

willing to charge themselves with the repayment of the amount to be granted,

and who pointed out the work of which they desired to avail themselves, and

for the perfection of which they were to pay, and who therefore conceived

that they ought to have had a strong voice in determining what work should be

done at their cost.

The Memorial was also candid; it did not conceal the ulterior object which

was intended ; it suggested to the Government that when Parliament would

meet an Act should be solicited, in order that in that respect the recommenda-

tion of the Irish Railway Commissioners should be carried out. These Com-
missioners appointed on the responsibility of the same party in the State to

which your Lordships and the present Government belong, when formerly in

power
;
and the line of railway for which such Act was sought to be obtained

being in the Report of these most able and intelligent Commissioners indicated

and pointed out ;—resting their case on such a recommendation, the people of

the county of Meath thought that every facility would have been afforded to a
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plan -whicli would have given immediate employment to the labourers of three

counties, as the plans and sections were already at hand. But his Excellency
the Lord Lieutenant having exjiressed an opinion that the Board of Works
could not assent to such works, as the line had been rejected by Parliament,

we felt bound to forward the Memorial to your Lordships for consideration.

We therefore beg to address your Lordships, and to impress the urgency
which exists for the favourable consideration of the project, which we do re-

spectfully for the follo'vnng reasons :

—

First. General and constant employment for the entire, hitherto unemployed
population of three counties, can only be had by these means ; a ndsuc hkind
of employment will also educate the labourer by teaching him ho wto labour,

and thereby adding to his ability to earn.

Secondly. As already stated, the act of presenting for the work as a road, is

perfectly legal. It is incontrovertibly a public work within the meaning of the

statute, and even in the absence of a statute to justify it, it is assuredly a mode
of employment preferable to that which does not come within the Labour Rate
Act, and on which the Irish Government has announced its intention ofmaking
advances, namely, the improvement of private properties, by thorough draining,

&c. &c., and which camiot, it is submitted, be brought even by a retrospective

operation of a law, to be passed by Parliament within the meaning of the
Labour Rate Act, without a violation of the rights of creditors who have, on
the good faith of the existing laws, lent their money on the security of lands,on
which it may be sought by suggesting, perhaps ideal and illusory improvements,
to exptmd the public money, and endeavour to create the Government loan 'as

a first charge, and thereby deteriorate, it may be in some instances destroy, the
security of the fair creditor.

Thirdly. The objection stated by his Excellency, namely, that Parliament
had rejected the line which is sought for, does not hold good, because such re-

jection was not on the merits of the line
;
on the contrary, the fact is otherwise.

The part of the line which lies between the town of Navan and Kells, was
sought to be included in an Act passed in 1845, whereby the Company,
known as the Grand Northern Junction, were empowered to make a line from
Drogheda to Navan. This portion of the line was refused by the Committee
to be included in that Act, on the distinct grounds, that it would be too valuable
to be given to a Company which did not contemplate bringing a direct line to
the metropolis, and therefore it was reserved from that Company ; and again,

in 1846, when another Company solicited an Act to make the direct line, the
House of Lords granted that portion of the line to the Company, rejecting, it

is true, a portion of it nearer Dublin, in conseq^uence of an error in taking the
levels, but which error, although fatal to the application, according to the rules
of Parliament for that Session, could not interfere with the actual constructing
of the road as regards the county of Meath, which is one of the most level
counties in Ireland ; and the ultimate rejection of the line by the Commons
Committee, was not on the gromid of principle, but gross misconduct on behalf
of some persons in the employment of the promoters of the Company, in ob-
taining fraudulent signatures to the Parliamentary Contract and Deed

;
and we

submit respectfully, there is no decision of the Houses of Parliament, or either
of them, on the merits of the line of road, and that the people of Meath should
not be left unemployed, because the persons engaged Ijy a Company over which
they had no control, have been guilty of aird detected in one of the gross frauds f

too common in soliciting Acts for railways ; and further we submit there could
not be any such decision, by Parliament acting impartially, and with due know-
ledge and information, as it would be diametrically opposite to the opinions of
trustworthy and competent Commissioners appointed by Government, “ The
Irish Railway Commissioners,” anfl that on a subject on -v'hich, from profes-
sional skill, habits, and knowledge, they were most competent to give an opinion

;

and as to this intended line, they say, it should be one of the leading trunk lines, 1

and as far as it runs in the course sought, it presents no engineering difficulties,

and could be made for 4,200^. per mile less than any other line of road. \

Fourtlily. Even if a Committee of Parliament did decide against it, they i

could not, it is submitted, be as good judges of what the people of the counties
of hleath and Cavan require in the way of road accommodation as the people •

residing within the county and acquainted with the entire locality.
j
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Fifthly. Since the preparation of the Memorial referred to, a Company in-

corporated for the construction of the Midland Great "Western Raih^-ay of

Ireland, which runs at the southern extremity of tlie county, and udth which
it is intended the proposed road should form a junction at about ten miles

from Dublin, have passed a resolution tliat tlrey would purchase the line on
the earth-work being completed, on terms to be regulated with the Govern-
ment or the Board of Trade

;
the power to sell being insured by an Act of the

Legislature, provided the Government should not adopt the suggestions of the

Railway Commissioners as set out in their Report and referred to in their Me-
morial

;
and by this arrangement the baronies would be saved the entire outlay

and the Government have a double security for repayment oi' the instalments—

1st, The Purchasing Company. 2ndly, In their default the baronies, as legally

charged. It was not, however, intended to confine the sale to any Company in

particular, but leave it open to competition.

Sixthly. At the Baronial Extraordinary Presenting Sessions, held pursuant

to proclamations, the justices and associated cess-payers presented for the

portions of such line running through their respective baronies, as for making
a road, and as such a public work, and thereby showed their approval of the

plan, and charged the amount for making same on the several lands within

the baronies ; it was not, however, intended to progress with the entire work
at once, but to take a portion in each barony, suppose two or three miles in

each, to give employment in the neighbourhood of the towns during the winter

months, and if Parliament subsequently refused to sanction the measure, the

loss, if a total one, would not be greater on the baronies than the loss which
must be sustained by the many wholly unprofitable works, in making new
roads though the country now, where roads uselessly abounded before, and
furthermore taking up much land to be rendered wholly unprofitable for the

future ; and we conceive that Parliament would not reject such a measure,

when the great benefit, a direct line of road running through the centre of the

county, and taking all the traffic which must necessarily towards the
capital of the country in the proper course on it was taken into consideration.

1st. Such a line of road would be the only great thoroughfare, and several of

those now in existence would, in a very short time, become again good and
productive land, and this would lead to a second benefit to the county,

namely, the saving of the annual expenditure of large sums in repairing those

roads, which would become useless. Thus would productive capabilities be
increased and annual expenditure lessened.

Seventhly. No railway in Great Britain or Ireland could be made cheaper.

All the preliminary engineering plans are ready, and thereby a serious expense
saved, the land being taken possession of under the Labour Rate Act, would,
by operation of the statute, become the property of the county without costs

of investigating title, or of conveyancing, and the owner at the same timebe
fully protected in obtaining ample compensation at a cheap rate and by an
expeditious mode.

Eighthly, Since the presentation of the Memorial to his Excellency a further

Memorial has been forwarded to him from parishes in the several

baronies contiguous to ^vhere the line of road runs, and where presentments
have been made for its formation, expressive of gi'atitude to the gentry, justices

of the peace, and associated cess-payers, for having pointed out the proper work
to be undertaken as a public work, and praying the Government to have it

executed.

For these reasons and those set out in the Memorial presented to his Ex-
cellency, we solicit a reconsideration of the matter by your Lordships, con-
fident that the enlightened statesmen who now guide Her Majesty’s Councils
will not hesitate on so vital a subject, at such an alarming crisis in the affairs

of the people, where the object sought will provide ample and immediate
employment and afford wages at a sufficient I'ate to enable the labourer to pur-
chase provisions at even the present famine prices for himself and family

; will
afford that employment without any risk of loss to the Government, as the
work will be remunerative, and thereby enable the proprietors the more easily
to repay the loan ; which has been desired and solicited by the aristocracy of
the county, evidenced by the signatures of Lord Dunsany the Lieutenant of the
county, the Marquis of Headford, the Earl ofFingal, and Lord Famhamtothe

[b. w.] F
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requisition—the latter noble Lords raising their voices in support ofit, in presence

of his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant
;
which has been sought for by the gentry,

the landed proprietors, magistracy, and democracy of the county, by their

attending at the public meeting in unexampled numbers, and their unanimity

as such meeting, and by the high stations and characters of those who attended

on the deputation to his Excellency, ranking amongst the firet in station of the

residents of the county
;
prayed for by those who move in the humbler walks

of life, as proved by their petition to tiis Excellency. With such a combina-

tion of all parties, and all sects, the peer, the landlord, the landholder, and the

peasant in Ireland united, raising their voices for the same object. That prayer

surely will not be disregarded, when they only desire that, for which they

shall be called on to pay, should be laid out in those works they deem most
conducive to the well-being of society in their o^vn neighbourhood, in their own
county.

We trust that your Lordshipswill reciprocate to such an appeal, and that no con-
sideration to past parliamentary proceedings, in reference to railway legislation,

which is of but recent date and admittedly, defective, will deter you from taking

on yourselves the responsibility, which in times of difficulty of right should,

and must, be borne by those who form the executive, but will direct this important

work to be commenced, and thus further evidence that you are fitting the sta-

tion to which Her Blajesty has called you in so trying and unparalleled a

period.

We have, &c.,

G. J. Smith,
William Ford,

Secretaries to Meath Meeting.

DuhUn, 31, Rutland-square, October 28, 1846.

Enclosure.

Mr. Ford to Mr. Trevelyan.

43, Dame-street, October 28, 1846.

You will please submit the enclosed letter to the Lords of the Treasury. It relates to

a memorial transmitted by his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, from a public meeting held at

Navan on the 30th September, and presented on the 14th October. His Excellency stated he

would forward it to the Lords of the Treasury, and I am well aware that their Lordships have
decided against the proposition, stating the advance could not be made, as it was for making a
railway. Now the presentment was for making a common road, but I am candid enough to

admit, with a view of converting same into a railway. The letter herewith sent contains many
reasons why the memorial should be attended to and decided on affirmatively, and not nega-
tively.

I do assure you granting such works is here a matter of life and death, and the person

addressing you has no interest in the matter but the public good. I shall conclude by quoting

a passage from a letter written on the very subject by a Deputy-Lieutenant of the county, a

man advanced in life and great experience. He says, writing of this line of road, it is as we
are circumstanced at present, “ a line between the living and the dead.” He spoke truly.

P.S. The gentlemen of the county of Cavan have since met on the subject
;
Lord Parnham

presided, and the proposition is ably supported by Mr. Young, one of the late Secretaries of

the Treasury. The meeting in Cavan was unanimous. T.'he people of Meath are unanimous.

It appears that for us in Ireland nothing is to be done, because we are fighting and quarrelling

among ourselves, and then, when perfectly united, the peer and the peasant, oh surely you
ought not then get what you want.

Treasury Minute on the above.

November 3, 1846.

Write to the parties, that my Lords cannot hold out any expectation of their

being able to depart from the decision which was come to by them on the

Memorial from the nobility, gentlemen, clergy^ freeholders and inhabitants of

the county of Meath, which decision has been duly communicated to his Ex-
cellency the Lord Lieutenant.
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Memorial of the Magistrates arid Cess Payees of tlie Barony of Barrymore.

To the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury.

The Memorial of the Magistrates and Cess Payers of the Barony of

Barrymore, in the East Riding of the County of Cork, associated in

extraordinary presentment sessions, at under the 10th

Viet., cap. 107.

Humbly Shbweth,

That Memorialists’ best exertions have been directed to the promotion

of such useful works in this barony as are, in their opinion, best calculated to

•relieve the present alarming distress of the labouring poor.

That in consequence of the numerous roads which have from time to time

been constructed in this Barony undej- the ordinary presentment sessions and

Grand Jury Acts, few opportunities present themselves of giving useful, profitable,

and continuous employment, in the construction of public works of any acknow-

ledged utility or importance, of a remunerative nature.

That a Bill has obtained the Royal Assent for the construction of a railway

from Cork to Waterford, which, passing through the Barony, would, if the works

were in operation, afford extensive employment to the labouring classes of the

district
;
but, owing to the pressure on the money market, and the present general

pecuniary embarrassment of the country, calls cannot be at present iriade upon
the shareholders to a sufficient amount to enable the Directors to prosecute the

undertaking with that energy they would desire ;
and the important work

remains, therefore, in abeyance.

That'Meraorialists are desirous to aid the construction of this railway by every

legitimate means in their power ; and, believing it to be a honaJide undertaking,

are willing to recommend that the collateral security of the Barony be offered for

any advance which the Government may please to make to the Company for the

execution of the eartJi~icdr/c' oi the line, which would afford extensive relief to the

labouring poor, not during the present trying season only, but during another

that may prove yet more awful.

Memorialists therefore pray, That your Lordships will be pleased to recom-

mend such an advance'under the 10th Viet, cap. 107, as may enable the Company
to .complete that part of the earth-work of the line which intersects this Barony,

the collateral security of the Barony itself being given, in addition to such security

as the Company may be enabled to offer.

And your Memorialists will ever pray.

G. Standish Barry, J. P. and D. L. G. W. Brasser Cregh, J. P.

Simon Bring, J. P. William Wakeham.1 Associated Cess

Robert J. Martin, J. P. John B. Hudson.
J

Payers.

Cornelius O’Callaghan, J. P. Thomas Dennehy, J. P.

Dennis O’Callaghan, J. P. William B-irry, Associated Cess

N. M. Cummins, J. P. Payer.

MeM'ORial of the Magistrates and Cess Payers of the Barony of Imokilly.

To the Lords Commissioners of tier Majesty’s Treasury.

ITie J'lemorial of the Magistrates and Cess Payers of the Barony of

Imokilly, in the East Riding of the County of Cork, associated in

Extraordinary Presentment Sessions at Middleton, under the 10th Vic.

chap. 107.

Humbly Sheweth,

That Memorialists’ best exertions have been directed to the promotion of

such useful works in this Barony as are, in their opinion, best calculated to relieve

the present alarming distress of the labouring poor.

That in consequence of the numerous roads which have from time to time been

constructed in this Barony, under the ordinary presentment sessions and Grand
Jury Acts, few opportunities present themselves of giving useful, profitable, and
continuous employment, or in the construction of public works of any acknow-
ledged utility or importance of a remunerative nature.

That a Bill has obtained the Royal Assent for the construction of a railway from
Cork toWaterford, which, passing through the Barony, would, if the works were

F 2
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in operation, aiFord extensive employment to the labouring classes of the district

;

but owing to the pressure on the money market, and the present general pecuniary

embarrassment of the country, calls cannot be at present made upon the share-

holders to a sufficient amount to enable the Directors to prosecute the undertaking
with that energy they would desire, and the important work remains therefore in

abeyance.

That Memorialists are desirous to aid the construction of this railway by every

legitimate means in their power, and believing it to be a bond fide undertaking,

are willing to recommend that the collateral security of the Barony be offered for

any advance which the Government may please to make to the Company for the

execution of the earth-work of the line, which would afford extensive relief to the

labouring poor, not during the present trying season only, but during another that

may prove yet more awful.

Memorialists therefore pray. That your Lordships will be pleased to recommend
such an advance under the 10th Vic. chap. 107, as may enable the Company
to complete that part of the earth-work of the line which intersects this Barony,
the collateral security of the Barony itself being given, in addition to such security

as theCompany may be enabled to offer.

And your Memorialists will ever pi'ay.

Shannon.
R. A. Fitzgerald, M.P., J. P.

Roger Green Davis, J. P.

Thomas Bell, J. P.

J. J. Roche, J. P.

John Kirby, J. P.

Wallis Adams, J. P.
Thomas John, J. P.

Robt. Mooney Hickson, J. P.

T. M. Green, J. P.
Robert Hudson, J, P.

Robt. Goold Adams, J. P.

Crofton Uniacke, j. P.

James Keneyick, i

John Litchfield, [Associated Cess

John Smyth,
j

Payers.

Francis Rowland, j

Edward J. Collins, J. P.

John Hallamy, Associated Cess Payer.

P. Power, J. P.

H. Humphrys, Associated Cess Payer.

Treasury BIinutb.

October 16, 1846.

Transmit copies of these Memorials to the Commissioners of Public

Works, and state that their Lordships are prepared to give their sanction to

baronial presentments for the execution of railway earth-works, as relief works
under the Act 9 & 10 Viet., c. 107, subject to the following conditions

:

1st. That every such transaction, so far as Her Majesty’s Government is con-

cerned, shall be distinctly on the footing of a loan to the Barony, under the ordi-

nary provisions of the above-mentioned Act, and the arrangements with the

Railway Companies will be made by, and on the responsibility of the Barony.

2ndly. Presentments of railway earth-works will be sanctioned only to the

extent to which such works may be eligible as means of relief from the suffering

occasioned by the failure of the potato crop of 1846, and they will be subject, in

common with other relief works, to the rules which have been laid down by the

Treasury Blinute, dated the 5th instant, to prevent any issues fi om being made
under the Poor Relief Act, which are not indispensably required for the purposes

of that Act.

Srdly. That the railway earth-works for which advances may be sanctioned

under the arrangement above described, will be carried on under the superinten-

dence of the Board of Works, to the degree that may be necessary to ensiu'e the

strict application of the Government advances, to the employment of persons

requiring relief who reside within the Barony by which the presentment is made.

4thly. That the security for the punctual repayment of advances upon present-

ments for railway earth-works be in every respect as complete as if the advances

were made upon presentments for other works.

Theiv Lordships desire that the Commissioners of Public Works will report

their o])inion whether these conditions can be satisfactorily fulfilled in respect to

works of this description presented by baronial sessions under the 9 & 10 Vic., c. 107,
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Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Col. Jones.

Octnher 19, 1846.

The extract overleaf from a letter which I have just written to the

Chancellor of the Exohe<luer may he of use in preserving a mutual under-

standing about the course to be pursued in respect to the railway earthworks.

Messrs. Tyrrell and Layard will give their own account of what passed with

Lord John Russell and myself, and you will see from my official letter on the

subject, and from what you will find overleaf, how far they are borne out.

Extract.

•• The two Cork Railway earthworks have not, as I understand, been prc-

' seuted, but merely leave has been asked to present them. The immediate

“ object, therefore, is to lay down the general rnles under which such present-

” ment may be made, and when any have actually been made, the Board of

» Works will report on each application in detail, recommending the imme-

“ diate execution of a certain portion to give present relief, and so forth.

“ The only point connected with the subject which appears to me to be still

open to much discussion is the mode in which the Railway Companies can

“ give satisfactory security to the baronies, and thereby ensure the repaymeirt

“ of our advances upon the baronial presentments. As the companies which

“ apply for assistance have not generally paid up half the amount of their

shares they are not legally authorised to borrow, and the only way of

» getting over the difficulty, I think, will be to require that the shareholders

“ should assemble and empower their directors to enter into engagements with

“ the baronies to the effect proposed, subject to confirmation by a.n Act of

“ Parliament to be passed for that purpose, and I have written privately to

“ Colonel Jones accordingly. This was the view which Lord J. Russell

" took.”

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

October 27, 1846.

The following paragraphs are the only part of a long letter Lhave received

on the subject of Railway Presentments in Ireland, with which I will trouble you.

What is the view which your Board take of the nature of the security to be given

by a Railway Company which has not legally the power of borrowing ?

Enclosure.

“ There are two principal questions to be considered; first, the practicability of the

plan in a legal point of view ;
secondly, the sufficiency of the security offered.

^ “ First, as to practicability. It is, I apprehend, at this moment quite competent for a

baronial sessions to present, and for the Board of Works to see that a road shall be made

according to the deposited sections of any railway, assuming the requisite preliminaries to have

been observed, and the Bailway Company affected to be a consentiny party.
_

“ It is also competent to an incorporated Railway Company to hold a special general

meeting under its Act of Incorporation
;
and at that meeting to empower the Directors to enter

into a provisional contract with the Board of Works for the contemplated objects, and to apply

to Parliament for a short Act in the ensuing Session, for the purpose of making this contract

oblio-atory in every respect upon the different parties concerned.”

Commissioners of Public Works to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Works, Dublin,

October 24, 1846.

We have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the

17th instant, transmitting to us copies of memorials from the magistrates and

cess payers of the baronies of Imokilly and Barrymore, in the county of Cork,

and stating that the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury are pre-

pared to give their sanction to baronial presentments lor the execution ol

Railway earthworks or Relief Works, under the Act 9 and 10 Viet., cap. 107,

See Minute of the

ICth of October.
,
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subject to the conditions therein stated, and desiring us to report our opinion,
u'hether these conditions can be satisfactorily fulfilled in respect to works of
this description, presented by baronial sessions under the Act 9 and 10 Victoria,

cap. 107 ; and, in accordance with their Lordships’ instructions, to state, that
liaving had interviews w'ith Mr. Layard, deputed by the Cork and Waterford
Railway Company, and with Mr. Tyrrell, on the part of the Derry and Ennis-
killen Railway Comi)any, and having discussed fully with these gentlemen,
separately, as to the mode in which the loans sought for should be recom-
mended, and having explained to them the principles which would regulate
our conduct on any specific application being made for a loan under the pre-
sentments made at sessions, we came to the following resolutions which they
purpose communicating to their Directors, being the conditions made by us, as

indispensably necessary to be observed and complied with by them before w^e

could entertain the question of a loan.

1. That the Board cannot advance, unless in cases where the Com-
pany are actually in possession of the land, so as to allow the
Board to enter without any payment or debt -whatsoever on
account of the land.

2. That tlie Company must give security -for the due half-yearly
repayment of the advance with interest, to be paid to the Trea-
surer.of the county at the usual periods.

3. That the Board will have the entire nomination and payment of
labourers, the Company appointing their own overseers, subject
to the approval of the Board.

4. That the Board will not undertake the payment of horses or extra
labourers not provided with tickets.

There are twm great difficulties to be overcome
; one, the security which

they can offei*, and which will be approved by us ; we say approved by us,

because we should not feel ourselves justified in recommending a loan luiless

wc were satisfied that the security was good.
There also appears to be a great objection to a Railway Company borrowing

mider the Act 9 and 10 Victoria, cap. 107, inasmuch as the loan being
granted solely to afford relief, and the period over which employment can be
given by the Act must cease and determine in August next, the Companies
may not then be in a condition to prosecute the woihs to completion, so that
they may find themselves in a more unfavourable position as regards their
proprietary than at present.

There appears to be another difficulty, and which is likely to arise, that in
some baronies where there is but one proprietor, and that proprietor will em-
ploy the poor, no sessions will be called for, and consequently no presentments
made, thereby .causing a gap in the line of the railway which runs through the
barony.

We have considered it proper to make the earliest reply we could to their
Lordships’ commands, to report our opinion on the conditions contained in
your letter of the 17th instant. A decided opinion cannot be given untilwe
have the distinct application from each party requiring a loan ; the ciremn-
stances of each Company being very different aaid requiring to be separately
considered.

We shall fully report upon each case as it comes before us. The great diffi-

culty will be the security which the Companies can or will offer, and which
will be strictly investigated by us, so as to guard ngainst the possibility of non-
payment.

Treasury Minute on the above.

November 2, 1846.

Mh-ite to the Commissioners of Public Works, that their Lordships have no
objection to offer to the conditions on which alone the Commissioners propose to
recommend Presentments for Railway Earthworks, provided it be clearly under-
stood that the Government will enter into engagements on the subject only with
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the Bai'Oiiies, according to the terms of the 9th and lOth Vic., c. 107, and that the

Commissionei-s -will not take cognizance of any engagements entered into between

the Baronies and the Railway Companies, further than may be necessary to satisfy

themselves that the Baronies rvill be able punctually to repay the advances made

to them by the Treasury upon their Presentments.

Mr, Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Offi.ce of Public Works, November 14, 1846.

With reference to the contemplated Joans on the' security of presentments

under the Labour Relief Act,/or the earthworks of railroads, for -which Companies

had obtained their Act, the Board having been required by the Midland Great

Western Railway, to take under the summary provisions of the Relief Act, the

land necessary for the purpose of making their road, they depositing the money

necessary for that purpose, and Mr. Stewart (the Board’s Solicitor), fearing such

was not practicable, it was considered right to take the opinion of the Attorney-

General, who has confirmed Mr. Stewart’s view, and that it is not practicable for

the Board to acquire the land in this way, so that the proposed loans to Railways

can only be made in cases where the Companies have possession of the land

necessary.

CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING LOANS FOR THE CONSTRUC-

TION OF FLOATING DOCKS AND MARKETS AT LIMERICK.

Commissioners of Public Works to the Lords of the Treasury.

Office of Public Vf^orhs, Dublin,

September 9, 1846.

In pursuance of the directions contained in your Secretary’s letter, dated

25th June, 1846, requesting that the plans and estimates for the construction of

floating docks at Limerick, may be carefully revised, and your Lordships furnished

with a complete estimate for the execution of such works, we have the honour to

forward herewith, a modified plan for the proposed dock, at Limerick j
and having^

had the estimates carefully examined by Mr. Macmahon, our engineer, we are of

opinion that the work can be executed, and the quantity of land required can be

purchased, for a sum not exceeding 50,000^.

We would beg leave to call the attention of your Lordships to our letter, dated

the 19th May last, particularly to the concluding paragraph, in which we state, as

our opinion, that the' mercantile body of Limex-ick, who are so anxious for this

increased accommodation, and security for their shipping, should contribute a por-

tion of the sum required. And if your Lordships should be pleased to sanction the

loan sought for, we consider it highly important that steps should be taken to com-

pel the Harbour Commissioners to have shoals, &c., in the river, from the sea np

to Limerick, properly marked by sufficient good beacons or buoys, so as to render

the navigation certain, and that they should be bouud to maintain them always in a

proper serviceable state, and that some fund should be set apart for this special

purpose, as there is no other than that arising out of dock and quay dues, at present

in the hands of this Board, pursuant to the provisions of the Act 1 and 2 Wm. IV.

c. 33, for the purpose of being applied in repayment of loans hitherto made.

We do not send the detailed estimate furnished to the Bridge Commissioners, in

consequence of some clerical errors, but it may be mentioned that the estimate did

not contain any sum for the purchase of land.

Being aware that the sum required, xvill not cause the estimate to exceed 50,000/.,

and from the urgent applications made to the Lord Lieutenant, respecting the

proposed work, we think it proper to forward the plan at once, accompanied by the

detailed estimate, for your Lordships’ consideration.

Treasury Minute on the above.

September 29, 1846.

Write to the Commissioners of Pul)lic Works that, on a full consideration of the

subject, their Lordships ai'e prepared to sanction a loan amounting in the whole
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to 50,000^., for the construction of floating docks at Limeiick, according to the
revised plans received with their letter, subject to such further modifications as, on
a closer examination of the works, may appear to the Commissioners to be
necessary.

In coming to this decision their Lordships rely upon the assurance contained in

the report of the Commissioners that the cost of the work, including the land
required to be purchased, will not exceed 50,000/.

Their Lordships request to be furnished with a more detailed explanation of the

manner in which the Commissioners propose to carry into effect the suggestions
contained in the second paragraph of their letter, and particularly out of what fund
they think that the Harbour Commissioners should provide for the expense of
beacons, buoys, &c.

It is their Lordships’ desire that immediate steps may be taken for the final

settlement of the plan for the docks, in order that employment may be furnished

to the destitute poor at the earliest practicable date.

Mr. "Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public TVorTts Dublin,

October 27, 1846.

By the Boards’ directions, I have the honour to enclose herewith, for the

information of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, the accom-
panying letter from Sir Matthew Barrington and Co., Solicitors to the Limerick
Bridge Commissioners, respecting the construction of the proposed docks at

Limerick, and in reference thereto am to state, that on examining the title of the

Bridge Commissioners, the Board’s Solicitor discovered that the Act authorising

certain dues to be levied on the completion of the docks, had reference to a par-

ticular site on which the docks were to be built, and which is not that approved of
by the Board and the Bridge Commissioners. The proposition of the Bridge
Commissioners, as communicated through their Solicitors, is that a new Act should
be applied for next Session, legalising the site selected, and that their Lordships
should authorise the works to be commenced at once

;
in the mean time, the

Board request to be favoured with their Lordships’ views on the question previous
to proceeding further.

EnCLOSURI'?.

Sfessrs. Barrington, Son, and Teffers, to Mr. Stewart.

' Dublin, 10, Ely Place, October 20, 1846.

'Limerick Bridge Commissioners and New Docks.

W iTH reference to the interview had with you this day by our Prior and Mr. Harvey,
and to your objections to the nature of the security consequent on the alterations of the site of
the docks proposed to be erected at lamerick, and agreeing with you that the dock dues
directed to be levied by the amended Act of the 4lh and 5th Will. IV., c, 84, on the com-
pletion of the docks contemplated by that Act, could not be enforced if the docks were erected
in another place without an amendment of the Act, and as it is desirable that no delay should
take place in proceeding with the work, we are authorised to inform you, that we shall at once
give the necessary notice, and shall make application to Parliament early in the next Session,

to have the site of the docks, as provided for by the said Act of 4th and 5th Will. IV., altered,

and that they may be built in such other situation as the Commissioners of Public Works shall

direct, and that the tolls and dues provided by said Act, (or such variation or alteration thereof
as shall be agreed on by the Limerick Bridge Commissioners and the Board of Works,) shall
be applicable to such new docks and levied for the same, as fully as if the docks referred to by
said Act had been built.

As the Limerick Bridge Commissioners are ready to execute any security your Board now
require, we hope you will consider this letter a sufficient undertaking that the necessary appli-
cations to Parliament will be made in the next Session, and that the Board of Works will
proceed with the works at once.

Treasury Minute on the above.

Novetnber 3, 1846.

Write to the Commissioners of Public Works, that under the circumstances
explained in their letter, dated 27th ultimo, and its enclosure from Sir Matthew
Barrington, their Lordships are pleased to authorise the Limerick Docks being at
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once commenced on tbe site approved by them, upon the Limerick Bridge Com-
missioners undertaking in a legal and satisfactory manner at once to give the

necessary notice, and to make application to Parliament e^rly in the next Session,

to have the site of the docks, as provided for by the Act 4 and 5 AVill. IV., c. 84,

altered, and that they may be built in sncli other situation as the Commissioners

of Public Works shall direct
;
and that the tolls and dues provided by the said

Act, (or such variation or alteration thereof as shall be agreed on by the Limerick

Bridge Commissioners and the Board of Works, and be approved by the Trea-

sury,) shall be applicable to such new docks and levied for the same, as fully as if

the docks referred to by the said Act had been built.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury.

The Memorial of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of the Borough
of Limerick,

Most respectfully Showeth,

Tu.\t the rapid increase in the supplies of agricultural produce to the

market of Limerick has for a long time made it most desirable that a larger

and more commodious market place should be procured for the purchase and
sale thereof, than that which is at present appropriated to that use.

That the difficulty of attaining a proper site, and an area sufficiently exten-

sive, within convenient precincts, prevented your Memorialists hitherto from
applying themselves to the accomplishment of this object.

That in consequence of the harbour imisrovcments, and the construction of

the new docks for this port, now about to commence under the sanction of your
Lordships, the Harbour Commissioners have ceded to your Memorialists the

shore and slob at Arthur’s Quay, in order to its embankment, for the construc-

tion thereon of a coi-n market sufficiently extensive for that branch of trade in

Limerick.

That a large portion of the “ Borough fund” of Limerick arises from tolls on
agricultural produce, and that your Memorialists feel in duty bound to contri-

bute as much as lies within their power to facilitate all trading intercourse

between the farmers and the merchants, and that they know of no means more
calculated to effect this than the establishment of a public mai*ket, where all

buyers and sellers can meet, and where all agricultural jn*oduce shall be weighed
at public scales, as is the case in the city of Cork ; and that your Memorialists,

in concert with the Chamber of Commerce, and the great bulk of the traders of
Limerick, are desirous of getting an Act of the Legislature to effect this,

and to make it imperative on all to weigh in the public scales in the public

market.

That to accomplish this public benefit, and to do so without additional taxa-

tion or impost upon either the inhabitants of Limerick, or upon the articles

which from time immemorial have paid tolls and customs in this city, your
Memorialists propose, under the sanction of your Lordships, to borl‘o^v from
the Commissioners of Public Works the sum of 10,000/. upon mortgage of the
estates of the Corporation, such sum to be repaid in such instalments and at

such rate of interest as have been sanctioned by your Lordships in a similar case

lately to the Coi^oration of the City of Cork, namely, for the erection there of
one of that city’s public markets.
That the security of the borough income of Limerick is, your Memorialists

respectfully submit, amply sufficient for much more than the sum now sought
for on loan, its average for the past live years being over 5,000/. per annum,
and its present liabilities being in the aggregate a sum under 12,000/.

;
and that

the present corn market, which is in a locality where building ground, to which
it could be immediately after tlie construction of a new market applied, is very
valuable, and that, at the least, a sum ol' 200/. per annum would thereby be
available, in addition to the present yearly income.
That your Memorialists while annually, since 1841, expending large sums in

the general improvement of the city, have been enabled to liquidate the stated
proportions of a loan formerly advanced to their j^redecessors

;
and that

although, in 1841, at their establishment, under 3 and 4 Vic., cap. 108, the
borough owed 14,000/., it now, notwithstanding the outlay of thousands of

L«. w.] G
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pounds for local markets, bridges, and other improvements, owes but a sum
under 12,000/. as before stated.

That your Memorialists therefore respectfully submit that security for the

loan, and punctuality in its repayment, may be relied upon by your Lordships,

and that the sanction thereof will tend most materially to the advancement of

the trade and commerce of this city, and at the time while effecting-this most

important object, be ancillary to tlie employment of many of the destitute

laijouring population, in the req^uisite work of embanking the extensive area set

apart for a public market.

Your Memorialists therefore pray your Lordships to sanction and direct

the advance on loan of the sum of 10,000/. by the Commissioners of

Public Works to the Corporation of Limerick, for the construction of

the new corn market therein, and of the approaches thereto.

And Your IMemorialists will ever pray.

E. F. G. RYAN,
Mayor of Limerick.

Treasury Minute on the above.

November 24, 1846.

Write to the mayor of Limerick, requesting information whether notice of

this application has been diily given according to the provisions of the 14lst

section of the Irish Municipal Corporation Act.

Mr. Ryan to Mr. Trevelyan.

Exchange, Limerick, December 4, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, and in

reply beg to state the provisions of the 141st section of the Irish Municipal

Corporation Act, requiring notice of application for money to be given, has

been duly complied with,

Tiieasory Minute on the above.

December 8, 1846.

Write to the mayor of Limerick, giving the sanction of this Board to the

Council raising a sum of money, not exceeding 10,000/., by mortgage of the

corporate property, to be applied to the purpose proposed in the memorial of

the Council.

State that the sanction thus given by my Lords will apply to any sum which

the Council may borrow either from a private individual, or from a corporate

body.

That if the Council should propose to borroiv the sum in question from the

Board of Works, it will be proper for them to apply to that body.

CORRESPONDENCE RESPECTING NAVAL AND ORDNANCE
WORKS AT HAWLBOWLINE AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF

ADDITIONAL MARKETS AND OF A BRIDGE AT CORK.

ilEMORiAL of the Inhabitants of the Town of Cove.

To the Right Honourable Lord John Russell, First Lord of Her Majesty’s

Treasury, &c., &c.

The Memorial of the Inhabitants of the town of Cove, and its vminity, agreed to

at a public meeting, held on the 7th of September, 1846, the E:trl oi Mount-

CASHEL in the Chair,

Respectfully Sheweth, .

That circulation of capital, and consequent employment are, in the present

awful and distressed state of this country, objects of paramount importance.

That where measures affording such expenditure, and employment, are conlorm-
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able to sound policy, and public advantage, Ave respectfully call on your Lordship,

as tlie head of Her Majesty’s Government, to take them into your consideration.

That Cork Harbour from its extent and security is peculiarly fitted lor an exten-

sive and permanent naval establishment. Its geographical situation, opening to

the Atlantic, without risk or intricacy of navigation, marking it as the point from

whence aid may be most effectively and promptly despatched to repel the aggression

of an enemy, afford succour to friends, or I'elief from the violence of the elements.

That the naval establishment at Haulbowline, (which even in its present state is

'occupied so beneficially by the Government,) is incomplete, and requires those

most necessary adjuncts, dry docks, and building slips.

That we submit to your Lordship, now that the people of a great and valuable

portion of the empire are threatened with famine, a most favourable opportunity

of affording relief offers, by combining useful labour with public utility.

That we therefore respectfully and earnestly solicit your Lordship and Her

Majesty’s Government, to cause immediate steps to be taken for the construction of

“ building slips ” and “ dry docks,” at Haulbowline, or the adjacent bank, and thus

make the naval establishment in Cork Harbour complete, effective, and perniaueut.

And your memorialists will ever pray.

MOUNTCASHEL, Chairman.

Lord Aucklanb to Lord John Russell.

Admiralty, September 28, 1840.

Your Lordship having referred to me a memorial from the inhabitants of

the county and city of Cork, praying that a survey of Haulbowline may be made

by competent authorities, for the purpose of ascertaining the proper site thereon

or elsewhere, in the harbour of Cove, for the construction of • a dry dock and

building station, and asserting that such a work will combine a present relief for

the people, with a future benefit to the nation ;
and having consulted the Board

upon this subject, we have not hesitated at once to give directions that such a

survey should be instituted for the purpose of satisfying us in what maimer the

present naval establishments in the cove of Cork may be extended.

We much doubt whether it would be expedient at once to comply with the whole

prayer of this memorial
;
for the present Royal Dockyards must, with the additions

to them which are in progress, be regarded as generally sufficient for the con-

struction and equipment of the ships of the ttavy ; and the formation of a new
complete naval arsenal, would be a work of such extent, and requiring so much of

expense and previous arrangement, as scarcely to be undertaken without very

mature deliberation.

But we are of opinion that, the cove of Cork may conveniently be made much
more than heretofore a harbour of resort for our fleets, and that the existing esta-

blishments may most advantageously be extended for the purpose of affording upon

a greater scale than at present the means of supply and refit to our ships.

It further seems to us that the greatest deficiency of our present naval esta-

blishments is that of convenient depots and quays for the coaling of our war

steamers, and we should prefer a good depot and quay for this purpose, combined

with convenient means for watering, and to which a factory for the repair of

machinery might be added, to any other new naval works in the harbour of Cork,

provided a favourable situation for such works could be found.

We are ready, therefore, as soon as we shall receive the sanction of the Govern-

ment, to send over Captain James, of the Engineers, to the cove of Cork, with

full instructions to report upon these works, and upon others Avliich have been sug-

gested to us as supplementary to them, and upon which it is not necessary to enter

into detail on paper, as well as upon the convenience for them of the site proposed,

and at the same time to give him authority, unless his opinion should be decidedly

unfavourable, at once to organize the means of construction, and largely to employ

labourers in the preparation of stone and materials, in the excavation ol ground, or

in such other branches of labour, as may require the greatest number of operatives

;

and in this manner a number of the neighbouring population may be employed,

even before the working plans shall have been accurately prepared. Your Lord-

ship, however, will be aware, that the relief to the neighlmuring population from

the present pressure of scarcity, to be derived from sucli works must be of a very

limited description, but that real advantage will be found in increasing con-

veniences afiorded to the navy, and in a permanent demand for objects of supply,

and for labour, in the adjacent counties.
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Treasury Minute on the above.

September 29, 1846.

Write to the Secretary to the Admiralty that their Lordships approve of the

course of proceeding recommended by Lord Auckland, and they request that they

may be furnished at the earliest practicable date, with estimates of the total

expense of the new works proposed to be constructed at Haulbowline, and with an

estimate of the amount which may be advantageously expended during the current

financial year, in employing labourers in the preparation of materials, excavation^

and other preliminary operations.

Mr. Ward to Mr. Trevelyan.

Admiralty, October '2,%, 1846.

I am commanded by my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to transmit

to you, for the information of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, the accom-

panying copy of a report from Captain James, R. E., upon the works proposed to

be executed at Haulbowline Island.

It is the wish of my Lords, with the sanction of the Treasury, to begin upon the

M’harfs, the embankment, the road, the landing, and the watering place at Cove.

The cost of these works would be about 15,000^. The more expensive works of

the dock, and the buildings connected with it, my Lords propose not to commence

during the present financial year.

My Lords think that it would be advisable, in order to prevent an inconvenient

concourse of people seeking employment, and to avoid creating dissatisfaction with

the rate of wages given by the Board of Works, to adopt the same rate of wages

upon the naval works as upon the different reliefworks now in progress throughout

the country, and to enforce task-work wherever it is practicable.

hly Lords fear that from the peculiar nature of their own works, they will not

afford employment for any large number of hands ; but there are works at Spike

Island, connected witii the Board of Ordnance, now in an unfinished state, upon

which, according to Captain James’s report, any given number ofcommon labourers

might be employed, nothing but the spade and the pick-axe being required.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 27, 1846.

Write to the Secretary of the Admiralty, and request that he will state to the

Lords Commissioners that their Lordships entirely approve of the course U'hich the

Board of Admiralty propose to pursue ;
and instructions will be sent to the Com-

missioners of Public Works in Ireland to direct their officers to communicate with

the officers in charge of the works at Haulbou line, with a view to the adoption of

uniformity of practice in regard to wages, task-^vork, &c.

Also request that he will state that their Lordships will cause inquiry to be made

from the Master-General and Board of Ordnance in regard to the unfinished works

on Spike Island.

Transmit a copy of the concluding paragraph of Capt. James’s report to the Se-

cretary to the Ordnance, and request that he will move the Master-General and

Board to inform my Lords what is the nature and state of the unfinished works on

Spike Island referred to therein, and whether there are any sufficient grounds for

authorizing them to be proceeded with at the present period.

Transmit a copy of the letter from the Secretary to the Admiralty, and of its

enclosure, and of this Minute, to the Commissioners of Public Works for their in-

formation and guidance.

Mr. Byham to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office (^Ordnance, November 16, 1846.

I have the honour, by command of the Master-General and Board of

Ordnance, to acknowledge the receipt of your letter, dated the 29th ultimo,

enclosing an extract of a report made by Captain James, of the Royal Engineers,

to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, and signifying the desire of the

Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury to be infonned, what is the
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nature and state of the unfinished works on Spike Island referred to hy Captain

James, and whether there are any sufficient grounds for authonsmg them to be

proceeded with at the present period.
. ^ o t *

The Master-General and Board havmg referred the question to the Inspeetoi-

General of fortifications, heg to transmit, for their Lordships' information, the

enclosed copies of repoi-ts from that officer, from the Commanding Royal

En-rineer in Ireland, and from the Commanding Royal Engmeer of the Cork

district, which the Master-General and Board apprehend, contain the particulars

required by their Lordships, and in which the Master-General and Board

Lieut.-Colonel Lewis to the Ibspeotoe-Gbkekal of Foetifioation's.

Dublin, November 5, 1846.

In reference to your memorandum of the 9th ultimo, and the Board’s order of the 2nd

instant, upon the Treasury communication of the 29th ultimo, on a report of Captain James,

R. E., to the Lords Commissionei-s of the Admiralty
r, i tt • p .i r,Erlr

I beg to enclose a report of Lieut.-Colonel Cole, Commanding Royal Engineer of tlie Cork

district? dated 17th ultimo, wherein he explains the mode of employing the destitute poor on

Msmit a plan, showing in yellow ihe position where the men con be employed and

**'Vdon™t°i.ntemplote any difficulty in the execution of the work, or in the superintendent,

there being a foreman of works on the spot, and I would employ a sufficient number of tire

Serjeants of the garrison as overseers, as may be necessary.
_ . .u p i ,^0 ,,

In respect to^the payment of the men, instructions may be given to the storekeeper to pay

the people employed, weekly, on the certificates of the engmeer officers. I am inclined to

believe the most elegible means of employing the poor will be by task.

Lieut.-Colonel Cole to Lieut.-Colonel Lewis.

Royal Engineer District Office, Cork,

October 17, 1846.

In pursuance of your Minute of the 14th instant on memorandum of the Inspector-

General of Fortifications of the 9th instant, I have the honour to report tliat there remain

about 33,000 cubic yards of gravel and shaly rock on the parade at Spike Island, which con-

tract and disfigure the parade, and might be moved to form the part of rampart still

unfinished, which is much required, and was reported by me m relation to coast defences.

The deficiency of the rampart, including 17,500 cubic yards for the north-east curtain alone

is about equal to the quantity to be excavated.
i i,- 1.

There is also a mass of rock on the west glacis of about 22,000 cubic yards which requires

removal to form a glacis as far as it will go, and may be excavated at first as shown in dotted

lines on sketch, in case its complete removal should be delayed, and formed roughly en coupe,

which appears the best and cheapest way of finishing the north glacis, and the only one as a

temporiiy arrungemmt of the meuus in hand, being likewise m part of progress towards the

fotiiation of a rSgular glacis, should such he eventually determined on. I he total of about

55,000 cubic yards could be excavated and removed to the site reqmred in about ^7o days by

200 men, at an average of one cubic yard per man per day, which, with wet and holidays,

would occupy about 12 months; but as 200 men could scarcely be procured regular y

hroughout the year, it would occupy nearly two years at the season when the labourers would

require public work to fall back upon.
1 i-

If prosecuted regularly, it would require about 1107. weekly for 40 weeks, and in proportion

according to the number employed; calculating the rock at 20t7. per cubic yard, and the soft

rock and gravel at 1.., induding relaying the gravel on parade when levelled. The rock

forms about four-fifths of the whole, and each man would clear about Is. 6(7. after pyin^ lor

boat hire, which could be easily procured from the Cove Beach, by the labourers themselves.

I beff to recommend the work and payment to be made by gangs, each gang being at fi rst paid

weekly for the work performed in the usual manner. After a lime every other w^eek might

be a better period. By this mode no addition would be required to the usual military esta-

blishment, nor to the existing civil one of this department.
f •„ r..,,.!-

The work would be commenced immediately, and is the only one I can think of in Coi k

harbour or this neighbourhood, which answers the requirements of the memorandum ot In-

spector-General of Fortifications.
„ , . 1 11 1_ P 11

P.S. A Report for Bere Island and the remainder of the district shall be forwarded as soon

as possible.
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Cojty of the Report of the Inspector-General of fortifications.

Forwarded logether with a plan for the informafioii of the Board, with reference to their
minute of the 2nd instant, on a letter from the Treasury dated 29th ultimo.

employing the destitute poor in and about Cork Harbour, now suggested by
the District Commanding Royal Engineer at Cork, and approved by the Commanding Royal
Engineer in Ireland, fully carries out my views as explained in a memorandum to the Com-
manding Royal Engineer in Ireland, dated 9th ultimo.

I fully concur, therefore, in the plan now proposed to advance the works at Spike Island,
which, owing to the expense, have been for many years put a stop to.

The work is of a nature that can be discontinued at any period, and what has been done
will tend towards a desirable end.

Novemher 7, 1846.
(Init.) J. F. B.

Treasury Minute on the above.

Novemher 2^, 1846.
Transmit to Sir R. Routh, in original, this letter and its enclosures, and the

former correspondence on the subject, and desire that he will ascertain through
the Inspecting Officer for the county of Cork, and report to this Board, whether
there is any such urgent necessity for providing employment for destitute
persons inthe neighbourhood of Haulbowline, as would render it desirable to
commence the Ordnance works on Spike Island in addition to the Naval
works already in progress.

Request that the papers may be returned.

Sir R. Routh to Mr. Trevelyan.

The Castle, Dublin, December 1, 1846.

In obedience to the commands of the Right Honourable my Lords Com-
missioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, I have the honour to lay before you the
report of Assistant Commissary-General Bishop, the Inspecting Officer for tlie
coimty of Cork, on the subject of your communication of the 23rd ultimo, and
I return herewith the several documents inclosed therein.

Enclosure.

Assistant Commissary-General Bishop to Sir R. Routh.

Corh, Novemher 28, 1846.
With reference to your letter of the 25th instant, directing me to report if there is any

such urgent necessity for providing employment in the neighbourhood of Haulbowline as would
render it desirable to commence the Ordnance works on Spike Island in addition to the Naval
works already in progress

—

_

I do myself the honour of stating that I proceeded to Cove, and having instituted a careful
inquiry on tlie spot, I am led to report that at this moment there is no such urgent distress in the
district of Cove, or in the immediate locality of Haulbowline, as to call for the commencement
of the Ordnance works suggested at Spike Island, as a measure of necessary “ relief” to the
destitute poor in that vicinity.

The number of labourers at present unprovided for, who seek employment through the Relief
Committees of the Cove district do not exceed 150. Presentments for Relief Works to the
extent of about 40001. have been passed in the Cove district, and the Committee is advised
that the Board of Works will commence their operations immediately, which will give employ-
ment to the greater part of the unemployed labourers of the district.
The Naval works now carrying on at Haulbowline give employment to an average of 140

labourers daily
; this number will be greatly increased as the works which have been sanc-

tioned come into more extensive operation.

Spike Island ought, however, to be regarded as a resource, offering employment for a large
number of labourers, should an extraordinary pressure of distress in this or any immediate
locality vender their employment desirable, and it would be, to a certain extent, reproductive
labour, as tending to he completion of a military work which would otherwise, in all probabiliiv
be hereafter estimated for.

^

I beg to return herewith the respective enclosures which accompanied your letter.
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Teeasuey Minute on the above.

Decemher 4,. 1846.

Tvansmit a copy of this letter to the Secretary to the Ordnance, and state that,

under the circumstances explained tiierein, my Lords do not consider it neces-

sary that the works on Spike Island should be undertaken.

Acquaint Sir R. Routh and the Secretary to the Admiralty.

Memorial of the Corpor.ation of Cork.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury.

The Memorial of the Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of Corlc.

Sheweth, ....
That great distress has and continues to prevail in this borough, and its

neighbourhood, amongst the working classes.

That memorialists, with the vieiv of affording employment as well as improving

the borough, propose to erect additional markets therein, and also to construct an

iron bridge over the north channel of the river Lee, a work which would be of great

utility in affording additional and much-required intercourse between the northern

and southern divisions of the borough, at present badly supplied by an ill-regulated

ferry held under the. corporation.

That memorialists have exhausted all their available funds in building markets

(of which they have constructed five since the coming into operation, in this

borough, of the Act 3 and 4 Vic., cap. 108), and other improvements; and in

order to carry out the additional improvements contemplated, propose to borrow on

the security of the tolls, or such other ]>roperty as may he agreed on, the sum of

6000/., should your Lordships be plea.sed to approve of their doing so.

May it, therefore, please your Lordships to take the premises into your considera-

tion, and to grant memorialists permission to borrow such sum of 6000/. for the

purposes herein mentioned.

And memorialists will pray.

Done under the common seal of the borough of Cork, the 7th day of May,

1846.
ANDREW F. ROCHE, Mayor of Corh.

Alexander. McCarthy, Toion Clerh.

Treasury Minute on the above.

June 9, 1846.

Write Mayor of Cork in reply to the memorial of the Town Council, dated 7th

May, 1846, requesting the permission of this Board to borrow the sura of 6000/.,

with the view of relicving the distress of the working classes, and of improving tlje

borough, that the works, for the construction of which the sura in question is

proposed to be borrowed, namely, an iron bridge and additional markets, do not

appear to be such as will be best calculated for providing employment for the

labouring classes.

Also obsei-ve, that after so hu ge an expenditure as has recently been incurred in

the construction of markets, it will, be proper that before my Lords sanction any

further outlay on this account, they should have lull information as to the necessity

for further erections of the same kind, and should have the opportunity of consider-

ing such plans as the Council may have obtained of the new buildings to be erected,

together u’ith estimates of their probable cost.

Under these circumstances, tbeir Lordships would suggest that t!ie Council

should reconsider their proposition, and my Lords will be ready to give their best

attention to the subject when it shall again come before them.
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Commissioners of Public Works to the Lords of the Treasury.

Offi.ce of Public WorTcs, May 28, 1846.

We have the honour to forward herewith an abstract of an application
from the Mayor and Corporation of Cork for a loan from this Board, under the
Act of 1 and 2 Wm. IV., chap. 33, of six thousand pounds (6000/.), for the erec-
tion of one new market, for the rebuilding and enlarging of a second, and for the
construction of a bridge, in that city ; and we beg leave to recommend the same for
your Lordship’s favourable consideration.

Enclosure.

Applicatjon for a Loan to the Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland.

AppIicAnls. Objects. Sum Nature of

Security.

Rate of proposed
Repayments.

General Observations,

Principal. Interest.

The Mayor

Cork.

For the erection of
one new Market

;

to lebuUiI and cn-
large a second

j

and for ihe con-
sttucltoii of a
Bridge.

£.

6,000 Bond, and a In twenty
years, at

000/. per

annum.

This loan, being for useful works,
is recommended for their Lord-
ships’ sanction

;
and the expendi-

ture of the money, in giving em-
ployment to the labouring classes,
will also be the means of alleviat-
ing the existing distress.

28t/t May, 1846.
Jos. C. WalkkRj Secretary.

Treasury Minute on the above.

June 23, 1846.
Inform the Commissioners of Public Works that the Corporation of Cork having

made an application to their Lordships for permission to borrow a sum of money for
the purposes alluded to in their Report of 28th ult., which application is now under
their consideration, my Lords cannot sanction the loan recommended by the Com-
missioners, until they shall have determined whether it will be proper for them to
authorise the Corporation of Cork to borrow the sum of money in question.

Treasury Minute.
Septemher 2, 1846.

Write to the Mayor of Cork acknowledging the receipt of plans of the
proposed markets, and also an estimate of the cost of the improvements intended to
be carried into effect by the Council, as set forth in their memorial of the 7th May.
1846. •'

See Treasury Recall the attention of the Mayor to the communication from this Board of the

5 s!
'"I' 15® proper that my Lords should have from

the Council an answer in writing to that part of their former letter, in which they
requested infoi-mation as to the necessity Ibr further erections of markets after so
large an expenditure as has recently been incurred in constructions of the same
kind.

The M.ayor of Cork to Mr. Trevelyan.

Mayors Office, Cork, Septemher 7, 1846.

I AM directed by the Council of the borough ot Cork to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter of the 3rd instant, with reference to the application of the
corporation of Cork to my Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, for permission to
borrow a sum of 6000/. for building markets, and other improvements in this cit}'^,

and in reply to then’ Lordships, as to the further necessity of erecting markets
in this city, beg to state,

—

That the population of this city have long suffered from the unprotected state
and the insufficient space allotted for markets

; and that tliongh the attention of
this Council has been, since its formation, practically directed to this want, yet
they find that the purchases of the poor are still carried on to a great extent in the
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open streets, without any control as to the justness of the dealings towards them,

or the soundness of the provisions dealt in.'

That the great majority of our population are of the humblest class, and that

every .facility should be offered them, to protect them from fraud and the use of

unsound provisions, by the construction of sheltered markets and under the control

of this Corporation.

Treasury Minute on the above.

September 11, 1846.

l\Iy Lords advert to the letter from the Commissioners of Public Works in

Ireland, dated 28th May last, recommending to their Lordships’ sanction a loan of

6000^. to the Mayor and Corporation of Cork, for the erection of one new market,

for the rebuilding and enlarging of a second, and for the construction of a bridge

in that city.

My Lords are pleased to sanction this loan on the terms proposed.

Acquaint the Commissioners of Public Works.

Acquaint the Paymaster ot Civil Service in Ireland with the terms of the loan.

Acquaint the Mayor of Cork, that, under the circumstances stated in his letter

of the 7th instant, my Lords have been pleased to sanction the loan of 6000/. to the-

Corporation of Cork, submitted by the Commissioners of Public Works, on the

terms proposed by them.

Mr. Roche to Mr. Trevelyan.

Corlc, December 4, 1846.

I HAVE the honour of forwarding to you the accompanying Memorial

of the Council of this Borough, to the Lords of the Treasury, soliciting their

sanction to borrow 6,000/. from private individuals at a rate of interest not

exceeding 5 per cent., with copies of a memorial fonvarded to their Lordships

in the month of June, and their reply of the 14th of September last, in which

they were pleased to sanction the loan.

Will you have the goodness to lay the enclosed Memorial before the Lords

of the Treasury at your earliest convenience.

Treasury Minute on the above.

Give authority accordingly.

December 8, 1846.

[b. w.] H
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GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE, PRINTED ACCORDING TO
DATE.

Treasury Minute.

July 28, 1846.

My Lords advert to their Minute of 3rd instant, in which, on considering

the amount of the sums which they had authorised to be advanced for public works
in Ireland, under the Act of 9 Viet, cap. 2, which then had exceeded the sum of

100,000^., authorised by the 13th sec. of that Act to be advanced from the Con-
solidated Fund for the purposes thereof, my Lords expressed their opinion that

they had no power to sanction any further loans under that Act.

My Lords have now before them a statement transmitted by Mr. Redington,
of presentments which have been made in certain counties, in reliance upon ad-
vances to be received under the authority of this Act, but which were not trans-

mitted to this Office until the fund of 100,000/. was declared to be exhausted by
the above Minute. The amount of these presentments is about 30,000/.

;
and my

Lords being of opinion that, under the circumstances, it will be proper that provi-

sion should be made for a further advance to this amount, they are pleased to direct

that authority be given to the Paymaster of Civil Services to issue to the Treasurers

of the following counties, loans not exceeding in amount the sums undermentioned,
at such periods and in such proportions as the Lord Lieutenant may direct, to be
repaid in the manner stated iDelow, viz. :

—

To the Treasurer of the county of Cavan the sum of 3313/. IS^., viz. :

—

525/. 5s. for the execution of works presented in the barony of Castle-

raghan
;

to be repaid in four half-yearly instalments, commencing at

Spring 1 847, with interest, at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum, on the

sums outstanding.

1136/. 10«. on account of presentments for works in the barony of Clonkee

;

to be repaid in six half-yearly instalments, from the same period, with
interest at the same rate.

1051/. on account of presentments for the barony of Tullygarvey
; to be

repaid in four half-yeaidy instalments, from the same period, with
interest at the same rate.

601/. on account, for presentments for the barony of Lower Loughleej to

be repaid in eight half-yearly instalments, from the same period, and
with the same rate of interest.

To the Treasurer of the county Galway, 8941/. I65 . Zd. ; to be repaid by
the several baronies, in the number of instalments stated below, com-
mencing at Spring 1847, with interest, at the rate of 5 per cent, on the
sums outstanding, viz.;

—

By the barony of Ross, in 20 half-yearly instalments. By the bax'onies of
Longford and Moycullen in ten half-yearly instalments. By the baronies

of Dunkellin, Kilturton, and Tyaquin, in eight half-yearly instalments.

By the baronies of Ballinahinch, Ballimoe, Duiimore, and Kilconnell,

in six half-yearly instalments. By the barony of Killyan in six half-

yearly instalments. By the barony of Leitrim, in six half-yearly instal-

ments. By the barony of Loughrea, in six half-yearly instalments. By
the baronies of Athenry, Clare, and Clonmacnoon, in four half-yearly

instalments.

To the Treasurer of King’s County, the sum of 1579/. Ss. Qd.; to be
repaid by the several baronies in the number of instalments stated below,

commencing at Spring 1847, with interest, at the rate of 51. per cent,

per annum, on the sums outstanding, viz. :

—

By the barony of Clonlish, in 20 half-yearly instalments. By the baronies
of Kilconny and Upper Phillipstown, in 10 half-yearly instalments. By
the baronies of Lower Phillipstown and Warrinstown in six half-yearly

instalments. By the baronies of Eglish, Ballibrit, Bullycowan, Gour-
hill, and Ballyboy, in four half-yearly instalments.
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)

To the Treasurer of the county of Kilkenny, the sum of 10,791/. 25. 5d.

;

the same to be repaid in eight half-yearly instalments, commencing at

Spring 1847, with interest, at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum on the

sums outstanding.

To the Treasurer of the county of Antrim, the sum of 6679/. 35. lOt/. ;^to

be repaid in four half-yearly instalments, from Spring 1847, with

interest on the sums outstanding, at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum.

Transmit the applications for these advances, enclosed in the letters from the

Under Secretary for Ireland of 23rd, 25th, 27th, 29th ultimo, and the 1st and 6th

instant, to the Paymaster of Civil Services in Ireland, together with a copy of the

above Minute
;
and desire that if he finds the applications in every respect regular,

he will advance the sums stated in the Minute to the several Treasurers of the coun-

ties mentioned, at such times and by such instalments as the Lord Lieutenant

may direct him to make these advances; the same to be repaid with interest, in

the manner stated in the Minute : and that he will apply from time to time to

this Board, to place to his account the necessary funds to enable him to make these

issues.

Transmit copy of this Minute to Mr. Redington, for the information of the Lord

Lieutenant of Ireland, and request he will move his Kxcellency to give the neces-

sary instructions to the Paymaster of Civil Services as to the periods and amounts

of hie iiistalmeuts by which the advances to the several Treasurers of the counties

are to be made.
_ i , • i j

Also request tliat he will state to the Lord Lieutenant, that although their Lord-

ships have authorised the Paymaster of Civil Services to advance the whole of the

additional sum presented for, not exceeding 30,000/., if he shall be required to do

so by the Lord Lieutenant, their Lordships would suggest, for his Excellency’s

consideration, that such issues only should be authorised in part of this sura, as

may be known to be required for the relief of urgent distress in the respective dis-

tricts until such time as the new harvest and the increased employment connected

with it shall render further precautionary measures unnecessary.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, August 3, 184G.

In transmitting the accompanying copy of the Report of the Commissioners

of Public Works, dated 28th ultimo, on the Memorial from Magistrates and Cess-

payers of the barony of Moycullen, county of Galway, making application for the

execution of certain works in that district, under the Act 1st Viet. c. 21, I have the

honour, by desire of the Lords Justices, to request that you will convey to the

Lords of the Treasury his Excellency’s recommendation that the necessary

directions may be given for the execution of the work specified therein. One

hundred pounds was recommended for this work in the Report of the Board of

Public Works of the 1 ith, transmitted to the Lords of the Treasury on the 12th of

June, and was included in the sum of 3455/. sanctioned in your letter of the 15th

of June.

Enclosure.

The Commissioners of Public Works to the Under Secretary for Ireland.

(Mem.)

Works applied for £
One (additional) recommended, £900.

Office of Public Works, July 28, 1 846.

With reference to the memorial from magistrates and cess-payers of the barony of

Moycullen, county of Galway, dated 16th April, 1846, making application for the execution of

certain works in that district, under the provisions of the Act 1st Vic., c. 21, we have had a

report thereon by Captain Hawkins ; and having had the same under our consideration, we

are enabled to advise the Lord Lieutenant to recommend for the sanction of the Lords of Her

Majesty’s Treasury the following works, being a portion oi those applied for, and amounting

in the whole to the sum of 900/. ; one moiety to be advanced by way of loan, and the remainder

by way of grant.

New line of road commencing at the corner of the demesne wall at Deerfield, on road from

Galway to Outerard, passing through the townlands of Corbally, Drunneen, &c., and termi-

nating at the road from Outerard to the ferry of Knock, 900/.
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We recommend the foregoing sum of 900Z. in addition to the sum of 100/. already granted
for tile same worh, in consequence of a clerical error in the recommendation for this work,
sent forward on the 1 Ith June, 1846, for 100/., which should have been 1000/.

Treasury Minute on the above.

August 25, 1846.

Write to Mr. Redington, that it appears to niy Lords that if the completion of
this new line ot road he desired, the expense of the work should be provided for in

the usual mode, by means of a loan, to be repaid.

Acquaint the Commissioners of Public Works, with reference to their enclosed
Report to the Lord Lieutenant.

Mr. Russell to Mr. Radcliff.

Tulla, August 15, 1846.

Since I Irad the privilege of addressing you on the subject of the potato
crop, and the necessity of providing more permanent and uselul employment
for the poor than lias been adopted, you have had an opportunity of witnessing
the permanent and rapid decay of the potato stalks, and the marked character
of the disease of last season.

I do not apprehend that you will accuse me of being an alarmist, although
I should say, that I look forward to the coming season with awful fore-
bodings.

The potato crop of this year (unlike that of the past), will be very deficient
in quantity, and inferior in quality.

The breadth of land under potatoes, is less than last year, although not so
much so as to cause alarm, if the crop was good.
The premature decay of the stalks has, however, retarded in a great measure,

although not altogether, the growth of the root, and the early and rapid pro-
gress of the disease has marked out for certain and early destruction the pre-
sent crop.

The potato disease of last year, although pretty general, was not wholly
destructive. The mountain and bogland, for instance, was nearly altogether
free from the disease

; but I am sorry to say that this year, such lands present
the very worst appearanc;e.

The works for the relief of the poor, although partially commenced in
March, last year, were not very general, or indeed necessary, until late in the
month of May.

This year, I am of opinion, that it will be dilficult to discontinue the works
altogether, at ariy period, and I have no doubt that there will be a great
necessity for pretty general employment, and a sujiply of food other than
potatoes by January next.

Clare, this year was by many degrees worse off, as regarded a deficiency of
provision, than any other county ; as a proof you will find that more than
one-fourth of the aggregate number of people who were employed on relief
works, including drainage, in the entire kingdom, was employed in Clare. The
coming season, I fear, will be one of more general distress.

Agricultural employment will be much more limited this than, last season.
The- ordinary farmers of the country, who not only feed but pay the labourer
with potatoes, or the money obtained for them, are not likely to have enough
for their own use, and seem to have abandoned the idea of employing labourers,
except for a few days gathering in the corn and hay harvest. Potato digging, I
fear, will not furnish much employment, and the poor labourer will be nearly
altogether thrown on the Government for support, if some suitable employ-
ment be not provided

; but the small farmers who sold their corn early last year
and paid their rent, and were afterwards obliged to resort to the public works,
appear to be determined to hold their corn this year, and withhold their rent, so
tliat I do not apprehend that many of this class of persons will be dependent
on public works, although I have no doubt they will be very clamorous and
desirous to be employed.

If I had an opportunity of giving an opinion, and advising the landlords
who have numbers of tenants holding small farms (but it is a delicate subject),
I would recommend them to insist, (not on their rents being paid, for that
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would be in vain), but that their tenants should not live idle on the produce

of the land, nor yet go into the public works, if such should be in progress
;

but give an equivalent for their rents in labour on their farms, draining, subsoil-

in°-, fencing, &c., which will eventually serve themselves, and in a great mea-

sure compensate their landlords for the loss of rent for one year ;
and indeed

some of the landlords of Ireland owe their poor tenants a year’s rent, if not as

compensation for improvements already made, at least as an inducement to

them to commence improvements.

If landlords abandon their tenants, and get neither rent nor labour from them,

but suffer them to eat up the produce of the land in idleness for even one sea-

son, I apprehend evil consequences will be the result.

If the Government and the landed proprietors of Ireland would co-operate

in some measure for the improvement of the lands of the kingdom now not

half cultivated, or half productive, and of the large tracts wholly uncultivated,

and wholly unproductive. I mean the vast mountain districts of the kingdom,

I know of no time when the landlords of Ireland would be more likely to

adopt any plan, or join in any measure that would be likely to better the con-

dition of their tenants, or indeed the people generally.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, August 19, 1846.

I AM directed by the Lords Justices to transmit the enclosed copy of a

Report of the Commissioners of Public Works, dated the 14th instant, on the

Memorial from Magistrates and Cess-payers of the barony pf Clanwilliam, county

of Limerick, making application for the execution of a certain work in that district,

under the Act 1 Viet, c. 21 ;
also copies of letter from the Secretaiy to the Com-

missioners, dated the 16th ultimo, enclosing extract of a communication from tiie

county surveyor of Limerick, and of the answer, dated 18th ultimo.

Tlie work desciibed in the Report of the I4th instant is one of those supple-

mentary works referred to in the letters of 16th and 17tli ot July
;
and it appears,

on inquiry, that in pursuance of the advice of the Lords Justices, conveyed the

letter, it was commenced and has been to a considerable extent executed. liieii

Excellencies therefore request that the Lords of the Treasury will give the usual

directions for the execution of this work ;
but, considering that the demand lor

labour connected with the harvest appears to render the suspension for the present

of all public works in that district desirable, they have intimated to the Commis-

sioners of Public Works that they cannot authorize any further continuance of

this work pi-eviously to its approval by their Lordships, except such as may be

indispensable for preventing dangerous accidents, winch might be caused by its

too abrupt stoppage.

Enclosures.

The COMMJSSIONEBS ot PoBtic WoBKS lo the Ukdkr Seoisetary for Ireland.

(Mem.)
Works applied for £
One (additional) recommended £150

^ '
Office of Public Works, August 14, 184b.

With reference to the memorial from magistrates and cess-payers of the barony of

Clanwilliam, county of Limerick, dated 23rd July, 1846, making a™l.eat,on lor *o eRocut.on

of certain works in that district, under the provisions of the Act 1 Vict, c. 21, we have had a

Report thereon by Lieutenant Faussett, and having had the same under

are enabled to advise the Lord Lieutenant to recommend for the sanction of the L°>ds ot Her

Majesty’s Treasury the following works, being a portion of those applied ^

in the whole lo the sum of 150/.; one moiety to be advanced by way of loan, and the

remainder by way of grant :

—

Completing the lowering of the hill of Rockstown, on road fiom

Groom to Cahirconlish

We hove to request you will obtain the approval of the Lords Justices to the imme^

commencement of the foregoing work, in anticipation of the Treasury sanction, as distress

represented to exist to a great extent.

[b. w.]
I
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Mr. Walker to Mr. Redington.

Office of Puhlic Works, Dublin, July 16, 1846.

I AM directed to transmit the accompanying copy of a letter from Mr. Kearney (which
has reference to the same subject as Mr. Maunsell’s, referred by the Board to you), and request
your advice as to the course the Board should pursue.

Under the 1 Viet., c. 21, the Board cannot legally exceed the expenditure for each work
named in the presentment or memorial, when sanctioned by the Lords of the Treasury.

Owing to the little value given in many cases by the labourers for their liire, and to the great
number employed beyond what the engineer would choose if left fo himself, the presentments
have proved here and elsewhere insufficient. In the district of Mr. Kearney, meetings are
called to present further sums in aid; and (he Board would, if approved by the Lords Justices,

continue the numbers at present employed on the work, on (he faith of the additional sum being
presented at the sessions.

The Board would not make this recommendation but from their knowledge of the temper
of the people, as well as their distressed state

; they apprehend a reduction of the number
employed would be probably attended with unpleasant consequences.

Mr. Redington to the Commissioners of Public Works.

Dublin Castle, July 18, 1846.

With reference to your Secretary’s letter of the 16th instant, I am directed by the
Lords Jiistices to state, that in cases where meetings have actually been called under 1 Viet,
c. 21, or 9 Viet., c. 1, for the purpose of presenting the further sums required, their Excel-
lencies would advise the continuance of the works until the results of such meetings are known.

Treasury Minute on tlie above.

August 25, 1846.

Write to Mr. Redington, that the case of this work appears to have been fully

provided for by the Minute of this Board dated 21st July last (pp. 341, 342, 343
of the Papers laid before Parliament relating to the Relief of Distress in Ireland),

and that having been discontinued because it was no longer required for the relief

of urgent distress, it should, if recommenced, be provided for by a loan.

Acquaint the Commissioners of Public Works with reference to their enclosed
Report to the Lord Lieutenant.

Mr. WooDHOUSE to the Secretary to the Treasury.

Kenmare, Ireland, August 22, 1846.

I Am directed by the Kenmare Relief Committee to forward to you the
accompanying Memorial to the Lords of the Treasury, adopted at their meeting on
the 19th instant, and their respectful request that it may be submitted for their

Lordships’ consideration at your earliest convenience.

Enclosure.

To the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury’.

The Memorial of the Kenmare Relief Committee,

—

Humblv Sheweth,
'1’hat Memorialists have learned with the greatest regret, that an order has been issued

by your Lordships to discontinue the public works now in progress for the relief of the poor,
and they cannot but regard such order as pregnant with the most fatal consequences to the poor
of this locality.

Memorialists would beg fo call your Lordships’ attention to the fact, that the blight of the
potato crop this year is much more alarming, more universal, and more intimately’afFecting the
existence and the substance of the potato than that of last year ; and therefore that it is neces-
sary (0 have recourse to more prompt and more energetic measures, and those at a much earlier

period, of providing food for the people.

The price of potatoes in this union this time last year stood at 3c?. per 21 pounds; the same
quantity cannot now be had for less than from 6d. to 8d. Those potatoes were sound, at least

at that season
;
the present are soft, unripe, diseased, and quite unfit for human food

;
and, as

a natural consequence, dysentery and the common cholera are already beginning to make their

appearance to a frightful extent.

The reluctance of the people to use the Indian corn meal, and their preference for the potato.
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diseased as it then was, was remarkable ;
they now loudly call for a fresh importation of the

Indian corn meal, and acknowledge the potato to be quite unfit to support existence.

Serious apprehensions were enlertainei and formidable symptoms of discontent were about

being given expression to, upon the late reduction of the daily wages of the labourer from lOii.

to 8d. ;
and we cannot but give it as our deliberate opinion, that the total cessation of employ-

ment at present will have the effect of reducing the people to the lowest verge of destitution,

and making them frightfully discontented, if not desperate.

That the stoppage of the roads now in progress of improvement in this locality will be a

very serious inconvenience and obstacle to the general traffic; the principal thoroughfares, the

roads leading from this town to the city of Cork and to Castletown Berrehaven, being almost

impassable, owing to the crossings and encroachments of the projected improvements, which

are in a soft, unfinished state, and without embankments; thereby exposing carriers and other

travellers to considerable risk.

Memorialists would therefore humbly impress upon your Lordships the necessity of conti-

nuing the public works and the issue of substantial food from the Government stores.

And your Memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

August 22, 1846. James Hutton, Chairman.

Treasury Minute on the above.

August 28, 1846.

Write to the Chairman, and state that my Lords must refer the Committee to

his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, acting in concert with the Board of Works
and Commissary-General Sir R. Roulh, for information, both with respect to cer-

tain works applied for under the 9 Viet., c. 1, which were discontinued because

they were not wanted for the purpose of relieving urgent local distress, and to the

details of the measures whicii have been resolved upon in order to afford relief in

those cases in which it is required.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin. Castle, August 24, 1846.

In transmitting the accompanying copy of the Report of the Commissioners

of Public Works,^dated 4th instant, on the Memorial from Magistrates and Cess-

payers of the bai’ony of Kiltarton, county of Galway, making application for the

execution of certain works in that district, under the Act 1 Viet, c. 21., I

have the honour, by desire of the Lords Justices, to request that you will convey

to the Lords of the Treasury their Excellencies’ recommendation that the neces-

sary directions may be given for the execution of the work specified therein,

being an extension of one for which 560/. was granted on the 8tli June, on the

report of the Commissioners, dated 5th June. In compliance with the desire of

the Commissioners, the Lords Justices on the 5th instant authorized the imme-
diate commencement of this further portion of the work in anticipation of the

approval of their Lordships.

(Mem.) Enclosure.

The Commissioners of Public Works to the Under Secretary for Ireland.

Works applied for £
One (additional) recommended £230.

Office of Public Worhs, August 4, 1846.

With reference to the memorial from magistrates and cess-payers of the barony of

Kiltarton, county of Galway, dated 24th April, 1846, making application for the execution

of certain works in that district, under the provisions of the Act 1 Viet., c. 21, we have had
a report thereon by Lieutenant Inglis, and having had the same under our consideration, we are

enabled to advise the Lord Lieutenant, to recommend for the sanction of the Lords of Her
Majesty’s Treasury the following works, being a portion of those applied for, and amounting
in the whole to the sura of 230Z. One moiety to be advanced by way of loan, and the re-

mainder by way of grant. New line of road to Ballynaughan and Burrin, from Gort, 230/.

We recommend the above sum, in addition to the sum of 560/. already granted for this

Work, and have to request you will obtain the sanction of their Excellencies the Lords Justices

to the immediate commencement of the work, in anticipation of the Treasury approval

I 2

I
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Treasury Minute on the above.

August 25, 1846,

Write to Mr. Redington that if, as their Lordships presume is the case, the

continuance of this work was authorized for the purpose of relieving urgent

distress, their Lordships are prepared to give their sanction to it
;
but additional

expense should not be incurred under the first Act of this session, merely for the

purpose of continuing or completing works which have been commenced under

that Act.

Transmit a copy of this Minute to the Commissioners of Public Works, with

reference to their Report to the Lord Lieutenant of 4th instant.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, Septemher 1, 1846.

I AM directed by the Lord Lieutenant to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 27th ultimo, respecting the continuing of public works in the barony

of Kiltartou, in the county of Galway, under the Act of the 1st Viet, c. 21, and

to acquaint you, for the information of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty s

Treasury, that the work in question ivas given, as their Lordships rightly suppose,

for the purpose of relieving urgent distress, it having been always understood that

applications for authority to commence works in anticipation of the approval ot

their Lordships, were made by the Commissioners of Public Works only in cases

in which they were rendered necessary by such distress
;
although they omitted in

their Report of the 5th August the usual statement of that necessity.

Commissioners of Woods and Forests to the Lords of the Treasury.

0ffi.ee of J'P^oods, 8^c., August 28, 1846.

We have recently received from the Commissioners appointed under

the provisions of the Acts 5th and 6th Victoria, chap. 89, 8th and 9th Victoria,

chap. 69, and 9th Victoria, chap. 4, to promote the dramage of lands_ and

improvement of navigation and water-power in connexion with such dramage

in Ireland, a report to them from Mr. William Foi^yth, C.E., on the proposed

drainage of the district of (^onakilty, in the county of Cork. We have also

had before us the decision of the Commissioners of Drainage on such repoi'h

from which it appears that they are of opinion that the benefit which will

result from the execution of the proposed works will be' commensurate with

the amount of the costs thereof and incidental expenses connected therewith,

and that the works should be commenced with as little delay as pracdcable,

A »reat portion of the lands to be drained or embanked are slob or mud

lands between high and low-water mark, and, consequently, the property of

the Crown, and the Crown’s assent became necessary therefore before the works

could be commenced.
. . „ •

We have also received a communication from the Commissioners ol Dramage

urging that the assent of the Crown be given at once, in order that employment

for the people in the neighbourhood may be afforded, and submitting that it

will be open to this Board afterwards either to retain and sell in small lots or

otherwise the portions of the lands so drained which may be the property of

the Crown, or to assign the same on proper consideration to the frontage pro-

prietors during the progress of the works.
, , ,, ^

On consideration of the importance of furnishmg employment to the people

in Ireland at the present moment, and the delay which will occur if the execu-

tion of the works is postponed till the terms on which the cession of the

Crown’s wights be agreed upon, we submit that we be authorized, by warrant

under the hands of three of your Lordships, to assent on behalf of her Majesty

to the execution by the Commissioners appointed under the provisions of the

above-mentioned Acts of the works for the drainage and improvement by

dr.ainage of certain lands in the district of Clonakilty, includmg certain slob

lands, of which the Crown is seised, lying on the searshore between the island

Inchydoney and the townlands of Youghals, Cloheen, Lachenagobidane, Gar-

ranagoleen, Brittas, and Pallas, which are situate within the said district,
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leaving the (luestioii as to the consideration to he paid for the cession of the

Crown’s rights to he hereafter determined.

Treasury Minute on the above.

Prepare warrant accordingly.

Ac<iuaint the Commissioners of Woods and Forests.

September 25, 1846.

Mr. D. Corneille to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public TVovhs, Dublin, August 29, 1846.

1 AM directed by the Board to state that, having put themselves in com-

.annicatlonwlfUctors^th^

the ^distrihiition of the 75,000.

veniei and delivered to the branches of the Bank

Dublin
Waterford
Cork .

Tralee.

Limerick
Galway
Westport
Sligo

£20,000
10,000

20,000
5,000

10,000

5,000
5,000

5,000

If it should be inconvenient to send the above sums to the several ports above

nameii! the distribution might be made as follows :-

Dublin . • • ^^0,000
30.000
10.000

10,000
5,000

Cork
Waterford
Limerick

Galway . •
•

^ •

-e-tlr^tiS^JhS^
TKEAsnnv Minute on the above.

Write to the Secretary and re,n..t Im will ^s-e

that it is of urgent '“f'?n“ nZ nlaeef in Ireland for the payment of

warded from this country fo ® tlic works under the Relief Acts, and

S; “rSh of 4r Majesty’s steam ships could be appointed

for this pressing
Limerick.

Waterford. Galway.

Cork. Westport.

Tralee. Sligo.

Mr. Hamilton to Mr. Trevelyan.

Admiralty, Portmmtli, September 2, 1846.

I AM commanded by my Commissioners ^ "m^

several places in Ireland specified.
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Treasury Minute on the above.

Write to the Master of the Mint, that my L.
supply of silver coins to the following places
labourers employed upon public works under the
request that coins of the denominations spccluei
readiness to be shipped under the direction of
manager of the branch of the Bank of Ireland

my Lords are desirous of remitting a
places in Ireland for the payment of

ler the Relief Acts, and their Lordships
specified may be packed and held in

of this Board, consigned to the
at each place :

—

making altogether 80,000/., and my Lords
sum may be reimbursed to the Master

"

General.

Let the necessary steps be taken in the Commissariat branch for r

mS”® steiim-vessel Comet

Write to the Governor a..
’

order to enable the Bank to w, «ux,iu
Ireland the assistance which has been hitherto
payment of the men (

^e sum of 80,000/. m silver coins as under-mentioned, may be"^ cmLngland to the Managers of the branch of the Bank of Ireland
places in the denominations specified, viz, :

—

(Here state the places and denomination of coins.)

My Lords request that the Governor and Deputy-Governor ivi
managers at those places to receive the respective sums to give
same to the commander of Her llajesly’s steam-vessel “ Comet ” at
particular coins at the disposal of the Board of Works in Irel
Lordships lurther request that after the several amounts shall 1

Slivered, tlie aggregate, viz., 80,0001., may he repaid to the a,Majesty s Paymaster-General at the Bank of England, and that t
Lieneral may be aj.prised of such repayment.
Write aocordingly to the Paymaster-General, desiring that he will cany theamount when received, to the credit of the Commissariat Chest Account in his

Om Mint”
‘ “> made to the Master of

Irl:7fe the“X:ltl» of ^^'orks in

will be prepared to direct that a like
of the JMint by Her fllajesty’s Paymaster-

receiving and
!t

” at Ports-

and Deputy-Governor of the Bank of Ireland, that in
to continue to affonl to the Board of Public Works in

: as .seen .:;tACato given by that establishment in the
Relief-Works, my^Lords have directed that

jnsigned from
at the several

Treasury Minute.

September 8, 1846.
Admiralty acquainting him that the specie

. to m his letter of the 2nd instant, destined for the several ports in Ireland

nt
from London on Thursday next fornt on board Her Majesty s steam-vessel “ Comet.’'

^

proportion of specie for Dublin is consigned to the order of the Governor
iputy-Governor of the Bank of Ireland

; the respective proportions for theorts are consigned to the Managers of the Branch Banks at the ports spe-and my Lords request that the Secretary will move the Board to dirLtarn of the Comet to proceed in the first instance to Dublin, and to put

Dublin, Waterford,
Cork, Tralee,

Linu'iick, Galway
VVestport, Sligo.
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— Crowns. Half-Crowns. Shillin gs.
Pieces.

Fourpenny
Pieces.

Threepenny

Dublin
Waterford
Cork . .

Tralee.

Limerick .

Galway .

Westport . .

Sligo .

£.

3,000
900

3,000

900

£.

4.000
2.000
4.000

500

2.000
500
500
500

£.

5.000
3.000
6.000
1,000
3,000
1,500
1,300
1,200

£.

5.000
2.000
5.000
2,200
2.000
2,300
2,300
2,400

£.

2,500
2,100
2,500
1,300
1,600

'700

700
600

£.
500

500

500

200
300
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himself in communication with the Governor and Deputy-Governor of the Bank,

to ascerhiin the names of the parties who may he authorized by them to receive

the specie at the other ports, and to hand to the Captain of the ship an acknow-

ledgment of the receipt of the specie on account of the Bank of Ireland.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieutenant-Colonel Jones.

Treaswy, Aiigust 31, 1846.

I SEND you three hundred copies of the Treasury Minute relating to the

details of the relief operations, and more shall follow if required.

]\'Iy reason for sending so many is, that I think you will agree with me that it

will be desirable to promulgate them extensively at once, in order to give, fro7n the

first, an uniform and beneficial direction to the efforts of the country
;

the

machine which we have to regulate being, not only the Government officers, but

the whole body of society in Ireland, from the noblemen and gentlemen, down

through the middle classes, to the poorest peasant, who must aU make one united

effort to get safe through the approaching calamity, and to avoid as many of the

contingent evils, and secure as many of the contingent advantages to be expected

from it, as possible.

Copies of the Poor Employment Act (which you can obtain in any number

from Mr. Grierson) should also be extensively circulated; but you must take care

how you send copies of the Grant Act, which is of limited and exceptive operation,

and the advantages offered by it are such, that the parties interested will soon

make themselves acquainted with it without any assistance from us.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer desires me again to express to you his wish

that you should furnish us with constant and full information both of the state

and prospects of the country, and of the measures taken from time to time either

by the Government or by private individuals (as far as these last come to your

knowledge) to alleviate the distress.

Besides your private letters, which are written off hand as the occasion requires,

and may be considered to supply the absence of personal communication, we shall

be obliged to you to send us officially, with the comments of your Board upon

them, copies of every report or letter of interest which you receive or send on

subjects connected with the relief, besides your monthly summaries, one of which

is now due.

Treasury Minute.

August 31, 1846.

My Lords have before them the Act 10 Viet., c. 107, “ To facilitate the

“ employment of the labouring poor for a limited period in distressed districts iti

" Ireland,” and proceed to consider the revised instructions which the provisions

of this Act and the experience which has been acquii-ed from the operations for

the relief of the people suffering from the failure of the potato ci’op in Ireland,

since the month of November last, render it desirable should be issued to the

Board of Works, and to Commissary-General Sir R. Routh, ^vho is in charge of

the duties lately executed by the Relief Commission.

No authority can, from the present date, be given for the execution of any new

works under the 9 Viet , cap. 1 ;
and such works as may hereafter be required

for the relief of distress must be presented and sanctioned according to the pro-

visions of the 10 Viet., cap. 107.

The Board of Works were instructed by the Treasury Minute, dated 21st

ultimo, to bring to an early close all the works under 9 Viet., cap. 1, which were

not required for the relief of urgent distress
; and the Board were informed that

if the parties interested desired that works so discontinued should afterwards be

recommenced and completed, it was open to them to take the usual steps to

provide for that object, either by obtaining loans secured by Grand Jury Present-

ment, or by other means.

Their Lordships desire that the Board of Works \vill rejiort to what extent

works have been discontinued under these instructions on the ground of their not

being really required for the purpose of giving relief, and that it may be under-

stood, in accordance with the passage above adverted to in the Minute of the 21st
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J uly, that if it should become necessary to recommence any such u’orks, the renewal
of them must be j)rovided for either in the manner above referred to, or under the
10 Viet, cap. 107.

With a view to give eveiy practicable assistance to the Presentment Sessions,

the Board of Works should be prepared with plans and estimates of those works
in each district in which relief is likely to be required, on winch the destitute

poor might with the greatest public advantage be employed,* and an officer of the
Board should be in attendance at the Sessions, to furnish every explanation that
may be called for.

lu order to prevent labourers from being induced to leave their proper employ-
ments and to congregate on the Relief Works, in tlie hope of getting regularly

paid money wages in return for a smaller quantum of work than they have been
accustomed to give, the following Rules ought, in their Lordships’ opinion, to be
strictly observed :

—

No person should be employed on any Relief Works who can obtain employ-
ment on other public works, or in farming or other private operations iu,

the neiglibourhood;

The wages given to persons employed on Relief Works should, in every
case, be, at least ‘2d. a-day less than the average rate of wages in the
district

;

And the persons employed on Relief Works should, to the utmost possible

extent, be paid in proportion to the work actually done by them.

Tlieir Lordships suggest for tlae consideration of the Lord Lieutenant that it may
be advisable that in every case in which it may be determined to assemble extra-
ordinary Sessions for the }u*esentment of works under the 10 Viet., cap, 107,
instructions should also be issued to the Lieutenant of the County, to reassemble
the Relief Committees of the districts in wliich such Avorks are proposed to be
carried on, making such changes in the individuals composing the Committees, as

circumstances may require; ,or if no Relief Committees have yet been organised in

the districts in question, to appoint new Committees in accordance with the Rules
prescribed by the Relief Commission.

Their Lordships also suggest that, in order to obviate inconveniences which
have been experienced during the late relief operations, the following alterations

should be made in the instructions under wliich the Local Relief Committees have
hitherto acted.

First, with regard to the assistance given by the Relief Committees in the proper
appropriation of the relief provided under the 10 Viet., cap. 107, by means of
Public Works,

—

That tickets should not hereafter be issued by the Relief Committees entitling
persons to employment on such Public Works.

That, instead thereof, the Relief Committees should furnish (according to a
form to be supplied to them for that purpose) the officers in charge of the
works on the part of the Board of Works, with lists of persons requiring
relief, noting them in the order in which they are considered to be entitled
to priority, either on account of their large families or from any other
cause; that the Committees should revise these lists from time to time as
occasion may require

;
and that the officers of the Board of Works, acting

on the information contained in these lists, or acquired by them from other
sources, should themselves furnish tickets entitling persons to employment
on the Relief Works for certain limited periods, according to the circum-
stances of each case.

Secondly, as regards the functions performed by the Relief Committees inde-
pendently of the Relief Works carried on under the provisions of Acts of Par-
liament,

—

Their Lordships consider that donations in aid of private subscriptions may
be made, when necessary, as heretofore, from public funds placed for that
purpose at the disposal of the Lord Lieutenant; and that these donations
may continue to be, as a general rule, io the proportion of from one-third
to one-half of the amount of the private subscriptions, according to the
extent of the destitution and to the means of the subscribers.

But their Lordships are of opinion that, in consideration of the assistance so
to be given from the public purse, the proceedings of the Relief Com-
mittees in the appropriation of the funds administered by them, slioiUd be
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subjected to jmy degree of control on the part of the Government that

may be considered desirable ;
for which purpose their aocouii^ and cor-

respondence should at all times be open to tlie inspection ol Government

officers appointed for the purpose, and any further explanations that may

be required on any particular point should be immediately fiiruished.

In order to keep in check, as far as possible, the social evils incident to an

extensive system of relief, it is indispensably necessary that the Keliet

Committees should not sell the meal or other food provided by them, except

in small quantities to persons who are known to have no other means ol

procuring food;—that the price at which the meal is sold should, as nearly

as possible, be the same as the market prices which prevail in the neigh-

bourhood;—that the Committees should not give a higher rate or wages,

nor exact a smaller quantum of work, in any works carried on by them

from funds at their own disposal, than is the case in respect to the works

carried on under the superintendence of the Board of Works, ana that

works should be carried on by them only to the extent to which private

employment is proved not to be available.

The serious attention of every person who will have to take a part

in the measures of relief rendered necessary by the new and more com-

plete failure of the potato crop should be particularly called to this

important fact, that the limitations and precautions which have been

prescribed to the Government Boards and Officers in carrying out the

relief operations, with the object of rendering the necessary interference

with the labour and provision markets productive of the smallest possible

disturbance of the ordinary course of trade and industry, will be rendeieu

nugatory if the same prudence and reserve are not practised

Relief Committees in the administration of the funds placed at their

disposal by private or public benevolence ;
and their Lordships therefore

feel it to be their duty earnestly to request that every person concerned,

will, to the extent of the influence possessed by him, endeavour to secure

such a restriction of the measures of relief to cases of real destitution,

and such a iust consideration for the interests of merchants and dealei;^s,

in the free exercise of whose callings the public welfare is so deeply

concerned, that instead of the habitual dependance upon charitable aid

which might otherwise be apprehended from the extensive measures ot

relief in progress, every description of trade and industry may be stimu-

lated by them, and the bonds of society may become raoi;e hrmly knit

by the benevolent and intelligent co-operation of the different orders

and ranks of which it is composed, to avert a common calamity, and to

prepare for recommencing the ordinary occupations ol social life with

advantages which are at present only imperfectly enjoyed in some parts

of Ireland.

The'limited Grant Fund provided by the 10 Vict., cap. 109 intituled An

“ Act to authorise a further issue of money in aid of Public Works of acknow-

“ ledgSd utility in Poor Districts in Ireland,” is, according to the terms of the

Act, applicable only to the case of unimproved districts, like parts of the counties

of Keri-v, Galway, Mayo, and Donegal, where, although roads and other ivorks

would be productive of more than usual public advantage, the districts are too poor

to bear the whole expense of them ; and the Act therefore directs that in cases m
which the repayment of loans to the amount of at least a moiety of toe estimated

expense of such works shall have been secured, and such further contributions shall

have been made as the Commissioners of Her Rlajesty s 1 reasury shall think fit

to require from the individuals principally interested m the projected u^orks, such

aid shall be afforded from this fund, in the shape of grants, as the occasion may

applications which may he received for grants under this Act will have

to be carefully examined and inquired into by the Commissioners of Public \\ orks.

who will recommend for sanction those works which appear to theni to combme

the greatest permament utility with the relief of urgent distress, taking care that

the Proprietors specially interested are required to contribute, m addition to then

share of the general assessment for the repayment of half the expense of the

works, sums proportioned, in some degree, to the special benefits they will deiive

om mem.
. t • i, t,

Mv Lords have considered with the careful attention which the

[b. w,]
*

importance of

K
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the subject demands, the measures proper to be taken with a view to continue the
late Commissariat operations to the extent which niaj' be absolutely necessary for
the purpose of providing supplies of food for sale in districts to which the ordinary
operations^ of the provision trade cannot be expected to extend, the strictest
regard being, at the same time, paid to the pledge which has been given, not to
interfere in any case in which tliere is a reasonable expectation that the market
will be supplied by mercantile enterprise; and they will proceed to state the
course which appears to them to be the best adapted to secure the important object
in view.

Their Lordships have already given directions that no portion of the stock of
meal remaining in store in the different depots should be sold merely for the sake
of disposing of it.

It has been fully established by the experience of the late operations, that the
ports on the northern, eastern, and southern coasts, from Londonderry to Cork,
and those parts of the interior which are ordinarily supplied from them, may
safely be left to the foresight and enterprise of private merchants

; and it will only
he neces.«ary for the Government, so far as this part of Ireland is concerned, to
take effectual precautions that the supplies introduced by private traders from
abroad are properly protected, both while they are in transit and when they are
stored for future consumption

; and for this purpose their Lordships rely upon the
Lord Lieutenant making every necessary arrangement in communication with the
Commander of the Forces in Ireland, and the Inspector-General of the Consta-
bulary Force.

Acting on this principle, their Lordships have directed that the supplies of food
now in store should be concentrated ivithout delay at the following depots

In the interior

—

Longford, Banagher.
On the coast

—

Limerick, Galway, Westport, Sligo.

And Commissaiy-General Hewetson has been instructed to take immediate steps
for the transfer of the quantity remaining in store in the depot at Cork to Limerick,
in the charge of which depot he will relieve Commissary-General Coffin, who will
remain on full pay with a view to his being employed hereafter, as the occasion
may require.

Subordinate depots will be established, under the charge of the Constabulary, at
other places on the western coast, as the necessity for taking such a step may
become apparent.

^

Their Lordships desire that it may be fully understood, that even at those places
at which Government depots will be established for the sale of food, the depots
will not be opened while food can he obtained by the people from private dealers
at reasonable prices

;

and that, even when the depOts are the meal will,

if possible, be sold at such prices as will allow of the private trader selling at the
same price with a reasonable profit.

The Relief Commission ceased on the 15th instant, since which period Com-
missary-General Sir Randolph Routh has continued to transact such business as
required immediate attention; and, considering the experience which has been
acquired by that officer, and his well-proved ability for the task, their Lordships
are of opinion that the duties confided to the Relief Commission during the late
operations may, with great public advantage, be entrusted to Sir Randolpli Routh,
acting under the authority of the Lord Lieutenant, and in constant communication
with this Board.

Their Lordships have taken steps to procure the early arrival in this country,
froin the stations where they are employed abroad, of a sufficient number of well-
qualified Commissariat officers, not only to take charge of the depots which it has
been determined to retain, but also, under the orders of Sir Randolph Routh, to
communicate with the Local Relief Committees, and to afford through him, to Her
Majesty’s Govenimeut, correct information as to the state of the districts in which
they will be stationed.

Measures have also been taken for strengthening the Board of Works, to
enable it to meet the coming emergency, on which subject a separate communica-
tion will this day be made to the Board of Works and his Excellency the Lord
Lieutenant.

Transmit a copy of this Minute to Mr. Redington, and request that he will move
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the Lord Dieutenant, if he shall concur therein, to give the necessary directions in
regard to such of the arrangements as more immediately depend upon his Excel-
lency for canying them into effect.

Also transmit n copy to the Commissioners of Public Works, and to Commissary-
General Sir Randolph Routh, for their information and guidance.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Tkevelyan.

Dublin Caatle, August 31, 1846.
With reference to several Reports of the Board of Works, recommendin<^

works applied for under the Acts 1 Vie. c. 21, and 9 Vic. c. 1, which are this day
forwarded for the approval of the Lords of the Treasury, I am commanded by the
Lord Lieutenant to state, for their Lordships’ information, that in anticipation of
their approval, his Excellency has given his sanction to the small works applied
for, solely in consequence of the great present distress prevailing in tliose districts,
in many ot which the harvest labour has not yet commenced, and in others the
distress was so urgent as not to admit of the delay which would arise in complying
with the provisions of the Poor Employment Act just passed.

°

Treasury Minute on the above.

September 1, 1846.
Write to Mr. Redington that their Lordships will not refuse their sanction to

these works, but it must be understood that these are the last which it will be in
their power to authorise under the Provisions of the 9 Vic. c. 1.

Acquaint the Commissioners of Public Works.

Mr. Goodmills to Lieut-Colonel Jones.

«... Castlebar, August 31, 1846.
I WROTE an official yesterday to state that Mr. Brett and myself had

thought It better to suspend the whole of the works for a few days acting- on
the discretionary power given to us; the fact is, unless it be done, the harvest
will not be finished cutting, and what is as bad, enough turf will not be out
The people will sooner work on the roads for Sd. than cut harvest for Is

The only alternative I see is, to get the landlords to raise the harvest wages
by keeping the works stopped for a time, and then putting them gradually in
hand again

; but with the present rate of harvest wages, if one half of the works
only are stopped they will be flooded with men, so that all must be o-one on
with or all stop.

®

Mr. Molloy to Captain Gordon.

Partry, August S\, 1846,
1 BEG leave to report, on receipt of your order, dated 28th inst , I imme-

diately set about suspending all the works in my district, and despatched
messengers to all places I was aware the works were going on. Many well-
thinking people seemed pleased at receiving the infoiToation, and passed en-
comiums on the Government for their wisdom in stopping the works for some
time, as the people were entirely neglecting their crops and turf. I feel quite
disgusted with the system carried on throughout my district. All order and
regularity appear to be thrown overboard, the Government rules violated, and
not merely by the uncivilized peasant, but by men of education

; also the good
mtentious of the Government abused, and the money granted for the misery of
he country placed by priest and landlord in the reach of wealthy landholders,
while the miserable, homeless wretches, group about me eveiy place I turn, and
tell me that men who could live at home are employed on the worlcs, while
they cannot procure half the necessaries of life. I have often asked them to
identify the persons for me, but they say that they would be afraid of this
priest and that gentleman. I shall not make an assertion without giving a

di°t°

fs^^rlessly name the instigators of the foul abuse practised in my

In the first place, the county surveyor gives an order for 300 of the poorest
people to be placed on a work, but the reverend gentleman places double that
number, and encourages the people to go on the works without selection. He

K2

I
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appoints a staff of stewards quite unfit for the duty, and besides, double the

number requisite. Is not this an abuse of the fund intended for the reliei oi

the poor ? The check clerk makes no return of their time, as he is aware they

are not legally ticketed
;
therefore they remain unpaid, and the misguided men

become in a frenzied state, and prevent the well-inclined from doing their duty.

All regularity is put an end to, and the orders of the Board’s officers entirely

neglected ;
the people do what they like, in short, do nothing, and at the end

of the week fearlessly send in their returns for payment without the district

benefiting in the slightest degree by the money expended. In such confusion

as this, no correct check can be made of the men who actually work, and the

unfortunate check clerk and overseers are insulted with impunity. The priests

and local gentlemen tell the infuriated mob it is all the fault of the Boards

officers their not being paid
;
the press flames at them, the public look on them

with contempt, and, in short, they are not sure of their lives a moment.

In the second place, the Rev. Mr. follows Mr. —— s example. An
order is given for 400 tickets to be issued, but he issues 556 ;

and it would

appear by the enclosed petition, without a proper selection of the distressed.

Again, the Rev. Mr. sends 10 men to one of my stewards without tickets,

as you will see by his letter and the men’s returns. I also furnish you with

a list of independent landholders who have been employed on the works,

and, as I have been informed, who have plenty of meal, and money in the bank

and out at interest.
,

The deluded people are led to believe their condition will be bettered by

quitting their work, and assembling in large mobs to show themselves and their

strength to the landlords. Now, Sir, if the people who were employed in my
district had remained at their work on Monday, 24th, the meeting of represented

distress would not have been so large. I am of opinion, the meaning of the

people assembling in large meetings is for the purpose of making the Government

believe that more distress existe than really does, and besides, to deter the

landlords from asking their rent.

I am also of opinion, if half the people who were at work in my district were

properly chosen, and got fair wages, allowing two or three from distressed houses,

there would be very little distress to be found after. I also wish to inforni you,

I leamed from the Rev. Mr. Conway, C.C., that on Sunday 23rd, while at^

prayers, he observed strangers in his chapel, who came there for the purpose of

swearing the people of this locality not to work for low wages, or pay rent.

He did not tell me the latter, but I heard it. He, Mr. Conway, horsewhipped

them out of his chapel, and admonished the people not to be led astray by any

unlawful behaviour, and to pay ther rents if they were able.

It is expected that a large meeting will take place in Ballinrobe some day

this week. The people of this district did not hear that the works were to be

suspended until I informed them. I heard there was an outbreak in Westport

this day. I shall go to Castlebar to-morrow. The Cloonee and Partry people

would not give up the tickets.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, September 1, 1846.

In transmitting the accompanying copy of the Report of the Commissioners

of Public Works, dated 29th instant, on a memorial from magistrates and cess-

payers of the barony of Murrisk, county of Mayo, making application for the

execution of certain works in that district, under the Act 1st Victoria, c. 21, I

have the honour, by desire of the Dord Lieutenant, to request that you will convey

to the Lords of the Treasury, his Excellency’s recommendation that the necessary

directions may be given for the execution of the works numbered 1 and 2, to the

extent of 200h for the former, and 100^. for the latter. His Excellency has, under

the circumstances stated in the report, authorised the commencement of the

works.
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Enclosure.

COMM.SSIOKERS ot PmL.C WoEES tO the USDEE SECRETARY for IhEIAKD.
'

Mem.
Works applied for ±-

Four recommended, f 1250.
„f Puhlic

W«rU. August 29, 1846.

With reference to the memorial from
apVfoatio“fo7thi

Murrisk, county ot Mayo,
.‘‘“'f

c. 21, r.e

execution of certain woiks in
^ having- had the same under our considera-

<o — hy ,ay of loan.

and the remainder by way of grant. £

1 . New line ot road from Westport to the Quay and Pott of West-

port, about 400 perches . .

.poOO
Recommended to the extent of

.
;

•
•

;

•

2 Now line of road from W'estpott and Louishurgh to the Kdfo"es

between Corrownisty and the Ferry at the K.ller.es, 3,o001.

Modification in addition to that already granted . . • •

Recommended to the extent ot . . . • • tnit";

Correcting and improving the road froin the landing-place of

Enistufk to the chapel. =‘"'1
po,,

CmSrfo'g a,;d improvini.the r^djrom Westport' to Msburgh,

by cutting hills at Glosh and Strahill

Modification

U V 4 cc cr> rrvpat in this baronv, and the people so pressing for

The vepresentattons “1
j!'? contained to recommend the foregoing works

rrLi„r4itir3 tt'i^^lr^sr 'Th^;:

TBBAsnitv Minute on the above.

^

Write to Mr. Rediiigton, that their Lordships cannot, as stated in their

should, in their Lordships' opinion, be provided for tinder the 10th Viot., c. .

Aestract Beturn of.heNu^».^s„„e^d i„^^ -

On Hoads.

pure . . •
16’524 Sligo {2,952

Pork . . •
Tipperary . • • • ^0,222

. • •
•

1^247 Wicklow . . .
•

^24
•

• •

• 172 Waterford . • • • ^20

5"?“’ . • •
• ^Q 355 Westmeath . . • • ^39

Galway . . • • ’

Tr;r„T'= . . . . •
1,2.^U

iQfiAA.'S

Clare

Cork .

Cavan .

Dublin .

Galway .

King’s .

Kerry .

Limerick

Leitrim .

Louth .

Meath .

Mayo .

Queen’s .

Roscommon

On Drainage

Daily average

Office of Public fPorfa, Seffimber 1, 1846,
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Lieut.-ColonelJoNEs to Mr. Trevelyan.

Board of WorTcs, Dublin,

rj, ,
September 1, 1846.

1 HE order to stop the works could not be fully compUed with inconse-quence of the pressing applicatio for employment from the south-west andnorth-west districts of Ireland. At the same time we receive reZts from ourofficers, expressing an opinion that it would be desirable to stop nearly every

WOTk ftp w
working upon our roads to employnfent on Lrvert

^ d
fr™™ed«tricti,fthe county Leitrimwe have had a direct application to stop the works for a fortnight to enable

Thegatherings at RoscommonttralTudedto by me a few days since, appear to have passed off quietly for the momentA large body went up to Lord Crofton’s house, and his Lordships addrSs tothm appears to have exercised a salutary influence over them.
^

Tiot.r
for the ensuing season are melancholy to reflect upon thepotato crop may now be fairly considered as past

; either from disease*^or fromthe circumstance of the produce being small, ij has befn
“
00 0̂^femilies are now living upon food scai-cely fit for hogs. I am apprehensive

S theTr wTe to
“ the remordisWcta

T?*’
® population who live upon potatoes in good“h if there is, there is scarcely any trade with

i?Ho^n
eommodities thataverypoorpopu-

ible m Sb^"'*;
“

“i*
expected that private dZlL wVbeable or willing to introduce meal in any such quantities as will be reauiredI am very much afraid that Government will not find free trade with\ll fh^

ouenUv'fof T®
“ suocedaneum for the loss of the potato. It has fre-quently forced itsell upon my attention whether, under existing ciroumstanoMGovernment enumerators or inspectors should not be employed to TscSand deterinine the numbers of the families who will require relief The everyday cry IS for Government to do something for the stmving population It kreally distressing to read the applications for assistance from ^ubbereen and

™on toe he;
«®h close to toeto IrTtytogupon the beach, and no salt to cure them. There is another point whirh

Se'ca™ {f“‘'T-
7’'“* "J-®” ‘-“d weather LSTaTd fttpeople cannot be employed on works

; are they to be paid or fed ?

Captain Hawkins to Mr. Walkeh.
Roscommon, September 3, 1816.

enclosures''’^™™" ““‘i **

on to’
foe me ‘o make any report to the Board

into effect thiougliout this comity, in consequence of instructions on that heart from'

“'S' ®"‘®"”g “‘® *e uectity ?or s”(lorn . 8d pe. diem is unquestionably the usual rate of wages of this part of thecountry 111 ordinary seasons, though many persons, and perLps all of die betterclas5e.s, are now paying- at higher rates.
a| » an 01 me -tietter

The application in both- petitions, that all persons not otherwise emnlovertshould be admitted oh the public works is too extravaganV" rrernotfee
unife'r the new 0X 0̂? thiij^^

®”‘' '* “’“S'”®’ ®®“‘““® *» >>® ®®

I have written to Mr. Barton about arranging the plans of payment so as inoccasion *e least possible inconvenience to the labourers employed on the worksI have but little doubt that this has always been attended to, ns far as was m-acti’

attention,"'
'’® “‘® Petitions deserring of

I beg to remark to you, that both of the petitions are ou the same descrintionof papers, and in the same lumdwriting
; and that I have no less than 1T m

W

appaientty prepared by the same person. One such person in the county is capableof occasioning endless and unnecessary trouble.
® uniy is capable
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Captain Hawkins to Mr. Walker.

Roscommon, September 4, 1846.

I HAVE the honour herewith to return five petitions, which accompanied

your dockets to my address of the 17th, 2lst, and 27th ultimo.

As the system of employment is about to be totally changed, it appears to be

hardly necessary to report upon these cases for the information of the Board. If

there is any truth in. them, they will all pass again before the Relief Committees for

re-consideration. They all tell the same tale, want of employment; the necessity

of giving work to all unemployed persons
;
the peculiar claims of the petitioners

above all others ; the employment on tickets from the Relief Committees of persons

in good circumstances to the exclusion of the poor, and imputing dishonesty and

the most improper motives to almost all persons in any way connected with the

works.

It is unnecessary to observe that the want of employment is undoubtedly

very great
; it ever has been so in Ireland, and the public works provided during

the past season were almost universally expected to remedy that in toto ; however

the employment of all persons was of course quite out of the question, hence these

constant petitions and incessant complaints. It is very possible, nay, I believe it to

be certain, that many deserving objects were excluded from the works, while

persons in better circumstances were in regular’ employment. The Relief Com-
mittees were, above all others, to blame for this. I never relaxed in my exertions

to remedy it, and to enforce attention not only to the letter, but to the spirit of

their instructions and duty. I cannot flatter myself that I was very successiul

;

our own overseers, &c., even did not support us in tliis matter in proportion to

their ability
;
but the composition of our subordinate staff for the execution of these

works was most faulty, and will, I hope, be much improved as the system becomes

better developed. I have no hesitation in stating my belief that many tickets

were wilfully issued to improper persons, not by the bodies of the Committees but

through the interest of individual members. I know of no such cases, or I should

not hesitate to proclaim them, but I am satisfied that many gross cases I have

heard of could not have occurred without collusion. As to the dishonesty of per-

sons connected with the works, including that of the Relief Committees, in their

issues of tickets, no really well-grounded cases of complaint were, of course, ever

passed over. I believe that the Board’s officers have ever used every exertion to

act up to the spirit of their arduous duty. I know of no exceptions, but I should

be sorry to- liave to answer for the puriiy of evei’y act that has passed during the

late confused and hurried operations.

I beg to call your attention to the fact, that three of the petitions I now return

are on the same kind of paper and in the same handwriting. I have no less than

ten others of the same kind now before me. Most of these petitions are most

virulent in their attacks or insinuations against Mr. Barion, the Board s engineer

in the baronies of Roscommon and Ballintobber North. I attribute all of them to

a Mr. Cox, who either himself has been refused employment under Mr. Barton, or

one of his relatives, another Mr. Cox, has been so. Tliree others of the 13 peti-

tions above alluded to profess to be from William or Daniel Cox applying for

employment; and a fourth from several poor labouring persons, &c., but also

spealring in the highest terms of Mr. William Cox’s character, &c. Without

making myself in any way responsible for Mr. Barton’s character or actions, I take

leave to observe that during niy intercourse with him, and from all I have heard

of him from the gentry of the country, 1 have every present reason to believe that

the Board are faithfully and zealously served by him.

Commissioners of Public Works to the Lords of the Treasury.

September 5, 1846.

We have the honour to forward this, our Sixth Monthly Report of our

proceedings in affording employment to the distressed districts in Ireland, under

the provisions of the Act 9 Victoria, c. 1.

Up to the 31st August the sum applied for amounted to 1,372,157/. 9s. 2c/.

The sums recommended by us, 476,7487 6s. 6c/.

The number of roads examined and reported on, 3,989.

The expense incurred in rhaking the examinations and inquiries, 7,527/. 9s. Ad.

Seo Appendix A.
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The number of persons employed during last fiv'e weeks, viz. :

—

Shewing a Daily Average of

(B.) Week ending 1st August, 539,945 . . 88,340

8th August, 585,705 . . 97,617

15th August, 401,548 . . 66,924

22nd August, 260,872 . . 43,478

29th August, 228,863 . . 38,043

It will appear by the foregoing details, that, as the harvest commenced, and

the new potatoes arrived at a stage fit for use, the number of persons requiring

employment considerably diminished.

In consec[uence of this favourable change, and in compliance with your Lord-

ships’ directions, instructions were given to close the works, where relief was not

still required for the poorer classes.

This was accomplished in many districts, either from the circumstance that

employment was no longer required, or from unwillingness on the part of the

labourers to work for the reduced rate of eightpence per diem.

In some districts the Relief Committees showed considerable reluctance to

second the Officers of this Board in carrying into effect the reduction of the daily

rate of pay, and in some instances urged the workmen to persevere in their de-

mands for a continuance of the old and higher rate.

We are not aware of any demonstration to maintain by force or intimidation

the old rate, beyond the assemblages which took place at Westport, Galway, and

Roscommon ;
fortunately, however, no breach of the peace occurred.

The report of Captain C. E. Gordon, 75th Regiment, our inspecting officer for

Mayo, detailing the proceedings at Castlebar, on the 25th August, will be found

(C.) in the Appendix
;
and it is due to Captain Gordon to express our approval

of the manner in which he conducted himself on this, as well as on a former

occasion, when he was attacked by some of the workmen while inspecting one of

the lines of road then in operation.

(D.) The report of Captain Hawkins, R.E., inspecting officer for the County

Roscommon, details what passed on Thursday, the 27th August, when the

workmen from Clover Hill marched into the town of Roscommon, and threa-

tened to sack it, if they were not allowed tenpence per diem whilst employed on

the works.

The conduct of the men thus assembled with their tools, the air of defiance,

and tone of determination evinced by them, induced Captain Hawkins (after con-

sulting with Mr. Kelly, the county surveyor), to promise to pay at the rate of

tenpence until the Saturday evening.

This is stated by Captain Hawkins to have been done by him, from a firm per-

suasion in his mind, that, by holding out any longer, he would be instrumental

to the sacking of the town, and that, by conceding for three days, he should pre-

serve the public peace, and allow time for a communication to be made to the

Board in Dublin. We made an immediate communication to the Irish Govern-

ment on the subject, and received instructions to adhere to the reduced rate, and

if the men did not choose to work for eightpence per diem, the work was to be

closed and the tools withdrawn.

This was communicated to Captain Hawkins and Mr. Kelly, and steps were

taken to preserve the peace of the country, in case there should be any disposition

to riot evinced by the men when they should assemble again on the Monday
morning.

It appears from the accounts we have received from Roscommon County, that

on the 27th August, a large mob collected and went to Lord Crofton’s house

;

his lordship addressed them upon the impropriety of their proceedings, after

which they dispersed quietly, and on the following morning some of the men
resumed work at the reduced rate.

In the adjoining baronies the men have been working quietly and steadily for

eightpence per diem.

During the month memorials have continued to be sent in from several dis-

tricts, as will be seen by the general return of applications, which obliged us still

to retain the services of some of the military officers, who had been employed on

the duty of reporting on such.

The numbers so employed during the month were

—

Royal Engineers . , , None.

Officers of the line . . . Two.
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In some cases, to save expense, we directed tlae inspecting officers to perform
this duty in the counties where they \^'ere stationed.

Inspecting officers are stationed in the undermentioned counties, viz. :

—

Galway
Mayo
Leitrim

Roscommon
Limerick
Tipperary

\\^aterford

Kerry
Cork (two officers)

from whose services we have continued to receive, as stated in our former reports,
the most efficient aid

;
and it affords us much pleasure in thus being enabled to

bring under their Lordships’ notice the very satisfactory and zealous manner in

which they have performed the duties intrusted to them, many of a nature
so foreign to the studies and pursuits of militaiy officers, that great credit is

due for the judgment and discretion shown by them in carrying out their instruc-
tions.

We regret that complaints have been received from a few districts of the in-
convenience that has been experienced from the delay in the payment of the
workmen. This has arisen from two circumstances, one of which the Commis-
sioners could not control or prevent, viz., the difficulty of procuring silver, which
prevented payments being made to each individual according to our instructions.

The second, the checking and transmitting the pay sheets, properly certified, to
the pay-clerk, might have been remedied, had we been made ac<juainted with the
circumstances in time. It is, however, satisfactory to us to knou^, that whatever
may have been the inconvenience to individuals, it was caused by an anxious
desire on the part of the engineers to have a proper examination of the accounts
made before putting their signatures to them.
We may also state, that in many cases, delays have been occasioned owing to a

greater number of men having been forced upon the works than could properly be
employed on them, the selection of whose names was a work of difficulty and
time.

Their Lordships have stated that there is a supply of silver available for the
Relief Service, the amount of which when distrilmted in the banks keeping the
accounts of the Board, will prove a very great assistance to us, and tend to

remove the many difficulties 'hitherto experienced in procuring small silver

coinage
; more particularly in the remote districts of the west of Ireland.

The county surveyors and engineers employed by us, have continued to execute
the duties entrusted to them with the same zeal which has marked their conduct
throughout the whole of our operations.

Immediately upon the receipt of the Treasury Minute of the 21st July,
we prepared instructions lor the guidance of the county surveyors and engineers
in charge of works, so as to carry out the intentions and wishes of Government,
in respect to the closing of the Relief Works under the Act 9 Viet cap. 1.

Copies of these were sent to our inspecting officers, and at the same time, the
Reliel Commissioners forwarded to the Relief Committees instructions based upon
the same minute, as to the period when their labours should terminate. I’heir
Lorships’ instructions were immediately acted upon. Works were stopped in
those localities where farm labour could be obtained, and other works were
closed by the men declining to work for eight-pence per diem, and we wei’e
j)repared to have closed them all by the 1st of September, and had issued
circular instructions to that effect.

The failure of the potato crop, however, having been no longer a matter of
doubt, but of fact, the order to stop all works, created great consternation and
dismay in the minds of the poorer classes in the remote districts, where the oat
harvest is usually late, and no other employment likely to be found.

Remonstrances and deputations poured in upon us, and with the consent of die
Lords Justices, we directed that iio work should be stopped where distress existed,
and farm labour could not be procured. At the same time, the parties interested
were given to understand that permission to continue the operations was only
temporary, until the attention of Government, in consequence of the failure of

[c. w.] * I,
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the potato crop, should be known, and we are preparing returns wh)^ will be

forwarded as soon as completed, showing the state of every work at the termi-

nation of the last month. In some districts, every work has been closed.

When the potato crops first exhibited symptoms of blight, considering it of

great importance that Government should be in possession of the most correct

information as to the actual state and progess of the disease, we had tabular

forms with instructions prepared and sent to our officers.

These reports were required to be sent in weekly, but the disease spreading

so rapidly and extensively, and many communications having been made by letter

in the intervening period confirmatory of the general reports, of the correctness

of which unfortunately we had personal evidence, in the visits of inspection

made by us, individually, to distant and distinct districts of the country, we

therefore directed the reports in the printed form to be discontinued.

As the demands for immediate employment are becoming numerous and

pressing, we have directed the county surveyors and engineers, who have had

charge of works during the past season, to prepare plans and estimates for

the Baronial Sessions to be held under the Act 10 Viet. cap. 107
;
and also to

retain those overseers who had proved themselves good assistants, so that we

shall be better prepared to recommence, and which we expect will be the case

immediately.

In closing this, our last monthly report of operations under the Act 9 Vic.

cap. 1, it is due to the Secretary, Mr. J. C. Walker, and to the Accountant,

Mr. H. Mason, that we should ‘bring specially under
_

your Lordships’ notice,

the very zealous and efficient manner in which they discharged the additional

duties thrown upon this Board by the Relief Works, and in which they were

seconded in a most praiseworthy manner by all the clerks and persons connected

with this establishment. During the greater part of the summer, the Secretary

and many of the clerks and assistants, did not leave the office until 10 o’clock

at night, having been constantly at the desk from 9 a.m._, and we therefore recom-

mend them all to the favourable consideration of their Lordships, as entitled

to some remuneration,

We shall also have the honour to forward a nominal return of the county

surveyors who are to be paid for extra services, as approved by the late Lord

Lieutenant. These officers have throughout the past season proved themselves

most useful auxiliaries, sparing neither their time nor labour in the discharge of

the duties entrusted to them.

ArPENDix (A).

Rrtuun of Applications made under the Provisions of the Act 1 Viet. chap. 21, showing the Total Number, their

Date, Nature, and Amount
;

also, the Amount recommended, and the Date of the Order for the commencement

of the Works.
Carried onfrom the date of last Return to 31si August, 184A

Barony.
Bate of I Nature of

Application. I Application.

Amount
Applieil for.

Amount DateofOtder

Recommentieil.
,nence*^Wo'rlts.

Cavan
Clare

Cor^

Galway

King’s County

1

,
1

Amount carried forward from August

Castleraghan ....
Biinratty, Lower . . .

Bunratty, Upper ... .

Islands .... ...
Moyarta ... . .

Tulla, Lower ....
Tulta, Upper ....
Barrymore ... . .

CarberryWest,W.D. . . •

Condons and Cion-
_

. .

gibbons.

Ferraoy ... . .

Imokiliy ... » .

Mnskerry West ...
Orrery and Kilmore. .

Athenry ... . .

Clare .... . .

Killarton ... . .

Moycullen ... . .

Ballyboy ... . .

Ballybric ... . .

£. s.

1,293,853 8

1

I

d. £. s.

9 458,143 13

200 0

946 0

200 0
850 0

240 0

121 0
480 0
320 0

250 0
119 0

d.

6

0

0

0

0
0
0

0
0

0

0

1846.

Aug. 11

,, 5

,, 3

5

8

5

5

,, 3

,, 15

,, 15

180 0 0
200 0 0

150 0 0

50 0 0
120 0 0

100 0 0
430 0 0

900 0 0
100 0 0

60 0 0

,, 8

Aug. 5

,, 5

= ,
24

,, 12

,1 "J

Aug. 5

,, 5
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Return of Applications made under the Provisions of the Act 1 Viet., chap. 21

—

continued.

County.
Date of Nature of Amount

1

Amin it
)ate of Order

Ko.
Daiu i. ApplicatioD. K'uco Works.

—
1846. £. i d. i'. 5. d. 1846.

Kilkenny . . Borough of Kilkenny 110
300

0
0

0
0

Aug. 5

,, 13

Dromahaire 200 0 0 8

Limerick . Clanwilliam

Connelloe, Upper .

’

Coshma 20 0 0 , ,
5

Glenquin . . .
300 0

Owney Beg

200 0

Mayo Burrishoole .
480 0 0

’ ’

500 0 0 ,, 24
100 0 0 Sept. 1

1,240 0 0 Ang. 7

1 ,250 0 0

Tyrawley .
975 0 ». 8

Kells, Upper . , , 5

Slane, Upper .
0

Queen’s County

.

Clondonagh . , , 7

Roscommon . Baliintubber, North

458 0 ,, 21

100 0 0 Sept. 1

Sligo . . . Carberry .

660 0

Aug, 5

Sept. 1

Lyney .... 345 0 Aug. 8

Tyreragh . .
Sept. 1

Tyrerrill .
Aug. 5

Tipperary . . Eliogarty .

no 0 ,, 4

Waterford .

Ormond, Upper
Glenaherry 100 0 0 8

DeciesWithout Drum
Westmeath . Rathconrath

Wexford

.

Gorey .... 150

Wicklow Arklow
Talbotstown, Lower > >

h

303 Clare . . . Corcomroe . July 29 New, and im- 1,242
proving old

roads.

304 Islands .... ,, 29 582 0

305 Cork. . . . Carberry West, E. D Aug. 15 24,263
13306 Duhallow . , ,

1

301 Ibane and Barryroe n 320

308 Imokiliy . July 29 2,418

309
,

,

Kinalmealcy Aug. 10

310 Galwav . Dunmore .
, ,

8

311 Limenck Connelloe, Upper . , ,
4

.311 Cosblea July 28 1,447 10

313 Pubblebrien ,, 24 580

314 Mayo Carra .... Aug. 1 5,118 10

315 ,, 19

316 ,, 6 1,617 0 0

311 Murrisk July 31 4,620 0

318 Athlone ,, 28 1,780

31S French Park . ,, 29 16,245 6

320 Sligo . . . Tyreragh . Aug. 5 2,560
4,636321 Tyrerrill . . . July 31

322 Tipperary Slievardagh Aug. 3
323 Westmeath . Rathconrath ,, 1

i. 1,372,157 2 2 476,748 6 6

Office of Public Worhs,
September 5, 1846.

By Order,

JOS. C. WALKER, Secretary.

L2
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CB;.

Abstract Return of the Number of Persons employed on Relief Works in the iiiulei--

mentioned Counties for the Five Weeks ending the 1st, 8th, 15th, 22nd, and 29th of
August, 1846.

Counties. Week ending Week eniliiig Week ending Week ending Week ending

1st. 18th. 22nd. 29th.

Antrim . 2,952 4,709 3,379 4,673 1,891
Cork . 30,200 30,808 18,506 20,457 11,150
Clare . . . 94,728 119,943 85,567 39,549 16,524
Carlow . 1,111 2,184 1,666 782 439
Cavan . 1,344 1,438 1,257 1,093 1,247
Donegal 160 103
Dublin . 260 157 93 102 172
Galway . 69,884 69,777 62,057 41,700 46,343
King’s County . 7,939 8,997 5,993 2,870 1,2-20

Kerry . 26,131 19,495 20,165 20,257 2,977
Kilkenny 5,726 4,277 1,739 136 132
Limerick . . 91,135 78,493 43,402 4,422 3,390
Leitrim . 10,70-2 13,661 13,600 11,472 11,112
Louth . 9,942 7,661 2,915 1,141 881
jMoiiaghan . . 1,726 1,811
Mayo 23,924 47,123 31,1-23 2'7,820 41,203
Meath 18,139 17,003 7,914 3,225 2,289
Queen’s 2,736 2,611 950 242 330
Roscommon 38,012 55,222 39,614 41,278 46,412
Sligo . . 10,273 15,592 13,630 12,839 15,439
Tipperarv . 42,387 40,583 24,095 11,469 10,222
Waterford . 3,623 4,495 2,753 958 520
Wicklow 505 2,851 1,358 363 324
Westmeath . 12,080 11,153 6,519 3,081 139
Kildare . . 972 707

506,591 560,856 388,295 249,429 214,356
Drainage, Sundry

Counties . . .}
23,454 24,849 1.3,233 11,443 14,507

539,945 585,705 401,548 260,872 228,663

Ojfice of Public Worh, By Order,

September 5, 1S4G. JOS. C. WALKER, Seci'etarxj.

(0 .)

Sib, Castlebar, August 25, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to report that yesterday the population from all sides of the county
came into Castlebar to the number of 8000 or 10,000. I had previously received intimation of

this intention, and heard that a similar show of physical force had been made in Westport, but
only of a few hundreds.* The object of this last body was to see Lord Sligo about tlic non-

payment of rent, but the objects of the mass who assembled here were various. The priiici]ml

causes were consternation at the total failure of the potato crop, reduction of the wages, and tli<i

excitement produced by the several mob orators. The various objects in view were ralher of

a vague description, but chiefly relevant to coercing the landlords and the second cause above
mentioned. For the sake of perspicuity, I shall first mention, wiiaf I chiefly had reported to

me after the assembly had taken place, viz., that in many parts of the country the men were
working up to 10 and 12 o'clock on Monday the 24th,f willingly, though decreased ifi numbers,
and that a strange mob came and forced them off to attend this meeting. This chiefly happened
on tlie mail line to Dublin, between this and Belcarra and Ballyglass, and on the i-oad to

Westport. I beg also to call your attention to the fact, that these were working with the know-
ledge that they were to receive lower wages, wn\\\ forced off the works by the mob, who chiefly

came from Belcarra (Lisaniska New Road), parish of Islandeady, the mountains of Parfry
(Lough Mask), and Killeralla. About two-thirds went through the town, and from 3000 to

4000 assembled in the square in front of the court-house and . About an hour after

I went out to them, and found the Reverends McManus and Curley addressing and expostulat-

ing with them, mounted on a table. 'ITie mob had elected a Mr. Richard Biirke| their chair-

man ; a memorial was drawn up by a Mr. Conry, I tliink, putting forth the distres.s and the
failure of the potato crop, one copy to be sent to Lord John Russell and another to the Lord
Lieutenant, as they believed Government were not aware of it. After this I spoke for some
minutes to them, stated that the Government would do all they could for them, in conjunction
with those who ought to assist, and that they were made aware of all throe weeks ago. This
satisfied them a good deal. With regard to the reduction of the wages, I explained such would

* I had given intimation to the magistrates of this intention, ami evei v proper precaution was used,
the military being confined (o barracks, &c.
+ Tins was the day the low rate of wages commenced, and all knew ih

t|t A brother to Dominick Burke, Esq., Greciihill
;
and he seems to have dulv instilled into the people's

minds that lOtf. a-day is little enough, allhoiigli he well knows the landlords never gave such wages, except
during the hat vest, and this I told him upon bis telling the mob the above.— C. E. G.
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cause a better distribution of the money among families, and I spoke of the number that were

on the works who ought to be and would now go ofl. It wiis apparent tliat the mob were

divided into two parties, viz., those willing to work at any wages and those standing out for

10(f. I was, however, asked (and it is a question I would earnestly call the attention of the

Government to), what was a man to do on 8d., with a large family, and he the only one to

work out of it. I did not, of course, mention the poor-house, but said I thought such cases

should be specified by committees, who drew up lists of distressed and the families kept from

starvin«^ by the distribution of meal.

After a <^ood deal of excitement and desultory haranguing from the mob orators, the priests

and mv.seU' were enabled to disperse them, and they were mostly out of the totvn by nightfall.

I am fully convinced that this is intended as a demonstration, and to have a moral eiVecl by a

show of physical force. The really distressed are willing enough to work at any wages, and

several are working this morning. I wish, however, to state, I am fully aware that there is a

ffreat deal of excitement, and that very careful but decided measures ^^•ill be necessary.

I have, &c.

C. E. Gordon, Captain 75tk Regiment,

Inspecting Officer County Mayo.

gip County Roscommon, August^7, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to state to you the following circumstances which occurred this day,

for the information of the Board. About noon I was walking towards Mr. Kelly’s, the county

surveyor’s house at Roscommon, to confer with him on matters of duty, when I met him in

the street, and he told me that all the men at Clover Hill had struck work in consequence of

the reduction of their wages, and were then coming into the town. Mr. Kelly and myself

walked towards them
;
there was a procession of a great number of carts crowded with per-

sons, and a mass of men, women, and boys besides, in all about 300. Many of them were

not employed oti our works. We walked past them to the entrance of the town; and, on our

stoppincr, they immediately formed a circle round us with much regularity, which ivas kept

with spades, &c. Nothing having been said, I first addressed them, stating, I understood, they

were dissatisfied with the reduction of their wages, and entering to the best of my ability

into all the circumstances of tlie case, coticluding with an assertion of the absolute impossibility

of any change being made in the proposed arrangements. Nothing could then exceed the deter-

mination and turbulence of the crowd. No argument or entreaty was of any avail. They tlireal-

onod to plunder both town and country, stating they would have beef, mutton, and bread before

nierht; and it is my deliberate conviction tliat they were several times on the point of bursting

inm the town to commence (he work of destruction ;
again and again we urged everything in our

power to i-esirain them. Amongst other things, Mr. Kelly represented to them the injury that

would occur to themselves by the commission of any desperate and unlawful act; that troops

were quartered in the town, and that they and the police would be employed against them; but

all was of no avail. I take leave to say, that in no way did I inculpate tlie Govcrnnmnt or endea-

vour to shield mvself; and that to the last I asserted that I had been the person who repre-

sented to the Board of Works that 8<f. per day was the “ usual rate ” of the county. I also to

the last refused to sign a memorial to the Government to continue to the people the heretofore

rate of lOci., although they insisted that I should be thej^rsf person to do so. To Mr, Kelly’s

assistance I am much indebted in my long and arduous expostulation with the mob ; and 1 am

impressed with the conviction that my eventual safety was in a great measure owing to his cai'o

in keeping me surrounded with some of the better disposed persons in the crowd, and on some

occasions in causing the circle round us to be opened when we were being closely pressed upon.

It is my duty to state that my life was hanging on a thread, which 1 saw snapping at almost

every moment during a considerable portion of the time; one blow, one stone thrown, or even

a more malicious shout against me than usual would inevitably have prov ed fatal to me. 1 he

idea of a memorial to the Government on the subject having been suggested to them and

adopted, I used every endeavour to prevail upon them to return to their work at 8t/. per day,

until the result of their proposed application should be known; but they most positively

refused to do so, and reiterated threats and violence accompanied with assertions, and were

very greatly incensed on my stating that they seemed unwilling to make any exertion, and that

they could do better than they said they could, if they would only make the attemjrt
;
perhaps

at no other time did I stand in greater personal danger.
_ , ^ v i

•

Every effort on Mr. Kelly’s and my part having been quite exhausted, and feeling that it

remained with us either to permit the town of Roscommon and its neighbourhood to be

attacked and plundered on the instant, or that we must make some temporary concession,

being totally unsupported, after a short conversation' with Mr. Kelly, I inquired ol the

crowd whether if we, on our own responsibility, consented to their being paid at the rate of

lOrf. per diem up to Saturday the 29fh, they would continue on the work next week at 8rf.

until an answer to their memorial was received from the Government
;

this they refused to do

in a maimer quite as determined as any other part of their proceedings. Mr. Kelly then

issued a written order admitting the rate of lOci. to be continued for tliis week only, and speci-

ally mentioniim that next week the rate of 8d. only would be allowed.

i of course intended at once making a full report of all these circumstances tor the informa-

tion of the Board ;
but after mature deliberation Mr. Kelly and myself wore ot opinion that a

jioi-sonal interview with the Board would prove both more satisfactory and effoctual, and ue

decided on at once coming up to Dublin. Before leaving Roscommon I called at the hou^e ot

— Dji'inzy, Esq., R. M., ami Mat. Browne, Esq., J. P., but unfortunately did not liiid either
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of these gentlemen at home. I also called at the barracks, the officers were not within, hut I

left a message with the acting sergeant-major of the detachment for communication to the

officer commanding, partially detailing what bad occurred, requesting that the troops might

be kept on the alert, and suggesting to him an interview with the resident magistrate on the

subject. I then proceeded to the residence of Denis H. Kelly, Esq., J. P., and at his request

I lodged with him a sworn information of the circumstances, which he undertook to commu-
nicate to the resident magistrate at Roscommon.

I have in this report as much as possible avoided speaking of my pemonal concern in this

affair; but I think it right to mention that my unbending advocation and performance of the

Board’s instructions, and support of practical regularity at all risks were urged against me on

all sides and in all ways in the mob, and that my acts and opinions appeared to be nearly as

well known to them as to myself.

I have, &c.,

("Signed) J. S. Hawkins, Captain R.E.

Sir, Office of Public Works, August 15, 1846.

I AM desired by the Commissioners to request that you will furnish them, at the end

of the present month, with a report showing the slate of every w'ork under your superintendence

which has been in operation during the present season, with a view to afford relief to the

labouring classes. The following points (for which the annexed tabular form is prepared) are

to be particularly attended to, viz. :

—

The district.

The name of the work.

When commenced.
When closed.

The sum presented or sanctioned.

The sum expended.

A detail of the state of the road as regards its formation and completion.

The nature of the work remaining to be done.

The sum required for completion.

The number of men for whom employment could be found to complete it.

The time required to complete it for 20 men daily.

The place where the tools are deposited when w'orks are closed.

This return is required for the two-fold purpose of showing what has been done, and what
amount of immediate employment can be given under the late presentments, if employment is

pressed upon the Government during the ensuing season.

You will also furnish with your report a list of the works, in the order of importance and
utility as regards the population, and the relief they will afford.

By order of the Board.

Recommendation for Employment on the Relief Work marked in the Memorial from the

Barony of ,
Dated

Niime. Residence. Towalaod. Parish. Age.

Number

Family.
Usual mode of

obtaining

Livelihood.

Able-bodied;

If holding

state Quantity.

M. F.
11

B.
1

V.

i

!

Signature of the person who presents the Listj

to the Officer of the Board of Works. I

Dated day of ,
1S4 .

(F.)

Sir, Relief Commission Office, Dublin Castle, July 31, 1846.

The Relief Commissioners desire to draw the attention of Relief Committees to the

following extract from a minute made by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s

Treasury, on the 21st instant, which the Committees will be so good as to keep in view, when
selecting persons for relief by employment on public works, under the Acts 1 Vic,, cap. 21,

and 9 Vic., cap. 1 ;
also in the arrangements for bringing such works to a close, when no

longer required by the existence of urgent distress.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant.

To the Secretary of the Relief Committee. W. Stanley, Secretary.
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Extractfrom a Treasury Minute, dated July 21, 1846.

Tt is tlieir Lordships’ desire that all the works now in progress under the first Act of this

session should be inspected, at the earliest practical period, by those members of the Board ot

Works who can, without serious inconvenience, leave their duties in Dublin, or by other officeis

in whose judgment and experience entire confidence can be plac^, and who will be selected ioi

the occasion by the Board of Works from among those now employed by them or co-operating

with them ;
and that the following rules be acted upon by the inspectors,^ without waiting foi

r,iy further ordei-s from this Board, pr from the Irish Government, except in cases (if any sucli

chould occur'l which are attended with unusual difficulties.
, i i „

First The; Inspecting Officer will, in every case, revise the lists of labourers employed vipoii

relief works, so as^to confine the persons to whom wages are, for the future, 1o be paid to those

who are proved to have no other means of subsistence
;
andhewiU take care that he lule, tliat

tickets aSi to be 'signed by two membei-s, and are to be issued only through the secretary,

as well as the odiei- regulations which have been prescribed to the Rebel Cornmittees foi the

purpose of preventing^persons who are not really in distress from being employed upon the

'''°icondly^'T’£* wages to be paid are also, in every case, according to the rule which lias been

repeatedly enjoined, to be fixed below the usual rate of wages in the neighbourhood.

^Thirdly. It it shall appear, after making full inquiry in the neighbourhood, and commw'''-

cating with the members of the Local Relief Committee, that there is no such urgent dist css

as requires the continued adoption of extraordinary measures of mhef, or that diamage oi otht

works are being carried on, vvliich would afford the people suffiaent employment, the relict

works in prosress in that neighbourhood are to be discontinued.
, , , , , * i ,

Fourlhlv In discontinuing relief works, as above directed, care should be taken to lea\e

them as far as possible, in a serviceable state, as far as they have gone,-as, tor ms ance, a

section of a road actually in progress may be completed to such an extent as will render it o

- somrJe .„d will admit of being easily carried oa hereafter, by a loar, secured by grand

jury presentment
;
but it must be dearly understood, Ural the paramount object nr

ill which such works are not required for giving relief, is to bring the work to an close

and that the intention of the slight modification, above adverted to, is .7°"^
may be carried into effect with as little sacrifice as possible of any incidental benefit that may

have been expected from the works.
, , , , y i v, ni. t

Fifthly When relief works are continued for a time, a date should be fixed by the Iiispect-

incx Offiir, with reference to the prospects of the harvest and probable means 0 employment

in°the neighbourhood, at which the vvork is to be finally brought to a close, and nil payments

**^8^x1111)'’andVastly. The members of the Board of Works, and other officers employed ill

this service, will keep a journal, in wliieh every material part of tlmir
l?''““f'f

J"

tion of these instnictions is to be clearly recorded, one copy of which journal *ey v,.ll 1 at

the end of each week, through the Board ot Works, to tbs Board .and another copy w.ll be

sent by them, through the same channel, for tile information of his Excellency the Loid

n“rpointed out by the late Board of Treasury at an early period of these op.ratloij

that the sbe object for which a fund had been provided by Pnrlmment by the first Ac of the

present session, for the purpose of carrying on works in Ireland, half at he public “
half at the expense of the distressed localities, was to provide a rmnedy lor the seal city

imj,ending ovfr that country ;
and that works were not to be canned on

“"‘'f f
tinned Act althoiiffh they mi^^ht have been presented according to the prescribed foi m, and

have received the stnetioi ofthis Board, it it should afterwards appear that the works or any

portion ot them, were not required for the relief ot urgent and unusual distress arising horn the

“'’“ihrSiprebirely conenr in this view, and the, desire that the Commissioner of

Public Works, and the officers employed by them, will impress upon all concerned, that the

motive which induced Parliament to give effect, by the first Act ot ^
mode of exeentinv public works in Ireland, much more advantageous than any which had, lor

mrnvwS paft,°been available to lire parties interested in be execnt.oii of sueh vvorks was

not fo? the sfko ot any advantages which were
mTeliefe be

selves, but solely to assist the proprietors and other

distress of the people caused by the failure of belt ordinary food ;
and that as soon as tbs

distress has in an, locality been relieved, the object of the Act has been nccomplishod, and the

works as carried on by bat Act, should be discontinued at the earliest practicable penod.

If in such cases, be parlies interested desire bat the works should he carried on to com-

ploti’on, it is open to them to take the usual steps to provide for this object, either by obtaining

loans secured by grand jury presentment, or by other means.

(G.)

gjp Office of Public Works, Dublin, July ,
1846.

As it is of great importance that the Board should obtain the earliest and most correct

information respecting the potato crop, for their reports to Government on the subject, the ac-

companying fomi of return has been prepared, and which you will h»™ *li»

ever, siurday, and despatch by that night's post, addressed to be Chairman, and marked

*Yo“m “teniion is particularly requested to the information to bo given in column headed

" ?rm“ in^quiries yon are not to allow it to be supposed bat yon are doing qfterwise
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flian for your own information, and in all cases where you may hear reports of the blight or
disease having manifested itself to a considerable extent you will endeavour to visit the locality
as soon as possible.

It will be very desirable that your opinion of the extent of injury should not be confined to
the results of a mere examination of the stalk, but of an inspection of some of the roots taken up
for the purpose, so that you may thus satisfy yourself as to their actual state, and whatever that
state may be you will detail it, In some the seed may have been good, yet the tuber mav be
bad, and vice versa.

In short, every information that you can obtain as to the cause or supposed cause of the
disease will be received with every attention the importance of the subject demands.

Weekly Report from County of

For Week ending Barony of

Date
LocaUtias

1

VLited.

Infurmation

Low obtained,

by Inquiry or by

Observation.’

j

Breadth of

;

ascertained

to be
Infected

. the I’otafoe

1

Denomination
of Seed

from wliich Grown,
and from what

Quarter obtained.

Period

Planted.

Description

of

Manure
General Observations

and Report.

j

i

Treasury Minute on the above.

Septemhei-' 8, 1846.

"Write to the Commissioners of Public Works, and observe with reference to
the following remark in their circular letter to the county surveyors, and
engineers in charge of works, dated the 15th -of August last, “ This return is
“ required for the two fold purpose of showing what has been done, and what
“ amount of immediate employntent can be given under the late presentments, if
“ employment is pressed upon the Government during the ensuing season,”
that, as stated in their Lordships’ minute, dated the 31st ultimo, any work which
has been discontinued and has to be resumed, must be recommenced under the
10 Vic. cap. 107.

_

My Lords have observed with much satisfaction, the firmness and courao-e
displayed by Captain Hawkins, R.E., and Mr. Kelly, county surveyor, on the
occasion of the tumultuous assemblage at Roscommon on the ji7th ultimo, and
also the judgment and ability with which Captain Gordon of the 75th Regiment
exerted himself, to induce the large body of people assembled at Castlebar on
the 25th ultimo, to acquiesce in the measures which had been adopted for their
relief, and their Lordships desire that the ajtprobation with which their conduct
on these occasions has been regarded, may be communicated to the above men-
tioned gentlemen.

The zeal with which the Inspecting Officers, the County Surveyors and
Engineers, and the Secretary and Accountant, and other persons on the office
establishment of the Board, are reported to have devoted themselves to the
execution of the arduous duties which devolved upon them under the 9 Vic. cap.
1, is considered to be highly creditable to all concerned

; and their Lordships
rely with confidence upon these exertions being continued during the trying
operations of the coming season, with a firm determination on the part of kch
person^ to contribute his share towards the mitigation of the general calamity,
by fulfilling the duties assigned to him, to the utmost of his ability, without
sparing himself or fearing any personal consequences.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, September 5, 1846.
begiimiiig to act and make use of our additional members to the

Board. Mr. Griffith having expressed a desire to take the relief works into bis
hands, I consented that he and Captain Larcom should devote their entire time
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to that branch
;
and to afford them every facility, I have closed the Shannon Office,

and placed the clerks and papers wherever I could find stowage room lor them.

The potato crop may now be considered as lost as an article of provision i'or the

next year, and dismay appears to have taken possession of men’s minds. The cir-

cumstance of a new Lord Lieutenant having arrived, and the opportunity of coming

up to Dublin with congratulatory addresses, has afforded many parties opportunities

to pour out their feelings of alarm at the foot of the Throne. Notwithstanding the

cry made by the landlords respecting the double taxation that will be thrown upon

those who give employment to their tenants, and the fact ol starvation, unless

employment is given, I'have not yet heard of advantage having been taken of the

Acts now in force, for farm drainage or improvements of estates. It is all lamenta-

tion with the one class, and threats are beginning to be sounded by the other.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Labouchebe.

Office of Public JVorhs, September 6, 1846.

As this Board is left in ignorance of the intentions of Government in

respect to the formation of Relief Committees, and the duties to be performed

by them in relation to the works to be undertaken to afford employment to the

poor, I consider it my duty to bring under the consideration of the Government

the important subject of the mode to be adopted in preparing the lists of persons

who are to be employed by the Board’s engineer, in order that arrangements

may be made, and directions given, which will prevent the jobbing and irregu-

larities which were committed last' season in the issue of tickets. The powers ol

the Board can only be employed as a check upon the improper issue of tickets;

a safeguard is required that gross injustice and partiality are not practised in the

selection of the persons appointed to receive them. The Lord Lieutenant’s pro-

clamation directs sessions to be held under the Act of Her present Majesty,

which is “An Act to facilitate the employment of the Labouring Poor,” &c.:

the question arises who are to be considered the labouring poor
;
and this would

appear to be a question that should be first ascertained, before tlie works are

presented for at the sessions, as everything must depend upon the numbers

requiring relief, and according as those numbers may be greater or less, so should

the extent of work be regulated.

The objects of Government are twofold: first, to afford the distressed the

means of procuring a subsistence
;
and the second, to preserve the peace of the

country. The latter will not be maintained if the selection is to be left, as

heretofore, in the hands of the members of the Committee ;
the experience gained

during our late operations, and the reports of the inspecting officers, all agree on

this point. It will not suffice to give employment to five hundred men if a

thousand require it
;
for those without tickets will congregate upon the works,

or in all likelihood do what was frequently done last season—force themselves

upon the works, or if superior in numbers, drive the ticketted men away. This

can only be prevented by its being made known by authority, or by some public

act or public body, who the persons are that shall receive relief by employment

on the works, and that none others can or will be admitted. I would submit

for consideration whether this ought not to be effected by the lists being handed

in at the sessions, there to be examined, corrected (_if necessary), and signed by

the chairman, and to be delivered to the Board’s officer who attends. It is not

a question whether A or B shall be employed, but it embraces the case of hun-

dreds, thousands, and probably tens of thousands of persons, if reliEuice can be

placed upon the reports received.

The Act points out the mode of administering relief; the Executive must

point out who those are who shall receive it. Some guard must be taken to

prevent every man in the country who wishes for employment being forced upon

the works, which was attempted in many districts last summer, and to resist it

Avas almost impossible. Great confusion was created by the attempts of indi-

viduals to force men without tickets upon the Avorks, and this will Ije repeated

with very different feelings when the men have no other resources to fall back

upon to procure food. The peace of the country may be considered^ mainly to

depend upon a proper selection being previously made, and regulations estab-

lished Avhich may have the force of laAA’, so that every person requiring relief,

and thereby employment, may receive it, and knoAV Avhere he is to j)reseut him-

self to the engineer. The successful carrying out of the measures of relief will

[B.W.] * M
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entirely depend upon tbe aiTangements which may be made in respect to the
selection of the individuals who are to be employed

;
so strongly impressed am

I with its importance, that I trust you will excuse me for having brought the
sul)ject under your notice.

Copy of Letter to Lieutenants of Counties.

Duhlin Castle, September 7, 1846.
I AM directed by the Lord Lieutenant to inform you, that his Excellency,

having taken into his consideration the circumstances in which the country is

placed by the extensive failure of the potato crop, is desirous of calling tlie atten-

tion of all classes of the community to those measures which have appeared to Her
Majesty’s Government to be best calculated to mitigate the effects of this calamity.

As no authority can now be given for the execution of new works under 9 Viet.,

c. 1, such works as may be required for the relief of distress must be presented
for, and sanctioned under the 10 Viet., c. 107,
With a view of affording every assistance to the magistrates and cess-payers at

the Special Sessions, his Excelleney has directed an officer of the Board of Works
to be in attendance, and to submit the plans and estimates of such works in the
barony as the destitute poor may, with the greatest public advantage, be employed
upon.

As in some instances the extent of the baronies is very considerable, a power
has been vested in his Excelleney in Council, of erecting certain portions of them
into a separate district for the purposes of this Act. The necessity for adopting
such a course may, however, be obviated, if attention be paid to the wants of each
locality at the sessions now convened, and works distributed throughout the barony,
according to the extent of destitution in each district.

As some misapprehension seems, during the past season, to have existed in the
minds of many persons with respect to the district for which Public Works were
appropriated, his Excellency desires it to be understood that the engineer or officer

superintending the work cannot be authorized to regard the limits of parochial
boundaries in the employment of the destitute. The law has no reference to such
a subdivision, either in the selection ol the works or the district upon which they
are eventually charged.

The Relief Committees will not, as heretofore, be authorized to issue tickets for
employment on the Public Works, but should furnish lists of the persons requiring
relief to the officers in charge—noting them according to their comparative
destitution, and their number in family. From these lists (revised from time to
time) the persons to be employed jmist be selected, who should, as far as practi-
cable, be engaged at task or piece work, and be paid in proportion to the work
actually done.

As these Public Works are undertaken only wdth a view of relieving the tem-
porary distress occasioned by the failure of the potato crop, it is desirable that no
encouragement should be given to the labourers to leave their ordinary employ-
ment and congregate on the Relief Works—thus seriously interfering with the
private operations of the farmer, and such works of improvement as may be under-
taken by proprietors on their respective estates. Tlie wages, therefore, should be
regulated with a view to prevent this evil ; but a fair remuneration should be given
for the work actually performed. Arrangements will be made for the weekly
payment in money of the labourers engaged on the Public Works.

^

Mis Excellency will be prepared, as heretofore, to sanction donations to Relief
Cojiunittees in aid of private subscriptions

;
but the accounts and correspondence

of such bodies must be always open to the inspection of Government officers.

The judicious application of these funds will require the most careful attention
ol the Committees. The sale of meal or other food in small quantities to persons
who have no other means of procuring it, and at the prices of ordinary years—the
abstaining from giving higher wages than are paid, or exacting a smaller quantum
of work in return than is required on the works carried on by the Government
the limitation of the works, in all cases, to the extent to which private employment
is proved not to be available ; these appear to be the chief rules which should be
adopted by the Relief Committees for their guidance.

It should be distinctly understood, in reference to the Commissariat operations
of the Government, that it is not intended to interfere in any case in which there
is a reasonable expectation that the market will be supplied by mercantile enter-
prise. In those districts to which the ordinary operations of the provision trade
cannot be expected adequately to extend, it will be absolutely necessary to provide
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a supply of food; but where the depots are established, they will not be opened
while food can he obtained by the people from private dealers, at reasonable prices

;

and under any circumstances, the Government will, as far as possible, adhere to
the principle that provisions shall only be sold at such price, as will allow of the
private dealer selling at the same price, with a reasonable profit.

The Lord Lieutenant is fully sensible of the patient endurance which has marked
the character of the people of this country under great privations

; and he trusts
that the assurance of his unceasing anxiety to alleviate their distress by every
means in his power, will tend to allay excitement in their minds, and prevent those
numerous assemblages which, while they create alarm in the minds of many, can
effect no advantage to those who join in such demonstrations.
His Excellency confidently relies on the co-operation and support of those whose

duty it will be to assist the Government in the different counties and districts of
Ireland during the continuance of the present calamity

; and he humbly trusts that the
blessing of Divine Providence will attend their united efforts to mitigate its severity.

I have the honour to be, &c.,

(Signed) H. LABOUCHERE.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Board of Works, September 7, 1846.
I SEND herewith a copy of a letter received this morning from the Castle.

I believe with some very few exceptions, until the new Sessions can be held,
employment might have been deferred. If I had been consulted, I should have
endeavoured to have put off the evil day, for an evil day it will be if we are
obliged to recommence before a new system can be introduced, and a very different
one from the last season must be established. The demands for employment wdll
be greater than at the commencement of our operations. Greater discretion will
be required, and the officer who issues tickets, must be a person combining firmness
and decision. I am sorry to say, the conduct of the priests in Mayo at Castlebar
has been most reprehensible, to say nothing worse of it

;
they have behaved ex-

tremely ill to Captiiin Gordon, 75tli Regiment. He has been ordered to another
county, which will relieve iiim, I trust, from much unpleasant duty, and make his
employment more agreeable.

Enclosure.

Mi\ Laboucheee to the Commissioners of Public Works.

T j T-
Dullin Castle, September, 1846.

Ihe L/orct-Lieutenant having had under his consideration the statements which have
been made to him in reference to the stoppage of certain works which had beenapprovedby the
Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, or by his Excellency in anticipation of that sanction, Iam directed to inform you that it is his Excellency’s pleasure that all such works shall be pro-
ceeded with as far as the sums which may have been so sanctioned for them respectively will
admit. ^ ^

Should the balance not be sufficient to complete the works, a presentment should be sought
for that purpose at the ensuing Presentment Sessions (10 Viet., ch. 107), if the work is a
desirable one to undertake.

Lieutenant-Colonel Jones to Mr. Labouciiere.

Offi.ee of Public WotUs, Dublin, September 7, \%A<o.

,

honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter coinmunic.itino' his Excel-
lency s directions that all works heretofore commenced shall be proceeded with as far as the
sums which may have been sanctioned for them respectively will admit.

_

Directions will immediately be given for carrying info execution his Excellency’s instruc-
tions for the re-opening of the works. At ffie same time the Board feel it is their duty to state,
that, in obedience to the Treasury Minute, nearly every work throughout the country had
been slopped, and the expediency of doing so has been fully confirmed by the officer and
engineers in charge of the works.
No particular inconvenience, they stated, would be experienced by it at the present peiiod

and the system in respect to those employed, as well as of the overseers in charce, required a
ramcal change

;
and this could only be satisfactorily effected by a total stoppage.

The time necessary for communicating with the engineers, and making the necessai-y
arrangements, will scarcely permit of the works being recommenced before the sessions sum-
moned to be held under the new Act 10th Viet., chap. 107.

_

We would therefore request to be informed which are the particular districts where relief
IS most urgently required, in order that works may be first commenced where employment is
most needed. ^ ^

No time will be lost in communicating his Excellency's instructions for the information of
the Lords of Her Majesty’s Treasury.

M 2
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See p. 93.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, September 22, 1846.

I AM directed by the Lord Lieutenant to transmit to the Lords of the

Treasury copy of a resolution passed at the Sessions, held on 1 8th instant, under

9 and 10 Vic., c. 107, at Newcastle, in the county of Limerick, with copy of

his Excellency’s minute in reply.

Enclosure.

At an Extraordinary Presentment Sessions, held on the 18th day of September, 1846, at

Newcastle, in and for the Barony of Gienquin, in the County of Limerick, the following

Resolution was carried :

—

“That whilst we express our full approval of these works, yet the magistrates and

rate-payers feel it to he also their duty to express their strong and unanimous opimon that the

insf construction of the amuigements between the barony and the Government tor the comple-

tion of such works as have been sanctioned under the 9 Vie., c. 1, requires an adhesion to the

terms of that statute.” ^ .

Devon, Chairvian.

Inform that his Excellency having directed that all sums of money which had been sanctioned

by the Treasury to be expended on such works as were memorialed for under 1 Vic^, c. 41, or

9 Vic cl should be applied to the construction of those works, considers that the engage-

ments’entered into by Government have been strictly fulfilled. No work could in any case

have been undertaken without the sanclion of the Treasury, and where their apprmal was

limited to the execution of a portion of the work, it does not appear that any ob igation rests

upon the Government to complete what they had declined to sanction. His Excellency would

further desire attention to the fact that the extensive advances of money made by the 1 reasury

in the past season for the construction of works under these Acts, were occasioned solely by the

necessity for affording employment until the ensuing harvest to the destitute poor who had

suffered bv the failure of the potato crop, and were strictly limited to that object.

Lieut-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, September 9, 1846.

We are now much pressed to recommence, and of course under the Lord-

Lieutenant’s order we must obey
;

it is very amusing to those who can calmly hear

all that is said ;
one individual has scarcely left my room condemning the stoppage

of the works, when instantly another appears approving most highly of it. There

is at this moment about the same earnestness applied to the Government to set work

goin" as at the commencement of last season, and with about as much necessity ; a

littl^longer delay would have been very desirable, and I firmly believe would not

have been attended with any bad results, but on the contrary. The instructions for

the Relief Committees will, I believe, be issued this day ;
what is proposed to be

done is very good, but I should say, from the experience of the past, that a great

part will he inoperative.
, , -n

I do not know how we shall find employment on roads for all that will require

it ;
there is a great talk about improvement of land, but no applications.

bur last season’s operations are often condemned by the very persons who were

themselves partly instrumental in causing the irregularities, and if not, took no steps

to prevent the abuses.

Mr. Trevelyan to Sir R. Routh.

Treasury, September 9, 1846.

I SEND herewith a copy of a letter from Mr. Robinson, a Superintendent

of Works under the Board of Works, and beg to ask you the question,—what is

to be done when the weather will not permit the people to work, when the

ground is covered with deep snow, for instance ?

Lieut.-Colouel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, Sepie7nber 10, 1846.

I enclose you copies of two Reports, which show that the demand for work is

not so urgent in some districts as lias been represented ;
and I also send you a copy

of a letter, addressed to me by Mr. Radcliff, who returned this morning from Balli-

namore ;
it spealcs for itself.

Enclosure.

Captain Nolton to Mr. Walker.
Roscommon, September 9, 1846.

With reference to the instructions contained in your letter of the 24th ultimo, I beg to

stale, from nereonal observation and inquiry, I do not consider it necessary to recommend that

any of the additional works applied for in the barony of Ballymoe should be undertaken imme-

diately.
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Mr. Radcliff to Lieut.-Colonel Jonks.

Custom House, Septemler 10, 1846.

In passing hastily through the district of country, ertonding from Baljycoimell, county

Cavan
“ Carrick-ou-Sl™,."county la-itrim, through Ball,namore, Mr. Mulvnn, and .uyso 1

^ thp <xreat auaiititv of ripe grain still inirul
;
much hay also reniaimug m tlie helds,

'ome not vet made up. Through a portion of this district, about Ballyconnell and Balliiia-

ZZ mahy p"lsL cmployld on tire Drainage Wo*s, and n o d.tl not hear ol any grea

p-cssure for employment at present, although it may be e.vpeeted there mil he in a short

"“rhe Drainage Works will bo gradually eslendcd through this lino of country, so as to

oBord oonsiderfhle employment, and many of these works are conlignous to those norv betng

re openoTmtdet the Bo'ard as Relief Works ;
so that it is suggested hut a very hunted number

”'rcTrr“rn™Z'S;t tor iahonr is not pressing; as a proof of wi.ich it m.y

be mentioned, that the contractor for Garrick Bridge, under the Shatinoti Commisstoners, had

his dam filled and his work stopped, in consequence ol not being able on Mondajmnght to p

mire labourers to work his pumps during the night-time, at the wages of 2s. each.

There seemed to he a ve?y giiierai complaint of the high prices of food all through tins line

of country.

Lieut-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

OJice of PulUc TVorlto, Septemher 12, 1846.

With respect to the question you put to me on Mr. Robinson's letter, I put

tlie same question to his Excellency at a meeting there was at the Castle on Wednes-

dav His Excellency directed that, if it was a wet morning, and that the men could

not worli, they were to be sent home and paid halt-a-day s work ;
but il it tm ned out

favourable in the afternoon, those men who returned would be paid half a-d,ay only,

hut not so those who absented themselves. There will, I believe, be a coiifadential

order to tliat effect sent to US. ^ tt t .x i

I enclose a few lines from Captain Gordon, at Castlebar.
^

I believe the popula-

tion to be in a very excitable state just now, and mtiimdat.on to a great extent

praised. I also%end you a copy of a letter from Castle Connell. I have no

doubt many other Committees have done the same thing, and have sums in hand

oUained from the Government during the past season. I do not know how employ-

ment will be found for all those requiring it ; nor do 1 hear of above one oi t\\ o

proprietors coming forwai’d for drainage.

ENCLOSUriES.

Captain Gordon to Colonel Jones.

My,8t/..-0„ my way to Newport this day °'D™''''-

Ward living between Newport and Castlebar, and one (I believe) of Sii R. 0 D.3 thm since he paid his rent men had eome from Islandeady partsh and other parts, and

told him it was as much os his life was worth that he had done so, and that he wouh rue it. or

words to that effect. I am also informed that tenants come to pay iheir rontsbelote the piopu

llmefand rise to take a receipl, n, that would expose all, anu be their deatli-warraut.

Mr.'. Edwards to Mr. Laboucheke.

Castle Connell, Sqitemhei- 8, 1846.

I HAVE been directed by the Castle Connell Relief Committee to request that you will

be so eood as to furnish us with a copy of the Act passed in the late Session ot Parliament lot

the refief of the distressed poor in Ireland, together with any other papeis necessaiy foi oui

guidance and information. The Castle Connell Relief Comnnttee has always acted mdepen^-

lently of any Baronial Committee, and stjll/ontmues its^ sittings^,

’ 1 on hand, w'

s necessary f<

Indian Lai mi hLd, which the alniost total destruction of the potato crop in

hood renders necessary for the supply of the P»l>l' » Surerritands
nianatred our funds so well as to have last year’s Government grant ii

untoufhed, besides a considerable balance of our local subscnptjons. We are most anxious

.“SX precrutSm n‘eceTsrr7to"^ evil which so alarmingly threatens us ;
and

the Committee d4ke me to impress upon the Government the
^^um

promptitude, as the distress is likely to be tenfold greater and of longer continuance

take every t

Mr. Walker to Jlr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Worlis, Dublin, Se2>temher 15, 1846.

1 AH desired by tbe OliiiimiMi of the Board to forward enclosed extracts

from letters and reports this day received from the county Mayo, having reference

to the coming destitution of the people and the actual amount ol employment no v

afforded by public works of drainage in that county, for the mformatiou of the.

Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty s Treasury.
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Enclosure.

Extract of Letterfrom Kilmaine, County Mayo, dated Saturday, September 1% 1846.
“ I LEARN every confirmation of the alarming state of things to which we are fast ap-

proaching here. I assure you since you went (5th inst.) the aspect of affairs seems to be quite
altered

;
di-tant rumblii^s are heard, and are getting louder and nearer every day, which must

shortly end in a general outbreak among the men, unless some employment is provided. I fear
their stock of rotten potatoes is already gone, and they and their families are without food, so
fearful a change does a few days make.”

’

Extract of Letterfrom the Assistant Engineer on Kilmaine Drainage, September 12, 1846.
“ I AM working as hard as I can against the storm of applications for work, and the horrid

outcries of the people for either work or bread, as there is nothing but the most abject wretch-
edness and famine among the people.”

iVbie.—There are at present 530 men employed on the Kilmaine drainage, on a length of
half a mile, and there are 800 men employed on the Shrule drainage, within four miles, and in
the same barony (of Kilmaine).—September 15, 1846.

First Notice warning Persons not to interfere with Public Works.

NOTICE.

—

Public Works.

Reports having been laid before the Lord Lieutenant, from which it appears
that persons seeking employment on Public Works have interfered with the manage-
ment of such works by the officers entrusted therewith, and attempted to dictate to
them what number of persons should be employed, what rate of wages should be
paid, and who should be employed as stewards, &c.

His Excellency desires that it may be generally known that he will not permit
any such interference to take place, and that, whenever it is attempted, the effect
can only be to injure the misguided persons who join in such improper conduct,
and to defeat the anxious desire of the Government to afford all practicable relief
to the really destitute.

His Excellency will feel obliged to direct that the works shall be suspended
where such conduct shall be persevered in. Any persons guilty of acts of intimi-
dation, directed either against the officer? superintending the works, or against the
persons employed under them, will be prosecuted and punished.

Dublin Castle, September 19, 1846.
THOMAS N. REDINGTON.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, September 22, 1846.W

e

are receiving a great many applications under the 1,000,000/. Act : but
it will require to be amended before it can be practically brought into play. Under
the 50,000/ Act we have not yet received any application. The Lord Lieutenant
having directed that all works should be proceeded with that had been sanctioned,
whether commenced or not, there is now no escape

; and we have been under the
necessity of acting in conformity with his Excellency’s instructions. You will per-
ceive the drift of all the various suggestions made by the deputations—which is, to
obtain money for improving their estates, without their giving any personal under-
taking for its repayment. With the exception of a deputation from Cashel I know
not ot one which have come prepared with any definite plan for employment • and
mat one was tor bringing water into the town for some five or six miles’ distance
bupphes ot tood must be sent into the remote districts, and a sharp look-out kept
upon the idle hands that are not in distress, but anxious for a disturbance, to
benefit by disorder and anarchy. Some few attempts have been made to pillaire
waggons conveying corn._ Fortunately the priests unite, one and all, with tL
present Government, and if they stand by us, we may expect, with their assistance,
to preserve the peace.

We are now better prepared to recommence work
; the experience of last season,

and the hands we had trained, have enabled us to make arrangements which will
permit us to do our work more en regie and satisfactorily. We are emploving a
arge staff, and ha^ officers stationed in all counties where the first operations will
be commenced. The expenditure under this head and superintendence will be
very considerable

; I shall forward to you in a few days a statement of what is
likely to be the monthly expenditure for this branch of our duty. The Engineer-
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officers and Sappers which the Master-General has sanctioned to he employed,

will be of very great use to us. I hope you have seen the account of the investi-

gation at Rathcormac into the charges preferred against our officers by Mr.
Roche, M.P.

Treasury Mikute.
Septemler25, 1846.

Read two letters from Sir. Redington, dated 22nd inst., enclosing Reports

of the Board of Works in Ireland, on works applied for in the Eastern and
WesteiTi Divisions of the Barony of West Carberry, in the County of Cork, under

the Act of 9 & 10 Viet., cap. 107, and signifying the recommendation of the Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland, that such of the said works as have been approved by the

Board of Works, shall be sanctioned by this Board.

Read also a letter from the Commissioners of Public 'Works, dated 22nd inst.,

stating that they had received the instructions alluded to in the above letter, and
that they would require immediately an advance of funds to enable them to carry

on the works in question.

:
As these are the first applications which have been made to this Board to sanc-

tion M^orks under this Act, my Lords proceed to consider the several provisions

thereof which relate to their Department, in order that such regulations may be

devised as may ensure the greatest possible regularity and expedition in the

execution of the duties imposed upon them by those provisions, which are as

follows:—The Chairman of the extraordinary Presentment Sessions, to be con-

vened in the manner pointed out in the Act, is under the 4th clause, to deposit

with the Secretary of the Grand Jury of the County, a schedule of all works
which shall have been duly approved and presented at such sessions

;
and the

Secretary to the Grand Jury is within three days to transmit the same to the

Lord Lieutenant, who, if he shall so think tit, is to cause the same to be reported

upon by the Commissioners of Public Works, and to be afterwards transmitted to

the Commissioners of the Treasury for their sanction and approval.

The 5th clause of the Act enacts, that it shall be lawful for the Commissioners

of the Treasury from time to time to authorize the Commissioners of Public

"Works to execute the said works so presented and specified in such schedule, or

such part of them as the said Commissioners of the Treasury shall think fit, at

an amount not exceeding the amount so presented for each work or proportionate

part of it, and that it shall be lawful for the said Commissioners of Public V^’orks,

with the approval of the Treasury, to advance out of the monies applicable to

loans under the Act of 6 & 7 Viet., cap. 44, the several sums of money so

presented for each and every such work or proportionate part of it, so authorized

to be by them executed, to be by the said Commissioners applied and expended

respectively to, and for, and in the execution of the said works, and to be

accounted for to the said Commissioners of the Treasury, or for the said Commis-
sioners of the Treasury to direct, if they shall so think tit, the advance of the sum
levied, and such respective sums, out of the produce of the Consolidated Fund.

The 6th clause directs, that the Commissioners of Public Works shall, upon the

receipt of any such Warrant of the Commissioners of the Treasury, cause the

execution and construction of any such respective works therein authorized to

be proceeded with, subject nevertheless to such directions as they may from time

to time receive from the Lord Lieutenant.

And the 8th clause directs, that the monies from time to time to be advanced

by the Treasury for the execution of works under this Act in any county, county

of a city, or county of a town, shall be repaid by Grand Jury Presentments, by

half-yearly instalments, not less than four, and not exceeding twenty in number,

as the Commissioners of the Treasury shall direct, with interest at the rate of

per cent, per annum
;
such Presentments to be levied in the manner set forth

in the subsequent clauses of the Act.

As it is probable that the funds placed at the disposal of the Commissioners

of Public Works for loans under the Act of 6 and 7 Vic. c. 44, will barely

suffice to defray the expense of completing the works already sanctioned, it

appears to be necessary that this Board should make all the advances for works,

under the Act of 9 and 10 Vic. c. 107, out of the produce of the Consoli-

dated Fund, as authorized by the latter end of the 5th Clause.

In order that the Board of V^orks may be furnished with the necessary funds

for carrying on these works with the least possible delay, it appears to my Lords

advisable that sums should be advanced by this Board from time to time, from
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the Consolidated Fund to the Paymaster of Civil Services in Ireland, upon

account, for this service; and that he should on the requisition of the Board of

Works, transfer to their account at the Bank of Ireland the sums they may

require, under the following regulations.

My Lords, on the receipt of schedules of works approved by the Lord

Lieutenant, will sanction the same, or a modification thereof, by a letter addressed

to the Cojnmissioners of Public Works, in which letter, the^ number of half-

yearly instalments, by which the sum advanced is to be repaid, will be fixed as

required by the 8th Clause of the Act. My Lords will at the same time transmit

a duplicate of the Schedule of the works sanctioned, to the Paymaster oi Civil

Services, with an authority to him to transfer to the account of the Commis-

sioners of Public Works at the Bank of Ireland, for this service, such sums as

they may require, not exceeding the sum specified in the Schedule transmitted to

him, for the works therein sanctioned respectively. The Commissioners of

Public Works will in their requisitions to him for issues, specify the amount

required for each work, and the barony and county in which it is_ situated, and

the Paymaster of Civil Services, when he has made the transfer, will charge the

barony and county with the advance accordingly.

Transmit co]>y of this minute to the Commissioners of Public Works, and

the Paymaster of Civil Services in Ireland, for their information and guidance

respectively.

In order to prevent the possibility of confusion arising in the accounts for

this service, in the letter to the Commissioners of Public Works, desire that

they will open a separate and distinct account at the Bank of Ireland, for sums

advanced to, and paid by them on account of works authorised by the Act of 9 and

10 Vic. cap. 107, and that they will draw upon this account for all the

payments required by the said Act, and for those only.

If they should have been obliged to defray the expenses required at the com-

mencement of the service from other funds, desire that they will replace such

advances as soon as they shall have been supplied with funds applicable to this

service, in the manner proposed in this Blinute.

Acquaint the Paymaster of Civil Services in Ireland, that my Lords have

directed a w'arrant to lie prepared for the transfer from the produce of the Conso-

lidated Fund, of the sum of 50,0007 to his account at the Bank of Ireland
;
and

desire that when the transfer is made, he will place the said sum to the credit of a

separate account on the Bank for advances under the Act of 9 and 10 Vic. c. 107

;

and whenever the balance on that account shall be reduced to less than 10,0007,

he will apply to my Lords for a further issue.

Write to the Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland, sanctioning the

works in the Barony of West Carberry, recommended in their Reports to the

Lord Lieutenant, of 19th instant, viz, :

—

Eastern Division . . .
£7723

Western Division . . . 3858

and state to them, that my Lords will hereafter fix the number of half-yearly

instalments, by which those advances are to be repaid.

Transmit copies of the schedules annexed to the Reports of the Commissioners

of Public Works, to the Paymaster of Civil Services in Ireland, and desire he

will transfer to the account of the said Commissioners, such sums as they may

require for carrying on the works mentioned therein, provided they do not exceed

the sums specified as the expense of each work respectively ;
and inform him that

my Lords will hereafter fix the number of half-yearly instalments by which those

advances are to be repaid.

Prepare a warrant by virtue of the Act of 9 and 10 Vic., cap. 107, directing

the issue out of the produce of the Consolidated Fund, of the sum of 50,00U7to

the Pajunaster of Civil Services in Ireland, by way ot imprest, and upon account,

to be by him applied in making advances to the Commissioners of Public Works

in Ireland, to enable them to carry into execution public works sanctioned under

that Act.

Transmit copy of this minute to BIr. Redington, for the information of the Lord

Lieutenant of Ireland, and request he will move his Excellency to give directions

that schedules of works recommended under the Act of 9 and 10 Vic. cap. 107,

may be transmitted in the Secretary’s letter to my Lords in future in duplicate,

in order that one copy may be forwarded immediately to the Paymaster of Civil

Services, and the other may be deposited in this office ;
and also that his Excellency’s

opinion may be communicated as to the number of half-yearly instalments by
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which the repayments of the advances to each barony respectively, should be made,
in the eases submitted in Mr. Redington’s two letters of 22nd inst., and all future
cases.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Board of TVorJcs, September 26, 1846.
Affairs are going from bad to worse, and until two or tliree of the first

disturbers of the peace are made an example of there will be much trouble.
People seem to think that Government are to feed them, and that tliey have only
to ask and to have. In Tipperary, a few days ago, they spurned the idea of
piece-work, and said that they were not going to give us the sweat of their bodies
for 20c?. ; that they did not want more than" 10c/., and ^vould not work by mea-
surement ; they then attacked the engineer with their barrows, and drove him
away. We shall close the work.

Mr. Hornsby to the Secretary of the Treasury.

Shannon Commission Office,
Custom House, Dublin, September 26, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to forward, by the Commissioners’ directions, the
accompanying tracing, showing the harbour at Foynes, as designed by the Com-
missioners ofinquiry, coloured yellow, and the plan of the harbour proposed to be
substituted, coloured red. The Commissioners beg to submit the design, as
coloured red, for their Lordships’ approval, as it affords much greater accommoda-
tion than the other, is less exposed, better situated as regards the currents, and will
not cost more than the original project.

The proposed plan has received Lord Monteagle’s sanction, who is bound to
contribute one-half of the expense, and as soon as their Lordships shall give the
necessary authority the work will be commenced.

Treasury JIinute on the above.

September 29, 1846.
Acquaint the Shannon Commissioners that my Lords approve of the alteration

in the work proposed.

Captain Labcom to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, September 27, 1846.
Mr. Griffith and I are endeavouring to stem the torrent which has begun.We have already so far succeeded as to procure from our officers reports on pro-

jects before the schedules which contain them reach us, so that we are ready to
act the moment we get them, instead of then only beginning to examine and
report.

Happily the census and the valuation give us the means of knowing the
amount of real destitution which is probable in a district, and this affords us the
means of controlling the enormous demands of the Pres^tment Sessions. We
shall lay all this before you in our monthly repoii;.

M^e fear you may think the staff expensive, but it will be economy in the long
run, and we must have good hands.

®

Mr. M'Kenna to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, September‘i'&,\^^^.

AT
copies of correspondence relative to the application of

James Mehan for remuneration, in consequence of having been injured while
employed as a labourer in certain works undertaken for the relief of the distressed
population, I am directed by the Lord Lieutenant to state to you, for the inform.a-
tion of the Lords of the Treasury, that ns cases of this kind have occurred, and arcnow more likely to arise, it is desirable that the question should be considered.

Ekcloscre.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Redixgton.

j
Office ofPuUic Works. September 22, 1846.

Qk-
^ yo" the enclosed copy of a memorial from James Mehan ofonmrone. who met with an accident while working on a road from Shinrone to Roscrea, and toiiiiom you that applications of this nature are very frequent, and as the Board have no fundor this purpose, they request instructions, but presume the Relief Committee would be theproper party to receive them.

. ["• w.] • j,
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SMnrone, September 18, 1846.

To the Commissioners of Public Works.

The humble Memorial of James Mehan, of Shinrone,

Sheweth,
, . , V

Respectful Sirs, memorialist begs leave to state that raemonahst has sent up a

former memorial lo the same effect, but receiving no answer, the same influences memorialist

to take the liberty of troubling ye at present, memorialist being some time back emplo^u at

public works, which was lowering a hill on the roarl leading from Shinrone, in the King s

County to Roscrea, in the County Tipperary. Memorialist working in front with a pick, sud-

denly a great weight fell, and before memorialist could make his escape a large stone fell on

memorialist’s instep, which left memorialist unable to walk and was brought home in a car, and

the Rev W B Savage, rector of Shinrone, and M. D. McArthur, who, through chanty,

attended memorialist, certified this statement to be true before. Memorialist has a widow

mother and an orphan sister to support. The same accident has left memorialist indebted.

Memorialist craves some small remuneration for his loss of time, which will leave him bound

to pray.
(Signed) James Mehan.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 2, 1846.

Write to Mr. Redington, that their Lordships do not consider that persons who

receive accidental injuries while employed on the relief works have any claim upon

the Government for compensation.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, October 1, 1846.

I SEND herewith copies of some letters from the country, which will show

you some of the difficulties against which we have to contend. I am very fearful

that the attempted attacks upon Mr. Kearney, the county surveyor of Limerick,

will lead to his resignation. He stood his ground manfully last season, but it

will be impossible for any public officer to hold his ground, if the mob is to be

incited to acts of outrage, as it would appear Mr. has been guilty of at

Hospital. Lieut, Inglis is doing his duty well, and appears to evince great good

sense, judgment, and discretion. On our drainage works the people are refusing

to work by piece-work, and leave us in large numbers to attend the gatherings in

the neiglibourhood. The reports from Mayo represent the want of food as becom-

ing very alarming. No merchants will make a venture under the existing state of

the country. Provisions must be thrown into the remote districts; neither Sir

R. Routh nor the Government should be deterred from doing so, because they may

be obliged to buy dear and sell cheap, it is not a question of a few pounds more or

less. I received this morning a report by a private letter, that numbers of poor

people had gone a considerable distance to W^estport for meal, and could not get

any at the Commissariat store, or to purchase in the town.

I hope you are coining fast for Ireland.

Enclosure.

Lieutenant. Inglis to Mr- Walker.
Bruff, September 29, 1846.

I BEG to submit, for the information of the Board, the following description of the pro-

ceedings at the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions, held yesterday, at Kilfinan, for the

barony of Coshlea, under 9 and 10 Vic., cap. 107.

The County Surveyor, Mr. Kearney, having prepared statements showing the exact

amounts remaining in hand of the several grants for the district, proceeded to lay the informa-

tion contained in them before the magistrates and cess payers assembled. He next gave state-

ments showing the amounts required to complete the works for which the original grants have

proved insufficient, amounting in all to 3470?. 15s. And all were approved, not however with-

out some very vehement discussion. He ne.xt commenced a list of about 20 works, consisting

chiefly of new lines, several hills cutting and dykes filling, all of which, after some delibera-

tion, were approved. The total amount required for these works being about 9186?. It was

then remarked by some that a certain portion of the eastern side of the barony had been

neglected. Most violent language was made use of by certain gentlemen on the bench ;
they

refused to hear the applications for works in the neglected district, which Mr. Kearney heard

were to be brought forward by other persons; the greatest confusion ensued, the excitement

extended to the mob in the Court-house, and from it to a very large mob outside, and from

this time forward all was riot and confusion.

This disturbance appeared to be the signal for indiscriminately throwing in applications for

works of ail descriptions. Sums were named without any regard whatever to the nature or

extent of the work. Works proposed without linowing or even caring about the most advan-
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tageous plan of e.'iecuting them. Everything was approved. In fact, it appeared tliat nobody

dared oppose. Dni'ing this the riot both outside and inside the Court became more and more

violent, and the confusion on the bench more and more confused; and at length we left, tlie

house and passed, with some difficulty, through the crowd to a neighbouring hotel. Such has

been the result of a meeting convened to provide means for the relief of, and consequently

measures for the establishment of peace and quiet amongst the population of the most exten-

sive barony in this division of the county
;
and I am of opinion that this result cannot be viewed

in too serious a lif'lit. It has opened our proceedings for the ensuing year with riot and dis-

order, and it would be unreasonable to expect in the natural course of events that this disorder

would give place to tranquillity and peace, or fliat the excitement that has now been aroused in

the minds of the people will readily be allayed
;
and unless allayed, anything approaching to

system must be upset; and without a perfect system our proceedings must terminate iu a

failure.
. . , ,

I do not for a moment hesitate to state that all I have mentioned above, is entirely to be

attributed to the intemperate language made use of by some of the members of the Court.

But, for the inconsiderate behaviour of these persons, I thoroughly beheve the proceedings

would have terminated as they commenced, namely, in regularity and^ quiet
;
and I regi’et the

more to believe that such is the ease, for I see clearly how little assistance may bo expected

from those residing in this district, in carrying out the difficult task now before us.

lieutenant Inglis to Mr. Walker.

Limerick, Septemher 30, 1846.

I 131£G to submit, without delay, the following report, of circumstances that yesterday

transpired in Hospital, when the extraordinary Preseiitraeiit Sessions were held under 9 and

10 Viet. cap. 107, for the barony of Small County.

The proceedings of the day were opened by an address from one of the magistrates, in ivhich

language was used which could not have failed to incite in the minds of the people, that were

assembled in crowds from all the adjoining country, feelings of discontent and ingratiluda

towards the Government for the measures that have been hitlierto adopted for their support.

It was e.xplained to them what hardships they were to endure during the ensuing year,—how

poor would he their payment,—and in fact, as it were, they were called upon one and all to

raise their voices against any attempt to introduce measures similar to those we are now about

to carry out.

This speech appeai-ed to have the desired effect. The people at once showed symptoms of

great excitement
;
and although the business of the sessions w^as conducted with tolerable regu-

farity throughout, the crowds in and surrounding the house gradually grew more and more

uproarious, until when the proceedings of the Court had closed, the greatest confusion ap-

peared to exist.

Had it terminated here, I should not have attached so much importance to these matters.

It was very soon evident that all their passion was at once to be directed^ at Mr. Kearne}’.

This gentleman, on leaving the Court-house, after some little delay, was received by the crowds

of thousands that were assembled with the most vehement expressions of uncontrolled indig-

nation; and his escape from this moment appears to have been almost miraculous. The mob
followed him for a distance out of the town, with evidently a real determination to overtake

him, and undoubtedly had they had the opportunity they would have, murdered him.
_

Every

possible abuse was heaped upon him
;
the whole country seemed up in arms to kill him

;
the

fury of tlie mob amounted to nothing short of madness.

Such scenes as these will show what may be expected on the first attempt to introduce our

system in this district.

Mr. Kearney had made use of no expression whatever that ought to have rendered him un-

popular, but I believe in every respect precisely the contrary. The excitement arose merely

from anticipation of the introduction of task-work, and the other inconveniences to which their

idleness will subject them ;
and these scenes will also show that, in order to introduce our

system, we must have powerful aid in reserve, not only for the protection of the lives of all

persons serving under Government, but also in order that our regulations may be strictly

enforced. It would be impossible for one individual to deal otherwise with crowds of people,

excited to such a state of frenzy
;
and if the anticipation only can arouse them so much, how

much more may be expected of them when actually under the treatment to which they are so

much averse.

Lieutenant Inglis to Captain Larcom.

Limerick, September 30, 1846.

I CANNOT allow my report upon the dreadful proceedings at Hospital yesterday to

leave without adding a few lines to you in private.

The magistrate to whom I refer, as making use of language calculated to excite the minds

of the people, was ;
and certainly either inconsiderately, or intentionally, he has done

us immeasurable injury. The sight was the most terrific you can possibly conceive. Poor Mr.

Kearney was actually hunted like a mad dog by the whole countiy population. I have not

seen him since we parted in the Court-house, and I think neither he nor anybody else there

expected he had long to live. What is to be done with such a country ? I suppose we must

make an attemnt to recommence our works, which we shall be ready for in a day or two ;
and

^ N2
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if that cannot be managed, an overpowering force of some description must be thrown in, and

the same in Coshlea.

If Kearney is thus treated now, what is to be done to us all in the course of a few weeks. I

always expected great opposition, but I certainly never anticipated so general a rising of the

country.

Tliat gentleman wants, of course, to have that measure for the improvement of private

property brought forward. Consequently he is opposed to our works
;
and instead of

introducing the subject calmly and dispassionately amongst the enlightened members of the

meeting, he speaks with vehemence to the populace; calls upon them to assist him in crying

down the employment by public works; tells them that they do not receive one-tenth of the

money granted, and winds up by warning them against task-work.

Terrific yells accompanied him all through his speech; and thus was laid the founda-

tion-stone of all the confusion.

I have just now seen Mr. Kearney; he escaped, and may consider himself lucky indeed.

It is all to be attributed to rapidity of movement, and the circumstance of so placing himself

on the car, that they could not conveniently get at him without first killing a very favourite

parish priest.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

October 5, 1846.

I HOPE you will take every practicable precaution to ensure the personal safety

of the officers employed under your Board, and I need not add that any expense which

may tvith advantage be incurred for this purpose, either in the way of reward to

persons who assist in protecting them, or in any other way, will be readily

sanctioned.

I can assure you that we shall, without being in the least deterred by considera-

tions of expense, establish as many meal stations in the west of Ireland as we can

hope to keep regularly supplied
;
but there is another consideration which must

put a decided limit to our operations in this respect, which is, that this year there

is a general scarcity over the whole of the United Kingdom and the westerm coun-

tries of Europe, while the pi’ospect of our obtaining any adequate supply from

America, or other quarters, is very problematical
;
and under these circumstances,

to buy up without restraint supplies intended for the English and Scotch markets,

would merely have the effect of transferring the famine from a country where the

])eople are fed out of the public purse, to one where they are struggling to maintain

themselves; and it would not be tolerated that the English and Scotch labourers

should not only have to support the Irish labourers (for it is always the mass of the

population which pays the bulk of the taxes), but that the price of the necessaries

of life should also be raised upon the former to a famine price by an unrestrained

eleemosynary consumption of them in Ireland.

It is of so much importance that correct notions should be entertained on this

subject, that I will add copious extracts from letters which I have recently written

to Mr. llewetson and Sir R. Routli, and I shall be obliged to you to lay the whole
before your colleagues at the Board.

Proclamation.

Dublin Castle, October 2, 1846.

Whereas it has been represented to the Lord Lieutenant, that in various

parts of the country numerous assemblages of people have committed acts of vio-

lence, by attacking the shops of bakers and the stores of merchants, and by inter-

rupting the free tratfic in provisions, and otherwise disturbing the public peace :

His Excellency is determined, by every means in his power, to protect that

lawful trade in the articles of food, the complete security of which is essential to

the subsistence of the people; and he earnestly warns ail persons of the danger
which they incur by taking part in these illegal proceedings.

The Lord Lieutenant has also been informed that a disposition has, in some
instances, been manifested by the labourers employed in Public Works to resist

the arrangements which the officers of the Board of "Works have made, in order to

ensure their proper execution, by task or piece-work, as well as to endeavoui’, by

violence, to obtain a higher rate of wages. These officers are acting under the

express directions of the Government, and if this improper interference is perse-
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vered in, the Lord Lieutenant will be compelled to order the M’orks to he dis-

continued.

The Lord Lieutenant confidently relies on the continued support of magistrates

and others of station and influence, in his efforts to maintain tranquillity, as well as

to mitigate the effects of the calamity with which it hits pleased Divine Providence

to afflict this country ; and he desires, in an especial manner, to thank the ministers

of religion, of all persuasions, for their useful and exemplary conduct on this trying

occasion.

By his Excellency’s command,

H. LABOUCHERE.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

October 5, 1846.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer desires me to call your particular atten-

tion to the concluding poxdion of the long Treasury Minute, a copy of which you

will receive to-day, the object of which is to sanction the relief works under the

9 Viet., c. 1, being completed to the extent of the funds originally authorized for

them; but to take effectual precautions that all works, of every descriftion, sanc-

tioned under the 9 and 10 Viet., c. 107, will be discontinued when, owing to em-
ployment being obtainable elsewhere, or from any other cause, they are no longer

required for the purpose of relief

;

and that they will at any rate come to an end,

as far as that Act is concerned, at the termination of the current year of relief, or

on the 15th of August, 1847.

What is required for this purpose is to make it known, the first, to every-

body concerned, in a manner which will admit of no mistake hereafter, that works

under this Act are sanctioned, not for the sake of the works themselves, but for

the sake of the relief afforded by them
;
that they \vill be stopped as soon as relief

is no longer necessary; and that the operation of the Act will, under any circum-

stances, terminate on the 15tli of August, 1847, and that if the works are continued

after tliat date, it must be, not under the provisions of the 9 and 10 Viet., c. 107,

but under the terms of some other Act oi Parliament.

For instance, we wish it to be so plainly understood that the advances under tlie

9 and 10 Viet., c. 107, are mei-ely intended to answer the temporary end of main-

taining the destitute poor during the period the Act will remain in operation, and
that if Parliament should determine that the Irish proprietors shall support their

poor after the 15th of August, 1847, by payments out of the current produce of the

poor rate, instead of by loan from the Government, the transfer from one system

to the other may take place without our lieing liable to any demands, like those

which have lately been made upon us, to finish what we had begun, on pain of

being considered guilty of a breach of faith.

Having thus made you fully aware what his object is, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer requests that you will carry into effect the instructions contained in

the Minute in such manner as, with reference to all the local circumstances of the

case, may, in the opinion of your Board, be best calculated to secure the accom-
plishment of his wishes.

The first and most obvious precaution is to sanction the works presented under
the 9 and 10 Viet., c. 107, by successive instalments taking care that each in-

stalment, whether consisting of whole works or of parts of works, is such as

may be completed during the continuance of destitution, and previously to the

15th August, 1847.

The next is to give distinct notice on the face of some formal communication to

the parties interested, or in some other way in which it will be sure to reach them, •

that the works sanctioned under the 9 and 10 Viet., c. 107, are intended solely

for the relief of the destitute labourers in each locality ; that they \vill only be
carried on during the existence of such destitution ; and that they must at any rate

come to an end, so far as the provisions of that Act are concerned, on the 15th
August, 1847.

And might it not tend to impress those facts both upon your own officers and
upon the parties concerned in making the presentments, and also give you an
useful check, if you are to require a statement to be furnished in respect to each

work or portion of work recommended -for sanction, of the number of days labour
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that would be required te complete it; of the number of labourers that may be

employed on the work at the same time ; and of the period within which it is ex-

pected that it will be completed. These statements, after they have been received

by your Board, may be embodied in your Reports recommeuding the work for the

sanction of the Treiisury.

But I must repeat that my purpose has been sufficiently attained by having placed

you ill possession of the object which the Chancellor of the Exchequer has in

view, and that the best means of carrying that object into practical effect must

be determined by the superior local information possessed by your Board.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer requests that you will report, at the earliest

practicable date, the proceedings which may be taken by your Board on this

subject.

Treasury Minute.
October 5, 1846.

hlY Lords have before them a letter from the Secretary for Ireland, dated

29th September, enclosing a copy of a letter addressed by the Lord Lieutenant’s

directions to the Commissioners of Public Works on the 5th of the same month,

desiring that all works which had been undertaken under the 9 Vic. c. 1, should

be proceeded with as far as the sums which had been sanctioned I’or them respec-

tively might admit; and explaining the reasons which had induced his Excellency

to give this direction.

My Lords also have before them the several official communications udiich have

passed on this subject, which are as follows :

—

Treasury Minute, When the Act 9 Vic. c. 1, was first put into execution, the late Board of Trea-

tfae"corrK^'ondence
Irish Government on the 3rd March, 1846^ that as these works

laid before Parlia- were undertaken solely with a view to provide employment for the people during
merit in 1846. a period of expected scarcity, care should be taken that the works should not be

commenced sooner, or be carried on to a greater extent than might be absolutely

necessary to provide the means of subsistence for persons in the neighbourhood who
were entirely destitute.

P. 318 . On the 15th May following a letter was written to the Commissioners of Public

Works, by direction of the late Board of Treasury, stating that the sanction given

by their Lordships to the execution of works under 9 Vie. c. 1, was to be invari-

ably understood as being conditional Vfon the works appliedfor being requiredfor
the relief of urgent and unusual distress arising from the late failure of the

potato crop ; and that should any work which might have been sanctioned, or

might thereafter be sanctioned, under the provisions of the above-mentioned Act,

prove not to be actually required for the purpose of giving employment to relieve

distress of the nature specified, the case to which their Lordships’ sanction had

reference must be considered as not having arisen, and no expenditure of public

money should be authorised on account of any such work
;
and a copy of this com-

munication to the Board of Works was sent to Mr. Pennefather for the information

of the Lord Lieutenant.
Pp. 326 -7 . The attention of the Board of Works was again particularly called to the above-

mentioned instruction by the Minute of the late Board of Treasury, dated 16th

June last.

P. 340. The letter addressed by the Commissioners of Public Works to the Under
Secretary for Ireland, dated 18th July, 1846, before the present Board of Treasury

had expressed any opinion on the subject, shows in a manner which admits of no

question, the view which they had taken of the above instructions, this letter having

been written expressly for the purpose of obtaining a decision upon the point “ as
‘‘

to when relief afforded by employment on public works shall cease,” and con-

taining llie following unequivocal expressions :

—

“ The money advanced by Government being intended solely for the relief of the

“ poor suffering from the failure of the potato crop, it would appear that the

“ proper time to discontinue its issue would be when the new crop and the ordi-

“ nary employment of the country have afforded a remedy.
“ To determine tins very important point rests with the Relief Commissioners,

“ who should communicate to this Board, or to the Lord Lieutenant, the time
“ when they consider relief by employment on public works no longer necessary;
“ or if it should please his Excellency, a discretionary power may be vested in us.
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“ It is very probable that many of the new roads will be found in an unfinished

” state, when the period ariives that the Government aid ought to cease.

“ There does not appear to be any objection to their being left in an unfinished

state. They ^vel•e undertaken to afford relief, but the recommendations were

“ founded on the fact that they would, when finished, be works or lines of commu-

“ iiication of public utility.”
, n i - i

In pursuance of this course of proceeding, which had been thus repeatedly laid

down by the late Board of Treasury in their communications with the Irish

Government and the Board of Works, and upon which the Board of ’\^'’orks had,

as above shown, prepared to act, their Lordships recorded the following opinion in

their Minute, dated 21st July, 1846 ;— , • , r i

“ It was pointed out by the late Board of Treasury, at an early period of these

» operations,- that the sole object for which a fund had been provided by Parlia-

“ ment, by the first Act of the present session, for the purpose of carrying on

“ works in Ireland, half at the public expense, and half at the expense of the dis-

“ tressed localities, was to provide a remedyfor the scarcity then impending over

“ that country ; and that works were not to be carried on under the above-men-

“ tioned Act, although they might have been presented according to tlie prescribed

“ form, and have received the sanction of this Board, if it should^ afterwards

^

“ appear that the worles, or any portion of them, were not required for the relief

“ arising from the above-mentioned cause.

“ Their Lordships entirely concur in this view, and they desire that the Com-

“missioners of Public Works, and the officers employed by them, will nnpress

“ upon all concerned, that the motive which induced Parliament to give effect, by

“ the first Act of the present Session, to a mode of executing public works m
“ Ireland much more advantageous than any which had, lor many years past, been

“ available to the parties interested in the execution of such works, was not for the

sake of any advantages which were expected to be derived from the ivorks them-

“ selves, 60% to assist the proprietors and others in affording employment,

“ to relieve the distress of the people caused hy the failure of their
^

ordinary

“ food; and that as soon as this distress has in any locality been relieved, the

“ object of the Act has been accomplished, and the works, as carried on by that Act,

“ should be discontinued at the earliest practico-ble period.

“ If, in such cases, the parties interested desire that the works should be carried

“ on to completion, it is open to them to take the usual steps to provide for this

“ object, either by obtaining loans secured by grand jury presentment, or by other

“ means.”
_ . i t • ^ ^

A copy of this Minute was sent for the information of the Lora Lieutenant, and

on the 31st of July a communication was made to the Treasury by Mr. Kedingtoii,

by direction of the Lords Justices, acknowledging the receipt of the Minute and

stating that their Excellencies would give their support and. assistance to the Board

of Works in carrying into effect the instructions contained in it.

And the same instructions were reiterated in their Lordships Minute, dated 31st

August last, as follows;

—

“ The Board of Works were instructed by the Treasury Minute, dated 2 1st

“ ultimo, to bring to an early close all the works under 9 Viet., cap. 1 ,
which were

“ not requii-ed for the relief of urgent distress ;
and the Board were informed that

“ if the parties interested desired that works so discontinued should afterwards be

“ recommenced and completed, it was open to them to take the usual steps to

“ provide for tliat object, either by obtaining loans secured by grand jury present-

“ ment, or by other means.
, ,

“ Their Lordships desire that the Board of Works will report to wliat exteiit

“ works have been discontinued under these instructions, on the ground of their

“ not being really required for the purpose of giving relief, and that it may be

“ understood, in accordance with the passage above adverted to m the Minute ot

“ the 21st July, that if it should become necessary to recommence any such works,

“ the renewal of them must be provided for either in the manner above referred to,

“or under the 10th Viet., cap. 107.”

Tlieir Lordships have considered it right to advert to all the proceedings %ch
have taken place on this subject, in order that uo doubt may remain that in desiring

that the works under the 9 Viet., cap. 1, should cease when the temporary emer-

gency for the relief of which they had been authorised, had come to an eud, this

Board was merely giving effect to the view which had been entertained from tlie

Pp. 3-12-3.

P. 35f>.
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commencement of these operations by the Government, and that the Irish Govern-

ment and the Board of Works were fully aware of the existence of such a condi-

tion, and had expressed their readiness to carry it into execution.

It nevertheless appears from Mr. Labouchere’s letter, that expectations have been

entertained in Ireland that these works were to be completed so far as the sums

sanctioned by the Treasuiy would admit ;
and considering all the difficulties of the

case arising out of the sudden and alarming failure of the potato crop of 1846, their

Lordships are prepared to sanction tke measure adopted by the Lord Lieutenant

on his own responsibility, namely, that all works under the 9 Viet., cap. 1, should

be proceeded with under the favourable terms allowed by the Act, as far as the

sums which had been authorised for them respectively may admit.

In order that there may be no misunderstanding as to the object for which, and

the conditions upon which, works under the 9 and 10 Viet., cap. 107, will be

sanctioned, their Lordships desire that the Commissioners of Public Works will

observe the following rules in reference to all works presented under that Act, of

whatever description they may be.

1. The Commissioners will, as far as possible, recommend for sanction only

works, the whole of which can be completed previously to the 15th August, 1847.

2nd. In cases in which it may be necessary to undertake works not likely to be

completed previously to that date, the Commissioners will recommend for sanction

only such a specific portion of each work as may be so completed. And,

3rd. The Commissioners will in each case make an early and clear intimation

to all the parties interested, that the sanction of this Board to ivorks under the

9 and 10 Vic., c. 107, of whatever description they may be,, is invariably subject to

the condition that the works will be brought to an immediate close, when, ' owing

to other means of employment being available in the neighbourhood, or to any other

cause, urgent and unusual distress no longer- exists; and that no advances under

the present Act will, under any circumstances, be made for carrying on such works

after the 15th of August, 1847.

Transmit a copy of this Minute to Mr. Rtdinj^ton for the Lord Lieutenant’s

information; and request that he will state to his Excellency that it is to be

clearly understood that all works, of whatever description, undertaken under

the 9 and 10 Vic., c. 107, are undertaken solely with the object of giving relief

to the destitute population of Ireland, and that the sanction of the Treasury will not

be given to any advances for the purpose of carrying on works in any district

beyond the existence of such destitution, nor in any case for carrying them on

under the present Act beyond the 15th August, 1847.

Also request that, in conveying the sanction of the Treasury for works under

the 9 and 10 Vic., c. 107, to the parties who have applied for them, the purport

of this determination may be communicated to them.

Transmit a copy of Mr. Labouchere’s letter and its enclosure, and of this Minute

to the Commissioners of Public Works for their information and guidance.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, October 10, 1846.

I AM directed by the Lord Lieutenant to acknowledge the receipt of

your letter of tlie 5th instant, inclosing a Minute of the same date, intimating the

sanction of the Lords of the Treasury to the measures adopted by his Excel*

lency on his own resjjonsibility for the prosecution of all works under 9 Viet.,

c. 1 , as far as the sums authorized I'or them respectively may admit ;
and also

communicating the terms upon which works under the 9 and 10 Viet., c. 107,

will be sanctioned.

His Excellency feels satisfied that such an intimation as is directed by the

Treasury Minute to be conveyed by the Board of Works to all parties in-

terested will satisfactorily prevent any misunderstanding which may on former
occasions have arisen as to the object for which, and the conditions upon
which, such works were sanctioned, and measures shall be taken for communi-
cating their Lordships’ decision to the respective parties.
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Mr. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Works, Dublin, October 7, 1846.

I AM directed by the Chairman to forward herewith a copy of a letter

addressed to him, on the 5th inst., by Mr. Labouchere, by desire of his Excellency
the Lord Lieutenant, and ^vhich has reference to the operations of the Poor Em-
ployment Act, for the information of the Lords Commissioners of Her ftlajesty’s

Treasury.

Enclosure.

Mr. Labouchere to the Chairman of the Board of Public Wobk.s.

Dublin Castle, October 5, 184G.

I am directed by the Lord Lieutenant to inform you that his Excellency has had under
his consideration the various representations which have been made to liim of the operation of
the Poor Employment Act, and of the diffictilty of finding, in the greater number of baronies,
“ Public Works ” upon which it would be expedient or beneficial to expend money to the
extent requisite for affording employment to the people during the existence of the present dis-

tress; and, with a view of obviating the bad effects of a great expenditure of money in the
execution of works comparatively unproductive, he desires tliat the Commissioners of Public
Works will direct the officers acting under them in the respective counties to consider and
report upon such works of a reproductive character and permanent utility as may he presented
in the manner hereinafter mentioned at any sessions held under the above Act.^ And his E.x-
celleney will be prepared to sanction and approve of such of those works as' may be recom-
mended by the Board and so presented, in the same manner as if they had been strictly
•' Public Works,” and presented as such in the manner required by the Act.

1. The Presentment Sessions will estimate the sum which it may be necessary to raise

off the barony for the purpose of affording employment.
2. They will also ascertain the proportion of such assessment, which, according to the

last Poor Law valuation, may be chargeable upon each electoral division of an
Union, or portion of an electoral division (if the whole shall not be included) in the
barony

;
and they shall ohtEun for this purpose from the clerk of each Poor Law

Union a copy of such valuation.

3. They will present, for such useful and profitable works to he executed in each
electoral division, to the amount of its proportion of the assessment, ascertained as
above.

4. In the case of drainage, however, and subsoiling, so far as it shall he connected with
drainage, an undertaking shall be given in writing, and transmitted with the pre-
sentment, by the person or persons whose lands are proposed to be drained (beinw
“ proprietor” in the terms of the Act 5 and 6 Vic., chap. 89), stating that the
money so to be expended shall be a charge exclusively on the lands so to be im-
proved, and he levied from the same, according to an award to be made by the
Commissioners as under the last-mentioned Act and its amendments.

His Excellency wishes it to be further understood tliat, in case these regulations are not acted
upon, and the portions of the assessment which would be leviable from eacli electoral division
are not presented to be.expended on some work within such division, the proceedings at such
sessions must be considered with strict reference to the provisions of the 9th and 10th Vic.,
cap. 107.

His Excellency, considering also that many baronies have already held sessions under that
Act, to which baronies the opportunity of making applications in the manner now prescribed
has not been afforded, it is his desire that all works already sanctioned in those baronies, or
applied for, and which it may become requisite to sanction in order to afford continued employ-
ment, shall be proceeded with until other sessions may be conveniently held in such baronies.
His Excellency, in taking upon himself the responsibility, under the urgent circumstances

of the case, of inviting the magistrates and cess-payers to provide employment for the people by
the execution of useful and reproductive works, confidently trusts, with their assistance and
the blessing of the Almighty on their united exertions, that the calamity with which it lias

pleased Providence to afflict Ireland may yet in its results become conducive to the production
of a greater abundance of human food from the soil, and to the future permanent improvement
of the country.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, October 17, 184G.
’

I AM directed by tlie Lord Lieutenant to forward, for the information of
the Lords of the Treasury, tlie enclosed copy of a letter which the Chief Secretary
has, by his Excellency’s direction, addressed to the Chairman of the Board of
Public Works.

[For the copy of the letter, see above.]

[B. W.J « 0
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Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, October 23, 1846.

I AM desired by tbe Lord Lieutenant to request the sanction and approval

of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasiirj-, to the execution ol the

works specified in the accompanying copy of a Report of the Commissioners of

Public Works, dated 21st instant, on the schedule of works presented by the

magistrates and cess-payers of the barony of Delvin, county of Westmeath, under

the provisions of the Acts 9th and 10th Viet., c. 107. In consequence of he

urgent representations of distress in the district, his Excellency has sanctioned the

immediate commencement of the works, in anticipation of the approval of their

Lordships.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, October 27, 1846.

I AM desired by the Lord Lieutenant to request the sanction and approval

of the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, to the execution of the

works specified in the accompanying copy of a Report of the Commissioners of

Public Works, dated 24th instant, on the schedule of works ^pr^^ented by the

magistrates and cess-payers of the barony of Culienagh, Queen s County, under

the provisions of the Acts 9th and lOth Viet., c. 107. In consequence of urgent

representations of distress in the district, his Excellency has sanctioned the

diate commencement of the works in anticipation of the approval of their Lordships.

Treasury Minute on the above.

November 6, 1846.

Write to Mr. Redington, for the information of the Lord Lieutenant, that my

Lords are pleased to sanction the execution of the Public Works in the baronies of

Delvin, county of Westmeath, and Culienagh, Queen’s County, recommended in

the Reports of the Commissioners of Public Works to the Lord Lieutenant, which

were transmitted in fllr. Redington’s letters of 23rd and 27th ultimo.

My Lords, however, obseiwe that some of the works which are recommended

for the sanction of the Treasury, viz.

—

No. 6
7
8
9
10

11

12

Barony of Delvin.

Expeaditiirc

recommended.

. £ 25 No. 13

15 14

. 150 15

. 12 16

. 120 17

. 40 18

. 400 19

Expenditure
recommended.

. £150

. 300

. 250

. 100
90

. 35

. 90

No. 1 .

2 .

4 .

8 .

Barony of Culienagh.

. . £300
. . 98
. . 250
. . 140

No. 9
10

15

2i

Expenditure
recommended.

£72
210
250
210

are works of a strictly private character, being the drainage of various lands

which cannot be properly included in presentments for public works under 9 and

Hei'Majestys Government having determined, in the present state of Ireland, to

sanction advances for the purpose of drainage, by which employment for the desti-

tute population may be provided on works of a nature more calculated to increase

the productive powers of the country than such as are usually presented lor by

Baronial Sessions, are prepared to sanction the execution of such works, and to

make advances from the Consolidated Fund for this purpose; hut before they

give their final sanction, they_request that the Irish Government will furnish my

Lords with their views on this subject in detail, and acquaint them v.Tth the regu-
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lations and restiictious under wliicli suclradvanees are to be made, as ^vell as

flip nrovisions and stipulations for the repayment of the advances.

These it will be necessary to embody in a Bill to be submitted to Parliament

•ly jjext session ;
but my Lords wish to know, as soon as may be, what are

the Lord Lieutenant’s intentions on the subject, and what security he proposes to

tike in the mean time from the proprietors of the lands to be diiuned.
_

As it appears that, in anticipation of the sanction of their Lordships, his Lx-

/.pllencv has already ordered the above-mentioned works in the baronies ol Delvm

pnd Cullenaijh to lie commenced, my Lords feel that no suffering to the people can

arise from the delay in giving their approbation to the works, which will be caused

bv their previously requiring this information from the Irish Goyernmeiit.
_

^Transmit a copy of this Minute to the Commissioners of Public Works, lor tbeir

information and guidance.
r-xi -i c •

XiCt the necessaiy communication be made to the Paymaster oi the Cml feeiyice,

in respect to those works which have received the sanction of their Lordships ;

transmitting to him a copy of this Minute.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

DuUin Castle, Novemh&r 10, 1846.

I AM directed by the Lord Lieutenant to state, for the information of the

Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, that the recommendations of

certain works in the baronies of Cullenagb and Delvm, referred to in your letter

of the 6th instant, were forwarded by mistake, and that none of the works num-

bered therein have been put in execution.
,

It was his Excellency’s intention to have communicated fully on tins subject to

their Lordships in transmitting the first recommendation of the Board ol \\ orks

for any presentments made according to Mr. Laboucbere s letter of the 5th ultinio

to the Chairman of the Board of Works. The views and intentions ol tlie Irish

Government on this matter shall be made the subject of an early communication to

their Lordships.

Mr. Trevelyan to Mr. Laboucbere.

Treasury, October 8, 1846.

I THINK I have pursued the subject of Mr. -Pierce Mahony s sugge.-ted

reform of the Registry-o£&ce with a view to assist landed proprietors in Ireland iii

borrowing money on the security of their estates, as far as I can with advantage,

and I had now better leave you to do what you can in communication u’ith the

Irish law officers ; and I need not add that, if you are able to propose a plan for

effecting the object in view, the Treasury (under whose superintendence the

Registry-office is considered to be) will readily approve of it.

You will find copies of the correspondence which has passed over leaf.

Mr. Trevelyan to Mr. Moore.
Treasury, October 6, 1846.

Understanding that, you are in London, I gladly avail myself of the opporlunity of

consulting you on the subject of expediting, as far as the Registiy-office is concerned, the

j)rocess required to enable landed proprietors in Ireland to borrow money on the security ot

their estates.
. w i.i

You will find this reform suggested over leaf as one of the measures required to enable the

gentry of Ireland to meet the extraordinary emergencies of the time, and justly so, I think,

because money must be raised to cany out the agricultural improvements which are necessaiy

to enable the country to support itself.
i i

•

I shall be obliged to you to furnish me with an answer in writing, in order that it may, it

desirable, be made the foundation for further proceedings.

“Reform the Registiy-office forthwith, to enable Irish landlords to raise money ior the

“drainage of their estates in the spring. Unless this is done, legal impediments will deprive the

“landlords and the Government. of all the contemplated benefits from the Drainage Act of last

“ Session as no money can be borrowed or advanced until the necessary searches have been

" made in the Registiy-office and the Judgment-office, and these ordinarily occupy two months

“after they are ordered.”

0 2
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Mr. Moore to Mr. Trevelyak.

Union Club, October 7, 1846.

In answer to your communication of yesterday’s date, on the subject of expediting so far
as the Registry Office is concerned, the process required to enable landed proprietors in Ireland
to borrow money on the security of their estates, I beg to say (the process referred to being
that of “ searching,”) that the delays attending the completion of searches arise from two
causes, viz. :

—

1st. The number of searches antecedently ordered, and to which priority is due.

2nd. The nature and terms of the requisitions requiring such searches, the number
of parties’ names, and of denomination of land searched after.

With respect to the first, much delay may be obviated by giving precedence to all searches

ordered for loans under the Drainage Acts
;
and if the Lords of the Treasury intimate an

opinion that, for tiie purpose of carrying out an important public measure, this ought to be
done, I, as Registrar, should feel no hesitation in having precedence given to all requisitions for

searches ordered with a view to loans under the Drainage Acts, to he authenticated as such by
the signature of the Solicitor to the Board of Works.
As to the second, the delay arising from the terms of the requisitions is beyond the control

of the Registrar of Deeds. It may, however, be much lessened by the Lords of the Treasury
adopting some regulation for limiting the scope of such requisitions, say, by limiting the search
to the acts of the proprietor seeking the loan

;
and, where the security proposed is an estate

comprising a number of denominations of land, by limiting the search to one or some other
small number of these denominations, sufficient to afford security for the annual payments in

liquidation of the loan. For it strikes me, that the 9 & 10 Vic. c. 101, does not contemplate
the necessity of obliging proprietors seeking loans under it, to as strict a making out of a title,

as in the case of a private tender. This appeal's to me to be deducible from the provisions con-
tained in the I6th, I8th, 34th, and 35th sections of the Act.

As I pui-pose remaining in town a few days, if you have any wish to confer with me on this

subject, I shall be happy to wait on you at any time it may suit your convenience to appoint.

Mr. Trevelyan to Mr. Moore.

Treasury, October 8, 1846.

I AM obliged to you for your letter of yesterday, relative to the measures required to
facilitate, so far as the Registry Office is concerned, the borrowing of money by landed pro-
prietors in Ireland on the security of their estates

;
but as I do not feel that I can with advan-

tage pursue the subject further in tlie present state of my information, I have sent a copy of
your letter to Mr. Labouchere, and have suggested that he should communicate with the law
officers of the Crown upon it, and I feel assured that you will give Mr. Labouchere all the
assistance in your power in coming to a right conclusion.

Instructions for the Formation and Guidance of Committees for Relief of
Distress in Ireland, consequent on the failure of the Potato Crop in 1846.

Relief Districts to 1. The Relief Act recently passed, 9 and 10 Viet. c. 107, directs that when the
e oime

. Public Works for which it provides become requisite in any barony, extraordinaiy
presentment sessions are to be assembled.

2. The Lieutenant of the county will be requested to divide every such barony
into convenient districts for the action of Relief Committees, each district to consist
of at least two parishes, and the exact limits to be accurately defined.

Relief Committees. 3. For the districts SO formed, the Lieutenant will then be pleased to constitute
Relief Committees, or to re-assemble any Committees which may have administered
relief funds within those districts, during the period ended on the 15th August;
and to forward to the Commissary-General a return of the districts and of the
chairman and secretary (both of whom he will appoint) of each Committee.

4. When Committees which ha's'e had relief funds are to be re-assembled, some
modification of the rule, as to the extent of districts, may be necessary for removing
local objections. Under all circumstances, it will be indispensable that the relief

districts shall be within the boundary of the barony, half barony, or lesser divi-

sion, for which relief works are required. Where, however, the baronial lines

intersect towns or parishes, a relief district may there consist of parts of two
baronies, but the Committees must keep separate registries of the applicants for

labour on the respective barony works.
5. The Relief Committees (whether newly constituted or re-assembled) are to

include the following functionaries and public officers :

—

Tlie Lieutenant or Vice-Lieutenant of the county.

hlagistrates deputed by each bench of petty sessions in the barony, half
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barony, 01- lesser division, for which presentment sessions shall be con*

vened, not exceeding two from each bench.

The resident Magistrate in the barony division I'or which the presentment

sessions shall be held.

The principal Clergyman, of each church (Protestant, Roman Catholic, and

Presbyterian) officiating in each parish in the district.

The Chairman of the Poor Law Union, comprising the Avhole or greater part

of the barony division for which the presentment sessions shall be held.

The principal Constabulary Officer in such barony division.

The pi-incipal Coast Guard Officer where available.

Officers acting under the Commissary-General, and principal officer in the

barony acting under the Board of Works, to be ex officio members.

In those cases where local circumstances may require that persons not compre-

hended in this arrangement should be appointed on Committees, it would be desi-

rable to re-appoint so many of the most efficient and respectable members of the

Committees of the past season as may be requisite. In forming new Committees,

where none had been named during the past season, and where the ex officio mem-
bers may be insufficient, the Lieutenant of the county will exercise his discretion

in selections from the most respectable subscribers to the relief fund.

6. As, during the last season, Central Committees were formed in certain dis-

tricts, there will be no objection to the continuance of this plan, if their operation

should appear to the Lieutenants of counties more desirable, keeping the arrange-

ment within barony boundaries, which is indispensable.

7. Each Committee should hold periodical meetings at the place most convenient

for the members and the object. JMinutes of each day’s proceedings are to be kept

in a book supplied by the Commissary-General for the purpose, as also for cor-

respondence and accounts.

8. Three members of a Committee to form a quorum.

9. The balance remaining of each relief fund of the period closed on the 15tli of

August to be at the disposal of the new or re-assembled Committee of the district

for which the fund shall have been created. The treasurer to be re-appoiuted.

10. All other Committees, on forming relief funds, to appoint treasurers.

11. Correspondence between the Committees and Her Majesty’s Government to

be carried on tlirough the Commissary-General ; and it is earnestly requested, with

a view of facilitating public business, that individual members of the Committees

will communicate their suggestions or objects of inquiry at meetings of the Com-

mittees, to be conveyed to the Commissary-General it considered necessary, so that

the correspondence may be carried on only by the chairman or secretary of each

Committee.

12. Applications with respect to Public M^orks, and correspondence on matters

incident to them, should be addressed to the Board of Works.

13. The attention of each Committee should be primarily given to the provisions

of the Relief Act recently passed (9 and 10 Vic., c. 107), as it prescribes the mode

in which relief is to be affirded by employment on Public Works.

14. The Commissary-General will supply each Committee with copies of the

ollowiiig Acts and Papers ;

—

Act 9 and 10 Vic., c. 107, for relief works
;

also. Act 9 & 10 Vic., c. 109,

granting fifty thousand pounds in aid of Public Works of utility for poor

districts.

Act 9 and 10 Vic., c. 101, to authorize the advance of one million 'pounds

for the improvement of land hy worlcs of drainage in Ireland.

The Drainage Act, 5 and 6 Vic., c. 89
;
8 and 9 Vic., c. 56 ; and 9 Vic.,

c. 4; and, where necessary, the Fishery Piers Act, 9 Vic., c. 3.

Treasury Minute of the 31st of August, 1846.

Papers on the drainage of land.

Papers on the use of Indian corn and meal.

15. A most important duty of the members of the Relief Committees will be to

promote by their infiuence and example improvements in husbandry, the drainage

of land, and reclaiming of wastes.

16. The employment provided by law must be of a public nature; and the

owners and occupiers of land in Ireland are, by the Act 9 and 10 Vic., c. 107,

charged with the expense of such works as are indispensably necessary for the sub-

sistence of the destitute poor.
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17. The Government has also afforded many facilities towards the general

agricultural improvement of Ireland by drainage, not only of the ^m-cultivated,

but also of the large proportion of imperfectly cultivated land ;
and abundant

means have been placed for this purpose at the disposal of the landowners more

favourable than heretofore, both as to the rate of interest and the period of re-

paym.'iit.

Re^patry of ApplL- 18. When Public Works of relief are to be executed, the several Relief Com-
cante for Relief.

yaittees in the barony are to supply to the officers of the Board of Works appointed

to conduct them, lists of persons ‘requiring relief by employment, made up from

registries of applicants for relief, in the following order, and not containing a

greaternumber ofpersons than the officers of woi^s shall propose to employfrom

each relief division of the barony, having regard to the extent of the labouring

population requiring relief in such division :

—

1. Persons destitute of means of support who have the largest families

wholly dej)eading on them.

2. Persons with smaller families wholly depending on them.

3. All other persons .requiring eraploymeiit on Public "W^orks, for whose

support it is actually necessary.

19. A book for the registry of apjilicants for employment will be supplied to

each Committee. As the applications are received, inquiry should be made to

ascertain the real condition of every applicant, and none should be registered but

such as shall appear to be in actual necessity of relief, having no other resource

or means of acquiring subsistence than employment on Public Works.

20. When lists of applicants are supjdied to the officers of the Board of Works,

they will issue work tickets to the persons who are to be employed ; and when the

lists shall not contain all tlie applicants registered, this should be stated at foot,

giving there the number still requiring employment. The lists to he revised from

time to time, at the discretion of the Committees.

Exeeutionof Public 21. The Relief Committees are not to interfere with the execution of the works,

Works. the officers or stewards; but it will be at all times open to them to draw

the -attention of the Board of Works to any occurrences in relation to the works

which in the opinion of the Committees are deserving of consideration.

22. It is not to be desired that Relief Committees should carry on works of

relief of the description for which provision is made in the Act 9 and 10 Vic.,

c. 107. All such works should be submitted for the consideration of the baronial

sessions, and, if sanctioned, they must be executed only by the Board of Work.

23. When Committees are compelled by circumstances to provide employment

from funds at their own disposal, it should be limited to small works of local

utility ; and they should not give a higher rate of wages, nor exact a smaller

quantum of labour, in any work so canded on by them, than is given or required

upon works carried on under the superintendence of the Board of Works. Such

^vorks should be carried on by Committees only to the extent to which private em-

ployment is proved not to be available. The persons so employed should be paid

for their labour in proportion to the work actually done, in money, and not by any

composition in lieu of wages.

Means of increasing 24. The means of providing food for the labouring population, in lieu of the

potato crops lost, are fully explained in the Treasiuy Minute of the 31st August.
00

• importation of foreign grain is most properly left exclusively to private enter-

prise
;
and, to a certain extent, the distribution, as well as the introduction, is left

to the same agency.
Donations by the 25. Donations in aid of subscriptions will be made by his Excellency the Lord

leuienan
. which may amount to one-half of the amount subscribed, and placed at

the disposal of the Committees ;
the amount varying according to the circumstances

and the degree of distress to be relieved.

26. On applying for a donation, it will be necessary to transmit to tl»e Com-

missary-General, a list of the subscriptions actually collected ; but the contribu-

tions from charity funds of any kind should not be included, or in any way mixed

up with the pei'sonal subscriptions.

27. A certificate to the following effect should be affixed to each list of sub-

scriptions, signed by the Secretary of the Committee, and Chairman for the time

being ;

—

We certify that all the subscriptions set forth in this list have been

collected and paid to the treasurer ol the

Relief Committee, and that there is not included in it, any sum con-

tributed from funds applicable to charitable purposes.
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It is not necessary that the treasurer’s receipts should be traimutted to the

Conimissary-General ;
they will be called for by the Commissariat officer, who will

te directed to
the balance remaining from the

mbecriotions for the present period, any other contributions obtained, and the Jaoia

Lieutenant’s donation, will be applicable only to the following purposes

1. Providing supplies of Indian corn, or Indian corn meal, or other food,

for sale.

2. Affording relief by employment, if necessary.
^

3. Defraying the contingent expenses of the Conmiittee, including re-

mimeration for the services of the secretary or clerk.

29 The hooks, correspondence, papers and accounts of the Relief Committees,

should at all times be open to the inspection of Government ofScers, who will be

aZinted to visit each birony, and who should be furnished with copies of any do-

cuments or accounts they may require. Detailed accounts of receipts and expen-

se in the form of an Account Current, should be kept ;
and certified copies of

them will he required after the 15tli of August, 1847.
g^p^NLEY,

Commissariat Relief Offiee,
etaiy.

Dublin Castle,

Qth October, 1846.

CoMaiissioNEES of PoBLio WoEKs to the Loeds of the Teeasuey.

Ofice of Public Worlcs, Dublin, October 10, 1846.

We have the hoiiourto report, that on the 2nd September the Commis-

sioners, in obedience to the Treasury Minute of 31st Aupist met to apportion

the several duties ofthe Board, as detailed in our letter ot 6th ultimo.

The relief service was allotted to the Deputy Chairman and Captain Laicom,

and they proceeded, in concurrence with the Chairman, to draw up iiKtructlona

for the^dnties of their department, and first for the Inspectmg Offleere and

County Surveyors; the County Surveyor being charged wffh the executive

details of the works to he carried on, and provided with a sufficient numhei of

assistants, engineers, surveyors, levellers, and overseers ;

“rom’
ting Officer should devolve the duty of communicating with the Rebel Com

mittees and Magistrates, and the distribution of tickets for labourers, in accoid-

ance with the Treasury Minute, as well as the reporting on works, investigating,

complaints, visiting and inspecting the pay clerks, imd other persons employed.

The respective duties of these officers will be found laid down in the mstiuc

^'Ttlhat^time nearly all the works which had been in operation the

9th Vic cap. 1, were discontinued, in conformity with the instructions contained

ill the Treasury Minute, dated the 21st My, and it was hoped that durmg the

pause which the harvest labours, and the potato crop, however small, would

afford sufficient time might he gained for completing the arrimgements ueces

sary to enable us to encounter in a systematic and organised maimer the

arduous task of providing labour for the immense numbers for whom it was

already obvious it would be ultimately required.
ti,E

Their Lordships had been pleased, at our recommendation to rewaid the

more deserving officers, who had been employed during the last and

had removed those whom it was not thought desirable to retain ,
supplying

their places with others more likely to be efficient

Cohtracts for tools, barrows, and implements of approved constiuct on, and

the formation of depots for distribting them, were under consideration and,

the system and establishments for weekly payments md^
111 a mouth these arrangements, both personal aiid material, would have

complete, when on the 7th September we received orders from

the Lord Lieutenant to resume all the suspended works which h^
menced under the 9th Vic., cap. 1, and contmue them until the sum sanctioned

by the Treasury was expended. ^ ax i
•

• c. I'n

On the 4th of September appeared the first Gazette procUimmg i>sfato‘s ™
24 baronies, and ordering extraordinary sessions to he assembled m
the 9th and 10th Vic., cap. 107. Subsequently the order for

extended from works on which balances remained imexpendcd to another taig
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class, viz., those which had been sanctioned, but not commenced at the
stoppage in August. The unexpended balance on these accounts was
186,570/.

Yet the s««sions already assembled have demanded works to the amount of
no less than 1,504,300/.

On the first summons to recommence, the various officers were hurried to
their posts, the absent recalled, and every available force put again in requi-
sition.

The ]\daster-General of the Ordnance has complied with the application of
the Lord Lieutenant, to the extent of supplying us with nine officers of the
Royal Engineers, and half a Company of Royal Sappers and Miners, and by
the Lieutenant-General Commanding in Ireland we had placed at our disposal
seven officers of Artillery and twenty officers of the line

;
the greater number

of these officers have been already located, and the whole will shortly be
placed in counties as inspecting and subinspecting officers,—duties which they
are from their habits peculiarly fitted to 25erform, more especially the officers
ol Engineers, who combine a knowledge of works with habits of business
and of command.
The Sappers we propose to employ as superintendents and overseers, an

experiment to the result of which we look with great interest, and which, if
successful, will be capable of great extension.

We have also strengthened the Executive Branch, under the several County
Surveyors, by every practicable means, dividing their districts, where they were
inconveniently large, or appointing engineers under them

;
but we have not yet

been able to provide a sufficient number of qualified persons in these branches,
owing to the high scale of remuneration which engineers and surveyors now
receive from railway and other Companies.
We have thus rapidly formed our staff, the numbers of which will be found

(B.) annexed, and though hastily brought together, and •without the deliberate
arrangements we had anticipated, we still hope will enable us to meet the
difficulties we must encounter.
We now briefly narrate our success as far as we have gone.
In our first efforts to renew the works, we were met by numerous complaints

of the reduced wages ordered by the Treasuiy Minute of 31st August, espe-
cially at a time when provisions were rapidly rising in price. This we

(C.) endeavoured to meet by a circular, leaving day-work only to the infirm or
idle, by offering, as an additional inducement to task labour, such an apportion-
ment of the prices as would enable industrious men to earn from Is. to Is. 6d.
a day

; while, by the same means, the idleness so justly complained of on the
relief works in the last season would be avoided, and there would be no induce-
ment to abandon other labour, whether public or private.
We may further state, that the opposition to our rate of pay still continues,

and shows itself with greater force as the field of our exertions has become
more extended.

In this effort we counted upon the cordial co-operation and support of the
landowners and influential classes who, more especially in the present season,
vA'hen the whole, instead of half the advances is to be repaid, have the most
direct interest in its success

; and we have no reason to complain, except in a
i'ew^ remarkable cases where Relief Committees and individuals, forced perhaps
by intimidation, have sided with the populace against us. We refer with great
I)ain to an attack upon the county surveyor of the eastern division of Limerick,

;(D.) of which disgraceful outrage we annex a Report and we have laid the
subject before the Lord Lieutenant.
We haye now made arrangements for carrying on the extensive duties in

that district, without losing the valuable services of Mr. Kearney
; but the dis-

graceful spirit that has been here evinced is too general, and must be allayed
before we can hope for a successful relief by labour of the existing distress.
Works have now been resumed in 67 baronies, and 12,670 persons (exclusive

(E.) of 7465 on drainages) are now employed, as will be seen by the weekly return

;

and the resumption would have been stdl more general and earlier, had
not the county surveyors and other officers been necessarily employed in
attending the Presentment Sessions, pursuant to the Act, or in examining the
country with a view to the recommendation of works, in anticipation of tliem,
as directed by the Treasury Minute of the 31st August, or reporting on them
afterwards in obedience to the 4th section of the Act.
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These duties, togetlier with the change from daily labour to task-work,

which would have been difficult even in time of leisure, have fallen upon our

officers at the same moment, and in spite of the utmost and most unwearied

exertions, they have necessarily interfered with, and delayed the rapid resump-

tion and steady progress of the works.

There has also been great delay in re-constructing the Relief Committees,

the instructions for which ought to have accompanied the first orders of the

Lord Lieutenant for resuming the works, and lor want of which it has been

very difficult to attain regularity in the issue of labour tickets on the new

system.
,

We allude to these subjects because delay has been attributed to us m the

public prints in resuming or commencing works, a charge which we feel to be

most unfounded and unjust.

We would also draw the attention of their Lordships to the large sums for

which presentments have been made at several of the sessions, sums "wholly

beyond the means of the baronies to repay.

In the barony of Burrishoole, for example, in the county of Mayo, the rental

for which is estimated at 30,129/., the presentments amount to no less than

80,000/.

We felt that we should not be justified in granting these large amounts, at

least in the first instance, and we liave had calculations made from various

documents to assist us in finding to what extent works may be fairly considered

necessary.

We annex a table, formed for the baronies of the county of Mayo, by

which it will be seen that in the barony of Burrishoole, for example, the

number of square miles is 230, the number of families shown by the last census

to be dwelling in 4th class houses {i.e. single rooms without windoAvs) is 4370.

Those in third-class houses, but little better, is 2214.

We assume that all the first, and tAVO-thirds of the second, may probably

contain destitute families, viz., 5846.

And we find that to provide Is. per day per family for 80 days for this

number, Avill amount to 23,388/.

In this barony there is the drainage labour of 400 persons in operation, and

we may expect about 500 more to be still employed by individuals, leaving

dependent on relief labour 4946, requiring 19,784/. for their support for 80 days.

This amounts to about 66 per cent, on the rental, Avhich is found by adding

one-third to Mr. Griffiths’ valuation to be 30, 129/. : and we next proceed to select

from the schedule Avorks to about that amount distributed over the barony in

such places as Avill provide the labour Avithin tAVO or three miles of^ each

locality, preferring first the presentments Avhich are for the completion of

Avorks begun under 9 Viet., c. 1, and then such others as after consulting the

reports of the inspecting officers and county surveyor may appear to be the

most useful
;
and to meet the urgent destitution of this case, Ave have ordered

Avorks for immediate execution, amounting to 11,928/.

In some instances from having ordered our officers to examine and report on

works as soon as they know they are to be brought forAA’^ard, or from their

having been prepared Avith works tliemselA'es to recommend to the sessions, it

has happened that the reports on the Avorks of a barony have actually reached

us before Ave received the schedules themselves through the official channels

prescribed by the Act ;
and Avhere distress lias been urgent, Ave have been

empoAvered by the Lord Lieutenant to recommend such of them as Avere

obviously necessary Avithout AA'aiting for the formal reception of the schedule,

by Avhich means several days have been saved.
i t

In a feAV cases distress has become so urgent, and so sudden, that his Excel-

lency the Lord Lieutenant has, at the petition of the residents, advanced small

sums in anticipation even oJ' the presentment sessions, on the assurance of the

parties that they Avill be presented for ;
and we have, in such cases, desired our

officers to select Avorks of undoubted utility, and commence them without

waiting for further orders.
_ . . .

For works thus begun, in anticipation of their Lordships’ sanction, it Avas

necessary to provide immediate funds, and the Lord Lieutenant has placed at

our disposal a sum of 10,000/ to meet such contingencies, and from which

payments will be made, in the first instance, and repaid to it as soon as the

Treasury Warrants arrive.

[b, w.]
* ^
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Concurrently with these arrangements in the country, it has been necessai*y

to make such additions to our office force as may create a focus sufficiently

Strong to control with energy and rapidity so great an organization, but in this

essential point we have much yet to accomplish.

The above arrangements apply more particularly to the works under the

Act 9 and 10 Viet, c. 107. •

By their letter of the 30th ultimo, their Lordships’ have consented to make
a loan of 50,000/. to the Limerick Bridge Commissioners, for the purpose of
constructing a floating dock at Limerick

;
in consequence, we have taken

measures for the immediate commencement of that work.

The Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty have also sent an officer of engi-

neers to make arrangements for extensive works at Cork Harbour.

Both these operations will be of great value at the present moment as relief

works even during the winter.

Thus in one month from the appointment of the new Board, and before the

consequent arrangements were complete, we find ourselves again involved in a
vast system of out-door relief, by labour, with every prospect of its becoming
much more extensive during the winter.

We shall not in this place enter upon the siabject of rendering the relief

labour reproductive, which, we are aware, is already under the consideration of
the Government, nor the distress felt from the deficiency of meal in the market,

which must continue and increase till the supplies of Indian grain can arrive,

because it belongs to the Commissariat branch, though both these are points on
which our officers dwell strongly in their reports.

We have also received from our officers repeated suggestions for the esta-

blishing of small depots of meal in the more remote districts, which have been
forwarded to the Castle as soon as they came to hand.
We now proceed to detail the operations for the month of September under

the Drainage Acts.

Acts 5 and 6 Viet, c. 89 ;
8 and 9 Viet, c. 69 ; 9 Viet., c. 4.

In the drainage department the number of extensive districts in Ireland

brought under the operation of the Act 5 and 6 Viet. c. 89, and its amendments,
since our last monthly report (for June), have rapidly increased, as may be
seen by reference to the tables in Appendix.
From the nature of these works, which involve many engineering difficulties,

so far as main drainage is concerned, and ai’e executed at the cost of private parties,

we are necessarily forced to use great caution in their execution, and can on
the first opening of the works rarely employ a great number of labourers,

especially in wet weather, or the winter season, when floods usually retard our
progress.

Nevertheless it will be perceived that a considerable amount of employment
has been afforded during the last month, in which time a number equivalent to

133,355 men for one day have been employed, and 13,227/. has been expended.
We anticipate that during the present month, and any favourable weather in the

winter, these drainage works will, under the arrangements we have made,
render extensive aid in the relief of destitution ; whilst in the ensuing spring

and summer, when the real necessities of the country may be anticipated to he

at their maximum, the drainage districts being previously prepared for it,

will afford full employment in their immediate vicinities.

We have been, to a considerable extent, enabled to organize a system for

carrying on these extensive works under our own agency and without the
intervention of contractors, so that full control over the employment of the

people is had, whilst the labourer gets the full value of his earnings, and
regular cash payments are insured.

For this pui-pose we have established several central stations, in which
we have located a district engineer, charged with the execution of the works of
several districts, for which he has a sufficient staff of assistants, and a pay-
mastei’, whose duty it is to pay the men employed in all the districts entrusted

to the same engineer.

We experienced considerable difficulty in obtaining, on moderate terms, such
as these measures of agricultural improvement will bear, suitable scientific and
experienced engineers and assistants for the execution of works, in which errors
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„r ne<^lect would Re attended fre(iuently with most injurious result* In fact

wp ai^ oblio'ecl to a very great extent, to mahe our staff by having the parties

trained in the first instance ;
and, with this object in view, are making prepara-

tions for a considerable increase of staff during the ensuing spring.

It has heretofore been the habit in these works to pay the men every fort-

nio-ht as the most convenient for a system of task, where the rpiantity of work

done must be measured before payment ;
but the urgency of the present season

especially pending the commencement ol relief works under the leccnt Act,

and the irivals of foreign grain to lower the market prices, has compelled us

to order the payment of money every week, as subsistence on account of the

""°Wtth°a view to render these works as extensively useful as practicable, and

consistent with other considerations in aid of relieving the present destitution,

we have issued circulars, to which we beg to refer; and m order to keep

available for the grinding of corn the greatest number of mills m the country,

we have issued a circular, which will be found m the Appendix.

We rem-et to be-rtfompelled to repori, that even in these works, undertaken

for the benefit and at the expense of the locality, a spirit of insubordination has,

in many places, exhibited itself in acts inconsistent with the existence of desti-

tution We allude to the labourers refusing in some instances to be employed

bv task, though enabled thereby to make better wages than by the d,y, and to

fcir frequentty leaving the works in a body to attend at public meetings, pre-

sentment sessions, &c., to make demonstrations of destitution.

In another instance, a most unwarrantable interference with our officers lias

taken place, by a clergyman marching a large body of men to the works,

and setting them on without any permission and against the will of our officers.

All such acts of insubordination and interference have been firmly met

by the persons engaged, and we have issued orders in eveiy case, where they

shall be persisted in, either to dismiss the men engaged in them oi stop the

works, which proceedmg has received the full approval of his Excellency

the Lord Lieutenant. ,

In one district in the county of Limerick the works liave been actually so

stopped for a considerable time, in consequence oi the reiusal of the people to

work by task.

Aci 9 md 10 Fic. cap. 101,

It was anticipated that this Act would have afforded themeaiis of extensive

and most valuable employment in promoting drainage, siibsoilmg, &c,, but we

found in preparing our instructions for applicants under its provisions, that

hope was most likely to he disappointed, as doubts were entertained by the law

officers whether tenants for life (the most extensive class oi oivners in Irelaiid),

could apply under its provisions, and added to this, no money ““Id be

advanced for at least three montbs after an application, nor then, until either

the whole or some given part of the work was completed.

Having received numerous letters of inquiry as to the inode of proceeding

and the nature of the provisions of the Act, we prepared the annexed

tions, which we have distributed with copies ot the Act, and have leceived

however, anticipate that much work will be done under ‘he Act

in its present shape, and seeing the difflciilties of tlie case and the facility

with which they might he removed, if the rreasury could leiid money on the

- same terms for effecting the same objects under the General Drainage

amended by the 9 Vic. o. 4, the provisions of which are adapted to this “unti y,

and the provisions for summary proceedings therein

the present emergency, we had the honour to submit to his Excellency the

Lord Lieutenant a copy of explanations and suggestions on tins subject.

To this paper we solicit the early attention oi the

the Treasury ;
as in the present state of this country, with the total failui e of

the crop, and the necessity of immediately improving the agricultuie of the

country, to provide against deficiences in future years, we submit, that, CTcn

apart from the important ciuestion ol employment, the greatest possible

exertion should be made during the present winter and ensuing spring, to

thorough drain, and subsoil as much land as practicable.

From the paper referred to it will he seen, that even if the 9 and iU Vic.

c. 101, were suitable in other respects, the deficiency of compulsory powers of
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entry, and the adjustment of rents between landlords and tenants (provided for
in the General Drainage Acts), would render it unsuited to Ireland, and
especially so on the present occasion.

Fisheries.

With reference to the sea-coast fisheries, we have recently instituted inquiries
through the Inspectors of Fisheries all round the southern, western, and north-
western coasts, with a view to ascertain wliether any exertions had been made,
either by local parties or otherwise, to make the fislieries more available than
usual as a supply of food.

The information collected is of an interesting and valuable kind, and will
properly form matter for our Annual Report upon the Fisheries

; but in general
we may remark, that no such exertions have been made

; on the contrary, it is

reported to us from various stations where the fish have been most abundant,
that quantities have been lost for want of salt to cure it; that in some
instances where sprats and other fish have been taken in abundance, they have
been allowed to rot upon the shore, or be sold at low piiees lor manure, and
that the enterprise of the local fishermen has been depressed in many
cases by the very low prices, which the want of salt to cure, or the exertions
of private enterprise to encourage necessarily produced.

In one instance that may be mentioned, that of Galway district, in which
there is a very large fishery population, (there being 7958 men and boys
returned in the registry for last year), it appears, from the admission of a
very large deputation which waited upon the Board a few days ago to urge
the establishment of depots for food and increased employment, that there is

not a single merchant or established trader in the town engaged in tlie regular
curing or buying of fish. It was as a reason for not taking them also stated,
that a prejudice existed against the use offish, without potatoes.

With a prospect of great destitution and a scarcity of food in the country,
whilst the coast is surrounded with an abundant supply of the finest kinds of
fish, the occurrence of such facts as are here stated strongly proves the necessity
lor the adoj)tion of some course to render these supplies available.

Fishery, Piers, and Harbour Act, 9 Vic. cap. 3.

Under this Act, the Board received and examined one hundred and eighty
applications : many of these were immediately rejected, either as not coming
within the meaning of the Act, or from thegreat expense and difficulty that
would be attendant upon their execution, Many of these applicants contem-
plated making trading harbours for steamers : such works not coming under
the provisions of the Act, and the sums they would cost being so much greater
than could be allowed even if they did, were of necessity rejected.

<N.) We append a table, showing the progress made under the Act in those pro-
jects which have been entertained.

Shannon Navigation.

The works on the River Shannon are advancing satisfactorily. In the
(O.) Appendix will be seen the number of men employed during the past month.

We still receive complaints from the contractors at Jamestown and Drumsera
in the counties Leitrim and Roscommon, of the difficulty they experience in
obtaining a sufficient number of labourers, although the wages paid vary
from one shilling to one shilling and eight-pence.

Enclosure.

«
(A.)

Office of Public WorJis.

Tue Commissioners of Public Works have appointed you to act as Inspecting Officer
of all arrangements connected with the relief of the destitute in the
The town of will be your head quarters, and the place to which

all official letters will be addressed, unless another post town shall be named by you. When
travelling from place to place, you will regularly inform the secretary of the post town to Dibich
your letters should be addressed.

It will be your duty to attend all meetings of the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions,
under the 9th and lOlh Vic., cap. 107, and to assist with your advice in regard to works which
shall be undertaken in any barony for the relief of the destitute.

It is not intended that the works should be confined to roads, as any work which can faiily
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be considered oP a public nature may be undertaken
j
but such as would tend to the permanent

improvement, of the surrounding district, and which may be expected to be reproductive,

should be preferred.

As it may frequently happen that by the execution of such works, proprietors of sora.) of

the adjoining lands will be more directly benefited than others, it would appear to be but rea-

sonable, under such circumstances, that the proprietors, the leaseholders, or the occupants, as

the case may be, of such lands, should contribute towards the work, in proportion to the benefit

they derive from it, over and above the amount of the baronial assessment for the work as one

of relief; and it will be right, in such cases, that you communicate your opinion to ihe Pre-

sentment Sessions, if called on to do so.

In recommending any new work to be undertaken, the Commissionei-s depend in a great

degree on yotir judgment and prudence.

Yon will perceive by the printed instructions from the Lord Lieutenant, that you are consli-

stituted an official member of every Relief Committee in the county. An important part of

your duty in attending those Committees will be the scrutinizing the names of persons recom-

mended as destitute.

Hitherto the lists supplied by the Relief Committees occasionally contained the names of

persons who should have been rejected
;

it will be your duty, by every means in your power, to

check the lists, and strike out such names as, from the information you may collect, should be

rejected, at least for the present; this will be a difficult and disagreeable office, and in cases of

doubt, it will be desirable that you should consult the magistrates assembled at Extraordinary

Presentment Sessions; but unless the names in the list be scrutinized, no system or regularity

can be preserved.

Y'hen labourers are required for any work, you will ascertain the number from the county

surveyor, civil engineer, or surveyor in charge of the barony or district, and you will give

tickets to tho-sc who are to be employed on each work, which will be presented to the person in

charge of it.

I am directed to inform you, it is the wish of the Commissioners that you should make fre-

quent inspections of the several works which may from time to time be in operation throughout

the district, and report to them your opinion relative to each.

The works intended to be executed in the have been placed under

the general superintendence of , and assistants have been

named under the direction of each of those gentlemen.

You will communicate personally or by letter, as occasion may require, with those gentle-

men, and it is the Board’s particular desire, that a cordial feeling and understanding should

exist between you and the engineers whose duty it will be to execute the works.

An important part of your duty will be to assist them with your advice on such points as

may require it, and in every way to facilitate their operations.

It is not intended that vou should control the detail of the works
;
but should it occur to you

in your visits, that an alte'ration either in the works themselves, or in the system of conducting

them, should be made, you rvill direct the attention of the engineer to the subject, and state

fully, what appea.rs to you to be desirable.

It is expected that a fair day’s work will be given for a fair day’s pay
;
and as a check upon

idleness, where it exists, it would be advisable that the engineer sliould return only one-fourth

or one-half day for such persons, in proportion to the work performed, and this is applicable

to all works in which day labourers are employed.

Every exenion must be used by the engineer and surveyor, to introduce the system of task

work, to be undertaken by separate gangs of men, who will select their own ganger, but who

must be able to write and keep accounts, and who will be veponsible for the tools entrusted to

Young men should be employed at excavations and wheeling, and old n en in breaking

stones, or in making fences, and if handy, in building the dry walls for small gullets required

for draining.

You will be very particular in your inspections to ascertain whether the labourers have been

regularly paid, and if you receive any complaints of irregularities, immediate inquiry sliould

be made, calling on the pay clerk to explain' the cause o( such iiregularity, and if yon are not

satisfied with his statement, you should refer the matter to the paymaster of the district

whose office is established at ,
and whose special

duty it is to look after that particular branch, checking the pay lists, and seeing that the

amounts are regularly transmitted to the pav clerks.

The rule laid down by tlie Boaid is, that'payments should be made once in every week and

at no longer intervals. •

The Board requests that you will despatch by post, so as to be in Dublin every Monday

morning, a report of your proceedings during the past week, in which you will state the day ot

(he week and month on which you visited any Relief Committee, or particular work, with any

observations you may think necessary to offer, so as to afford the fullest information as to the

state of the works, and the progress that has been made.

A communication will be made to the engineers in charge, notifying your appointment, and

the nature of the duties you are to perform, so as to prevent any misunderstanding on their

part.

I have, &c.,

Jos. C. Walkkr, Secretary.

[b. W.] Q
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g^n^ Office of Public Works.

The Commissioners of Public Works have appointed you to lay out and take the general

superintendence of all the Works in the

which may be finally approved under the Act of the 9th and 10 Viet., chap. 107, a copy of

which is herewith sent.

As it is important that Public Works should be laid out and approvetl by the Extraordinary

Presentment Sessions, and receive the sanction of the Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury,

previously to their being actually required to afford employment to the destitute, you will ac-

quaint the magistrate, &c., at sessions, that you have received orders to afford them every

assistance in your po\ver; and although you may not yet have had time to lay out or estimate

for many works, that you will use every exertion to effect the object both in regard to repairs or

improvements on existing lines of road, or the construction of new roads, or such other Public

Works, as the members of the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions nmy approve.

It is not intended that the works should he confined to roads, as any work which can fairly

he considered of a public nature may be undertaken ;
hut such as would tend to (he permanent

improvement of the surrounding district, and which may be expected to be repj-oductive, should

be preferred.

As it may frequently happen that by the execution of such works, proprietors of some of the

adjoinino^ lands will be more directly benefited than others, it would appear to be but reason-

able, under such circumstances, that the proprietors, the leaseholders, or occupants, as the case

may be, of such lands, should contribute towards the work, in proportion to the benefit they de-

rive from it, over and above the amount of the baronial assessment for the work as one of

relief; and it will be right, in such cases, that you communicate your opinion to the Present-

ment Sessions, if called on to do so.

In commencing any work, care should be taken to divide it into small lots, each of which is

to be let by task, or by measurement, to a gang of men, to be composed, as the case may be,

from ten to twelve, to be headed by a working ganger, who is to receive one shilling in the pound

in addition to his portion of the earning of the gang during the month, but payment in the way

of subsistence must be made at the end of each week.

As the works are undertaken for the employment of the destitute poor, every exertion should

be made to exclude all persons who have any other means of support than the employment

offered on the Public Works. To assist in this department, the inspecting officer in charge of

the district will give tickets to the destitute persons ;
and you will employ as many as may be

required to execute the work without crowding each other.

It will be desirable to employ the young men at excavations and barrow work, and the old

men and boys at breaking stones. Old men may also be employed in making fences, and

when handy, in building dry walls for drains or fences.

It will be your duty to ascertain that the several assistants placed under your direction exe-

cute the duties entrusted to them with zeal and success. The Commissioners hold you respon-

sible for all, and authorize you to suspend from duty, any of the assistants, who disobey orders,

who may be inattentive to their duty, or who may commit any irregularity or act of insubor-

dination, until the determination of the Board respecting them has been received by you, or by

the inspecting officer in charge of the district.

In regard to overseers (Stewards), it is of importance that none should be employed in

the neighbourhood of their own dwellings, or even in the surrounding district, and you are not

to do so unless by special permission from this Board. It will be better to increase the salary

of a good overseer, than retain him within the reach of local influence.

I have, &C-,

Jos. C. Walkee, Secretary.

(B.)

A Return of Staff employed by the Commissioners of Public Works in the execution of

Relief Works, to September 30, 1846.

Inspecting officers ... 36

County surveyors ... 24
Engineers in charge. . . 15

Assistant engineers ... 39
Overseers and check clerks . 209
Pay clerks 90

By Order,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.
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(C.)

CIRCULAR.
Relief Dkpartmekt.

of Public Works, September IS, 1846.

I AM directed by the Board to instruct you, that when communicating with gentlemen

and labourers, you will mention that it is intended that all works are to be executed by Task ;

and that such prices will be given as will enable good labourers to earn at least one shilling pci

day; by which means all will be paid in proportion to their earning whatcvei it maj be
,
but

daily labour must be paid for at the rate prescribed by the Treasury Minute.
•' By Order,

Jos, C. Walker, Secretary.

(D.)
Limerick, October 1, 1846.

Dear Sir,.
.

, , , , . u

Since the new arrangements for changing the day’s work to the task-work system has

been promulgated, the people all over the district under my charge have shown the most

decided hostility to the change, and, unfortunately for me, have taken up the idea that I was a

principal instrument in effecting the change; and there have

have given a colour to such an impression, stich as Mr. Rmnsellslettei, &c. &c.,a!tliou h

you ail aware there was not one particle of truth in ray having anything to do with the mattei.

^ On Monday, at the sessions of Kilfinnane, this impression manifesh‘d itself by an as^mblage

of several thousands of people hissing and hooting me, and, interference of

he police, would have proceeded, to ac'
,nr>

The next day, Tuesday, the sessions

crow
-

tie next aay, luesuay, uie sessioiio
p

•ds of people from all parts of the country assembled, and duiing the proceedings of the

=..=.ons conducted themselves in the most violent and outrageous manner, which no remon-

stance on the perl of the magistrates or gentlemen present cotikl repress. Some

speeches tare delivered by some of the magistrates, condemnatory of the pt esont kn n t e^

sit the people in a ittry, and had the effect, althengh not at all intended

their rage particularly to me. The excitement eontmued until the meeting broke up. and

several o! the gentlemen got with some difEculty away ;
several remained it .tit trie and or d^

out the polici with loaded earbines. and it was in this way I was enabled to start, nndoi the

most awfbl groaning and pelting of stones that can be conceived
;
hot I had scarcely got from

the police when seviral hundred of them pursued, disencu.nber.ng themselves ol *'» “t?.

shoe’s, and stookiilgs. to enable them to run the faster, and m this way they followed rno for

four miles, but, thanks to n fleet horse and a good driver, I got off with my lile, which ccilainly

would have been sacrificed had they overtaken me.
. , , • , , . . • -p

I would have written to you or the Board immediately, but wished to ascertain if that

dreadful spirit would subside, or if they could be made sensible of their error,

f
thino- I have heard the hostility shown there appeare to be rather extending. This, thcreloie,

completely paralyzes any efforts or exertions that i.ean make for the public sen'ic^

5,i^etnd
• •

’ my duty to at once recommend the appointment of some person to take my place, and

1 tLt I can give as county surveyor to such person and his assistants shall be fioely

given. Until sneh Appointment takes place, I shall do the best in my power
^

forward^
Arrangements for the emploj-ment of the poor deluded people, for whose benefit J bavo wo.ked

to tJie^utmost of my ability, and will do so again li I find I can do so with any c

think it my duty to at once

any aid that I can 'as county surveyor to such person and his assistants shall be freely

veil U ntu suen appointment takes place, I shall do the best in my power to forward the

rangc^ents for the emploj-mcnt of the poor deluded people, for whose benefit I have vvorked

, nf mv abilitv. and will do so again li I find I can do so with any chance of being

useful to them. I lannot here omit mentioning the extraordinary exertions niade by the Rev.

John Madden, P.P. of Kilteely, who at great personal risk assisted me to get off from Hospital,

and accompanied me on horseback for two miles. -

Mr. Townsend, in whose district only ivorks have been commenced, has not succeeded to any

..reat extent in introducing the new system ;
he has brought stowards from some parts of the

Country in confomity with our instructions, but they are intimidated everywhere and vil not

stay where they are sent. 'I'he enclosed is a specimen of their notice to quit.

effect of frio-htenino- away Pat Downey from the Court Bridge Road, and he is one of the b

stewards we^have had. Mr- Townsend has also informed me that he will not remain longer

than until some one is placed in his stead.
^

To Richard Griffith, R<!q.
Thomas Kearney.

Notice to Paddy Downey t6 quit of himself and the rest of the strange slevrards, or if

you do’nt you will get a bad unmerciful treatment, you and them. You are noticed btlorc,

'^^No gold for any one to interfere, or if they do, do’nt think that will save you, for morning,

noon, or night, by the Lord, yon will suffer.

Q2
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(E.)

Return showing (he Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Public Works duriiur the \v

ending the 3rd October, 1846.
° *

ROADS. DRAINAGE.

Labourers. Horses Labourers.

Atli-

1

Arti- Hotss

Able-
Women Boys.

Aide- i.a™.
Women Boys.

bodied. bodied. Assei

Leinster :

—

Carlow
Droglieda, Town of .

Dublin 'k
, ,

City of

.

Kildare ....
Kilkenny .... 15

*

’2

, , City of . .

King's County

.

12 700 .

lioiigforil .... 7 507 „

Louth 84 7 377
Meath 1,100 50 10 11 449
Queen’s Countv ‘

. 53 13 1 181 „

'Wcslineath.

Wexford ....
Wicklow .... *97

4

13 152
4

Total in Leinster . 1,383 50 10 146 4 3,079 16

Munster:—

Clare

Cork, E. R. . . .]

,, W. R. . . .1

,, City of . , .j

c 1,698 31 3 106 46 1 115
1

Kerry 1,943 21 24 201 9
Limerick .... 394 1 0.

r,, City of .

Tipperary, N. R. . .1

,, S.R. . ./
1 980 58 2 66 96 8 406 2

Waterford .... 109 8

, ,
City of .

Total in Munster

.

7 5,124 119 30 428 153 9 521 3

Ulster:—
Antrim .... 70 4

Belfast, Town of

CarricUfergus

Armagh ....
Cavan 66
Donegal ....
Down
Fermanagh. .

Londonderry .

Monaghan ....
Tyrone ....

Total in Ulster 136 4 n
CONNAUCHT :

—

509
,, W. R. . .}

, , Town of .

93 64 23 3 13 1,321

Leitrim ....
Mayo

673 16 143
1

Roscommon :,927 13 15 137 20 4 347 1

Sligo 1,161 19 76 166 6

Total in Connaught 4,270 125 171 469 29 26 3,753 5

Abstract sliowing the Total Number of Persons Employed.

Men . 18,658
Women 211
Boys . . 1,060
Drivers 206

Total . 20,135
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Province of Leinster,

Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Roads during the

Week ending on the 3rd October, 1846.

Labou era. Hurses

Guuntics and Baronies. Avtificers. Aide-
Women. Boys.

Carlow :

—

Carlow

Forth

Idrone, East

, ,
West ....

Rathvilly

St. Mullins, Upper . . .

, ,
Lower . . .

Total in Carlow . .

Drogheda

Dublin :

—

Balrothery, East . . .

, ,
West .

Castleknock

Coolock 5

Dublin
20Nethercross

Newcastle

Rathdown
Uppercross

Total in Dublin 34

Dublin City

Kildare :

—

Carbury

Jkeathy and Ougliterany

Kiicullen

Kilkea and Moone .

Naas, North

, ,
South

Niirragli and Reban, East .

, ,
West .

Offaly, East

,, West ....
Salt, North

, , South
••

Total in Kildare . .

Kilkenny :

—

Callan

•

Crannagh
Fassadinin

Galmoy
Gowran
Ida

Kells . , . . . 15

Knocktopher . . . . • •

Shillelogher
1

••

Total in Kilkenny . .
1

15 2

Kilkenny City
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Province of Leinste7\

Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Roads, &e.

—

continued.

Latiouters. Horses

Counties and Baronies. Artificers. 4K1 Women. Boys.

bodied.
m™.

King’s County;

—

Ballyboy

Ballybritt ....
Ballvcowan ....
Clonlisk >

«

Coolestown ....
Bglish

Garrycastle ....
Geashiil .....
Kikoursey ....
FJnlipstowu Lower . .

Philipstown Upper . .

Warrenstown . . .

LoNCFOan :

—

Ardagh .....
Granard
Longford ....
Moydow
Rathcline ....
Shrule

Louth :

—

Ardee 70 ..

Dundalk, Lower .

Dundalk Upper 7

Ferrard

Louth ..... 7

Total in Louth 84

Meath :—

•

Deece, Lower .

Deece, Upper .

Duleek, Lower .

Duleek, Upper . .

Dunboyne ....
107Fore ii

Kells, Lower . . . 190

Kells, Upper 300 3 38
T .iir.fi 87 3 30

Morgallion .... 152 8 15

Moyfenrath, Lowei'

.

Moyfenrath, Upper . .

Navan, Lower . 14

,
Navan, Upper . . 30 1 1 9

Ratoath

Shteen
Slane, Lower 73 9 8

Slane, Upper 49 4 9

Total in Meath . 1,100
'

50 10 127

Queen’s County ;

—

Ballyadams ....
Ciandonagh ....
Clarmallagh

Cullenagh ....
hlaryborough, East . .

Maryborough, Weist

Porcnahinch . .

Slievemargy. . .

Stradbally ....
Tinnahinch ....
Upperwoods 53 13

Total in Queen’s County 53 13
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Province of Leinster.

' Retum showing the Daily Aver-tge Number of Pel-sons employed on Roads, &„.-«ntinmd.

r
Labourers.

j

Boys.

Horses

Counties and Baronies. Irtificers.
Able-

bodied.

Women.

Westmeath ;

—

Brawny
Clonlonan

Corkarce

Delvin

Fartullagh

Kilkenny, West . . .

Moyasbel andMagheradernon

Moycashel
Moygoish
Eathconrafh ....

;•

.. ..

Wexford ;

—

Ballaghkeen . » . .

Bantry . • . • • •

Bargy
Forth

Gorey
Scarawalsh

Shelburne .....
Shelmaliere, East

Shelmaliere, West . . .

••

1

••
1

Wicklow :

—

Arklow
Ballinacor, North . . .

Ballinacor, South *

Newcastle .....
Rathdown
Shillelagh

Talbotstown, Lower . .

Talbotstown, Upper . .

44

10

43

2

2

Total ill Wicklow . •d'l

j

..
i

4

Province of Munster.
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Province of Munster.

Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Roads, &c.

—

continued.

1

Labourers.

Counties ond Baronies. Artificers
Able-
bodied.

Women. Bo„. and

Cork :

—

Bantry 60 1 1 4
Barretts 22

Barrvmore ....
Bear 5

Carberry East, E. D. .

, ,
W. D. .

Carberry West, E. D. .

,, W.D. .

Condons and Clangibbon
Cork
Ccmrceys .... 65
Duhallow .... 114
Ferraoy 123 14 2 3
Ibane and Barryroe . .

Imokilly 6 106 10 I 66
Kerrycurrihy . .

KInalea 517 6 36 18
Kinalmeaky. . , ,

Kinnatalloon .

Kinsale

Muskerry, East . . . 14 1

Miiskerrv, West . . 4
Orrery and Kilmore. 3

Total in Cork . 6 1,698 31 3 106 46

Cork City

Kerry:-

Clanmaurice.... 282 - 1 • 22
Curkaguiny .... 421 38
DunkerroTi, North . ,

Dunkerron, South .

Glenarought.... :}
221 1 40

139 11
Iraghticonnor . . 307 2 21 1

Iveragh ..... _ 195 7
Magunihy .... 184 19 32
Trughan.Tcmy . , 188 15

Total in Kerry. 1,943 21 24 201 9

Limerick;

—

Clanwilliara . .

Connello, Lower
37

Connello, Upper
Coonagh . « « .

Coshlea

Coshma
Glenquin .... 9
Kenry
Kilmallock, Lib. of

Cwneybeg ....
Pubblebrien .... 348 1 14
Shanid
Small County . .

Total in' Limerick 394 1 • 14 2

Limerick City . . . 130

•'I
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Province of Munster.

Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Roads, &c.

—

continued.

Labourers. Horses

Counties and Baronies. Artificers.
Able-
bodied.

1.6™.
Women. Boys.

Asses.

Tipperary:

—

Clanwilliam 56
27Eliogartv 1 225 1. 1

Iffa and Offa, East .

IfFa and Ofia, West . . .

Ikerrin 84 6

Kiloamanagh, Lower . . .
69 21 2,

30Kilnamanagh, Upper . 155

Middlethird 64

Ormond, Lower . > • •

Ormond, Upper . .. . .
’•42 1 11

Owney and Arra *

Slievardagh 72 *27
’

’s 8

Total in Tipperary . 1 980 58 2 66 96

Waterford :

—

Coshraore and Coshbride . 70 6 1 37

Decies within Drum. .

Cedes without Drum . 39 2

Gaultiere , .
* . .

Glenahiry

Middlethird
Upperthird

Total in Waterford 109 8 1 41

Waterford City ....

Province of Ulster.

Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Roads during the

"Week ending on the 3rd October, 1846.

Artificers.

Labourers.

Women.
Horses

Counties and Baronies.
Able-
bodied.

m™. A-..

Antrim:

—

Antrim, Lower .

Antrim, Upper .

Belfast, Lower .

Belfast, Upper .

Cary....
Dunluce, Lower.

Duiiluce, Upper.
Glenarm, Lower
Gienarm, Upper
Kilconway .

Massereene, Lower
Massereene, Upper
Toome, Lower .

Toome, Upper .

Total in Antrim . 70 4 11

Belfast Town .

Carrickfergus

[b. w.] * R
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Province of Ulster.

Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Roads, &e.

—

ecmtinued.

Counties and Baionles.

Labourers.

Women. Boys. "SrArtificers.

Able-

Abmxoh :

—

Armagh ... .

Fewa, Lower ....
Fewa. Upper ....
Oneilland, East ....
Oneilland, West. . .

Orior, Lower ....
Orior, Upper ....
Tiranny

Cavan :

—

Castlerahan

Clankee
Clanmahon
Longhtee, Lower
Loughlee, Upper • . .

Tullygarvey

Tullyhaw . . .

Totalin Caran.- .

Donegal

Banagh .

Boyliigh

••

66 6

66 6

Inishowen
Kilmacrenan ....
Raphoe
Tirhugh

Down

Alda
Caallereagh, Lower . . ••

Castlereaghj Upper .

Dufierin ......
Iveagh, Lower ....
Iveagh, Upper ....
Kinelarty

Lecale

Lordship of Newry . . .

Moume

Feemanagh ;

—

Clanawley .....
Clankelly . ... .

Coole ......
Knockninny ....
Lurg
Magheraboy ....
Meglierastephana . . .

Tirkennedy .....

;;
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Promnce of Ulster.

Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Roads, &c.

—

continued.

Labo Horses

Able-
bodied.

I”®”- w
Londonderry :

—

Coleraine

(Joieraine, L<ib. ot .

Keenaght
Londonderry, N.W. Lib. of

Loughinsholin ....
Tirkeeran ......

Monaghan :

—

Cremome-
Dartree ••.... .

•Farney •.• . . •• .

Monaghan
Trough

Tyrone

Clogher ......
Dungannon, Upper . . .

Middle ....
Lower ....

Omagh, East ....
West ....

Strabane

Province of Connaught.

Return showing the Daily Average Number iof Persons employed on Roads during the

R2
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Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Roads, &c.

—

continued.

Cgusties and Baronies.

Laboo

Artificers. I

Women. Boys.

Horses

bodied.

Galway Town.

Leitrim:—
Carrigallen

Drumahaire
Leitrim ......
Mohill

Rosclogher

Total in I^eitrim ,

85

326
166

*96

'
1

15

60
33
14

36

673 16 143

Burrishoole . . . . •

Carra
Clanmorris . . • . •

Costello

Erris

Gallen ••

Elliiiaiiie * • • • •

Murrisk . •

Tirawley

Roscommok :

—

Athlone
Bailintober, North .

BallinfobCTj South . .

Ballymoe

••

583 io 1
*16 *20

Boyle ......
Castlereagh

Frenchpark
Moycam
Roscommon

Total in RiBcommon .

Sligo:—
Carbury

1344 3 'l4 121

1927 13 15 137 20

205

279
4

*37
17

47 "*6

Leyny
Tireragh

Tirerrill

Total in Sligo

305
156
84

4
5

14
8

11

50
8

1161 19
1

76
1

166 6
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(G.)

No. 1.—General Drainage Acts, 5 & 6 Viet. c. 89, 8 & 9 Viet. c. 69, and 9 Viet. e. 4.

Distriets formerly applied for, previous to the 81st of August, 1846 . 191
Ditto during the Month of September .... 59

Total applieatious . .. . 250

No. 2.—General Drainage Acts (Ireland), 5 & 6 Viet. c. 89, 8 & 9 Viet. c. 69,
and 9 Viet. c. 4.

Return of Works in progress-up to the 31st day of August, and of Works commenced in the
Month of September, 1846.

No. of
District Name of District. Counties in which sitnaie.

Area of flooded
and injured Land.
Statute Measure.

Estimated
Cost of the Works

Number
of Men

employed in
the Mouth

of September.

1 R. p. £. s. d.
Districts in progress up to the 30th of June 69,700 3 31 218,588 10 8 88,657

last. See Return for that month.

Works commencedfrom ike of July to the

31st of At gust, 1846.

20 Shrule .... Mayo and Galway 3,068 0 0 10,302 0 0 12,226

21 Owenabrocka

.

Mayo 400 0 0 1,800 0 0 1,985

23 t; 1H1

25 Nobber .... Meath .... 865 0 0 5,327 2 0 1,203

26 Lough na Saggart Meath and Westmeath 164 0 0 434 0 0 686

27 Brusna (Ferbam). . King’s County . . 15,687 0 25 45,330 6 11 2,741

28 Ballycasey . . Tipperary. . . . 351 1 0 1,067 18 0 1,753

29 Deel Westmeath and Meath 3,811 15 9,883 3 0 1,449

31 Kilmaine.... Mayo 1,200 0 0 '6,700 0 0. 8,787

35 Shinrone .... King’s County . . 1,217 0 0 3,908 0 0 1,610

97,164 31 306,721
Works commenced during the Month of Sep-

tember 1846.

24 Ballybay .... Roscommon . . . 350 0 0 661 6 0 956

32 Gara and Mantua Roscommon, Mayo, 3,003 0 0 11,030 0 0 1,163
and Sligo.

Commogue . Limerick .... .1,278 2 30 3,094 11 7 *

: 34 BaUinhassig ,. Cork 1,513 0 0 4,783 12 0 1,899

0 0 0 0
Cavan, and Long-
ford.

37 Rath or Clooneen Westmeath and Long- 1,240 0 0 4,709 0 0
ford.

38 Dunkellin Galway .... 7,110 0 0 20,679 5 10 1,259

39 Ballinderry . Westmeath.and King’s 200 0 0 885 0 0 t
County.

40
19,622 0 21 387,548 6 0 133,355

• The Works have been stopped, as the men would not work by task. + Arrangements making to commence.
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(Circular.)

(H.)

Employment of the People.

Drainage and Navigation Works.

Office of Public Works,

qjjp
Dublin, September , 1846.

I AM directed by the Board to instruct you, in executing drainage works, during the

present season of distress, arising from the failure of the potato crop, to have such arrangements

made throughout your districts, with reference to the employment of the people, as will ensure

a preference to those persons resident in each district who are in the greatest want; and that

-persons, who, from your own inquiries and those of the resident engineers and the overseers,

shall be ascertained to be able to provide for themselves, shall not be employed as long as there

are pei-sons in the district in want, who are able and willing to work.

It is not intended in drainage works (which are to be executed within given estimates, and

at the expense of private parties), to embarrass the engineer by any connexion with local relief

committees, or any system of tickets for employment
;
but the Board direct, that as far as is

possible and compatible with the due and economical execution of the works, their engineer

shall make the works of drainage, navigation, &c. conducive to relieving the existing and

anticipated distress.

With this view the Board direct that, during the present autumn, such preparatory works,

tap-drains, and other works, be completed as will suffice, where practicable, for turning off the

waters during the winter months, and allowing of the general progress of the works during

winter and spring, and that new cuts and works in dry land be reserved, as far as practicable,

for execution at that period.

It is also ordered that the name of the towiiland where each person employed on the works

resides shall be entered in the overseers’ and check clerks’ books in order that, at the end of

the year, or whenever called upon, you may be prepared to furnish an account of the amount

of employment furnished by the works in each district ; and that you may also, uponcommu-

nicationwith officers of the Board employed in the management or execution of relief works

under the recent Acts of Parliament, be enabled to point out those townlands and districts

within the limits of your operation to which-the drainage will afford employment, and those to

which it may be necessary to afford relief by other works.

By Order,

The Engineer- of Drainage Works. Jos. C. Walker, Secretanj.

Drainage Circular.

Offike of Public Works, Dublin, October 9, 1846.

1 AM directed by the Commissioners of Public Works to direct, that during the present

month, and as long as the weather will permit in the ensuing month, you should employ as

many labourers in your several districts as practicable, having regard to the Circular issued by

the Board as to " Employment of the People.”

For the present it is felt to be necessary to make the drainage works available to the greatest

practicable extent, to relieve destitution pending the completion of the arrangements for com-

mencing relief works under the Act 9 and 10 Viet. c. 107, and the arrival of supplies of foreign

grain, when it is hoped that these works may, in their progress, be restored to the ordinary and

more economical course.

It is ordered that care be taken throughout your various districts to have the number of men

employed, in all capacities, each day most accurately ascerlained, and the usual weekly lists

furnished directly from the out-stations, so as to arrive with certainty in this office on each

Monday morning.

It is to be distinctly understood that this order to afford increased employment is not, under

any circumstances, to justify the employment of men by the day, or otherwise than by task,

and that any attempts to resist employment by task be firmly met, and, if persevered in, that

the works be stopped.

By Order,
Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

(!)

Drainage.

Circular as to Mills.

Office of Public Works,

Sir, Dublin, September 12, 1846.

As during the ensuing winter it may be of great importance in several districts to retain

in an effective state any mills that exist for the grinding of meal, the Commissioners of Public

Works therefore direct, that whenever you are empowered, in drainage and navigation cases, to

remove mills, you will, in every case where it is compatible with the due and economical

execution of the works, refrain from removing them during the coming winter.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

To Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.
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(J.)

DRA1^AGE.

Extract from Letter of Mr. Martin King, C.E., dated Oct. 3, 1846, Ballinhassig District.

Sib, Corh, October 3, 1846.

With considerable reluctance I have to encroach on your important time. I do so,

however, least the subject (and it is possible it may) be brought before you in a more serious

shape, and that in that event you may be in possession of the facts thereof.

The Rev. Mr. from his zeal, it may be (but certainly misjudged), in

endeavouring to have his parishioners employed, has from time to time called on me, and

really given me much trouble in endeavouring to meet his views, which I endeavoured to do as

far as was consistent with my duties. I have had repeatedly to remonstrate with him on the

impropriety and danger of assembling together large masses of workmen, and bringing them to

me on the works, tending much thereby to embarrass me and my overseers, instead of permit-

ting us to go on gradually and regularly.

Oil Wednesday last he took on himself to $et on some seventy men, despite the remonstrance

of my overseer
;
the greater part of what was done that day was not in accordance with my

views or orders, and I have, consequently, refused to have the men’s time returned, and told

Mr. that we will not be responsible to the men, and also got my overseer

to go through the men, and apprise them of their having no right to suppose that any

person could set them thus to work, and that they should get paid from the person that set them

to work.

I should hesitate to warp your attention from the serious and onerous duties the present state

of things in this country necessarily entails on your Board, were it not that, as before-men-

tioned, the matter might by chance grow into such an unpleasant nature as to have the atten-

tion of the Board directed to the circumstance in a shape that would prejudice me in the

opinion of the Commissioners.
I am &c.

(Signed) Martin King, District Engineer.

(K.)

BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS.
notice.

Whereas, it has been reported to the Commissioners of Public Works that certain persons

engaged upon Works of Drainage have, upon some occasions, left the Works without

permission,

—

Notice is hereby given, that orders have been issued to the Engineers in charge of the

several Works, not to permit such persons, so acting, to be employed again.

By Order,

Office of Public Works, Dublin, J os. C. Walker, Secretary.

September 29, 1846.

CL.)

BOARD OP PUBLIC WORKS.

Loansfor Drainage ofLands, under Act 9 §• 10 Vic., c. 101

.

Instructions as to Applications for Loans for Drainage, in cases of Lands situate in

Ireland.

The Object of the Act.

Preamble and Sec. II. Is to provide funds to be lent for the drainage of the lands of individual owners, within

which lands the necessary outfall for the drainage exists, or is permanently obtainable, by

consent, or without any compulsory powers.

The works of drainage, for which loans may be granted, will include the cutting of main or

minor open drains; the opening of streams, rivers, and existing drains; the construction of

thorough drains on the most approved principles, with broken stones, tiles, pipes, &c., and

subsoiling, sofar as it shall.be essential to complete drainage ; the construction of embankments,

and other works essential for drainage.

Sec. 1(5. The lands, for the drainage of which loans will be recommended, must be of such a nature

that the proposed works of drainage will, mithout further expenditure, increase their value to a

greater amount per annum than the amount of the annual chai-ge to be imposed under this

Act.*

The works under this Act are to be executed by or under the directions, and at the risk of

the owners of the lands to be drained, the advances of money being made for works executed to

the satisfaction of the Commissioners of Public Works and Drainage in Ireland.

• For the drainage of such bog, moor, or wasteland, as would require to be manured and cultivated

after tiie completion of the drainage, before they would be security for the expenditure, application cannot

be received under this Act.
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Applicationsfor Loans.

Eacli application should be accompanied by a plan of the lands proposed to be drained, an Sec. 14, 13,19, 38,41,

limate and specification in detail of the proposed works, and a brief report of the nature of ’ ’
•

fL soil and subsoil, present rental value (or letting value on a lease for 21 years, without a Sec. U and 16.

fine) of the land to be drained, and the increase in the annual rental value, which may be

faiilv anticipated to be produced by the drainage.

Ill order to avoid delay it Ls also desirable that each application be accoinpamed by a

security in annexed (Schedule B*), duly signed by the applicant and witnessed,

binding himself to pay the expense of investigating the matter of the application ;
and in case Sec. 15 nnd 4 .

the loan shall be made, of inspecting and ascertaining the due execution of the works, the Sec. 47.

Commissioners being empowered, in cases where loans shall be made, if they so think fit, and

the circumstances of the case warrant it, to make such expenses a part of the loan charged

”^WhMe the information required by the Act and (he Commissioners is most accurately and Sec. 15, 17, and 40.

fully supplied by the applicants, the amount of these expenses for local inquiry and inspection

will be least, and it is expected will in any event be but small.

The plan to be furnished as part of the application, may be. the engraved Ordnance

Survey of the lands, at a scale of six inches to the mile, upon which the proposed works of

drainao^e are to be distinctly repcesented by strong red colours and lines. In cases where

tliorou°li or under drainage is proposed to be effected, the lines of main drains and outfall ai'O

to be distinctly drawn, and the general direction of the minor drains represented by parallel

lines drawn in red—the fall being indicated by arrows drawn on the plan, and the line of

summits or “shed water” being represented by strong clotted lines. The extent of land pro-

posed to be drained is to be distinguished on the plan by a light tint of blue colour, and tlie

boundary of the property of the owner making application, by an edging tint of 7jellow colour

drawn along the lines representing the boundary on the map or plan.f

In cases where embankments, or the deepening of rivers or streams, are supposed to be

made or effected, and in cases where works of an important nature or unusual character are

proposed, the general plan should be accompanied n-ith explanatory sections and drawings, of

a plain but intelligible description.
_ _

The specification should contain a full and clear descnplion of the works proposed to be

executed, stating the dimensions of each, tlie materials to be used, the order of proceeding with

the works, the distance between the parallel or minor drains in the different kinds of soil, or

different parts of the lauds to be drained; and it will be desirable that such other particula.rs

be stated as shall be fully sufficient for the guidance of the persons employed on the part of the

owners to execute the works, and for the officers of the Commissioners appointed to inspect

their execution, so that, as far as practicable, all disputes or difference of opinion as to the

nature, extent, or dimensions of the works to be executed shall be avoided. It will be perceived

by the 16th and 17th sections, that the payment of advances depends upon compliance w’lth the Sec. 13 ,ma 17,

specification as finally settled.

The estimate of the cost of the works is to he furnished in detail, to enable the Commis-

sioners to judge of its sufficiency for the proposed object, and is to contain the dimensions,

quantity, and price of each kind of work, or different parts of the work proposed to be executed,

and the expenses necessarily incidental thereto, providing in every instance for complete

execution of the proposed icorks in a substantial, durable, and workmanlike manner. The subse-

quent account of expenditure by the owners, during the progress of the works, must be kept ui

items corresponding with those finally adopted in the estimate.

Persons toko may apply.

Applications may be made by owners of lands having therein the following estates or

interest, viz. :

—

Fii-st.—Persons having estates of inheritance.

Second.—Those holding an estate or interest, with a contract for perpetual renewal.

Tliird.—Those holding under a term of years, of which 100 were unexpired on the 30th ot

October, 1838.
. • i j

Fourth.—Persons holding immediately under a See or other ecclesiastical person, or under

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners.

As to persons “ incapacitated ” or " under disability ”
, , ^ • i

All persons who are husbands, guardians, and committees for, and on behalf of mari ied 9 k 10 V.c,, c.l01,

women infants, minors, lunatics, and idiots, have the same right and powers of niaking

applications, or signifying dissents under this Act. as such married women, inlants,

minors, lunatics, idiots, &c., would have, if free from disability
;
and all persons who are

feoffees, trustees, executors, and administrators, have also the same rights and_ powers

as if the estates, charges, or interests vested in them had been lesled in them in their

And such applications will be most conveniently made in the form annexed (Schedule A), filling

up the blank spaces therein witli the information required by the tnarginal notes thereon.

* The necessary forms can be obtained at the Office of Public Works.
_

t Where the works are of a simple agi'icullural class, it is anticipated the necessary infopation may be

furnished by any good agriculturist, or land-steward, aided by the owner and these instruction*.

[13. W.]
^ ^
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Sec. IG,

Sec. 30,

Sfc. 17 and 23.

Proceedings on Applications.

Upon receipt of any application with the necessary correct documents and information
i-equired by the Act and these instructions, the Commissioners, if primd facie satisfied with
the information afforded, the title of the applicant, and if the state of the fund should permit
them to enteriain the application, will, on receiving the necessary security for costs of inves-

tigation, and of inspecting the due execution of ike works, refer the matter for investigation, and
report to an engineer, valuator, surveyor, or other officer appointed by them.

If upon such examination and re{K>rt, the Commissioners approve of the application, and
receive the sanction of the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, they will direct notice of
such application to he given by advertisement, and piiplished for two successive weeks in some
newspaper circulating in the county or district where the lands are situate, and in the Dublin
Gazette.

Two calendar months from the publication of the last of such advertisemenls is required by
the Act to be allowed to elapse before the Commissioners, if sanctioned by the Treasury, can
issue their ‘‘ Provisional Certificate,” whereby the terms of the loan may be deemed to be
arranged.

This period is allowed to enable any person having any estate in or charge on the land to
which *the application shall refer, to signify to the Commissioners his dissent in writing from
such application, and the nature of his estate in or charge on such lands.

If no dissent shall be served npon the Commissioners within the two months referred to

tiiey are empowered after the lapse of such period to issue their “ Provisional Certificate,” and
the loan may be considered as agreed to be made.

In case the applicant shall be desirous of obtaining the loan after, and notwithstanding the

service upon the Commissioners of such dissent, and the same shall not be withdrawn, the

course of proceeding pointed out by the Act is to obtain by petition the sanction of the Hi(»b
Court of Chancery or Exchequer in Ireland.

After the termination of these preliminaries, the Commissioners may, if they think it expe-
dient, and shall have received the sanction of the Treasury, iss»«e to the owner of the land, a
“ Provisional Certificate for the whole or a proportional part of the cost of the works.

Sec. 25.

Sec. 23.

See. 28 and 31.

Sec. 31.

Works, and their Maintenance.

The necessary works are, as before mentioned, to be executed by or under the direction of,

and at the risk of the owners of the land for the time being, according to the plan and specifi-

cation as finally settled.

Deviations from the plans or specifications cannot be permitted or taken into account, uiilrss

(he express sanction of the Commissioners, in writing, ^ali have been obtained previous to the

execution thereof; nor will the sanction or execution of any such deviation entitle the parties

to any larger amount of loan on the whole than shall be specified in the Provisional Certificate.

To entitle any' owner of land to an advance under this Act, after the issue of any such Pro-
visional Certificate, he must be prepared well and truly to account to the Commissioners, or the

persons appointed by (hem, for the whole expenditure on account of which a certificate for an
advance is sought, and to produce clear and intelligible accounts, properly vouched and
receipted, showing the payments made to the persons employed in the execution of the works,
or ill the supply of materials, &c. ;

and also to produce sucli bills and accounts, and other

documents, as will clearly show the due execution of the works, and the actual expenditure
thereon.

The Commissioners are by the Act required, as often as they see occasion, to cause the execu-

tion of the woi'ks to be inspected by an officer appointed by them, and to examine and report

upon the same, and the accounts, vouchers, and documents, showing the actual expenditure
thereon.

So long as any land shall be subject to a rent-charge under this Act, the person liable to pay
same, is bound to uphold the drains and works, and to keep clear and open the outfalls thereof,

and once in each year to certify to the Commissioners the state thereof.

Loaks.

Advance of Money, Security, and Repayment.

When the Commissioners shall be satisfied that the works referred to in any “ Provincial
Certificate, according to the terms and conditions of such Provisional Certificate, or that such
part thereof as would, under the terms of such Provisional Certificate, authorize an advance on
account, have been so executed, and shall be satisfied that such expense has been actually
incurred, as will justify the^ advance pursuant to the terms of the Provisional Certificate, they
are empowered to issue their certificate for an advance to such amount.

This certificate is to be prepared by the Commissioners in duplicate, and sealed with
their seal ; and one of the duplicates is to be delivered to the owner of the lands, or pai'ty
applying for an advance, or to his agent

; who shall cause a memorial on parchment of such cer-

tificate, signed by such owner or party, to be duly registered in the office of the Registrar of
Deeds in Dublin, pursuant to the detailed instructions given in the section in margin

;
and the

proper officer at the said Register Office in Dublin, having, pursuant to said section, endorsed
the several matters therein described on said duplicate certificate, and signed the same,
it is to be transmitted by the Registrar of Deeds, or his deputy, to the Commissioners.
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'fhe certificates in duplicate are to be then forvvai'ded by the Commissioners to the Lords Sec. 2S,

Commissioners of the Treasiuy
;
and in due course the Commissionere will be empowei-ed to

grant a ivarrant or order under their hands and seal to the Bank of Ireland, for the advance,

to the person named in the warrant, of the sum of money stated in the certificate.*

In case the certificate shall be issued for the whole of the works, the whole sum proposed to

be advanced will be included therein; but. it^ pursuant to the “ Provisional Certificate,” it shall

be for an advance on account, then the amount of the advance cannot exceed two-thirds of the Sec. 17.

actual expenditure until the whole works are finished, when a certificate will be issued for the

balance.

The sum advanced is, with interest, to be repaid by a rent-charge at the rate of 6^. lOs. per Sec. 34.

annum on esich 100^. advanced, and to be payable in equal half-yearly payments for the term

of 22 years (that is, in 44 instalments), to be computed from the 6th of April or lOtli of

October, which shall happen next after the issue of the advance ; the first payment to be made

on the second of such days which shall happen next after the issue of the advance.

The rent-charge for the amount of each certificate will by the Act be charged ivpon the lands Sec. 34 and 35.

named in such certificate, and will be subsequent in order of charge to any rent-charge payable

in lieu of tithes, and to any quit or chief rent incident to tenure, but will have priority to all

other charges on said land.

The rent-charges will be collected by the several collectors of excise in Ireland for the several Sec. 43.

districts wherein the lands charged are situate, in the same manner as quit and crown rents are

now collected by such collectors.

The rent-charges may be redeemed by the owners of land at any time before the expii ation Sec. 9 and lo Vic.,

of 20 years from the commencement thereof, if the annual amount be not less than 10^., upon
payment of the aggregate amount of the instalments to become due at the time of redemption,

deducting per cent, per annum discount, according to tables which the Treasury are em-
powered to prepare.

As to expenses of investigating applications for loans, and subsequent inspection of works. Sec. 46.

the Commissioners are empowered to issue an oi'der under their seal for the amount thereof,

and recover the same as a debt due to them ; or if they shall have directed that such expenses

shall form part of the loan, they may retain the amount thereof out of the money to be advanced

by them.

As to Tenants in Occupation.

If the land drained be in the occupation of a tenant at a rent, who shall not have joined in Sec. 40.

the application for the loan, or signifi^ to the Commissioners, or any of their ofilcers, his con-

sent or agreement to become charged with rent-charge, and if such tenant shall pay such rent-

charge, Uien he shall be entitled to deduct the amount paid by him out of the rent to be paid

to his next immediate landlord, who, if he have not joined in the application, or consented to

become charged, shall deduct the amount from his next immediate landlord, and so on until the
amount shall be deducted from the owner of the land, or some landlord who shall have joined

in the application, or consented to become charged with the rent-charge.

If any tenant or occupier at a rent shall join in the application, or signify in writing to the Sec. 41.

Commissioners, or any of their authorised officers, his consent in writing, that the land held by
him shall be chargeable with such share only of said rent-charge as shall be proportionate to

the improvement of his land to be effected by the proposed works, such share to be determined
by the Commissioners, pursuant to the Act, then the Commissioners shall, in their certificate,

determine the share and proportion of such rent-charge to be chargeable on such tenant’s lands,

having regard to the term, estate, and interest of the tenant, and all the circumstances of each
case.

Although no application or consent shall be signified by tenants or occupiers, yet the rent- s«c. 41. Proviso,

charge may be apportioned as hereinafter next mentioned ; but such apportionment shall not

affect the term, estate, or interest of such tenant or occupier.

Miscellaneous.

If the land charged with any rent-charge shall be occupied in separate farms, or shall have Sec. 44.

become the property of separate owners, or the owner is entitled thereto under separate titles,

or for distinct and separate interests, or is desirous to sell or dispose of part of same, the Com-
missioners are empowered, with the consent of the owner or owners, by an order under their

seal, to apportion the rent-charge into separate and distinct rent-charges on each separate farm
or portion—but so that no rent-chai’ge shall be less than twenty shillings—and the rent-charges
after such apportionment shall in future be so collected.

Rent-charges under this Act are not to be deemed such an incumbrance as shall prevent the Sec. 37.

investment of trust money in purchase of or mortgage on such lauds, \mless the terms of the
trust expressly prohibit such investment on lands subject to such rent-charge.

No bond or security given lo the Commissioners under this Act, and no certificate dr other S«c. 47

instrument made under the Act, shall be liable to stamp duty.

* In cases where the lands are held by tenants at a rent, who are willing to pay a proportionate share of
the rent-charge, other proceedings, with reference to each certificate are reouired See Section 41 of the
Act.

S 2
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• Fill lliis blank with

llie words " tlie whole

of” or “ acres of.”

b State fully the jiar-

ticiilars of the title by
which the ajijdicant is

constituted an owner
within the terms of tlie

Act, hiviiiif regard to

(he |iruvUiuiis of the

Act and the iiislriic-

tions issued hy the

Coinniissionets. Also

stale whether tlie whole

of said lands are held

under one and the same
interest or title, and
what extent he

h<dds thereby, and if

iiidcrdilfereiit interests

or title, how much

‘ Fill iilaiik with words
*• the whole,” or if a
proijortion ale parr,

state what proportion.

State the nccujxition,

residence, and jmst-

town of applicant and
witness.

SCHEDULE (A.)

FORM OF APPLICATION, UNDER 9 & 10 VIC., CAP. 101.

To the Commissioners of JPuhlic Works and Drainage in Ireland.

THE APPLICATION of (he undersigned,

Shewetii,

That your Applicant is, within the terms of the above recited Act, OWNER of the lands

of in the parish of barony of

and county of said lands containing statute acres.

That your applicant proposes to improve* said lands by works of

drainage, as described in the annexed report, plan, estimate, and specification, which your

applicant prays may be respectively considered as part of his application.

That he is desirous of obtaining an advance for that purpose by way of loan, to be secured by

a rent-charge on said lands, under the provisions of an Act passed in the 9th and 10th years

of Queen Victoria, authorising the advance of public money to a limited amount to promote

improvement of land in Great Britain and Ireland by works of drainage.

And that the expense of effecting such drainage in manner aforesaid is estimated at the sum

of £ as more particularly mentioned and set forth in the estimate annexed; and

that the estimated increase in the rental value of the lands, to be produced by such drainage,

amounts to £ per annum, as set forth in the annexed report.

And this applicant further states and specifies, that his estate and interest in the said lands

and premises is as follows :

And this applicant now applies and asks for the advance of the sum of £ by

way of loan, under the provisions of the said Act, for defraying the*

expense of the said works above stated.

Dated at , this ^day of 18

Witness of Signature of Otm

In case any Tenant, or Occupier at a rent, of the land to he Drained, desires to jom m this

Application, he is to sign the following :

—

And a being Tenant and Occupier of part of the said lands, join in the above

Application for an advance as aforesaid, iiii er the said Act, hereby by this writing, by

signed,
" _

hereby

signify to the said Commissioners"' desire that the lands of which® such

Tenant or Occupier shall be chargeable with such share only of said rent-charge, as shall

be proportionate to the improvement of the lands of which such Tenant or

Occupier , to be effected by the said works, for which such advance is hereby applied ;

such share to be determined by the Commissioners in the manner provided by the said Act.

Dated at , this day of . 18 •

Slate llie ocoujiation,

xeaulence, and [rosl-

towii of eacli parly that

aigus.

Witness present lohen signed hy Tenant,

SCHEDULE B.

Act 9th and 10th Victoria, Cap. 101.

Whereas, under the provisions of an Act made and passed in the Sessions of Parliament,

holden in the 9th and 10th years of the reign of Her present Majesty Queen Victoria, entiluled

“An Act to authorize the advance of Public Money to a limited amount, to promote the

improvement of Land in Great Britain and Ireland, by Works of Drainage,” an application

was, on the day of One Thousand Eight Hundred and Forty- ,

by me made to the Commissioners of Public Works and Drainage, in Ireland, for an Advance

by way of Loan, for defraying the expense of the Works in said application mentioned and

referred to, for the improvement of the lands of
,
situate within the Barony of

, and County of
;
and of which said lands I am owner within the
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meaning of the said Act. And Whereas, upon said application, the said Commissioners have

deemed it expedient to investigate, in the manner by the said Act directed, the subject matter

of such application
;
and the said Commissionere having required that I should give security

for the payment of such sum as the said Commissiouei-s shall, under the provisions of the said

Act, order to be paid in respect of the investigation of the said application
;
and in case of the

said Commissioners issuing a Provisional Certificate, under said Act, that I should further

secure the payment of the expenses of inspecting and ascertaining, from time to time, the due

execution of the Works, which I have accordingly agreed to do.

Now, I hereby, for myself, my Executors and Administrators, undertake and promise to

pay Joseph Cooper Walker, Esq., Secretary to the Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland,

ana in trust for the said Commissioners and their successors, such sum of money as the said

Comissioners or their successors shall, by any order to be by them made, declare to be paid

by me in respect of the expenses of the investigation of die subject matter of mj- said applica-

tion for a loan as aforesaid; also such further sum of money as the said Commissioners shall

order and declare to be paid for the expenses and cost, of inspection and ascertainment, from

time to time, of the due execution of tlie Works, in respect of which any advance shall have

been or may be by me applied for.

Dated the day of

One Thousand Eight Hundred and Forty

Present when signed,

Extract from Orders issued by Court of Chancery.

September 25, 1846.

The Lord Chancellor desires to call the particular and immediate attention of the Guar-

dians, Committees, and Receivers of the Estates of Minors and Lunatics, under the cate of

the Court, to tlie Provisions of an Act of the last Session of Parliament, (Chapter 101,)—

entitled “ An Act to authorize the Advance of Pu\)lic Money, to a limited Amount, to promote

the Improvement of Land in Great Britain and Ireland, by Works of Drainage,”—with a

view to their having inquiries made as to the condition of the respective Estates iii reference to

the objects of the said Act, and whether it can be beneficially applied to their improvement.

Such inquiry appears to the Lord Chancellor to be more urgently necessary in cases

where, by the failure of the potato crops, it is important to provide useful and_ remunerative

employment for the poorer tenants. The Act empowers Guardians and Committees to make

application to the Commissioners of Public Works for Advances by way of Loan, according to

the terms therein prescribed, and it will be proper to obtain from the Commissioners such

instructions as they may have framed for the purpose of carrying out its provisions. When it

is ascertained that the Act can be beneficially made use of on any Estate, it will be tlie duty oi

the Receiver, Committee, or Guardian of it, to lay a statement of the facts before the Master

in the matter, or the Vacation Master, for his direction, who will decide whether application

for an advance should be made, and give instructions accordingl}’.

Maziere Brady, C.

[For the purpose of affording facility of reference a copy of the Act 9 and 10 Viet., c. 101,

^ was stitched up with each copy of the Instructions.]

Drainage Loans.

(M.)

Million Act, 9 and 10 Viet., c. 101; General Drainage Acts, 5 and 6 Viet. c. 89, and

Amendments; rarticnlarly 9 Viet., o. 3, s. 37, &c., and Prov.s.ons for Summary Pro-

ceedings. . .

9 and 10 \ictoria, c. 101.

1. As doubts are entertained whether tenants for life in Ireland, can apply under the

As^S’vances ot money under this Act cannot be made for three months, at least, after

anpiicotiori, and then only in repayment of expenditure ; and froin the provisions of the Act,

alto certificates, this repayment cannot be guicklj made, nor d.v.ded into many mstalments;

8. As there are no compulsory powers in the Act, to proceed with the works, and the pro-

visions as regards tenants, are not well suited to Ireland;
1 pf

4. As loa^, under it, can only safely be made on good lands ;
and moors, bogs, and n astes

would, practically, be almost excluded;
• n * v i 41,^

It is rageested. Ibat the difficulty may be completely met in all cases not suited to

MilEon /ft, by proceeding under the Amended Drainage Act, 9 Viet., c. 4 ;
rf the Govern-
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ment will advance money at the same rate of interest, for the purpose, as that calculated
calculated upon in the Million Act.

The demands for reproductive employment of this class, are becoming very numerous and
more urgent every day.

9 Victoria, c. 4.

The provisions for summary proceedings in this Act, were framed for the purpose of
meeting the deficiency in the potato crop; and their operation is continued by the Act to
August, 1847. J ^

The security for the money advanced is even better than that of the Million Act, being not only
a first charge on the land drained, but, also, a charge on the lands of the same proprietor within
a mile ; and for bog, moor, and waste land, the security is made perfect by a power viven to
divide it into lots, and lease on a fine or sell absolutely. The money may be paid every
month, or even, if necessary, every fortnight; and cash payments to the labourers themselves
can even be insured.

The repayment by the proprietors can be spread over as many years, and made an
annuity, precisely in the same way as in the Million Act ; but by different machinery, and one
more easily worked.

The interest on the advances, up to the conclusion of the works, will be added, with all
other expenditure, to the cost of the works, to be deemed as the principal of the loan

;
and

repaid by the annuity.

The preliminary steps may be so arranged as not to be more expensive, while they will be
less tedious, than under the Million Act.

Tenants for life, and all of the class defined as “proprietors under the Act,” will be em-
powered to apply.

As regards occupying tenants, the provisions are complete and perfectly equitable; if the
tenure be for life or lives, or more than fourteen years unexpired, the tenant has a veto, so far
as regards his own farm, upon his landlord’s assent.

No occupier with a less tenure can stop the works
; and ample powers to proceed with the

works are distinctly given by the Act.

I’he rent of all tenants having leases, and whose lajids shall he drained, may be raised, by the
Commissioners, by endorsement on lease, so as to repay proprietors an interest for the expendi-
ture, which they, by the Act, are bound to repay.

'I'he Commissioners can, with suitable assistance, make detail arran<7ements to render works
of this class effectually aid in relief, if the money be advanced on the terms proposed as.to
interest.

The Treasury sanction to the loan is, of course, required in each case.

The charge is fixed on the land, after the whole works are complete, by one document
called an award, instead of by several (certificates), as in the Million Act; and this award
is registered in like manner as the certificate.

For all these reasons, it is submitted that until the Million Act be amended, all eases of
drainage, to which it is not entirely suited, in its present shape, be undertaken under the
9th Viet., c. 4, if the Treasury sanction the advance of the necessary funds on the same terms
as to interest.

Read to the whole Board this day, and agreed to.

25, 1846. (Signed) Wm. T. Mulvany.

(N.)

Piers and Harbours Act, 9 Viet. c. 3.

County. Locality. Applicant. Estimate Contri-

butions.

made, and

mendations

Donegal .

£ £
Moville . Wm. Hazlett, Esc;. . 5,500 1,375
Ballyness Wm. Olphuts. 640 160 480
Sea View Lord Cunningham . 2,675 250 1,087
Portmiblow , Alex. Stewart, Esq. • 1,500 375

” Lfola Island . Lord Geo. Hill . 1,700 300 300 1,100

Wicklow . Grey Stones W. R. Latouche, Esq. 1,200 • 300 900

Louth . Duiiany . . Sir A. Bellingham 500 125
Carlingford . Robt. Mackeille . 2,000 500

” Clogher Head . Inhabitants . 750 187 187 376

Dublin. . Rush Sir R. Palmer, Bart. 1,400 367 933

2,085

933

Contracts advertised for.

Declaration published.

Ditto ditto.

Contract advertised.

Waiting assent of par-

Waiting private contri-

bution.

In progress.

Declaration published.

Waiting private contri-

bution.

Work in progress.
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Piers and Harbours Act

—

continued.

135

'County.
LocEility' Applicant. Estimate

Prirate

butioiis.
Amount

Grants
made, and
Recom-

mendation Totals. Observations.

—
£ £ £ £ £

Cork • •
Cape Clear . Sir W. Beecher, Bart. 400 133 267
Ballycotton . M. Longfield . . 2,700 500 1,200 1,000

1
,*267

Waiting local contribu-
tion.

Waterford Hetrick . . . Lord Stewart de De- 450 225 225 Waiting local contribu'

Ballinacourty Thos.Wyse, Esq.,M.P. 500 125 375

600
Ditto ditto.

Down • Annalory Inhabitants 2,400 1,600 Waiting for assent.

Gaiwoy • Claddagh Inhabitants . 4,000 444 888 2,668
Tarrea . M. Blake, Esq. . 2,100 525 525 1,050
Island of Arran John Digbv, Esq. 2,400 800 1,600 ..

Rossroc . May. -Gen. Thompson 800 200 600 About to commence

Kilkerran . Waste Land Society . 3,000 500 1,000 1,500
Errishannon

.

John Lambert, Esq. . 800 265 535
Roundstone . Kicli. Martin, Esq. , 1,200 300 600

”
Ballinakill . J. J. Graham, Esq. . 900 450 450

9,003
Ditto.

Mayo . • Bellmullett . W. H. Carter. . . 9,000 5,000
Newport. Sir R, O’Donnell 1,240 800

5,800
About to commence.

Wexford . Courtown Lord Courtown . 4,000 2,000
Slade Inhabitants . . . 1,200 400 800

2,800
Kerry . . Kilmackeelogue . Marquis of Lansdowne 2,200 275 825 1,100

^Details under consider-

Blasket . . » » 200 ation of the Board.

Valentia

.

2,700 1,800

6,600

39,755

Office of Public Works, Custom House,

Dublin, October, 1846.

Tota

(O.)

Number of Mun employed on the several Works for the Improvement of the Navi-
gation of the River Shannon, for the Month of September, 1846.

Name orWork.
31st Aug.

6th Sept.

7th to

13th Sept.

14lh to

20thSept.
20th to

27tii Sept.

28th to

Stltli Sept Total.

Garrymore 30 28
Derryholmes 57
Clerliaun 106 446 667 926 490
Athlone 468 544 580 659 328
Lecarrow Quarry 88 92 111 86
Ballykerran do 76 106 114 108
Curreen 65 150 388 529 203
Tannonbarry 112 84 32 41 15
Cloonfad 197 717 1,339 1,943 970
Rooskey 379 305 454 514 229
Carnadoe Waters 26 26 44 201 145
Bird Island 386 1,100 743
Jamestown 1,813 3,352 4,121 4,477 2,482
Carrick-on-Shannon .... 497 577 407 432 188
Cootehalt 1,000 1,956 2,039 2,252 1,380
linockvicar 752 1,162 1,767 2,197 981

Dredgers.

A. The “Victoria ” .... 93 88 59 71 46
B. The “Albert” .... 94 96 88 96 47
C. The “ Prince ” .... 83 89 77 85 40
D. The “ Princess Alice “ . 32 98 98 48

5,936 9,850 12,771 15,815 8,335
52,707

2,027Average per day
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Treasury Minute.
Ocloler 23, 1846.

Write to the Commissioners of Public Works that, considering the

unexampled extent of the duties which have devolved upon them, and the diffi-

culties of various kinds with which they have had to contend, their Lordships

are of opinion that the progress which had been made by them up to the date

of their Report in the re-organization of the system of Relief operations under

the Act 9 and 10 Viet, c. 107, on a greatly enlarged scale, is quite equal to

what could have been expected under the circumstances of the case, and could

not have been accomplished without great exertion on the part of all concerned.

Their Lordshii)s entirely approve of the manner in which the Commissioners

are carrying into effect the rules laid down in the Treasury Minute dated 31st

August last, ibr adjusting the rate of remuneration for work performed on the

Relief Works in such a manner as will prevent labourers from leaving other

employments in order to indulge in habits of idleness on the Relief Works.

As the Government has been brought into direct contact with a lai'ge pro-

portion of the labouring population of Ireland in the capacity of employer, it is

of the highest importance to the interests of society that the combinations which

have been entered into to extort a higher rate of remuneration with a smaller

quantum of work should be firmly resisted ; and the safety and welfare of tlie

whole community indispensably require that the order which has been given

by the Lord Lieutenant, that in all such cases the officers ofthe Board ofWorks
at once withdraw from the locality, should be strictly acted upon.

The disgraceful attack made upon Mr, Kearney, the surveyor of the county

of Limerick, at the Baronial Sessions at Hospital, and the unwarrantable inter-

ference with the Drainage Works in progress at Ballinhassig, in the county of

Cork, described in the Appendix to that part of the Commissioners’ Report

which relates to drainage, have been regarded by their Lordships with much
pain

;
but they are confident that these are exceptive cases, and that the great

body of the clergy and gentry will feel it incumbent on them to support the

officers of the Board of Works in the execution of their arduous and important

duties by every means in their power.
Their Lordships de.sire that the Commissioners will take every possible pre-

caution, in concei’t with the Inspector-General of the Constabulary Force, to

provide for the protectipn of the persons employed by them in different parts of

Ireland, and that they will take proper steps to bring to justice persons guilty

of acts of violence or intimidation towards them.

As several of the Baronial Sessions have made excessive and indiscriminate

I)resentments, without any proper consideration either of the nature of the

different works, or of whether they were really required for the purpose of

relief, the duty of selecting works for execution will in these cases fall entirely

upon the Commissioners, without the assistance which was to have been ex-

pected from the parties more immediately interested ; and their Lordships

therefore rely upon tlie Commissioners exercising every practicable care to

recommend only such works as are calculated to furnish employment to destitute

persons of all classes who are able and willing to work, and not to recommend
at any one time the execution of a larger portion even of works of this descrip-

tion than will furaish employment for a moderate period, during 'which tlie

necessity for extraordinary measures of relief may reasonably be expected to

last: it being always understood that the works, although they have been
recommended and sanctioned, will be brought to an immediate close

.
when-

ever, owing to any cause, they may no longer be required for the purposes of

relief.

Their Lordships will cause separate communications to be made to the

Commissioners on the subject of the difficulties which liave been experienced

in the working of the Drainage Act, 9 and 10 Vic., c. 101, and of the measures
to be taken to procure an additional stock of food from the fisheries in the

present state of general scarcity, and to set the example of an improved mode
of curing fisli.

The only other remark their Lordships have to make is, that they see no
reason to object to any of the poceedings of the Board of Works as described

in their Report dated lOth instant
;
and that they rely iq)on the Commissioners,

and the officers of every grade employed under them, acquitting themselves
of the important j)art they have to perform under the present crisis of affairs,

with the entire self-devotion which the gravity of the occasion requires.
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Presentment Sessions under tlie 9th and lOtli Vic., c. 107.

At the different Baronial Sessions in the county of Waterford, it was resoRed,

Tiuit it would be desirable that work to the amount of 800/. should be presented

for every 200 heads of families in want of employment.

The following schedule shows the sums granted in each barony according to the
above scale

;
and taking 2-13ths of the entire population according to the last

Census, it nearly agrees with the returns sent in by the different Relief Committees
of the unemployed in each district

Bavosies.

j

Svim presented

:
iu e&ch Biirony !

at the rate fixed

by tire above
Resolution.

Interest at

3^ per Cent.

Cost of
Collection at

3| per Cent,,

or 9(1. iu tlie

Round.

j

Total Charge. !
Barony 1

Rent Value. 1

Rate per

Pound of the

Sum to be
levied on the

Barony Rent

Sum which
will be levied

at each
Assizes for

Ten Years.

Rate per

Pound at

Assizes for

Ten Yeats.

£. s. <1. £. s. </. £. s. rl.
1

£. s. fL
1

£. 5. </. s. rf. £. t. d.

7,3-26 0 0 250 8 2 284 6 9 1 7,866 14 11
!
27,957 0 0 5 7* 39.3 6 8

10,114 12 0 354 0 0 392 11 5
i
10,861 3 5

;

35,615 5 0 6 1 543 1 2
18,413 11 0 644 9 5 714 13 6

Ij
19,872 13 1) 52,236 25 0 7 7 993 1-2 8

Dscifis without 24,513 8 0 857 19 4 951 8 6 25,322 15 10 71,197 0 0 7 44 1,316 2 9

15,986 3 8 559 10 2 620 9 3
1

17,166 3 1 30,034 15 0 10 3I

Coshroore . . 18,971 14 0 664 0 2 736 6 9 20,.372 0 11
,
45,878 15 0 8 lOi 1,018 12 0

1

Olenal'tery 3,880 13 0 134 15 4 149 9 0 1,434 17 4
i

9,130 15 0 9 OJ 206 14 10 4

Although the above calculation is made up with a view to give employment for

four months, it will afford ample for six. The cost of collection and interest is

made up on the full amount
;
but both will decrease every year for the 10 years.

It must also be borne in mind that the payment of the constabulary is now trans-

ferred to the Consolidated Fund, and reduces the county cess 3d. in the pound per

annum.

October 12, 1846

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Longford, October 13, 1846.

I BELIEVE in my last I mentioned that we were determined to adhere to the low
rate of wages, and that his Excellency had approved of our doing so. The
monthly report which yon will have received ere this, clearly explains our
system. Those who choose to laboui’ may earn good wages. The only case

where it may not work well is that of children and women, who, strange to say,

during the past season, in some works, performed the more laborious parts, wliile

the men performed the least so.

Yesterday I inspected one of our drainage operations, where the men had
refused to work at a price by which they could easily have earned 15d. to 18d.

The Lord Lieutenant, in consequence ofthe Limerick county business,directed

Mr. Labouchere to apply to the Master-General for 10 officers of Engineers,

and if we get them, we intend, where intimidation prevails, to employ th^ in

the direction of the works.

I enclose herewith a copy of a letter I have written to Mr. Redington, de-

scribing what I have seen on my way from Dublin. All the farm-yards are

well filled with corn-stacks
;
no signs of threshing, and the hay generally still

standing in field cocks. Although the weather is very favourable for plough-
ing, no signs of faim labour going on. The only people to be seen in the fields

are a few men and women here and there scratching up the ground for such

seed potatoes as may be still in a fit state for food. I may mention that on my
way here from Athlone, I went into a field where a man was digging the potatoes

;

the crop looked good, and he told me that it was an early crop, and that he
considered that about one-half were sound, and I therefore hope that there is

much more food of that description than the general outcry about famine would
lead strangers to suppose.

Enclosure.

Lieut-Colonel Jones to Mr. Redington.

Athlone, October 13, 1846.

It may be interesting for his ExcelleEcy to receive an account of what I have seen and
heard in the districts through which I have passed, as bearing upon the subject which now so

[b. W.] * T
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much engages the attention of the Government. On the 1 1th instant I posted from Dublin

to Banagher, along the entire line of road. I observed the farm-yards well stacked with corn,

the crops of the past harvest ttnihrashed. As to cattle, there was a much greater number than

is usually to be seen, but this I attribute to flocks returning from the fair at Ballinasloe. The
country mills, where there is no want of water, are in full work, generally in grinding small

quantities of meal and oats for the poorer description of farmers. Sales are made to a con-

siderable extent at the mills, where the price is 2s. per stone, whereas the hucksters retail at

2s. Ad. per stone. At Banagher, on last market day, there were not any potatoes brought in

for sale.

Some few instances of outrage had taken place near Banagher, from Banagher to Shannon

bridge, and on to Alhlone. The observations in respect to the farm-yards apply equally to

this district. Near the latter place some fields of potatoes were apparently in a good condition.

I regret to say that the men refused to work by task on the Brusna Drainage, near Moys
Town, and sat down on the bank of the river sooner than take the price proposed, which, with

common exertion, would have given them Is. 2d. per diem. On the previous week some had
earned Is. 8d. to 2s. per diem ; and this in the immediate neighbourhood of the place where a

sessions was to be held to give employment on relief works.

The engineer of the western part of the county of Roscommon informs me that he has been
for some time ready to employ the people, but the Relief Committees have not as yet been

formed. Some, I understand, are to assemble this day, so that no further delay will take

place. I am happy to say that Mr. Long reports favourably of the conduct and demeanour of

the poorer classes in his district, the western baronies of Roscommon.

Captain Larcom to Mr. Trevelyan.

Board of TVorks, October 13, 1846.

Would there be any objection to publishing our last monthly Report?
We are cruelly assailed by the press ; and though as individuals we may be
iudifferent to such attacks, it is important the public confidence in a public
Department should not be shaken at this crisis. The press can be met by the
press, but official men can only do so by official papers, and our Reports would
afford the means of doing so. You might print them on foolscap, as you do
your Minutes, or let us put them into the Government paper here. The former
would seem the best. The Report you have just received was not drawn up
with this view, and might have been made much stronger on the score of our
difficulties and the opposition we have met with.

Colonel Jones is out of town, and I write in concurrence with Mr. Griffith,

but wholly in deference to your better judgment and long experience. I know
you will excuse, if you do not agree with us.

We are in no ordinary difficulties, but are making head steadily, though
slowly, against them.

Mr. Trevelyan to Captain Larcom.
October 17, 1846.

The last monthly Report of the Board of Works is already in type,

with all its Appendices, as part of a confidential collection of Relief Papers,
which are printed as they come in for the use of the Cabinet, and the greater

part of them will be laid before Parliament at the first commencement of the
Session.

But decisive objections are considered to exist to the premature publication
of any part of them, and most of all of a document of such grave importance
as this Report of your Board.
The members of your Board are now in a situation which most public

officers suffer from in their turn, of having to submit for a time to unmerited
abuse, without being able to furnish the explanations of which, if they were
free to give them, the case easily admits.

To submit to this when the occasion requires, is part of the duty of a public
officer.

Aud the general experience of persons holding such situations is, that it is

bad policy I'or them to descend into the arena of the press in their own defence

;

for an answer leads to a rejoinder, and a rejoinder requires further explanations
wliich often cannot be given without violating official confidence. A public

officer, therefore, is not ou equal terms with his adversary under such circum-
stances.

To do one’s duty and to bide one’s time is the true course
;
and persons in
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prominent situations must, in the long run, be judged by their acts, and by the
official explanations which will come witli the more force when they come at
the usual and proper period.

Happen what will, I feel convinced that you and your colleagues will continue
strenuously to exert yourselves, and that if you cannot do all, you will do what
you can, and do that well.

Mr. Somerville to Mr. Redington.

Union Hall, Ross Carberry, October 13, 1846.

As it seems the anxious wish of the Government to do anything in
their power, to relieve the destitute and distressed poor of this country, I beg
leave to make an offer, which evidently will serve myself, and will at least
keep twenty families, averaging at the lowest six persons in each, from
starvation.

Having a small property in fee, in the parish of Skule, barony West Car-
berry,_ and County Cork, about 340 acres, called North Lisicaha, wliicli I
keep in my hands and farm, and which might render me more advantage by
deepening a river, that bounds one side, and draining more effectually than at
present about 50 acres of it, I will advance 50^., the Government giving me
100/. for the above work, and I \vill myself carry it on, subject to the inspec-
tion of any officer that may be appointed, but I will not in any way pay more,
or mortgage my property, but will bind myself fully as to the performance of
the work, and to the maintenance of the number of families before-mentioned
for one year at least. Should my proposal meet with approbation, and that I
could commence the work at once, it would be of the greatest possible advan-
tage to so many of the distressed families in that barony

;
for public works on

roads, though well intended, does not render the advantage supposed, nor to
half the destitute.

This proposal may at first appear a strange one, but you may be convinced
that for 50/. two years ago I could get more work done than I would at
present for 150/.

;
and if not to relieve those unfortunate people, none of whom

are tenants or in any manner connected with my business, I should never make
this proposal.

Second Letter to Lieutenants of Counties.

. .
October 14, 1846.

In transmitting to you a copy of some further instructions, with regard to
the formation of Relief Committees throughout the country, I am directed by his
Excehency the Lord Lieutenant, to say, that he trusts that no time ivill be lost in
organizing the Committees generally in your county, as he has reason to believe
that great inconvenience has been occasioned in some districts from the delay which
has taken place.

I am also desired to observe that' his Excellency trusts that you will impress
upon the magistrates, and other persons, the necessity of supporting the officers of
the Board of Works in the execution of their arduous duties, in carrying into
effect the instructions of the Government, and especially in enforcing the system of
task or piece work, which is considered essential, as a general rule, to the suc-
cessful operation of the measures of relief.

I have, &c.

H. LABOUCHERE.

Instructions to Officers of Board of Works.
Task Work and PUages.

Relief Department.

Office of Public T'Vorks,

day of ,
1846.

Urgent representations having been received by the Lord Lieutenant,
on the distress caused by the non-resumption of works, sanctioned under the
9th Vic., c. 1, you are requested to lose no time in resuming such works in
your district, and further, in commencing those for which grants were sanc-
tioned, but which were not then required : hearing in mind, tliat on no account

T 2
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is the sura sanctioned by the Treasury to be exceeded : such excess, if necessary,

must be presented for, under the 9th and 10th Viet., c. 107-

The Commissioners further beg to inform you, in reference to the task work,

that the sum to be paid for eacli portion of work, should be sufficient to enable

an ordinary labourer to earn from lOt/. to Is. per day, and a good labourer, who

exerted himself, from Is. 4d. to Is. Qd. per day. When labourers will not

work except by the day, the pay must be guided by the Treasury Minute.

The price of breaking stone by the ton or load, must vary according to the

([uality of stone, being so proportioned as to enable diligent men to earn a fair

day’s hire.

I am. Sir, your obedient Servant,

JOS. C. WALKER, Secretory.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Col. Jones.

October 14, 1846.

I WILL not send you extracts from “ Burke’s Thoughts and Details on

Scarcity,” because you ought to read the whole of it.

It is bound up in Burke’s Works in 2 vols., published by “ Samuel ITolds-

‘ worth. Amen Corner, Paternoster Row, London, 1837.”

Look particularly at the first and the third paragraphs—the paragraph

which commences with the words “ This example of Rome ”—the paragraph

commencing “ Another cause and that not of inconsiderable operation ” and the

two following paragraphs, and from the words “ All therefore that haiipened

“ amiss in the course even of domestic affairs” to the end.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

0ffi.ee of Public Works, Dublin, October 16, 1846.

By desire of Colonel Jones, I forward herewith a copy of his letter, dated

15th instant, addressed to Mr. Redington, from Carrick-on-Shannon, descriptive

of the want of provisions at that place, and accounting for delays in commenc-

ing works, from the neglect or irregularity of Relief Committees.

Enclosure.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Redington.

Carrick-on-Shannon, October 15, 1846.

The appearance of the country from Athlone to this place is the same as reported in

my ia.st. The produce of last season still remains in the stack unthrashed : there is a general

conaplaint against the scardty and dearness of provisions : meal is selling at this place for 35.

per stone : the Government store at Jamestown is cleared out, and as the Shannon Commis-

sioners have fi'om 600 to 700 men working close to the village, it might be advisable to send

an additional supply to this village, which is small, and of a very poor description : the con-

tractor is an energetic man, and I shall be sorry if he were driven to the truck system, which

in principle and in itself is so very objectionable, and against which there is invariably an out-

cry, when some few of the workmen find at the end of the month, that there is no money to be

received, their wages having been mortgaged to the tommy-shop. From the inspecting officer.

Captain Layard, I find that the Committees in the southern baronies of this county have not

been formed according to the regulations, and that those regulations have given great dissatisfac-

tion, the clergy requiring their curates to be members, as the curates are more inclined to

work, and the clergy would have the nomination of them. The old Committees have been acting,

and are very remiss in the formation of their lists, by which great delay lias arisen in com-

mencing the works, and from one Committee where 200 names were required, only 90 were

sent to the officer : and I believe, if inquiry were made, it would be found that the great delay

which has taken place, has not been caused by the inattention of the Board’s Officers, but by

remissness on the part of the Relief Committees.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

P’irginia, Co. Cavan, October 18, 1846.

I ENCLOSE herewith a copy of my last to Mr. Redington, which varies

but little from those reports which preceded it. I am afraid, from all I hear,

that some of the committees are acting very improperly, putting on the lists the

names of individuals who ought not to be employed, and omittiug those
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whose wants are great, and who require assistance
;
many small farmers’

names have been put down, and the reason is supposed to be, tliat the land-

lords are anxious for their tenants to get as much ready money as possible

before the day arrives for paying the rent. I strongly suspect that the great

outcry for work is, in many instances, made to procure tickets, whicli arc con-

sidered to be as good as so many tenpennies, and which the possessor holds until

he may find it convenient to work, or may want money ; there have been several

instances where the works have not been proceeded with in consequence of the

men not appearing : and yesterday morning, just as I was leaving Emnskillen,

the engineer reported to me that the overseer w'as waiting to commence a work,

but that the men who had received tickets were not forthcoming, and that a

great many really distressed people without tickets -were applying for work.

I immediately gave orders to cancel the tickets of the absentees, and to take

on an equal number of those who were applying for work.

On my way through the town of Cavan last night I saw the inspecting

officer, who told me that the delay in commencing work arose entirely from

the dilatoriness of the committees in not forming the lists, and also from the

delay in the formation of some of the Committees ; I shall see his official

report on my arrival in Dublin. Lord Farnham, he said, had been in a state

of great alarm, as well as all the upper classes in that district.

At Ballyconnel, where the magistrates were holding sessions to arrange about

work, the country people assembled in considerable numbers and locked the

magistrates up, with a view to force them to present liberally
;
a messenger

was sent for troops, on whose appearance the boys unlocked the door and dis-

persed. I may also mention that the gathering of people in Roscommon, who

lately went over to French Park and insisted upon seeing Lord de Fresne,

was principally composed of farmers, holders of 10 acres, and not in the

slightest degree in w'^ant ; these two anecdotes will give you some idea how

affairs work in this country.

A gentleman of large property in this county yesterday told me that he had

been endeavouring to persuade his tenants to sell their oats, but that they would

not listen to his advice.

The landlords generally, in the hopes of getting half their rents, are remit-

ting with a good grace the other half
;
it is supposed that amount may be col-

lected next gale, but that in March there will not be any payments made ;
this

appears to be the general opinion both of landlords and agents with wdrom I

have conversed on the subject. I hope to be in Dublin this evening.

Enclosure.

Lieiit.-ColonelJoNES to Mr. Redington.

Enniskillen, October 17, 1846.

With the exception of some very small holders of com in the barony of Carberry and

near Bundoran, I did not see any thrashing going .on, all the farmers keeping tlieir stocks in

reserve, crying out for food, and at the same time unwilling to sell. You are aware that in the

district between Sligo and Ballyshannon, which is a very poor one, there is a very large popu-

lation
;

for many miles of the road it is a regular street of cabins ; all tlie potatoes gone. A
parish priest told me he had 1500 families in his parish, with only 40 acres of oatsj in general

three acres is considered barely sufficient for a family. There is not a town or trader between

the two termini above mentioned, and it is to be feared that there will be very great distress in

this district, and I should apprehend that much the same will be the casein the wild and remote

districts of Corn, round the head of Lough Allen, on the borders of Leitrim and Cavan.

I regret to find tliat all the Relief Committees in this county have not yet been formed, and

consequently that our engineer is unable to give the employment for which he is prepared,

waiting only for the lists required to enable the inspecting officer to issue the ticlcets. I have

been pressed to allow the engineer to employ any men who might offer themselves for work.

This I have refused, considering that it would be highly improper to do so, as interfering with

those duties which properly ought to be performed by the Relief Committees; and moreover,

it would be placing the engineer and officers of the Board in a position open to attack from those

who were displeased with their proceedings, or who could not get employment for their tenants

or dependants. I regret to have learned that, in those lists which have been prepared, great

abuses have taken place by placing on them the name of holders of 10 or more acres of land,

and many head of cattle. An attempt has been made to vet the wages raised to Is, per diem on

the Relief Works; this .1 have most positively ordered not to be done, but to give work by

measurement. I may mention a circumstance reported to me, that on a work near this town,

for which 90 tickets had been issued, and urgent demand made to obtain them, only 10 men

presented themselves : and in another case, those who had tickets were prevented from t\ orking

by a mob of persons who assembled for that purpose, and who were not in want.

3
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Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, October 16, 1846.

WiTH respect to the period to be allowed for repayment of advances under
the 9 and 10 Vic. c. 107, his EKcellency strongly recommends that the consider-
ation of the question should be deferred until the amoimt of the advances to each
barony can be ascertained. The Presentments already made at the sessions, are
in some instances of an amount such as would require, (supposing the whole to
be approved and advanced,) the longest period of repayment allowed by the
Act

;
while in others, the sums presented being intended merely for relief for

a short period, might not require to be divided into so many instalments. The
recommendations of the Board of Works, do not in all cases extend in the
first instance, to all the works in the Schedule of Presentment which may be
eventually approved. On the whole, therefore, it appears impossible to
ascertain at present, the amount which each barony will be ultimately liable

to repay, or to judge of the period (short of the maximum of ten years,)
wliich should be allowed for such repayment.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 20, 1846.

Write to Mr. Redington, requesting he will inform the Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland, that my Lords concur in the opinion expressed in his letter, that it

will not be advisable to fix at present the number of instalments by which
the sum advanced under the Act 9 and 10 Vic. c. 107 should be repaid,

but that their Lordships beg to receive another communication from his

Excellency, when he shall consider that the period of repayment can with
propriety be fixed.
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Return showing the Average Number of Persons employed on Public ^Vorks^ &c.

—

continued.
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-
Roads. Drainage.

provinces and Counties.
Arti-

Labourers,

Women Boys.
Horses

Arti.
Labourers.

Boys.
Horses

Ecets.
Able-bodiec loflrm.

ficors.

AbIe-bodic( Infirm.

LSTER :

Antrim . • 185 35 37

Belfast, Town of . • *

Carnckfergus

Cavan . . 438 12 104 20 235

Donegal - . .

Down
Fermanagh .

Londonderry .

Monaghan
Tyrone . . .

Total in Ulster 623 35 12 141 20 394

innaugiit :

Galwav, E.R. .1

W. R. .I
2146 17 6 58 18 5 582

Leitrim . . . 666 10 "37
1 246

1100 3 9 24 2 563 6
Roscommon . . 6106 19 146 601 32 3 869

Sligo .... 3231 58 187 402 2

Total in Connaught 13,249 107 328 1122 52 11 1760 11

Abstract.
Men . . . < .

Women . . • . .

Boys . . . « .

Drivers , • . . .

45,248
514
3466
681

Roads ...»
Drainage ....

Totals per week

Mr. Duncan to Jlr. MacGregor.

The Vine, Dundee, October 17, 1846.

We have at this period fewer Irish than usual, and we could, at our works,

give employ to a considerable number if they were wishing work, but I doubt not

a few will be led back to Ireland, in hopes of money without labour.

Mr. Wilson to Mr. MacGregor.

Dundyvan, Octo er 31, 1846.

I HAVE had the pleasure of receiving your letter of the 28th instant. It

appears to me not easily accounted for how the Irish should leave high wages here
and go home to Ir-eland at the present time

;
but such is the fact. I have just,

seen one of my contractors, -who informs me that 20 of his men have left him this-

week to return home to Ireland, who were receiving 16s. a-week here for wheeling
and filling earth—the simplest of all labour. I find that common labourers in mjr
employment, and I must have about 1000 employed, are now receiving from 15^.

to 19s. a-week, when two years ago they got from 10s. to 13s.

Colliei-s and miners now make Is. an hour, but they do not work more than froin

four to six hours a day.

I am now paying about 5000/. a-week in wages, for work which two years ago
was done for about 2700/. The making of railways has been the principal cause
of this rise in the price of labour

; on many of the lines from l8s. to 22s. a-week
is given for common labour.

I am of opinion that Government should withhold giving employment to men
who are able to work. They can all be employed by the public, and there is no
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doubt tliat the high price of labour will soon tell against the manufactures of

this country, from the high price of them shutting us out from foreign markets.

I have no exact means ot knowing, but I am told by some ot tliose connected

with steam-boats, that more men have returned to Ireland since the harvest than

came over here before it, and this too when contractors cannot get hands to fulfil

their contracts. With regard to the iron trade, the cost of making is just about

double of what it was in 1843 and 1844.

Lord John Russell to the Duke of Leinster.

Downing-street, October 17, 1846.

The Royal Agricultural Society, of which you are the head, sent a

deputation not long ago to the Lord Lieutenant, representing that, .instead of

public- works of an unprofitable nature, the baronies should have power to

undertake works of a useful and profitable nature.

It had Ijeen our hope and expectation that landed proprietors would have

commenced works of drainage and other improvements on their own account,

thus employing the people on their own estates, and rendering the land more
productive for the future. In that case it would have been only the surplus

labour which would have been employed on roads and other works not imme-
diately profitable. -

The Act, however, was put in operation in the baronies in a spirit the reverse

of that which I have described. It was taken for granted that the public umrlis

were the chief object to be regarded ; and proprietors began to, calculate that,

as so large a sum was to be repaidfrom their estates, they should not be able

to commence or even to continue private enterprises for the improvement of

their own lands.

When the case was brought before the Government by the Lord Lieutenant,

we lamented the wrong direction in which the Act had been turned ;
but

admitting the necessity of the case, and anxious to obtain the willing co-opera-

tion of the landlords, we authorised the Lord Lieutenant to deviate from the

letter of the law, and gave our sanction to advances for useful and profitable

works of a private nature.

But after having incurred this responsibility, I am soriy to see that, in

several parts of Ireland, calls are made upon the Government to undertake and

Iierform tasks which are beyond the power and apart from the duties of

Government.
For instance, it seems to be expected that we should not only pay at an

unusual rate of wages, but that we should maintain in this time of scarcity the

usual price of food. A moment’s thought will show that this is impossible. A
smaller quantity of food is to be divided among the same niunber of human
beings. It must be scarcer, it must be dearer. Any attempt to feed one class

of the people of the United Kingdom by the Government would, if successful,

starve another part ; would feed the producers of potatoes, which had failed,

by starving the producers of wheat, barley, and oats, which had not failed.

All that we have undertaken with respect to food, therefore, is to endeavour

to create a provision trade, at fair mercantile prices, where no provision trade

has hitherto existed, and where, without assistance, none might be willing to

undertake a new and unpopular occupation.

But that which is not possible for a Government, is possible by individual

and social exertion. Every one who travels through Ireland observes the large

stacks of corn, which are the produce of the late harvest. There is nothing to

])rcvent the purchase of grain by proprietors or by committees, and the disposal

of these supplies in shops furnished on purpose with flour at a fair price, with a

moderate profit.

This has been done, I am assured, in parts of the Highlands of Scotland,

M'here the failure of the potatoes has been as great and as severe a calamity as

it has been in Ireland.

There is no doubt some inconvenience attendiag even these modes of inter-

ference with the market price of food
;
but the good over-balances the evil.

Local committee, or agents of landowners, can ascertain the pressure of

distress, measure the wants of a district, and prevent waste or misapplication.

Besides, the general effect is to bring men together, and induce them to exei-t

their energy in a social effort directed to one spot ;
whereas, the interference
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of the State deadens private energy, prevents forethought, and after super-

seding all other exertion, finds iteelf at last unecjual to the gigantic task it has

undertaken.

There are other q^uestions, however, extending beyond the exigency of the

day, which, it seems to me, demand the attention of the landed proprietoi's of

Ireland much more than that of the Government.

It has been calculated that one-fifth of the cultivated land in Ireland ]ias

hitherto produced potatoes. After the present lamentable failure, what course

is to be taken ? Some men of science deem that the potato can no longer be

relied upon as an article of food
;
others say that time may remove the disease.

The editor of the “ Gardeners’ Chronicle ” states that the explanation of the

potato dise^e, founded on the hypothesis of some unknown miasma, cannot

be accepted as satisfactory ;
but neither can it be rejected, seeing how signally

all other explanations have failed.

Seeing, then, that science furnishes us with no means of estimating the

effects of the prevalent disef^e upon the potato plant in future years, it ^yould

be impossible for the Government with any propriety to give any advice to

the owners and occupiers of land in Ireland. They must form their own con-

clusions from the facts that are known, and the experience of the present and

past years.

It is clear, however, that potatoes cannot be relied upon as they have been

hitherto. A cottier cairnot hope to be able to pay a large rent for con-acre,

and the farmer cannot hope to obtain the cottier’s labour by allowing him land

for potatoes, which may probably fail. It is, therefore, a most important

question for the people of Ireland, in what manner the deficiency of food is in

future to be supplied ; the nature of the grain or root which is best adapted for

this purpose ;
the course of husbandry which ought to be followed ;

the means

of procuring seed ; all these are important problems to which the attention of

the Agricultural Society of Ireland cannot too soon be directed.

One thing is certain
;
in order to enable Ireland to maintain her population,

her agriculture must be greatly improved. Cattle, corn, poultry, pigs, eggs,^

butter, and salt provisions have been, and will probably continue to be her chief

articles of export ; but beyond the food exchanged for clothing and colonial

products, she will require in future a large supply of food of her own growth or

produce, which the labourer should be able to buy w’ith his wages.

In effecting this great change, much good may ultimately be done but

unless all classes co-operate, and meet the infliction of Providence with fortitude

and energy, the loss of the potato will only aggravate the woes and sufferings of

Ireland.

Such, then, is the great lesson which, by the influence of the higher classes,

and of such good patriots as yourself, may be taught to the Irish people. They

should be taught to take advantage of the favourable conditions of their soil

and surrounding sea; to work patiently for themselves iii their own country as

they work in London and Liverpool for their employers ; to study economy,

cleanliness, and the value of time ; to aim at improving the condition of them-

selves and their children.

I would here conclude this letter, which is already too long, but I cannot do

so without expressing my conviction that there is every disposition in persons

of property in Ireland to meet their difficulties faiidy, and submit to any sacri-

fices which the public good may require.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, October 20, 1846.

I AM directed by the Lord Lieutenant to transmit to the Lords of the

Treasury copy of a letter from the Board of Works, respecting applications under

9 and 10 Vic., c. 101, by tenants for life, with a copy of his E-vcellency s reply

thereto

Enclosure.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Labouchere.

Office of Public Works, October 15, 18-16.

It being of great importance at the present time to induce the proprietors of lands to

undertake their thorou°h drainage, and to give additional employment to the labouring class,

[B. W.] * U
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I am directed by the Commissioners to request that you will call the attention of his Excellency
the Lord Lieutenant to the Act of last Session, 9 and 10 Vic., cap. 101, for making advances

to certain proprietors, at a rate of interest of per cent, per annum.
As at present advised by the Attorney-General, the Board cannot receive applications for

loans from a party having only a life interest in his lands, and this rule excludes a great pro-

portion of the landed proprietors from the benefits conferred by the Act. If it be the intention

of the Government to introduce a Bill next Session to amend the 9th and 10th Vic., cap. 101,

the Board would suggest for his Excellency’s consideration that the proposition of Mr.-Wynne,
of Sligo, be in the mean time adopted, namely that they should be authorized by the Lord
Lieutenant to act on applications from those having life interests only in their lands, with a
view to have all the preliminary investigations completed by the time the amended Act sfaal

have passed.

I. Acknowledge and inform, that his Excellency does not consider it advisable at present to

sanction applications from tenants for life being proceeded with.

II. Transmit copy of this letter to the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury.

Memorandum by Mr. Blemire.

Bt the General Drainage Act, 9 and 10 Vie., c. lOl, s. 14, any owner of
land may make application for a loan on account of drainage.

But by sec. 49 of the same Act, the words owner of landu are limited as to lands
in Ireland, to mean such person as (under the Irish Act, 1 and 2 Vic., c. 109,)
shall have the first estate of inheritance, or other estate or interest equivalent to

a 'perpetual estate or interest therein.

As tenants for life do not fall within the description given in the Irish Act,
sec. 8, of such persons as shall have thefirst estate of inheritance, ^c., they cannot
be considered as owners of land, and consequently it is manifest that they are ex-
cluded from the benefit which the owners of an equivalent estate in England possess

under the general Drainage Act.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Works, October 21, 1846.

There is not any engraved Map of Ireland showing the Unions and
Electoral Divisions, but I have ordered two to be prepared, and they shall be
fonvarded to you as soon as completed.
You are aware that, under the Million Act, we have not done anything;

some time ago a paper was prepared by the Board and handed to the Lord
Lieutenant, who, I understood, intended to forward it to Lord John Russell;
the object was to make that sum available under the Drainage Acts, and
lending the money at per cent. The high rate of interest has, I believe,

deterred many persons from borrowing. You, of course, are aware that the
Treasury are empowered to lend, under the Public Works Act, at a rate of
interest 10^. above the market rate.

There are, I believe, some propositions going on for taking tlie townlauds as

districts for farm drainage under Mr. Labouchere’s letter
;

if such a small
territorial division is adopted it will multiply business enormously, and conse-
quently increase our labours beyond calculation.

I hear from more quarters than one, that the early potatoes which were left

in the ground now prove to be sound. Although small in size, still from one-
third to one-half may be considered available for food. I inclose for your
perusal a letter from a particular friend of mine. Its contents are very satis-

factory, so far as the district to which it relates.

The number of men employed last week amounted, including drainage and
Shannon, to 52,5-3o.

Enclosoke.

Tralee, October 18, 1846.

I SENT you a newspaper yesterday which contained an account of a meetivig which
was convened by a circular from Mr. Mauiisell, C.E. I attended for the purpose of prevent-
ing the Government or Board of Works from being pestered, at such an awful crisis, by foolish

applications, and I was able to turn the attention of the meeting to a different quarter,
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I do not know whether it be the intention to hold another Presantnient. Sessions in accord-

ance with Mr. Labouchere’s circular; if not, for God’s sake commence the irorAs as soon as

you can.

As yet in this county everything has been most peaceable and orderly. The markets are

plentifully supplied witii corn and provisions of all kinds, and the merchants are permilted to

export them without the slighest interruption.

On Friday last between 20 and 30 cars were loaded at the basin of our canal for the Killar-

ney Relief Committee with Indian meal, and they were allowed to file through the crowded

streets, attended by two or three police, without even an expression of discontent on tlie part

of the townspeople; how'ever, I believe I may say, that up to this time no absolute want ;vas

felt in this county. The farmers bad a small portion of potatoes which were (although

diseased) available for food, hut they are rapidly disappearing, and the price of food has risen,

and is daily rising, and very serious fears are beginning to be entertained, whether the supplies

from the far west can be brought in time to relieve us. Indian meal (the cheapest food) was

last quoted at 1j. 9d. per stone, and this without public works to give the poor the means of

buying it. Since the last quotation the Indian meal lias risen, in Limerick from 14Z. to 18^. a ton.

If the Public Works could be commenced at once. I would entertain no fears as to our being

able to weather the storm. All parties are too seriouslp alarmed not to give the most cordial

and zealous co-operation. Even the_/amers, who at first were rather inclined to hold back, and

throw the whole weight upon the landlords, are now coming forward with lai'ge subscriptions.

I am also happy to tell you that throughout this county the farmers have paid their rents with

as great punctuality as ever. I was iiifornied by a gentleman of very large fortune in this

county that not more than 8/. is due to him of his last March gale on his whole estate, and that

was due by a gentleman tenant to whom he did not apply. The different agents of the great

landed proprietors have told me thrt, generally speaking, there has been no unwillingness on the

part of the tenants to pay the last March gale.

Up to this time all has gone on well, but the next five or six weeks will be the trying period.

If provisions are not brought in, and works are not commenced, there can be no doubt that the

people will help themselves. As yet almost the whole of the corn is stored in the town
;
with

our bad harbour it cannot be exported in any great quantities at a lime, and the shipping season

is not at its height till the middle of next month. If the poor have not food and work before

that time, I fear we shall have some frightful scenes. The merchant will endeavour to export,

and those dying of hunger will endeavour to prevent him, and lives must be lost : for political

economists tell ,us that trade must be free. I am not an alarmist; but I can assure you that

although everything that could be done has oeen done in this county, yet if employment is not

soon given, it will have been done in vain. Large subscriptions have been raised and every

effort, is made to keep down the markets by tlie Relief Committees, who are selling at a loss,

which is defrayed by the subscriptions. Engagements have also been entered into with the

merchants to keep a stock on hand at all times of not less than 1000 tons for the home market

of this town. Yet with all these precautions the markets will rise, and without work the people

canno'. purchase; and our poor-house, made to bold 1200, has already over 900 inmates, and

when that is filled, the starving poor must lie down and die.

Memorial of the Board of Guardians of the Gortin Union.

To the Right Honourable and Honourable the Lords’ of Her Majesty’s Treasury.

The Memorial of the Board of Guardians of the Poor of the Gortin Union,

Respectfully Showeth,

—

That your Memorialists are, with few exceptions, the original Guardians

appointed in this Union to carry out the provisions of the Irish Poor Relief Act,

and that, in the performance of their duties, they have imposed rates upon the

land and tenements, in some eases so high as 2s. in the pound, which have been

most severely felt by the ratepayers.

That, in addition to the immediate support and maintenance of the destitute

poor (an unusual increase of which the calamitous failure of the potato crop will

inevitably create), your Memorialists are being called on for the payment of 180/.,

being the annual instalment of a debt of 3600/., for building their Union work-

house—the sum of 3060/. still being due.

That the sum of 180/. aforesaid apportioned over their Union, the valuation of

which is 15,751/., increases the rates annually nearly 3d. in the pound upon

each electoral division.

That under existing circumstances, with famine nearly at our doors, your

Memorialists seriously apprehend that the attempt to raise a rate for the payment

of so large a sum for any purpose, other than the immediate support of the

destitute, from the harassed ratepayers, would be completely hopeless.

That your Memoi’ialists conscientiously believe that the total remission of the

Building Loan, at a season like the present, would be a wise and judicious

concession.
U2
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Your Memorialists, therefore, pray that your Lordships may dii-ect the aforesaid

suiii of 3060/. to be charged upon the Consolidated Fund.
And your Memorialists will ever pray.

AARON HAMILTON, Chairman.

Signing on behalf of the Board of Guardians, at their meeting held
on the 7th October, 1846.

ROBERT M‘CAUSLAND,
Clerk of the Guardians, Gortin Union.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 20, 1846.

Inform the Guardians of the Gortin Union, that as Parliament has given no
authority to their Lordships to charge on the Consolidated Fund of Great
Britain and Ireland, the sum advanced under the Act of 1 & 2 Viet. c. 56, for

building Union houses in Ireland, it is not in their Lordships’ power to re-

lieve any particular Union in Ireland from their obligation to repay the sums
so advanced on the security of the said Act.

Memorial of the Ratepayers of the Baronies of Kinsale and Courcjes.

To the Right Honourable the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury,
Whitehall, London.

The Memorial of the Ratepayers of the Baronies of Kinsale and Courcies,

Respectfully Sheweth,

That a Presentment Sessions, under 9th and lOth Vic., cap. 107, was
holden for the Barony of Kinsale and also for tlie Barony of Courcies, where
presentments at each were unanimously adopted for the erection of a bridge
over the Bandon River.

That Memorialists have an*ived at the conclusion that there is no work
which could be executed in this or any other part of Ireland which would
unite so much of general utility with the greatest improvement ; so confident
are Memorialists of the advantage to be derived from facilitating communica-
tion between the baronies that they have cheerfully taxed themselves, and have
no doubt they will have a most ample and remunerative return for their outlay
by an increased intercourse, which is so much wanting.
At present the farmer at the opposite side of the river is deterred from

resorting to Kinsale from the uncertainty of the ferry ; when he arrives at the
river side he finds the sea so high that boats cannot ply, and is forced to return
home at great expense and loss of time; during the last week, from the
violence of the weather, the horse-boat could not pass for three days, conse-
quently the farmer is obliged to go 10 or 12 miles to seek a market.
The Kinsale merchants and shopkeepers are thus deprived of their legiti-

mate customers, and the fanners ol' their natural market.
Memorialists beg to add, that this is a species of employment combining

work both for the artisan and labourer, the approaches and causeway work
being extensive, in Courcies Barony estimated at 500/., and Kinsale 400/., in
both passing through a very pauperised district.

Memorialists most urgently entreat your Lordships will take into your con-
sideration that this application is made by the inhabitants of districts hitherto
beyond all precedent neglected in the way of receiving grants or encourage-
ment from Government aid, that the town of Kinsale has retrograded beyond
any other town that can be named, and they see no chance of improvement,
unless this reasonable prayer of Memorialists be granted to tax themselves for
the erection of a bridge which they confidently believe will be followed by
other extensive improvements undertaken by private entei-prize.

And your Memorialists, as in duty bound, will ever pray,

J. T. PIEARD, Chairman.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 20, 1846.

Write to the Memorialists that the presentment in question will be con-
sidered and reported upon by the Board of Works, who will recommend for

sanction under the 9th and 10th Vic., c. 107, such works as may be best calcu-

lated to afford general relief during such time as it may be required.
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Transmit a copy of the Memorial and of this Minute to the Commissioners

of Public Works for their information.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Col. Jones.

October 21, 1846.

I AM desired to request, that you will furnish such infoimation as may

be in your power on the subject of the alleged death by starvation, of a person

employed upon the Public Works at Skibbereen, to which the accompanying

paragi-aph, cut out of the “Morning Chronicle” of the 19th instant, relates

—

Pray also inform me, what precautions are taken to ensure the punctual

payment of the workmen at proper intervals, and whether any change has been

made in this respect since last relief ses^on.

Lieut.-Col. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.
October 24, 1846.

Previous to the receipt of your letter respecting the death at Skibbereen,

instructions had been sent to make inquiries into the circumstances of tlie case.

On the 10th of this mouth, 1700^. was remitted to the pay clerk for this barony,

and there is a poor house adjacent, so that it is difficult to understand the grounds

upon which the verdict was found. A full report shall be sent as soon as we

receive the answer from the inspecting officer.

Enclosure.

Mr. Treacy to Mr. Walker.

County Surveyors Office, Bandon,

October 22, 1846.

I BEG to inform you, that on the 17th instant, one of the men engaged on the new Una of

road in the parish of Aghabologue, and barony of East Muslcerry, died suddenly on the work.

A report of course has gone abroad that he died of starvation. An inquest was held on

Monday last, and the verdict was, that he “'‘died a natural death.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Col. Jones.

October 22, 1846.

Although the course indicated by Lord John Russell in the accompany-

ing extract from a note which I have just received from him is already fol-

lowed by you, I think it better to send you a copy of it, in order tliat you may

be fully aware of the importance which is attached here to getting correct

information on all that is passing in Ireland.

Extract.

" I wish both Sir R Routh and Colonel Jones would send you copies of the

“ most interesting of their officers’ correspondence. When there are distorted

“ accounts in the newspapers, it is satisfactory to have the truth from dis-

“ passionate men.”

Extract from Dublin Evening Post. October 22, 1846.

From the manner in which it has been attempted, at various sessions, to

give effect to the suggestions contained in the Chief Secretary s letter to the Board

of Works, it appears that some further explanation upon the mode oi proceeding,

and the nature of the regulations contained in that letter, should be afforded.

The first question which the sessions should decide is, whether tlmy propose

acting upon the letter, or in the manner prescribed by the 9 and iO Vic., c. iU7 ;

as, in the event of their not adopting the former course, the proceedings must be

considered with strict reference to the provisions of that Act.
. i • v

Having ascertained the valuation of the whole barony, and the amount which it

is proposed to raise therefrom, the proportion of this assessment upon each_ elec-

toral division, or part of an electoral division, in the barony, should likewise he

ascertained, and the presentments to the amount thereof should be made in each

electoral division respectively.
. i i

Should these works not include drainage, the amount will he levied as a general

rate upon the electoral division. Should a portion of the amount be appropriated

to drainage, that will be assessed upon the lands improved, and the balance which
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may be pi-esented for public or useful ^vorks in the electoral division, will be levied
as a general rate upon that division.

Should the whole amount presented for the electoral division be appropriated to
drainage, there will, of course, remain no balance to be levied as a general rate
upon that division, the wboie assessment having been appropriated in a manner
which will render it chargeable only on the lands so improved.
The money presented in accordance with this arrangement will be levied in the

manner and within the period prescribed by the Poor Employment Act, save in the
case of drainage, where the assessment will be payable in the proportion awarded
by the Commissioners, according to the terms of the Drainage Act, but will be
levied by the high constable, according to the treasurer’s warrant, within the period
(ten years at farthest) prescribed for the repayment of advances under the Poor
Employment Act.

Mr. Redington to the Commissioners of Public Works.

October 23, 1846.

I AM directed by the Lord Lieutenant to acquaint you that his Excellency’s
attention having been called to the class of persons who have hitherto been em-
ployed on relief M'orks, directs that instructions may be given to the of&cers of the
Board that, as a general rule, no person should be employed whose tenements
are valued under the poor law at 6^. or upwards, nor the sons of persns so circu in-
stanced.

His Excellency further desires that the officer will report to the Board all cases
in which payment has not been made weekly as directed, and tliat no person em-
ployed under the Board should be engaged in the “ truck system ” under pain of
dismissal.

Number of Baronies in which Sessions have been held, Amount of Present-
ments received, and of Works recommended.

Sessions under the Poor Employment Act have been held, or are now-
appointed to be held, in 274 of the 825 baronies and counties of cities, in Ireland.
From some of those districts in which the sessions have been held the schedules

of presentments have not been received. Those which have been received amount
to about 4,290,000/.

The amount of the w-orks recommended by the Board of Works hitherto is

798,722/.

Dublin Castle, October 26, 1846.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut-Col. Jones.

October 26, 1846.

Events succeed each other so rapidly, and it is of such vital importance
that you and Sir R. Routh should act in the closest concert and with the latest
possible information of all that is passing, as to make it very desirable that
each of you should at once communicate to the other copies of any letters or
other documents received or sent containing particulars which it is desirable
that the other should know ; and, as a practical mode of giving effect to this, I
would suggest that when any such document is before you, you should mark it
to be copied for Sir R. Routh, and that you should put the copy under a
cover to him, without the formality of a separate letter, unless one should
be required, and that you should also follow this course in sending copies of
the same or other documents to the Treasury.

I have written to Sir R. Routh precisely to the same effect.

Relief Committee of Corran to Lord John Russell.

Corran Relief Committee Room,
Ballymete, October 23, 1846.

The present high price of provisions and miserably low rate of wages
combine to render our peasantry objects of the greatest commiseration

;
8d. per

day will not feed a man w>'ho is forced to pay 2s. Sd. for a stone of oatmeal, and
still less can it sustain his wife and generally six children. In the endeavours of
our Relief Committee in the barony of Corran and county of Sligo, to impress this
upon the Irish government, we are informed that the rate of wages has been
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fixed by tbe Lords of tbe Treasury, and under their orders by the Board of

"Works, and that his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland cannot alter now

what he has approved; in this extremity, and seeing our unfortunate peasantry

exposed to all the lingering evils of famine, unable to work, fainting on the roads

to which they resort for labour, and in these short and miserably wet days, unable

to undertake task-work, even where it would be possible to lay it out for them,

our committee earnestly and most respectfully implore the Lords of the Treasury

to extend the wages while provisions continue to rate beyond the reach of the

miserable creatures who work for 8d. per day, and so prevent the awful conse-

quences of famine, disease, and death, jjrobably preceded by popular violence,

plunder, and robbery, and the murder of such as shall resist the starving wretch

who is driven to midnight attacks upon the abodes of the less destitute to save

his offspring and self and wife from perishing with hunger. Our county has been

proverbially peaceable in the midst of sufferings which, in many cases, no pen

could describe, and we look for your Lordship’s consideration in that barony where

outrage is rarely committed, and where the privations of the people are endured

with hitherto the most wonderful resignation.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 30, 1846.

Write to the parties that all relief works are to be executed by task, and such

prices are given as enable good labourers to earn from l5. to is. 6d!. a day, by

which means all are paid in proportion to their earning, whatever it may be ; and

the wages fixed by the Treasury Minute, dated 3 1st August last, for day work, are

confined to those who are unable or unwilling to work by task.

Transmit a copy of this Memorial and Minute to the Commissioners of Public

Works for their information.

Mr. Tracy to Lord John Russell.

Green Vale, YoughaJ, Ireland,

October ?3, 1846.

I WRITE by the advice, and at the suggestion of my fellow-parishioners to

appeal to your Lordship for a grant of 2500/. from the public Treasury, or from

any other available source that may seem fit to your Lordship, for the construction

of a Roman Catholic place of worship in my native parish. From the kind,

humane, and honourable manner that you, my Lord, have ever expressed yourself

towards this, now, alas! most unhappy country, we are led to expect that this, pro-

bably the first appeal of the kind that has ever been made to England, at least to

your Lordship, will not be rejected. We would readily have contributed towards

tins very pious u’ork, but for the calamity which now affects more than (Uhers, the

forming interest, as well by the loss of the potato as the imposition of additional

taxation on land. We are now subject to fine, rates, or taxes, and between the

whole it would be utterly out of our power to make the slightest contribution.

Such being the case, then, there was no alternative left us than that of applying to

your Lordship. Our present chapel, which bears the appearance more of a barn

than a house of prayer, is incapable of holding within its walls one half of this

congregation, who are necessarily forced to remain outside, and this even in the

most inclement and rainy weather.

This, my Lord, is a state of things almost insufferable, but one which certainly,

from the manner in which matters are now circumstanced in Ireland, we are totally

unable to remedy. Should your Lordship condescend to grant the sum specified,

or even a lesser sum of 2000/., I will humbly suggest to your Lordship the neces-

sity of its immediate application before the winter sets in, but particularly, because

that it would tend to alleviate the condition of many poor creatures in extreme

destitution who could be employed in its erection. My Lord, the Irish Church has

seldom or never intruded itself on the public Treasury, and may 1 hope that this

trifling sura, trifling when contrasted with the object for which it is intended, will

not be refused us. My Lord, I will feel highly honoured by a reply as to whether

or not you will assent to the appeal made to your Lordship
;
in the event of your

complying, it siiall be ray duty to form a committee, who will see that the money is

properly and honestly managed.

Treasury Minute on the above.

November 3, 1846.

Write to Mr. Tracy that their Lordships regret that it is not in their power to

comply with his application.
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Mr. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Pvhlic Wm'Ics,

Dublin, October 1846.

I AM directed to forward you tlie enclosed copy of a letter from his
Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, relative to the payments made to labourers, to

which the following reply was made:

—

“ The Board are at a loss to understand the grounds upon which his Excel-
lency has founded his opinion that persons working at task, and earning Is. Zd.

to Is. 6(f. per diem, are in any case paid as low as Zd. on account. The practice

of the Board is settled that, in such cases, three-fourths of the amount agreed on
is to be paid, and this in no case could be as low as 8cZ.”

Vide paragraphs in the enclosed circular rules and regulations for payments.

Enclosurk.

Mr. Redington to the Commissioners of Public Works.

Dublin Castle, October 24, 1846.

I AM directed by the Lord Lieutenant to inform you that it appears to bis Excellency,
that when labourers are employed by task, and earning from Is, 3d. to Is .6d. per diem,
the wages paid on account before the work has been measured, should be greater than 8d. per
day.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

October 24, 1840.

I ENCLOSE herewith a copy of a letter from an engineer from Clare. We
have sent down to stop the work. All the letters we receive from that part of
the country describe the state of society to be completely disorganized. Every
man of rank and property, parson and priest, are afraid to do or say anything
that may be contrary to the wishes or feelings of the mob, for such the assem-
blages must be considered to be who crowd into and surround the sessions
houses. I have heard from many quarters that the piuests are becoming very
much alarmed, finding that they are losing their influence. A county meeting
was to he held this day at Ennis

; I suppose it will end, like all other public
meetings in this country, in talk. There is still a great deal of imposition in
respect to the lists—farmers’ sons and others being employed, whilst the destitute
poor have been excluded from the lists. As soon as we discover this abuse it

is corrected ; hut there arc many difficulties to contend against, and in none
more than in the want of proper feeling and co-operation with our officers, the
committees and gentlemen in the country writing to the Castle, and making
statements which they are afraid will be shown to the Board.

Enclosure.

Ml'. Hill to Mr. Walker.
Ennis, October 21, 1846.

I GOT informations to-day, having been sent the depositions of Sub-Inspector Herd of
the Constabulary, that while he was in command of a party of police escorting some carts of
corn towards Ennis, while passing the hill cutting at Latoon, there were two carts turned
designedly to obstruct the carts with corn; and while stopped, the men had a fall of earth
ready, and endeavoured to throw it down on the horses and lull them, shouting violently at the
same time. He applied to the ganger, John Kelly, who refused to give their nam4; and
another ganger or check-clerk, named Armstrong, came np and asked why they gave imper-
linenee to Mr. Herd, when he was replied to in such language as would be unfit to repeat.
Pending the Board’s directions, I have discharged the ganger Kelly, although I know him to
be a well conducted, peaceably inclined man; he is employed by me the last three years; and
I have also discharged the man who made use of the foul'language. The former would' pro-
bably be murdered before night had he given the men’s names to Mr. Herd.

I regret to have to state that this portion of Lower Bunralty, and a portion of Upper Tiilla
isolated in it, about Six Mile Bridge, are in a frightful state of disorganization

;
the country

gentlemen seem to be so much terrified as to be unable to act in any decided manner; and 1
fear much, jf there is not some means at once adopted to correct such a state of thin o-s, frVhtfuI
disorders will ensue, and no persons will be able to transact any business amono' thern, so that
the unfortunate peasantry will be severe sufferers before long.

°
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It has been stated that it was out of the gang of men employed at Laloon Hill, that men

went and shot two horses on the road about ten minutes before the occurrence mentioned about

Mr. Herd; how far this may be true I have no means of ascertaining, but they were shot

within a few perches of where the gang were working.

Commissioners of Public Works to the Lords of the Treasury.

O^ce ofPuhlic TVorlcSy DuhUn,
October 24, 1846.

We have had under consideration an application from Peirce Nagle, Esq.,

of Aunakisha, in the parish of Claynor, barony of Fermoy, county of Cork, for a

loan of 8091?. under the 9 and 10 Viet., cap. 101, to enable him to thorough drain

1000 acres of land.

The drainage scheme submitted to us, was prepared by Mr. Murphy, an expe-
rienced surveyor and agriculturist, and liis plan and estimates have been reported on
by Mr. Hutchinson, surveyor, employed for that purpose.

The works proposed to be executed have been approved of generally by Bfr.

Hutchinson, who has merely suggested some trifling alterations.

We are satisfied, after duly considering the reports of the surveyors, that the

benefit to be derived from these proposed improvements on the lands to be charged,

will enable the proprietors to repay the instalment, or rent-charge, of 6|- per

cent, per annum, pursuant to the Act, for a period of 22 years, as well as the

cost of preliminary, and other expenses, for inspections during the progress of the

works.

We, therefore, in accordance with the terms of the 17th section of the before-

mentioned Act, request your Lordships’ sanction to our issuing a provisional cer-

tificate to Mr. Nagle, when the time prescribed by the Act for so doing shall ha\'e

arrived; the loan to be issued in eight instalments, each upon the completion of
one-eighth part of the whole work, and the preliminary expenses, as well as the

cost of inspections during the progress of the work, to be added to the amount of

he loan, instead of being immediately paid by the proprietor.

Treasury Minute on the above.

October 27, 1846.

Authorize the Drainage Commissioners to issue a provisional certificate approv-

ing of this work, in the form required by the 17th sec. of the Act of 9 and 10 Viet.,

cap. 101.

At the same time inform them, that although my Lords have, in order that no
time may be lost in the execution of this drainage, issued their immediate sanction

to the same, they have some doubt whether the proposal that the preliininaiy

expenses, as well as the cost of inspection during the progress of the work, should

be added to the amount of the loan, instead of being immediately paid by the

proprietor, is in conformity with the provisions of the Act, which appear to require

that the preliminary expenses should either be advanced by the parties, or security

given for the same; and desire that they will report again to my Lords on that

point before they issue the further certificate for the advance, under the 28tli sec. of
the Act.

Mr. Russell to Mr. Radcliffe.

Ballingarry, October 27, 1846.

The dilficulties which I foresaw on my coming here have been more than
realised.

The greatest possible opposition from the people, an exceedingly bad staff, with
one or two exceptions, and little or no support from the gentry, who appear to be
in a state of alarm.

I wrote to to let me have even one of my own overseers, and mentioned
Mr. Molloy, but he wrote to say his sense of public duty forbade him to comply
with my request. I did not wish to press the matter on him, as I knew he was in

difficulties at the outset
; but now I can see no good reason for withholding so

small a demand on his resources in the way of overseers. And I can tell liim, that
he would find it a difficult matter to get on were it not for my good staff and
arrangements. It is Very easy to get on walking into a ready-made estahlhhment,

[b. w.] * X
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but it is very clifFerent -with a person taking on himself the management of
works iu a strange district with strange hands. I have not a single man of expe-

rience, and many without either experience or energy.

The country is at this moment in the greatest state of excitement, and everything

depends on successfully putting down the determined opposition to contract work;
more particularly as I have shown my colours, I must now fight it out, whatever
may be the consequence.

If the mob carried their point now, it would be impossible to conduct works in

this country.

I have been assailed on all hands (in consequence of the terror of some, and the

evil designs of others) to consent to employ the people by day work, however. low
the wages

;
this I have and shall resist, until I put down all opposition.

I know the danger of the position I am now placed in, but I would not be
worthy of the trust reposed in me if I were to submit to what I know would be
detrimental to the establishment to which I belong.

We are occasionally in a state of siege, with two or three thousand men about

our ears.

Ballingarry is the very worst part of my district. I have, in consequence, made
it my head quarters, in order to fight them on their own ground ; and if I succeed

here, I shall find no difficulty elsewhere. The whole district have their eye on
the game which we are now playing.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Col. Jones.

Treasury, October 28, 1846.

I SEE hy the newspapers that there are likely to be further demands
from Ireland for silver coin, and I will therefore tell you the arrangements I

have made for meeting it.

According to established practice, the Bank of England is the distributor of
silver coin throughout the United Kingdom, procuring the necessary supplies
from the Mint, and answeiing the demands of the Bank of Ireland and the
Scotch Banks.

We departed from this practice on the late occasion, when we sent the
“ Comet” to deliver the sums that were required at the different branch banks
round the coast of Ireland ; but the immediate exigency having thus been satis-

fied, I think we had better return to the established course, and I have therefore

arranged with the Governor of the Bank of England and the Deputy-Master of
the Mint for all the silver coin which the Bank of Ireland may require for use
in any part of Ireland being immediately furnished in the usual manner through
the Bank of England.
When, therefore, you have reason to believe that additional supplies of silver

coin are required in any part of Ireland, you have only to state the fact to the
Directors of the Bank of Ireland, who will supply the deficiency from their

own stores if they are able to do so, and if not, wiU apply to the Bank of Eng-
land for a further remittance.

Lieut.-Col. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Netvry, October 28, 1846.

I AM just arrived here on my return from inspecting some small harbours

on the coast of Down, and am now on my way back to Dublin. I passed last night

at Lord Anriesly’s house at Castle Wellan, with his Lordship’s uncle and agent,

Mr. Moore, who described the state of things as very unsatisfactory, and everyday
becoming worse

;
he describes the people as apathetic, dogged, and sullen, and

unwilling to work if they can exist without labour. An idea appears to be enter-

tained by the lower class, that the Government will feed them, and is going to do
great things for them, without knowing what it is. He represents men’s minds to

be in a very unsettled state. They have constant nightly meetings. One took place

in his immediate neighbourhood last evening. The subject discussed was non-
payment of rent. There is no doubt that as little as possible will be paid. He has

offered employment on Lord Annesly’s property in drainage, paying by the piece, but

he can get few men to come in. Day work is what aiey look for. He told me
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that the sums paid iu weekly to the savings bank were considei'able, and increasing

Th/accounts respecting the potatoes, which I gave you on my last visit to the

country, are confirmed by what I have seen on this trip, and all ol^ whom I have

made inquiries, represent that a considerable portion of those in the ground

are sound, but small. Nothing could be more so than some 1 tried this day
;
as

sound as possible. I cannot help thinking that the people are leaving their potatoes

in the ground under the pretence that they are not fit for use, as an excuse to get

relief.

I am not an agriculturist, but there is one thing which cannot fail to strike a

traveller as he passes through the country
;

the weather has been favourable, and

the ground in a good state, and not a single plough have T seen at work, or any

land being turned up by hand labour
;

all the land of the country appears to he

laying fallow. The fields have the appearance of being deserted. Surely this is

not a“proper state for the laud to be left in, under any circumstances, but more par-

ticularly when it is considered how desirable it is to obtain early crops. It would

be a good plan if the Agricultural Society of Ireland would print and circulate

some practical instructions for the guidance of the small farmers, pointing out what

is best to be done with each particular variety ol soil. There appears to
1^

a list-

iessness and apathy in regard to everything but one, which is. the cry for Govern-

ment to do eveiything for them.
i . ,

The Lord Lieutenant is acting with promptitude and vigour, and firmly, else

mob law would soon be established. The landlords are frightened, and the priests

are losing their control. Many have been told that it is only in spiritual concerns

that they are authorized to interpose their power, and have received ^ hint not

to interfere in temporal affairs. There is an undefined notion that something terrible

is to take place soon, which raises the hopes ol the lower, and depresses the spirits

of the upper classes.

What I communicated some time since, that people fancy that they will not be

called for repayment of the loans under c. 107, appears to be confirmed by the sums

presented at many of the sessions, and people of respectability and station do not

blink the question when it is mentione<l.

I give you my pencillings by the way, and must close. The mail is coming. I

expect to reach Dublin to-morrow night. The haggards are full of stacks of

corn. The small farmers cannot be persuaded to sell, looking out for a rise in the

price.

I hope to find all arrangements ready to commence our fishing operations.

Mr. Russell to Mr. Walker.

Ballingarry, October 1846.

I HAVE the honour to report for the information of the Board, that the

men who not only refused to work by contract themselves, but also preveiited others

from engaging in it, have at length aliandoned their wild scheme of forcing the

Board’s officers into a compliance with their demand for “ day’s work, and '^dll, I

trust, now comply with the Board’s regulations. I expect to have a considerable

number at contract work to-morrow morning.
_ i r> ir

In consequence of the difficult position in which I was placed at Ballingarry,

pending the result of the determined opposition given to contract work, I did not

deem it prudent to enfoi-ce the principle of contract work rigidly through other

parts of my district; had I done so, 1 should have had the entire district in a state

of tumultuous excitement, a responsibility which I did not wish to undertake, and

as I considered the Ballingarry district to be the most lawless and determined, I

knew if the opposition was once put down there, it would prevent it elsewheie,

indeed, I am of opinion, that no determined opposition will be again attem^effi

I found in several parts of my district, daring the opposition evinced at Ballin-

garry, the men refused to work by contract, slating they would do whatever the

Ballingarry men did; that is, if the Ballingan'y men worked by contract, so would

they, but not otherwise.
_ ^ i t u ii .

Having now', I presume, established the principle of contract work, 1 shall re-

quire a more efficient staff to cany it out than I have at present at m;^ommand. It
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I had a feio good overseers who could measure and value work, together with a
supply of harrows, I could get on very well.

1 trust the Board will let me have Mr. William Molloy, as I have not one of

my own staff of overseers.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, October 31, 1846.

The accompanying papers will be found to contain anything but satis-

factory information
;
we have had several i-esignations, which will add to our diffi-

culties. In Clare, where our officers have been maltreated, and the people riotous,

we have sent down orders to close the works, which the Lord Lieutenant approves

;

and I believe some military have been ordered to the town of Tulla. Clai’e is

represented by everybody to be in a very disorganized state. I really do not think

it will be possible to get through the winter in some of the districts without mar-

tial law being proclaimed, which will insure peace, and permit those inclined to

work to do so.

The Fermoy deputation were with us for an hour yesterday ; O’Connell, when
leaving the board-room, paid us some compliments, and said his opinion waa
changed since he had learned the difficulties we had to contend against.

Enclosures.

Mr. Hill to Mr. Walker.
Ennis, Octoier 1846.

I BEG to enclose two reports of my assistants relative to the outrageous conduct of the

peasantry in this district, and regret that I have got a further account this morning that Mr.
Mahon’s life was in imminent peril yesterday, the complaint being the manner in which the

men’s subsistence was rated, being done by Mr. Mahon according to the Board’s rules, viz.,

according to the report of the overseers as to how much the men are earning by taskwork, not

to exceed tliree-fourths of same.

I am obliged to report that the peasantry seem to be organized into a complete state of

insubordination, and I fear much that the officers employed will be obliged to resign their duties,

the local gentry and clergy being powerless to render their assistance. I would be deceiv ing the

Commissioners if I leave them to believe that any proper regulations can be maintained in the

present state of the country, and above all things v'ould beg of them to impress on the Govern-
ment the total inability of the local magistracy to maintain the peace of the country, and to

devise some means to enforce order for tlie sake of the people as well as the property of the

country. I am of opinion that by stopping the works to any considerable extent, there would
be an immediate insurrection. The Board will perceive that the ground of complaint is in some
places want of work, in others regulation of wages.

Sin, Ennis, October 22, 1816.

I BEG to inform you that an outrage was committed yesterday on one of the roads under

my charge, namely, that fi-om the Duke’s new line at Derryhumma, to John Diegidan’s, at

Ballycurraua. Five men armed with guns came in about nine o’clock in the morning and beat

Curtin, the steward, and threatened him with death if he was caught tliere again. 1 have sus-

pended the works, and sent to have the tools brought in. Let me know what I am to do.

Curtin is confined to his bed from the beating he got.

I am, &c.

John Hill, Esq. Henry Moloney.

Sir, Tulla, October 27, 1846.

When starting this morning for Liscullane and Bodyke, I was surrounded by 200 men
here, who brought me, per force, to Crague and Ayle, to lay out works for them. They
almost dragged me out of my gig and kicked my horse several times in the belly, at the same
time uttering all sorts of tlireats and violence. I was met afterwards returning fi-om Bodyke, at

the Cross of Mayfort, by some 200 or 300 men from Pukle, who were waiting for me, and but
for Mr. Moloney and Mr. O’Callaghan, would have taken me off to Lough Granny, at that

hour of the night. Such lawless acts as these, and being at the mercy of such a rabble, is much
more than a man's life is worth. If they are not all pleased at the same time, they are out-

rageous. Unless the Board sends some additional hands, I must resign.

I am, &c.
John Hill, Esq. George V. Andrews.
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Mr. John Botcher to Captain Larcom.

Dublin, October 30, 1846.

Occupied as your time and that of Colonel Jones is, I know that personal visits are

objectionable; but from the painful ^nxiety I have had, since I saw by the letter you gave me

to'read from my son, tendering his resignation, without affoi'ding any cause for such an act, I

hope you will excuse me troubling you with this to explain what I gatlier from his last letter to

me, dated 23rd instant, which at the time I thought nothing of, though there is matter enough

in it, which if he had properly represented, would, I think, have induced Colonel J ones to

remove him from his present station. He says,—“ Yesterday, while proceeding to one of my

stations, I was stopped by no less than 500 persons of the most violent order
;
many of them

seized my horse’s reins, and threatened me in tlie most outrageous manner, which they would

have carried into execution had 1 not promised them immediate employment
;
and I was glad

to get rid of them at any rate.” He mentions the county as being in a mos^ fearful state, and

says he had received two notices, saying if any man worked for less than / s. . a-week, he

should share the fate of Glass. Now, in the absence of any information from him since his

letter of the 23rd instant, it at least seems clear that the promise of immediate employment

extorted from him by an outrageous mob. at a rate which it was not in his power to comply

with, rendered his situation in that locality untenable, without being subjectto the consequences

that might be expected from his acquiescing in their lawless demands.

It was mv object, yesterday, when I called, to read to you his letter; but you were too

much engaged. I wish, however, that you would be so good to show this to Colonel JoTies,

that he may know as much as I do the obstruction my son has met with in the execution of

his duty ;
who though extremely reprehensible in resigning an excellent appointment from any

act of violence used towards him, may, I hope, meet with that kind consideration from Colonel

Jones, as will induce him, on my son’s return to Dublin, to appoint him to another county.

Mr. Redington to the Commissioners of Public Works.’

Dublin Castle, October' 30, 1846.

I AM directed by the Lord Lieutenant to transmit the enclosed copy of a police

report for your information, and to express his Excellency’s desire that if the men employed

on the Public Works act in the manner therein described, they may be dismissed.

County of Clare.
Kilrush, October '2,7, 1846.

I HAVE to report that about 120 men were employed by the officers of the Board of

Works at Islevernon near this town, and that on this day at 11 o’clock a.m, they marched

into town armed with spades and shovels, and in a menacing manner attempted to prevent a

number of labourers who were breaking stones in the street from continuing their work,

statinty their object in doing so was to get an advance of wages. One of them named James

Kenrnare, assaulted a Kilrush labourer in presence of Captain Studdart, who immediately

arrested him, when he was surrounded by the labourers above-mentioned, who threatened to

rescue the prisoner
;
on seeing which head constable Mallachy and party proceeded to the spot,

and succeeded in taking Kenmare to bridewell, but he was shortly after liberated by Captain

Studdart with the view of having him summoned to Petty Sessions. The assemblage was

subsequently addressed by Captain Studdart, Doctor Foley, and the Rev. Mr. Kenny, P. P.,

on the impropriety of their conduct, after which they returned and resumed their work.

The Inspector General. Wm. CHANNiiR,_/rs^ S.J.

Extract.

I HAVE just learned that 40 cars laden with flour, and escorted by some police and

“16 soldiers, were stopped on the road between Birr and Shannon Harbour, by the country

“ people
;
and, in order to prevent the flour cars from passing, they broke down a bridge at

“ ' Rape Mills.’
(Signed) “ M. FitzGerald,

Engineer in charge of Drainage Works, Lower Brusna."

Mr. Redington to the Commissioners of Public Works.

Dublin Castle, October 31, 1846.

I AM desired by the Ixird Lieutenant to inform you that his Excellency

regrets to hear that the officers and others engaged in the public works should

be exposed to such attacks as are described in the reports forwarded by j’ou

this day.
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It is liis Excellency’s wish, that when the progress of the works shall be inter-

fered with the work should be suspended, until the people express tlieir readiness

to comply with your regulations, and abstain from interference with the othcers in

the discharge of their duty.

His Excellency has directed a strong military and police force to be detached
into the barony of Tulla.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Connelean.

Offi,ce of Public TForks, November, 1846.

I RETURN herewith Lord Monteagle’s letter to his Excellency, which I have
perused with great attention, and deeply regret the tone and style of that letter,

which is so highly condemnatory of the Board over wliich I have the honour to

preside, that I trust his Excellency will permit me to offer some observations on
those parts of that letter which are of a tangible and practical nature.

The inconvenience alluded to by Mr. Owen’s sudden and unauthorized departure
from his station is very much to be deplored ; against such an unexpected con*
tingency the Board could not be prepared; immediately we became acquainted
with the circumstance, orders were sent to the only person of that descri])tiou whose
services we could command to proceed to the district of Shanid to I'eplace Mr. Owen.
This could only be accomplished by withdrawing an efficient Superintendent from
the Shannon works. The individual appointed will, I trust, be at his post on
Tuesday.

Lord IMonteagle, while addressing his Excellency, at the same time strongly
condemns the arrangements made by the Board of Works to carry out the inten-
tions ol the Government. I must, therefore, request to be permitted to offer some
observations upon this point.

Captain Kennedy was originally appointed to conduct the works in this district,

an appointment which I understood at first gave great satisfaction. Soon after he
entered upon liis duties he found that his conduct was subjected to be scrutinized,
and improper motives likely to be attributed to him; under this feeling he very
properly, as regarded his own character and feelings, resigned his appointment, but
much to the regret of the Board, when it was so very difficult to replace a person
possessed of so much experience and talent, and particularly well qualified for the
duties as Captain Kennedy. He was immediately replaced by Mr. Russell, the
Board s engineer, one of the best officers in Ireland for the duties required, and,
with great inconvenience to ourselves, we removed him from the county of Clare
to the county Limerick, where he is at present employed.
What his Lordship states respecting the workmen having been sent home

requires some explanation. Proper inquiry will be instituted. If tickets had been
issued, the work on which the holders of them were to be employed must have
been decided on before the men assembled : and it is presumed, although Mr. Owen
absented himself, that the overseers still remained, and could have set the men to
work. The natural thing would have been, under the ordinary circumstances of
the case,_ to have sent a messenger to Mr. Russell, the Boaiff's engineer, who
temporarily succeeded Captain Kennedy, or to Captain Dill, R.E., the inspecting
officer of the district, for instructions how to act under the circumstance of Mr.
Owen’s departure.

His Lordship states that the Board of Works are wholly unrepresented, and that
the^comity surveyor is wholly incompetent to take charge of the executive relief
duties. In this case the Board may, upon fair grounds, complain of the Grand Jury
sanctioning the continuance in office of a person who is incompetent to perform
the duties required of him, this individual being the agent wlioin the Board of
Works are required by the Act of Parliament to employ in carrying into execution
the relief works

;
and difficulties of a similar nature, I am sorry to say, exist in

other counties.
“ The refusal to pay men employed under due authority; the refusal to employ

“ men employed under your engineers’ tickets for work; the want of all control
“ and direction produced by Mr. Owen’s disappearance, forms a combination of
“ evil sufficient to throw the most tranquil country into confusion.”
The language I should have expected, under such an unfortunate state of affairs,

occasioned by the sudden absence of the engineer, would have been a communication
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from the Relief Committee, or some of the resident gentry who under sucli an un-

foreseen occurrence might have stepped forward on their own responsibility, and

set the men to work who were supplied with tickets, reporting the same to tlie

inspecting officer. The residence of this functionary was well known to all parties,

for he had attended the sessions. His Lordship, in a most praiseworthy manner,

parried some of the difficulties by an immediate loan from his own funds. Steps

have been taken to remedy without delay the inconvenience complained of.

It is true the powers conferred by “the Act of Parliament have been unlimited,

“ and the responsibility thrown upon Government is without limits likewise.”

Such is the case; and unfortunately when Parliament were legislating to provide

a remedy for the unfortunate calamity with which it has pleased Providence to

visit Ireland, the necessary machinery appears to have been overlooked. His

Lordship says, " Your success is wholly dependent on the machinery you trust to

;

“ if inadequate to meet the question of roads, bridges, hills, and hollows, how upon

“ earth will it stand the friction produced hereafter by the productive works?”

It is true that no machinery that can be organized will be able successfully and

satisfactorily to do what is required of the Board of Works—to provide engineers

and superintendents for every estate and farm in Ireland that may require to be

improved. But surely when the gentry ask for these things to be performed by

a public Board, they should consider whether it is in the power of that Board to

accomplish what they desire; if it is not, it would he better for them to procure

the means of givitsg employment and improving their estates elsewhere than from

Government, who will only make advances upon the certainty of honli fide pay-

ments being made to the pai-ties employed.
“ You are here engaged in a great struggle respecting task-work ; but to fight

“ the fight out, you should have proper instruments, and in this barony you are

“ helpless, in consequence of the desertion of Mr. Owen, and the non-appointment
“ of any responsible successor.”

I am sure that Lord Monteagle, upon reflection, will be of opinion that the

Board could not be prepared for such an extraordinary state of things, to use a

military phrase, as the desertion of an officer. As above stated, no time was lost in

appointing a successor.

It was proposed by one of the Fermoy deputation, that every man holding a

small piece of ground should, as a productive work, be allowed to till his land, and

he paid the same daily rate of wages as if employed on public works : thus extend-

ing, ad infinitum, the duties of the Boai'd’s officers, and making them paymasters

to every holder of land in Ireland, however small its area.

It is difficult to understand how it will be possible for the Board of Works to

carry on their duties where they are so unjustly assailed at public meetings, and

by the press, and when their officers are attacked by the people for whose existence

they are labouring, many 20 hours out of the 24. Many have resigned from

finding it physically impossible to do all that is required of them ;
and others

feeling that they expose themselves to insult and injury, and probable loss of life,

without prospect of reward, the service of the Board will soon be deserted by those

now employed; and instead of its duties being popular, and engineers coming

forward eagerly seeking employment, we shall find ourselves without aid or assist-

ance of any kind. The occurrences of the past week have, I assure you, caused

serious apprehensions in the minds of the members of the Board as to the results

upon the public service if such conduct is persevered in. The explanations which

took place when the deputation from Fermoy had an interview with the Board_ on

Friday were satisfactory, inasmuch as Mr. O’Connell, on leaving, expressed him-

self satisfied that tbe Board had done all they could do; and we have since

received a letter from him, in which he states that since the interview he had

changed his mind respecting the Board. Still his condemnation of us has gone

forth to the world, and has been poured into the ears of every labouring man in

Ireland, and the mischief is incalculable.

I beg you will assure his Excellency that whenever abuses, or improper or

unsuitable arrangements are pointed out, an immediate remedy shall be provided,

as far as it is in the power of the Board to do so. The difficulty we experience in

procuring engineers, however, would, under ordinary circumstances, be great, and

now is almost hopeless.

His Excellency may feel confident that no exertions shall be wanting on our

part ; and so long as we shall be honoured with the support and approbation of his
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Excellency and Her Majesty’s Government, we shall allow the storm from without
to rage unheeded ; at the same time that we deplore its destructive effects, which
in tlie end will be most severely felt by those most requiring assistance.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Offi.ce of Public TPorls, Dublin, October Z\, 1846.

I AM directed by the Commissioners of Public Works, to request you will
move the Lords Commissioners oi Her Majesty’s Treasury, to take into considera-
tion, the subject of the necessity of their being prepared with the necessary tools
and implements required to supply the numerous labourers on the relief works
throughout the country.

The Board have issued advertisements showing the exact localities where the
implements would be most likely to be required respectively.

Tenders have been received to an amount of nearly 10,000/. worth, and opera-
tions for the supply have commenced.
The Board would therefore suggest that an immediate issue should be made of

10,000/. to be repaid from time to time out of the funds presented for those Mwks
for which the implements have been applied.

Treasury Minute on the above.

November 3, 1846.

Write to Sir R. Routh, and desire that he u'ill advance tiie sum of 10,000/. Irom
the funds at his disposal to the Commissioners of Public Works, to enable them
to purchase tools and implements required to supply the numerous labourers on the
relief works throughout the country, which sum will be repaid to him from time
to time, out of the funds presented for those works to which the tools may be
applied.

Acquaint the Commissioners of Public Works, and desire that they u-ill take care
that repayment is punctually made to Sir R. Routh, as funds become available.

Treasury Minute.

November 2, 1846.
Write to the Commissioners of Public Works, that their Lordships having

up to the present date sanctioned the advance of upwards of 750,000/. for carrying
on works under the Act 9 and 10 Viet. c. 107, upon their assurance that these
works were required to relieve urgent distress, arising from the late failure of the
potato crop, think it right, with reference to the JMiuute of this Board, dated

See pp. 116 to 118 . 5th uit., and Mr. Trevelyan’s separate letter to their Chairman of the same date,
to desire that they will report as far as they are able, for what period the above-
mentioned works will provide the necessary employment for the persons supposed to
be destitute in tlie several districts in which they a*re to be carried on.

rheir Lordships also desire that the Commissioners will in future furnish this
information in respect to each u'ork which they may recommend for sanction under
the 9th and 10th Viet. c. 107.

It is the wish of Her Majesty’s Government to be in possession of this informa-*
tion, in order tKat they may have it in their power to give their sanction to works
of tliis description, for such periods only as may seem to them indispensably neces*
sary in each particular case, and by these means to have an effectual control over
tlie numerous and extensive loans of public money which they are called upon to
authorise under the above-mentioned Act.
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Mr. J. Stephens to Mr. Walker.

Galway Relief Committee, November^, 1846.

With feelings of deep regret, I am called on to acquaint you, for tlie in-

formation of the Commissioners of Public Works, the melancholy circumstance of

, their oflicer stationed in this toum, for the issuing of tickets to

Relief Committees, having, at the hour of half-past 8 o’clock this morning, placed

a pistol loaded witli powder and a ball to his forehead and fired if, the ball having

torn atvay a large piece of the flesh, and inflicting a severe \vound, which, for some

time, was considered mortal, but which, on examination by Surgeon Gray and Mr.

Staunton, Apotliecary, was found, after some time searching the flesh for the bull,

that by great care and attention, he would recover ; the ball was this night found

in his bed. His state of mind is such as to cause fear in the minds ol those in at-

tendance on him, that he will make another attempt on his life.

A friend of his, the Ordnance officer in charge of the Barraclc department, has

been in constant attendance on him, and is to stay up with him this night.

From the friendly intercourse with Mr. , since his arrival here, I feel it

my duty to make this most unhappy circumstance known to the Board, ivith a

view of having it discreetly broached to his family wherever they may be.

I can, with great truth, state, he has been kindly used by our Committep, and

that I have taken upon myself to get all the tickets issued by him, filled up for the

different works, so as to allow him to have the county at large tickets issued with

despatch, as well as to do all in my power to make liis post an agreeable one to

himself, and that while our county surveyor and ourselves, individually and col-

lectively, have been subjected to the most insulting threats by an angry and hungry

multitude, in no instance did we allow him to be in the least degree annoyed or

troubled. Such was my fear of adding to his troubled mind.

After the report of the pistol, which was his own, medical aid, from the house he

lodged, was in attendance, he asked how long he was to live, that all in this life

was a trouble to him, and that he wrote a few lines to that effect.

Indeed I am truly grieved at this deplorable occurrence, which I hope will

plead my apology for writing at such length.

Tuesday Morning, 9 o'clock^

I have been this moment informed by Doctor Gray, his medical attendant, that

Ml-. is going on well, that Mr. was with him last night, and that

he is out of danger, that the relief tickets should be removed and all business

whatever.

Mr. Griffith to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

Kilbeggan, Novemb&i'Z, 1846.’^

Having completed my business at Maryborough this day at 4 o’clock, I

crossed the country to this place, so as to catch the night-mail, and leave Galway

to-morrow morning ; by this means having a clear day, a most important matter

in these times.

I am happy to say that matters look favourably in the Queen’s County. I had

a large meeting, consisting of neaidy all the influential gentlemen of the county,

assembled at Maryborough at 12 o’clock; but the Honourable Mr. Vesey and

several others were with me at 10 o’clock, when we entered fully into the con-

sideration of the best means of employing the people during the next nine

months. They are all for reproductive works
;
but many do not confine their

views to the Relief Act, but look forward to the Million Act, which, when

present possessors of estates (not tenants for life) are enabled to take advantage

of its provisions, is considered much more advantageous than the Relief Act,

both on account of the forced employment of the destitute by tickets, and the period

of the repayment, namely, 10 years, instead of 22.

On the completion of my valuation-business, which I am happy to say is so

arranged that no discussion arose ; we entered into the consideration of the best

[b. w.] *
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means of employing the people, I think, at least, 12 influential gentlemen were
present. The prevalent opinion was, that the almost useless works on roads
should be resorted to only when drainage-works were unequal to employ all the
people ; and there was a general wish expressed, that the Extraordinary Present-
ment Sessions should be again assembled by proclamation from the Lord Lieu-
tenant, with a view to receive (now that the nature of Mr. Laboucliere’s letter is

better understood) additional applications for reproductive works.
In regard to the sessions that have been held, which in many baronies com-

prehend ajiplications for thorough drainage ; it appears that, although the magis-
trates, &c., at sessions, went through the forms prescribed by Mr. Labouchere’s
letter, the data on which their presentments were made, was not forwarded with
the schedules of presentments

; and although, in strictness, all the minuti» of the
detiiil may not have been attended to, still, I think, with the data I have this day
received, nearly all the baronies who have presented for reproductive works, may
have the presentments sanctioned, on the undertakings being perfected.

The gentlemen of the Queen’s County are, as a body, active and intelligent

;

they appear to be ready and anxious to do their duty in the present crisis
; but,

as compared to the western counties, their difficulties are light ; at the same time,
it is gratifying to find that they will take the labouring oar, and I hope other
counties may follow their example. I have arranged with Mr. Townsend, the
county-surveyor, relative to the county works

; he is a zealous and independent
man, and, I doubt not, I shall have much pleasure in acting with him. I need
not now intimate all the details

;
but I may mention, that I have appointed Mr.

John Edge to be superintendent, under the direction of Mr. Townsend, to con-
duct the works, with four northern baronies of the county, namely, Stradbally,
Cullinagh, Ballyadams, and Slievemargie ; this will ease Mr. Townsend a little

but I must do him the justice to say, he does not wish to spare himself, at the
same time, it would have been impossible for him to have regulated the numerous
and important works which will be commenced in the county during the next
six months.

As far as I have been enabled to ascertain, the Queen’s County, as a whole, is

better off than most counties ; and at this moment, with the exception of the
mountain and hilly distriete, there is comparatively little destitution

;
but in a

month or six weeks, when all the potatoes (bad as they are) have been exhausted,
the destitution will be general among all classes beneath the moderately substan-
tial farmer.

There has been a fair crop of oats, and the produce is still in the greater part
in the country; so that, as prices are rath&r falling, I should hope the people
will have sufficient, or nearly so, without having recourse to Indian meal for
stistenance.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, November 3, 1846.

I FORWARD some extracts from our inspecting officers, which will give you
an insight into some of our proceedings. As you may suppose, our difficulties

are increasing, and I am sorry to say that our officers are complaining of
being worked off their legs, and many suffering in their health. I give yoo an
e.xtract from a private letter addressed by one of them to his uncle. “ I fear it

" M'ill be impossible to get through the work so as to give the Board satisfaction.
“ No one but a person on the spot can form an adequate idea of the immensity
“ of work to be done, as also the opposition and difficulty thrown in the way,
“ leaving out of the question the insults heaped on one, as well as the odium

cast. I assure you, my dear uncle, 100/. per diem would not recompense me.
” The two other inspecting officers here are merely deterred from resigning
“ as they have been employed for some months by the Board, and drawn their pay,
“ but they have serious thoughts of doing so, although both young and active men.
“ One of them is aheady losing his health. Two and three in the morning is the
“ hour for going to bed, and up again at seven o’(dock. This constantly, with
“work inconceivable and difficulties beyond conception. Who could stand it?
“ Nothing human. I have been seriously ill, in consequence of a succession of
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“ severe wettings, through which I caught a severe cold and fever. It is yiot safe

“ to travel in this pai-t (Castlebar) of the country by night
; so when we go out by

“ one road in the morning we return by another in the evening, which defeats all

“ their plans. We are called Saxons, Chinese, Mandanns, &c.”

We have found it necessary to increase tlie numbers of the inspecting officers,

and shall, I believe, be obliged to do so in every county. Our service, I am sorry

to say, is becoming anything but popular. The cry against the Board of Works
is something like the cry of " mad dog.”

The maps with the electoral divisions and Poor Law Unions will be despatched

this night, and accompanying them is an index map of one county, with the same

divisions marked on it. I should recommend that the Ordnance should be desired

to prepare outline index maps to be engraved, with the territorial divisions marked

on them. Such maps are likely to be greatly in request, and the index sheet is on

a very good scale for the purposes required.

Enclosure.

Extract from Journals of Inspecting Officers of Districts.—19th to 25th October.

Captain Ainslie, 25f7i October.—East Division, County Galway.

23rd October.—This day passed from early morning to late at night in business and official'

correspondence with numerous committees, &c., &c., and filling tickets.

The numbers on the task-works now in hand increase. The able and diligent labourer finds

the benefit of the system, and earns ample wages to support himself. The rural -labourers,

generally, adapt themselves to it more readily than those residing in towns
;

it is beginning to

be fairly appreciated by the able-bodied. The eagerness and demand for labour is unabated.

No material change occurred in the price of the markets for grain in this town this week.

My division of the county is generally tranquil.

J. Drummond- Telfer, 2Ath. October.—East Division,- Comity Limerick.

In concluding my report, I beg to report one universal source of complaint which reached

me from the different Committees I attended on five out of sLx days during this week, viz,, the

scarcity and enormously high price of meal, which is not now to be bought under 157. a ton.

Some of the Committees are now selling meal at a wet-kly loss of from 357. to 457. per week,

and in many cases their funds are drawing to a close. Notwithstanding the large loss, the price'

at whicli they retail the meal is still very high.

G. S. Dyer, ‘2,5th October.—County Wexford.

It gives me great pleasure to report that the promptness of the Board has been duly appre-
ciated throughout this county.

I have the satisfaction of informing your Board that the men as yet employed on the public'

woi'ks under the Relief Act are all of them working by task-work, and that they have earned
from Is. to Is. 3rf. per diem.

Mr. Farrell reports most favourably both as to the performance of the work and to the dili-

gence of the people.

We are making arrangements for employing more men during the ensuing week.

William Telford, 2,5th October.—County Westmeoili.

1977i October.—I attended the extraordinary presentment sessions for the barony of Clonmel,
held at Moate, Lord Castlemaine in the chair. Four shillings in the pound on the Poor Law-
valuation was fixed on as the amount necessary to afford employment for three months, and pre-^
sentments in the ordinary way were passed for upwards of 40007., together with one for I'acili-

lafing the operations of the Great Western Railway, involving a considerable outlay, to be met
by the Company, instead of the cess-payers, whenever repayment should be required.

20<A October.—I proceeded from Moate to Athlone vi& Drumraney and Giasson, for tiie

purpose of ascertaining the progress made in the orgimization of the Relief Committees for the
barony of Kilkenny West.
At Giasson I found all the necessary steps had been taken, but not so at Drumraney, where

the relief documents had not reached. The chairman named by die Vice-Lieutenant was from-
home, and W. Ganley, Esq., the secretaiy, no one knew anything about.

I suggested to the police to call at the post-office of Ballymore, and inquire was tliere a
package addressed to a person of the name lying there, in the hope it might lead to some*;
thing.

October.—Returned to Drumraney, andsaw the Rev. Patrick Malin, P.P., the chairman
amed Ibr the Relief Committee, who stated his inability to fill the appointment, iiaving the

Y 2
'
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spiritual cliarge of a large parish, without any assistant. Accompanied him to the residence

of his secretary, whom the police discovered from having gone to the post-office of Ballyniore,

where all the relief documents had been lying since the morning of the 16th instant.

William Ganley, Esq., is a publican and schoolmaster, living on the road-side, about five

miles off from Drumrahey.
It was arranged to have a meeting for the purpose of forming a committee the next day, and

as Mr. G. had, without any sufficient authority, commenced filling the book for the names of

applicants for employment, the documents having reached him the night before, it was thought

just as well to place them in charge of the Rev. Mr. Seymour, perpetual curate of Drumraney.

B. Granville Sayard, October.—South Leitrim.

'2Qtk October.—I attended the Drumsharabo Relief Committee. Prepared to issue tickets

for the execution of eleven new works, but lists for seven were alone prepared, the remaining four

not yet come to hand.

2Is^ October.—In the Garrick Relief Committee estimates marked as per margin. The
Committee did not meet, but the lists were furnished by the secretary.

24<A October.—No. 11 in Carrigallin Barony. I find six carts and horses employed without

tickets. I ordered every one to be discontinued until I ascertained from the Committee the

names of some small farmers most in need of aid, and having issued tickets, I put four on again.

I again represented my order to the civil engineer that no man, cart, or horse was to be employed
without a ticket being producetl.

1 have ascertained from the bank in Carrick-on-Shannon that they are unable to furnish

more than from 60/. to 80/. per week in small change to pay to the pay clerks. I have requested

the secretaries of the several loan funds and meal committees to retain the change they get

each week for the pay clerks, which will average from 50/. to 60/. at each town.

I have apprised the pay clerks of this arrangement, but unless they are present at exact days

the loan offices are open they would not get it, as it is reissued in the course of the day; con-

sequently this would only be an uncertain aid to them.

I would suggest for the consideration of the Commissioners that specie to the amount of from

500/. to 700/. weekly be placed in the bank in this town, which would enable the pay clerks to

receive small change for the bills sent to them, at the time of presentation
;
otherwise I fear it

will be impossible for the payments to be made punctually to the men.

W. G. Hart, 25/7i October .— County Louth.

24tA October.—At Ballymascaulan and Carlingford, during these three days, I visited

several of the works, and ascertained that the wages had been paid, and that all was pro-

gressing in a satisfactory manner. At six of the projects, however, the labourers had left the

roads in consequence of, as they stated, not being able to earn enough at task-work. From
what I have observed, however, I am strongly impressed with a belief that the strike, although

ostensibly made to get rid of the piece-work, is not a little to be ascribed to the mischievous

tendency of remarks made by that class of persons who attend Relief Committees with the

apparent object of obtaining mob popularity by censuring the arrangements made by the

Government and by the Board of Works, but who spare their own pockets from contribution?

to relief funds on the plea that the absentee landlords ought to subscribe.

I am happy to be able to inform the Board that my visits to the Committees above men-
tioned appeared to afford very great satisfaction, and I experienced efficient support on occasions

when I found it necessary to adopt a tone of firmness and decision.

After I shall have visited all the Relief Committees, and it has become thoroughly known
in the count

3
’ that my duty will be performed without fear or favour, I feel convinced that all

will work well. At first starting, however, the duty is attended with some slight difficulty, in

consequence of the Relief Committees having been left so long unchecked in their proceedings

by the presence of a perfectly independent Government officer.

T. F. de Courcy, 24fA October.—County Limerick.

22n(/ October.—Attended the Relief Committee of Rathkeale, Lower Connello, and found

that their past proceedings had been most irregular and confused; I, however, found no diffi-

culty in introducing system and order.

23r</ October.—This Committee met at my request ; it did so, but without its regular

chairman ; and, in fact, not constituted (as many others do) according to the regulations of the

Lord Lieutenant.

Motives of policy, moreover, induced me to transact business. It was necessary that

I should get their affairs into my hands at once.

24/A October.—In conclusion I have to remark that everything is in such confusion in Upper
and Lower Connello

;
party spirit, particularly religious,—so nigh and bitter, that a quick

and regular performance of my duties will not be a work of facility.

I shall, however, spare no effort to put everything into good order ;
and to do so quickly

and quietly will be my most difficult task, but one which I shall not flinch from until com-
pelled.

W. Fauesett, 24/A October.— County Meath.

^2nd October.—I have issued tickets in all for upwards of 8000 men.
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H. N. Greenwelh "iAtli October.—County Kerry.

‘ICtth October.—Yrora enquiries I have made it would appear that thvougliout the whole of

this portion of the country distress is general, and the people are, with few exceptions, m a

comSetely destitute state
;
perhaps it can hardly be with truth stated that they are uuprov ded

mth^meaiis to purchase fooll as most of the inhabitants possess (rent) a few acres
“J.

rrhave a contmonage sufficient to support two or three cows, w.th the produce of which hey

hitherto paid the rent, and subsisted during the winter on the suppiy provided by the potatoes,

livinf at the same time in wretchedness and ease.
. , . .• i.. r ;i„ri ...,,1

That this is not the case now there cannot be a doubt, as the potato has entirely faded, a

having grown no grain, the poor are solely dependant for their food upon the importation of

^"pmthuir care should he taken of this dislriot, because, in oonscqueiice of its isolated

position, and the want of general knowledge and intelligence. Its inhabitants aio less able to

resist the present calamity, and to adapt themselves to a change of circumslanoes, than Iheir

oS'—Tl?e will control themselves no longer, in many

be no doubt, that very gre^ privations have been, and are being suffered by the poor of Ih a

county, and great praisi is due for the extraordinary temper they have displayed on all occa-

sions.^not a case of rioting having occurred during the whole of this trying season.
_

mil October—Hhe: names of most of the people wanting employment are now ®ied,

and I think that during the next week there will be a good number of men at woik in the

different parts of the country.

W. F. Handcock, mil October—Fermanagh.

23rd Octoha-.—l visited the workmen on the Ealialtan road, also on the road between the

town and Derrygonnelly (Barony of Maheraboy), they appeared to go on well at their

work ;
Mr. Grayliopes to be able to increase the number of men considerably during the next

week on these roads.

Henry Brett, 25th October.—County Mayo.

md October. At 7 a.m. proceeded to Boherduff Hill, found 30 men a.t work, going on

fairly To Castlemaccrarrett road men not at work, not liking the task; directed assistant to

increase the amount for them : thence to Brook-hill, found the new road going_ on well, iOO

men at work at east end: proceeded to Ballinastanford, found 80 men cutting the hills:

thence to the new road from Brize to Balia, found the men going on pretty well: on the line

from Balia to Minolla, 200 men also going on fairly.

H. F. Ainslie.—East Division, County Galway.

The demand upon my time and attention this week in my office has been incessant
;
people

of every condition resort to it
;
and I have endeavoured to supply their requests to the best ol

"’^S^of the committees are very dilatory ;
and when they get the labourers on a road,

they forget to transmit me lists to compile the tickets for them.
, . ,.

I have drawn the attention of the Lieutenant and Vice-Lieutenant of the county to the re-

missness of some, the incorrect formation of others, and the necessity of public, and not private,

lists, being forwarded to me for selection. I have set forth in a circular from myself to com-

^^More'meiTh^re gone to the task-work this week ;
and a proof of the superiority of the rural

labourer over the townsman, occurred on the line close to this place: a rural png e^ned on an

average Is. 8cZ. per day : a Ballinasloe gang from the lanes of it, at similar work, received

^’^The'^aST-bod^ed gangs will not, I think, recave the weakly destimte, and aged labourer.

I have pointed out to the Roman Catholic clergyman that an effort shou d be made to induce

the infirm to take refuge in the poor house at this juncture, and thus partly relieve the demand

on us. In coiiiuuction with Mr. Kempster, encourapment has been given to this class to

break stones by bulk; and I think women might be employed at similar Ipours.
_

mh Ocioj/r —Market day in Ballinasloe produced an increase of business in my office
;

magistrates, clergymen, &c. &c., calling on me
;
but I think the pressure from labourers has

b7fftointiont?the Board, that in the interviews with the poor I endeavour to assuage

their impaiience, encourage them to task-work, and assure them of the earnest c«e of the

Board to provide employment ; and I hope, m the anxious and novel duty I have to fulfil, I

shall be enabled to merit approbation.
_

No change has occurred in the price of gram here since last week..
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W. T. Hamilton, ^bth October.—King's County.'

I yesterday attended an adjourned sessions for the barony of Upper Phillipstown, at Cloon-
gown, but there not being a sufficient attendance of magistrates and cess-payers, the sessions
were further adjourned to Wednesday, 28th instant, to meet.
You are aware, that owing to the n’ant of engineers, now so sorely felt, the workmen can

only be set on by degrees. You may assure the Board, iiowever, that no exertions shall be'
spared to employ every destitute person as quickly as possible.

William Billon, October.—County Sliyo.

The disinclination of the labourers to task continues, but not to the extent stated in mv
former reports. I have, in passing over the works, explained to the people the nature oFthe
task-woi-k required of them, and the advantages they would derive to themselves by woi-kingm that manner

; and it is my opinion, that if a more intelligent class of overseei-s could be pro-
cured to assist the officers and engineers, the wishes of the Government, as far as regards task--
work, would be effected.

^

I have also explained to the Relief Committees, the desire of the Government to carry into'
eilect the system of task-work, and I have had their promise to assist me in every way in their-

I have also required from them, a return of the money they have received from private“ Donations, “ where lodged,” &c., &e., together with every other information necessary to
be communicated to the Board of Public Works.

^

Jas. Hay, 25?/t October.—Ea$t Division, County Waterford.

22W Odo&r.—Proceeded to Ballylananond Kilbarry Meadow, Barony of UpperlMrd at theargent mstance of the Belief Committee. Mr. O'Shee, D.L., chairman, and with the aseistance ofhe surveyor, fonnd employment for about 300 men, and effectnally calmed the excitement in
that locality, where the population is dense and very destitute.
The works are progressing favourably, but in consequence of the incessant demand foremployment from all quarters, the engineers have not had time to give vork by task, but the

necessity for doing so shall be borne in mind, and carried into effect.
The works are so numerous and so far apart, that it is impossible to inspect them with that

regularity, and as frequently as^ey should be. As the season advances, and the weather
becomes more inclement, the difficulty m this respect will be increased. In many instances, Ihaie been compelled to set the people to work before die recommendation lists could be pre-sented to me, and to issue the labour tickets afterwards, and in doing so, I was influenced bv a
desire to give no pretext for an outbreak, which was imminent, but has happily been aveHeci.

T. Sterling, 25^A October .— County Mayo.

^2nd October. Passed several gangs at work during my progress to Claremorris, who
appeared to be getting on very well.

23rd Orfoirr --Returned to Castlebar, visiting several Relief Works in operation between
willingly in gangs, and apparently well

24tA October. Engaged signing relief tickets, there being a great pressure for them.

A. E. Burmester, 25th October.—County Roscommon.

2Isf O^oSer,—Engaged with the Kilronan and Ardcam Committee, until 5 p.m. Mr. Ten-nyson, High Sheriff of the county, chairman
;
proceedings regular and in accordance ; issued anumber or tickets upon lists properly made out.

23rd Orfo&r.-^Returned to Roscommon, visited the Clover Hill-road, also the work atUian, men working by days work, and appeared regular; 40 men at work at Oran. Engaged

i!lS”Sphiir’“”^
Wethered was detained\y.

2ftk October.—In the morning, preparing tickets for several baronies, and issued them on’
receiving the regular hsts. At noon went to Castlerea. At Clover Hill met Mr. Killeymakincr

r# S’®"
to task-work. On arriving at CasUerea, went to visit thiOian ioad, Corporal Porter Royal Sappers and Miners, overeeer; all regular, and work pro-gressmgpiopeily. From thence went to Balhnlough to see the state ofthe works under Pri-vate Greig, all regular. Afterwards went to see Mr. Buck, who had arrived from Boyle.

T. Sarcher, 24tk October.—County Leitrim.

On Tuesday I proceeded to Kinlough, and attended the Relief Committee
’

but from the lists not-being prepared, could not issuenhe tickets.
'-committee.

lUf?n /t
-

23rd, I attended tlie meeting of the Drumahaire Committee, but from the'
lists not being prepared, I was not able to issue the tickets fof the workmen.

' ‘
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N. T. Hotham, 25f/t Octolei\—County Carloio.

21s# October .—Drove to the Vice-Lieutenant Sir Thomas Butler, to urge him to appoint.

Relief Committees in Barony of Ratherilly, which was done. Called on several Chairmen of

Committees in the way.

Tarone West Barony is the only one in which works are authorised at present. But I have

issued no tickets at all even for that barony, the reports of the distress prevailing tliere being

very contradictoi'y.

G. Steo'lmg, '24th October.— Coitnty Galway,

I beg to forward my weekly report for the information of the Board. I have been occupied

during the entire week with tickets, and attending the Relief Committees of Galway, where

great confusion exists, as well as in the issuing of tickets, and I fear it is almost hopeless to

expect to issue them with any regularity, owing to the total want of system amongst most of

the Committees, whilst some, I believe, are not yet constituted, in fact, I am quite at a loss how
to act about them

;
indeed, the county and the county of the town of Galway would alone

occupy my time, and I am convinced it would require an officer and clei-k for each barony,

effectually to carry out the plan of issue; and it is utterly hopeless a single one attempting it.

J am now so wearied and fatigued wdth constant exertions, that I feel quite unequal to the task

imposed upon me, nor do I see a hope of being extricated from the difficulties I am placed in.

Having tendered my resignation to the Board on Tuesday last, I beg a surveyor may be

appointed as soon as convenient, as I am now quite unfit from exhaustion and other causes for

the duties of my situation. I shall remain another week, and do all in my power to improve

matters, but with little hope of- success, as such is the system of Committees through the

country, that it is impossible to get on with any regularity. Again requesting that I may be

speedily relieved, I have, &c., G. Stirling, Iiupecting Officer.

H. N. Gordon, 2.4th October.— W. R. County Cork.

Monday, October .—I proceeded to visit No. 15, in order to place the men to task-

work, which I did; and, in my hearing, the men appeared satisfied.

Employed writing at Dunmanway.
22rd October.—I proceeded to the road, No. 75, and after a great deal of explanation con-

trived to set some 30 men to task-work.

Attended a Relief Committee at the poor-house.

In the evening, Mr. Gaynor, Assistant-Engineer, reported to me, that the remaining men
upon No. 75, amounting to some hundreds, had declared that they would allow no man to

work by task.

Accordingly the next morning, 23rd October, I proceeded again to the line, accompanied by
the Reverend John Fitzpatrick, P.P., Skibbereen,' and found tliat- during the night the parties

who had set to work had been intimidated by threats not to take the task-work, and they have

refused to execute their agreement.

I now found the Lord Lieutenant’s circular of the greatest use, as it left no alternadve

;

and calling to the men by name, ordered them to work. The first refused, as did also the

second
;
and both their names were taken down, as never to be employed again by Mr. Fitz-

patrick. This had the desired effect, since the others, after a great deal of persuasion, ;vent

to the work.

Upon this, the rest of the labourers almost immediately came from their side of the work,

and advanced in a threatening manner, headed by certain men—one of whose names I suc-

ceeded in getting Mr. Fitzpatrick to take down—and called upon those at work, who imme-
diately left, and the whole declared that they would not take any work by task.

After a great deal of interference from Mr. Fitzpatrick, in the way of explanation, >and

seeing that the work would cease if they did not take the task-work, they at last wei'e perfectly

satisfied with the arrangement; and I left the engineer prepared to put them to work, and
have no doubt that they will soon derive the good effects of this excellent system.

The men taken down were so penitent that, at the request of Mr. Fitzpatrick, I gave orders

to allow them to he put upon task-work.

This line will give the most trouble, since the men are mostly from the town of Skibbereen,

and among them are many sawyers. I think it right to enter into this explanation
; since,

without Mr. Fitzpatrick’s assistance, T am convinced I could have done nothing
;
and I think

he deserves thanks for his services volunteered upon this occasion.

Besides the men having the objection to task-work, the Board must he aware that the

stewards doubtless poison the men’s minds, since, by the introduction of task-work, they have

to go away to their own liomes, and leave their present appointments, the men selecting their

own gangers.

On my return to Skibbereen I found that 400 men had struck work at No. 17, and the

ovei-seer had to run for his life—about the task-work.

Accompanied by Mr. Beecher, J. P., and Mr. Somerville, J. P., I proceeded to the locality,
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and found, that althougli Mr. Gaynor placed them at task-work the day before, that they
now stated that nothing should induce them to work according to this arrangement.

However, the Lord Lieutenant’s circular soon settled the matter, and, after mutual
explanations, they agreed willingly to take the work as directed

; and I am now in hopes by
next Saturday every work in East Division N. Carberry will be going according to the wishes
of the Board.

One of the objections made at No. 17 was, that the work he done too soon! ! !

Saturday, 2ith October .—This morning I inspected the work No. 15, to see the quantity of
the tasks done that I set on Monday last, and was very much gratified

; since 1 found (hat
they had really worked well—far beyond my most sanguine expectations.

I next assembled the men upon No. 6, and having His Excellency’s letter explained to
them, I found, that through the kind assistance of the Reverend Mr. Doheiiy, that they
were very willing to be put to task-work, following the example of No. 15, whose exertions
they had heard of.

Abstr.^ct of Returns of the Daily Average of Numbers employed in the s

of Ireland, for the Week ending 31st October, 1846.

Province. County. Number.

Leinster . .

Total County Works
Add Drainage do.

Carlow 274
Dublin . 48
Kildare . 22
Kilkenny 381
Kilkenny City 49
King’s . 378
Longford 1,461
Louth . 1,828
Meath . 4,671
Queen’s 198
Westmeath 672
Wexford 523
Wicklow 70

Clare . 20,265
Cork 5,389
Kerry 8,829
Limerick 7,741
Limerick City 109
Tipperary 6,369
Waterford 4,617
Waterford City

Antrim
Armagh
Cavan 1,027
Donegal
Down
Fermanagh . 242
Londonderry .

Monaghan
Tyrone

Galway 5,707
Leitrim . 2.027
Mayo . 8,485
Roscommon . 15,745
Sligo 5,642

53,319 .

102,769
7,482

Grand Total of daily average . 110,251

Office of Public Wcrhs, Dublin,

_
4(/i November, 1846.

JOS. C. WALKER,
Secretary.
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Mr. Brett to Mr. Walker.

Castlebar, November 4, 1846.

I HEREWITH send you a document received from tlie Ballinrobe Relief

Committee,, which is of such a character as to oblige me to bring it under the

Board’s notice.
, , • t ,

It is utterly impossible that any proceedings can be conducted with order or

propriety, while such interference and dictatorial assumption is exercised lo«-urds

persons who are using the utmost exertions to do wliat is best under all circum-

stances.

Enclosure.

At a Meetiu^^ of the Ballinrobe Relief Committee, held in the Courthouse on the 3rd

November, 1846.

Courtney Kenny, Esq. in the Chair.

Other Members present :

—

Charles Arahin, Esq., R.M.
James Cuff, Esq., D.L. J.P.

Rev. E. L. Moore, Rector Cong.

Rev. John Morris, P.P., Ballinrobe.

J. R. Burdon, Esq., S. J.

The following resolutions were passed :

—

Resolved. That upon enquiry occasioned from the complaint made by the labouj-ers of the

very small wages to which, upon measurement, they will he entitled, we beg leave to call die

attention of the County Surveyor or his representative to the nature of tlie materials of which

the hills in this district are composed, requiring pickaxes and ci'ow-bars to cut_ down those

hills, whereas in other districts the spade and shovel is sufficient; we therefore, in justice to the

labourer’s request that the rate per cubic yard may be paid for in proportion to the difficulty

of cutting the hills.
• u •

Resolved. That we protest, in the strongest possible language, against the delay in the issue

of tickets after names have been called for and returned to Castlebar.

Resolved. That we protest against the delay of the works in general, though approval of

which has been sent down by the Board of Works.

Resolved. That we request all tickets shall, for the future, be forwai-ded from Castlebar

when signed by the Secretary of the Relief Committee, who will dispose of them as directed by

the Committee.

Resolved. That we shall be allowed to transfer men from one road to another when we Imd

a man, as being more destitute than another, has been ticketed to a road distant from his house,

and that Ihere^re works being carried on in his immediate neighbourhood.

Resolved. That we have great cause to complain of the unsatisfactoiy way in which the

people are paid, and that we request arrangements shall be made for regular weekly payments

for the future.
, , , „ , i ,

Resolved. That when asses can be had, and are found available, no cart shall be_ employed,

and that both carmen and men with asses shall be ticketed by the Relief Committee in the

same way as workmen are ticketed.

Resolved. That a most unwarrantable delay has taken place in the returning of tlie tickets,

names of which men, according to order from Castlebar, forwarded from the Committee on

Wednesday the 27th and Saturday the 31st October instant.

Resolved. That the Chairman of the Committee be directed to write the following letter to

Mr. Brett :— . , .

“ I address you by direction of the Relief Committee of this district, to represent to you tiiat

there are numbers of poor unemployed pensons crowding this town daily in search of employ-

ment, and to uro-e on you the necessity of forthwith carrying on those further works that have

been approved by the Board of Works
;
for instance, a new road from Ballinrobe to Tuam

by Cloucrhans, Loughoshin, and Ballygeiiings has been approved by the Board ot Works,

and a large sum granted ;
why not give employment on Aat road instantly, a,s also many

others similarly circumstanced ? that destitution is urgent and prising, and the delay in setting

on the works appears inexplicable and unpardonable, and must, if not more prompt ly attended

to, lead to disturbance, and perhaps some serious calamity.”

Meeting adjourned to Thursday, November 3, 1846.

(Signed) C. Kenny, Chairman.

[b. W.]
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Captain Wynne to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

Ennis, November 5, 1846,

I GOT your letter this evening, on my return from a forty mile tour of the

barony of Corcomroe, where I met with a good many adventures ; none, however,
calculated to alarm a man accustomed to a Tipperary or Clare mob. I am happy
to say that. I was able in every instance to maintain the principles laid down by
the Board, and though at Ennistimon the pay clerk and local engineer were
threatened and laid hold of, and I myself surrounded by a yelling mob, headed by
a priest, to force us to give more than 8c?. a-day to men who refused to take
task-work, we carried our point. They took their 8c?. and set to at the task,

with the wise determination of entitling themselves to more the next pay day;
this I look upon as a very great triumph, and of the utino.st importance;
and it clearly shows the minor officers here the mode in which they are to

deal ^vith the people. It is clear they are determined to use threats to any
extent, but I am satisfied they never mean to go farther, and it is easy to

stop their mouths. We have carried another veiy important point
;

the old

lists have been within the last week revised in all places within my reach, and
the persons improperly placed on them struck off. This system almost all the

Relief Committees have agreed to adopt, seeing that the amount of relief must
be limited, and that consequently such persons can only remain on the lists to the
exclusion of real bond fide objects. Altogether prospects brighten greatly, and I

do not entertain any tears for our ultimate success. Our great difficulty is to

maintain our principle without starving some of the perverse creatures. The
clerks are not quite trained to their business ; when they are, things will go on
better, as there is considerable discontent amongst the labourers, and with good
cause, in consequence of want of punctuality. The gentlemen here have the
effrontery to assert the principle that as the money Avill be ultimately paid by them,
they have a perfect riglit to get a portion of it through the medium of their

tenants. They talk of a requisition for military
; we want none

;
I would not

hesitate to become answerable for the peace of the district, and soldiers would be a
serious inconvenience in the present scarcity of food.

Mr, Griffith to Lieut.-Col. Jones.

Galway, November 5, 1846.

Matters are in a very unsatisfactory state in this place in regard to the
relief; Captain is quite out of his mind, and no officer has yet appeared
to replace him, as inspecting officer. To meet this difficulty, I have appointed my
brother, Mr. William Griffith, who is an active magistrate, and w'ho possesses

much local influence, to issue the tickets to 700 additional labourers, for whom
work is now ready.

So far this difficulty is surmounted, but T regret to say, the people are much
inclined to insubordination. This morning they illtreated and struck the overseer
of one of the relief works because he attempted to enforce task work, and, in

consequence, the works have been stopped, and this moment there are knots of
labourers in different streets in the town (as I understood) waiting the return of
Mr. Clements, surveyor to the county of Galway, who is employed in lock-spitting
the new Dublin entrance into Galway, which I poled out yesterday along with
him.

hlr. Clements has already been assaulted by some of the ringleaders of the mob,
one of whom was arrested this morning, and strange to say, this pauper had 251. in
silver and notes in his pocket.

For fear of accidents I have requested the police officer to send two policemen
to attend and guard Mr. Clements on his return to his residence.

I have no doubt that by a little firmness the people will yield and work peaceably
by task work, and I have informed the Relief Committee publicly, that unless they
can induce the people to conform to the regulations laid down, the Board of Works
have orders from the Lord Lieutenant to stop all the relief works in the neigh-
bourhood.

T had a large meeting of the gentlemen of the county of Galway at the county
Court-house on this morning on valuation business, and, on its completion, I
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entered fully on the subject of the reproductive works under Mr. Labouchere’s
letter, and I distributed a number of copies of the instructions for the Sessions

and the forms for the undertakers. Several gentlemen who have land thickly

studded with surface rocks, wished to know whether clearing such lauds would
be allowed as reproductive works under Mr. ijabouchere’s letter. I replied not,

although I admitted that such was a reproductive work which would more than
double the value of the land. This subject requires consideration.

In the afternoon I had a general meeting of the Relief Committee and respectable
inhabitants of the town of Galway, when the several presentments, passed at' the
extraordinary Sessions, were discussed, and, in consequence, a number of them
ivhich were either extravagant or useless were abandoned ; and with the informa-

tion I now possess, I think I shall be able to make such recommendations relative

to the presentments as will meet the wants of the destitute, and be satisfactory to

those who are ultimately to pay for the wo rks.

Mr. Walker to Jlr. Trevelyan.

Office of Puhlis Works, November 5, 1846.

I AM directed by the Commissioners to send you the enclosed copy of a
letter w'hich the Board have received from Lord Monteagle, wherein his Lordship
makes application for a loan to enable him to build a police barrack, a petty ses-

sions house, and a dep6t for the sale of meal, &c., at Foynes, in the county of
Limeidck. His Lordship states that those improvements will be the more necessary
and desirable to afford accommodation to the workmen and others who will be em-
ployed on the works about to be undertaken at Foynes Harbour.
As the Commissioners have not hitherto recommended any loan for bui'dings of

this description, they have directed me to submit the application for the decision of
the Lords of Her Majesty’s Treasury, and to inquire if it is one that should be
entertained by the Board.

Enclosure.

Lord Monteagle to the Commissioners of Public Works.

Dublin, November 5, 1846.

T AM desirous of bringing under your consideration a proposal for a loan under lOOOf.,
on the security required, by the Public Works Act.
You are aware of the proposed Foynes Harbour, which is about to be formed under your

authority, at an estimated expense of 8500f., towards which I contribute individually 42-jOf.
There will be in that immediate neighbourhood, in consequence of these works, and more

especially at the present lime, a very considerable labouring population brought logelhev, and
a considerable expenditure must take place for wages, leading to the sale of bread and meal,
for which as yet the people are unprepared.

It is with a view of meeting their necessities that I am desirous of building, close to the
proposed harbour, a small police barrack, a petty sessions house, and a store for the deposit
and sale of meal and the baking of bread. The police authorities have called on me and
expressed their desire that the barrack should be built, the present accommodation being wholly
insufficient, and the station being most important as commanding both the high road from
Limerick to Kerry, but likewise the ferry to the County Clare between Foynes and Kildysart.
These objects are all so important in a public point of view that I doubt not but they will

have their weight with you, more especially when the application is coupled with the appro-
priatioii of 4250Z. from private funds

; at the same time I can submit to you the plans and
estimates required for these buildings, but as the principle of the application is important, and
may require to be considered, I submit that to your attention in the tirst instance.

Treasury Minute on the above.

N'ovember 10, 1846.

Write to the Commissioners of Public Works, and desire that they will report
under what legal enactment application is made to their Lordships lor thdr sanc-
tion for a loan for the purposes mentioned in Lord Monteagle’ .s letter, and that the
Commissioners will report their opinion upon the application, alter they shall have
considered it with reference to the legal powers possessed by their Lordships, and
any precedents there may be bearing upon the subject.
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Captain Broughton to Captain Larcom.

Corh, November 7, 1846.

I CANNOT S66 iny way out o6 this labyrinth of work, which becomes more

entangled every day; not the work itself, but the confounded rubbish in the shape

of letters, visitations, deputations, et hoc genus omne. One deputation vsent from a

distance to beg T would fix a day to see them ; I requested they would not do any-

thing half so foolish as to come and take up my time and their own too I saw no

more of them. I endeavour to get on as well as ive can. I have, in addition to all

other work, now signed 16,000 tickets, but this has been done at a severe cost of

nights’ rest ;
for four weeks I have scarcely any night been in bed until 4 in the

morning, which is now telling against me, but as long as I can, you may rely on

inv exertions ;
beyond that I cannot go.

. , , , i t> j i

The most annoying part is the eternal attack against the honourable iioard and

its officer^ who, with all the sacrifice of time and everything else, are held up as

doing nothing ;
this is too bad, but I will not grumble any more, but merely add,

God help us all.
1 1 •

I ao into Orrery, D. V., on Monday for the week, to see and set things to

rights. Let me have a share of my assistants
;
you can put up with anything.

I have just got two letters ; one priest thanking me, the other abusing me
; ’tis

enouo-h to make one laugh, if one could with so much distress all round.

Mr, Saunderson to Mr. Betiiune.

Kilburn Lodge, Sunday, November 8, 1846.

You asked me for a few facts bearing upon the present state of Ireland. . I

send you the following at mere random. They have been obtained, as you are

aivare, during niy recent visits to the northern and south-western counties of the

sister island. My last circuit was through county Tipperary, to Ennis, in county

Clare ;
along the western coast by Tralee to Derrynane, returning to Dublin by

the southern shore
;
visiting the principal towns in the district embraced by such

outline. My information has been obtained from resident men of business, magis-

trates, and conversations with labouring men. I think therefore you may take it

as a glimpse at things as they are, in that beautiful but troubled island.

By personal communication with the poor, I discovered that the great fear that

is operating on them at the present time, is dread oi future famine, in consequence

of the present high price of meal. Hence their recent endeavour to prevent the

shipment of corn. I determined to try how far they were capable of being con-

vinced by reason. As opportunities offered, I told them that the small supply of

grain enabled their wealthy meahnen to buy up the whole market; that therefore,

until ships arrived from abroad, instead of their farmers holding back supplies, they

ought rather to be obliged to thrash and sell at the present moment to lower prices.

Most of them answered, why should their corn be shipped to England, while they

were starving, and not used by themselves. I met this argument by asking them,

if they had a smart gentleman’s coat on their back, which they knew would be of

as little use to themselves as silks and satins to their wives, and they found that,

by selling it, they could buy a good warm coat, trovvsers, w'aistcojit, and hat, such as

they needed, what would they do ? I also explained that the foreigner immediately

raised his- price, when he was informed that corn and meal was so dear in Ireland,

and that they were creating the very .difficulty that they u ished to avoid. I never

found these arguments to fail. I mentioned the subject to clergymen and priests,

who appeared lost how to combat the prevalent excitement, as to the exportation of

corn. In my presence two or three of them afterwards tried to combat the diffi-

culty in the same tvay, and they were surprised at its success. I am alluding to

places in the neighbourhood of Limerick, Cork, and Dungarvan. llie poor people

were delighted, nay, some declared they would repeat my statement, and that it

would satisfy hundreds. When I told them that English merchants were doing all

they could to procure for them supplies of food from the Baltic, Mediterranean,

India, and other countries, as well as North America, of which as places of supply

they appeared quite ignorant, I found that they had lost all confidence in their
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own merchants. A fall in the price of meal before the close of winter will do

much to tranquillize their alarm
;
and as I think this must occur, I have no very

great fears for the ensuing winter. I found the labourers were meeting tlieir

present distressing position with great patience and much fortitude.

I mentioned to you my opinion that there was much wealth in Ireland. A few

instances may suffice:

—

Dunda’k .—I took tea, and breakfasted with the manager of one of the

banks, a man of good fortune, and greatly esteemed. He told me that a

few minutes previous to my call, a person had been with him, begging his

advice as to the investment of 600/., that the person was a small trades-

man, supposed not worth 30^., but to his knowledge he was worth more
than 3,000/., all well invested.

Antrim .—I was with a gentleman much consulted on improvements of

landed estates. We visited together ’s property. A Dublin
tradesman has mortgages on this property to the amount of about

200,000/.

Dublin .—Mentioning to a popular Protestant preacher my conviction that

there was great wealth in Ireland, he told me, that after a sermon in

Dublin, an inhabitant of one of the back streets called on him, and ^ave
him a cheque for 2,000/., and that he has received subsequent ones from
him for hundreds.

A young tradesman, wine merchant (but this too often means usurer),

died -while I was in Dublin, and left his property, about, I think,

15,000/., to the Order of Jesuits; of course under proper legal forms.

Roman Catholic chapels are being built in almost every village of Ire-

land
;
and at Killaniey a very handsome cathedral. I only allude to this

as an evidence of wealth.

The manager of the head office of one of the Joint Stock Banks, told

me, that the bank never had such an abundance of hard cash, as the

farmers had been depositing during the few past months, to an unpre-

cedented amount. This was corroborated to me in conversation udth
managers of district branches, including Tipperary. Clare, &c.

Generally.—At different commercial inns, the commercial travellers were
returning to England and Scotland with better books, that is, more ac-

counts settled, and more orders given, than for the previous six or seven
years.

It is the prevailing opinion among men of business that Ireland is about to take

a start for the better that will astonish everybody.

With refej’ence to non-payment of rent by farmers—

Jn Tipperary County .—A manager of a Joint Stock Branch Bank told

me that a fanner who had sold a large quantity of corn on the market
day in the previous week came in and got a cheque cashed for the sale

value, which was to a very large amount. He had to n)eet his landlord

at the same bank on the same day. The former pleaded great poverty,

ruin, and such like
;

at last he tend red one- third of the twelve months’

rent due, and because the landlord would not give him an acquittance in

full the farmer told him he should then do nothing, and walked out of

the house.

A farmer who had paid his rent was visited by certain of his neigh-

bours, to whom he justified what he had done
;
they forced him into his

stable, locked the door
;
at a certain signal, carls came up, his remaining

stacks were carted off, and when he came out he was a ruined man.
Mr. mentioned to me that an agent having gone down to

collect a small rental, something like 1200/., returned without a penny.

The' landlord, who is a kind indulgent man, received an anonymous
letter telling him to be travelling, and while changing horses at a certain

village to call at a particular house
;
he did so, and certain precautions

having been taken, the whole amount of his rent was handed to him
under injunction of secrecy ; the parties declining to take receipts.

[b. w.] Z 2
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Dublin .—A farmer called oa an agent and paid his rent under strict

injunctions of secrecy. He had been obHged to give other plausible

reasons for his visit to Dublin.

One great evil exists ; land is let solely with reference to rental, and witliout

any regard as to the possession of capital by the tenant sufficient for efficient cul-

tivation. The farmer depends upon the conacre system. Hence destitution on the

part of the labourers. Thus a bad class of tenants has arisen to the exclusion of

those who had capital to lose, and who formerly occupied. I dined with the

Deputation of the Irish Society on their return from visiting their Irish estates.

They told me that every tenant had paid his rent, and that not one ashed lor a

penny reduction. The Society have got rid of nearly all their middlemen, and

they let their property at such a price as they are ol opinion an honest man oa

gain by. In no trade is a sufficient capital more necessary than in husbandry.

The Irish farmer in the South and West of Ireland shows hiimself wretchedly

deficient in both. Nor do I see that any immediate benefit can arise from drainage

work to improve land, while the people continue to till so negligently the fine land

that lies at their doors, except of course as an employment lor the poorer classes

under the present crisis. My opinion is that many of the tenant farmers look

eventually to emigration on obtaining a certain sum of money, and they care not

whom they rob to accomplish their purpose
;
thus arises a practice of hoarding and

low petty cunning.

The moral tone of the Irish people in cities is bad as well as in the country

districts, and gratuities of various sums of money are passed as a matter of mere

ordinary usage for good services, whether for having obtained military or civil

commissions or appointments, or in the other usual transactions between man and

man. One letter I showed you which was too evident a proof of the correctness of

'the opinion I had formed. Hence a general timidity and distrust of each otlier,

and a limitation of commercial enterprise to mere shopkeeping. *

Registration ofArms .—I passed a house by Askeaton that had been searched

for arms on the same day
;
my travelling companion, u’ho I afteru’ards was told was

a magistrate and old resident much respected, lamented to me that persons who

had arms were so imprudent as to keep them in their own houses, unless they had

sufficient force to defend them; that the Arms Registration Act had been a sad

mistake ; that it made a merit in the possession of arms
;
that no gentleman ever

refused the necessai-y certificate to a tenant, neither would It have been policy for

him so to do
;
that it leads to a knowledge among the people of those who had

ai-ms, and that it was well kno-wn that there were men in possession of arms not

registered, but that it would have been imprudent for tlie police to have interfered

;

that this had been fully shown to have been the case since the cessation of the

Act.

County Kerry .—1 found the labouring classes very well educated, having a

class of men called Hedge Schoolmasters among them ; these men are, I belie\-e,

of very loose moral principles. Happening to dine with the attorneys at the time

of the Quarter Sessions at Cahirciveen, I was told that in this county the process-

server was generally looked up to with much respect. In the County Tipperary

the same men dare not show themselves for fear of being shot. Can education

have anything to do in producing so strong a contrast ? Like hali-civilized people

they appeal to the barrister on the merest trifle. In short, it is quite common for

the farmers in County Kerry to refuse payment until process is served, and many

pay on the day before the commencement of Quarter Session. The cost of service

of process I \vas told was sixpence.

Lieut.-Col. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, November 8, 1846.

The Mr. Owen whose resignation you inquire about, is a young man who

was sent down in a hurry as an assistant to Mr. Russell; the cause of his resign-

ing is not yet known
;
as soon as I heard of his being in Dublin I sent for him,

and inquired the reason of his acting in such an extraordinary m,'inner, and desired

him to commit to paper anything he had to say in his justification, and send it to

the Secretary ; he did so, and immediately returned to the station he had quitted ;
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liis letter has been forwarded to Mr. Russell for a report, which has not yet been
received.

Dord Monteagle’s letter, to which mine was a reply, w'as addressed to Lord
Besboroiigh, w'ho gave it to me to read, and to whom it was returned with the
observations you ade to.

Lieut.-Col. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, November 10, 1846.

Our repoi'ts last week are upon the whole satisfactory. The task-work
system is coming more into play, its advantages having been fully explained.

You will perceive the repentance of the Tulla men was of short duration. Mr.
Hill acted very properly in stopping the work, and the same was obliged to be
done at Galway, on the borders of the two counties, adjacent to Tulla.

I am afraid some persons are offering suggestions about altering our system

of payments, by establishing a distinct office for making payments
;

it could

not work satisfactorily to any party, and it would greatly increase as well as

retard business, and upset all that we have been working hard to establish. I hope
you will not consent to any such proposition should it be made. The few irregulari-

ties that have taken place in the payment of the men may be considered extraordi-

nary, when it is recollected we have 5000 works in operation, and everybody
expecting the small party at his own door to' be paid with the same punctuality as

if it was his own work. The delays have principally been occasioned by the fault

of the pay clerks or other persons in the country
;
however, as e.xperience dictates,

so we endeavour to meet the difficulties. We have now inspectors of districts, who
will overhaul the clerks, and I trust keep everything in proper order.

Enclosure.

Extract from a Report of Captam Lardner, dated Manor Hamilton, Leitrim, 24th
October, 1 846.

On Tuesday I proceeded to Kinlough, and attended the meeting of the Relief Com-
mittee, but from the lists not being prepared, I would not issue the tickets.

On Friday the 23rd, I attended the meeting of the Drumabaire Committee, but from the lists

not being prepared, I was not able to issue the tickets for the workmen.

Extract from a Report of Captain Lardner, dated Leitrim, 31st October, 1846.

I attended the meeting of the Relief Committee at Renlough for the purpose of issuing
tickets for the labourers to be employed on the new works to be undertaken in that
locality, but I regret to say that the Hsts were not in such a state of forwardness as to

admit of my giving out the tickets.

On Tuesday the 27fh, I was at the meeting of the Drumkeeran Committee, and issued
tickets for 350 men to be employed on the new works. The distress prevailing in the district

for which this committee acts, viz., the parish of Innishmagrath, and that part of Drumscilly,
situated within the barony of Drumabaire, is very great.

The number of persons requiring employment amounts to about 2000, out of which, with a
great deal of difficulty, 700 have been employed on the new works. The remainder traverse
the country in columns of 200 and 300, interfering with the works now in progress, and threat-
ening to disturb the peace of society.

My time during the last week has been completely absorbed in preparing and issuing
tickets, that it has not been in my pow’er to inspect any of the works.

Mr. Hill to Mr. Walker.

Ennis, November 8, 1846.

I regret to have to bring under the notice of the Board another outrage^ committed at one of
the works yesterday.

John Killeen, who was employed as overseer of the road from Belvoir to Snattey, No. 1, in
Lower Tulla, reports that at 9 o’clock of the morning of the 7th instant, he was out on the

Lb. W.] 2 A
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work, and checked off the men with the check clerk. Five men approached, two armed with

blunderbusses, and three witli pistols, their faces blackened, dress^ in the ordinary clothes of

the peasantry, with women’s caps under their own caps, came up and asked his and the check

clerk's names
;
on his telling, they immediately attacked him, and beat him cruelly, threw him

down an embankment nearly 12 feet high faced with stone and a slight batter, followed down

and continued beating him with the butt-end of their pistols till nearly dead, in presence of

two gangs of workmen
;
they said nothing, except the question about his name, and while

beating him, one of them said, “ Now will you leave the road.”

On Monday last, Mr. Mahon arranged witli him to employ 300 men, with orders to take no

more. The next morning 28 men more came and forced themselves into the work, and said

that they would not allow him to be there if he did not give them work
;
he said he could enter

no time for them
;
they then laid hold of him to force him to Broadford, and did force him part

of the way
;

they went on to Broadford, and procured an order from Mr. Mahon to be

employed.
Killeen could suspect no motive for the assault, except his not cheeking the men, or that his

succeedinir a man named Baker, a native of Cullam, within a few miles of the work.

I have ordered the work to be immediately closed, and the tools taken away.

Mr. Kelly to Mr. Walker.

County of Roscommon, Barony cf French Park,
November^, 1846.

Combination against Contract Works eradicated for ever.

Peace and Tranquillity restored.

I am happy to have in my power to announce the above fads to you, and that the prices

are such as will enable every poor man, by doing a fair day's ivork, to support his family.

I am also happy to say that this district, and more pariicularly the men on the French Park
property, were the first to comply with task-work; and also in justice to Mr. John Davy, I

must say he rendered the best assistance to carry out our views. I am day and night at work.

The following are the works now in operation by task

—

Cloneah Carrawfuna
Cloneen Corthone

Clonshanerlle Callow

Barnacawley Sleevide

Rath Reeiy Clynnagh
Doomeen Clooneen

Maiituer Daiy
Clontoniart Baiiader —

and I am sure if the overseers do their duty, and convey the necessary instructions to the

people, that you will hear of no complaint, and before two days that all works will be set by

task.

The grey-coat overseers are the best men we have. I am just going to Lough Glin, to

decide a disputed road Philips has in hand, and to-morrow, God willing, I shall endeavour to

set the other parts of the barony to rights.

EXTRACTS from WEEKLY JOURNALS of INSPECTING OFFICERS,
from 26t.h October to 1st November, 1846.

William Telford, Westmeath.

Wednesday, ^S)ih.—Left Mullingar for the Relief Districts of Drumrany and Benown, Barony
of Kilkenny West, and notwithstanding much clamour for employment, found the registry of

applicants i'or relief incomplete, especially at the former, where everything was in the rough,

and lists containing the names of persons holding 10, 12, and 18 acres of land
;
this I protested

against, and declared my determination not to proceed to the issue of Relief Tickets.

Thursday, 29tA.—Went to Glasson for the purpose of obtaining lists and issuing work tickets

but prevented from registry of applicants being incomplete.

Friday, 30tA.—Went to Glasson as settled the day preceding to meet committee, who were

still unprepared with lists, but promised to have them complete for the dispatch of business

the day following

Extract from Refort of J. Ross, Inspecting Officer, Waterford,
for the week ending 31st October, 1846.

Tuesday TJth.—Proceeded to Ballyduff, inspected roads in that locality, attended Relief

Committee, and scrutinised the claims of persons for employment
;
proceeded to Tallow, and
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impressed upon the members of several committees assembled there, the absolute necessity of a

new searching scrutiny of the claims of persons for employment, same time intimating that it

was my fixed determination not to issue tickets except to persons so scrutinized.

Wednesday, 28#A.—Inspected several roads in parish of Lismore, on one of which I found

an overpaid staff, consistmg of overseer and two stewards, which I called on the engineer (Mr.
White) to reduce.

Saturday, 3]5^.—Engaged preparing tickets and corresponding until eleven; attended

Relief Committee of Dungarvan
;

scrutinized the claims of persons for employ; rejected

several, as in every other case, which the members seemed glad of, although one gentleman in

particular ihrw the odium of it upon me in Irish.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Ikglis, R.E., dated Limerick, 3Ist October, 1846.

Thursday, 29#A October.—I this day commenced a personal examination of the labourers

employed on Relief Works, with a view of testing the accuracy of the information returned

by the Relief Committees, and in order to ascertain to what extent their recommendations
may be relied upon.

The result, I regret to say, is most unsatisfactory in many cases
;
but as it is my intention

to carry out this investigation more fully, and to make tlie Board acq\iaiiited with the gen;jral

result after sufficient evidence has been collected to prove beyond all doubt, that of which I

myself am now quite convinced, viz. “ the utter inefficiency and wilful misbehaviour on the

part of the majority of these bodies,” I will not now refer to the detail of my proceedings in

this inquiry.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Faussett, 44th Regiment, Inspecting Officer,

County Meath, dated Kells, October 31, 1846.

The gi-eatest objection is almost everywhere shown to working by piece or task-work,

by the labourers employed; more especially in ihe cutting of hills, as they cannot be made
to understand the measurement ;and even were this not the case, the scarcity of assistant

engineers in the county would render it quite impossible to maintain the system, as they would
not have time at present to measure out half the works, and set the tasks according to the
proposed system.

Extract from Report of Captain Dillon, Inspecting Officer, Ballymote, County Slig o,

dated I8th October, 1846.

The want of materials to form a solid stone foundation on the surface, so as to form
a close firm pavement to receive the broken stone, must prevent their consolidation more or
less, during Uiis winter^ All other roads are going on well.

Extract from Report of Captain Sterling, Inspecting-Officer, dated Galway, 17th October,

1846.

I beg to state, that the working of tlie system is very defective in some places. The
parish priest appears to be the oniy person to act

;
in others, a want of energy and disinclination

to attend to the necessary forms, and a few are so much out of the way, that it is difficult to

communicate with them, except by special messenger.
Such is the Committee system at present.

Weekly Report of George Sterling, dated Galway, 31st October, 1S46

_

I have the honour to forward my weekly Report, and beg to say that I have been occu-
pied with tickets all the week; on Friday I attended the Galway Committee, and experienced
the usual want of system and arrangement, nor do I think it possible ever to ai'range the ticket

system through the medium of the Inspecting Officer, with the want of organisation that prevails
in this part of the county. I am anxiously awaiting the arrival of a Surveyor, as I have suf-
fered so much, boUi mentally and bodily, ihat I am now totally unfit for business of any
description. A large supply of tickets and printed forms required here immediately. The
information through the engineers with respect to the new roads is so vague and unsatisfactory,
that it is quite out of question tilling up the tickets, and in many places I believe Committees
are not yet organized.

2 A 2
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Extract of Report from R. G. Hart, dated Dundalk, 1st November, 1846.

In my Report of last week, I had to advert to a strike of the labourers on a few of iJie

works, evidently with the expectation of forcing daily labour in lieu of piece-work
;
in other words

to obtain daily wages, and perfonn little or no work in return.

Those employed on task-work have realized during the past week, generally from 13d. to

16d., and even up to Is. %d. a-day. At Carlingford, which is the only locality where 1 have

witnessed an approach to unbecoming deportment on the part of a few of the people, 36 persons

who had struck the previous week, returned to their work on Monday; one gang, owing to their

having required a horse and cart, earned but lOd. a-day during the week, while the other gang

earned IS^d. a-day; nevertheless, they have again struck, saying they earn too little, although

they told me on Saturday the 24th ultimo, that they would be perfectly satisfied if they could

earn but the shilling a-day, and that they had heretofore, with their b^t exertions, been able

to earn but 7d. the day.

I am quite satisfied that the Carlingford Relief Committee are very much afraid of the people.

They have on their lists the name of, I should think, every person in that division old enough

to work, from the “ comfortable farmer” to the destitute cottier. The Committee told me
frankly, that they had felt necessitated to receive the name of every person who came to them to

demand work, but that they must put the onus of refusal on ray shoulders, and to work I went,,

weeding their lists to the extent of 50 or 60 per cent. The turbulent and insolent behaviour o

one of the assembled crowd who burst into the Committee-room, occasioned me to speak to the

people, although I conceive that addressing them should be avoided as much as possible. I

told them plainly, that I would perform my duty in an upright and fearless manner
; that I

came to Carlingford prepared to give immediate employment to every destitute person, and to

those only. That I would bring to justice every disturber of the peace, and that if such con-

duct was again repeated, I would deem it my duty to suspend the public works in that locality.

After expressing their satisfaction, and begging that I would forgive the words of a hungry

man, the crowd dispersed, not, however, without saying they would have no task-woik. A
little firmness, however, and I am sure that they will take to it, and prefer it as they do else-

where.

Mr. Adams mentions in his note, “ what is to be the result of even a single day’s idleness,"

little could he have supposed when he wrote that sentence on Tuesday last, that on the Thurs-

day, no fewer than 150 men left their ernployment on the Public Works at Ardee (very near

Collon) to have a day’s pleasure at the races at Castlebellingham.

Extract from Report of Captain R. Granville Layard, dated Carrick-on-Shannon,

1st November, 18 16.

That on Monday, the 26th of October, I attended the Fenagh Relief Committee at

10 o’clock A.M., prepared to issue tickets for the commencement of the works, marked as per

Zeiirim Zarmy. margin, but with the exception of Nos. 9 and 21, no lists were prepared, and are still due up

No. 9 . . No. 20 to this date. This Committee takes charge of a portion of the three baronies.
• • 40 Tuesday, October 27.—I attended the Drumshambo Committee prepared to issue tickets

I 1 for 440 men, but not a list was ready, and were only received late last night. I shall issue

MoMll Barony. them on Tuesday, but not until I have again met the Committee, for I find that the majority

^
No. SO submitted, are persons holding from three to five acres of land, and in some cases

Carriyalleit Barony. Seven and ten acres. I have written very strongly to the Secretary of the Committee, calling

No. 2 . . No. 25 his own, and the attention of the members of the Committee to the circumstance, and I. stated

on the last day of meeting, to them, (and also to every other Committee I have attended), that

should I, on visiting the localities, find indigent poor, I shall, on my own responsibility, cut

out those holding land, having cows, or possessing oats. 1 trust, therefore, that the Coramis

sioners will support me in doing so, as 1 regret to say, some most glaring instances of improper

names being submitted for tickets have come to light.

Wednesday, October 28.—I attended the Relief Committee this day, prepared to issue tickets

for 200 men ;
lists were not ready. I received them in the course of the evening, and issued

tickets next day, withholding two, for parties possessing, the one seven the other ten acres

of land. I called the attention of the Committee to the fact of one man’s name having been

sent in last week, who is worth 500Z., and others possessing cows and oats, and one worth 50?.

;

these names were, of course, struck off. T also found, on visiting No. 7 work, some four or

five absentees who were employed at other works, I have their places filled up by others.

Friday, October 30.—I attended Carrigallen Relief Committee, prepared to issue tickets

for 100 men
;

the lists were not ready. But this Committee revised several of the lists that had

been sent the previous fortnight, for which like numbers will be substituted. On No. 1.9 Viet.,

cap. 1, 22 men struck off
;
on No. 14, 10 Viet. cap. 107, five men struck off

;
and on S. M.,

No. 1, 15 men struck off, not to be replaced, as the work is nearly complete.

Leitrim Barony. Saturday, October 31.—During the week, and on this day, I visited works as per mar-

No. 7 . . No. 10 gin. I found the men made no complaints, and everything progressing satisfactorily. All

18
' ’ — South Leitrim is carried on by task ;

but until the valuations are made, which require

a week or fortnight to test the amount of work done, the men are getting Is. per diem on

account of subsistence, the balances to be paid as the tasks are completed.

Mohill Barony. I regret to state that an attempt at murder was made by some parties in the parish of

No. 6 . . No. IG Cloone, on the 22nd instant ; and a murder was actually committed within two miles of Lerva,

25 . . — on the night of the 29th last. With these exceptions, so far as I can learn, the country is
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ief ihou^li I have-heard rumours that meetings are taking place nightly m the district of

Pnrri’craandAuo-havass, but I am unable to speak to it as a certainty. S. M. . . No. 1

Mr W Hall reported to me that a farmer, named John Diffley, came to him for men Irom S.M. . . 2

marked No, 12, Mohill Barony, stating tliat he could get no labourers to work on his
, 0

^/'-

t Mr Hall sent the men unknown to me, as he informs me he some time ago received an no. 5 . . No. 13

to that effect from ColonelJones. May I request you to inform me if it is the wish of 11 . . —
Jhe Board that the works be stopped in any of the localities where the farmeis make a similar

complaint.

Extract from Journal of Lieut. Griffith, dated Armagh, 7th November, 1846.

On said Thursday evening Mr. Davidson requested a supply of 60 labourers for the

kavonv of Upper Orrior, county Armagh. On Friday morning, 6th instant, in consequence of

the auplication, I proceeded to Newry, and applied to the Secretary of the Relief Committee

at Fork Hill, to convene a meeting for 12 o’clock, noon, of this present Saturday, so as to have

Ls prepared against the following Monday. On reaching Fork Hill, however, at the appointed

hour I found that the Secretary of the Committee, in the absence of the Chairman, had not con-

siderU himself authorized to convene the Relief Commtitee. Before leaving Fork Hill, how-

ever the Chairman of said • Committee arrived, and we then arranged to have a meeting of

Fork Hill Relief Committee on Monday next, the 9th instant, and also of another Relief Com-

mittee at Meagh, on the same day.

Extract from Captain EIay’s Journal, dated Waterford, 8th November, 1846.

I have been confined to the neighbourhood of Waterford for two days, in order to meet

the Relief Committees, on the introduction of the system of public relief
j

and I find it will be

impossible for me to visit the numerous works in the baronies under my superintendence with

that regularity and as frequently as the public good requires
;
and I earnestly suggest the

stationing of an extra officer in the county of Waterford to assist me.

Extract from Lieut. Hamilton’s Journal, dated Tullamore, November 8th. 1846.

Tuesday, 3rd November, I attended a public meeting of the Parsonstown Relief Commits,

at which Lord Rosse, Lieutenant of the county, presided. I take the liberty of appending his

Lordship's speech on the occasion, which was listened to with the most marked attention by

every person at the meeting. I am sure that the Co.mmissioners will learn with satisfaction

that his Lordship’s talents and assistance have been always most freely given to me in carry-

in? out their intentions.
. , , , u r i

On all these occasions I have visited the works in progress, and I have every where found a

verv eood feeiin? existing among the labourers, which I hope will be permanently secured when

I succeed in establishing a proper channel of communication with them through the overseers.

Their behaviour has been invariably most respectful to me; and! do not apprehend that any

acts of intimidation will be practised towards the overseers, provided that proper persons are

appointed, to which subject I shall pay particular attention.

^kvery man employed in this county is workmg by task, and now seems fully aware of the ad-

vantages of doing so. I would submit, therefore, for the Board’s consideration, whether the order

prohibiting personslocally connected, from being appointed as overseers, may not be a little

relaxed. Many persons have been strongly recommended to me, but they wi 1 not leave their

homes unless well paid for so doing : at the same time, I beg to acquaint the Board that i

have not appointed any overseers, Mr. Barclay being the responsible person for the manner m
which the engineering details are conducted. I have thought it only reasonable not to inter-

fere with him, by appointing any person, however strongly recommended.

There is another subject regarding overseers, on whidi 1 should wish for some directions

from the Board. , , , , , , , ,

Yesterday, the men employed at Ardea Hill stated to me that they had been returned by

the ovemeer for a quarter of a day on account of the weather
;
whereas they had of their own

accord remained on the work until dark. I told them that as it was task-work
;
they would of

course reap the benefit of having done so, although they would lose three quarters of a day s

subsistence money. ... , . • i. i ,i.

I would submit that where the engineering details admit of work going on m bad weather,

and the men themselves volunteer to continue at work, they should he allowed to «« so; •

and I would ensure this, by stopping a proportionable allowance from the overseers when they

send the men home. The engineers and myself are out in all weather ;
therefore 1 do not

think that .it is unreasonable to expect i he same from the ov^seers.
j t n ,

I noticed, with much regret, yesterday an artielem lhe“_Dubhn Evening Mail, and 1 have,

upon due consideration, thought that it would be an act of injustice on my part to let it remain

uncontvadictrd. I send you a copy of a letter which I have written to the editor; and I beg

that YOU will assure the Commissioners that had /been the person misrepresent^ or attacked

I should not have taken the slightest notice of it ;
but, as I have constantly informed you, 1

receive the most valuable assistance from persons of all classes, creeds, and politics, and 1 am

unwilling to let them think that I feel ungrateful to them for their exertions.
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Letter of Lieutenant Hamilton to Editor of Dublin Evening Mail, dated Tullamore
7th November, 1846.

’

Sir,

In the leading article of your paper of yesterday you make some remarks on what you
designate “ The mischievous System of Alms Work,” and some proceedings in the Kind’s
County are made use of by you to illustrate your views on the subject.

°

I beg to acquauit you that as far as the King’s County is concerned your remarks are
very uncalled for. There has been no intimidation practised at any one of the Baronial Ses-
sions, and I have witnessed nothing but a sincere desire among all classes to co-operate in
alleviating the distress which unfortunately prevails. A statement made by me at Parsons-
town relaiive to ten persons having succeeded by tnisrepi-esenfation in getting employed in the
Public Works is quoted by you in quire a different meaning from that conveyed by me to the
meeting. I alluded to it as a subject of congratulation that by the assistance of others I had
discovered and dismissed them, and put on poor people in their places.

It may perhaps be as well to inform you that many more applications have been made for
employment by persons not in want; and were it not for the valuable assistance which I
received from all classes, including the really destitute labourers themselves, a great deal more
imposition might have taken place. I notice your remarks solely as an act not only ofjustice
but of gratitude due by me to those by whose assistance I have benefited so largely in endea-
vouring to perform faithfully a most painful and responsible duty.

Speech of Lord Rosse referred to in Lieutenant Hamilton's Journal.

The noble Earl addressed the meeting at length :—he said that at the request of our
friend, Mr. Warburton, he had consented to take the chair, he was of opinion that it woidd
be more properly filled by Mr. Warburton, the chairman of the Relief Committee of the dis-
trict. He felt great pleasure in attending the meeting

;
at the same time, he must say, that it

did occur to him that the object they had in view might be accomplished without culling a
public meeting at all. There are in the town a large number of gentlemen of the utmost
benevolence, ready and willing to come forward at all times with their purses, and to sacrifice
their valuable time to advance every charitable object. The object was to collect large sub-
scriptions

; this, he thought, could have been accomplished if arrangements had been made by
the gentlemen of the Committee, and persons appointed to colled. However, when he heard
the meeting announced, that moment he changed his opinion, as he was sure that the Relief
Committee were best aware of the slate of feeling in the town, and, consequently, had taken the
wisest course to be adopted. There was this objection to a public meeting : it is almost
impo.ssible to be so guarded in discussing any important question, in putting forward your
views, as not to be mistaken; this leads to mischief, creates false impressions, and tends to
increase the excitement which prevail.*, and which it was the duty of them all to allay

; however,
there was a countervailing advantage in a public meeting—it gives every person an opportu-
nity of expressing his opinion as to the wisdom of the measures adopted, of asking questions
of giving suggestions, and of finding fault, if he should think it right to do so. He wished to
state in the face of that public meeting that he was ready to hear any person who might wish
to express his opinions as to the expediency of the course adopted by the Government, the
Board ot Works, or the magistracy. He was fully prepared to convince every person that
eveiy possible effort had and would be made to mitigate the evil; every suggestion has been
attentively considered, under circumstances of great ditficiilty, in order to alleviate the great
distress which unfortunately prevails. It was impossible for any persons or Government lo con-
vert a season of scarcity into one of plenty

; certain attempts, however, have been made, they have
proved complete failures, and have aggravated ihe existing distress. If abundance of provisions
were carried to the doors of the people, there would be a much larger consumption than necessary,
and before next harvest there would not only be a scarcity but a famine. The condition of the
country has been very appropriately compared to a ship on a long voyage with a scanty supply
of provisions

; if the captain of the vessel adopted judicious measures, used his head and not his
heart, the lives of the crew would be saved

; they would be placed on short rations, and have to
undergo some short privations, but at last would be brought safely into port. He was aware of the
amount of destiiution that exists

;
everything has been and will be done to remler as light as pos-

sible t^he sufferings of the people. He was happy to state that the health of the people of the dis-
trict had not yet suffered. On inquiry at the dispensary he found that the health of the popu-
lation was good, and it was a remarkable fact that a numerous class of diseases arising from the
consumption of potatoes have become extinct, and although many families are subsisting upon
a less qii^tity ot food ihan heretofore, yet he was happy ro say that their health was much
better. He must say as that was a public meeting, that he regretted exceedingly the un-
wrtunate breaches ot the peace that have lately occurred in the immediate vicinity of the town.
He was sorry to say that such acts had disgraced their town—a town that was remarkable for
the progress of its improvements, and the orderly and peaceable character of its inhabitants;
they were held up in the public papers of the country, in consequence of the highway robberies
that have been committed on the highways, almost within the precincts of the town He was
aware as well as any oiher individual present, the extent of the distress, and no person deplored
It more than he did

;
there was no doubt but that many have been suffering an amount of

pressure almost unexampled, yet there have been many—very many—engagedin these lawless
acts who me not in poverty, and have not that excuse or palliation for their crimes. It was
^ue that there are persons in custody, charged with one of these offences

; these persons may
be innocent

; they must presume them to be so until a jury has decided to the contrary, yet it

was a fact that could not be overlooked, that one of the pereons so charged is a respectable
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racJesman in his class of life, and not in that position that would induce a man to commit so

discrraceful an act. They were all aware of the feeling of antipathy that existed in the minds

of the peasantry, that prevented them from resorting to the poor house in their distressed state.

He respected that feeling, and would regret if it was ever to pass away, and that under every

trilling emergency, the poor people were to resort to the workhouse, but no really honest man

rrould refrain from goitig into the workhouse, if in actual want, rather than commit public rob-

bery; it was absolutely necessary that the free transit of provisions be secured, and he need

scart»ly say that the constituted authorities will use every effort to secure it
;
this was essential

to the welfare of all classes, and more particularly the poorer classes. It would be impossible

to alleviate the sufferings of the people, unless the highways were kept open ; there is a greater

amount of distress in some districts than in others, and who would seclude such districts from

supplies of food. Within the last few days, Indian meal that was coming into this district, was

nluiidered on the highways
;

it was ordered by Mr. Darby, Leap Castle, for the relief of the

poor on his estate. The person in Mr. Darby’s employment, who had charge of it stated

the object of bringing the meal into the county, but it had no effect upon the minds of the

people. S :ch acts would deter many persons from importing Indian meal. It was their duty

to import it, and he hoped that all the Relief Committees in the county would endeavour to pro-

cure large supplies. It will be impossible to import Indian meal, if the highways are stopped
;
he

would explain this as it was of importance to the welfare of the poorer classes, many of whom and

even those far above the lower classes, entertain erroneous opinions of the consequences of free trade

in provisions ;
for instance, he was lately asked, “ Is it not a pity, with a prospect of dearth, to

see our fine flour taken away ?” This was a very great mistake. If at that meeting they were

to enter into subscriptions,, it was probable they would send for a supply of Indian meal to

Liveipool, but to get it they must give value. Our bank notes have no intrinsic value—th^
merely stand for something which vhey represent, that is for our flour, cattle, butter, &c. If

they have sovereigns in the bank they have been obtained for these commodities. They would

get nothing if they sent nothing. The natural price of Indian meal, being one half the pnee

of wheaten flour, they would for one ton of flour exported get two tons of Indian meal, which

would convert starvation into plenty. It w-as absolutely necessary that a large export of pro-

visions be kept up. As he saw a number of working people present, he would ask where did

their spades and shovels come from ? They came from the iron manufactories, and were paid

for by exports. In the same way the iron for their carts and ploughs came from the iron

mines in either England, Scotland, or Wales. They had no coal in this country, what they

had was not worth speaking of; in fact, geologists had stated that the strata had been swept

away, consequently they were obliged to get coal from the sister kingdom
;
they must in return

export value for it ; therefore they niust allow an export of provisions, unless they were pre-

pared to do without these commodities. A vast portion of the population used cotton goods,

it was true that some came from Belfast and Dublin, but the greater portion of them was brought

from the English markets
;
unless they were prepared to do without these valuable articles the

exports of provisions must go on ; they are the only things we have to give in return for them.

If, is not only of importance that they should get these articles, but also a large supply of Indian

meal. He thought it necessary to enter into these details, because it was important that the

working classes should be acquainted with these facts, who naturally looked up to those above

them in society to point out the real truth in these matters. In conclusion, he would only

state that the Government were doing their utmost fo promote the welfare of the people under

an enormous and difficidt pressure. The Board of Works were also doing their duty
;
em-

ployment would be provided, and if all exerted themselves to the utmost, allowing their heads

to control their hearts, the people w'ould be carried through the crisis and saved from starva-

tion. The noble Earl, in conclusion, recommended that subscriptions be entered into, and

resumed his seat amidst loud cheers.

Extract from Report of Edmond Wynne, Esq., dated Ennis, November 8, 1846.

In most places the men are working well and cheerfully, and express themselves grateful

for the relief they receive; in some pieces, however, they are quite the reverse, and very hard

to manage. Their avei'sion to task woik is daily giving way, and in all eases where they have

held out against it, we have enforced their acceptance of the alternative of 8rf. per day.

Difficulties have arisen in consequence of men forcing themselves upon the works; some

without any authoriiy whatever, others with tickets irom individual members of the Relief

Committee, given out of Committee. The check clerks have been abused and their lives threat-

ened in consequence of their refusal to check these men.

Great disorder, and in some cases breaches of the peace, have arisen from the conduct of the

Relief Committee in crowding men upon the local engineer without ascertaining his ability to

employ them, and in the event of his refusal, holding up that officers are the common enemy
of the people. I have taken steps to prevent a recurrence of this. In confirmation of the above

I beg to- enclose you two letters, one to Mr. Pretty, local en^neer at Corofiii, and from the

parish priest; the other from M r. Minnett, the local engineer, atEnnistimon, both officers using

their utmost endeavours to discharge theii' arduous duties.

I do not hesitate to assert that our greatest difficulties arise from the unprincipled conduct

of the Relief Committees. A gentleman’s tenants are placed on the lists in proportion to the

amount of taxation, that, gentleman may be expected to pay hereafter totally regardkss of the

claims of the individuals for relief. In contirmation of this statement, I beg leave vo slate that

I received a visit this day from Mr. I. O'Brien, M.P. for Limerick, who complained that

although he should no doubt be very hea\ ily taxed for his estate in the barony of Buniew, not
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one of his tenants was on the lists
; upon asking how they were ciraimstanced, he stated he

believed they were tolerably comfortable.

Revision of the lists is at present going on; and in some places revised lists have been
already acted upon without any bad consequences. The Relief Committees begin to feel the
necessity of altering their course, when made acquainted with the fact that there are at present
17,000 individuals on the works in my district at a weekly expense of about 6,000Z.

I am of opinion that considerable pres-sure will be removed by the following causes, the local

employers must soon recall those men whom they have sent to the public works, to the execu-

tion of their own agricultural works, the small farmers who have been improperly put on the

lists will also return to their own works
;
this must considerably relieve the pr^sure.

I cannot conclude without acknowledging the valuable assistance I have on all occasions

received from your district engineer, Mr. Gamble, and expressing a confident hope, that with
his great zeal and abilities, we shall, ere long, be able to establish order and system.

I am not prepared to agree in the general opinion that there is cause to apprehend an

outbreak of the people
;
from my knowdedge of their character, I am of opinion, that they are

getting tired of turbulence, seeing it does not answer, and that things are more likely to improve
man to get worse.

Extract from Letter of H. K. Greenwell, Inspecting Officer, N. Kerry, dated Tralee
7th November, 1846.

’

In Corkaguiney a considerable portion of the work has already been set by piece, and Mr.
Adams informs me that in the course of two or three weeks, by which time the whole of the

sanctioned works will be in operation, he has hopes of seeing task-work general throughout the

entire district.

In this barony a good system is established, and as far as I could judge by the inspection of

a few works, the business of superintendence appears to be well managed. The poor are now
occupied on 16 different public works, and every day increases the number, so that by the end
of next week there will probably be 30 works commenced in the barony of Corkaguiney.

From irregularity in the payment of the labourers can I alone apprehend that discontent or

difficulty will arise ; at present the number appointed is sufficient; but when general employ-
ment is given on both sides of the mountain, and in the parishes to the west of Dingle, it will

be necessary that another be added, so as to divide the promontory into three parts. Tliere is

no bank in Dingle, and specie must he brought from Tralee.

Extracts from Journal- of Captain Ainslie, Inspecting Officer, dated Balliuasloe,

\ 8th November, 1846.

1. Cuttinj'hillonrDail

co&ch roadjBalliQastod

to LouKhiea} 35 men,
45 stuae-breakera

;

Barony Cluoamuc-

2 . Improvement and
banking bug-road of

Aughcim, Barony of

CluoumacnooD
;
30

1 am apprehensive that many persons of moderate means, helplessly resting on the assistance

of Government, have discharged both servant men and women to be supported by the public

works. Works in the barony of Longford will be set on foot this week to some extent, in

addition to those already carrying on, aud during the past week I have sent to the barony of

Leitrim about 600 tickets, and an increase to near 1000 will take place this week. At first, the

peasantry of this barony refused the task-work, but have now commenced. Very much of the

success of this system depends on the intelligence and impartiality of the overseers.

I wish to bring to the notice of the Board that there is a very considerable increase in the

sale of arms of all kinds, in this town to the country people.

Inspected two works named in margin and carrying on by task in the immediate vicinity of

the town ;
both are advancing satisfactorily.

The county surveyor is meeting with considerable obstruction on new lines of road, and is

much at a loss for a proper form of notice to be served upon the occupiers of land, so obstruct-

ing him.

Extract from Captain Labalmondieu’s Journal, dated Killarney, 7th November, 1846.

The Relief Committee appear to have adopted a very good method, by the classification of

applicants for labour for giving employment to the most destitute first
;
but it is impossible as

yet, but that in many cases people are employed on the works to the exclusion of more pi'oper

objects of relief; but in some instances the labourers themselves having pointed out these

persons, they have immediately been taken off the work, and poorer people put on in their

place.

Friday, November ^.—I proceeded with the engineer in charge to visit a portion of the works

in progress in the barony. On No. 22, which was opened on Tuesday, there are only about

30 men at work, though tickets were issued for 100. In several other instances a very small

number have answered to their names being called, which arises from many being employed
on works under the 9th Vic. c. 1, whose names were sent in by the Committee. It is of course

impossible for me to make any statement as to the amount of progress in the works, but

generally the men appeared to work very fairly
;
and I do not think that much opposition need

be expected to the introduction of task work.

On No. 33 several persons have been removed, having been pointed out by other labourers

as comparatively independent. Some insubordination had taken place on this work towards

an overseer, and it was necessary to caution the people against any repetition of similar con-

duct.

On No. 30 also, which was the next work I visited, an improper spirit appeared to have
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existed, and great attempts were made by people to force themselves in upon the works, and

some threats held out to the overseer.

The poor people on these works have, after their work, a distance of 10 miles to travel to

Killarney to purchase food; and even then, from the scarcity at present existing there, they

cannot take away with them more than sixpennyworih.

Application was to-day made to me by thepay-clerkof the half barony of South Dunkerrin,

for assistance in procuring silver for the payment of the labourers employed in that division
;

he had received a letter of credit on the National Bank liere for I20/., and they were unable

to give him anything but notes. From the ^'eat scarcity of change, the people in his district

remain unpaid for the last fortnight’s work. The utmost exertion in this town this afternoon

could only procure about 10^. in silver, and this obtained by driblets of a pound at a time.

I beg to represent most strongly the necessity of having a supply of silver in Killarney.

otherwise it is impossible that there can be regularity of payment in the out districts.

Extract from Lieut. Telfer’s Journal, dated Limerick, 8th November, 184G.

Pi'oceeded to Kitterly to arrange matters in that locality
;
much confusion had been caused

in this district, from the promiscuous manner in which the labourers were named for the

different work. With no little difficulty matters were arranged, and to-morrow I expect every-

thing will be properly settled.

Extract from Captain Telford’s Journal, dated Mullingar, 8th November, 1846.

Bad arrangements on the part of the Relief Committee caused much unnecessary delay in

the perform^ce of my duty
;
and had it not been for the existence of much excitement on the

part of the people, wlio were under the impression that the works might have been commenced

lonv before, thereby giving them a pretext to help themselves in a variety of w'ays to what did

not'’belonD' to them, 1 should have passed on to another district, but under all the circumstances

thought if better not to leave until I had finally arranged for setting them to work.

I find attending the Relief Committee for the purpose of issuing tickets to each individual,

a very slow proceeding, and whether a more expeditious mode might be adopted I should be

glad to learn. Many persons are placed on the lists who are not yet in want of immediate

employment
;
and without seeing the parties whose names are registered, tickets may get into

the hands of many who may never avail themselves of them.

Extract of Captain Gilbert’s Journal, dated Sligo, 7th November, 1846.

Great excitement has prevailed in several districts, and many people have been troublesome

regarding the payment of labourers. Now, I have attended myself upon tlie different works,

and fully explained every particular to the men, who now seem perfectly satisfied. It will be

absolutely necessary for the check clerks to be most attentive and regular, and the pay lists and

check lists should always be well supplied by the county surveyor to prevent any delay.

I am quite certain that some ill disposed persons have been endeavouring to make the

labourers dissatisfied about their payments.

Extract from Captain Bolton’s Journal, dated Longford, 7th November, 1846.

I be<^ to report, these works will not afford sufficient employment for the destitute poor, ami,

in orde'r to avoid delay, to suggest that Mr. Bell should be immediately authorised to put as

many extra men as he can conveniently employ, on each project. The increased number will

nece4arily shorten the period allotted by Mr. Bell for the completion of each work, and I will,

as early as possible, recommend such other works from the schedule as are necessary.

Extract from Captain Hart’s Report, dated Dundalk, 8th November, 1846.

I also visited the works in the above-mentioned localities and found all progressing satis-

factorily.

Extract from Lieutenant Miller’s Report, dated Nenagh, 7th November, 1846.

I found all these works progressing favourably, the men working by task, and earning fair

wages, notwithstanding that the weather is so much against them. On the new lines of road

the ground is in such a state that the cutting and filling cannot bo proceeded with, and the

men have to be employed at the fences. The payments have been made with regularity.

It is a more difficult matter than may be supposed to get the works under weigh, dhe lists

of men have in almost every instance to be made out twice, and, in some cases, three or four

times over. This arises from the careless manner in whicli the names of the applicants are

returned to the Relief Committees, not one half the men in the first list usually making their

appearance, either from not being in want of employment, or from the work being too far from

their homes. I regret to observe, that some of the Relief Committees have evinced already a

disposition to renew the interference with the works which proved so troublesome last season.

[B. W.] 2
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I enclose a specimen, signed by Rev. E. Magralh, P. P-, of Kilmore. The steward, acting in

accordance with his instructions, paid no attention to it, and sent it into me.

“ The Committee have appointed Michael Ryan's poney to paddy the farmer’s line of road.
You will take special care to attend to it.”

Edward Magrath, Chairman.
H. W. Danew, Secretary.

To Mr. Harmah Ryan, Steward.

Extract from the Journai:. of Lieutenant Decourcey, dated Rathkeale, 8th November, 1846.

In conclusion, I have great pleasure in stating, that the feeling against task-labour is dis-

appearing in the baronies of Upper and Lower Connello.

Ballingarry, the centre of last week’s anti-task labour demonstrations, is now in a quiet
state.

Askeaton is the only spot in my district where task-labour is objected to, and I attribute

to there being no person of influence who will take the lead in persuading the people to do that
which they object to more from ignorance than any factious feelings.

And I now am convinced that such factious feelings are induced not by the natural disposition

of the people, but by certain individuals, whose only pleasure appears to consist in placino" diffi-

culties to the operations of all Government measures.

It will be, however, my endeavour to point out at once the necessity of persuading the
Askeaton people to accept that which is intended for their good and welfare.

Extract from Inspecting Officer Brandling’s Journal, dated Naas, 8th November, 1846.

Thursday, bth.—\ went to Dublin to ask about Lord Harburton’s Presentments for drain-
ing his lands

;
also to inform the Board of Works that we were obliged to purchase the

necessary tools and implements for this county, at the shortest notice, from the Relief Com-
mittee in Naas, atid from a contractor in Athy, as some public works were sanctioned and
ordered to be commenced immediately, and the implements that were to be supplied by the
Board were not ready at that time.

Friday, ^th.—Wrote to Mr. Medlicott about the formation of the Relief Committee in
East Ophaly ; and to Captain Lefroy, about the Relief Committee in West Nenagh, as I had
not received the slightest information from these baronies, and as some Presentments are
sanctioned by the Board for these districts

j
the works must be delayed by this neglect.

Extract from Captain Walker’s Journal, dated Longford, 7th November, 1846.

I have also found much dissatisfaction in consequence of improper persons having been put
on works to the exclusion of the more destitute. I am endeavouring, by every raeans,to pro-
cure such information on this point as will enable me to make a close scrutiny of the lists, and
cancel those tickets that have been improperly or erroneously issued. I find the police are
generally best informed as to the circumstances of the people, and I look upon them to be the
best source through tvhich to gain tolerably true and dispassionate information, particularly in
the remote portions of the district in which I am acting, and in the greater part of which there
is not a resident gentleman.

In several of the works that I have inspected they are progressing very slowly. As soon as
it is possible to establish a system of payment by measurement, I consider it would be most
desirable.

Extract from Lieutenant Inglis’s Journal, dated Limerick, 7th November, 1846.

Barony of Clanwilliam.

I this day attended a meeting of the Ballyneety Committee, and performed the various
duties required of me. Amongst others, that of laying before the Chairman and members
several cases of undeserving objects having been placed on the works at their recommendation,
and received no satisfactory explanation for any ; and I showed to them a great number of
errors in the information given upon their recommendation sheets, clearly proving that they
are prepared without care or attention, and very frequently without any examination whatever
of the applicants. A system that I proposed (used elsewhere with good effect) to obviate
these irregularities they refused to adopt, on account of the additional trouble it would incur.

Extract from Report of Captain O'Brien, dated Ennis, 8th November, 1846.

November 3rd.—Having received information that the people in and about Tulla were in a
tnrbulent and excited state, I visited the works in that neighbourhood and found that the ex-
citement had subsided, and that the people were quietly and contentedly at work.
November 4.th.—l atterided the Newmarket Relief Committee. Since the attack on Mr.

Hickman, the former chairman, this Committee has yielded to almost every demand of the
people

;
the consequence is that many are on the works who are not proper objects for relief;

they have, however, promised to send me revised lists without loss of time.
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I visited Cr.flo. and saw the Oha.im.i, of the Belief Committee, who informed me that
li. utmos caution is necessary selecting men for the relief works, as any member si.mjed

d°anger."
from being employed would i„Lr much pe™S

AoamSer Ivisiled Newmarket to make arrangements with the local en.ineer for theestablishment of regularity m the admission of men on the works, as much difficulty eSU nconsequence of the mdiscrimmate recommendations of the Belief Committee.
^

General Summary.

To meet the pressure of distress which has come on suddenly and generally throughout the

fa:sVsn:oTfeStr“
This has necessarily led to much irregularity. The Relief Committees, unable or unwillinirto resist the demands for work, have, in mo.st instances, made out their lists without due disci?

therefore ace now enjoying relief who are not lit objects for it.S ill the number of deshlnte is really so great, that the number of those improperlyciiy^loyed bears but a small proportion to the whole
^ 1 V

The escitement which existed lately has subsided, in consequence of work haying been

indtiSmX
’ lli-fritt flltt people are now generally at work t^etlj

Extract from Lieutenant Galway’s Journal, dated Kilkenny, 7th November, 1846.
Nothing as yet has been done, as regards private subscriptions, bv any of the Relief Committees; they have confined themselves to collecting lists of the labouring poor.

Extract from Mr. H. Brett’s Journal, dated Castlebar, Sth November, 1846.
Examined all the works in operation, found matters going on fairly: the tasks <renerallvweU understood and the men working well ; explained iL |roper line^'of proceSi„“g evelj^

Travelled 32 miles.

Extract from the Jodrbal of Captain Ainslib, dated Ballinasloe, 7th November, 1846.
Nmemier 4.—I inspected two works in the vicinity of the town carrying on by task work

fwonrablj; also bnsily engaged with the labout’^lickets.
<ask-work,

^lember A—The preparation of tickets and correspondence kept me folly employed

plofr
“f “els ap'd correspondence kept mVlnUy em-

iRiumto 7.—The applicants at my office for work have been very numerons • my con,,pondence is undiminished, and I am fully occupied in preparing tickets
’ ^

faHy°j^Irto it.

“ fri»l «f Ike system has been

Extract from the Jourkal of Lieut. E. Bahib, dated 7th November 1846

imfSfff 'k' Committee, but he was

reglter.
any names, as the Committee had not yet met to njake up The

Thence proceeded to Mountrath in the barony of Maryborough West and saw tli, R™

BeliS?^mlSlX“5:TS^

Extract from Captain Latard's Jourkal, dated Carrick-on-Shannon. 8th November, 1846.

Baronies of Leitrim, Carriyallen, and Mohill.

week.
‘ ^ ^ ^ localities, which I purpose doing next

2 JB 2
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gsfspsgitii
Eniml and Scotland, others for men possessing land, cows, and oats, and rn some case, for

:i;=ssiS|^
held by the P“'- »se 16here's of land, and in man, 8 10,

names sent m,^ ^ Uen to the chairman and secretary on the snhjeet,

Zl i^“;iv S smtes\„ me ^strict was chieS, composed of small fa™«« “il '-7

t“h7eUef°te^^^
I

i-

rirrtzf rLsz^.-
£el;rofhe.^hieet.^

SXcrhe aetd, as®! am certa'ifit tas be’eS the means of preventing the men of several

Other works being infected with the same spirit.

Extract from the Journal of William J. Cartr, Esq.

*r I, <3 isa« T tnunprtecl works sanctioned in the parish of Kilshannig; dis-

t„."n LS»Zlr-tt:orks .here stepped; the lahonrers who were placed

-»a those w„*s

to iSpi^iety of their conduct, and made

arrangements for the resumption of the works; lefr all quiet.

Extract from Lieutenant Faussett's Journal, dated Kells. 7th November, 1846.

Thp ^v=tera of task-work has been begun in some instances; but, owing to the scarcity of

works ill the more remote parts of the county.

ExTnacT of Lieutenant Amnnson’s JoonMi., dated Rathdrnm, 8th November, 1846.

; f” thZThaTcXSZ

night and day.

Mr. JiMKS Bovin’s LnilEn. dated Ballinglass, ?th November, 1846.

I have the honour to state, for the information »f ^
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actvial employment; that they are working cheerfully and satisfactorily in every practicable

instance, and almost exclusively by task ;
and that their earnings vary from lOd. to Ifari., and

average \^\d- per day. A good feeling seems to exist among the labounng class; and Iroin

the gentry of the county I continue to receive much co-operation and assistance.

ExTKACT from Captain Gordon's Journal, dated Letterkenny, 8tli November, 1S46.

If the Glenties Committee had been ready with their lists some work could have been

commenced in the barony of Boylagh, as the tools aiul every requisite were bi-ought here lor

such purpose. I have found it necessary to advertise a scale,_ to preserve uniiormity m tne

number recommended from each family, in proportion to its destitution and size.

Extract from Captain Burmester’s Journal, dated Roscommon, 8th November, 1846.

Tuesday, Novemher 3.—Visited the Trelton road, under the direction of Private Price.

Found the work had been so crowded with men by the Relief Committee, that it was impos-

sible to carry it on with any order. I therefore stopped it
;
and, having received a regular list

from the Committee, issued about 120 tickets for men to be employed on it, and gave direc-

tions to receive no more, as the work was not able to find employment for any excess of that

Visited the road under the management of Corporal Browne, and found all regular; also

the Derrvnagurka road. I issued tickets for the men employed on both.

Thurkaxu November 5.~Gave out tickets for the men employed on Ballymote road
;

after-

wards went to the Toonatuska road to inquire into a complaint made by Corporal Browne

against a labourer, named James Spellman
;
found that the man had been conducting himself

improperly, and therefore directed him to be dismissed from the works.

Extract from Captain Sterling’s Journal, dated Castlebar, Mayo, 8th November, 1846.

I inspected several relief works in operation during my progress, on some of which the

people were clamorous for the system of day labour instead of task-work. Explamed to them

That it could not be permitted ;
and on their being told that, by working with diligence at task

they would earn better wages than by day labour, they appeared satisfied
;
but U is very dif-

ficult to get them to understand anything that is new to them, or break them ott old habits

;

they have been so utterly neglected, that numbers of them are little removed from savages, and

any attempt at a new system begets a suspicion amongst them of some deception being prac-

tised against them ;
however, I have no doubt the system of task-work will ultimately succeed

in the county of Mayo ;
but it is rather unfortunate that (as I understanci) the system of day

labour obtains in the neighbouring county of Sligo
;
and as several of tlie Mayo gangs work

close to Sligo labourers, and see them doing the work more leisurely, it tends to dissatisfy them

with the task system at first
;
but as they begin to earn good wagep tlieir opposition will cease.

In a great maiority of cases at present the task system is working well, and lour times the

(juaiitity of work is performed by the same number of hands as would be done by the day-

labour system ;
this is admitted by every one. There is still a pressing^ necessity for employ-

ment • but when the assistant engineers have set all the works in operahon already sanctioned

bv the Board, it will afford a very fair quantity of work for most parts ol the county, and should

satisfy the labouring population, and no doubt will, when the lists become weeded of improper

obiects and others substituted ;
but this will be a labour of Ume and great difficulty, owing to

the clashing interests and cross working of many of the Relief Committees, some of whom, I

am sorry to say, from all 1 can learn, are acting in any hut a proper manner. 1 he inspecting

officers have in fact, almost insurmountable difficulties to overcome at every turn, and hnd it in

many cases impossible to arrive at the truth. However, one thing is certain
;
there is not now

the great excitement that prevailed about three weeks back.

Commissary-General Hewetson to Mr. Trevelyan.

Limericlc, Novemler 10, 1846.

I HAVE made copious extracts from reports by Lieut.-Colonel Sir Gas-

pard Le Marchant, commanding tKe 85th Light Infantry, on the occasion ot ms

being detached with a force to Tulla, 18 miles from hence, ui the county Clare,

where an assemblage of the people, with a view to mischief; was expected.

The reports are addressed to Colonel Mansel, the Assistant-Adjutant General,

for the information of the General Officer commanding the forces in Ii’eland.

You will observe what Sir Gaspard states touching the employment of the

people on Public Works, and you will understand how difficult, under the cir-

cumstances, it is to control such masses ;
indeed, were any magistrate or member

of Committee to object to the name of any particular candidate for work, lie

would be a marked man, and his life and property in danger. The position of
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the officers and overseers of the Board of Works is not better. With every
desire to control and prevent abuse, they have not, in most places, either the
power or means of so doing, such is the excited state of the numerous appliccints
for employment. That the larger portion of these are destitute and possess no
other means but what such employment affords to support themselves and
families is too true, and the high price of food (as well as difficulty in many
parts to obtain it), in proportion to the rate of wages, though I fear for some
time to come unavoidable, is tjie chief and prevailing source of their suffering,
wretchedness, and discontent. I trust, however, this is not by any means gene-
rally the case in Ireland. Clare is a poor county, suffering from absenteeism
and the straightened circumstances of the few gentry and proprietors who are
resident, as also from the intractable character of the people. The task work
appears, as they feel its benefit, to be no longer so unpopular. I should hope
grain of all kinds has now seen its maximum price. Indian meal here remains
stationary at 16/., and supplies are begimiing to arrive more freely, but not yet
in sufficient quantities to lower the market. I look to the opening of our depdts,
at a later period, both with sa,tisfaction and alarm ;—satisfaction, because I am
most anxious to put our supplies into consumption for the benefit of the people

;

—alarm at the effect our sales may have upon small dealers, until they can
understand that we have no wish to interfere with fair dealing and fair profits,
but, on the contrary, have every desire to encourage and support those who
will act upon those principles.

You will perceive, on perusal of Sir Gaspard’s report, it is that of a
military maip with feelings strongly excited, not only by what has come under
his observation, but also by the variety of colloquial information which he
appears to have obtained. The people between Ennis and the village of Clare,
at the head of the Fergus, continue to oppose shipments of grain from the latter
place, to be manufactured here by Messrs. Russell. As our endeavours at per-
suasion have tailed, we must now open the communication by means of a stron«^
military escort.

°

Enclosures.

Sir Gaspard Le Marchant to Colonel Mansel.

TuUa, County Clare, November 4, 184G.

^
^ HAVEthe honour to report, for the mformation of the Lieutenant-General commandina

the forces in Ireland, that I returned to Tulla last evening, and found both town and country
apparently in the most perfect tranquillity and freedom from excitement.

^

I met and conversed with many of the people on my line of march to Tulla, but saw nosymptoms of irritation, though evidently a strong feeling of despondency arising out of the
scarcity of provisions, which, from its very high piice, almost amounts to a prohibition to a large
portion of the inhabitants. ®

Oatmeal and Indian meal are from 22/. to 23/. per ton. and at Bradford and its vicinity
m.eal was so scarce that the poor were actually obliged io go into Limerick fa distance of 10
miles) to supply their families with food.

foiward to as one of much excitement, and fraught with much danger to
this neighbourhood

;
but it is now past 12 o’clock, and I do not see the slightest appearance to

justify such apprehensions, for I do not think there are 100 more people in town to-day than I

Sir Gaspard Le Marchant to the Military Secretary.

Tulla, County Clare, November 5, 1846.
I HAVE the honour to report, for the information of the Lieutenant-General command-

ing the forces in Ireland, that the same tranquil appearance that marked the town and theimmediate vicinity continues unchanged to the present moment.
I yesterday walked some distance into the country, and observed no where the slightest ap-

TT,.nr*™'"‘'
” “f"’'‘’“‘'J' •» J™"? Wtrasion to the inhabifiints of the

the paper marked A expresses

att d
^ °° ??

of a mditary force being continued at Tulla, Whilst

nod o h
1° “ lengthened discussion.on the state of the country,

rthe,
f™" ''‘’F I gathered, I can discover io

mt ^Hn ‘T f
“*'» dangerous associations in this barony that does

w™t rfiTo d
““der the present sever, dispensation of Providence.Want of labour and want of food is the secret as well as the source and origin of all the dis-
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tuibaiices here, as well as elsewhere; the evil spreads over the whole of t his part of Ireland
and Jt IS not peculiar or confined in its consequences to Tulla.

Partial plunderings of wheat stacks certainly do prevail in this neighbourhood, though it
can hardly ment he term of plunder

; for I am informed by Mr. Spai|ht, a magistrate%nd
extensive farmer, that in most such cases the fanner is paid by the party Is. 6d. per stone for
his wheat, thus affording to the farmer a fair remuneration, though of com-se not equal to the
market price. I fear that the expectations of the magistrates will not be realized in die san-gume hope they entertain, that (he presence of the militarv will effectually repress such out-
breaks on the law and property of the country; for, as long as the price of food in the country
districts maintains Its present high character, food and sustenance for the inhabitants becomes
placed beyond their reach. Yesterday oatmeal was 3s. per stone

;
wiiole flour 2s. 9d. ; in-

ferior flour 2s. &d.

;

and bread has increased one halfpenny in the 3 lb. loaf. Indian meal was
not to be obtained yesterday.

As long therefore as this state of things is permitted to continue, it is almost impossible to
expect order and obedience to the law from a starving population.
From information I have derived from some of the most activk magistrates in this nei<rh-

landholders, I am inclined to think that the manner® in
which the details of the Government plan for providing labour are carried out, occasions a very
unsettled feeling in that barony; and certainly, in the opinion of many of the resident <rentry
IS produc ive of much trouble, if not, at times, the source of great disorders P’rom MrAndrews, local engineer, I have derived much information on the subject. By his returns ho
assured me that he has 6200 workmen at present employed on the public works

;
next week anew line will be opened an employed; thus making an aggregate

of upwards of bOOO m the receipt of pay; and as winter advances, or the new year arrives, he
will have 12,000 rnen weekly employed on the works. The pay is now iOrf. per diem : and at
task-work able-bodied men may fairly on an average ean^ U. U. per diem, and women and
children trom 6«. to 8a.

If the above statement of Mr. Andrews Is correct, and so large 'a number of men in the
receipt of daily pay I am at a loss to understand how such great de.stitiition can prevail ; for

last census, would show no higher population than about
21,17b (at least as so given by the clergyman of the parish); therefore, if the intenlion of the
Government, of supplying only those dependent on the public works for subsistence be strictly
acted upon, I cannot believe that the unemployed poor are so numerous as the number of per-
sons employed on the works would imply. But the local engineer does not disguise that, from
t^lie complete inefficiency of his staff, many of the farmers, their children, and friends, who
have no real claim upon *is fund, have gained admission to the works

; and also in such may
be included froru 400 to 600 people who are now working in an unauthorized manner on the
tines : and that from the want ol real power to enforce and carry out the orders of Govern-
ment both relative to the payment of the workmen and their selection, both he as well as liis
staff, are actually coerced by those they are appointed to control, and their lives often placed in
great danger. ^

It would appear, from Mr. Andrews, that on days when it rains no pay is given, and on
other days, pay is always regulated by the weather; so that frequently parties® may have towalk some three or four miles to their works, and if rain comes on again return to their
homes, with bd. p.ay, a sum quite inadequate to meet their own immediate wants, much less thedemands of a starving family. Again, Irom the inefficiency of the staff, the payments to theworkmen are not so regular as could be desired

;
the greater mass of the workmen dislike task-

work, and though he has a discretion to pay the hard working man Is. per diem, he considers
It wouW be as much as his life, or that of the pay-clerks be worth, to attempt to exercise such
discretionary power.

For the mimber of men employed on the works is so great that they are completely in fheir
hands

;
and when brought together in such large numbere, half their time that ought to be

devoted to work is employed in plotting outrage and plunder.
I am likewise informed that much ill will arises from farmers and their sons being employed

to the exclusion of the more indigent; and the local engineer and his assistant acknowledged
tiiat in almost all the tumults and obstructions thrown in the way of the iniblic works, the
larmers and their families were in almost all instances the promoters of it, and not the poorer
e^ses

;
and many intelligent people here maintain that the farmers are the chief oriqinatora

ot the disturoaruxs, and the poor are but instruments in their hands, which they make use of
l^he evils of the day, to evade payment of their own rents.

'

dhe masters of gangs are selected by the labourers themselves, from their own body; and
as rnay be expected from such an arrangement, idleness is the order of the day, and no autho-
rity IS ever exercised or maintained over the workmen.

I cannot close my observations on the works now in operation without remarking, that in the
opimon of many, without some revision of the present system is introduced, the funds voted
by Government, and at the disposal of the Relief Committees, will be exhausted long before
the ^ecution of the works now in progress, or the expiration of winter,

f
moment received the enclosed letter, marked B, from Deputy-Lieutenant Malony,

0 Kiltannon, and there can be no doubt, that so large a body of troops, unexpectedly thrown
into a sma.ll village must occasion the highest inconvenience to the inhabitants, as in a military
point ot viei^ it is the greatest disadvantage to the soldiers, and .should a permanent force be
stationed at Tulla, f would suggest immediate orders being given for the barracks for the houseall f, 1 C uVV :

.suggest immediate orders being given for the barracks (or the house
lotteu lor such) being put into proper order ; it of course requires bedding and every other ar-

ncte. of barrack furniture. At tlie present moment from the men being in billets, we are unable
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timie to increase in price.

Sir Gaspard Le Mahchant to the Military Secretary.

TuUa, Cmnty Clare, Nmmher 6, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to report to vou for the information of the Lieutenant-General com-

„4;n;r„ Irolanil that evervthine in ind about Tulla presents the most tranquil appearance
mandmg in Ireland, ““

intentions of parties to have attacked

Ssrbe»™ of us?" The fact is incontestible, that the rate of a labourer s pay hears

r„ reference XLer to the present price of provisions, and until some such regulations can bo

established, the poor have a frightful prospect before them, and the resident gently good

erouiid in mV opinion, to expect their houses and farm-yards to be plundered.

®^*o- ’ T u ^ ^ n in Tiill i T >nvp nichtlv returned from magistrates houses, a distance of
Since I'™ ‘X to^fas late as iTand I ?dock in the morning, and the officers of the

Shment n like manner’returneil at all hours of the night, and on companog noma not one

of us hme ever met six people, and we have always gone unarmed and unaccompan ri

It is very evident that the neighbouring gentry are getting much alarmed, and, I think, with

^rnofl relson- for if meal is not abundantly poured into the counti'v, they may not unreasonably

Ixpluhat if t£y themselves are saved from violence, that rents will very soon cease to be paid

*°MZ'3-‘tlSm~
wfliprci h-ive left them for a like purpose, and legitimate labour turned fiomits

n^iirarslce' of the cFops! and total failure of potato seed, occasions

than in mv other part of the country, and there are too many interests engaged m all Irish towns

IrvviJLTto retail a large militar/ force, not to justify a military maa being very seep cal n

his belief'’of mo,stofthe rumours in circulation, for whilst the mercantile class aie

^
Uieir interests, the landed proprietors are carried away by their fears, and 1 can rai ely find lhat

in conversing privately with different parties, their statements agree.

Sir Gaspard Lit Marchant to the Military Secretary.

TuUa, County Clare, November 7. 1846.

I ,1 AVB the honour to report for the information of the Lieutenant-General, comraanihng

--Sf ^i^^n= it-
SZm .t u;„s; respectable sources, my opinion, as expressed in former letters, remains

them • bu^ they wire all determined to take whatever com remains m the coimhy.
_

’’"iCrftththt'teopinioa of intelligent people in this neighbourhood that the Pnblie

wLk^ andTheir system of bringing together large bodies of men. who mutually mflame each

mheii ind plot mischief to remedy the distress of themselves and families,
ttllherTn

nant
'’T„TL!ht1tntSrndThltt“t^^^ Tsliould’fear that the" system carried

Tt by 'the Rep'eil Association, has given a degree of order and orgamsat.on to the people

mmerlllv that might easily be employed with dangerous eftect to the country at Ui e.

°
I liave” derived much information from Mr. O’Callaghan, who appears to me o
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mao’istrate in whose judgment I would most rely, and he has often repeated to me, that the

CTetHry are now only tolerated, and that all they strive to do, is not to become unpopular with

the people, otherwise they and their families would soon become their victims.

A resolution would seem to be silendy. but not less certainly, gradually working its way in

the minds of the peasantry, and if prompt and decided measures bo not soon adopted, to stifle

such risino- feelings, and really permanent relief given to the starving population of this barony.

I shall be^much surprised, if a rising en masse, takes place, and a general wav on all pro})erty

be the result, for it is most evident that the people have made up their minds not to suffer, but

to act, and this opinion is shared by many whose judgment and experience in the county, should

carry weight with it.

The civil engineer here asstires me that the men working by task-work, may easily earn

Is. 6ci. a day
;

I have spoken to many so employed, who assure me that after labouring fi'Om

sun rise till dark, they cannot earn more than Js. I do not pretend to say which party is right

in their statements, but am inclined to believe the workmen.

I find myself received by the people, wherever I go, with the greatest civility, and though

they all appear equally agreed in their sentiments, I see no reason to believe that they will

have recourse to acts of outrage, except compelled by hunger. The present price of provisions

is frio-hlful to contemplate. When one reflects that lOd. is probably all that a working man

lias to subsist his family on, and distributed as such relief is, it creates no sense of gratitude on

their part, towards the Government. Pressing and severe as the pressure of the general calamity

now is, it has not yet come to its height
;
the long winter before us, and the approaching spring,

will bring additional cares, and increased scarcity of provisions to the people.

The accommodation of the troops is very bad, and occasions the greatest inconvenience to the

inhabitants, and the proposed barrack for the men will not hold more than 40 men, and 2

officers, and neither do any of the rooms or outhouses possess the usual convenience for troops

;

I can hear of no houses to let in the village, or lodgings for officers.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

November' 11, 1846.

The accounts wliich continue to be received of the delay in the payment

of the labourers on the Relief Works are so numerous and pressing, that although

vpe feel satisfied that your Board have done all that was in your power, and that

the real cause of the deficiency is, that you have had imposed upon you a task of

unheard of extent, which cannot, from the nature of the case, be punctually and

exactly performed in all its parts, we are nevertheless anxious to know precisely

what the difficulties are which have stood in the way of the regular and timely

payment of the labourers employed by your Board in various parts of h*eland,

and what measures have been taken by you to overcome these difficulties.

You are already aware that you have only to apply to the Banlc of Ireland to

get as much silver coin as you require, and that the Bank of Ireland will renew

its supplies, according to the usual course, from the Bank of England.

Lieut-Colonel Douglas to Mr. Trevelyan.

Junior United Service Club, 6 p.m.

I HAVE but a few hurried moments to acquaint you, that, on taking my
leave this day at the Horse Guards, Major-General Brown, Deputy Adjutant-

General, remarked to me, that it was very extraordinary, notwithstanding the state

of destitution reported to exist in Ireland, very few recruits are enlisted
;
that

during the last few weeks or so, the London district, which comprises considerable

portions of the adjacent counties, has afforded more recruits to the army than tAe

whole ofIreland; and that 5000 or 6000 men would be readily accepted ifthey offered

themselves. General Brown suggested to me, that it would be well to direct men’s

minds this way, and he approved of my desire to draw the attention of the Inspect-

ing Field Officer to any localities likely to afford men. It appears somewhat

strange, that such distress, as that which is now reported to exist in Ireland, should

not turn the youth to the army, as a means of providing for themselves.

Lieut.-Colonel Tulloch to Mr. Trevelyan.

With reference to your request of Saturday last, I have much pleasure

in noting a few of the circumstances illustrative of the present state of the

country, which came under my observation during my recent tour of inspection in

Ireland.

[b.w,] 2 C
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Drogheda.
Dublin.
Carlow.

Kilkenny.
Maryborough.
TuUamore.
Birr.

Athlone.
Longford.

Roscommon.
Ennis.
Limerick.
Tralee.

Killarney.

Cork.
h ermoy.
Clonmell.
Waterford.

I was employed on that duty for about four weeks, between the 7th October and
the 3rd current, and visited the several stations named in tlie margin, embracing a
considerable portion of the centre, west, and south of Ireland, and as I travelled

several hundred miles in the course of that period, and through a part of the
country where distress was said to be very prevalent, I had ample opportunities of
observation.

Though there can be no doubt that great distress, if not absolute starvation

may ultimately ensue from the failure of the potato crop, it may be satisfactory to

know, that so far as could be ascertained by me, the sufferings of the peasantry

seem to have been exaggerated. They did not appear in much worse condition

than usual; the children exhibited the same healthy appearance that I had often

observed in former visits, and even the pigs, notwithstanding the alleged scarcity,

are still sufficiently marketable to bring very good prices, equal at least to those

of former years.

The present condition of matters, however, is only likely to last so long as the

potato crop is available. There has not been that absolute failure of it which is

generally alleged. From a third to a fourth of the usual produce of former years
is likely to be fit for use, though by no means either sightly or palatable. It

has not been considered expedient to take the potatoes up and pit them as usual,

because it is supposed that they will all be consumed before the frost sets in with
sufficient intensity to injure them. They are left in the ground, and turned up
daily as required for use, and it is principally from watching the peasantry when
thus occupied, that I have formed my conclusions as to the extent of the crop.

The potatoes are in most cases exceedingly small, rarely exceeding the size of a

grape-shot, and when larger, they are generally covered with diseased spots, which
leave a very small portion available for food.

The failure of the crop appears to have been the greatest in those parts where
the culture is of the most primitive description, and the same ground has been
under a succession of potato crops. W’’herever superior agriculture, and a variety

of crops prevail, as around Carlow, Kilkenny, Fermoy, Clonmell, and Waterford,
the potatoes are more plentiful and the quality superior

;
indeed, it forms one of

the most serious features of the present failure, that wherever the population have
hitherto depended entirely upon potatoes for subsistence, there the failure has
been greatest.

That the distress has not, however, even in these places, approached to starva-

tion, may safely be inferred from the difficulty which recruiting parties find in

raising men for the army. In the anticipation that at such a time thousands
would gladly enlist, and that the ranks of the army would be filled, and the popu-
lation relieved at the same time, a vast number of recruiting parties were this

year sent to the centre and southern districts of Ireland to recruit, but the result
has been, that notwithstanding their utmost exertions, there has been very little

increase in the number of recruits compared with years in which no distress pre-
vailed. Take, for instance, the year 1843. The recruits then obtained by 37 re-

cruiting parties in the whole of Ireland, except the northern district, was 2,175

In 1846 these recruiting parties were increased to 157, but instead
ol the number of recruits being increased four-fold, as might have been
expected, there have only been obtained up to the present date 2,327

152

Making an excess of only 152 recruits from the exertions of 120, additional
parties ! !

!

Indeed, it is a singular fact, that in this year of great distress in Ireland, the
whole number of recruits obtained from that kingdom is only 200 more than from
the London district alone, although 235 recruiting parties are employed in the
former, and but 163 in the latter.

Now, were starvation before them at home, it is not unreasonable to suppose
that abundance of young men would gladly enter the service. The force of
hunger would speedily overcome all scruples about leaving home and relatives,
and it would be considered no very harsh alternative to have the option of being
well fed, well clothed, and having a surplus of 5d. or 6i. a-day, on the condition
of serving Her Majesty.

.rhis, I apprehend, affords a much more convincing proof that the distress in
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Ireland is exaggerated, than that deduced in a late number of the Times from the

deposits in saving-banks, the writer, in that case, not seeming to be aware that

the increasing difficulty, both in the past year and the present one, of supporting

their pigs, has forced a number of the peasantry to send them into the market,

but being anxious to retain the means of purchasing a fresh stock when better

times arrive, the most prudent of them have lodged the purchase-money in the

savings-bank, so that tlie extent of the deposit, subject to this explanation, appears

rather to be a criterion of the scarcity of potatoes than of the increased prosperity

of the depositors.

Though the result of my observation leads me to take a more cheerful view

than is generally entertained regarding the state of Ireland at ^present, I regard

with the most serious apprehensions the destitution in which the mass of the po-

pulation will unquestionably be left after the termination of the next month, when

they must, particularly in remote districts, be entirely dej)endent on such supplies

as can be imported, or on the grain left in the country, which in some parts is

very limited in extent. So long as the potatoes last, there is no fear of absolute

famine ;
but when they are entirely gone, and the burden ol feeding nearly a whole

nation devolves- on the Government, the magnitude of the undertaking is indeed

startling. Suppose a severe winter to interrupt the public works, nmat then is

to be done? Are the population to be supported without labour, and if so, by

whom is the expense to be defrayed ?

It appears to me, that all the resources, both of the Government and of the

country, should be carefully husbanded for such a crisis, and that it would have

been better had the relief been suspended till, the potato crop was more nearly

exhausted.

In regard to the labour afforded with the view of relief, all my observations

led to the conviction that unless task-work, or a very strict superintendence is ex-

ercised, much money will be expended, and little or nothing done. The people

employed upon the roads, instead of being distributed at short distances from

each other, are huddled together in masses, where they contribute to each other’s

idleness, and there are no means of knowing who do a fair proportion of work

and who do not. I have been told too, and on tolerably good authority, that

many are or were paid at this emjdoyment, whose attendance was merely no-

minal, and who were in better circumstances than would warrant relief being

afforded to them. A sj^stem of labour on public works, which may have to be

continued for years, requires a certain degree of organization and vigilant super-

intendence. t’or this purpose the services of pensioned non-commissioned officers

and privates who have recently left the army, and retain habits of discipline,

would appear to be extremely useful ; and they might, in their present state of

destitution, be engaged for a very trifling remuneration in that country. Their

pensions, too, would afford security that they performed the duty properly, and

gave notice of any combination among the workmen tending to the injury of the

public peace. This arrangement has, I believe, been adopted in some Irish coun-

ties with very good effect.

Did the emergency merely extend to the present season, this would perhaps be

less necessary, but what is to be done in the succeeding one ? Few of the peasanl ry

will have potatoes available for seed, and few, if they had the seed, would plant

it, nor probably would the middlemen, from whom they hold the land, permit

their doing so, considering the uncertainty of any produce The othei’ crops of

grain, &c., usual in this country, cannot be cultivated in single acres and half acres,

which constitute the majoi'ity of the small holdings
;
as a preliminary therefore to

that change of agriculture, which the present crisis must bring about, it seems

absolutely necessary to provide in some way for the support of the many thou-

sands who must be thrust from the land to which they have hitherto trusted for

their support.

Even were all the latent capabilities of Ireland developed in one year, it is

doubtful whether these men could find employment in field labour ; but that

change is obviously too great to be brought about suddenly, and it seems necessary

to be provided with some arrangement in succession to the present mode of relief

for the purpose of employing the surplus population. Most of these men would

gladly emigrate to America ;
indeed, nearly all who have the means are already

finding their way to the United States, and it is to be feared, filling the ranks of

a rival nation, when, at an expense, which in the end would prove less than

what the present mode of relief costs, they might form a defence for our own
North American colonies.

2 C 2
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By emigration to America, I do not mean the irruption of many thousands of

these destitute creatures to the shores of that country, without direction and

without support, which would only be transferring the scene of misery from

one place to another, and have the efiect of overstocking the labour market there

for many years ; but I refer to the possibility of their being taken out by competent

persons in the employ of Government, settled in small allotments of land, which

they should be bound daily to cultivate, in the same way as military labourers are

obliged to work for the public. That they should be supported, clothed, and

lodged, till their first year’s crop was got in, and thereafter the expense incurred

in settling them fixed as a quit-rent upon the ground brought into cultivation,

to which might also be annexed the condition of military service for a few days

in each year as a'defence to the colony.

Something will certainly require to be done to improve the prospect in future

years, for it must be apparent that the difficulty will not be confined to the cur-

rent season, and that repeated reliefs will soon iritter away as large an amount as

would place most of the surplus population in a sphere of usefulness, and in a

state of comparative independence in the colonies.

At present (whether from the change of crop required, or other causes) the

whole of the agricultural energies of tlie country, particularly where the distress

is most prevalent, appear to b^e quite paralyzed. Instead of increased activity in

tilling the fields and bringing them into condition for the next year’s crop, they

are left in the self-same condition as they were several months ago, when the

crop was cut ;
and while in England the husbandman is seen busy in every

direction, and every field bears evidence to his industiy, one may travel miles in

Ireland, particularly in the centre and west, without seeing a single person

engaged in agricultural pursuits. I cannot take upon myself to say whether this

may not arise from the payment at the Government works being preferred to

the remuneration which would be received from small farmers who have hitherto

not been in the habit of paying so high a rate of wages ; but whatever may be the

cause, the effect is obviously fraught with serious evil in future years, and should,

if possible, be counteracted.

Mr. Russell to Mr. Walker.

Relief Work, County Limerick, Barony of Glenquin,

Newcastle, November 11, 1846.

I HAVE returned from the remote mountain pai’ts of this barony where

the opposition to contract work was most violent
;
I have only time to say by

this post that I have been successful in my mission, and hope by the end of a

week to have “ task work ” established, and the i^eople working peaceably and

quietly throughout the barony. I leave immediately for Upper Connello to

arrange some business there.

I have directed Captain Dill, the inspecting officer, to write “ task work ” on

every ticket he gives out
;
no man will get a ticket who refuses it on these

terms.

The Same to Mr. Radclifp.

November 12, 1846.

I HAVE been singularly successful in establishing piece and task work in

Glenquin barony, where the people were so determined to fight against us, that

they came' into this town from a distance of 10 miles to murder Mr. Binsden,

the assistant engineer, who was with great difficulty protected from violence

by the magistrates and police- I have these people now in tolerable subjection,

and working “ task ” as far as the works are laid out and valued. 1 shall fulfil

my promise to the Commissioners to have task-wox*k established without the

aid of the civil authorities or military.

Whenever the people show a disposition to fight, I am sure to manage them.

Immediately, after the display in this town, I promised the Commissioners

that I would be successful.
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Commissioners of Public Works to the Lords of the Tkeasury.

Office of Public Worhs, Dublin,

November' 12, 1846.

Having now arrived at the second month of our relief labours, it

becomes our duty to report our proceedings during the month of October.

The narrative of these proceedings is fully given in the various documents (A.)

which are appended to this Report, but in regard to the extent of relief which

has been afforded, and the expence incurred, it may be briefly summed up.

Presentments have been received from 263 baronies, containing 16,488 (B.)

projects, and amounting to 4,442,007^. These baronies contain 6,709,052

persons, in 1,193,511 families, of whom, calculated on the principle explained

in our last Report, 772,994 families are probably destitute.

To provide one shilling a-day for 80 days, for each family of tliis number,

would require 3,091,976^.
. i •,

The schedules of 242 baronies have been examined, and partial advances

recommemled, to meet urgent want in the most distressed localities, amounting

in the whole to 1,317,06U.

We have acted with great caution in these recommendations, being desirous

of leaving a large margin for the introduction of reproductive works, for which

applications are now rapidly coming in.

On this ground alone our recommendations would have been comparatively

limited ;
but we also considered that large sums were in process of ex-

penditure from other public sources, the whole of which were to be taken into

account in estimating the amount of relief required from the 9 and 10

Victoria, c. 107. The sums which have, from all these sources, been ex-

pended lietween the 1st September and 31st October, are as follows :

—

£ s. d.

9th Viet., c. 1 84,131 14 10

Drainage Acts

Repairs, Post Roads
Shannon Navigation

9 and 10 Viet., c. 107

34,587 16
4,203 15 5
9,266 2 0

54,878 11 10

0 1Total . . . £187,068

In addition to which, there have been considerable sums expended under

9 Victoria, c. 2, of which we have no return, the Works not being under our

direction, nor have we any return of the sums expended by the county sur-

veyors under the Ordinary Grand Jury Presentments. Both these sums we

hope to ascertain for our next Report; but, as a proof of the rapidity with

which the expenditure is increasing, we annex the following detail (though

beyond the mouth) of the money sent out out for payment, from the 1st to the

12th instant, viz.,

^
9th Victoria, cap. 1 . . , • 17,596

Drainage Acts .... 10,886 u

Repairs, Post Roads . • • 1,120 4 2

9 and 10 Viet., c. 107 . . • 65,488 7 0

Total . . . £95,091 0 6

being nearly half the sum of the previous two months, the great increase of

course being under the 9 and 10 Victoria, cap. 107.
,

The number of persons employed during the last month has been as under :— (C.)

d.

3 0

3 October . . 26,193

10 „ . . . 40,029

17 . 58,755

24 „ . . . 80,466

31 „ . • . 114,330

the 8th instant, it had risen to 150J

of which number, as to locality, «,c., are given in me .appyuuiA.

It was not to he expected that the whole 772,994 vyould be at once

destitute
;
on the contrary, we hope it may be taken as the maximum, nor

are the 80 days to be counted from the commencement

j

on the contrary, the

time will probably extend over double that period with the actual numbers

employed
;
but the numbers now employed must be expected to increase very
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rapidly, and we are making every exertion to meet it, by organising and
adding to our staff.

°

There are fifty inspecting officers employed, viz.

—

Royal Engineers ... . . 9
Royal Artillery 6
Officers of the Line *

. 22
Ditto on Half Pay 1]
Royal Nary ditto 2

And, besides the respective county surveyors, there are 27 civil engineers con-
ducting works, and 127 assistant engineers.

In Theoi'y.

1st. The Sessions should present for works for the relief of probable distress,
2ndly. The Relief Committees should ascertain and investigate the distress

from week to week.
’

Srdly. The Government should execute the works provided by the Sessions,
and pay the labourers supplied by the Committees.

In Practice.

1st. The Sessions present, frequently without any previous local investigation.
2nd. The Relief Committees exercise little or no discrimination, so that the

duties of both devolve upon us, in addition to our own
j or rather, we have to

execute our own, encumbered by the neglect ofthose our concurrent functionaries.
We have to ascertain for ourselves the probable amount of destitution, thus

incurring the odium of rejecting Works which the Sessions have approved of
(with apparent liberality, but frequently under external pressure, and real
neglect of their duty,) and, of selecting from lists every name on which is
returned to us as destitute. Each body is ready to excuse itself with the people
by throwing its duty upon our shoulders, and then they appeal clamorously
to the Government against the result of the non-performance of their own duty.
Some of our officei-s have resigned and one very melancholy case (to which we
n^d not further allude) has occurred from the extreme pressure and anxiety
which overset, for the moment, an ovei*-sensitive mind.

1st. The duties of the inspecting officers, in issuing tickets, have become ex-
tremely onerous.

_

During the last season blank tickets were supplied from the Relief Commis-
sioners in the Castle, to the Relief Committees, and distributed at their discre-
tion. In one case (at least) they were actually sold by an individual member
of a Committee, and in all cases great irregularity prevailed. These bodies
were unable to resist local pressure, and the men were thrust upon the Works
without order or method.^ This evil Ave have endeavoured to remedy, by
requiring from* the Committees certified liste of the destitute, and appointing
inspecting officers to receive and scrutinise the lists, and themselves- issue
tickets to the destitute, after conference with the engineer, so that Works
should be set in motion where most required, and only to the extent necessary
from time to time, no more men being put on each Work than could be
employed advantageously.

^

2ndly. The duties of our Engineers have been extremely arduous, called on,

j
instance, to attend, day after day, the various Presentment Sessions

in different baronies, and then to commence Works simultaneously in different
and distant localities, when, from the introduction of labour, by measured or
task-work, even the simplest hill-cutting frequently required their personal
attention; it has, in consequence, been impossible to avoid delays.
We have added to the number of Assistant Engineers in some districts, andm others have found it better to diminish the extent of districts, being guided

111 the one course or other by the ability or energy of the Chief. It would be
invidious to particularise any one where so many have exerted themselves to
the

; but we shall not tail to bring before your Lordships all those
peculiarly deserving ol' encouragement, when the proper time arrives. The
engmeermg establishment is still inadequate to the requirements of the country,
and we are making further additions to it.

We have adhered strenuously, though under great obloquy, to the Avages
prescribed by the Ireasury, but only as the alternative Avhere task-work is
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refused, and have taken great care to avoid interfering Avith the little private

labour which remains, instructing our officers at all times to discharge from the

Works as many men as any farmer or employer required, or AA'ould undertake

to employ.

In our last Report, we spoke of the experiment then making in the employ- )

ment of soldiers of the Royal Sappers and Miners, as overseers, and we receive

from the officers under whom they have been placed, the most satisfactory

reports, both as regards their intelligence and conduct.

We have established depots of tools and implements in the most convenient

localities, and advertised for their reneAval, so as to meet the constant drain.

Patterns and specifications have been prepared and distributed, in consequence (E.)

ol' Avhich tenders have been received for 80,000 AvheelbaiTOAVs, at a price

approved by us, and for a like proportion of other necessary tools. The Lord

Lieutenant, at our request, has procured permission from the Ordnance to

place at our disposal such of the intrenching tools which belong to tliat de-

partment as are available for our work, and Ave trust that no delay on that

head Avill be experienced in future.

We cannot close this part of our Report Avithout adverting to the investi-

gation ordered at our request by the Lord Lieutenant into tlie charges

advanced against two of our engineers, Messrs. Hilliard and Worrall, stationed

at Fermoy, in the county of Cork, by Mr. E. B. Roche, M.P., which resulted

in the complete exoneration of these gentlemen Irom tire charges brought

against them. We annex the correspondence on this subject.

•Srdly. Being fully sensible of the necessity of regular and prompt payments,

Ave have used every exertion to effect that object, but we have experienced

great difficulties.

It has been necessary to renerv the securities of the former Pay Clerks

under the present Act, and to appoint a much greater number, several of whom
have again resigned ;

but these difficulties have nearly ceased, and the com-

plaints we noAv receive are due to the incompleteness of a system at its

commencement.
Nor can our difficulties be subject of surprise, when the task to be accom-

plished is considered
;

aa'c have already to pay the wages of 150,000 men, dis-

tributed over all parts of the country
;
the numbers constantly varying from

some Works falling out, and others being opened.

The Engineer, from the insufficiency of assistants, is frequently, Avith the

utmost exertion, unable to commence Woi-ks as soon as they are sanctioned;

Avhile it is, nevertheless, necessary that the expense of each Work shall be kept

quite separate and distinct, for the information of the Treasury, as avcII. as that

each may be covered by its presentment
;
so that Ave are compelled to require

from the Engineer a Aveekly estimate of the sum likely to be Avanted for each

separate Work, on receipt of which the money is remitted to a Pay Clerk by

letter of credit, arrangements having been made with the various banks and

their branches in every locality, Avho are provided Avith funds to meet the

checks, and likeAvise provided as far as possible with silver.

But the money cannot be paid Avithout an assurance that the men have been

employed on the particular Work on the days charged. This is ensured (in

addition to the care of the overseer or gangsman) by the visits from Work to

Work at uncertain times, of a Check Clerk, by whom the Pay Lists arc made out

for the certificate of the Engineer in charge, Avho has apportioned generally the

tasks, and is responsible for their execution.

The Pay List of each party so prepared and checked, must he ready on the

day arranged by the Engineer for the Pay Clerk to attend on each Work, hoAv-

ever far asunder the Works may be, and the money paid to each individual

must be vouched for by his signature or mark, and witnessed
;
and these

vouchers are sent up to Dublin for examination, preparatory to their final

audit, and there is no link of this chain which can be safely omitted.

We have, in a word, to ascertain the amount to be paid, to remit the

money, prepare the Pay Lists, and make the ])ayments in small sums to every

individual on more than 5000 separate Works, widely distributed in almost

every County, within one week, and to accomplish this Avith a staff hastily

brought together, in great part neAV to their work—unaccustomed to act

together or in concei't, and in the face of a populace always excitable, and

oi'ten turbulent, and we must say, and say Avith grief, not unfrequently Avithout

the local support of those Ave are labouring to relieve.
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(F) It is deeply painful to us to read the verdicts of juries, heaping on us the

obloquy of accidents over which we have no control, or caused by contingencies

we could not prevent.-—On this painful subject we annex a correspondence with
our Inspecting Officers in the two cases which liave attracted public attention

—one at Skibbereen, the other in Tipperary. We feel our solemn responsi-

bility, but we trust we may say, that where one individual has died of hunger,

its pangs have been averted from thousands, who must otherwise have
perished, nor is it anywhere proved that a death on the Public Works
has occurred, which would not have occurred sooner if the Works had not

existed.

We have already appointed 267 Pay Clerks, generally one in each Barojiy,

or two when the Works are numerous, or too far asunder, and the payments
large. Our wish is to limit the payments of each clerk, to about £400, the

(G.) amount of his security, and to confine the expense of making the payments,
including all cost, to about I per cent on the money paid.

On this as on other points, we hope we have seen the worst, and if other

unforeseen difficulties do not spring up round us in a path where every step

is new, we look forward in full confidence to complete success at no distant

period.

We have received information, that a proposition has been made to the

Government, proposing that the payments to labourers be transferredto another

financial department, on which we beg to remark, that the difficulty is not in

the mere payment, but rather in the preliminary estimates, measurements, and
the introduction of task work, checks of labourers, and preparation and trans-

mission of Pay Liste, arising out of the nature and character of the Works
themselves, and the irregular supply of labour ; out of the peculiar circum-
stance, in fact, that the Works exist for the labourers, and not the labourers for

the Works. The transfer of the payments therefore, would not touch the
chief difficulty, but by creating a divided authority, would, on the whole,

increase it. The financial branch of the office is already quite separate from
the executive, and a further separation would not, we respectfully submit, be
advisable. We have to pay a larger number of men, than the whole British

Army all over the world, without the previously organised machinery of Pay
Masters, Captains of Companies, and Pay Sergeants, each payment having to be
calculated for the occasion, and for quantity of work, instead of the daily pay of
a fixed number known beforehand

;
but at this early period, with very fe-w ex-

ceptions, this has already been accomplished, and all its difficulties are rapidly
disappearing. We annex a map, exhibiting the positions of the different Banks.
The arrangements in this office are nearly complete. In the country we have a
Pay Clerk in every Engineer’s District, and two travelling Inspectors (to whom
we intend to add two more,) constantly visiting every station to check inevitable
irregularities, and insure uniformity of system. The Pay Lists, with few excep-
tions, now arrive with tolerable regularity, and money is sent out by the next post.

'It may be doubted whether there is really a sufficient quantity of silver in

Ireland notwithstanding the large importations made solely for our use, and
the supplies introduced by the different Railway Companies. Much has been
attributed to hoarding, but of this we have no direct evidence. We occa-
sionally obtain from the Savings’ Banks supplies, but not in great quantity.

When the Government meal stores were in existence, the money paid in one
week was frequently found there in the next. At present, however large the
remittance in one week, we seldom find much in circulation in the next

; but
it must always be borne in mind, that the lower class in Ireland who formerly
subsisted in barter, paying for their conacre potatoes in labour alone, are in

receipt, for the first time, of money wages, which is now necessary to procure
them food. Many considerations arise from these cirumstances which we
shall endeavour to watch with care.

We have opened accounts with the Bank of Ireland and all its branches,
and with the Provincial and National Banks where the Bank of Ireland had
no branches, and we annex a list of all these banks, with their localities.

There still, however, are some districts to which it is necessary to send remit-
tances in actual coin direct from this office.

It has been necessary to increase considerably the number of supernumerary
clerks in this office for the purpose of insuring the rapid copying and for-

wjirding the schedules of "works approved, with the necessary plans and maps.
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and the correspondence has become immense. Every public officer ; every

Relief Committee ;
and frequently every member of each thinking it necessary

to write to the Board of Works on the most trivial occasion, a similar com-

munication generally reaching us concurrently through the Castle. We would

not be understood to complain of this. It furnishes useful information in

addition to the constant reports from our own officers, but it is extremely

difficult, with a new establishment, to maintain and reply to such varied and

voluminous correspondence, including tlie number of applications for employ-

ment, of every variety.

In the accountant branch also additional clerks have been necessary, and

more will be still required.

On these three great points, therefore, viz. :—1st. The distribution of the

labour
;
2nd. The execution of works and pi'oviding officers and implements ;

and 3rd. The payment of labourers—our arrangements are now in fair progress,

but on the extent which they may be expected to reach a few remarks are

perhaps necessary.

W’e have no reason to doubt the correctness of our assumption, that the

classes whose social place is indicated by their abodes, called in the Census

third and fourth class houses, are in need of relief, and on this scale it would

appear that in the whole country we have a number amounting to nearly

900,000 destitute families to provide for, any one person in each of which

would amount for only 80 days to 3,600,000/.

If this amount of labour w’ere confined to the making and repairing of roads

and lanes in a country, the greater part of which is already intersected by too

many roads, the result, if not injurious, would be comparatively useless, and

such, no doubt, has been the view of the Government, in the large construction

put upon the Labour Rate Act, by Mr. Labouchere’s letter, of the 5th October,

addressed to this Board. We have, in fact, the whole labour of the country,

and the public purse to pay it. Our problem will be so to improve with

this labour the productive power of the land, as that it may produce food ibr

that portion of the people wlio have lost their natural sustenance, the potato ;

and by enforcing a strict and uniform system of measured work to improve the

labourers themselves at the same time, and to return the land to its pro-

prietors, and the people to their employers, in this improved state.

With this view we have begun to make arrangements for carrying into effect

drainages under the Relief Act. They are of a very different nature from

those contemplated by the Drainage Acts, and even fi’om the 9th and 10th

Viet., c. 101, called the “ Million Act.” But, with certain changes, that Act

may probably be applied to the same purposes, and may even accomplish them

in a more systematic and economical manner, and probably will succeed them

permanently.

The two extremes proposed by different parties have been—the one, that the

work should be executed entirely by the Government without any control on

the part of the landlords. The other, that the landlords should execute the

whole with their own labourers, subject only to Government inspection.

Between these extremes the line we have proposed to ourselves is, that the

proprietor should nominate the executive overseer, subject to our ap])roval,

while we supply the labourers wholly from the reliei' lists by tickets, as on

other works.

In order to introduce uniformity in the execution of the work we propose

to appoint District Inspectors, placing over them one person of eminence, to

whose general regulation and control the whole should be subject.

For this office we have communicated with Mr. Smith of Deanston, and we

are daily in expe(itation of his arrival in Dublin. For District Inspectors, we
shall be able to call to our aid several gentlemen in Ireland who have already

been successfully employed in such operations
;
and for Overseers, we count

upon the large class of stewards, and others, who will supply the detail Super-

intendent in drainage, whieffi, in our present works, it has been found so

difficult to procure.

The cost of machinery w'e shall of course submit for their Lordships’

approval before we take any final steps towards carrying it into operation.

This is a great experiment, if successful, it will rapidly absorb tlie greater

number of the labourers employed on Public Works now in progress for relief

;

but it cannot be expected to arrive suddenly at maturity, nor to come into

[b. w.] 2 D
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general oj^eration immediately, and we have little doubt that we shall be met,

at the onset, by the same clamour of failure which has assailed us in regard to

the other works.

Many Memorials for Presentment Sessions under Mr. Labouchere’s letter

have been already received, but few of them are strictly in accordance with

the necessary forms, and a new Sessions will be necessary, from which applica-

tions will probably be as numerous as under the 9th and 10th Viet., c. 107.

Eaclr of these applications will require examination and report before it can be

entertained ; still we see no reason to doubt that by steady perseverance they

may be met.

During the past month we have to regret the resignation of several officers

and engineers. Some after severe and patient labour have been compelled to

leave us from positive inability to bear the excessive strain. Some from mere

intimidation
;
and some have resigned the posts to which they were appointed

the moment they joined, and found the prospect which lay before them.

The month of October has been one of great trial, it has been the crisis on

which everything depended, nor can we as yet venture to hope the crisis is

past; the number employed has increased from 26,193 to 150,259, and this is

not one-fifth of the probable total ; but it is easier to increase than to lessen, and

we are, in many respects, better prepared than at the outset. Public opinion

has begun to change, and has given way to a general impression, that every

exertion, which human means can afford, is made by this Board to accomplish

its unprecedented duties.

We have endeavoured to exercise the utmost caution in recommending

works for approval which was consistent with affording the required employ-

ment, always keeping in view the orders of their Lordships, that nothing shall

be undertaken which may not reasonably be expected to be complete by

August, and limiting the work, in the first instance, to a still shorter period

;

renewing the supply, from time to time, as the works ordered wmre becoming

complete, or adding others where peculiar distress was reported to us
; the

works have been chiefly conflned to roads ; we have rejected the projects which

require artificer's work or trained labour, except in towns, where that class

also was in distress; our general rule having been to recommend for the

sanction of the Treasury only such works from the schedules of the Present-

ment Sessions as might have been presented for under the ordinary Grand
Jury laws.

Several baronies have presented large sums for the earthworks of railways

;

acting on their Lordships’ instructions we have rejected all those for which no

Acts of Parliament have been obtained.

In regard to those Companies which have obtained Acts, again, in pursuance

of their Lordships’ instructions, we have made known the condition on which

alone the presentments can be entertained, based upon the principle that tlie

public money is advanced to the baronies, and not to the Companies, with the

view of providing labour for the destitute, as the immediate object for which

the public funds are made available.

We have strenuously endeavoured to enforce task or measured-work, intro-

ducing it, however, as gradually as possible, among a people wholly unac-

customed to it, and in spite of the opposition oi' the many, who trusted to their

numbers and their combinations for shelter.

It will be seen by the Reports that the good sense of the people themselves

is gradually coming to our aid, and above all, we are deeply indebted to the

firm support of his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant on this as on all other

points.

We accompany our Report with copies of the Orders and Circulars (Nos. 1

to 27) issued during the progress of our labours.

Drainage.

General Drainage During the month ol' October the river works in many districts have been
Acts, 5 ami 0 Viet, much retarded, in some instances stopped altogether, for several days, by the

ments
floods caused by the heavy falls of rain in that month. In evidence of which
see the annexed extract of letter from our engineer. (Paper No. 3.)

Notwithstanding these interruptions the amount of employment and expen-

diture for labour has been, as compared with September, steadily on the

increase as exhibited by the following table :

—
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Month.
No. of

Districts at

Work.

Expenditure for

the Mouth.

Total Employ-
ment afforded,

or equivaleut

No. of Days’
Work of One

Arerape No.
of Men per

Day.

September . 40

£. 5. d.

13,227 0 0 133,355 4,939

October . 48 19,587 0 0 210,139 7,783

Totals . 88 32,814 0 0 343,494

The resistance to task-work, alluded to in our last Report for this depart-

ment, has been gradually subsiding, still in one case alluded to in that

Report, namely, Comogue district, county Limerick, it was persevered in so

pertinaciously that we were obliged to remove the engineer and his staff to

another district, and the works on the Comogue district where 3095/. were to

have been expended, have been, and are still suspended in conseq^uence.

In the very large district of Dunkellin, in the county of Galway, the works
were suspended for some time by the unwillingness of the people to under-

take their execution by task as described in an extract of a letter from Mr.
Martin Farrell, district engineer, (see Paper No. 4). Here, however, the

people soon yielded to the explanations of our officers, and the woi’ks are now
in progress on the task system.

It has been very generally remarked by our engineers in this service,

even where the task system has been for a considerable time in steady

and satisfactory operation that the people became disturbed and somewhat
unmanageable from the excitement caused by the sessions under the Poor
Employment Act, and anticipations of obtaining money under its operation

for relief purposes on much easier terms than under the steady settled

arrangements of the Drainage Works. This feeling is, however, to a consi-

derable extent subsiding where our officers are enabled to carry out the task

system in the Relief Works.
It- is also generally remarked that after a little training the men have im-

proved considerably in their mode of working, and have, in many instances,

under great privations, wet, cold, and hunger, exhibited very praise-worthy
patience and endurance. (See letter from Mr. William Fraser, district engi

neer, Paper No. 5.)

We anticipate that the system of weekly payment which we have been

enabled to establish in this department will render more steady the opera-

tions of the labourers in these works, as one of the grounds of complaint, as

well as excuse for their leaving them to go to the road works was the pay-

ment every fortnight, which was established as the least expensive and best

suited to a complete system of task-work, where the work done was required

to be accurately measured before being paid for. On this subject we annex

a copy of the instructions and forms we have issued to show the system
adopted, with a view to incurring the least possible expense in carrying it

into effect. We desire to put this upon record from the fact that it will neces-

sarily add somewhat to the expense of these works which are to be paid for

out of private resources, and we consider its adoption in a great measure
forced upon us from the neglect of the parties locally interested to guard
from extortion, and to provide for the regular support of their labourers

bet^veen the intervals of payment upon the credit of the amounts to be paid.

In order that the Boax'd might be immediately informed of all breaches

of the peace, accidente, &c-, upon the works, the annexed Circular (No. 6)

was issued.

With a view to render these works useful to the greatest extent in the

relief of destitution we issued the annexed circulars (Papers Nos. 7 and 8), as

to the employment of the people and the manufacture in the country of tools

for next year’s works, thus affording means of local employment amongst the

poorer class of artizans in various trades throughout the country.

We have alx*eady, under the operation of the Drainage Acts, relieved

effectually from flood and liability to flood several thousands of acres of rich

alluvial lauds in the districts where the woi*ks arc completed, and in others

2 D 2

Conduct of La-
bouvers.

Weekly Payments.

Paper No. l;;

Employment.

Means of increased

Supply of Food.
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where certain integral portions of the works are complete the same results

have followed. In many of these cases the very best course that could

be adopted for the improvement of the lands would be their tillage or culti-

vation for the growth of some of the coarser corn crops, and rape, flax, &c.,

all which would afford increased and most valuable employment, with a con-

siderable increase of food also, in tlie districts referred to. But we regret to

see little, if any, exertion making to effect these desirable objects.

Indeed, with reference to the cultivation of the land generally, and the pre-

paratiou for next year’s crops, it will become matter for most serious consi-

deration what practical steps can be taken .to prevent similar neglect arising

from the increased employment, and the temptation which ready cash pay-

ment holds out to the poor labourers and small class farmers. (Paper No. 9.)

General Observa- midst of the discouraging circumstances which in these respects the

whole of this country, generally speaking, affords, we cannot avoid referring

with ]>leasure to some gratifying exceptions.

In the Barony of Oneiland East, in the county of Armagh, the lands are

chiefly the property of a few landlords. The Duke of Manchester, Lord

Lurgan, Colonel Blacker, &c., who have resolved, as may be seen by the

accompanying printed notices (Papers Nos. 10 and 11), to employ the whole

of the people in works of drainage, they advancing the money for the purpose,

free of interest to their tenants, to be repaid by instalments, and thus avoid

coming under the operation of the Poor Employment Act.

Ill the Barony of Farney, in the county of Monaghan, the proprietors in

like manner offered to employ the whole of the destitute in wmrks of drainage

;

hut his Excellency, the Lord Lieutenant, being pressed to bring the barony

under the operation of the 9 and 10 Vic., c, 107, sent Mr. Mulvany, one of

the Commissioners of Public Works, to inquire and report into the circum-

See Paper No. 12 stances. We annex a copy of Mr. Mulvaiiy’s report, in consequence of w'hich

his Excellency declined to call a Presentment Sessions for the barony. Subse-

quently, however, to the issue of Mr. Laboucheres letter of the 5th October,

the proprietors, after consideration, deeming the course most acceptable to the

people of the barony, concurred in having the Sessions called, and almost the

whole of the preseiitiiients made were for works of drainage, which are now

being investigated with a view to their execution to a limited extent under

Mr. Labouchere’s letter.

In the Barony of Carbury, county Kildare, Mr. More O’Ferrall, M.P., and

the proprietors generally have resolved, in preference to holding presentments

under 9 and 10 Vic., c. 107, to employ the people in works of drainage under

the provisions for summary proceedings contained in the Drainage Acts as

amended by the 9 Vic., c. 4, and have in consequence memorialed^ for the

opening in the first instance of every river, stream, and outlet for drainage in

the barony, intending, as they have intimated subsequently, tn apply for the

thorough drainage of their estates under the same Acts.

We may close this part of the subject by observing that under the operation

of the existing laws every facility exists for the proprietors, if they will avail

themselves thereof, for the employment of the people in useful works.

Million Act. 9 and Since our last Report very few applications have been made under this Act,

10 Vict.c. 101. partly owing to its being too slow in its operation for the present emergency,

but chiefly to its provisions requiring amendment to make them applicable to

Ireland.

Fisheries.

With a view to increase the stock offood in the country, and at the same

time afford employment to some of the numerous fishermen on the western

coast, we have had under consideration the formation of two or more stations

for the purchasing and curing of fish during the ensuing winter and spring

months.
For this purpose we are preparing to avail ourselves of an offer made by

the Reproductive Loan Fund Society to advance 5000/, in aid of the fisheries

of Ireland.

We conceive the best course to promote the fisheries is by producing a

steady demand, and as there is a great want of knowledge of the best
_

motifs

of curing fish, and of enterprise to establish curing stations, we conceive the

present opportunity favourable for setting an example, whilst it affords em-

ployment and increased food without diminishing the fund placed at our

disposal.
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To accomplish these objects we have sent one of our Inspectors of Fisheries,

Mr William Ffennell, to Scotland, and put him in communication with Sir

Thomas D. Lauder, Secretary to the Board of British Fisheries with a view

of obtaining the services of some experienced curers, and to see some of the

best establishments in Scotland.

We also sent one of our officers to Roundstone, in the county of Galway,

and have there secured a suitable store and an enclosed yard for the purposes

of a curing station.

We are making similar arrangements at Belmullet, county ol Mayo and

Killibegs, county of Donegal, which we propose as the most suitable sites for

two other stations.
. , ,

It is proposed that a sum of lOOOZ. shall be the capital to be employed tor

each station, out of which a portion is immediately to be applied in furnishing

a supply of salt for curing by our own officers, and for sale at a little above

cost price in small quantities to the poor fishermen.

It is also proposed to supply a stock of small fishing tackle, to he sold at

cost i)rice to such of the fishermen as shall require such articles.

In this way, with the least possible interference with private trade or enter-

prise, it is hoped we shall be able to afford much useful employment and

instruction, whilst the example, if the experiment can be successfully carried

out, may lead to the permanent establishment of curing stations and a steady

market, the great and most wholesome stimulus to trade and improvement.

Piers and Harbours. 9 ^ic. Chap. 3.

We have been diligently employed in reviewing the several applications

for works, &c., under this Act, and having had examinations made by our

engineer, and detailed surveys in all cases where it was deemed advisable or

requisite we shall shortly be enabled to recommend to your Lordships the

allocation of the entire amount at present unappropriated under this head.

Shannon Navigation.

The works on the river Shannon have in a great measure been suspended

by the prevalence of heavy rains, which have compelled the discontinuance

of the removal of the shoals by excavation, and from the present advanced

state of the season, and the height of the water in the river, it is more than

probable that the contractor’s operations as regards the_ shoals cannot be

resumed until spring. The ma^on work at the various bridges and locks is

progressing satisfactorily ;
the average number of persons employed weekly

on the Shannon works will be found in the Appendix.

APPENDIX.
(A.)

Exthact of a Letter from C. Chase (servant) to D. J . Wilson, Esq.

Belvoir, Tuesday, November 10, 1846.

The now line of road is pontinued and laid out along to Broadford, ami all working on

it, when about 10 o’clock on Saturday, six armed men went our. of Suata Wood, along by

Brittorhoie, through all the men, until they met Killeen the overseer, and beat him severely,

givino- him two cuts in the head, and warned him not to be catched there again. Those six

then came clown by Glenw-ood, out at Couhalls. fired two shots near Couhalls House, and then

turned in to the left, there going along Mr. Gabbett’s meadow into the Cragg of Enagli, quite

unconcerned. They met Jack Hotfernan at Connell’s, and compelled him to turn his back to

them; they fired one of the shots almost over his shoulder, and then re-loaded again. No
disguise on them, except their faces spotted. We were very much alarmed at the time. Now
there are this day up to 350 people walking the roads, idle, without food or labour, actually

starving at this moment. Whoever may be the fault of it, all the work was stopped on account,

pcrlia|«, of one wicked person, and the innocent suffering and starving for the guilty. 'Ihe

most of them are hardly able to walk toith the hunger.

If you could, as being above, gel it opened without delay for them again, or they wtll

actually die with the hunger by the ditches. One bad member would set a fair fighbng. I

don’t know what I am to do myself in consequence of that road being slopped
;
and perhaps

had luck in not being on that morning
;
perhaps the devil might tempt them to list me.
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Sir, Casthhar, October ]8, 1846.

I BEG to report, for the information of the Commissioners of Public Works, that in con-

sequence of the necessity for puttingthe Public Woi'ks in operation as rapidly as possible, I have

been engaged during the week just ended in preparing and issuing tickets, and corresponding

with the Relief Committees. Every day from Sunday, inclusive, has been devoted to this duty,

On Tuesday, the I3th, I attended, at the request of the Chairman, a meeting of the Ballagh

Relief Committee. It was, however, found that no business could be done, an alteration

having been made in the district by the Lieutenant of the county, and no notification of his

appointment having reached the Chairman
;
the clergyman of one of the parishes added to the

Committee’s district being moreover absent. I took the opportunity of explaining to the

Relief Committee the mode of proceeding with regard to the preparation of lists, &c., and they

met the following day and prepared them accordingly.

On Thursday the I5th, it was reported to me that the men at work at Ballinhag Hill, on
the road from Castlebar to Westport, had been driven off the hill by a party of people from the

neighbourhood, who said they had as great a right to work there as those who had tickets, and
that the poorest were not on the work. As the report did not reach me until some time after

the occurrence had taken place, and the weather being exceedingly inclement and unfit for the

carrying on of the work, I thought it of no use to proceed to the hill, as no person would be
upon the spot. I gave orders that the work should be resumed the next day; and on visiting

the work on Friday, the 16th, I found everything going on satisfactorily.

On Saturday afternoon, the 17th instant, in consequence of a report that the men had refused

to work at a hill close to the town of Castlebar, the County Surveyor, Captain Stirling, and
myself proceeded to the spot, and found the labourers had left. Some of them collected, and
complained they could not earn anything at the work, as they had no means of carrying away
the excavated earth, and that they had been told they would receive only a small sum per yard
for the work done. It. was explained to them that fair wages would be given them for their

labour, and they wei'e cautioned that such conduct would ensure their names being struck off

the list.

Their case do not appear to be of much importance. In the latter instance means for

carrying away the excavated earth were wanting, which, together with the desire probably
existing on the part of the labourers for employment at day’s wages, may be considered the

cause of discontent.

From the reports which have reached me from the districts in which works have been put in

operation, I am led to belieye that the system of task wages will work satisfactorily, provided
a sufficient supply of tools, particularly barrows, be placed at the disposal of ihe County Sur-
veyor. At present difficulties arise from a want of those articles, and serious difficulties will

result unless they are removed.
With regard to the works in operation, I am unable to state exactly the numbers com-

menced. Tickets have, however, been issued during the past week for

—

15 works in the Barony of Kilmain,

9 ditto ditto Claremorris,

16 ditto ditto Carra,

11 ditto ditto Costello,

1 ditto ditto Galleii.

Owing to the great difficulty experienced in obtaining proper lists from the Relief Com-
mittees but one work has been put in operation in the barony of Gallen. Tickets for two others

are ready to be issued.

The lists forwarded from some of the Committees have contained nearly the whole popula-

tion of the district or parish, and when returned, the Committees have declined making any
selection whatever

; in which cases the exertions of the chairmen, who took upon themselves the

preparation of the lists, have alone enabled the few tickets in this barony, Gallen, to be issued.

I have, &c..

The Secretary to the Commissioners of Public Works,

Custom House, Dublin.

R. T. Farmer, Copt. A7th Regt.

.Inspecting Officer.

Sib, Carrick on Shannon, Leitrim, Ocrrber 18, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to report, for the information of the Commissioners, that, on Wed-
nesday, the 14lh instant, I inspected the following works, which are being canned on under

the 9th Viet. cap. 1, in the barony of Drumahaire, viz., The road from Drumahaire to

Manorhamilton, between Ardskip Bridge and Skenada Bridge;’’ ‘‘The road from Drum
Keeran to the collieries between Savagh and the Government road at Turpawn

“

Tlie road
from Drum Keeran to Aughrim.” Those works are being well executed. The labourers work
by task, are now regularly paid, and appear contented.

On Thursday, the loth instant, I attended the meeting of the Relief Committee at Manor-
hamillon. The gentlemen composing the Committee are exerting themselves most earnestly

to relieve the poor in their district
;
upwards of 400f. has been subscribed and paid in for that

purpose, and additional contributions fronuabsentees are expected. As soon as the subscription

list is closed an application will be made to the Government for a donation.

The gentlemen composing the Committee are also using their influence to induce the

farmers to bring their grain into the market.
On Friday, the 16th, I attended the Relief Committee at Rinlough. A subscription has

been raised by this Committee, amounting to 485/,, and an additional 100/. expected, which.
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with the Government donation, will (if well managed) enable the poor of the district to get well

through the approaching season.

I was busily employed on Saturday in preparing tickets for the labourers to be employed in

the new works about to be carried on in the baronies of Drumahaire and Rosscloher, under the

10th Viet., cap. 107 ; and I hope to have 1200 men at w'ork on Monday.
The demand on my time at present is so great that I must request to be allowed to entertain

a clerk, for the purpose of assisting me to make out the tickets, &c. &c. Very great distress at

present exists throughout the whole of the baronies of Drumahaire and Eossclogher, and the

price of provisions is extravagantly high
;
oatmeal 3s. per stone, Indian meal 2s. 'Id. per stone,

potatoes lOrf. per stone.

1 request that I may be supplied with 10 dozen forms of recommendation for employment,

and 3000 tickets.

I propose changing my quarters, on Monday, the 19ih instant, to Manorhamilton, as being

more central, and better situated for the, performance of my duties.

I have, &c.,

T. Lardner, Captain ‘ilth I. O.

CouN-i"Y OF Galway.
[Relief Department.]

Weekly Report.

Sib, Ballinasloe, October 18, 1846.

Having tliis week changed my head quarters to this town, I have the honour to offer

some preliminary observations to the attention of the Boaiti, founded upon the experience 1 am
acquiring in the working of the new Relief machinery; 1 have taken steps to make my resi-

dence and office here known, and on arrival I found a great demand for work
;
but on inquiry

from the Ovei-seer on the work close to this town, he informed me that of 149 tickets I had
issued, but 75 were taken advantage of, and on my issuing 40 more, for another work, only 4
availed themselves of the offer, many having looked at the task-work (an uncut hill within a

mile of the town,) would only take employment on their own terms, and I have explained to

them that cannot be; and I feel convinced that a firm adherence to this condition on such

work as offered to the labourer on advantageous prospects to him, will, bye and bye, he eagerly

embraced by the diligent, but rejected by the idle, in which latter class the towns abound, and

will tend to remove the demoralization engendered, and eventually elevate the character of the

industrious peasant. I may here mention that on the new line of I'oad, close to the town,

labourers have this week earned as much as Is. 8d. per diem.

Owing to the non-formation of many Committees, the refusal of many to act, the difficulty

of getting the lists properly made out, and attempts at deception by others, I have found it im-

possible to send tickets to all the works now in hand, and some have got them from the lists,

being forwarded by the* Roman Catholic clergymen, which were not fairly and impartially

di'awn up before a Committee, and who are undeserving.

Yet the demands for work increase, and I am answered by noblemen, magistrates, and clergy-

men of all persuasions, that the peasantry are in the lowest condition, plain to be seen, with the

stamp of short feeding in their countenances. I therefore earnestly press upon the attention of

the Board the absolute necessity of selectingsome undertakings available for jirompt commence-
ment, which will enable the County Surveyor to put on labourers at once

;
for I see no signs of

any local efforts to provide a fund by subscription,—all depend upon the efforts of the Govern-

ment, with exception of the noblemen and gentlemen who are employing men in the neighbour-

hood, but that does not appear to have a sufficient effect, or relieve the pressure.

The Committees are being re-formed by the Lord- Lieutenant and the Vice-Lieutenant
;
the

former is the Marquis of Clanricarde, the latter Sir John Burke, of Marble Hill
;
and I think

the presence of the former influential nobleman has a good effect.

I have not heard of any extensive outrages, and I am disposed to -think the efforts made to

get on labourei's, has had a tranquillizing effect as far as it has gone, but I appprehend it will

be soon requisite greatly to increase them.

I now pass to iny detail of duties :

—

October 12.—-Employed filling up Relief Labour tickets. Travelled from Galway to

Loughrea, and on my way inquired into a reference sent me by the Board,

October 13.—Travelled from Loughrea to Ballinasloe, and was engaged filling up tickets,

and in official eorrespondence.

October 14.—Engaged in business with the County Surveyor, in filling up Relief Labour
tickets, and an interview with the Relief Committee here, who. notwithstanding my assurances

of the early action of the Board, forwarded an application for the newly-presented works.

October 15.—Official correspondence with the Relief Committees, and pi-epariug tickets and
forwarding them, kept me busily employed.

October 16.—Attended the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions, held at Loughrea for that

barony, at which 20,000f. was voted for six months, the Marquis of Clanricarde in the chair.

The attention of the meeting pi-incipally turned to drainage, but no other more speedy means
for producing food was brought forward. Certain plans and estimates were submitted by the

Board Officers.

October 17.—I had inleiwiews with many members of Relief Committees, and was engaged

with Relief tickets, in official correspondence, and replying to numerous applications for work.

J. C. Walker, Esq..

Secretary to the Board of Works.

am, <Nc.,

H. T. Ainslie, Captain 83r<f ReyL,

Inspecting Officer, East Division.
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West Riding—County op Cork.

Bandofiy October 1846.

I HAVE to stale for the consideration of the Board, that at present, as far as I can,.

I

employ only one out of each family upon the works, since I confidently believe every person

who could walk, would otherwise be brought forward as fit objects, llie Relief Cornmitlees

having no thought concerning the additional expense they would incur by this proceeding, and

urge the employment of all persons, neglecting tillage and agriculture to such an extent, that a

labourer is hardly to be found in the fields, (the farmers and but very few gentlemen employ-

ing any raen.J ‘Those not upon the works are idling their whole time in seeking any way to

be placed upon them, whereby daily they do nothing.

The task-work which must and siiall lae instituied, will upset this, but great care must bo

taken in commencing it; and I much fear I shall be obliged to visit almost every work to

enforce it
;
and I consider in moat cases, one out of a family ought to be taken, since he may

earn a fair daily sustenance under the new system.

Some clear-sighted gentry see this, and understand fully the reason why all are not em-

ployed, but they are outvoted by a clamorous mob, who court popularity, and demand the

employment of all.
,

I allow no farmers to be upon the lists, if I can detect it. since I consider every man should

now be employed upon his land, and if he cannot till it, he must give it up and become a

labourer. v .

I would add to this, but my whole time is employed answering the numberless applications

from all parlies for the sanctioning of their oxon roails.

I am, &c.,

H. A. Gordon, Captain 59<7i Regt.

Relief Works—County of Limerick.

Sjji Newcastle, November 3, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to report, for the information of the Commissioners, that yesterday

beino- the day for the meeting of the Relief Conimitlee of this town, a number of people

assembled and thronged tlie streets, particularly opposite the Court-house, where the Committee

were then sitting.

A deputation from the assembled multitude got permission to see the Committee. This

deputation expressed, on the part of the people, a determination to oppose task-work, at the

same time calling on the Committee to interfere with the Board of Works and their officers,

and procure for the people employment, by day's-work, and I understand an advance of money

on account.

The Committee remonstrated, and explained the advantages of task-work, and the deter-

mination of the Government to enforce it. ,

The multitude outside, who assembled evidently for the purpose of intimidation, were dis-

posed to be violent, and expressed a determination to murder Mr. Brinsden, the Engineer for

Glenquin barony, who was at the meeting of the Committee. It was with great difficulty he

succeeded in f'ettint^ out of the Couri -house into the street, and under the protection of the police

and Roman Catholic Clergy, with the assistance of William Smith O’Brien, Esq., he got as far

a.s my office, where he took refuge until the crowd dispersed.

The sum of Mr. Brinsden’s o'ffeiiding appears to have been a desire to carry out task-work.

I trust he will not be obliged to resign his situation, although the feeling against him is so

strong that his life is in some danger. 1 hope, however, to establish a system of contract work

and by that means to convince the people that M r. Brinsden is for their good, which will remove

any dislike to him.

I feel myself surrounded with difficulties at this moment, the barony of Shanid putting much

in my hands ;
and in case of Mr. Brinsden resigning, (which is very possible) Glenquin also, in

addition to all rny other duties
;
and at the same time to combat the determined opposition to

contract work, against a very lawless people. I do not, however, despair, with the support of the

Board, but that I will overcome every difficulty.

I have great pleasure in informing the Board that the people who showed the most deter-

mined opposition to task-work throughout Upper Connello Barony (Bullingarry,) were obliged

eventually to come into the Board’s measures, and give the contract system a trial. Having

done so. it now appears from Mr. Maimsell’s Report to me, dated the 2nd instant, that “ Such

men as were determined to give it a fair have earned from Is. Zd, to Is. 6rf. per day, at

the prices fixed. The report of this having gone abroad, the people are to-day quite anxious

for task-work
;
and I think the grand difficulty has been now surmounted in my district.”

I trust that the Commissioners will provide me with two or three good assistants of experi-

ence, and six or eight overseers, who know the value of work, and can place the men to advan-

tage. If 1 was so provided, and ihat I could procure a sufficient number of barrows, I have

no doubt but I would manage the district, notwithstanding the tmbuleiit disposition of the

people.

Whilst laying out a road in the barony of Shanid on yesterday evening, I met- with an acci-

dent which 1 I'ear willl prevent me for a few days from engaging in the more active pacts of my
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dufy. I sprained my foot badly; it is very much swollen, and I was unable to attend the

adiourned Sessions at Paliaskenry, on this day.

I am, &c.,

J. C. Walker, Esq. Edwahd Rossell.

My Dear Captain, Newcastle, November 9, ISdfi.

At the commencement of a new week I think you will like lo know how we stand here,

particularly after a period so stormy as the last week. I therefore am desirous of laying our

state before you. So far as regards task-work I do not anticipate the slightest want of success,

as I feel sure, that in the first instance, it but requires firmness on our part, and then after the

labourers bare once got into the way of working by task, I am quite certain they will prefer it.

But what I wish particularly to call your attention, is the extraordinary state of this country

;

all farmiiiff labour seems generally to have been giren up just now, and the whole labouring

population have been thrown on the Government for support. With the exception of a few

persons employed by Lord Devon, there are not, I am sure, more than 50 persons employed

at private works in die barony of Glenqoin, whereas we have issued tickets to the amount of

3900, and our expenditure for the last week was 1067/., and the necessities of the barony are

not supplied, as there is scarcely an hour passes that I have not a letter from some one or

other of the Relief Committees crying “ Give, give.”

Now, this seems to me a fearful state of things, particularly when we remember tliat now

the country is regularly riddled with roads, and not only so, but the employment on these

roads will very shortly cease, as a great many of them are now nearly completed, and there

will be an immediate necessity for new roads being authorized, or works of some other descrijj-

tioD speedily commenced, and even then the want will again occur, as however great the

amount of reproductive works executed, it cannot, I fear, always supply the destitution. The

farmere seem to be generally regularly stopped, not one of them is doing a thing. Instead of

planting some crops for the spring consumption of themselves and families, they seem standing

with their hands idle, and in many cases looking to the Government for employment. At oiir

present expenditure it will require for the next year 60,000/. for this barony alone
;
and if, as

I fear, this description of the barony of Glenquin answers for many others, I know not how the

country can support an expenditure so enormous, as I greatly fear that the necessity will not

stop with this year.
Believe me, &c..

Captain Larcom, E. E. J* Dill, Inspecting-Officer.

gjjj^
Ennis, October 26, 1846.

I HAVE to lay before the Board the following communications received, viz.

Copy of Letter, with Post Mark ” Six Mile Bridge, October 4.”

gjjj Cratlow, the Third Month of Famine, 1846.

It is with the greatest contempt I write to you. Take" notice that if you do not give the

contractors of the county their salaiy and pass their roads, that you shall meet with the same

fate of Carrick and Gloster. Your crimes calls to Heaven for vengeance. This is a year of famine

;

give to the people the means of keeping them alive : if you do not, bring your coffan with you.

If the Devil had your soul I will have your body. I will meet you m the noon day. No more.
•' (Signed) Mollv Maguire.

CoPI Bbpobt of the Addkiss of the Rev. Mr. Collikak, Roman Catholic Curole, at Sia

Mile Bridge.
Sunday, 18t/t October, 1846.

I BEG leave to inform you that has just reported to me the followii^ state-

ment, made this day in the chapel of this town, by the Rev. Mr. Cullman, Roman Catholic

Curate, viz., after alluding to the employment given to the poor people he repeated an old

proverb, that what one says, is it true? well, what two says, is it true? and what three says, is

it tme’ Yes, then every one says that the Studdert family is the cause of no work being

given in this parish, and the reason is, that Mr. Studdert was against anything being done for

this place, that it would injure his pike. He then mentioned the name of Mr. Hill, county

surveyor, and said he u-as controlled by the Studdert family not to give employment to the poor

of this place, Mr. Hill (said he) is employed to level hills, but he should be Mled hiimelf ha

then complained that he did not intend to take off his head, but that they should try and get him

out of the county, for not opening works here as well as in the neighbouring parishes, or weras

to the above effect. He then gave praise to the Government for doing all m their power tor

the poor.

Extracts from Letter written by Mr. Joseph Nadin to Mr. Evans, dated October 20,

1846.

“ There is a general ill feeling against Mr. Hill in this neighbourhood, and which is

aiio-mented, if not first instigated, by a person of the name of Cvillinen (a priest). He on last

[B.W.] ... ,
.

2 E
,
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Sunday (I am told) spoke from the altar against Mr. Hill, and in such language that mio-ht
lead to serious effects even in less excited times than these.

®

‘‘ My feelings were hurt by the same person yesterday, at the Committee in Six Mile
Bridge. He spoke in language not to be misunderstood, which was to this effectj ‘ That Mr
Hill was the cause of the works not commencing in this neighbourhood (consequently the cause
of distress not being relieved), and that different gentlemen had been in communication with
Mr. Hill about the works, but to no effectj that he was not acting in a proper manner and
ought and should, if possible, be removed from the country. That Mr. Hill was not a%ivil
man, but a very uncivil man, and unworthy ofheing employed by the Board.’

”

I have no wish to couple the first document with any expressions of this gentleman, nor do I
believe they are in any way connected, more than emanating from the same locality.

I never recollect any intercourse or communication with Mr. Cuilinen, except once at Six
Mile Bridge

; that Mr. Russell and I attended the Relief Committee, there was nothing in the
interview we had with the gentleman that could be considered uncivil, on the contrary, there
was the utmost civility and courtesy.

’

At the time the address was making I was reporting on the locality, and forwarded tlie
report for the barony Upper Tulla on that day, Sunday, nor did I cease from exertion to
arrange and forward the works, either day or night, except taking necessary sleep, since Monday
the 5th instant, that the sessions terminated. ^

I have to state in reference to the Studdert family, that none of them attempted to interfere
with me, directly or indirectly, against any work in that or any other locality, nor w'ould I per-
mit such interference, as I considered the proper place for discussion to be either befoi-e the
Sessions or with the Board.

I have also to state, that from the Roman Catholic Clergy generally I have received the
most cordial assistance, and was waited on by the Rev. Doctor Kennedy, lloman Catholic
Bishop, and several clei-gymen, who repudiated and discountenanced this conduct on Saturday.

I considered it right, liowever, to lay the matter before the Board for their consideration, aiui
regret to state, that for the present I would consider it dangerous to travel, or expose myselfm that neighbourhood. '

^ I have, &c..
To Joseph C. Walker, Esq., Office of Public Works, John Hill

Dublin.

P. S. I rfiould state, that the report of the Rev. Mr. Cullinen’s address is about to be laid
before the Government by Mr. Studdert’s family, it can be verified on oath.

J. Hill.

Dublin Castle, November 7, 1846.

I AM directed by the Lord Lieutenant to state, that His Excellency had already re-
ceived information of the improper language used by Rev. Mr. Cullinan, on the occasion
referred to in your letter of the 4th instant, and regi-ets that any officer of the Board ofWorks

arduous duties, should have been made the subject of such

TP IT 1.
I am, &C.

E. Horusta, E,q.
T. N. EEDmoTOK.

(BO

PROVINCE OF LEINSTER.

COUNTIES

BARONIES.

Number ami
Amount

Presented.

Number and

Recommended.

Carlow.

1. Fort!. ....
2. Idvone, East . .

3. Idmne, West . .

4. Rnthvilly . . .

5. St. Mullins, Upper
6. St. Mullins. Lower

DROQIlEn.i,

DunuM.

1. Balrotliery, East .

2. Balrolbery, West .

3. Castlelcnosk . .

4. Cooluck . . .

5. Dublin ....
6. Nethercross . . .

7. Newcastle • . .

COUNTIES Number and

BARONIES.
Amount

Presented.
Amount

Recommended,
Et-

pended.

Dublin— conttn«e<f. £. £.

8. Ratiidown .... n no
9. Uppercross .... 20 e'368

~2
5,368 9

Dublin City.

Kildare.

I. Carbury ....
33 1,896 21 909

4. Ikenthy and Ougliteraiiy
5. Kilcuilen ....
6. Kilkea and Moone. ,

;; ;;

7. Naas, North ... 29 22
8. Naas, South . . , 3,754 180 50

9. Narragh and Reban, E.
;I0. Narravh and Reban. W ~4

22 5,250 7 4,011 ..
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PROVINCE OF LEINSTER—con<»2aerf.

Numljer and

Fresetiled.

Number and

Hecoiiiniendod.

AmountCOUNTIESCOUNTIES

BARONIES. Recommended. BARONIES.Presented.

Meath

—

coattnueti.

10. Moigallion . . •

1!. Moyl'enratb, Lower
12. Moyfenratli, Upper
!3. Navau, Lower . .

14. Navau, Upper . .

15. Batoath. . • t

16. Skreen . . • •

17. Slane, Lower . •

18. Slane, Upper , •

Kit.DAHB—co>

12. Offalj. "''esf-

13. Salt, North .

14. Salt, South .

KiutP.XNi

1. Callan . .

2. Cranuagh .

3. Fassadiiiin .

4. Galmoy. .

5. Gowraii. .

6. Ida . . •

7. Iverk . .

8. Kells . .

9. Knocklopher

10. Sliillelogher

11. Kilkenny .

Queen's Co.

1. Ballyadams . •

2. Clandoiiagh . .

3. Clarmallagh . .

4. Cullenagh . • •

5. Maryborough, East

6. Maryborough, West
7. Pottiialiiiicfi . •

8. Slievemaigy . ,

0. Stradbally . , •

10. Timiahincli. . .

11, Upperwoods • •

'VVestueith.

1. Brawny. • • .

2. Cloidonau , . .

3. Corkaree • . .

4. Delvin . • • >

5. Farbill • • • •

fi. Fartullagh • . .

7. Pot
8. Kilkenny, West •

9. Moyashel and Maghe

KlLSEIit

County.

Upper,

' LOSOFOBD.

I

1. Ardagli . .

1 2, Granard .

3. Longford .

4. Moydow •

5. Rathcliiie .

10. Moycashel
11. Moygoiah •

12. Rathoonrath

Wexford.

1, Ballagbkeeii «

2. Bantry . . .

1. Ardee . . .

2. Dundalk, Lower

3. Dundalk, Upper
4. Ferrard . . .

4. Forth • « .

5. Gorey • • •

6. Scarawalsh > •

7. Shelburne • •

8. Shelmaliere, East

9. Shelmaliere, West

Meath.

1. Deece, Lower
2. Deece, Upper
3. Dulcek, Lower
4. Duk-elc, Upper
5. Diinboyue .

6. Fore
’

. .

7. Kells, Lower •

8. Kells, Upper .

9. Lune . . .

Wiciaow.

1. Arklow > . . .

2. Ballinaoor, North .

3. Ballinaoor, South .

4. Newcastle . • •

5. Rathdown . .

.

6. Shillelagh . • •

7. Talbotstown, Lower
8. Talbotstown, Upper

PROVINCE OF MUNSTER.

Core

—

conlimied.

2,431 5. Carberry East, E. D.
413 6. Ditto W.D.

7. Carberry West, E.D.

1,738 8. Ditto W.D.

l's51
9. Condons and Clangibl

2’340 10. Cork ....
1,368 11. Couroeys . . .

2101 '2. Duhallow . •

13. Fermoy. . • .

14. Ibaue and Batrytoe

600
15. Imokilly . . •

16. Kerrycutiiby . .

308 17. Kinalea ....
18. Kinalmeaky . .

1,360 19. Kiimatalloon . .

1. Bunratfy, Lower
3. Bunraliy, Upper

4. Clondcralaw .

5. Corcumi-oe . .

6. Ibriokari . .

6. Islands . . .

9, Moyarta . .

10. Tiilla, Lower .

11. Tulla, Upper ,

Printed image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit

148 102,599 80 7,739
137 41,705 89 12,899
130 68,973 23 1,845
98 16,658 98 16,658
117 42,161 34 8,462
98 28,566 33 9,857

136 64,672 15 9,300
159 52,995 52 17,392
121 25,484 135 10,077

113 61,068 72 20,743
141 79,157 104 20,764

30 20,057 9 7,652

35 12,954 34 f7,565t

1 250/

100 33,358 24
<8,1701
13,470/

19 38,048 10
(3,5001

1 693/
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PROVINCE OF MUNSTER—coniinwed.

Number audCOUNTIES Number and
Amount

Recommended.

COUNTIES Amount
Ex-

Vendeil.Presented.BARONIES. BARONIES.

I

LiuEfticK

—

conlinued.

jl2. Shaiiid ....
113. Small County . .

Cork—continued

20. Kinsale . . .

21. Mnskerry, East
22. Muekerry, West
23. Orrery and Kilmor I|l4. LlUERICR’ClTr

Ills. Nortli Lib. of Li
CoSK, City of • .

Kerry.

1. Clanmatirice .

2. Cotlaguiny .

3. Dunkerron, North
4. Dunkerron, South
5. Gleiiaruuglit .

6 . IraghllcoDnoi •

7. Iretagh . . .

8. Magiinihy . .

9. Ttugliaiiacmy .

Tippbbauy.

1. Claiiwilliam , .

2. Eliogarty • . .

3. Itfa and Offa, East.

4. lOi and Offa, West
5. Ikerriii ....
6. Kilnamanagli, Lower
7. Kilnamanagh, Upper
8. Middletliird , .

9. Ormond, Lower .

10. Ormond, Upper
11. Owiiey and Arra .

12. Slievardagh . .

LIUERICK.

1. Claiiwilliam •

2. Connello, Lower
3. Connello, Upper
4. Cooiiali . .

5. Coslilea . .

6. Coshma . .

7. Glenquiti . .

8. Kenry . . .

9. Kilmallock, Lib.

10. Owneybeg .

11, Pubblebrien . iWateupoud City

PROVINCE OF ULSTER.

2. Caatlereagli, Lower .

3. Castlereagh, Upper .

5. Iveagii, Lower . . .

6. Iveagh, Upper , . ,

7. Kiuelarty ....
8. Lecals .....
9. Lordship of Newry. .

10. Mourne

Feruanaoh.

1. Clanawley ....
2, Clankelly ....
4. Kiiocknimiy . . .

5. Lurg
6. Magheraboy ...
7. Magherastephana . .

8. Tirkennedy . . .

Londons srry.

t. Coleraine ....
2. Coleraine, N. E. Lib. of

2. Antrim, Upper

.

3. Belfast, Lower .

4. Belfast, Upper . .

a. Cary . . . ,

C. Dunluce, Lower
7. Dunluce, Upper
8. Glenarm, Lower
9. Glenarm, Upper

10. Kilcnnway . .

11. Massereene, Lower
12. Massereene, Upper
13. Toome, Lower .

11. Toome, Upper .

Brlpast Town . •

CABRICKTEliaUS

Auuauii.

1. Atmigb. .

2. Fcws, Lower
3. Fews, Upper

4. Oneilland, Eai

5. Oneilland, \Vc

6. Otior, Lower
7. Orior, Upper
8. Tiranny. .

4. Londonderry,

Lib. of

5. I/mghinsholi

6. Tirkeerari .

1. Castlerahan' .

2. Clankee. . .

3. Ciainnabun . .

4. Loughtee, Lower
6. Louglitee, Upper
6. Titllygarvey .

7. Tullyhaw . .

8. Tullylmnco, .

Monaohan.

1. Ciemome .

2. Darttee . .

4. Monaghan .

5. Trough . .

Tyrone.

1. Clogher. . . .

2. Dungannon, Upper
3. Dungannon, Middle
4. Dungannon, Lower
5. Omagli, East . .

6. Omagh, West?. .

7. Strahatie, Lower .

8. Strabarie, Upper .

Doneoap.

1. BaiiaU .

2. Boylagh

3. Inishowe

4. Kiimacre

5. Rauboe .

6. Tirnugh.

Number and

Presented.

29

£.

11,516
164 44,307
136 74,426
87 14,086

15 . 6,675.

44 25,974
116 42,509
25 13,491
58 20,121
75 30,215

54 21,035

69 20,999
81 45,930

150 67,024

81 12,921

*34 7*212

109 35,407
29 4,983

20,969
47 21,913
8 342 .

23 5,967
36 9,334

68 5,067 20 2,151
72 14,963 15 2,855
32 2,0.-)5 7 928
56 10,000 13. 2,647
17 9,780 • 4- 3,400

118 14,761 17- • 2-, 539

41 19,227 22 4,895

37 3,976 34 3,847
25 2,162 13 1,018
52 4,064 48 3,885

84 10,198 80 10,033

21 ' 9,390 16 5,390
19 9,335 IS ' 4,140

*24 9,400
”5

6^080
25 5,480 7 ' 1,460

52 7,735 8 1,955

*49 7^048 "43 6*538

127 26,978 19 1 , 920

98 4,465 90 3,232
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COUNTIES

baronies.

Numb«i and
AmounC
Presented.

PROVINCE OF CONNAUGHT.

Number and
Amount

Recommended.

Numlier and
Amount
Presented.

Number and
Amount

Recommended.

1. Aran .

2. Allienry

3. BaHy"'’®

4. Ballyiialiii

5. Clare •

6. Clonmacm

7. DunkelUn

8. Diininore .

9. Galway.

JO. Kilouiinel .

11. Killian .

12. Kiltaitan

13. Leitrim.

14. Longford

15. liouglirea .

16. Moycullen .

17. Ross

18. Tiatinio

19. Gii-tr*'

Lkitsiji.

1. Cartigalleii . .

2, Drumahaire

3 I,.eifrim . .
'

.

4. Moliill . . .

5, Boscloglicr .

13,447
22,314
42,U06
17,057
6,276

35, 290

9,790
10,203
38,501
16;055
11,146
21,667
47,098
17, .531

34,671

48,992

13,200
23,848
17,300
11,741
18,572

9,360
8,133
3,581
4,162

4,850
9,065
8,880
6,781

!

1. Butrislioole .

1
1
2. Carra . .

,
ClanmoTtis.

I

4. Costello .

II 1, Athlone. .

I
2. BaUintober, North

II
3. BaUintober, South

4. Ballymoe . •

5. Boyle . .

6. Castlereagh. .

II

7. Frenclipatk.

8. Moycarn . .

'

"I. Roscommon .

I

4. Leyny .

5. Tireragh

6. Tirerrill

74,901
68,887
24,558
40,007
6,464
17,724

• 55,546
80,403
23,210

31,210
19,174
15,318
8,815

23,494
13,918

13,291

10,308
22,004
15,563

25,710
17,011
21,899
6,464
14,049
18,325
11,550
12,760

5,534
11,049
7,764

1.309
200

1,495

(C.)

IRELAND.—Return showing the daily Average Number of Persons employed on Public Works

during the W’’eek ending November ,
1846.

ROADS. DRAINAGE.

Provinces and Counties.
Labourers. 1 1

Arti-

ficers.

Labourers.

Women. Boys.
Horses

Arti-

Able-
bodied.

Infim.
Women. Able- i“""- CL

Lkinster
Carlow ....
Drogheda, Town of

.

Dublin ....
Dublin, City of .

.Kildare • . •

Kilkenny
Kilkenny, City of .

King’s County . .

Longford . . .

Louth ....
Meath ....
Queen’s Couniy .

Westmeath . . .

Wexford .

Wicklow . . .

*12

162

'*47

*i22

214

*752

2,635
1,799
3,681

201

352
1,657

60

4

2
11

**9

*73

230

5

68

**1

104
57

**1

16

6

*22

45

*57

173
286
892

7

27
97
4

10

1

**4

*70

213
57

6

3

8

5

4

11

’*7

*89

165
101
134
336

1^031
71

1

**4

7
1

1

*2

2

Total in Leinster . 12 11,682 402 179 1,616 365 35 1,927 18

Clare 18 21,57] 699 108 1,285

Cork, East Riding . 66 879 33 1 278 18

Cork, West Riding . J

. 174 25 '

*13
1 7,26' 53 314 1,268

Limerick . • 14,821 195 119 2,074 74

Limerick, City qf .

Tipjierary, N. Riding

Tipperary, S. Riding
25 7,642 16 2 561 901 12 556

2,55 27

Waterford, City of .

‘

Total in Munster . 46 63,17 1,149 798 6,391 1,258 13 834 21
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(C.)—Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons, &c.

—

continued.

Pfuvincea and Counties.

1

ROADS. DRAINAGE.

Arti.
1

Lahouiers.

Boys. and Arti-
1

Labourers.

Women Roys
Horses

Able-
bodied.

Women
Able-

bodied
Asses.

Ulster ;

—

Antrim .... 381 40
Belfast, Town of

.

Carrickfergus.

Armaeh .... 82 11 5 9
Cavan .... 21 65' 118
Donegal ....
Down ....
Fermanagh . . .

*315 14 20
Londonderry
Monaghan . • . 258 13 18
Tyrone .... ••

Total in Ulster . 21 1,693 114 3 201 69 2 540 1

Connaught :

—

Galway, East Riding)
Galway, West Riding

|

9 12,829 114 208 343 35 16 1,148 8 4

Galway, Town of .

Leitrim .... 3,082 35 1 102 1
Mayo .... .0,564 77 430 448 10 ,257
Roscommon , . . 6,370 84

•

690 3,560 155 3 287
Sligo .... 5,831 123 351 511 7

Total in Connaught 9 18,676 433 ,680 ,964 19, 30
1

,970 ..
1

s| 6

Abstract showing the total Number of Persons employed.

Men . . . 133,765
Women t . 2,660
Boys . . . 11,908
Drivers . . 1,935

Total;. . 150,268

This Return is not complete, as the Returns of several works lately commenced, Jiave not yet been received.

Province of Leinster.

Retoun showing the Daily Average Number of Persons Employed on Roads during- the Week ending the
7fh November, 1846.

Counties and Baronies.
Arti-

Labourers.

Women. Boys.

a*®

Counties and Baronies.
Arti-

Labourers.
1

Able-
bodied.

Infirm. Able-

bodied.
Inta.

Women Boys. f|

Carlow. Dublin.

1. Carlow 22 4 6 1. Balrothery, East .

2. Fovili .... 2. Balrothery, West .

d. Idrone, East . .

4. Idrone, West . .

5. Rathvilly- . . . 137 io
6. St. Mullins, Upper
7. St. Mullins, lower. 7. Newcastle . . ,—

Total ill Carlow . 162 4 6 10 9. Uppercross .

Drogheda . . . •• Total in Dublin . 47

Dublin City ,
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Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons Employed on Roads, &c.

—

continued.

Labourers.

Counties and EaroniWomen,
Counties and Baronies.

bodied.

Meath.
1, Deece, Lower. .

2. Deece, Upper
S. Dnleek, Lower .1

j

4, Dnleek, Upper .f

j

5. Danboyne. ,

j

6. Fore ....
1. Kells, Lower . .

I 8. Kells, Upper .

I

9. Lune ....
|10. Morgallion .

11. Moyfenrath, Lower
12. Moyfenrath, Upper
13. Navan, Lower.
14. Navan, Upper
15. Datoalh . .

16. Skreen . .

17. Slane, Lower . .

|18. Slane, Upper .

Kn-OABE.

1.
Carbury . •

2, Clane . . •

3
Connell . • •

4,
Ikeathyand Ough-

terany.

y,
Kilcolleo . • •

fi,
Kilkea and Moone

I. Naas, North • •

g, Naas, South .

g’ fjarragh and Re-

ban, E.

10. Narragh and Re-

ban, W.

II. Offaly, East . .

12. Offaly. West .

13. Salt, North . .

14 .
Salt, South . .

Total in Kildare .
Total in Meath

Queen's County.
' 1. Ballyadams .

2. Claiidonag-h .

3. Clarmallagh . .

4. Cullenagh. .

5. Maryborough, ^Easl

6. Maryborough, West
7. Portnahinch . .

8. Slievemargy . .

9. Stradbally .

:10. Tiiinahinch ,

111. Upperwoods .

Total in Queen’s .

Kilkenny.

1, Callan, .

2, Crannagh .

3, Fassadiiiin

4, Galmoy .

5, Gowran .

7, Iserk .

8. Kells . .

9, Knocktoplier

10. Sliillelogher

Westmeath.
1. Brawny • •

2. Clonlonan .

3. Corkaree .

4. Delviii, . .

5. Farbill. . .

6. Fartullagh .

7. Fore .

8. Kilkenny, West
9. Moyashel and

Maghevadernon.

10. Moycashel

.

11. Moygoish .

11. Kilkenny City.

King’s County.

1. Billyboy . . .

2. Ballybritt . . .
|

3. Ballycowan .

4. Cloniisk . . .

5. Coolestown . .

6. Eglish. . . .

7. Garrycastle . .

8. Geashill . . .

9. Kilcoursey

10. Pliilipstown, Lower
11. Philipstown, Upper
12. Warrenstown .

il2. Rathconrath

Westmeath

Wexford.
1. Ballaghkeen .

2. Bantry . .

3. Bargy ....
4. Forth . . . .

5. Gorey . . . <

6. Scarawalsh • .

7. Shelburne.

8. Shelmalieie, East .

9. Shelmaliere, West

Longford.

1. Ardogli

2. Granard .

3. Longford .

4. Moydow .

5 Rathcline .

6. Shrule
Total in Wexford

Total in Longford Wicklow.
1. Arklow

2. Ballinacor, North.

8. Ballinacor, South

4. Newcastle. .

5. Buthdown.
6. Shillelagh .

7. Talbotslown, Lower
8. Talbotstowii, Upper

Louth.

1. Ardee .

2. Dundalk, Lower
3. Dundalk, Upper
4. Feirard . .

5. Louth . .

Total in WicklowTotal in Louth
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Labouters

Limerick.Clare.

Tipperary.

Waterford.
Total ill Cork

Kerry.

Waterford City

214 BOARD OF WORKS.

Province of Monster.

Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons Employed on Roads during the Week endino
tii

7th November, 1846.
” ®

Counties and Baronies. b„,. ,vi 1
IWoroeo. Boys. S g |l Counties and Baronies. e-p— .ui [ ihceis. Able- 5^ Infirm,

bodied. 33^ I
budieu.

1. Bunratty, Lower
2. Bunratty, Upper
3. Burren
4. Cloiideralaw .

5. Coreomroe
6. Ibrickan ,

-7. Inchifjuin .

S. Islands

9. Moyarta .

10. Tulla, Lower ,

11. Tuilu, Upper .

721

2,031
2,247
2,626 170
3,516
2,445 162

.. 1,817 46

.. 2,445 162

IS 3,723 159

52 3 i 1. Clanwilliam . .

56 . . i 2. Connello, Lower .

36 . . 3. Conneilo, Upper .

165 ..
I

4. Coonagh .

369 129 5. Coshh'a . . .

149 .. 6. Coshma
.. .. 7. Glenquiii .

193 .. 8. Kenry . . . .

149 .. 9. Kilmallook, Liberty

116 86 of.

.. .. 10. Owneybeg
11. Pubblebrien .

1,285 218 12. Sliaiiid . . .

"l
13. Small County

.

262
1,70.4 2
888 3 1

5,214 151 117 I 4

976 13 ..

1 . Bantry

2. Barretts .

3. Barrymore

4. Bear . . . .

5. Carberry, East,

E. 1).

6. Ditto,W D. .

7. Carberrv, West
E. U.

•8. Ditto, W. D. .

9. Coudonsand Clan
gibbon.

10. Cork .

Tl. Courceys .

12. Duhallow .

13. Fermoy . •

14. Ibaiie and Barryro

T5. Imokilly .

16. Kerrvcurriny .

17. Kiualea . .

18. Kinalmoaky .

19. Kintiaialloon .

20. Kinsule .

21. Muskerry, East

22. Muskerry, West
23. Orrery and Kilmo

Total in Limerick I .. 14,820 195 I 119 2,074

I

Il4. Limerick City.

1. Clanwilliam .

2. Eiiogarty .

3. IfFa and OfFa, East
4. IfFa and Offa, West
5. Ikerrin

6. Kilnamanagh,

g Lower. •

7. Kilnamanagh,
' Upper.

8. Middlethird .

9. Ormond, Lower .

10. Ormond, Upper .

11. Owney and Arra .

12. Slievardagh

Total in Tipperary 25 7,642 I

1. Claiimaurice .

2. Corkaguiny .

3. Dimlcerron, North)

4. Duiikerion, South)

5. Glenarought .

6. Iraghticonnor

.

7. Iverugh . . .

8. Magunihy . .

9. Trughaniaciny

Total in Kerry .

1. Coshmore and .. 1,515
Coshbride.

2. Deeieswithin Drum ..

3. DecieswithoutDrum .. 1,036
4. Gauliiere

5. Glenahiry

6. Middlethird

7. Upperthird

Total in Waterford .. 2,551
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Province of Ulster.

Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons Employed on Roads during the Week ending the

7th November, 1846.

Antrim.

Antrim, Lower .

!,
Antrim, Upper

I
Belfast, Lower .

[,
Belfast, Upper .

I.
Cary . • • •

,

).
Dunince, Lower .

Donluce, Upper .J

},
Gienarm, Lower .

). Gienarm, Upper .

). Kitconway • •

1.
JIassereeiie, Lower

2 ,

Massereene, Upper

I Toome, Lower .

1, Toome, Upper

Total in Antrim .

Belfast Town .

15, Carrickfergus .

Armagh.

1. Armagh . .

2. Fews, Lower .

3. Fews, Upper .

4. Oueilland, East

5. Oneilland, West

6. Orior, Lower ,

7. Orior, Upper .

8. Tiranny . •

Total in Armagh,

Cavan.

Casllerahan

Claiikee .

Clanmahon
Loughtee, Lower,
Lmightee, Upper

.

Tnllygatvey

Tullyhaw .

Tuliyhunco

Total in Cavan

Donegal.

1. Baiiagli .

2. Boylagh .

3. Ihishowen.

4. Kilmacrenan
5. Raphoe ,

6. Tithugh ,

Counties and Baronies

Down.

1. Ards ....
2. Casllereagh, Lower
3. Casllereagh, Upper
4. DufFerin .

5. Iveagh, Lower .

6. Iveagh, Upper
7. Kinelarty . . .

8. Lecale. . . ,

9. Lordship of Newry
llO. Mourne . • ,

Fermanagh.

1. Clanawley. •

2. Clankelly .

3. Code , . • .

4. Knockninny . .

5. Liirg ....
6. Magheraboy .

7. Magherastephana.

8. Tirkennedy . .

Total ill Fermanagli

Londonderry.

1. Coleraine . .

2. Coleraine, N. B.
Liberty of.

3. Keenaght .

4. Londonderry, N. W.
Liberty of.

5. Longhinsholin

6. Tirkeeran .

1. Cremorne .

2. Dartree .

3. Farney
4. Monaghan
5. Trough .

Total in Monaghai

Tyrone.

1. Clogher . .

2. Dungannon, Uppt
3. Dungannon, Middlej

4. Dungannon, LoW'

5. Omagh, East .

6. Omagh, West.

7. Strabane .

[b. w.] 2 F
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Province of Connaught.

Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons Employed on the Roads during the Week eiidino-

the 7th November, 1847.
®

Arti-

ficers

Labourers. 1
Counfieii and Baronies.

Able-
bodied,

Women Boys.

Galway.

1. Aran ....
2. Atheiiry . i92 2

3. Ballymoe . . . 353 2 44 32

4. Ballynahinch . . 66 12

5. Clare .... 2,524 79 68

6. Clonmacnowen l09 8 21

7. Diinkellin . 263

8. Dunmore .

9. Galway 9 1,581 17 88 35

10. Kilcounell. . 316 11

11. Killian 524 3 32 26

12. Kiltartan . 631

13. Leitrim . .

14. Longford . 29 L 1 8

Lf>. Loughrea . . • 298 4 26

16. MojcuHeii. . . 5,405 27

17. Eoss ....
18. Tiaquin . . . .276 .20. 12

Total in Galway . 9 12,829 .114
.

208. 343 35

19. Galway Town.

Leitrim.

1. Carrigalleti 693 8 31

2. Drumahaire . 959 1 18

3. Leitrim . . 215 i 1

4. Mobil! . . . 466 26 26

5. Rosclogher 749 26

Total in Leitrim . 3,082 35 1 102

Counties and Baronies.
Arti-

Labourers.

WomenAble-
bodied.

Mayo.

1. Buvrishoole . 688 4 29
2. Carra .... 1,554 15 86

3. Clanmorris . . 1,284 4 69
4. Costello . . . 1,097 4 66
5. Erris .... 811 4

6. Gallen. • 887 8
'

72
7. Kilmaine • 2,441 34

8. Murrisk .
722 26

9. Tirawley . -

.

1 ,030 35 44 40

Total in Mayo . 10,564 ' 77
. 430 448

Roscommon.

1. Athlone 2,440 6 269

2. Ballintober, North 3,617 18 220 519

3. Ballintober, South 1,892 1 104

4. Ballymoe . • 113

5. Boyle .... 3,227 17 84 901

6. Castlereagh . . B13 I 114

7. Frenchpark . 99 6 1 8

8. Moyearn . . . 537 12

9. Roscommon . 3,642 36 3^ 623

Total in Roscommon 16,370 84 690 2,560

Sligo.

1. Carbury . . . 1,000 1 13 28

2. Coolavin . 245 19 16

3. Corran 1,435 21 242 222

4. Levny. 1,321 29 21 71

0 . Tireragh . , . 541 32 10 59

6. Tirerrill . 1,289 40 46 115

Total in Sligo 5,831 i23 351 511

(D.)

Return of the Third Company of Royal Sappers and Miners employed under the Board
of Works in Ireland.

1 captain, 1 colour-sergeant, 2 sergeants, 3 corporals, 2 second corporals, 38 privates, and

1 biiglar.

Employed at Dublin.

1 captain, 1 sergeant, 1 buglar.

Employed at Limerick.

1 second corporal and 9 privates.

Employed at Neiocastle.

1 sergeant and 10 privates.

Employed at Castlebar.

1 colour-sergeant, 2 corporals, and 12 privates.

Employed at Boyle.

1 corporal and 5 privates.

Employed at Castlereagh.

1 coi'poral and 2 privates,

(Signed) Geo. Wynne, Captain R.E.,

Commanding Third Company Royal Sappers and Miners.
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(E.)

Board of Public Works, Custom House, Dublin.

Advertisement.

To Carpenters, Workers in Hard Wood, Smiths, §-c., in the several Counties in Ireland.

The Coitmiissionevs of Public Works will be prepared to receive tenders addressed to this

office, on or before the 30th instant, from workers in hard wood, manufacturing smiths, &c.,

for deliverincr to their agents at the undermentioned stations, the implements in wood and iron

hereinafter enumerated; patterns, plans, and specifications for the making of which may be

seen at this office, and at the offices of the engineei-s, in the several districts throughout the

county where Public Works are being carried on.

The Commissioners do not pledge themselves to accept the lowest, or any offer, unless tho

terms proposed are fair and reasonable. They hold a large stock of every class of working

implements in their stores in Dublin, with which they will be prepared to supply the remote

w'ovks, should unreasonable demands from local artificers, or delay in their supply, compel them

to do so; and thus the advantage of the employment which the manufacture of the imple-

ments would afford will be lost to the neighbourhood.

Parties tendering are to state the number of each respective class of implement they will be

able to deliver, and the time they will require to make their deliveries.

Tenders to be addressed to Jos. C. Walker, Esq., Secretary, and endorsed “ Tendersfor

Implements.’'

Dated this \7th day of October, 1846.

By Order,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

1

PROVINCE OF LEINSTER.

COUNTY OF CARLOW. COUNTY OF LOUTH.

DEPOTS.

Impkmenla required.

DEPOTS.

Implements required.

Wheel
Barrows.

Hand
Barrows.

Clay
Picks,

Quarry
Picks.

Falling Bars
pointed iit

each end,

5 It. to 6 ft.

Wheel
Barrows.

Hand Clay
Picks.

Quarry
Picks.

Falling Cars
pointed at

5 ft. to 6 ft.

Ciirlow . . • 1,000 20 500 50 100 Castlebellingham

Drogheda
Dundalk . . .

500

] ,000

1,500

10

20
30

250
500
750

25

50

75

50
lot)

150

I

COUNTY OF DUBLIN.

COUNTY OF MEATH.

Dublin . . 2,500 50 1,250 125 250

Kells

Navan .

Trim. . . .

500
500
500

10

10

10

250
250
250

25
25
25

50

50
50

1
_

COUNTY OF KILDARE.

Alhy ....
Moiiasterevan

500
501)

10

10

250
250

25
25

50
50

QUEE N’S COUNTY.

Borris-in-Ossory

Durrow .

Mountmellick
Mountrath .

500
500
300
500

10

10

6

10

250
250
150
250

25

25
15
25

50

50

30
50

COUNTY OF KILKENNY.

Casllccomer .

Kilkenny
. ,

500
500

10

10

250
250

25
25

50
50 C 3UNTY OF WESTMEAT H.

KIN 3’S COUNTY. . •

Castlepollard .

Kilbeggan . .

Kinuegad
Mullingar .

Rathowen . .

500
500

1,000
1,000
500

10

10

20
20

10

250
250
500

500
250

25

25

50
50

25

50
50

100
100
50

Birr ....
Clara ....
Ferbane . . ,

Frankford
. .

Kinnitty . .

Sliannon Harbour
Shinione

. ,

Tullamore
.

500
500
500
500

500
1,000
500

1,000

10

10

10

10

10
20

10
20

250
250
250
250
250
500
250
500

25
25
25

25
25

50
25
50

• 50
50

50
50
50

100
50

100

COUNTY OF WEXFORD,

Bridgetown .

Euniscorthy.

New Ross .

Wexford.

500
500
500

1,000

10

10

10
20

250
250
250
500

25
25
25
50

50

50
fjO

100

1

COUNTY OF LONGFORD.

COUNTY OF WICKLOW.
fialiymahon

.

^'ranatd
. .

500
500

10
10

250
250

25
25

50
50 Blessington . 500 10 250 25 50

2 F 2
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PROVINCE OF MUNSTER.

COUNTY OF CLARE. COUNTY OF LIMERICK.

DEPOTS.

Implements required.

DEPOTS.

Implements required.

Wheel
narrows

Hand
Burrows

Clay
Picks.

Quarry
Picks.

Fulling Bats
pi.inted at

each end,

5 0. to 6 ft.

Wheel
Barrows

Hand
Barrows

Clay)

Picks. pS
Falling

Ban
pointed^

each eul
® ft. to 0^

Ennis....
Killaloe >

Kilrush . . .

Scariff

1,000
500
500

1,000

20
10
10
20

500
250
250

500

50
25

25
50

100
50

50
100

Abbeyfeale .

Limerick .

500

1,500
10

30
250

750
25

75
so

150

COUNTY OF TIPPERARY.COUNTY OF CORK.

Batltry

Charleville .

Cork ....
Glendore . . .

Kinsale .

Macroom'.
Mallow . . .

Youghal . . ,

300
300

1,000
300
500
500
500

1 ,000

6
6

20
6

ICf

10

10

20

150
150
250
150
250
250
250
500

15

15

25
15

25

25
25
30

30
30
50
30
50
50
50

100

Cahir . . .

Cashel . ...
Clonmel . .

Fetbard .

Neiiagh .

Roscrea .

Tipperary . ,

500
500

1,000
500
500

1,000
500

10
10

20
10

10
20

10

250
250
500
250
250
500
250

23

25
50

25

25

50

25

50

50

100

50

50

100

50

COUNTY OF WATERFORD.
Caherciveen .

Kenmare . . .

Killarney .

l/istowel . . •

Tarbert .

Tralee.

200
300
500
500
250
550

4
6
10
10

5

11

100
150
250
250
125
275

10

15
25
25
12

27

20

30
50

50
25

55 Waterford . 1,000 20 500 50 100

PROVINCE OF ULSTER.
|

COUNTY OF ANTRIM. COUNTY OF DOWN.
j

DEPOTS.

Implements required.

DEPOTS,

Implements required.
|

Wheel
Barrows.

Hand
Barrows.

Clay
Picks.

Quarry
Picks.

Filling Burs
puiiited at

5 ft. to 6 ft.

Wheel
Barrows.

Hand'
Barrows.

Clay
Picks.

Quarry
Picks.

Falling Ban

pointed at

each end,

a ft, to 6 k

Antrim .

Ballymena . .

Belfast .

Portglenone .

' Ranclalatown

Toorae. .

500
500

1,000
500
500

1,000

10

10

20
10
10

20

250
250
500
250
250

500

25
25

50
25
25
50

50

50
100
50
50

100

Newry . 1,000 20 500 50 100

COUNTY OF FERMANAGH.
|

Belleek .

Enniskillen .

500
500

10
10

250
250

23

25

50

50

COUNTY OF ARMAGH.
30NDERRY.

j

Charlemont .

Lurgan . .

Port^own .

1,000
500
500

20
10

10

500
250
250

50
25
25

100
50
50

COUNTY OF LON

Castledawson

Coleraine

Kilrea . . .

500

1,000
500

10
20
10

250
500
250

25

50

25

50

100

50

COUNTY OF CAVAN.

Bailieboro’ .

Ballinamore .

Ballyconnell.

Beluirbet

Cavan . . .

Cuotehill . ,

Killeshandra

Kingscourt .

Virginia.

500
500
500

1 ,000
500

500
500
500
500

10
10

10
20
10

10
10

10

10

250
250
250
500
250
250
250
250
250

25

25
23

50

25
25
25
25
25

50
50
50
100

50
50
50
50
50

COUNTY OF MONAGHAN. I

Carrickmacross .

Castleblaney. .

Clones .

Monaghan .

500
500
500
500

10

10
10
10

250
250
250
250

25

25
25

25

50

50

50 1

50

COUNTY OF TYRONE. I

Caledon . . .

Coal Island .

Omagh .

Strabane.

500
500
500
500

10

10

10

10

250
250
250
250

25
25

25

25

50 1

50 rCOUNTY OF DONEGAL.

Letterkenny. 500 10 250 25 50
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PROVINCE OF CONNAUGHT

COUNTY OF MAYO.COUNTY OF GALWAY.

Falling Bar
pointed atQu arry

Picks.DEPOTS.

Altienry .

Ballinasloe

Loughrea

Monivie .

Newtfiwn-B(

Oiighterard

Portumna

Taam • COUNTY OF ROSCOMMON.

COUNTY OF LEITRIM.

Druniahaire

Jamestown

COUNTi OF SLIUO.

West jjivision wesc v^ctiwiiy, i**-. , p r

received from Mr. Love on ihe 13th money to pay those roads as may be seen by refeteng, to

Mr. Love’s letter, forwarded a day or two ago by me. On the 26th 9ciober Mk Gibbs Ross

received from the Board of Works 59U. to pay labour m West Division West Carberry j
and

although warned by Mr.Gaynorof the man’s death on the 24th, persisted in paying it in East

Division West Carberry.
, i.,

The answer made to the coroner hy the foreman to the last qu^tion was. No, "e do not

wish to complicate the pay clerks.” I have not yet seen Mr. Gibbons, but hasten to send

this off. T 1. 0
I have, &c.

(Signed) H. A. Gordon, Captain 59«/i Regiment.

Summary.

M'Kennedy was paid np lo 10th Ootohsr by Mr. Hugerford on the l?th October, out of

funds received from Mr. Love on the 13th October.
^ /-..ut, -d • i

Mr Hugerford made this payment out of his district by mistake j
and Mr. Gibbs Ross paid

^y5mQT\Qym East Division West Carlerry. out of his district. wiT
T rUrr’t nru7 blame attaches to Mr. Hugerford

;
but, as I have before stated, I con-

jnted image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit

2,000 40 1,000 100 200

Castlerea 500 10 250 25 50

Freiiclipark . 500 10 250 25

Roscommon

.

500

Strokesdown

.

1,000 20 500 50 100

Tarmonbarry 1,000 20 500 50

depots.

Implements required.

Wheel
Barrows

Hand Clay
Picks.

Quarry
Picks.

Falling Bars
pointed at

each end,
5 ft. to 6fL

Ballaghaderreen. 500 10 250 25 50

500 10

500 10 250 25 50

500 10 250 25 50

1,000 20 500 50 100

Foxford . . . 500 10 250 25 50

500 10 250 25 50

Newport. 500 10 250 25 50

Westport . 150 15 375 37 75
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for the information of the Inspector-General, a copy of the evidence given by the two doctors
who performed a post-mortem examination on the body of the deceased.

_ ^ ^ (Signed) George Pinchin, Ut Sub-Inspector
Ihe Inspector- General.

Verdict.
“ Died of starvation, caused by the gross neglect of the Board of Works.”

Copy of Doctors' Evidence—Doctors Daniel Donovan and Patrick Dore.
Dr. Dore saw deceased on the Monday after his death, and made an external examination •

found no injury on the body. Witness and Dr. Donovan made a post-mortem examination on
the body this day, and opened the abdomen and chest, and ascertained the cause of death to be
starvation, having found no food in his stomach nor in the small intestines, but in the large
bowels foutid a portion of undigested raw cabbage, mixed with excrement, that appeared to be
the residue of some raw vegetable substance. Both medical persons are of opinion that he
died of starvation, there being no appearance of disease that would cause death.
The deceased, Denis M'Kennedy, was working on the road for a fortnight without receiving

any pay. ®

_ G. P.

Memorandum by the Board.

,. . .

There was a sum of 1700f. remitted to Mr. J. H. Love on the 10th October for both
divisions of the barony of West Carberry. This was ample provision for all the works then in
progress. It was out of this fund that Mr. Love advanced to Mr. Gibbs Ross the sum of 400f.
referred to in p. 6 of Captain Gordon’s Report

;
and had Mr. Ross acted upon his instructions”

there would have been no ground for complaint.
’

There has been a great_ dislike manifested by candidate pay clei'ks to undertake the duties in
this remote district

;
and it was the evident anxiety to avoid the extreme western portion of it

that led to the delay in carrying out the orders of the Board. Latterly there have been apnli-
cations for the situa-tion from respectable people residing in that part of the country

; and it is
hoped that difficulties or delays in payments may not again occur.
On (he whole, Mr. Gibbs Ross’s conduct appears to have been very improper, and another

person will be appointed in his stead.

I enclose this letter as a specimen of a clergyman near Skibbereen, and need not sav it is
the first he has written of abuse.

^

Corcerniny Pay Clerks andPayment ofMen in the Baronies of East Division and West Division
of West Carberry, County Cork.

Cork, November 3. 1846.
I BEG to state that I yesterday accompanied Captain Huband to Skibbereen in orderm be present at an inquest on a man who had died upon a work in the parish of Caherah, West

Division West Carberry.
The details of the inquest will be furnished by Captain Huband.
Concerning the payment, I enclose a copy of a statement made by Mr. Gaynor the

assistant engineer of the Board of Works for East Division West Carberry.

e Qom Cctober he received a letter of credit on money to the amount

^ dUO/. from Mr. Trotter, which he handed to that gentleman for payment of labourers in East
Division West Carberry.

Mr. Trotter paid it in West Division West Carberry; on the 26th Mr. Gibbs Boss showed
^ J

Board, which he had received for payment in West Division West Carberry
and although told not to pay it in any other barony, pays in East Division West Carberry.

Previous letters Mr. Gibbs Ross received from Mr. Love the sum of 400^. to pay works,
lunderstand, in West Division West Carberry. I have written to that gentleman, and on
receiving his answer will forward it.

If it was forwarded to Mr. Ross for the above purpose, there was no excuse for the men
upon the road No. 1, in West Division West Carberry, not having been paid prior to the man’s
death^ On the 26th^of Cctober, having received the 5911. he had no right to pay it away in
East Division West Carberry.

^

I found that on roads about Skibbereen money was due
Trotter, pay-clerk of W^est Division West Carberry, I found 1

mentioned orders from the Board, viz.

some time; and on meeting Mr.
he had in his possession the under-

No. 29~24th October, 59H.I „ ,
No. 21—27th October, 59D.| Division West Carberry.

No. 36—30th October, 425/. For East Division West Carberry.
The money consequently had been duly provided by the Board, and funds were at Skib-

bereen to pay every man.

^ county surveyor to order Mr. Trotter to hand
over the 4251. received for East Division West Carberry to the authorised pay clerk of that
barony as also the 300/. that had been paid out of the East Division West Carberry in tiie
West Division West Carberry, making a sum of 725/.

^

I sent an order to Mr. Gibbs Ross to pay the Caherah road, without fail, to-day; and
I requested the county surveyor to call upon him for his reasons for having paid the 591/.
received on the 26th October, (and perhaps the previous 400/,) out of the barony for which it
was intended, thereby causing the present discontent, and perhaps the verdict found. It only
depends upon Mr. Love’s letter as to what barony Mr. Gibbs Ross was ordered to pay with
the 400/. ‘ •’
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The pay-clerks duly authorised by the Board for West Division West Caifoerry, are

Mr. Trotter and Mr. Gibbs Ross.

Mr. Hu<rerford was recommended for East Division West Carberry by the county siir-

' well up to the appointment. Another is

&c„
H. A. Gordou, Captain 59</t Regt.

I inclose one of Mr. Trotter’s receipts, and do not consider any blame attached to him further

than having paid our money in the first instance with the money of another through mistake

ou his part, and he cannot pay more than one barony.

veyor, I believe j
and 1 consider him a ht person,

required.

I have.

East CarbeTrg, East Division, County Cork

gin, November 4, 1846.

In replying to a letter inclosing a communication from Mr. Marlin King, reporting the

deaths of two men, from starvation, at Clonakilty, I said that I should make further inquiries

upon the spot.

1 have done so, and have to report that it is true that that two men did die at Clonakilty at

the time stated by Mr. King, but tliat upon inquiry before the magistrates of that place there

did not appear to be sufficient evidence to attribute their deaths to starvation, as alleged in

Mr. King’s letter to Mr. Mulvany.
I am, &c.

J. c. Walker, Esq., George Hoband.
^c. ^c.

(G.)

Copy Board’s Minute, with reference to Allowance.

The Board have under consideration the allowance to be made to pay clerks employed

upon Relief Works, under the Acts 1 and 9 Viet. c. and 9 and 10 Viet. c.

Ordered,— !. That a sum of 2^. per week as salary, and an allowance in lieu of travelling and

hotel expenses, varying from 5s. to 10s. per diem, be allowed to the several pay clerks. All

appointments to be made in the first instance at the lower rate in regard to the travelling allow-

ance, subject to be increased upon the recommendation of the inspecting officer, with the sanc-

tion of the Board.

2. It is to be understood that each pay clerk is supposed to be mfull employment in paying

labourers hrfour days in each week, two days being allowed for settling accounts and procur-

ing money from the bank.

(Signed) Richard Griffith,

November 12, 1846. Thomas A. Larcom.

(!•)

CIRCULARS and ORDERS relative to RELIEF WORKS, 1846.

No. 1.

[Relief Department.]

Sir, Office of Public Worlis, September 9, 1846.

The Commissioners of Public Works have appointed you to lay out and take (he

general superintendence of all the works in the

which may be finally approved under the Act of the 9th and 10th Viet., chap. 107, a copy of

which is herewith sent.

As it is important that Public Works should be laid out and approved by the Extraordinary

Presentment Sessions, and receive the sanction of the Commissioner.s of Her Majesty’s

Treasury previously to their being actually required to afford employment to the destitute, you

will acquaint the magistrates, &c., at sessions, that you have received orders to afford them

every assistance in your power; and although you may not yet have had time to lay out or

estimate for many w’orks, that you will use every exertion to effect the object both in regard to

repairs or improvements on existing lines of road, or the coastruction of new roads, or such

other Public Works as the members of the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions may approve.

It is not intended that the w’orks should be confined to roads, as any work which can fairly

be considered of a public nature may be undertaken
;
but such as would tend to the permanent

improvement of the surrounding district, and which may be expected to be reproductive, should

be preferred.

As it may frequently happen that by the execution of such works proprietors of some ot the

adjoining lands w'ill be more directly benefited than others, it would appear to bo but reason-

able, under such circumstances, that the proprietors, the leaseholders, or occupants, as the case

may be, of such lands should contribute towards the work, in proportion to the benefit they

derive from it, over and above the amount of the baronial assessment for the work as one of

relief; and it will be right, in such cases, that you communicate your opinion to the Present-

ment Sessions, if called on to do so.

In commencing any work, care should be taken to divide it into small lots, each of which is

to bo let by task, or by measurement, to a gang of men, to be composed, as the case may be,

from 10 to 12, to be headed by a working ganger, who is to receive one shilling in tiie pound

in addition to his portion of the earning of the gang during the month, but payment in the

way of subsistence must be made at the end of each week.

A.s the works are undertaken for the employment of the destitute poor, every cxertiun should
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be made to exclude all persons who have any other means of support than the employment
offered on the Public Works. To assist in this department, the inspecting officer in charge

of this district will give tickets to the destitute persons ; and you will employ as many as may
be required to execute the work without crowding each other.

It will be desirable to employ the young men at excavations and barrow work, and the old

men and boys at breaking stones. Old men may also be employed in making fences, and,

when handy, in building dry walls for drains or fences. /

It will be your duty to ascertain that the several assistants placed under your direction

execute the duties entrusted to them with zeal and success. The Commissioners hold you
responsible for all, and authorise you to suspend from duty any of the Assistants who disobey

orders, who may be inattentive to their duty, or who may commit any irregularity or act of

insubordination, until the determination of the Board respecting them has been received by you
or by the inspecting officer in charge of the district.

In regard to overseers (stewards), it is of importance that none should be employed in the

neiohbourhood of their own dwellings, or even in the surrounding district, and you are not to

do so unless by special permission from this Board. It will be better to increase the salary of

a good overseer than retain him within the reach of local influence.

I have, &c.

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 2.

[Relief Department.]

Office of Public Works,

Sir, September 9, 1846.

The Commissioners of Public Works have appointed you to act as Inspecting Officer

of all arrangements connected with the relief of the destitute in the

The town of will be your head quarters, and the place to which
all official letters will be addressed, unless another post town shall be named by you. When
ti'Evelling from place to place, you will regularly inform the secretary of the post town to which
your letters should be addressed.

It will be your duty to attend all meetings of the Extraordinary PresentmenI Sessions, under
the 9th and 10th Vic., cap. 107, and to assist with your advice in regard to works which shall

be undertaken within any barony for the relief of the destitute.

It is not intended that the works should be confined to roads, as any work which can fairly

be considered of a public nature may be undertaken
; but such as would tend to the perma-

nent improvement of the surrounding district, and which may be expected to be reproductive,

should be preferred.

As it may frequently happen that by the execution of such works, proprietors of some of the

adjoining lands will be more directly benefited than others, it would appear to be but reason-

able, under such circumstances, that the proprietors, the leaseholders, or the occupants, as the

case may be, of such lands, should contribute towards the work, in proportion to the benefit

they derive from it, over and above the amount of the baronial assessment for the work as one
of relief : and it will be right, in such cases, that you communicate your opinion to the Present-

ment Sessions, if called on to do so.

In recommending any new work to be undertaken, the Commissioners depend in a grea

degree on your judgment and prudence.

You will perceive by the printed instructions from the Lord Lieutenant, that you are con-

stituted ail official member of every Relief Committee in the county. An important part of

your duty in attending those Committees will be the scrutinizing the names of persons recom-
mended as destitute.

Hitherto the lists supplied by the Relief Committees occasionally contained the names of

persons who should have been rejected; it will be your duty, by every means in your power,

to check the lists, and strike out such names as, from the information you may collect, should
be rejected, at least for the present ; this will be a difficult and disagreeable office, and in eases

of doubt, it will be desirable that you should consult the magistrates assembled at Extraor-
dinary Presentment Sessions; but unless the names in the list be scrutinized, no system or

regularity can be preserved.

When labourers are required for any work, you will ascertain the number from the county
surveyor, civil engineer, or surveyor in charge of the barony or district, and you will give

tickets to those who are to be employed on each work, which will be presented to the person
in charge of it.

I am directed to inform you, it is the wish of the Commissioners that you should make
frequent inspections of the several works which may from time to time be in operation through-
out the district, and report to them your opinion relative to each.

The works intended to be executed in the have been placed
under the general superintendence of , and assistants have
been named under the direction of each of those gentlemen.

You will communicate personally or by letter, as occasion may require, with those gentle-

men, and it is the Board’s particular desire, that a cordial feeling and understanding should
exist between you and the engineers whose duty it will be to execute the works.
An important part of your duty will be to assist them with your advice on such points as

may require it, and in every way to facilitate their operations.

It is not intended that you should control the detail of the works ; but should it occur to

you in your visits, that an alteration either in the works themselves, or in the system of con-
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ducting them, siiould be made, you will direct the attention of the engineer to the siibjcct, and

state fully what appears to you to be desirable.

It is expected that a fair day’s work will be given for a fair day’s pay ; and as a check upon

idleness, where it exists, it would be advisable that the engineer should return only one-fourth

or one-half day for such persons, in proportion to the work performed, and this is applicable

to all works in which day labourers are employed.

Every exertion must be used by the engineer and surveyor to introduce the system of. task-

work, to be undertaken by separate gangs of men, who will select their own ganger, but who
must be able to write and keep accounts, and who will be responsible for the tools entrusted

to him.

Young men should be employed at excavations and wheeling, and old men in breaking

stones, or in making fences, and if handy, in building the dry walls for small gullets required

for draining.

You will be very particular in your inspections to ascertain whether the labourers have been

regularly paid, and if you receive any complaints of irregularities, immediate inquiry should

be made, calling on the pay clerk to explain the cause of such irregularity, and if you are not

satisfied with this statement, you should refer the matter to the paymaster of the district

whose office is established at , and whose special duty it

is to look after that particular branch, checking the pay lists, and seeing tliat the amounts are

regularly transmitted to the pay clerks.

The rule laid down by the Board is, that payments should be made once in every week, and

at no longer intervals.

The Board requests that you will despatch by post, so as to be in Dublin every Monday
morning, a report of your proceedings duilng the past week, in which you will state the day

of the week and month on which you visited any Belief Committee, or particular work, with

any observations you may think it necessary to offer, so as to afford the fullest information as

to the state of the works, and the progress that has been made.

A communication will be made to the engineers in charge, notifying your appointment, and

the nature of the duties you are to perform, so as to prevent any misunderstanding on their

part.

I have, &c.,

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 3.

Circular.

[Relief Department.]

Sir, Office of Public Works, September 16, 1846.

I AM directed by the Commissioners to request that you will be prepared with lists,

showing the present state of the works under the Act 9 Vic. c. 102, for the information of

the several sessions to be held in your county under the 9 and 10 Vie. c. 107, with the amounts

pre.sented for each work
;
that expended, and that required to complete ; which sum should be

presented for under the latter Act.

I am also to request that you will communicate to the magistrates, &c., that orders have

been received from the Lord Lieutenant that all works under the 9 Vic. c. 1, in the execution

of which progress has been made, are to be recommenced under the system of task- work, and

continued until the sum sanctioned by the Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury for each

work shall have been expended.

By order,

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 4.

TRelief Department.]

Sir, Septe7nber 17, 1846.

I AM directed to request that you will furnish, as soon as possible, a return of all tools

and implements under your charge
;
and should you consider another supply necessary, you

will please state the particulai's.

I am, &c.

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 5.

Circular.
[Relief Department.]

Sir, Offike of Public Works, September 18, 1846.

I AM directed by the Board to instruct you, that when communicating with gentlemen

and labourers, you will mention tliat it is intended all works are to be executed by task; and

that such prices will be given as will enable good labourers to earn at least one shilling per

day
;
by which means all will be paid in proportion to their earning, whatever it may be ; but

daily labour must be paid for at the rate prescribed by the Treasury Minute.

By order,

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

[b. w.] 9 G
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No. 6.

Circular.

[Relief Department]

Sir, Ojffke ofPublic Works, September 18, 1846.

In order that no time may be lost in deciding on the projects presented for at sessions,

when .the schedules shall be received at this ofRce, the Commissioners desire that you will, as

soon as you learn the nature of the works proposed, lake steps to report on and estimate for

such works without waiting for the schedules to be referred to you from this office
; and you

are requested to report what assistance you will require to enable you to accomplish this service

with the least possible loss of time.

By order,

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 7.

[Relief Department.]

Sib, September 19, 1846.

I SEND you herewith two index maps of the county under your charge, and am to

request that you will mark thereon all the projects applied for at the sevei-al sessions, cutting

out the barony, and forwarding with the schedule marked to correspond, for the information of

the Board. I also send a copy of the census for the county, with a view to the distribution of

the works in districts according to the density of the population.

By order,

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. -8.

[Relief Department.]

Sir, Office of Public Works, September 2\, 1846.

I AM directed to forward to you the accompanying schedule of works presented for the

oarony of for your Report as to their necessity, with reference to density of

population in the neighbourhood of each wor-k, contributions of proprietors, &c. &c.

Vou will please mark the several projects on the index map already sent, numbering them

to correspond with those on the schedule, and forward same, cutting out the barony.

I am, &c.,

(Signed) Jos. ,C. Walker, iSecrefar!/.

No. 9.

Circular.
[Relief Department]

Sir, Office of Public Works, September 24, 1 846.

Urgent representations having been received by the Lord Lieutenant, on the distress

caused by the non-resumption of works sanctioned under the 9 Vic. c. 1. you are requested to

lose no time in resuming such works in your district
j
and further, in commencing those for

which grants were sanctioned, bnt which were not then required, bearing in mind that on no

account is die sum sanctioned by the Treasury to be exceeded, such excess if necessary must be

presented for under the 9 and 10 Vic. c. 107.

The Commissioners further beg to inform you, in reference to the task-work, that the sum
to be paid for each portion of work should be sufficient to enable an ordinary labourer to earn

from lOd. to 1 j. per day, and a good labourer who exerted himself, from Is. 4d. to Is. 6rf. per

day; when labourers will not work except by the day, the payment must he guided by the

Treasury Minute. The price of breaking stone by the ton or load must vary according to the

quality of stone, being so proportioned as to enable diligent men to earn a fair day’s hire.

I am, &c.

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 10.

[Relief Department.]

Office of Public Works, Septejnber 28, 1846.

I am directed by the Commissioners to request you will inform me whether, in making

your recommendation for works in the different baronies of a district, you formed any calcu-

lation of the length of time the works proposed by you would employ the people ; it is most

important that information on this head should be supplied the Commissioners, that they may

know how to act.

.

At present it is desirable that no more work should be undertaken than would be sufficient to

employ the destitute for three months, before which time, if necessary, the sessions may be

re-assembled ;
but there can be no objection to recommend the commencement of a new road.
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the cost for completing which may amount to say 2000/., your present recommendation being

confined to the ordinary drainage and fencing, leaving the metalling and bridges for a future

time.
I am, &c.

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker,

No. 11.

Circular.

[Relief Department.]

Sir, October 1, 1846.

The Commissioners are much surprised at having daily complaints that their orders

for the resumption and commencement of works sanctioned have not been complied with.

They therefore request that you will urge on the engineer in charge of the district, that an

immediate compliance with the Board'^s instructions on this subject is desirable.

' By order,

' (Signed) Jos. C. Walker.

No. 12.

Circular.
r [Relief Department.]

I

Sir, Office of Public Works, Octobers, 1846.

n I AM directed by the Commissioners to inform you, that in order to expedite the

valuation of the various lands and tenements required to be taken for, or which may be

(j injured by the works in your district, it is necessary that you should furnish, with the leiist

j

possible delay, the contents of all such lands and tenements, the names, residences, and post-

towns of the proprietors and tenants, and also the nature of the tenures. The names of the

townlands, parishes, and baronies in which the works are situated, must also be given, and
the whole information must be furnished in the tabular form sent herewith.

The lands and tenements are to be shown upon the Ordnance Map, with as much accuracy

as the scale will admit of ; but the contents being small, must be calculated from lines mea-
sured upon the ground. Each plot must be numbered with figures referring to the tabular

information.

A correct tracing of the Ordnance Map, showing the situations of the proposed works, will

be required, and these must be shown in red ink.

I am. See.

I
To , Engineerfor District. (Signed) Jos. C. Walker, .Secre/ar?/.

[Relief Department.]

County of

No.
Townland. Pariah,

j

Barony. l Proprietor. Tenant.
Nature

of

Tenure.

Descrip-

Land and

Area of I.and 1

and Premises in '

liisii Plantation

1

Measure.

Observa-

1
1

A. R. P.

[Relief Department.]

Dublin Castle, October 5, 1846.

I AM directed by the Lord Lieutenant to inform you that his Excellency has had under
Ills consideration the various representations which have been made to him of the operation
of the Poor Employment Act, and of the difficulty of finding, in the greater number of
baronies, " Public Works” upon which it would be expedient or beneficial to expend money
to the extent requisite for affording employment to the people during tile existence of the
present

^

distress
; and, with a view of obviating the bad effects of a great expenditure of

money in the execution of works comparatively unproductive, he desires that the Commis-
sioners of Public Works will direct the officers acting under them, in the respective counties,
to consider and report upon such works of a reproductive character and permanent utility as
may be presented in the manner hereinafter mentioned, at any sessions held under the above
Act. And his Excellency will be prepared to sanction and approve of such of those works

^
may be recommended by the Board and so presented, in the same manner as if they had

been- strictly ' Public Works,” and presented as such in the manner required by the Act.

2 G2

I
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—The Presentment Sessions will estimate the sum which it may be necessary to

raise off the barony for the purpose of affording employment.

2.

—They will also ascertain the proportion of such assessment, which, according to

the last Poor Law Valuation, may be chargeable upon each Electoral Division of an
Union, or portion of an Electoral Division (if the whole shall not be included) in the

barony
; and they shall obtain for this purpose from the Clerk of each Poor Law Union

a copy of such Valuation.

3.

—They will present for such useful and profitable works to be executed in each

Electoral Division, to the amount of its proportion of the assessment ^certained as

above.

4.—In the case of drainage, however, and subsoiling, so far as it shall be connected

with drainage, an undertafing shall be given in writing, and transmitted with the

Presentment, by the person or persons whose lands are proposed to be drained, (being
“ Proprietor” in the terms of the Act 5 and 6 Viet., cap. 89,) stating that the money
so to be expended shall be a charge exclusively on the lands so to be improved, and be

levied from the same, according to an award to be made by the Commissioners as

under the last mentioned Act and its amendments.

His Excellency wishes it to be further understood that, in case these regulations are not

acted upon, and the portions of the assessment which would be leviable from each Electoral

Division are not presented to be expended on some work within such division, the proceedings

at such Sessions must be considered with strict reference to the provisions of the 9 and 10

Viet., cap. 107.

His Excellency considering also that many baronies have already held Sessions under that

Act, to which baronies the opportunity of making applications in the manner now presciibed

has not been afforded, it is his desire that all works already sanctioned in those baronies, or

applied for, and which it may become requisite to sanction in order to afford continued em-
ployment, shall be proceeded with until other Sessions may be conveniently held in such

baronies.

His Excellency in taking upon himself the responsibility, under the urgent circumstances

of the case, of inviting the magistrates and cess-payers to provide employment for the people

by the execution of useful and reproductive works, confidently trusts, with their assistance and

the blessing of the Almighty on their united exertions, that the calamity with which it has

pleased Providence to afflict Ireland may yet in its results become conducive to the produc ion

of a greater abundance of human food from the soil, and to the future permanent improve-

ment of the country.

I have, &c.

(Signed) H. Labouchere.
TAe Chairman of the Board of Public Works.

No. 14.

[Relief Department.]
Board of Public Works, October 10, 1846.

Instructions relative to Re-productive Works, which may be undertaken by Landed Proprie-

tors, as authorized by Mr. Labouchere’s Letter of the 5th October, 1846.

Landed proprietors, in the terras of the Act 5 and 6 Victoria, cap. 89, app lying for

permission to expend the amount, or a portion of the amount to be Jevied on any electoral

district, in draining or subsoiling connected with drainage, must state the precise nature of the

tvovk proposed to be executed; and it is to be observed, that no works can be admitted which
are not directly connected with the permanent improvement of the soil.

The lands having been viewed and reported on by the officer of the Board of Works, and
subsequently sanctioned by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, the works
may be commenced, under the superintendence of an overseer either appointed or approved of

by the Board of Works.
The labourers employed will be paid at the end of each week by the pay-clerk of the Board

of Works, in proportion to the extent of the work executed, the price for each item of expen-

diture having been previously determined on and approved of by the Board.
No contracts can be entered into by the Board of Works with proprietoi-s or others for the

execution of works of any kind
;
the whole must be done by task at fixed prices, it being ex-

pressly understood that the labourers to be employed shall not be limited to those who reside

within the particular electoral district in which the work may be situated, but may be selected

from among the destitute poor residing within the limits of the districts allotted to the Local
Relief Committee

;
the particular labourers to be employed being furnished with tickets by the

inspecting officer of the Board of Works.
Whenasmall stream or drain forms a boundary between two electoral districts, which stream

or drain is the natural outlet for the waters of both, the expenditure required for sinking or

embanking, (as the case may be), such stream or drain shall be borne by the proprietors of

both electoral divisions, in proportion to the benefit conferred, and the works shall be effected

under the same arrangements as those prescribed for ordinary drains, &c.
When the sum to be expended on re-productive work is equal to the entire amount to be

levied off the electoral district, such district will not be liable to pay any additional portion of

the general assessment for the barony in which it is situated. But when only a portion—say

one moiety of tlie sum presented on the electoral district shall be expended on drainage, &c.
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the entire of such electoral district shall be assessable for the remaining moiety which may be

expended on ordinary roads, or other useliil public work within the electoral district, or barony,

as the case may be, trithin the meaning of the enactments of the 10 Victoria, cap. 107.

By order,

(Signed) Jos. C. Walked, Secretary.

No. 15.

I'
ClECULAR.

[Relief Department.]

Office of Public Works, October 14, 1846.

Pending the delivery of the stock of implements required for your district, it is the

wish of the Board that you employ the poor on those works presented for, in which they can

give useful labour without the aid of wheelbarrows or wheeling-planks

—

such as on new roads,

in the fencing, partial forming, in the quarrying and breaking of stones for metalling, and in

the excavation for, and building of gullets ;
also in the cutting down of hills, by employing a

limited number of horses, a principle which the Commissioners regret being obliged to adopt,

even for a limited period, as they would prefer the employment of manual labour. They con-

clude that you can employ a considerable number of the poor on these profitable works, and

thus afford time for obtaining the necessary supply of implements, without wasteful hurry.

It is also directed that every exertion be used by the engineers and assistants, to economize

the use of implements.

The Board wishing to encourage, as far as it is practicable, the manufacture of implements

of wood and iron in the localities in which the works are situate, have ordered handbills to be

printed and posted, and advertisements to be inserted in the Dublin and Provincial Newspapers,

enumerating and describing the tools they wish to obtain, and the respective depots in which

they are to be deposited, for the use of the works in their vicinity. The Board are of opinion

that they may gradually obtain a great portion of what will be required during the ensuing

three months, and that thereby useful and remunerative employment may be afforded to the

tradesmen and mechanics of your districts.

By order,

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 16.

[Relief Department.]

SiB^ Dublin Castle, October 16, 1846.

I AM sorry to find that great objection is made by labourers in different parts of the

country to work by piece or task-work, which is the only mode by which employment can be

given at this time of general distress, to any large portion of the people. I am under the

necessity therefore of desiring that you will instruct the officers under your control to explain

to those who are returned to them by the Relief Committees as destitute, and in want of em-

ployment, the nature of the task-work on which it is proposed to employ them, the mode in

which the measurement will be made, and the wages that they may earn, which are to bo paid

to them in money by weekly payments.

If after this explanation they shall refuse the work that is provided for the support of them-

selves and their families, you will direct your officers at once to withdraw from the locality, as

it is not consistent with the directions of the Government that they should be subjected to

offence and violence in perforniance of their arduous duties.

I remain, &c.

The Chairman of the Board of Works. (Signed) Bessbokoogh..

No. 17.

County of

[Relief Department.]

SiR^ Office ofPublic Works, October 16, 1846.

I AM directed by the Commissioners to request that you ivill carefully fill up and return

with the least possible delay, the annexed return, for all persons except labourers, employed

under you.

I am also to request, that when communications are addressed to you, written on half margin

(as this is), you will write your reply on the opposite or blank margin.

And that you will head all your communications to this Board, with the names of the county

and barony, to which they refer, stating also the nature of the communication.

I am, &c.
Secretary.

To
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County of

NAMES,
(with the Christian Names

in full.)

Rate of

Pay
per Dtem.

Date of

Appoiotment How Employed.
Under whom
Employed.

In what Barony
Employed.

(Cl* The Names to be arranged by Baronies.

[Relief Department.]

Office of Public Worke, October 17, 1846.

_

I AM directed by the Board, to inform you that in future it will be a part of your duty
to consider the mode in^which funds are provided in your district, to inquire into the state of the
money, as regards localities of banks, or market towns, and communicate with the pay clerks,
on the subject, if requisite, and reportj_same to the Board.

I am, &c.

(Signed) Jos. C. 'W'alkeb.

No. 19.

[Relief Department.]

Gentlemen, Dublin Castlct October 23, 1846.

I AM- directed by the Lord Lieutenant to acquaint you, that his Excellency’s attention
having been called to the class of persons who have hitherto been employed on Relief Works,
he desires that instructions may be ^ven to the officers of the Board, that as a general rule’
no persons should be employed, -whose tenements are valued under the Poor Law, at 6/. per
annum, or upwards, unless in undoubted destitution, nor the sons of persons so circumstanced.

His Excellency further desires, that the officers will report to the Board all cases in which
the payments have not been made weekly as directed, and that no person employed under the
Board should be engaged in the “truck” system, or in the sale of spirits or food in the neigh-
bourhood of the works, under pain of dismissal.

I am, &e.

(Signed) T. N. Redington.

No. 20.
[Relief Department.]

Offike of Public Works, October 26, 1846.

J AM directed to request, that you will, in conjunction with the conducting engineer,
look beforehand for the supply of labour, and recommend from time to time, such works "as are
necessary for the schedule, as those already sanctioned become exhausted.

I am, &c.

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker.
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No. 21.

Circular.

229

I

I

I

I

I

[Relief Department.]

Sm, Office of Public Worhs, October 26, 1846.

It is Indispensably necessary that you should pay immediate attention to the circnla*'

forwarded to you on the 8th instant, respecting the valuation of the lands and tenements re'

quired to be taken for, or which may be affected by, the works in your district
;
and I am

directed, further, to inform you by the Commissioners, that in consequence of the absolute

necessity of ascertaining the compensation money to be paid to the respective owners and occu-

piers of the lands and tenements, it is further necessary that tliey should ascertain

—

*
1. The average annual value, per Irish or plantation acre, of the land as if out of lease, and

with reference to its immediate locality.

2. Its quality as compared with other parts of the farm or holding, mentioning whether it is

better or worse, or nearly the same.

3. The average annual value of the houses, slating whether they are old or new, slated or

thatched, and in what repair.

4. The extent of the farm, holding, or tenement, in which the works are situate, and the

rent paid.

5. The estimated quantity of the land severed, on either side of that required for the works.

6. The extent, description, and value of fences, gates, &c., required to be taken for the

works.

7. Your opinion, whether the works will be beneficial, or otherwise, to the farm, holding, or

tenement, and in what respects.

All the above information is to be added to that contained in the tabular form forwarded to

you with the above-mentioned circular, and you are particularly directed to be careful in pro-

curing the correct names of the proprietors, tenants, and occupiers
;
the nature and form of

tenure, age of lives, and years unexpired.

I am, &c.
(Signed) Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

To the Engineer of the District

No. 22.

Circular.

TRelief Department.]

Office ofPublic Works, October 29, 1846.

It being represented to the Board of Works that great inconveniences and abuses have

arisen from the difficulty existing in many ca^es of obtaining labourers for occasional employ-

ment, and the indisposition that exists on the part, of labourers to go to private works, even at

high wages, in the expectation of getting work on the public roads, the Board approve of allow-

ing farmers and others requiring labourers to apply to the stewards on the Public Works for

them, and in case the persons selected by the stewards refuse to go, on being offered the same

rate of wages they are receiving on the roads, that the stewards should be required forthwith to

discharge them.
By order,

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 23.

[Relief Department.]

Sir,

I AM directed by the Board of Works to request

for tools and implements up to the day of

' (Signed)

Office of Public Works, Dublin,

October 30, 1846.

you will collect all outstanding lilb

, and forward same to tliis office.

By order,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 24.

[Relief Department.]

Rules and Regulations for the Payment of the Officers, Labourers, &c., employed by

the Commissioners of Public Works, under the Acts 1 Vic., c. 21 ; 9 Vic., c. 1
;
and 9 and

10 Vic., c. 107.

1. Engineers in charge of districts, on the commencement of any work, to furnish the Board

with a complete list of their staff, including assistants, overseers, cheek clerks, and pay clerks,

stating dates of appointment, rates of pay, and the Works under their respective charges or

superintendence. Any subsequent alteration in such list to be immediately notified to the

Board, and the date from which such alteration is to take effect.

•2. Bills for salaries, travelling and incidental expenses of engineers, overseers, check and pay

clerks, duly certified by the engineer in charge, are to be furnished regularly to the close of each

month, accompanied by an abstract, upon printed forms provided for the purpose. These
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accounts are to be forwarded so as to reach- the Commissioners’ Office before the 5th of the
following month, otherwise they will remain unsettled till the next period for payment.

3. The funds appropriated to Works carried on under the 1st Vic., c. 21, and 9 Vic., c. 1,

temed the “ Grant Relief Act,” and the Works to be carried on under the 9 and 10 Vic., c.

107, termed the “ Employment of Lahouring Poor Act,” being obtained from different sources,

and to be repaid in a different manner, it is absolutely necessary that the accounts connected
tvith the two services should be kept perfectly distinct. To facilitate the carrying out the
arrangements necessary for this purpose, printed forms of pay lists and accounts, with proper
headings, &c., are provided for the guidance of engineers, and the several officers employed
under them.* And should a doubt aiise in the minds of any of the officers upon whom the
duty will devolve of cariying out the following rules and regulations, as to their object or mean-
ing, they should immediately apply to the Board for such further information and instructions

as they may require.

To these duties, the engineers in charge are requested to direct their earliest attention, and
make such arrangements with their overseers, and others employedunder their superintendence,

as will insure the greatest possible dispatch, consistent with a strict and proper system of check
and control, in the examination and settlement of the various claims arising out of the operations

under their direction.

4. To enable the Commissioners to place in the hands of pay clerks the requisite funds to

pay the labourers employed on Relief Works, the engineer in charge will forward, each u'eek,

to the Board, an estimate on the proper form, of the sums that will be required by each pay
clerk, to pay the labourers employed on the Works in his district for the current week.

5. The estimates to be forwarded on a day to be named by the engineer, and approved by
the Board.

6. He will be careful to prepare and fill up his estimates according to the form provided,
detailing the names and particulars of the Works, as given in the “ Schedule of Worhs sanctioned,”
and the amount required for each.

7- Any balances which may remain in the pay clerks’ hands are to be taken into account
when preparing the estimates for the current week.

8. The Christian names and surnames of the pay clerks, together with their residences, to be
written in full, in a plain, legible character.

9. Pay lists are to be made up weekly

—

In Munster on Monday.

„ Ulster „ Tuesday.

„ Connaught „ Wednesday.

„ Leinster „ Thursday.

10. On the day fixed for making up the pay lists, the engineer in charge will receive fi-om

each check clerk the pay lists for the several works under his charge, duly certified by both
overseers and check clerks; and having satisfied himself as to their general accuracy, he will

certify them, and hand them to the pay clerk. The engineer m charge should see that the
number of labourers entered on the pay lists does not exceed the number authorised, and also

that the work upon which each party has been employed is described on the pay lists, in the
same words as in *' Schedule of Works sanctimed.”

11. Men employed on task-work will be allowed a weekly subsistence during the progress
of the work, care being taken that it does not exceed three-fourths of the value of the work
done.

12. When the task has been completed, the engineer in charge will furnish the check clerk

with an account of the sum which each man has earned on the work, and the check clerk will

enter in a pay list the balance due to each man, which should be signed for and vouched in the
usual manner.

1 3. The extent of each pay clerk’s district is to be so limited as to enable him to make all his

payments within four days in each week, leaving him two clear days for closing his accounts
and foi'warding them to the Board, and also for receiving from the engineers the pay lists to be
paid in the following week.

14. The engineer in charge will be held responsible for having the ])ay lists placed in the
pay clerks’ hands on the day but one after the close of the working week.

15. After one or two payments, the engineer in charge will be able to name the day on which
the pay clerk should be in attendance at each work in his district, and, after the day being so

fixed, a special report should he made to the Board of any iri-egulanty on the part of the pay
clerks in their attendance.

16. The engineer in charge will forward to the Board, weekly, a detailed statement of the
pay lists handed by him to the pay clerks, setting forth the particulars of the works, as described
in the “ Schedule of Works sanctioned,” and the amount payable on each.

17. All tradesmen’s bills are to be forwarded to the Board weekly, accompanied by an
abstract, and certified by the engineer, who will be required to apportion them over the several
works to which they are properly chargeable.

18. These arrangements will afford the engineers in charge an opportunity, without interfer-
ing much with their other duties, of exercising a vigilant though general control over the ex-
penditure in their districts, and of making personal inquiry into any charges of irregularity

that may be preferred against overseers or pay clerks acting under their directions.

* Tlie forras under the first Act are headed “Grants under the latter, “Employment for the Labourino"
Poor.”
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Overseers.

19. The books issued to the overseers contain detailed instructions for the due discharge

of their duties. The following are supplementary instructions, to which they are strictly to

attend.

20. The overseer will furnish the check clerk weekly with a return of the amount to be paid

to each labourer working by task, as approved by the engineer in charge.

21. The overseer will remain present during the time the pay clerk i.s paying iiis party,

and he v^'ill give a certificate of the amount paid in his presence, and that he has seen each
iniHvidual, for whom a charge appears in the pay list, affix his signature or mark as a

receipt for same.

22. The check clerk and pay clerk will be held jointly responsible for any overcharge or

errors which may be detected in auditing the pay lists, and the amount of same will be chai'ged

in equal shares against their monthly salary.

Check Clerks.

23. The check clerk will visit all works within his district, at different hours during the

day. and will keep a check book, in which he will record the number of men employed daily

on each particular work
;
and on the succeeding day he will ascertain from the ganger’s book

if, from bad weather or other causes, the whole or any portion of the men stopped vvoik or came
late to it

;
and in such case he will make a proportionate reduction in the check of that day

fi-om the time of each person so circumstanced.

24. On the day next preceding that fixed for the weekly payments the check clerk will,

from the overseers’ and gangers^ books, make out a pay list for the persons employed on each

work.

25. The entries in the pay lists are to be confined exclusively to wages for labour.

26. If one or more men have been employed on different works during a week, their names
should appear in the pay list for each particular work, for the time they have been employed
on same.

27. Check clerks are required to forward to the Board a weekly return of tlie number of

persons and horses employed on each work under their superintendence. Printed forms for this

purpose will be supplied by the engineer in charge, and special care should be taken that the

return be I'egulariy posted on the Saturday of each week.

Pay Clerks.

28. The pay clerks will be provided weekly with funds to pay the parties allotted to them,
upon estimates prepared by the engineer in charge.

29. He will receive from the engineer the pay lists certified by the overseer, check cleik,

and engineer, and will proceed to pay the respective parties with all possible despatch.

30. After one or two payments there will be no difficulty in fixing the precise day on wliich

each party should be paid, and when once established it is to be punctually adhered to.

31. The pay clerk is not to pay any individual for another, unless authorised by the en-

gineer : a statement of the reasons for departing from the established rule should be attached
to the pay list.

32. He is to make all payments in the presence of the check clerk or ovei'seer.

33. If any persons from unavoidable circumstances should be absent on the day fixed for

paying tlie party, the pay clerk will strike out of the original pay lists the names of the absent
persons, and insert iheir names in a supplementary pay list to be taken with him on his next
visit. The payments on the supplementary pay list to be made in the same manner as those

on the original.

34. All entries, signatures, or marks are to be fairly written without erasures.

35. The pay clerks to forward to the Board a balance sheet, accompanied by the pay lists,

at the close of each week, and previous to their commencing a subsequent week’s payment. In
these statements the pay clerks to charge themselves with any balances remaining in their
hands after the previous week’s payments, and with any sums subsequently remitted to them,
and to take credit for the amount actually paid on account of the several works.

36. Payments on Relief Works are exempt from stamp duly.

By Order,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

Office of Public Works, Dublin, October, 1846.

No. 25.

Relief Department.

Extraordinary Presentment Sessions, Act 9 and 10 Viet., e. 107.

The proceedings at many of the sessions heretofore held having been found irregular, and
calculated, in consequence, to defeat the objects of the applicants, and prevent the Commis-
sioners of Public Works from recommending useful works, for which presentments have
been made, the following additional instructions are issued for the guidance of sessions in

making presentments, pursuant to Mr. Labouchere’s letter to the chairman of the Board,
dated 5th October, 1846.

[b. w.] 2 H
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I.

The sessions should decide by a resolution whether they will proceed strictly under tlie Act

9 and 10 Viet., c. 107, or under Mr. Labouchere’s letter.

1. Under the Act, the cost of every work to be executed will be assessed upon the

whole of the rate-payers in the entire barony.

2. Under the letter, the barony, both for the purpose of works and assessment, is to

be subdivided into the existing electoral divisions.

3. As the letter alone provides for the execution of works of a reproductive

class (not strictly of a public nature), such as drainage and subsoiling, if any one

such work is intended to be presented ibr, the sessions should proceed according to the

letter.

4. The proceedings cannot be taken partly under the Act and partly under the letter

(see 1 and 2 above).

5. Under the letter any work may be executed, even though it extends through two

or more electoral divisions, by observing to make a separate presentment for so much of

the work as shall be comprised in each electoral division.

6. The subdivision for works and assessment does not involve a like subdivision of

the destitute for employment. The destitute people of the whole barony, or (in case

it be divided into districts for Relief Committees) of each Relief District, being entitled

to employment on any work sanctioned within the whole barony, or the Relief District,

as the case maybe, on receiving tickets from the inspecting officer of the Board of

Works.
7. If the sessions resolve to proceed under Mr. Labouchere’s letter, the secretary of

the Grand Jury should be prepared with a statement obtained from the clerks of the

Poor Law Union, or parts of Unions in which the barony is situate, showing

—

1st. The total Poor Law valuation of the whole barony.

2nd. A list of the several electoral divisions, or portions of electoral divi.sions

within the barony, and the total Poor Law valuation of each.

II.

The sessions should determine the sum of money which may be deemed necessary to employ

the destitute people of the whole barony for the next three or four months, or such other period

as to the sessions shall seem fit.

1. The Census Report for 1841 shows the number of families living in third and

fourth class houses, and will serve as a useful guide, with the aid of local information,

in fixing what proportion may probably be destitute.

2. It will be found convenient to take some proportional part of the whole Poor
Law valuation of the barony as the total sum to be presented,—for instance, 4-, -L

,'o, &c., which will facilitate the subsequent proceedings.

3. It is to be borne in mind that the Lord Lieutenant is empowered, from time to

time, to call additional sessions, therefore it is not necessary, except in peculiar cases, to

present money for a longer term than three or four months.

III.

The sessions should apportion the total sum thus required for the barony upon the several

electoral divisions, or parts of electoral divisions which it may contain, according to the Poor
Law valuation.

1 . This will be easily done by taking the same proportional part of the Poor Law
valuation of each electoral division, as was taken of the whole valuation of the barony

in fixing the total sum to be presented for.

2. From this arrangement it will be perceived that the portion thus determined on,

is strictly that part of the cess of the whole barony which the electoral division would
be liable to, if the presentment sessions had proceeded under the provisions of the Act
9 and 10 Vic., e. 107; and, therefore, that the sessions must present for works in each

electoral division to no greater or less amount.

IV.

The Sessions will proceed to receive applications for works to be executed within each elec-

toral division, in the order of the list thereof, and make presentments for such as shall be

approved, to an amount not exceeding, or less than, the amount so apportioned to the electoral

division.

1. If it be not intended to present for any general or Public Work extendingthrough

two or more electoral divisions, it is recommended, in the first instance, in each case to

receive and decide upon the applications (if any) for drainage, &c., so that only the

residue left, after providing for them, shall be presented for ordinary works of a public

nature.

2. If applications for reproductive works, drainage, &c., be not made, or if they be

not made for the full amount, in any electoral dhision, it is recommended that all other

applications may be considered and presented in the order of their utility, obtaining,

when practicable, the opinion of the county surveyor, or other officer of the Board of

Works who may be present, as to the fitness of the work for the object intended.

3. Great care should be taken to make no presentments for works which are unsuited
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to the imaiecKate employment of the people, or which require extensive surveys to be
made, and ini’olve much engineering difficulty, or works that caiinot. be completed before

August next, or works that the Board of Works are not authorised to recommend to the

Treasury for sanction, such as railways that are unable to give reasonable security to pay
the amount of the baronial presentment, gaols, court-houses, or ecclesiastical buildings,

as all such presentments only serve to retard relief, and to derange the whole system of
apportionment upon which the Sessions have proceeded.

4. In cases of drainage or sub-soiling, the “proprietor” of the land to be di'ained or

sub-soiled, must sign and deposit with the chairman (to be transmitted with the schedule
of presentments to the Lord Lieutenant) an “ undertaking ” in the form provided for the
purpose, a copy of which is annexed.

5. Wliere the lands of several proprietors are proposed to be drained, an under
taking ” must be given by each and all of them, or tlie work cannot be recommended.
It will, therefore, generally speaking, be desirable that such cases, and those of rivers and
streams involving interference with mill power, should be left to the operation of tlie

Drainage Acts, under the “provisions for summary proceedings,” in which the measures
may be expeditiously undertaken.

6. It will facilitate future operations if proprietors applying for drainages arc prepared
with a plan showing the portion and extent of the lands to be drained, and the general

direction of the drains. This may very easily be done on the published sheets of fho

Ordnance map. An approximate estimate of the cost is obviously necessary before

making application for the presentment, and no more work should be applied for than

can be completed by the month of August next.

7. It is to be underetood that the money expended upon drainage or sub-soiling is to

be a charge on the lauds drained, and to be paid with 3^ per cent, interest, within a
maximum period of 10 years, by the persons who, for the time being, shall be “ pro-

prietor ” within the meaning of the Drainage Act.

8. In the event of the whole sum apportioned on the electoral division being expended
on drainage, the rate-payers will not be liable to any assessment, the lands drained

being exclusively chargeable with the whole assessment.

9. If the entire sum apportioned on the electoral division be not required and pre-

sented for drainage, the whole of the rale-payers in the electoral division will have to pay
either the whole, or so much of the sum apportioned on the electoral division as may
not be required for drainage, and which shall therefore have been expended on other

works.

10. Each application and presentment, whether for drainage or other work, should

state in a clear manner the total sum propose^ for or presented, together with the name
of the townland or townlands, as marked on the Ordnance Survey, in which the work
proposed is situated

; in the case of roads, the terminal townlands will suffice.

The Chairman of the Sessions is requested to furnish, with the Schedule, a Minute of the

Proceedings (in the annexed form), showing whether or not Nos. I., II., III., and IV. have
been complied with, and an abstract of the Poor Law valualion upon which the Sessions acted,

together with a statement of the proportion which the gross sum presented for bears to tho

Poor Law valuation.

By Oi'der,

Office of Public Works, Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

Dublin, November 4, 1846.

Examples.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
AT AN

EXTRAORDINARY PRESENTMENT SESSIONS
FOR THE

Barony of Barna, County of Caithness,

Held under the Act 9 and 10 Vic., c. 107.

At Meelick, this Fourth day of November, 1846.

PRESENT,

John Jones, Chairman.
MAGISTRATES. ASSOCIATED CESS PAYERS.

—n
i
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1

E F
1

N 0
1

O H P Q 1

1 K B S
1
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1

1
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1

Alexander Munroe, Secretiiry of Grand Jury.

James JohnsUn, Inspecting Officer of Board of Works.
Edward Evans, County Surveyor or other Engineer of Board.

2H2
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I.

The Sessions resolved that the proceedings should be taken entirely in accordance with Mr.

Lahouchere’s letter to the Chairman of the Board of Public Works, dated the 5th of October,

1846.

The Sessions resolved that the total sum of Tmlve Thousaiid Pounds, being One-tenth part

of the Poor Law valuation of the whole barony, will be necessary, and should be voted to employ

the destitute people of the whole barony for months, or until another Sessions shall be

called.

III. and IV.

The Sessions apportion the said total sum on the several electoral divisions or parts of elec-

toral divisions within the barony, according to the Poor Law valuation thereof, and have made
presentments to the amount of same respectively, as set forth in the following Table:

—

Barony of Barna. ' County of Caithness.

Total Poor Law Valuation, £120,000. Total Sum Voted, £12,000, being One-Tenth part of Valuation.

Name of Electoral

IDivision,orpart

of Etecturol Division

Jjaroiiy.

Poor Law Valua-
tion of

Electoral Division,

or part of Electoral

Division, within
limits of Barony.

Apportionment of
Total Slim voted

for Barony on each
Electoral Division,

or part of ditto.

SUMS PRESENTED. Name of Class of Work a,
Draiiiafre, Subsoiling’

Roads, &C-, without par.
ticulars, which are to be

given inSohe<liile,furnislied

by theSecretary of the
Grand 3ury pursuaot to Act,

Name of

Poor Law Union in

which situate. Amount
for each Work.

Total Amount.

£. s. d. £. j. d. £. •v. d. £. s. d.

50 Drainage.

180 0 Road Repairs.

600 0 0
70 0 Subsoiling.

Cartran . 10,000 0 0 1,000 0 0 100 0 Roads.—— 1,000 0
620 0 Roads.

730 0 Drainage.

300 0 Hoads.

16,500 0 0 1,650 0 0 —

.

— 1,650 0 V

1,000 0 New Road.
2,500 0 Drainage.

SOO 0 Road Repairs.'

1,200 0 Drainage & Siibsoiline.

2,000 0 i\ew Road.

Ditto . . . 80,000 0 0 8,000 0 0 1,000 0 Drainage.

8,000 0

100 0 Roads.

50 0 Roads.

1,100 0 Drainage.

Lhna Ballyfair . . 13,500 0 0 1,350 0 0 100 0

1,350 0 0
Subsoiling.

Total . . 120,000 0 0 12,000 0 0 12,000 0 12,000 0 0

John Jones, Chairman.

Bated at Meelick this Mh day of November, 1846.
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Chairman’s Minutes of Proceedings

—

continued.

Detailed Schedule of Presentments for Barony of Bauna, made at the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions
held at Meelick, on the 4lh day of November, 1846.

Under Act's ^ 10 Vict.,c. 107.

Total Sum Voted, £12,000.

ij I Deacripiion of Works

I

® I for which Presentment is made,

!| I and Names of

I

2 Townlands in which situate.

1
Drainage of 10 acres of land i

fownland of Arthurstown, be

longing to Arthur Bcllew, pro

2 To repair 500 perches of road

from Longford to Tulsk, com-

mencing at James Kelly’s gate,

aud ending at Wm. Mooney’s

house, at Kilcooly ....
3 Draining andenhsoilingSOacres

of land intownlandof LisdufF,

belonging to Thomas Brady,

proprietor

I 4 Subsoiling 20 acres of laud in

5 To make 100 perches of new
road on road from Longford to

Eiphin, commencing at Grey-

wood, and ending at Eiltruslan

6 To KpHiriiig 1200 perches of

road from Seabanfc to Nenagh,
between James Pollard’s house

at Ballyadams, and H. Higin.

botham’s house, at TuUybruck . *

7 For draining 140 acres of land

in the townland of Bally-

murphy, belonging to G. Yates,

proprietor ......
8 For 300 perches new road from

Sligo to Ballyshannon, between

John Jones’s bog gate and P.

Kelly’s house i

9 For lOOO perches of new toad

from Kitciibbin to Atdglass,

between Charles Lloyd’s house,

ill the towulaiid of Cappe>
cullen ....... Iji

10 For draining 300 acres of land

in the townland of Grange,

belonging to Charles Bridg-

ford, proprietor . • . . 2,1

11 For repairing 700 perches of

road between Rosscarberty,and
Cloiiakilty, in the townland of

Reynagli,hetweeirP. Denphy’s
bouse aud the chapel of Graig. 1

Forward .... 3,1

Amount of

Presentment.

Total Amount
for

each Electoral

Division.

&. «. d. £. *. d.

SO 0 0

180 0 0

600 0 0

70 0 0

100 0 0

620 0 0

730 0 0

300 0 0

1,000 0 0

2,500 0 0

300 0 0

3,800 0 0 2,650 0 0

.. § Description of Works
^ ^ fur which Presentment is made, o*

12 For draining and subsoiling 500
acres of land, in townland of

Cloonagh, belonging to Rich-
ard Manifold, proprietor . .

13 For 200 perches new road from
Kilbeggia to Athlone, in the

townland of Reynt^jh, between
John Kelly’s liuuse in Kil-

beggan, and Peter Lynch’s,

in Cloulonan

14 For draining 100 acres of land
in the towulaud of Crogbau,
belonging to Edward Roche,
proprietor

15 For improving 70 perches of

road between Bailytoie and
Naas, in the townland of Bal-

lymore, between John Waller's

house and Bridget M'Nally’s

0 0
I

2,C50 0 0

16 For preparing 100 perches of

road between Kilkenny and
Waterford, between Jolm Ma-
son’s house and the village of

Knock, in the townland of Cur-

bally

17 For draining 200 acres of land

in the townland of Kilcooly,

belouging to Mr. Ricliarii She-
ridan, proprietor ....

18 For subsoiiing 30 acres of land

in the townlands of Kilboy,

belonging to Ciiarles Hamil-
ton, proprietor .....

John Jones, Chairman.

Dated at Barna, this Alh day of November, 1846.
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[Relief Department,]

Form of Minute to be used in case Presentment Sessions resolve to proceed according to

Mr. Labouehere’s Letter.

MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS
AT AN

EXTRAORDINARY PRESENTMENT SESSIONS,
FOR THE

Barony of County of .

Held under the Act 9 and 10 Vic., Chap. 107.

At this day of 184 .

Present.
Chairman.

MAGISTRATES. ASSOCIATED CESS PATERS.

Secretary of Ch'osid Jury.

Inspecting Officer of Board of Worhs.

County Surveyor or other Engineer of Board.

I.

The Sessions resolved that the proceedings should be taken entirely in accordance with Mr-
Labouchere’s letter to the Chairman of the Board of Public Works, dated the 5th of October,

1846.

II.

The Sesdons resolved that the total Sum of

being part of the Poor Law Valuation of the whole barony will be neces-

sary, and should be voted to employ the destitute people of the barony, for

months, or until another Sessions shall be called.

III. and IV.

The Sessions apportion the said total sura on the several Electoral Divisions or parts of

Electoral Divisions within the barony, according to the Poor Law Valuation thereof, and have

made presentments to the amount of same respectively, as set forth in the following table.

CHAIRMAN’S MINUTE OF PROCEEDINGS.

Barony of County of

Total Poor Law Valuation, £ Total Sum voted, £ _heiug part of Valuation.

Name of Electoral

Division, or

part of Electoral

Division, within
limits of Barony.

of Poor Law

whicli situate.

Poor Law Valuation
of Electoral Division,

or part of Electoral

Division, tcUhin
limits of Barony.

Apportionment of
total Sura voted for

Barony on each
Electoral Division, or

part of Do.

Sums Presented. Name of Class of Work, as

Drainage, Subsoiling, Roads, &C.,

without particulars, which ate

;o be given in Schedule furnished

by the Secretary to the

Grand Jury, pursuant to Acf.

£. s. <1. £. s. rf. £. s. d. &. 3. d.

Totals

Chairman.

Dated at this day of 184
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Idbtaii
Schedule of Presentments for Barony of made at the Extraoitlinary

Sessions held at ^on the day of 184

Under Act 9 10 Viet., c. 107.

Presentment

Total Sum Voted, £

Nanteof®*®'

toraiUmsion

and sums

apportioned No.

of

Presentment.

Description of
Works for which
Presentment is

made, and Names
of Townlands

in which situate.

Amount of

Presentment.

Total amount
for

eachStectora
Division.

Name of Elec-

toral Division,

apportioned

on same.
No.

of

Presentment.

Description of

Works for which
Presentment is

made, and Names
of Townlands

in which situate.

Amount of

Presentment.

Total amount
for

each Electoral

Division.

£, d. £. s. d.

Brought forward
£. s. d. £. s. d.

Carried forward Total . .

Chairman.

Dated at this day of 1 84 ,

[Relief Department.]

Whereas at an Extraordinary Presentment Sessions, held at

in the county of in and for the barony of j
in said

county, in pui-suance of an Act passed in the ninth and tenth years of the reign of Her present

Majesty, entituled " An Act to facilitate the Employment of the Labouring Poor for a limited 9 & 10 Tic. c. 107.

period in the distressed districts in Ireland,” application was made by me for a presentment for

tile sum of

to be expended in the Draining*

of certain lauds, containing in the whole
following townlands, that is to sayf

® If .Subsoiling bo
requited, odd as fol-

lows :
“ and aubsoilmg

acres, or thereabouts, within the for as ihs sa^ is

connecled vnth Dram-

I Insert the Towii-

|n the Electoral Division of in the said barony of

Band county of of which said lands I am proprietorj within the terms S^e jeftniiion of

ffan Act passed in the fidh and sixth years of Her present Majesty, entituled “An Act to Proprietors on fly leaf,

fcromote the Drainage of lands and Improvement of Navigation and Water-Power in connexion
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with such Drainage in Ireland,” and two other Acts since passed, amending tile same, and

which presentment was accordingly made pursuant to such my application.

Now I of in the county of

being such proprietor of the aforesaid lands, so being within the said townlands, do hereby

undertake and agree that the money so presented, or so much thereof as shall, by an award to

be made by the Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland, or any two of them, appear to iiave

been expended on said lands, shall, with interest thereon, at the rate of Three and a Half per

cent, per annum, be a charge on said lands exclusively, and shall and may be levied out of

same exclusively.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand, this day of

184 .

1 Navie of

] Proprietor.

Residence.

I
Post Town.

Present when signed hy the

said

Persons havina any of the following Interests are qualified as Proprietors to give the Undertaking.

Act .*5 § 6 Vic., cap. 89, sect. 23, 25, 26, 149.

Persons seized of, or entitled in possession, as tenant in fee-simple, or in fee-tail, general or

special
;
or as tenant by courtesy.

Persons entitled under any will or settlement, deed or instrument, (except a grant, lease, or

agreement in writing for such grant or lease, reserving rent,) for his own life, or that of

any other persons
;

or for years determinable on such lives.

Persons entitled under leases granted by a bishop, collegiate, or ecclesiastical body

;

or any person having immediate or derivative title, from or under same, which lease

shall contain a toties quoties covenant of renewal.

Persons entitled under any grant or lease, for an estate in fee
;

or for a term of years absolute, whereof forty or more years are unexpived

;

or for any life or lives renewable for ever,

or for any term of years renewable for ever.

Whether such last-mentioned persons shall be entitled absolutely, or as tenant in tail, or

as quasi tenant in tail, or for his lite.

Persons who are feoffees, or trustees of such land, or any such estate or interest therein

aforesaid, for charitable or other purposes, or guardians of infants; husbands of feme

coverts ; committees of estates of idiots or lunatics, provided all such persons obtain tlie

sanction of the Court of Chancery, before giving such undertaking.

Ill cases where several persons shall have in any portion of land such of the aforesaid estates

or interests as would entitle them to be deemed proprietors, such of them shall be deemed

proprietors as shall be in actual occupation of the land, or shall have such estate or interest

next in reversion or remainder to the estate or interest of the person in actual occupation.

[Relief Department.] No. 26.

Micmorandum for the consideration of Presentment Sessions in Baronies desirous of presenling

for the construction of Railways, for which Acts of Parliament have been obtained, under the

9fh & lOfh Victoria, cap. 107.

1. The Lords Commissioners of the Treasury have ordered, that for sucli Railways they will

sanction Loans, on the recommendation of the Commissioners of Public Works, on condition

that the Loans be not made by the Government to the Company on its own security
;
but to

the Baronies through which the Railway passes, on the security of their Presentments, leaving

the Baronies to make such arrangements with the Company on that head as they may think

necessary
;
the Commissionei's of Public Works taking no further cognizance of such arrange-

ments than may be necessary to satisfy the Government, that the Baronies will be able punc-

tually to repay the advances made to them by the Treasury upon their Presentments.

2. For this latter purpose the Commissioners would recommend to the Presentment Sessions,

to consider the following points :

—

1. That the Company be actually in possession of the land through which the Railway

is to pass, or that security for their becoming so, be given before the works begin, so that

no after payment or debt whatever, for purchase, compensation, or damages, may remain

cliargeable on the Barony beyond the amount of their Presentment.

2. That the Company give or undertake to give security to the Barony for the due

half-yearly repayment of the advances with interest.

3. That the Bai-ony should not Present for any work which cannot be completed by
August next.
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T The obiecl of the 9lh and 10th Vic., chap. 107, being the cniplojmonl of the de.titnte

„00T the Commissioners of Public Works will reserve to themselvp tbr entire nomination and

payiiont of the Labourers, who will bo supplied from the lists of the Relief Coniimttee.

I^m'te'TSt ar&mpm may have eveg- reasonable confidence that the

oveeuted in accordance with the views of their Shareholders, the Company will be allowed to

name their own Engineers and Overseers^ subject to the approval ot tile Board.

5 If artificers, or extra labourers, for special parts of the work, be required, or if hor,-es or

machinery be necessary, the expenses incurred on those heads must be borne by the conipany.

6 TS/work executed by the Commissioners will thus be confined strictly to the earth-works

and will not extend to the laying down of sleepers or rails; nor will the Baionial Funds bo

expended on the purchase of apparatus or plant.

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary/.

No. 27.

r Relief Department.] , . ,

Office of Public Works, Ht/i Novi

I AM directed by the Board to request you will inform me, by return of post,

.lagistrates, &c., at Sessions, when Drainage Presentments were passed, confoi

iefulatioiis raa.ked I. II. III. IV. V., in Roman figured, in the enclosed Instniet.

a Mr LiBODCBEiiK’s Loiter, of the 5th October, and if so, you will mention the

11 the particulars gone into, with referehce to those Regulations m each

Should the Sessions for any Barony have failed to conform to the whole of the

lease to state hilly what was done, and particularly m regard to N 0. 1 1

.

I am, &c.

The Secretary, Grand Jury, Co.
C.Walker,

drainage.
No. 1.

General Drainage, Acts 5 & 6 Vic, cap. 89 ; 8 & 5 Vic. cap.

Districts formerly applied for up to the 30th of September.

Ditto for the month of October

Office ofPublic Works,

Dublin, lAthNovember, 1846.

8 & 9 Vic. cap. 69 ;
9 Vic. cap. 4.

the 31st of October, 1846.
General Draining Acts, 5 & b Vic. cap. oy ;

Return of Works in progress up to

Ntiiiiber of Men and Hoi

Employed durios; the mo:

I
uf Octoher.

Estimate Cost of the

Works.Name of Distriet.

Forty Districts in progress up to 30th b

tember, amounts carried forward from .

month’s Return . • • • • •

Aiinagh .... 1
Galway

.
_

.

JLoughs, Oughter, Sowna, Cavan, Leitrii

(and River Erne, and Longford

Youghal .... Cork . .

Mullyfarry . • • Mayo • •

Alick Mayo . .

Clonakilty . . • Cork • •

Owenkeagh . • Cork . •

Ratooragh . • • Cork
. ^

206,811 1,009

H None

2,148 3

Arrangements making
Ditto

Ditto

1,169
1

85

Arrangements making
Ditto

[Totals

Dally Average of Men Employed

Total Expenditure for October
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No. 3.

Glyde District. Drainage Commissioner's Office,

Castle-iellingJum, October 25, 1846.

We have had ^eat difficulties to encounter in our exertions to give employment, on
our Drainage Works during the last fortnight.

At Killany, every preparation was made for commencing the work vigorously, but, just
as the back or unwatenng drains were completed, the floods came down and have prevented
our doing any work of importance since.

At Maracloon. everything is under water, the floods there are so sudden and so easily caused,
that it is quite impossible we can do anything at present, preparations have been made for
unwatering the channel in the most judicious manner, but it is at present impossible to set one
man at work there.

At Lagan Bridge and Coolderry, our works were stopped of course, but I was able to make
arrangements on yesterday to start 60 men at excavation in new cuts.

At Mills of Louth, our dams were carried away and the works stopped for a considerable
time, hut we have now 100 men employed there.

At Mansfield’s Town, our dams were all carried away and the work stopped for several
days, but we are now woiidng there with 80 men.
On the Nobber Works we have encountered the same difficulties.

On all our works the men complain much of want of weekly payment, and they have been
greatly dissatisfied in the irregularity of the work during the late wet weather and high floods,
but this is of course, unavoidable.

^

The A rdee district has done its duty well during the late floods.
We are doing nothing of importance on the Pane District Works, the floods have been

so high. I have, &c.,

Samuel W. Roberts, District Engineer.

No. 4.

Drainage.
Ddnkillih Disteict. Buploymeet ey Task.

Loughrea, October 24, 1846.

I REGRET being obliged to state that it will be necessary to discontinue many of the
overseers in the above district

;
the workmen holding back from engaging in task work.

On Friday evening last, I left word with the overseer, and a number of the people who
were on the ground, where opposition was given to entry upon the lands, that I would be there
myself on the following morning to prevent resistance, and to open the works there fully, but
on my arrival, not a soul had come near the overseer, and not more than six or eight appeared
before I had completed the business with which I was engaged.
What has hitherto been done all through the distinct is very trifling, and not to be men

tioned in a measure where such opportunity exists for affording extensive employment.
The prices generally are beyond what more experience on the part of the workmen would

make necessary, as the awkwardness in the execution of our works is more apparent here,
than in any other locality that I have liad yet under my charge. * v

’

I would respectfully suggest to i he Board, that the Lord Lieutenant’s letter respecting task-
work being solely pei’mitted as the mode of giving employment to the people, should be spread
through the country as a printed hand-bill

; as many of those, who should "be the better
informed part of the inhabitants of this country, yet hope, that employment by the day must
again be had recourse to.

I have, &C-,
Joseph C. Walkei-, Secretary, Martin Farrell, District Enqineer.

l-c. ^c.

No. 5.

Drainage.

Copy for Monthly Report.

Report from William Fraser, District Engineer, as to Employment of the People.

Burris in Ossory, October 10, 1846.

With ref^’ence to your letter of yesterday’s date relative to emplcjying upon our
Works during the present and _ensuing_ month as many hands as it is practicable to engage,
1 have to state, that some days since, seeing the destitute state of the majority of the labourers
throughout the country, 1 acted in accordance with the spirit of your communication, by
directing that, until the Relief Works are opened, the overseers should employ a.s many hands
as it was possible to put upon the Works, selecting the most destitute.

Unless actually seen, it is difficult to form a correct conception of the wretched state in
which the labourers and many of the poor farmers noware. It is nof <z uery unusual thing
for men who have been only a few days on our Works, to work all day without eating one
morsel, but during the hours for breakfast and dinner, lie down behind a fence, unwillincf to be
seen by those who have something to eat. I have witnessed this myself, and my overseers
tell me it is of frequent occurrence.
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In sonie inslauces, I have endeavoured to divide the labour thus :—to give one set of men
work for a week, and take a fresh set during the next week; but it is a very difScult task to

carry out ;
still it can be done, and, although it is, for many reasons, an objectionable course,

and lessens the amount of individual henefit to many, yet, upon the whole, it keeps a greater

number from actual starvation.

So far as I am able to judge, the people are bearing their distress with wonderful patience.

Joseph C. Walker, Sea-etary, I have, &c..
Board of Works. William Fraser, District Engineer.

No. 6.

DrAIN.4GE.

Circular.

Sib, Office of Public Works, Dublin, October 15, 1846.

I AM directed by the Board to instruct you, in all cases of breach of the peace, dis-

turbance, riotous assemblage, intimidation meetings, threatening notices, combinations for

increase of wages, or accidents, upon the Works under charge, to report the same to the Board
without loss of time, so that the Board may not be left to receive the first accounts of such trans-

actions from pereons unconnected with the department.

For the purpose of insuring compliance with this order, you are requested to direct

all persons engaged under you to report immediately to you such occurrences, and, in cases of

emergency, they are to transmit a duplicate of their report directly to this office.

'

It is the Board’s desire, that without their sanction, the interference of police or military on
the Works be not called for by their engineers, except in very extreme cases, as it is desirable

that pei-sons employed under the Board, be controlled by the Board's Officers, and when
this is found insufficieirt, that either the offenders be dismissed or the Works suspended or

stopped.

By Order,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 7.

Drainage.
Circular.

Sir, Office of Public Works, Dublin, October 9, 1846.

I AM directed by the Commissioners of Public Works to direct, that during the present

month, and as long as the weather will permit in the ensuing month, you should employ as

many labourers in your several districts as practicable
;
having regard to the circular issued by

the Board, as to the "employment of the people.”

For the present, it is felt to be necessary to make the Drainage Works available to the

greatest possible extent, to relieve destitution, pending the completion of the arrangements for

commencing Relief Works, under the Act 9 & 10 Vic. cap. 107, and the arrival of foreign

grain; when, it is hoped, that these Works may, in their progress, bo restored to the ordinary

and more economical coui-se.

It is ordered, that care be taken throughout your various districts, to have the number of men
employed in all capacities, each day, most accurately ascertained

; and the weekly lists

furnished directly from the out stations, so as to arrive with certainty at this office, on each

Monday morning.

It is to be distinctly understood, that this order to afford increased employment is not under
any circumstances to justify the employment of the men by the day, or otherwise than by task

;

and that any attempt to resist employment by task be firmly met ;
and if persevered in, the

Works to be stopped.

I am, &c.,

To Engineers on Drainage Works. Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 8.

Drainage.

- Plant and Tools, and Local Employment in Construction of same.

Circular to District Engineers.

Sir, Office of Public Works, Dublin, October 15, 1846.

You are requested to take measures in time, for providing a sufficient stock of plant and
tool, for the execution of the Works in your charge, during the ensuing spring and summer;
and also to provide a store of such tools as may be requii-ed in other Drainage Works within

your neighbourhood, which are likely to be undertaken next spring and summer.
It is the Board’s desire, as far as practicable and consistent with economy, and the obtaining

well constracted and efficient tools, that you shoukl procure them in the country; and it is

conceived that, by taking care to be furnished with the most approved patterns from this office,

2 I 2
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and plans and specifications of the various kinds of tools required, you may gradually obtain

a great portion of what will be required during the ensuing three months, and that thereby,

useful and remunerative employment may be afi'orded to the tradesmen and mechanics of your

districts.
. r •

For this purpose, hand-bills describing the kind of tools required, and referring to patterns

to be seen at your central store, and to spedtications and drawings,* will be printed, and should

be posted up in the various towns and villages within or near your districts. In these hand

bills it is to be stated that, if the necessary tools be not supplied within the times agreed upon,

they will be obtained from Dublin, and thus the advantage of the employment which their

manufacture would afford will be lost to the neighbourhood.

The delivery of the tools at the store should be made a condition of every agreement.

Any toois which are required for districts in which the Works are in progress, or the final

notice has been issued, are to be paid for out of the funds specially raised for such distinct.

Any tools required to keep up the stock, or as provisions for works in districts where the

final notices shall not have been issued, are to be paid for out of the funds provided by the 51

sec. 9 Vic. cap. 4. The accounts of tools for each class of Works must therefore be kept

seijarate.
, o -if

You are requested to furnish, without delay, a list and estimate of tools, &c., required for

both purposes, in order that you may receive the Board’s authority, either for the purchase of

same, or for receiving them from central depots to be established, and of which you will be duly

apprised.

By Order,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

No. 9.

Monthly Report.

S,B District Drainage Office, Kinnegad, October 7, 1846.

I HAVE made use of every exertion to get the people to work on the Deel, county

Meath and Westmeath, so far as stating what those employed were able to earn, and getting

the channel unwatered for them.

There is room for 500 men now, if they were to be had, but there is some unfortunate notion

amongst them that the Government will give them money and not ask them to work for it at

the rivers, and that tlie old and feeble are to be the best paid.

I have provided an additional supply of barrows and planks, picks, &c., for that portion of

my district, so as to give every facility to the people to get employed.

I inclose a letter I received from the overseer in charge of the lower part of the Boyne, near

Trim, last night, from which it appears that the same spirit exists there as that I complain of

on the Deel
;
he slates, the men “ go about in groups to make a show.”

I sent off the notices relative to men leaving the works without permission, to get them

posted when most required.

I return Lord Westmeath’s letter inclosed.

I have, &c.

Richard A. Gray.

Extract from Letter of John Ellis, dated Drumdaly, Oct. 6, 1846, to R. A. Gray,
Esq., C. E.

“There is some mauceuvring and reluctance to work among the taskers that I cannot under-

“ stand. I believe that they are under the impression that the gentlemen or Government will

“ support them, and under that impression they go about in groups to make a show.
’

No. 10.

Drainage.

To the Tenantry on the Duke of Manchester’s Estate.

The Duke of Manchester, anxious to alleviate the distress which the failure in the potato

crop is likely to occasion, has directed me to make such arrangements as will provide employ-

meiitfor the tenants andcottiei-s on his estates in the execution of works which will be of per-

manentulility.
. i

Having himself already opened the principal water-courses on his property, the drainage of

the land has been greatly facilitated ; and his Grace now proposes to advance money, without

interest, to such tenants as are anxious to improve their farms by thorough draining, under the

direction of the Agricultural Inspector's; the sums so advanced to be repaid by ten yearly

instalments.

W hen it is borne in mind that thorough drainage, properly carried on, is found to repay the

expense in five years, by the increased value of the crops, the extension of the time for repay-

* Copies of the plans and specifications may be furnished to persons whose Tenders are accepted.
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raent to ten years will be found more than sufficient. I beg to call the attention of the small

farmers to the necessity of preparing their land irnmed.ately lor the ensuing

ofceedrve shall be provided, at hrst cost, to be repaid alter the hanest ol 1«47 ,
and to

those who prepare ground for parsnips, a portion of seed will be given, together with turnip

seed at tlie proper season, as hitherto, without any charge.

Tanira^ee Castle, Octolev 31, 1846. Hi^nry John Portf-r, Agent.

No. 11.

Drainage.

To the Tenantry on the Brownlow Estates.

I AM directed by Lord Lurgan to express to you. that he is not. unmindful of the respon-

sibility which, at all times, but especially under the present peculiar circumstsnces of the

country, attaches to him as a landed proprietor, and that he feels deeply anxious to al.eviate,

as far L possible, the evils which the failure of the potato crop is likely to oct^ion.

Having given the subject serious consideration, liis Lordship is of opinion, that it is luciim-

bent on liil to take such measures, as will provide employment for his tenants, and through

them for those resident on the estate, who are dependent on daily labour ffii then siipporb in

the execntion of works of present and permanent utility. Ihovough drainage appeals best

calculated for this purpose, as not only a highly re-productive work, but one which may be

immediately commenced, and by which the smallest farmer can employ himself and Ins family

ThI Jl-e^obiSL^^to thorough daainage Is, the want of capital, which Lord I.urgan now

nroposes to remove by the advance of the necessary tunds for the purpose, tree of luteiest

Ld^to be repaid in twenty annual instalments, being at the rate of one shilling in he pound

per annum and his Lordship will also, at his own expense, scour and deepen the existing water-

courses so’as to provide for the drainage of the lands when you consider that Je aboto

proposal is. in Lt, a free grant of h&f the cost of thorough drainage, and of the entire

expense of improving the main water-courses, I hope that such of you, as are impressed with

the imnortance of improving your farms, and of co-operatmg for the mitigation of 'h® piessure

by (he^employment of the fabouring class, will avail yourselves of hts Lordship s liberal offer

Sidfas h is^t no small personal sacrifice; and I have to request that you will, without

delay inform me of the extent of drainage which you are willing to undertake tins season.

The^regulations under which the Works are to be executed, and any further inloimafion,

can be obtained by application to me at the office.

No. 12.

Barony of Farney, County Monaghan.

Office of Public Works, Dublin, October 6, 1 846.

On receipt of the Lord Lieutenant's memorandum from Colonel Jones, on the evening

of the 1st instan? I proceeded to this barony, and before 2 o’clock on the 2nd had travelUd

over the greater portFon of the eastern and northern part of it. Finding, then that o"®
P‘^y.overxncgiea V _ M'Gowan, &c., had not returned from Dublin, 1

dev“edX Liainder^of the day to travelling through the centre and western p^
barony; and on the following morning before breakfast, I visited most of the southern pait

...» .y el.h„ pa«y, I wa. c„ab.., .. a

considerable extent, to see and judge of the present state of the country.

Facts as to Farney, ascertained from Public Documents and this Inspection.

No. 1. Land, 66.334 statute acres.

Value, 43,411^. according to general valuation, and independent of houses, two-

tliirds of the value of which is 2984^.
, ^ sqa* nr

Population, in 1841— (including the town of Carrickmacross,)-8865 families, or

44,107 souls.

No 2 The workhouse is in Carrickraacross, the chief toivii of the barony. The Umon con-

tabs the wMe Cr* except a small divisioa at Im.ishkeen, anti has also •" E
tains rue wnoie oaro y, y Prorvmnip The Workhouse can accommodate 500
Division in the adjoining barony of Cremoii

. ond that was before the present
persons; but 260 is the ireatest number that was ever in it, and that was belore ttie present

several momlis in the house ;
severll idiots are also permanently m the house. 29 peisons were
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c'dmiMed last week, making the above total 189 ;
new clotlies are being made in anticipation

ot many more inmates being added.
No. 3. There were no Relief Works undertaken in this barony last year. Mr. Roberts,

our engineer for the Glyde Drainage Works, states that few or none of the men in this barony
have sought employment on the works in operation along its boundary.

4. The greater portion of the barony is held by two proprietors—the Marquess of Bath
and Mr. Shirley (see accompanying map, with the several estates coloured thereon, and the
Schedule annexed). The proprietors of more than nine-tenths of the barony, it is understood,
have signified their desii'e and assent to employ all the people requiring employment in works
of drainage.

No. 5. The Dundalk and Enniskillen line of railway runs through the eastern and northern
part of the barony (in the former of which is situate the land the proprietors of which have
not yet determined to afford drainage employment), and it is stated that the Works are now
being actively commenced.

No. 6. The barony is crowded with roads, as appears form the plan * and my inspection
;

all
the leading roads are good and sufficient, so also are most of the bye-roads. There appears
to be but litttle room for use/ul employment in relation to roads, excepting, perhaps, some
repairs, providing additional metalling, and opening side drains or fences.

No. 7. The potato crop is gone; the people, however, continue to digout regularly whatever
portion is edible or fit for pigs, fowl, &c. In almost every potato field I saw them so
occupied; the produce, when not rotted, consists of very small potatoes; these are not
matured in their formation and scarcely fit for food. In many of the smaller holdings this
supply is exhausted; in others, I would say, It may last for a fortnight to a month, or even
more.

It appeared to me, as compared with other districts, that but a small breadth was sown with
potatoes last year. I saw an estimate which stated it at 6000 acres.

In some places on the Shirley estate, near Carrickmacross, the people have covered whole
fields of potato ground with young York cabbage plants, which are in very fine condition; there
is also a good deal of turnips, and some clover grown in the barony.
The greater portion of the land in the barony is devoted to tillage, chiefly corn crops. The

oats are stated to be a light crop
; the barley below an average

; the wheat a fair crop.
The holdings are small, as might be anticipated from the ratio of inhabitants to acres

; and,
as may be seen from the accompanying analysis of the i-ental of one estate of about 2500
holdings by recognised ” tenants, there being about 1000 more on the same lands holdim^
subdivisions.

°

Almost every tenant’s haggard is well filled, ha\ ing, on the average, from 6 to 12 corn
stacks.

In one house, on a farm of three acres, where the potatoes were still in use, I found a very
large supply of oatmeal in sacks near the fire, and some stacks in the haggard.
No. 8. There are several mills in the barony which appear to be at full work; one near

Innislikeeii, grinding barley for the farmers for food; others grinding oats. Mr. Shirley’s mills
are working day and night grinding oats at 6d. per cwt., and wheat at It?, per stone, which are
deemed low rates of charge.

In several places I found the people threshing and winnowing their corn to sell during
the present high prices. There is, no doubt, at present, an abundance of food (independent of
potatoes) in the barony

;
but, of course, it is not available to all.

Barony of Famey, County Monaghan,
October 3, 1846.

Analysis of recognized Tenants on the Marquis of Bath’s Estate.

No.
Rent not exceeding £l . . . 195

,, 2 ... 223
,, 3 ... 240
,, 4 ... 290
,, 6 ... 443
,, 8 ... 344

10 . . . 218
12 ... 136

,, 16 ... 170
20 ... SO

About 1000 more on these lands holding subdivisions, and not known as recognised tenants.

No. 9. hliich of the southern part of the barony is included in the Glyde Drainage Dis-
trict, and will afford, during the existence of moderately diy weather, and again next spring,
much employment in opening the main drains and other works, say, on the a\°erage, for 12b
men per day. These works commence to-morrow.

_

No. 10. 1 he agents of the Shirley and Bath estates have commenced affording employment
in opening main drains, employing the people at U. per day. They state that several farmei's

• Roads have been made since the suiTey was completed.

i\0.

Pent not exceeding £24 ... 52

, , 28 . . 22
, , 40 ... 42
,, 50 . . . 14

, , 60 . . . 4
, , 70 . . . 1

, , 80 ... 14

Total . . . 2488
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have agreeil to this. I saw some of these parties at work in effecting very desirable improve-
ments. I have no account of the number so employed.
The dispute, or question for decision is—shall an extraordinary Presentment Sessions

be called for this barony or not ?

The Rev. E. M'Gowaii, Roman Catholic clergyman, and otliers, on the 1st instant
presented a Memorial to his Excellency, pressing tliat such a sessions should be called. Mr
Morant and Mr. Kennedy, agents for Mr. Shirley and Lord Bath's estate, presented a counter
Memorial, offering to employ all the people in drainage, as set forth in the accompanying copy
of their suggestions and printed papers marked (A); in one of which the utility of the proposed
drainage works is very fully and fairly stated, and contrasted with works which are not essen-
tial or reproductive.

All these gentlemen, with the Rev, Mr. MuliigaUj Mr. Barry of the constabulary, some
other gentlemen, whose names 1 did not take down, and three farmers brought’ by the
Rev. E. M'Gowan, met at the hotel in Carrickniacross, about 12 o’clock on the 3rd inst, and
discussed the subject fully for neaidy three hours.

On the part of the proprietors, it was offered that all the parties actually requiring employ-
ment should receive it

;
first, in opening the main drains and boundaries; and, secondiv, in

thorough drainage of the lands req';iring it, upon the farmers assenting thereto.
The Rev. E. M'Gowan, on the other hand, stated that the people would, under no circum-

stances, consent to employment in drainage, eitlier conducted pi-ivately by the proprietors, or
under any Act of Parliament; tlmt they would have no works but Public Works under the
Labour Rate Act; would consent to no otiier; and if these were not granted, the peace of the
country would be endangered.

Having explained that any threatened breach of thepeace would be met, while it could not decide
the argument, and pressed him for reasons for the apparently unwise course which he advocated
he admitted that he was not stating his own convictions, but felt bound to put forwai-d and press
the views of his parishioners; that he had himself explained to the people the advantno-e
of drainage and reproductive work as compared with the alteration of roads, but they would
have no drainage

;
the farmers would not consent to it, and thus the labourers would be imera-

ployed. I'he farmers ^vould not consent to have their rents raised, or to pay 5 per cent, on
the expenditure.

Seeing that the difficulties chiefly arose from want of confidence, I asked Mr. Morant and
Mr. Kennedy, the agents of Mr’ Shirley and the Marquess of Bath, what pledge would
be given, in the event of a sessions not being called, that employment w'ould be afforded and
payments regularly made in cash, without deduction, to the labourers. Both gentlemen offered
to secure these objects by placing the estates under the DrainageAct to the extent of 20 OOOf,
and thus placing the control of employment, payment, &c., in the Board of Works.

* '

This undertaking, with lengthened explanations given by me as to the operation of the Act,
seemed, in a great measure, to satisfy most of the persons present, except the Rev. E. M'Gowan*
who stopped one of the farmers when expressing his approval of the course.
The Rev. Mr, M'Gowan then proposed as public works, in case a Presentment Sessions

should be called, a branch railway from Carriclcmaci'oss to the Enniskillen and Dundalk line,
about 5 miles distant, at an expense of from 15,000/. to 30,000/. ; the formation of a reservoir
and works to supply the town of Carrickmacross with water

;
and the cutting down of some hills

on roads in the barony.

The branch railway was veiy generally admitted to be useful; and, if any such work should
be required in the barony, in addition to’Drainage Works, I consider it the most useful sug-
gested. The second project, as to supply of water to the town, is embarrassed with engineering
and legal difficulties

;
and as to roads, even the advocates of such works found great difficulty

in proposing useful measures, having stated many, which, from my examination, appeared to
be wholly unnecessary works.
The ground of opposition and the difficulties of the case appear, on the whole, to be :

1st. Want of confidence by the tenants in the landlords that the employment will be
sufticienlly diffused and extensive; that the payments will be made regularly in cash
without deduction; and the rent equitably adjusted.

2ndly. To such a length is the fear of any increase of rent carried, that the farmers
ignorantly preferred to take chance for their liability to pay half the principal, with
interest, under the Labour Rate Act for almost useless works, sooner than be liable to pay
interest only on the expenditure of drainage, which would greatly enhance the value
of their holdings.

3rdly. That a great portion of the tenants hold at will; and, therefore, even under
Drainage Acts, would not have the increase of rents adjusted by the Commissioners: this
objection was raised, though it is understood that the “ tenant right ” exists in this barony.

Having thus reported all the prominent facts of the case, and considering the dense population
of tile district, the necessity of providing, in future years, increased supply of other food in lieu
of the potato

;
and the want of lands to be reclaimed, or added to the producing surface in the

district, it is submitted, as essential, to devote every shilling of expenditure to reproductive
labour, in increasing the fertility and productiveness of the soil.

As the proprietary of the barony have volunteered to effect this important object for them-
selves and their tenantry, it is submitted that it would be essentially for the benefit of the
people themselves to encourage and support the proprietors to a sufficient extent to meet the
destitution, if guaranteed by the measures being effected either under the control of the
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Drainage Acts, or some modifications of the Labour Rate Act, which would admit of the exe-

cution of such works.
. , , ,i . • *1. . ^ c . 1.

'I'he parties originally opposed to this course were reminded that, m the eient or the neces-

sary amount of employment not being afforded, it would be competent for the Government at

any time to call a Presentment Sessions for Public Works.
^ (Signed) Wm. T. Mulvaxt.

Since the above was written, formal applications for drainage to the amount of 20,000Z. have

been received.

(A.)

To the Landholders and Labouring Population in the Barony of Farney.

Carrickmacross, September 26, 1846.

The landowners, clergy, and other gentry of your barony, who assembled m Camek-

macross on the 18th instant, to consider the best means for affording relief to the lahmnng

populaHan of this district, unanimously agreed tiiat two courses inay be made avmlable for

lining that important object, the one by what is termed the Pubhe Works or Labour Act,

the other by proposed employment in the drainage of your lands, either by the piopiietors or

under the Drainage Act.
, , .... . ,u ^

Your permanent as well as temporar}’ interest commanded earnest attention at that meeting;

one and all desired that mere employment should not be the object, but that productive em-

ployment, alike profitable to the labourer and beneficial to tlie land, should bo_^soughl. It was

!he?erore resolved upon that your interest would be best consulted, by the "dopl.on of measures

which would afford employment in drainage, without recourse to the Public Works or Labour

^ The public works fo be performed under the Labour Act, would consist in such works as

cultinc^ down hills and filling hollows, if any roads in your barony could afford the slightest

shadow of excuse for such employment; when that source of expenditure ceases new county

•roads must be made, i-unning perhaps parallel with the old roads, and probably not affording

facilities of intercourse greater than the admirable lines of communication your barony at pre-

sent boasts of. Power is vested in the Board of Works (on the adoption of the Labour Act)

“ to enter into, take, and acquire all such ground as may he necessary for making any such

roads or other works.” True it is, the Treasury will advance the amount necessary to delray

the immediate outlay ;
but true it also is, that the same must be repaid by the barony with into-

rest, under compulsory presentment, by half-yearly instalments. In what position shall >
011 be

placed on those public works being performed. Your lands largely incumbered, wUhout the

expenditure having been made upon the land that is to liquidate the debt, without a single acre

-of vour land bein<r rendered more productive, the outlay and interest thereon must, in the words

of the Act, be “applotted, raised, and levied upon and from the occupiers of, and other persons

rateable in respect of lands.”
, ,, . • • ,.1. i

Several proprietors purpose giving employment to the labouring population m the drainage

of lands, defraying the expense thereof, and charging at the rate ol 5 per cent, per annum upon

the outlay fo he incurred, the capital never to be called for.
_

Tlic Drainao-e Act provides for the main and thorough draining of comparatively unproduc

tive lands, and” enants, who, with the landowners, desire to have the same improved under this

Act may drain on an equitable system, as the proportion of rent-charge payable by the tenant

may afterwards be decided by the Commissioners of Drainage.

Under the Public Works or Labour Act, any extraordinary expenditure in your barony is

unnecest'arv, improvident, and unproductive, as it adds to taxation without affording any corre-

sponding benefit, or the means for repaying the outlay. Drainage, however, is desirable; it

improves the land, increases the produce, remunerates for all outlay, and affords resources tor

relief to tlie country, if any visitation similar to the present ensues.

The proposed drainage diminishes want by increased produce.

The proposed Public Works will increase want by increased taxation, without yielding

produce.

The relief from Public Works is temporary.

The relief from drainage will be enduring.

The Public Works affoj^l inconvenient employment, obliging labourers to attend at a great

distance from their homes.

Drainage brings employment to the labourer at his own door.

Employment on Public Works must be restricted to the able-bodied.
_

Much of the drainage details may be performed by the other members of the family m occu-

pation of the land.
. , ,

. v„

Public Works impose an unrestricted tax on every ratepayer m the barony tor years, wne-

ther they assent or not.
. , -.u *1 •

Drainage imposes only a restricted percentage on those whose lands are improved with tlieir

own assent.
.

The Public Works Rate is compulsory, without direct beneficial return.

The Public Works Act reduces the labourers' wages nearly 17 per cent.

Employment in drainage renders unnecessary any reduction in wages.
^

, j
Oiihehalf of the Committee for promoting Reproductive Employ-

(bigned)
of the Labouring Population in the barony of Famey.

T. Kennedy.
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2ndly. A complaint from Lord De Freyne that some of his tenants were not employed on

the Public Works. I findj as reported to me by the engineer in his neighbourhood, that no

presentment had been made for Public Works at the time, and therefore no men could be

employed.

Captain Flude, lf>th November, 1846.

—

Monaghan.

I fear the prsssure on the Public Works in this county is likely to be greater than was anti-

cipated, in spite of all I can do TO keep the lists of the destitute as small as possible. The
fact is, instead of assisting the Government operations by the private employment of the people,

they seem to me to be throwing them entirely on the Public Works; previously to the com-

mencement of the woi'ks they continued to employ a few, but now that they have got the excuse

of the Public Works they never hesitate in recommending them to go there for employment.

To check this as much as possible I attend the Committees whenever I can, and personally

examine each claimant; this necessarily occupies a great deal of my time, and has prevented

me giving so much attention to the work as I would wish to, but the former duty I feel to be so

imperative, and of so much consequence, that 1 trust the Board will view it in the same light.

There has been a strong effort made to get the small farmers on the works ; this I ha\'e

thi-own every discouragement on, for reasons it would be too long to enter into at present. I

find it often a very difficult matter to maintain my ground, and in some instances I have

been obliged to give in. I am happy to say the country is almost free from acts of outrage.

Captain Carey, \5th November, 1846.

—

Mayo East.

Tuesday. \0th.—I visited No. 9, Burrishoole, on which about 170 men are employed by
task, Mr. Gillespie, pay-clerk. The work done was only moderate. There were no complaints of

irregularity of payment. I also went (in company with the county surveyor) to the island of

Innisboffin. And on that evening and the following morning inspected the proposed works (45

and 46 MurrisU), which need only be improvements on the ti-acks Tvhieh already exist, witli

some small additions. There are at present only two small carts on this island. The inhabi-

tants chiefly support themselves by fishing, which was good last season, and will recommence
about January. I left 100 tickets for these roads.

Thursday, 12fA.—I visited Murrisk, No. 21, on which were about 100 men working by

task
;
also on No. 23, 100 men

;
and on No. 29, 100 men : in the same barony. Mr. Farrcdl,

pay-clerk. The work on No. 23 was satisfactory. On 29 the men had not been divided properly

into gangs
;
had no tasks set them ;

and there was no overseer. There were no complaints of

delay in payment. I also visited No. 1, Burrishoole, about 150 men working by task; and

revisited No. 9, Burrishoole, where an improvement was apparentsince Sunday; Mr. Gillespie,

pay-clerk of these two Tvorks. No complaint of delay. I was dissatisfied with the whole of

the above work except 23, Murrisk. The quantity of work done was small; and, if strictly

measured and properly rated, would not prove an equivalent for the wages for which the men
have been returned, averaging from 8rf. to Is. as three-fourths. The county surveyor has

called the attention of the assistant engineer to these irregularities in properly strong terms.

Saturday, 14#A.—Committee for parish of Aughagowan and Tslandeady, barony of Bur-

rishoole. The Committee has not yet adopted the proper system of registration, and (conse-

quently on each application for names a squabble arises among the priests for their share; who
having settled this, hand in their own lists, which are generally adopted.

I have, during the week, issued tickets for the following number of works :

—

Erris, 4 weeks, 160 tickets;

Tyrawley, 3 weeks, 205 tickets

;

Burrishoole, 7 weeks, 365 tickets

;

Murrisk, 2 weeks, 100 tickets.

There are districts in which an increase is still required, but as a general rule this may be

made gradually, and among the number for whom tickets are already issued, many occasions

must occur as information is received enabling those to be put off the works who do not require

such assistance.

Those members of the different families not employed on the Public Works, or otherwise

working for him, do not appear to devote any of their time to the improvement of their own
holdings. The only sign of private activity is the erection of a few small mills in different

districts.

Captain Ainslie, \ith November, 1846.

—

Galway.

Remarks.—The people around the new forest roads, barony of Killian, have exhibited a

disposition to force Aemselves on the work, and tried to intimidate Mr. Joseph Shaw, assistant

engineer, into a compliance with a demand to raise their wages at task-woik
;
the conducting

engineer, Mr. Kempster, has taken the scale offered into consideration, and will act accord-

ingly. I have instructed Mr. Shaw to be guided by the Lord Lieutenant’s letter of the 15tli

October, 1846, if violence is resorted to, or definite threats of it
;
and I wrote to Lord Ffrencli,

calling the attention of the Committee to some irregularities. The barony of J^eitrini is in-

clined to be disturbed towards its lower side next county Clare. The markets are falling.

[b. w.j 2 B
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Around St. Mary, barony Kiliiaii, adjacent to the city of Roscommon, the people repudiate
task-work, and some have refused the wages. I have had no complaint of the overseer.

The increasing demands from Relief Committees, for tickets on the augmenting number of
roads, as the conducting engineers put them in hand, has hitherto precluded any extended
visits to the different works on my part, and with duties that keep myself and two clerks closely

engaged from morning to late at night, it is at present impracticable to make an efficient in-

spection to the more distant parts of my district-government and the baronies of Leitrim, Bal-
lymoe, Tiaquin, Dunkellin, without suspending the issue of tickets, and the large corre-
spondence I am daily engaged in. Earnestly as 1 would desire to visit the works, I am quite
precluded from so doing by the employment, w Inch never ceases, of selecting labourers from lists

for 11 baronies, and issuing the corresponding tickets to the amount of many thousands, which
are daily enlarging.

Lieutenant Hamilfouy \ 5th November, 184-3.

—

King's County.

On all these occasions I inspected every work in progress along the several roads, and ascer-

tained that neither the overseers nor the workmen had any complaints to make. I also inquired
whether the men’s wages had been regularly paid, which, with one exception, I found had been
duly attended to

;
this exception was at Ballingar. I gave directions to the pay-clerk (Mr.

Rieliard Wdlis) on the subject, and on visiting the work a second time on Friday I found all

correct.

I am happy to say that the best feeling continues to exist among the labourere, and that
generally speaking they are working well, and fully aware that theii’ rate of pay depends on
their own exertions.

I am in constant, communication, both personally and in writing, with nearly every gentleman
in the King’s County, and I liave not heard any complaints from them as to any difficulty in

getting labourers when they require them, although if such wei'e to exist it can hardly bo
wondered at, as the rate of wages which the men on the Public Works earn, provided they work
hard, (from Is. to Is Zd. per diem,) is higher than what they could obtain from any faimier in

the county, the price of provisions having had but little effect on wages. Some of those who
gave M. a-day now give lOd.

;
and some who gave lOcf. now give Is.; however I have pointed

out to Relief Committees, as you will perceive by a circular which I have addressed to them,
(hereto annexed,) that on no account must the Public Works interfere with the usual farm ope-
rations for the season.

Fourteen persons have been dismissed from the Public Work.s in this county last week, in

consequence of their having other means of support.
There is no railroad for which an Act of Parliament has been obtained in the King’.s Countv,

therefore we shall not be able to take advantage of the memorandum on that subject which”l
received on the I3th instant.

It is quite impossible that any unproductive works can be uiidertakeu without ruiiihig nearly
every landlord in this county, many of whom are not now receiving their rents, and will find it

difficult to pay even the present tax.

P.S.—Could you send me from your office a list of works which' have been altogether

rejected by the Commissioners for this county, it is very necessary that I should know this,

with reference to your letter to me of the 24th ultimo.

Lieutenant Downham, \4th November, 1846.— Waterford.

November Ath.—Received my appointment, and started the same evening for Dungarvan.
November 5th.—Ariived at Dungarvan at 9 o’clock, a.m. I spent the whole day with Captain

Peebles in visiting people connected with the duty.

November &th.—Filling up relief tickets and answering correspondence.

November 7th.—Office work and attending Relief Committee.
November Wi.—Attended Court-house for four or five hours with secretary of Relief Com-

mittee, taking names of fishermen to be employed on the Public Works ; office work.
November ‘dth.—Office work all day.

November lOiA.— Inspected quarries and found too many quarry men employed, and the
quarry men’s wages too high, viz., Is, 6<i. per day; ordered them to be reduced to Is. 3d.
throughout the barony, and the number of quarry-men reduced

; office work.
November llt/i.—Thirteen quarry-men put on labourers’ wages, in consequence of my pre-

vious day’s orders, in two quarries near the town
;

office work. Visiting priest at Kilrosenti

;

had a long conversation with him on the subject of a letter he wrote to Sir Thorns Ross, men-
tioning a case of a man dying of starvation in his district. Found, on inquiry, that no coroner’s
inquest was held on the body, and no doctor could state that want of food was the cause of
death. The man died of fever. Cautioned Mr. Casey, the priest, about writing letters of the
kind. Found several men employed on the roads in the district- receiving lOd. for self and
'2s. 6d. for a horse and dray. Ordered that when a horse from a house at 2s. M. was em-
ployed, that no other work should be given to that house. Pound, in one or two cases, two or
three of a family employed from a house at lOrf. a-day. Ordered that not more than a man
at lOrf. and a boy at 6d. should be employed from the same house. Found that more of the
roads in the district had not been paid regularly; reported the circumstance to Mr. Owen and
Mr. Hyde; office work in the evening.

November \2th.—Office work.
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November \Zth.—Attended at Kilrosenti, where a Relief Committee meeting was appointed

lo be lield
;
the only person in attendance, Mr. Casey, P.P.

;
found that some roads in the

neighbourhood were still unpaid. Attended meeting of landed proprietors and magistrates of

the county ;
heard things stated that Sir Thomas Ross and myself thought should be inquired

into. Made arrangements to start the following morning for Dublin, so as to receive an

ansv\er in time for an extraordinary presentment sessions at Lismore, on Monday, 16th

November.

Captain Dill, \bth November, 1846.— Limerick.

I have the honour to report to the Relief Commissioners, that on Monday last I attended a
meeting of the Relief Committee, at Broadford, at which complaints were made against an

overseer on the Kiiocktoosh-road, which complaints 1 investigated, and found them, for the

most part, gi'oundless. In some points the man had gone wrong through ignorance, and I, of

course, pointed out to him his duty, and gave him strict directions for his guidance in future.

Lieutenant Bluderson, November \oth, 1346.— Wicklow.

Saturday, \Ath.—I am to meet the Kilcoole Relief Committee to-morrow morning, after-

wards purpose crossing to attend a meeting of the Blessington Relief Committee, and owing

to the very strong representations made to me by the chairman and members of the Tinehaly

Relief Committee. I did not like to keep the people without work (if they choose to have it)

on Monday ; I, therefore, hope the Commissioners will not disapprove of my not having, in this

instance, issued each ticket myself. Earl Fitzwilliam, 1 am told, has been down in Shillelagh

last week making arrangements for the employment of a great many men labourers in the

improvement of his estate. On this account 50 to whom I had previously given tickets (on

the representation of the Committee that they were only temporarily employed by Mr.
Chalonor, his Lordship’s agent) have given back their tickets, out of a list of 343 ; I selected

50 really destitute men to be employed in their place, so there are now 404 with labour tickets

in the town and neighbourhood of Tinnahaly ;
there would have been a much longer list of

applicants for employment had not Lord Fitzwilliam employed a great many extra hands. I

have just heard from the inspecting engineer, that he has set the works agoing in Wicklow

North, Mount Kennedy, Ashford, and Rathmore. I anticipate some little opposition to

working by task in Wicklow.

Captain Handcock, November \Ath, 1846.

—

Fermanagh.

Bemarks.—^I'he farming operations are going on in some of the baronies, but mostly tiie

farmers have discharged their labourers, indeed, I believe I may say, all the farmers have, and

are now trying to work their own farms
;

in there seem to be more people at worlc than

in the other baronies. About Garrison there is nothing doing (barony of Maheraboy); the clay

I was there the men holding 10. 16, and 20 acres of ground were all standing with their hands

in their pockets, waiting for tickets for employment on the Public Works
;

trac'elling through

the county I see a quantify of corn in stacks.

Captain Ogle, Novembei- lAth, 1846.— Tipperary.

Monday, November 9#A,—Visited the work at Loughloher-hiil, with the view of ascertaining

the truth of a report made to me by the Cahir Relief Committee, that thiee horses and carts,

the property of persons not requiring relief, were employed there, and without proper tickets.

Found the report had been well founded ;
ordered the carts to be struck off the list of employ-

ment.

Visited work No. 4, repairing the Cahir footpath, barony Iffa and Offa West, and investi-

gated the circumstance of the supply of gravel for that work, to which my attention had been

drawn by the Relief Committee of Cahir. Ascertained that a cheaper and better gravel coidd

be obtained, which was brought to the notice of Mr. Jones, with the view of having the thing

rectified.

The Cahir Relief Committee is certainly exerting itself in order to prevent abuses on tiie

Relief Works.
November l8th.—In consequence of a note received this morning from the chairman of the

Newcastle Relief Committee, stating that, in addition to the persons to whom tickets liad been

issued, there were many others in a great state of destitution, I visited the locality, and con-

sideriitg it called for, determined, after consulting with Mr. Jones, to have additional men put

on the works sanctioned.

I visited the working parties on the new road that is being opened between Clogbeen and

Cahir.

The labourers employed on this work amounted, according to the previous weeli’s pay-list, to

1,100
;
and I have reason to believe many of these are persons not in need of relief, so that I

have made arrangements for scrutinizing the claims of each on Monday next. Nothing could

exceed the idleness manifested by the movements of these hundreds of men. The stewards

appeared to have but little control over their charge. Many were observed smoking.
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Captain Lardner, \Ath Novemher, 1846.

—

Leitrim.

On Monday, the 9th instant, 1 was present at the meeting of the Kinlough Relief Corn

mittee, and issued tickets for the labourers about to be employed on the works in that

district.

On Tuesday, the 10th instant, I attended at the re-establishment of the Drumkeeran Relief

Committee; and having been directed by the Commissioners to recommend some work in the

barony of Drumahaire, calculated to give employment to the destitute poor, I visited the

localities of two which were passed at the late presentment sessions held at Manorharailton,

on the 24th September, 1846, viz. No. I, to make a new line of road from the house of Luke

Kelagher, in the townland of Killadesket, to meet the new line of road at Aughrim, in the

townfand of Altem, lOOOZ. No. 2, to make a line of road from the glebe in Derrywillem, in

the road leading from Drumkeeran to Dourg, to Lough Allen, at the townland of Corry, and

to form a quay, 200Z.

I reported on the above projects on the same day.

On Thursday the 12th instant, I was present at the meeting of the Manorhamilton Relief

Committee, and issued additional tickets for some of the works that are now being out in that

district. On this day I visited the Public Works that are in progress in the neighbourhood of

Manorhamilton. They are being carried out satisfactorily. The labourers work, some by the

day, others by the task.

bn Friday, the 13th instant. I attended the meeting of the Drumahaire Relief Committee,

and issued tickets for the labourers to be employed on the Public Works in that locality
;

it

was reported to me by the Rev. Mr. Boland, the Chairman of the Committee, that a man died

in the neighbourhood of starvation on the day before.

On Saturday, the 14th, 1 visited the works that are being carried out in the district of

Glencar, marked Nos. 2, 8, ami 17, in the schedule of the works sanctioned for the barony of

Rossclogher, which are progressing satisfactorily.

Captain Hart, \5th November, 1846.

—

Louth-

Monday, 9th, at Dundalk, and went afterwards to Mell, but was too late for the Com-
mittee, my hired horse at Ardee being lame.

Tuesday, 10th, at Cullen; Wednesday, llth, at Fermonfeekin; Thursday, 12th, at Darver;

Friday, 13th, at Ardee; Saturday, 13th, at Ballymascauten.

And I also visited works in some of these localities.

At Cullen, Darver, Ardee, and Ballymascauten, I liad every person before me, and investi-

gated each one’s circumstances and claims for employment on the Relief W orks. At the two

last-named places my investigation has not nearly terminated. I have already struck off

numbers of persons from employment on the works, many of whom I ascertained to be in

most comfortable circumstances, possessing land, staclis of com, cattle, sheep, and Iwrses and

caiis.

My proceedings will, I am persuaded, put down not only a very serious abuse, but also an

unnecessary outcry in some places for increased employment.

The printed form of report only reached me yesterday, but my next week’s report shall be

duly framed in conformity with your instructions.

Captain H. W. Gordon, \ith November, 1846.— West Riding, Cork.

Thursday, also visited No. 25, in West Division East Carberry, in order to satisfy

myself as regards a report that I had received, viz. that 640Z. had to be expended in actually

undoing what had been done.

“I'lie overseer has been suspended, and he says he carried out the assistant engineer s direc-

tions, which the assistant engineer says he never gave. 1 have referred it to the county

surveyor.

All the works in my district are (with the exception of very few) under task-work, and going

on quietly, and the people apparently much pleased with the change. One difficulty occurs

among the men respecting their stewards, since they wish to change them as soon as another

person offers them anything to elect them
;

this I prevented as far as I could. 1 recommend

also that something be decided on in No. 5, in Bere.

My sole reason for recommending so many extensive works in this barony Is, that I am in

possession of the lists of destitute (checked as far as I can), and there remains a great number

of persons still unemployed.
It would be inadvisable, during this time of the year, to bring the labourers a farther

distance than can be avoided, and the circumstance of having many men assembled upon any

u-ork, not only throws great difficulty in the way of setting tasks, but is injudicious, from the

lact that, being in nunmers they know their power, and ai’e apt to do things that they would

not otherwise dare to attempt.

I shall be at Macroom, where there is much distress, on Friday next, the 20th November,

after the sessions, and hope by that time I may receive the sanction of the following works,

more especially about Macroom, and in the parish of Macloneigh.

I have taken the sumsfor three monthsfrom the lists in my possession.
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H. N. Greenwell, \4th Novembe}-, 1846.—JVoriA Kerry.

Monday and Tuesday, and 10?A.—I remained in Tralee, attended the Relief Com-

mittee and issued tickets for several works in my district.

Wednesday, llf/i.—I proceeded to Killarney for the purpose of giving over maps, schedules,

&c to Captain Labalmondiere, on his taking charge ot works in South Kerry.

Thursday ^ Listowel, and afterwards visited the improvements in the town

of ListoweLNo. 19 schedule for Irraghticonnor. and also No. 8, on which a large number of

persons are employed
;
and, as will be seeii.on reference to the annexed reciuisition, nearly the

ivliole sum sanctioned has been expended.
^ , ,

Friday, I proceeded to Tarbert, attended the Relief Committee, made some neces-

sary arrangements, and afterwards inspected the following works barony of Irraghti-

counor The numbers are those of the sanction schedule, Nos. 12, 18, 21, oo.

Task-work has been partially introduced
;
and these four works being of such a nature as

to admit of its being general, it might have been supposed that every man employed would

have wished to enjoy the increased pay, but owing to some deep-rooted prejudices such has

not been the case, and the majority still prefer being paid according to the old system.

Saturday, I went to O’Dorney and Ardfert for the purposes ot attending the Relief

Committee and of examining into complaints made to me of the conduct of several stewards

employed on Public Works in this neighbourhood.
, , . ,

There has been some irregularities in the baronies of Irraghticonnor and Clanmaurici.

chiefly caused by the want of proper overseers, and it would, 1 think, be advisable to make

some change in the superintendance. At present they are both in Mr. Mitcliell s district, but

on account of his time being greatly taken up with the laying out of new works, and the great

extent of country to he traversed, when visiting 66 relief roads and 10 grant, it is quite impos-

sible that he can exercise the close supervision required already in consequence of the minute

direction
;
several complaints have been made of the conduct of stewards in this district, am

generally not without foundation.

Captain Oldenkam, \A.th November, 1846.— Tyrone.

Friday.— to Gortin, at the request of one of the magistrates, who represented that the

people were much in want of work
;
on arrival found not half a dozen men prepared to work,

and little or no appearance of distress.

Lieutenant Miller, R.E., Uth November, \S4S.—Nenagh District, County
^

Tipperary.

The return of men, &c. employed during the week ending 6th November, is as follows

Upper Ormond . • 1172j

Lower Ormond . . 1660
1

^.2Q4
Owney and Arra - . liob

Garrycastle . • • 1 1 4 J

By a strange coincidence this number corresponds exactly with that of the previous week,

althoucrh I was under the impression that we had many more men employed this week
;

but

it is impossible to judge by the lists sent out, of the number actually at work
;

for instance,

at one work in the barony of Owney and Arra, only 55 out of a list of 80 made their appeal -

ance
;
indeed, there is scarcely a work where we can get the requisite number without revising

FrJm the inspection I have made of some of the works in progress, and the reports of the

engineer® in charge of baronies, the works appear to be progressing favourably, the men

working by task wherever it is possible to give it to them, and the payments made witlim the

week, but not with the regularity as to the exact days, which I hope will be established imme-

diately, when the pay-clevks recently appointed get fairly to work.
r -r, v r

I have received several communications, in some instances from members ot Keliet Com-

mittees themselves, informing me of the abuses that exist in the preparation^ oi the lists ot

recommendations. I fear we shall never arrive at the really destitute, witliout Irequent

revision of the lists, a measure unfortunately that raises a most serious obstruction to task work.

Lieutenant J. D. Telfer, R.A., Itth November.—Limerick.

Tuesday, November lOit/i.—Attended a meeting of the Kilfinane Relief Committee, wlieii

arrancremenls were made for the employment of 100 men in the immediate locality, on sonic

small work recently granted by the Board. These works will also provide, for 60 individuals

who will be disemployed during the following week
;
the work they are upon being hnisbed.

In closino- my report, I beg to remark, that the usual farm operations lor the season appear

to be very considerably neglected, and it is a most diflicult thing to detect individuals leai ing

private employment to go on the Public Works.

Captain Iluband, 15^A November.—East of West Riding, County Cork.

Tuesday, lOf/i.—Went to Castle Bernard to seek an interview with Lord Bernard, by order

of the Board
;
saw his Lordship, and my report will be forwarded to the Board, when the

necessary documents reach me.
,

Wednesday, Uth.—In consequence of the complaints which reached me, of the manner

in which unauthorized persons got employment on the Public \\ orks, I proceeded to open
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some works in person, and called over the names myself, and examined the persons who pre-
sented themselves for employment. I found several cases of attempted fraud.

^

Waited upon the Chairman of the Eiilhittain Relief Committee
; told the Committee to be

rnore careful in making out their lists, and pointed out to him the negligent manner in which
lists signed by himself were made out. Stated I could not depart from the form prescribed
by the Boai-d.

^

Visiting road 83 E. East Carberry, where the men refused to take task-work.
Addressed them and succeeded in establishing that form of working.
Thursday, )2rt.—It having reached my ears, that a strong force of military had marched

upon BalHnspittle from Kinsale and Bandon, I considered it my duty to proceed there.
I found that the people upon work No. 12, Courceys, who had been paid off the day previous

by my order, (the work being finished,) bad declared that when No. 2, same barony was
opened, they would not work by task. I'hey were extremely obstinate, and threatened outrage

Explained tlie task-work to them, but without effect. Stopped the work from being opened
except by task.

’

Saturday, lAth-—The troops were again called out at Ballinspittle. Proceeded tliere to
prevent any compromise with the people, by Committees or magistrates, or any pledge being
given that the rules regarding task-work would be relaxed, or that 1 should depart from what
I had stated to the people when I addressed them on Thursday last.

The magistrates (local) and Committees were inclined to submit to die dictation of the
people, as to how and in what manner, ^c. they would expect employment.

I saw the people at task, and a part of the work executed before I left the ground.
Examined several proposed roads in the neighbourhood of Ballinspittle.

^

The numerous and urgent calls made upon me from various quarters has prevented me from
giving fuller particulars.

Lievdenant IngUs, R.E., lf>th November, 1846.

—

Limerick.

It will be seen that my employment has been hitherto almost entirely confined to the super-
intendence of matters connected with Relief Committees. This has so much occupied my time
and attention, that I have found but few opportunities of personally inspecting works

;
generally

speaking, however, I can say that the system of task-work has been much more easily intro-
duced than I ever anticipated. With even moderate prices, the men are earning from 1 j. to
1 j. 4d. per diem

; in some instances, as much as I 5 . 6d. .Great care should obviously be taken
that such a high rate ^ this latter is not often gained. The execution upon the works under
task progresses very rapidly, and the men, generally speaking, are behaving extremely well,
and the payments, with but a very few exceptions, are regularly conducted.
With regard to the officers of the Relief Committees, I can only say that they require our

whole attention. Upon causing investigation to be made into the circumstances of the labour-
ers upon the works, I have found many cases undeserving of public support, and numerous
irregularitie-s come before our notice continually, and it is extremely difficult to obtain recom-
mendations that can be relied upon. The general excuse with the members is, that if a man
of notoriously bad character asks them for a recommendation they dare not refuse. Again,
the members have so little confidence one in another, that it is really impossible to obtain the
unanimous opinion of the Committee, they dare not refuse each other their votes. These diffi-

culties can only be overcome by our constantly directing our whole attention to the affairs of
the Committees. A great deal of our time is also occupied in the arrangements connected tvith
the issue oi tickets; and it appears, that although w'e have now as many employed in the
county as may be expected during any period of the ensuing six months, oui' labours are not
likely to decrease in this particular department.

Another important point to which 1 would particularly draw the attention of the Board, is
diat of the agricultural operations of the country being dreadfully neglected. It seems almost
impossible to remedy this evil. Every opportunity is given to the farmers of taking men from
the Public Works, but they never demand them ; such a thing as a plough working in the
fields is scarcely now to be seen anywhere but on the farms held by the lai-ge proprietors them-
selves.

Monday, ^th.—l this day proceeded to Ballyorgau, barony of Coshlea, and attended a meet-
ing of the Darragh and Kelfylan Relief Committee, and transacted there business of import-
ance. I also visited some small works in that district now in progress, and determined upon
some works that ought to be opened in addition to those at that time sanctioned. These
works have since been ordered for execution.

Tuesday, 10<A.—I tliis day attended a meeting of the Kilfineine Relief Committee, and
made arrangements for further employment in that neighbourhood, and proceeded from thence
to Effin, to determine upon further works required in the Committee district.

Thursday, IWi.—l this day attended a meeting of the Castle Connell Relief Committee,
and made preparations for the further employment of men about to be thrown off the works
then in progress, and other matters, and also met tlie members of the Murroe Committee, and
made ari-a.ngemen1s for &e employment of additional hands in the eastern district of the barony
of Clanwilliam, for which a Committee has lately been appointed by the lieutenant of the
county, and several other matters.

Captain L. P. Farren, loth November.—County Mayo.
On Tuesday, the 10th instant, I attended a meeting of the Relief Committee of Swinford,

for the purpose of explaining to the committee the mode of effecting transfer, &c., much incon-
venience having been created by the manner in which the labourers have been allocated by the
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Committee to the different works, many of them having received tickets for works some miles

distant from their homes. A great desire is felt by this, and in fact, all the Relief Committees,

to have the power of making charges and transfers themselves, a power which, although it wouUl

lessen much the duties of the inspecting-officer, it does not appear desirable to give, as it would

derange the lists furnished us, which serve as a record of men employed, a matter of some

consequence as a means of preventing after claims for payment, or if made, of adjusting them.

Barony of Gallon.—No. 1. Improving road from Ballyrany to Swinford,

This work was resumed on the 30th October, and appeared to be progressing satisfactorily.

The men were working by task, and complained that no payment had lieen made to them.

A pay clerk, Mr. William Henry Rogere, has been appointed to this district. I, therefore,

trust that these claims have been satisfied.

No. 18. Road from Swinford to Kilkelly. between Swinford and Boiiruacoyna.

Commenced 3rd November. 50 persons were at work on this line, when I visited it on the

lOthinst. Having been so recently commenced, not much progress had been made. Inter-

ruptions by the people of the adjoining lands had also been made, some of the parties having

been summoned. These annoyances will not probably again occur. The labourei-s were

working by task. On Saturday, the 14th, I visited Hollymount, for the purpose of viewing

the proposed site ofa road from Punans to Clare and Hollymount Road, barony of Kilmain.

An objection having been made to the line laid out by the engineer, and another line pro-

I
posed, a special report upon this matter will be forwarded.

During the week tickets have been issued for

2 works in the barony of Kilmain.

2 „ „ • Carra.

J
] 2 „ „ Costello.

1 „ „ Gallon.

and tickets for 12 other works have been prepared, and are ready for issue to the assistant

engineer.

1

Lieutenant J. Brandling, R.H.A., 15th November .— County Kildare.

Tuesday, IQth.—I went to Kildare, for the purpose of getting something arranged about the

Relief Committees for the barony of East Ophally, as they are scattered all over the

barony, and as yet I have been unable to find out their different localities. I begged of the

gentlemen to have some head quarter that I could refer to
;
but the answer was, that they

would have nothing to do with anything but their own divisions; and as I cannot find out

where these divisions are, the works sanctioned in East Ophally mnst be delayed till the gen-

tlemen in the barony agree to act under some regular system. I have made an arrangement

to meet some of the members of the Relief Committees next Wednesday, and if they will

adopt the same plan that the other baronies are going under the works will begin immediately..

I also went over to Carton House to see the Duke of Leinster, according to an appoint-

I

ment made by him.

Wednesday, Wth.—Went over to Monasterevan to attend Presentment Sessions. The-
members agreed to act under Mr. Labouchere’s letter.

I'he chairman, magistrates, and cess-payers were the same at both sessions.

' Saturday, lAth.—I attended the adjourned Presentment Sessions in Monasterevan, for the

barony of West Ophally, where they were obliged to make another adjournment, on account of

the small number of presentments that were handed in. The next meeting is on the 18th inst..

when I liope to see the sessions closed.

With regard to the Relief Committees in East Ophally, it is my intention to correspond-

with the Duke of Leinster, as his Grace was good enough to say that any suggestion fronr.

me, regarding the arrangement of Committees, would meet with his attention.

Lieutenant E. C- Baillie, R.E., loth November.— Queen's County.

Tuesday, lOtA.—Attended a meeting of the Relief Committe at Roseiialiis, and selected

men for employment on the works in that district. The Committee performed their duties very

Droperly.

Wednesday, 11th.—Attended a meeting of the Relief Committee at Ballickmoyles, barony

of Slievemai-gy
;
obtained some list of persons requiring employment, but not very satisfactory,

as the Committee did not seem to know tlie circumstances of any of those on the registers, or

1 the necessity for giving them employment, except such as lived in the immediate neighbour-

hood of the village. They had as many in some cases as seven from one family on the lists,

and seemed to think they should all get employment.

Saturday, 14ih.—Saw Mr. Swan, Hon. Mr. DeVesey’s agent, and the parish priest of Abbej'-

leix. The most violent complaints were made by the priest that the works were not proceeded

with faster, particularly in the district of Ballyroan, where, however, I afterwards ascertained

I

every one of the works sanctioned were in progress, and all which had passed the sessions for

that district (Ballyroan), had been sanctioned with one exception ;
and while threatened with

outbreaks and disturbances, if something were not done to relieve the people, who were

starving, I was at the same time credibly informed that there were men on the works holding

36 acres of land; and a man was pointed out to me who had refused work at trenching

wheat, preferring to wait until some more works might be opened.

Thence proceeded to Ballinakill to attend a meeting of the Relief Committee of that

> district. After the meeting visited, in company with the Rev. H. Webb, some of the works
round the town, which had been opened. Examined into the circumstances of the persons

employed on them, and found that none but the most destitute were at work, with the excep-
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tion of a ganger, who was stated to be a person with some money, whom I directed to be
discharged.

Major H. F. Aitislie, lAtli November, 1846.

—

East division, County Galicay.

November 9#A.—Engaged in official correspondence with numerous Committee?, in pre-
paring and despatching relief labour tickets, and in replying to many gentlemen seeking inter-

views with me, together with numbers of labourers, who come considerable distances to apply
for tickets.

November ISf/i.—The number of new roads for which tickets are required is increasing, as

the different baronies are reported on. The labourers throng my door from morning to night.

November \Ath.—The scrutiny of lists for labourers, and preparing tickets for them, keeps

me busily employed. The Relief Committees peremptory and urgent in flieir request. I

hear of no such things as local subscriptions to supply food anywhere at a moderate rate.

There are no bounds to the reliance of three-fourths of the people on the efforts of the

Government.

Captain D. Lahalmondiere, \Atli November, 1846.

—

County Kerry.

On Sunday, the 8th instant, I was obliged to proceed to Cahircivcen to enable me to

attend the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions, of which I have had the honour to send you a
report.

On Monday and Tuesday I was occupied the greater part of each day in court. On
Monday morning I visited No. 44 works. It appeared to me very indifferently executed;
and, in fact, the few works which I have been able to inspect in this barony appear generally

to require considerable improvement both in the quality and the quantity of the labour e.-s-

pended on them. I heard the men in Valentia Island express their willingness to labour by
task-work. There are now 278 men employed on the works in this island. The Knight of

Kerry represented to me the extravagant price paid for the small amount of work done
arising from the idleness of the people employed

;
and from the subsequent inspection of the

engineer, the complaint appears to have been well-founded.

As there ore now two pay-clei'ks appointed, I am in hopes that in future, the weekly pay-
ments directed by the Board, may be strictly carried out, although the mountainous nature of

the country renders the journeys of the pay-clerks from work to work, long and tedious. I

found also work going on almost invariably without tickets, and I have had to issue between
800 and 900, whicli were in arj-ear, and which had, I believe, never been applied for. Another
irregularity was the practice of receiving lists for work from individuals, which I have desired
may immediately be stopped, and that no lists of labourers may be taken from any but the
Committees, and that no man whatever be permitted to work without, a ticket. Mr. Leonard,
civil eng'neer, has taken measures to carry out all these instructions, and I am in hopes that in

a short time, greater regularity may be obtained.

Thursday, November \2th.— I inspected No. 2 work. Received a report from the assistant

engineer, that No. 5 work had Just been set out at task, and that the men are working well
at it. I was occupied the remainder of the day in attending a meeting of the Relief Com-
mittee (Valentia) scrutinizing the names of applicants. Peculiar advantages exist here in

determining on the comparative claims of persons for employment, and I am satisfied that no
pains are spared by the Committee in making a selection of the most needy for immediate
employment

;
and I do not thinli that abuse exists to any extent here, which I fear can hardly

be said for the lists oii the mainland in this barony, where everything appears to have been
done in a scramble. Mr. Stokes has given directions that no woi'k whatever is to be com-
menced, except by task work, and I do not anticipate much difficulty in iuti'ducing it.

Friday, November IWi-— I visited in the morning all the works in progress in Valentia,
viz. ; Nos. 2 and 4, 5 and 7. No. 5 is set out in task-work, and I understand from the
assistant engineer, that at the rate the men are working, they will earn from Is'. Ad. to Is. 6rf.

a-day. Saw No. 44 work, off which the men had been taken in order to set it out in task-
work. I then attended the Cahirciveen Relief Committee. The principal part of the
business done, consisted in addressing the people with a view to induce them to take more
readily to task-work. Their meetings in future are to be more frequent, to introduce some
order into (he lists of applicants, whom I endeavoured to induce them to classify by numbers.

Lieiit.-Col. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, November 14, 1S46.

I START to-morrow for the western part of the county of Cork, as
the pay clerks down there appear to be very refractory, and doing their
business in a very unsatisfactory manner.

I shall be absent for the entire week
;
therefore any letters requiring an im-

mediate answer had better be addressed to the Secretary, so that they may be
acted on without delay.

I shall defer answering your letter on the subject of the payments until alter
my return, when I shall be better able to do so than at this moment

;
and,

moreover, your answer will be the counterpart, i. e. great portion of it, of one
that we are to send to Mr. Labouchere. I inclose a memorandum of our remit-
tances to the country for the past week. We shall have many difficulties

before Mr. Labouchere’s letter can be brought into play.
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It is much better that Mr. Stickney should quietly, in London, make him-

self acquainted with all the various accounts with which he will be charged,

than to attempt to do so here, where every individual is so fully occupied that

he could not possibly do so here with satisfactioa A stranger can form no

idea of our office work ; the passages and corridors are blocked up witli deputa-

tions and expectants for office, and this we cannot prevent, unless our doors

were kept constantly locked. Instead of the quiet of a well-regulated London
office, ours resembles a great bazar.

Enclosuke.
November 14, 1846.

Date. Pust Billa.
Letters Credit—

Ireland.

Letters Credit

—

National. TjtaU.

£. s. d. £. «. d. £. «. d. £. n. d.

Nov. 9 2,331 4 9 774 3 11 2,961 18 4 6,070 7 0

,, 10 3,426 2 5 3,526 9 1 2,501 8 4 9,453 19 10

11 3,859 0 11 5,842 13 11 1,342 17 9 11,044 14 7

12 1,246 3 3 2,516 1 0 1,855 0 0 5,617 4 3

13 5,368 12 7 3,005 19 7 5,306 14 9 13,681 6 11

14 1,715 15 3 7,135 18 2 11,423 10 6 20,275 3 11

Total Remittances for the Week . . £ 66,142 16 6

H. Mason.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Offi.ce of Public TVorks, Dublin,

November 15, 1846.

Having half an hour before the mail starts for Cork, I think it better

and more respectful to Lord John Russell not to delay replying to those pai’ts

of your letter of the 11th instant, which I am now enabled to do, leaving that

part which refers to the payments until after my return from the western

districts.

There appears to be some misapprehension as to our wants in the way of

superintendence. I will endeavour, as briefly as possible, to state what those

difficulties are ; the description of person we require, is that of a man who has

had some experience in constructing works, understands the use of a level and
laying out works, and knows how to set the men to work with advantage.

This description of person is requisite as an assistant to the county surveyor or

engineer in charge of the district, each engineer requiring a considerable

number, in order that the executive branches may be divided according to the

extent of the district, and number of works to be executed. These assistants

are indispensable not alone for laying out the work, but to watch the overseers,

assist them with their advice in regard to the tasks, &c., as well as to make
the necessary reports to the principal engineer, and communicate when neces-

sary with the inspecting officers. These persons are extremely difficult to

be found, and the want of them has been the cause, in many instances, of delays

which have taken place in commencing the works sanctioned, the whole duty

of laying out the works being thrown upon the principal engineer. In addition

to the assistants, we experience great difficulty in respect to overseers
;
these

are generally persons recommended by gentlemen in the country. Where we
get one good and trustworthy, ten will found the reverse. Then, as they

are either good or bad, so does our work proceed satisfactorily or otherwise.

The Sappers and Miners are doing all that was expected from them
;
good

service, well conducted, and very useful. We have also several pensioners em-
ployed, but the greater part not having been accustomed to have charge of work-
men, are little better than so many sentinels over the workmen ; and while
thus employed are no doubt useful, but add to our expenditure without pro-

bably an adequate return. I am in communication with the staff officers of

pensioners, and shall make as much use of them as we can. You will perceive

from the above that it is not officers we require. What with applications from
officers on half-pay, and those which the Lieutenant-General commanding in

Ireland will give, I have a long list available at a moment’s notice : assistant

engineers and good trustworthy overseers are what we most require. The
success of our operations a great deal depends upon the intelligence and
character of these men ;

many have been dismissed as unfit to be trusted

;

[b. w.] 2 M
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others, good men, have been driven away from the districts to which they

had been sent, in consequence of their being strangers.

As the silver does not return, we shall be obliged to pay in notes, and in part

have done so already. This system may tend to draw out the hidden coin,

and enable us to do with less ; at any rate, in the remote districts we must have-

silver ; and 1 have no doubt, with our present arrangements, that we shall not

in future experience much difficulty.

The Townland question has been brought before the Irish Government by
the Agricultural Society ; and enclosed is a paper on that subject which Mr.

Mulvany prepared in the course of last month, and it was handed to Mr.

Labouchere a few days ago, who requested to see it ; aud I understand that the

Lord Lieutenant has expressed a desire to have a copy. This Board has not

been called upon to give an opinion on the subject.

Enclosoees.

No. 1.

Poor Employment.

Memoranda on Proposition to Reduce the Unit of Taxation to Townlands.

As to Policy.

To meet and avert tlie consequences of the present calamity, it is admitted to he most

desirable to employ every destitute person at, or near, his own residence; to spend every

shilling in reproductive woi’k calculated to increase the fertility of the soil, and thus prevent the

recurrence of the evil as far as possible.

But the next question arises. Is this practicable, through Government agency, in all tlie

details of execution ?

2. Assuming even that a plan for organising it could be devised, can it be prepared and

carried into execution to meet the present calamity, and without compulsory powers to

enforce it ?

3. In what respect is Mr. Labouchere’s letter deficient, for all practicable purposes, through

Government instrumentality ?

4. Isit just to exempt properties from general contribution which receive money for private

improvements
;
and even if just, is it practicable ?

The following memoranda will show some of the difficulties arising from reducing the unit

to townlands :—

•

1. A general calamity requires a general remedy, and a pliable system, that can be worked
liberally and freely to meet new contingencies on their occurrence, and to be entirely under the

control of the executive body. The baronial and electoral division system possesses these

requisites.

The townland system, xoitli exceptions for parties taking money for private works, is ike

reverse; is narrow and confined
; and will be found, if adopted, to be beyond the control of

the executive.

2. For each property to support its own poor by its own taxation (the object that is doubt-

less sought to be ultimately effected) appears just at first sight, and is plausible, but would be

a direct premium on the clearance system in Ireland, and would be impracticable, as well as

impolitic, in the present emergency.

3. The reason given for selecting townlands is, that their boundaries are conterminous with
property generally, and that, therefore, the system is most suitable for private works of a repro-

ductive class. But what title is meant to constitute proprietorship? It ought not to be greater

than that of the Drainage Acts
;

it cannot be less than that of the Poor Law Acts.

Now townlands, in many parts of Ireland, are not conterminous with such properties in all

cases
;
the number of cases where they are not so is very great. What a sea of trouble would

this question alone raise

!

4. Many townlands have large villages and parts of towns on them, with various proprietors.

5. Many townlands have very thick populations, as on the west coast, &c., without any field

for re])roductive or other works within their limits.

6. Many townlands, nay, extensive properties, have no population, are held in grazing farms,

demesnes, &c., and require no drainage works, being on limestone or gravel subsoils, yet are

the richest lands, and injustice should contribute most on such an occasion as the present.

7. Many townlands, of great extent, are without inhabitants, and contain extensive moors or

wastes, wl'.ere the most important reproductive works could be executed
;
but which, under

this system, would have little or no cess laid on them, or made available for such works.

8. Generally townlands, which are in the worst state tww, and require the greatest outlay for

their improvement, would have the least means afforded them, as the cess would necessarily be

in proportion to the present Poor Law value.

9. Townlands or properties are laid out without reference \.c> population, and are, therefore,

not suited as a districty<?r reliefpurposes.

10. Electoral divisions have been long laid out wholly with a view to forming Relief Districts,

having regard to population, and, it is submitted, are best suited for the analogous purposes of

the present relief.

11. In electoral divisions Public Works can generally be provided if required
; in townlands

it will seldom be practicable.
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12. in electoral divisions large sums can be expended on reproductive and private works, in

the particular place or townland where they are required, if the parties interested will only

exercise the power vested in them by Mr. Labouchere’s letter ;
while in the townland system,

as already shown, this frequently will not be practicable.

13. The Poor Law valuation and poor rate for electoral divisions is ascertained, and easily

used for applotment; while those of townlands, where known, would, i'rom the minuteness of

the division, add to the difficulties of proceedings at Presentment Sessions.

14. If the townland system be adopted and acted upon it may be confidently predicted that

the inhabitants will not consent to strangers working on their farms, when frequently they will

contend that they require all the ienejit, as they are to pay all the cess.

15. Should this most likely result arise, the whole ])rinciple of redieving the destitute will be

broken through, and the people get quite out of control, as, however practicable, with difficulty

to control them when collected on Public Works, it would be impossible when spread over even

half the townlands in Ireland.

16. The only practicable way of ^^'orking such a detailed system would be by lending the

necessary funds to local bodies or proprietors, and let them employ the local destitute; but it

is needless to remark that such a system would be entirely beyond the control of Government

;

wowld begin in jobbing, and end in confusion, outbreak, or giving the money as alms.

17. To secure employment to the destitute, and payment in cash for work done, there can

be no doubt that the worhs, whatever they may he, must he executed and paidfor hy the Board

of Works

;

and the annexed paper will show whether this be practicable, if the works be sub-

divided to such an exlenl as the townland system will necessarily lead to, there being more

than 60,500 townlands in Ireland, exclusive of islands.

18. Without compulsory powers (which Parliament alone can give), every farmer who has

a lease may fearlessly, and will in many cases successfully, resist the execution of any \vork

obnoxious to him.
, . , .

19. The only reason why Mr. Labouchere’s letter is not fully acted upon and appreciated is,

because it is not fully underetood, and that distinct rules for the guidance oi sessions under it.

are not issued.

It is clear that the mode of proceeding may be so defined and illustrated as to enable any

Sessions to act upon if, and produce as much good thereby as is compatible with a general

enactment and Government interference in the executive departments.

20. The real, and even avowed, reason for the pressure to adopt the townland system is, that

parties who take a loan to the amount of the cess applotted on their property hr Private W>rks

should he exemptfrom any cess for Public Works, useful or useless, within their barony ;
that

they should not be “ doubly taxed” is the expression.

This liability to ‘'double tax” is urged as a great grievance to the good landlord who is

desirous of improving his land; and, no doubt, many are conscientiously convinced that it is so.

A little consideration, however, will show that this is entirely a fallacy
;
while, even^ it it were

otherwise, it is hopeless to expect that such an unparallelled calamity can be met ivilh perfect

equity io all.
, u 'v

The property to which money is allocated for pnvate works, as drainage and subsoiling,

receives a boon instead of an injury

;

and, it appears absurd to call its repayment a tax. The

proprietor will not apply, nor will the money be lent, unless the work pays for itself within

10 years, whilst it will often pay in three years. If it be said the work will not be done in the

best manner in such a hurry, it is admitted it may not, unless the proprietor attend care^lly to

it

;

but, even in the worst circumstances that can well be expected, he is the receiver of a hoon^

namely, money lent at "i^per cent, for the improvement of his property, and to he repaid in easy

instalments hy the land in 10 years

;

thus securing, to a great extent, his present rents, and

improving his lands for the future.

From these circumstances it will be seen that the proprietor would, in fact, be better enabled,

than those who got no loan, to pay for Public Works; while, under Mr. Labouchere s letter, if

he manage properly, or in concert with othere, he may be liable to no such tax for Public

Works
;

or to so very small an amount as still leaves him, on the whole, greatly improved from

having the loan for private works.

21. Many of those who urge the townland system do so with reference to their own peculia,r

case, or some particular case under their consideration ;
but, if adopted as a general rule, it

would lead to many anomalies. For instance, many townlands may receive the amounts

assessed on them for private works ;
whilst intermediate townlands not doing so (from any

reason), roads or other public works must be laid out and executed, with their portion of cess,

possibly across, or to the manifest advantage of the townlands receiving the amount for private

works, and claiming exemption from tax for oil others.

22. If it be proposed, as a general principle, to expend upon each townland the sura assessed

on it, without any undertaking to make the lands improved alone liable, greater and more

immediately palpable injustice will be done to the residents than under a general system, and

being within their knowledge and comprehension, will lead to coniplaint, if not worse
;

whilst,

it has been already shown that it would be impossible, when so tied up, to make the works suit,

the amount of destitution or population, or even the physical wants (if we may so say) oi the

townlands in question.

23. I'he adoption of the system of townlands would remove all responsibility from the

proprietoi-s to the Government, not only as regards employment, but food and niaintenance ;

while the proprietor, in this period of distress, would save his money and have his rent, it not

wholly, to a great extent, secured ; this is going further than the Government can be expected

to go.
. l.

’ •

24. The townland system would also be entirely inapplicable in all the cases^here arainage
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works are now, onoill be progressing wider the regular Acts; and this is now throughout a large
portion of Ireland. Here is a remarkable instance of the want ofpliabilitg in the system

; and it

of course, may be further illustrated by cases where railways and other works are in progress.'
25. Finally, the adoption of such a minute system would be a bad precedent to both land,

lords and tenants
;
teaching them to rely, for the remedy, not only for their own individual

wants, but even the laying out, and execution of, their petty farm works upon Government;
and, by interposing a paramount authority, serve to widen and increase the unhappy breach that
too frequently exists between interests that can only thrive, or indeed exist, by being united.

It is submitted that the system laid down in Mr. Labouchere’s letter of the 5th instant
should get a full and fair trial

; that detailed rules for acting under it, in most ordinary cases|
be circulated

;
that works, not in conformity with it, be refused; and Sessions called a»ain and

agait), jf necessary, until the princi{ile is properly worked out
;
and, lastly, that some of the

Commissioners of Public Works, or experienced officers thereof, attend a few Sessions to
explain how they may proceed; and thns, practically, bring the measure into operation.

(Signed) William T. Mulvant.
October 22, 1846.

No. 2.

Poor Employment.

Memoranda as to practicability of working the Townland System of Relief.
Assuming it to be admitted that the works should be carried into execution, and the

money paid through Government instrumentality, namely, the Board of Works, the question
arises, is it practicable to do so if the toivnland system be adopted ?

1. Perhaps there are few instances on record where the employment of so large a popu*
lation has been conducted by one body. The responsibility of undertaking to do so cannot be
too seriously considered. Any failure in the present state of the country would be attended
with very bad consequences; and the responsibility will become greater as the season
advances.

It is not to be concealed that the peace of the country greatly depends upon the promptitude
and energy of this Board, the fitness of their arrangements to the objects in view, and their
ultimate success.

2. It will evidently be admitted that the more condensed are the operations the more easily
they may be controlled, and more effectually carried out; while, on the other hand, the more
diffused they are, the less manageable.

3. The present system is subdivided into the management of baronies; there being 315 in
Ireland; and, under Mr. Labouchere’s letter, the works in them may be classified info
electoral divisions, of which there are in Ireland

; but, owing to their not being contermi-
nous with baronies, a greater number may be calculated upon.

°

Numerous separate works are to be managed in these divisions, requiring separate accounts,
separate loans, pay returns, and detailed management of overseers, time-keepers, &c., &c., for
each. In some baronies it is stated that very numerous applications have been made, probably
as numerous as the townlands in them

; but these are rare occurrences
;

will not be acceded
to nor persevered in ; and, probably, on the average throughout Ireland, under this system
the number of works in operation at any one time will not exceed one-tenth the number of
townlands, and may be much less.

4. To manage this system, besides the very large Dublin establishment, it is estimated that
there will Le

—

60 County Inspecting Officers,

4 Provincial Inspectors of Payments,
5 Provincial Inspectors of Drainage Works,

40 County Surveyors,

30 County Inspectors of Drainage Works,
12 District Engineers— 1st Class,

50 Assistant Engineers,

300 Assistant Agricultural Drainers,
300 Pay Clerks, Check Clerks, with their numerous establishments

of Overseers, Office Clerks, &c. &c.

5. Already from 3000 to 4000 separate accounts must be opened
; and it is estimated they

will amount to 6000, exclusive of the general drainage, and all the ordinary accounts of the
various departments connected with the Board, many of them very heavy in themselves.

All this sudden increase of duty must be controlled and managed successfully in each de-
partment, for any failure in money matters would be ruinous.

6. The due selection of the works, the adoption of useful instead of useless measures, and
the due_ execution of them when selected, must be looked to, and watched, whenever the first
difficulties have been got over, as no existing circumstances will exonerate the .Board from the
censure of any mismanagement in these respects.

7. During die ensuing season the operations in general drainage and navigation, piefs and
harbours, bhannon, colleges, &c., will be so extensive as, under any ordinary circumstances,
would require the whole Board and its establishment to devote their whole time to their proper
manogemeiit and control, in such a way as would be creditable to the Board, and satisfactory
to the public. There will be, at least, 100 drainage districts at work, involving an expenditure
of more than a million and a quarter sterling.

8. Under these circumstances it appears impracticable for the Board, through its oiun direct
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agency, to manage the Relief Works if the system of townland operations be required ; there

being more than 60,500 towiilaiids in Ireland, exclusive of islands.

9. Public Works, or extensive drainage operations may be judged of by a central Board

with sufficient accuracy to be enabled to recommend them to the Treasury for sanction. But

private or local works in every townland, or one-half, or one-third of the townlatids, even if

reports upon them could be obtained, never could be properly judged, or safely recommended

for sanction.

10. Even if decided upon, how are they to be executed, superintended, and accounted for

upon the Board’s responsibility ? say for one-third, or even one-sixth of the number of town-

lands, i. e.. 10,000 works. The staff which would be requisite to manage the works, even if it

could be possible to obtain it, would cost an enormous sum, far more than the value of the

services rendered.

11. [n such a system it would be almost impracticable to manage the people scattered over

so many works, and especially so in mountain districts ;
whilst the difficulty and expense of

payment weekly would be greatly increased.

12. If such a principle be in contemplation to adopt at any time, preparation should^ be

made long previously; and a system of local agency with deputed powers established, which,

however, it is feared, would be very objectionable.

13. No doubt every member of the Board will devote every energy he possesses to carry

out any system resolved upon ; but it may be right to submit beforehand the difficulties and

possibility of failure in this.

(Signed) William T. Mulvanv.

October 22, 1846.

No. 3.

Poor Employment.

Townland Question.

Since writing the foregoing observations, I attended the sessions of Farney and Rath-

down
;
and was enabled, without difficulty, to have the proceedings regularly taken under Mr.

Labouchere’s letter ; and we subsequently issued our detail instructions of the 4th instant, in

which the course of proceeding is clearly laid down.

In addition, however, to these observations, which were addressed simply to the relative

merits of the question, as to whether electoral divisions or towulands should form the unit of

taxation, it is of great importance to see whether, in the existing state of the laws as regards

draina<^e and reclamation, everything that can reasonably be sought for by the agitation of the

townland question is not, at this present time, within the reach of the proprietors of Ireland.

Under the General Drainage Acts, 5 and 6 Vic., c. 89, and its amendments, especially

9 Vic., c. 4, in which (sections 45, &c.) express provisions ai-e inserted to meet the deficiency

in the potato crop, and allow of the commencement of works in a summary way, full and

ample powers are given for the drainage of lands, extending to the thorough drainage and sub-

soiling for drainage purposes, of the lands of individuals. Tenants for life, proprietors of

mortgaged estates, &c. have, under these Acts, full power to apply and obtain, on mest ad-

vantageous conditions, the means of effecting such drainage.

Under the same Acts, the first essentials for reclamation, namely, main and thorough

drainage (and siibsoiling, if necessary) of bog, moor, and waste lands can be undertaken to

any extent, upon the security of the lands themselves. This could not be attempted under

Mr. Labouchere’s letter on the townland system, as the money to be expended could not be

efficiently secured.

Under the Million Act, 9 and 10 Vic., c. 101, employment may be afforded by those persons

whose titles and circumstances that Act will suit.

Under the Public Works Acts, and especially the 9 Vic., c._l, proprietors may obtain loans

for the reclamation or permanent improvement of the soil on fair and reasonable terms.

For all these purposes, any amount of money which may be required will be advanced on the-

sure and existing provisions of existing laws, that affoi'd ample time for repayment, (20 years

and upwards), that give full legal powers for the execution of the works; for the adjustment

of differences between landlord and tenant
;
and the compulsion of adverse or apathetic parties

where equitably necessary.

Then as to employment under these laws, whilst the power is vested in the Board of Works

to execute the works under the Drainage Acts, and in the proprietors themselves under the

Million and Public Works Act, the arrangements under all the Acts may be so made, that the

proprietors themselves, or their own agents may be the employers
;
and the cash payments of

the labourers may be effected either through them or the Board’s officers; the surveillance and

control, in both cases, being in the Board.

What could Legislation effect more than this ? What is there in the townland question that

such an arrangement does not fully meet, if the proprietors will but avail themselves of these

existing laws for reproductive works? Here are ample means of affording employment; in

this way the agents of absentees are fully empowered to act. The employment, instead of

being of the demoralizing class of '‘pauper labour,” will wear the appearance, and absolutely

become the ordinary wholesome course of employing the tenantry and labourers of the estates

on their own lands; and if it be sufficiently extensive (bearing in mind that the extension would

not be the increase of a tax, but of a fundamental improvement to the pi-operty) the surplus

population of adjacent and over-populated estates may be most profitably employed; and thus

destitution and taxationfor unprofitable works avoided.

It will, probably, be answered, that many proprietors will not avail themselves of these
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Acts; tliat then the good landlords will have to suffer for the bad; and, in fact, will be“ doubly taxed. ’ But it is submitted that this is fully answered in the foregoing paper; and
that, in proportion as employment is afforded in each district, under these Acts, or by the
private exertions of individuals, the necessity for, and amount of, pauper employment are re-
duced; as the Board will not proceed with works, under that Act, one step further than the
anmunt of destitute or unemployed labourers in each district renders absolutely necessary.
On the whole, then, it is confidently submitted that there is no legitimate advantage arisino-

out of the proposed townland arrangement which could be fairly conceded, that is not obtain*
able under the operation of the existing laws and Mr. Labouchere’s letter, if the parties will
but avail themselves of the provisions, to the extent and in the manner which they admit of
being applied.

Board of Public Works, Dublin,
November 12, 1846.

(Signed) William T. Mulvaky.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Youghall, November 19, 1846.

I ttAVE this evening, on my return from the west of this county, received
several letters from you, all of which require answers, which I am unable to afford
you until I reach Dublin. My last, previous to quitting Dublin, informed you of
my determination, by personal inquiry, to ascertain the cause of the delays which
had been so frequently reported as having occurred in regard to the payment of the
men. The accompanying copy of my letter to J\Ir. Labouchere, from Bandon, will
put you in possession of the result of ray visit to the West. Althougli attended with
some inconvenience, I am very glad that I went there, as it M'ill enable me to
guard against the^ inconveniences which must in all cases arise ivhere subaltern
agents neglect their duty, or fail in that zeal which is required from all embarked
in the public service in Ireland. It is a consolatory reflection for me to know that
the attacks made upon the Board of Works have come from persons who ai’e con-
sidered by those who know or have come in contact with them as the most trouble-
some and difficult people to deal with in the whole kingdom. To show you the
animus which actuates them, they threaten a verdict against the Board in every
case of death.

_

An individual a few days ago told the inspecting officer “ I will
have more verdicts against you, and there will be one to-morrow.” Sure enough
there ivas, and it turned out that the woman had died from repletion by food,
administered by this same individual ! A man told me, " Why, Sir, if an old hare
was to die on the road-side from old age, they would say the Board of Works caused
its deatli.” This is very amusing and foolish, still it is credited in the country.
The feeling against the Board of Works is caused, I understand, by disappoint-
ments on the part of the individuals of influence in the country from their not
having the appointment of the overseers, check clerks, &c., in fact that they are
deprived of all patronage, and very properly so. Their conduct, as described to me
by a close observer, is such as I will not trust myself to describe. One and all
united against us.

The agricultural state of the country at this moment is most inconceivable

;

.nothing doing, no preparation of the land to receive seed for early crops. Surely
such a state of things ought not to be allowed to continue. The land, notwith-
standing the late heavy rain, is in a veiy favourable state for cultivation. I have
this day moved upon a line of upwards of 50 miles, and have only seen two plouo'hs
at work and one man throwing in seed. We must look forward to the non-mo-
ductive works being soon in an advanced state, and more work required. Then the
jobs which have been passed at the Presentment Sessions must be taken up. I do
not ex.pect that much benefit will be derived from Mr. Labouehere’s lettk-; the
gentry appear by their townland questions to be anxious to defer the evil day,^ and
to find an excusefor doing as little as possible at their own expense, notwithstandino-
the money is advanced to them in the first instance. The great outcry which has
been made about the delay in commencing works, is occasioned by the Relief
Committees not furnishing the lists, which they are required to do, and they endeavour
to -throw the blame off their own shoulders on to ours.

Enclosure.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Labouchehe.

Bandon, November 18, 1846.
I HAVE the honour to report, that after having transacted some business in Cork, I

prowedeu to the western districts of this county to inquire into the reported in-egularities
in the payment of the wages due to the labourers employed on the Public Belief Works.
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The result of the inquiries 1 have made has been to confirm the reports of irregularities,

which have been occasioned by the want of business-like habits ; the matfeiifion and direct

violation of the Board’s Instructions by some, and a want of integrity in others of the pay

^^^The system laid down by the Board, if strictly carried out, was admirably adapted to insure

regularity in the payments
;
but from the causes above stated, their intentions and wishes have

been in this quarter frustrated.
r -i j • .u j- i,

I have directed the immediate dismissal of those individuals who have tailed in the discharge

of their duties, and the same will be observed with regard to those who, upon inquiry, shall be

proved to have misconducted themselves.
,

^ My visit to this district will enable me upon my return to Dublin to make such alterations

ill the system as will prevent a recurrence of the inconveniences which have recently been

experienced. The arrears due to the workmen are now in course of payment, and by the ci.d

of the present week 1 expect that everybody will have been paid up to last Saturday. Many

are so at this moment.
i • i i t'

Until yesterday evening I had been unable to get any clue to tlie report which his Lx-

cellency had received relative to the truck system. I have now reason to bolieve that such a

practice has been pursued; and, upon receiving the report of the Inspecting Officer, whom I

have directed to proceed this morning to institute an inquiry, and if the report which 1 received

shall be found to be correct, the individual guilty of such conduct will bo immediately dis-

missed from the Board’s employment,
, . i •,

Task work has not yet been generally brought mto play, but is becoming daily more in

favour. Yesterday I was present at the payment of some of the gangs, who had been so

employed; they were receiving from \f)d. to 18ti. each per diem.
^

•

The Inspecting Officers complain very much of the conduct of the Relief Committees, and

the difficulty they experience in getting correct lists from them, that is to say, correct for the

obiects for which they are required.

'I have now laying before me one of those lists, and out of thirty-one names of men returned

to be emploved, twelve are holders of the following number of acres—28, 28, 30, 31, 30, 30,

20 12 31, 31,20, 12. 'There is, I am sorry to say, much trickery and deceit in the pre-

paration of these lists. These terms may be considered harsh, improper, and unjust, but from

all accounts I have no reason to doubt the justness of them.

The number of Relief Committees has multiplied very much, and inconveniently so
;

in one

district alone there are 17, and all these corresponding with the Inspecting Officers, and inter-

fering in every possible way ;
thus giving great annoyance to the officers, and consuming much

of their valuable time. „ , , . i t 'ii i

As an instance of some of the difficulties the Board have to contend against, I will merely

relate what occurred with myself yesterday at Clonakilty. The Chairman of the Rehek

Committee called upon me, full of ire with the Board, its officers, and everybody employed

under it, and said that the works were very badly conducted. I requested him to name any

individual or to particularise any work, and that I would go and make a personal inquiry, and

if his statements were found correct, I would immediately dismiss the individual against whom

his complaint could be substantiated
;
he said that he could not, from his own knowledge, do

any such thing; but many members of the Relief Committee had stated such things. I then

requested him, as he was going to the Committee, to state that I was prepared to receive the

charges against the Board or its officers, make an immediate inquiry, and punish the guilty

;

he said they would not do so, that it would be invidious, and subject them to annoyance ! !

I then said it would be mucti more prudent not to make such an ontcry as they did, if not.

prepared or willing to substantiate, or prove what they exclaimed against as abuses and mis-

conduct I believe it will be much better for the public service, so far as the Board of Works

is concerned, if the services of the Relief Committees could be dispensed with, and that some

plan could be arranged so that the lists could be furnished without bringing our officers m
contact with them.

. , , . ,

There is another subject to which I am anxious to draw your attention, which is the ap-

patent cessation of all labour ; from Clonmel to Clonakilty I did not see more than a dozen

Ploughs at work. Stubble fields and potato grounds lying in the same state as when the crops

were cut or taken np, with the exception of the immediate neighbourhood ol Cloghccn.

Scarcely a labouring man was to be seen in any of the fields
;
upon inquiry I was told that

the small farmers had dismissed all the labourers who had from their youth been engaged on

their farms, and that apathy, indifference, or mistrust had taken possession of their minds. It

is supposed many intend to emigrate in the sin-ing ;
the haggards still remain filled with corn

stacks It becomes a question of serious consideration whether the productive land is to be

allowed to remain uncultivated, for it appears to be generally admitted, that the farmers will

not do anything. The road system must soon be stopped, in many parts will be soon

worked out, and what is to be done? if it were possible, every farmer who will not cultivate

his land, should be compelled to pay the expense of labour and sowing. Land stewards and

bailiffs might be appointed, who should report what is necessary to be done, and the poor who

require relief should be employed in tilling the land. It is a melancholy prospect under the

present state of want of food, and the certainty of its continuance for nine tnonths longer ; to

cast the eye around the country and to witness the perfect stagnation which prevails
;

it has

the appearance of being uninhabited. The weather during the past week was partially favour-

able for farming operations, and nothing done !

! _ , . v i .

I shall on my return to Dublin, make the necessary inquiries in the districts through which

I shall pass, and ascertain whether everythingis proceeding in a satisfactory manner, as regards

the Board’s operations.
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Mr. Hornsby to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Works, Dublin,
November 19, 1846.

I AM directed by the Board to forward you the enclosed extract from
letter of Mr. John Benson, County Surveyor for the East Riding, county
Cork, for the information of the Lords of the Treasury, relative to the satis-
factory manner in which the Relief Works are carried on in his district under
the task system.

Enclosure.

Extract from Lktter of Mr. John Benson, County Surveyor, Cork.

Office of County Surver/or, Cork,
November 9, 1 846.

I BIO to report for the Inforniatioii of the Board, on the stale of the works under mvcharge )n the Eastern Riding of this county. ^

Rfitef Works, comprises six baronies, four of which are on the sea
side, the population not including the city of Cork, amounts to 146,725; there are on the
works last week 5715 labourers.

I find the distress greatest m what used to be the most extensive potatoe growiiKr portions,
particularly near lhe_ sea, where from the facilities of procuring sea-sand, and sea-weed formanure, large quantities of potatoes were annually planted, the greater portion of which were
sold in the markets of Cork, and the large town of this populous county. The population de-
pending on labour, is also greater, where the advantage arising from the proximity to the sea,
afforded the easy rmsmg the potato crop, the consequence of which has been the subdivision ofthe land m many places into holdings so small that the tenant scarcely ever planted any crop

flupport

leaves him this year altogether depending on the Public Works for ha

The sessions held under 9 and 10 Vic. chap. ] 07, provided in most cases for the support ofthe destitute in each locality, a sum sufficient for full employment for three months
; but from

the number of destitute being found to be much greater than was, or could then have been
‘”‘^•11 J 'r

'1°^ "’“"y that I fear additional
sessions will have to be held for these baronies.
The arrangement for employing the people for three months, by puttin<r on each work aproportionate number of the amount sanctioned, was suggested by Captain Broughton, whoseduty It is to issue the relief tickets.

r o >

I have found it to work admirably where we have asufficient sum granted, and only where weca^ot procure a sufficient quantity of work, do we deviate from arule which I find answers so wellThe works are undertaken by task, to which I had great difficulty to bring the people!owing to their Ignorance of the nature of task work, and a fear they would not hi acted
fair y by

;
wi h considerable trouble, patience, and kindness, we have, I may say, almost en-tirely removed the prejudice off the, r minds, and have some of the works going on in a very

satisfactory way. 1 append to this a resolution forwarded to me from the men employed on oneof the works, expressin| their full confidence and satisfaction in the system. I consider the
™»”"‘ BipencM by the task system, than by the

labnm?. be
' ^

f t""®’',
""il" rt"* paj 8<(. to an able-bilied

Ifo H th
’ ^

1 S““”S 'a- per day, where it is fully nnder-«ood the people are contented happy, and cheerful at their work, aid I am enabled to sayhey woik fairly, and with a desire to do the work as well as their unpractised hands eiiahli

Mr, Griffith to Mr. Trevelyan.

Board of Works, November 20, 1846,

- .

^ ®dre you will be glad to read the enclosed extract from a letter
this day received from Captain Wynne, our Inspecting Officer in the western
division of the county of Clare.

It is gratifying to see that system and zeal will enable our officers to over-come the injudicious recommendations of the Relief Committees and thepressure of the people ; in fact, I am certain, if we are enabled, which I expectwe shall be, to purge the lists of all persons notrequiring assistance, we shall
get on successfully and satisfactorily. Though sadly overworked, Larcomand 1 keep up our spirits. I am determined never to flag, though the country
IS m a dreadful state, and all farm-work at a stand still in the southern andwestern country.

Jones is on a tour of inspection through the South and East Coast.

Enclosure.
Extract of a Letter from Captain Wynne, Inspecting Officer, West Clare,

dated 19th November, 1846.

, 1,. . 1 “'if f ‘f'’ Committees improve greatly. This weekthe returns will be 3000 less than last; and I fully expect to strike off 3000 more next week.
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So far from causing disturbance or rebelllidn, as I was threatened with, this step has effectually

stopped the mouths of thousands, who were most clamorous for employment, and whose only

claims therefore were, that those who were employed were as well off as they wore. Both tlio

employed and the candidate for employment have now gone quietly to till their farms. We
are <roing to turn numbers off the works, who have refused to return to their former masters.

The agriculturists are getting alarmed, and it is time for them. Altogether we have bright

prospects.

Mr. J. A. Gordon to Mr. Trevelyan.

University Club, Pall Mall East,

November 20, 1846.

It appears you have 150,000 Irish labourers in Ireland, employed at the

expense of the country
;
that is, you have 150,000 more than are required by the

fanners there.

I have lately returned from Scotland (Aberdeenshire) where the general

complaint is, that here is a want of labourers. I proposed to drain under the

Drainage Act, but the tile manufacturer writes me he cannot contract from want

of labourers.

A short time since a railway contractor in Fife wrote to the Bishop of Derry

expressing his willingness to take 600 Irish starvelings. The enclosed (cut out

of the Mark-lane Express) will show how matters are in Kincardineshire.

Now it appears to me that it would be a good test to apply to these Irishmen,

to propose (to the single men at least) to go to Scotland, the Government

affording them the passage free, and securing them a certain i*ate of wages in

Scotland for three months at least, which, and perhaps more, the Scotch lowland

farmers would give, filany would, doubtless, refuse, and if so might fairly be

struck off, for if the Government pay them, and that too by money raised upon

Great Britain for untaxed Ireland, surely you may dictate where their labours shall

be given.

In my barony market of Clatt the May return of wages runs

—

In 1S43 ... 3/. 10a‘. half-year a man,

1844 . . . 47 0^.

1845 ... 57 IOj. „
1846 . . . 77 to 87, or just double :

And women, boys, and girls in the same proportion.

The yield of the oats in meal has, in the lowlands, surpassed all former years or

23^ lo 20 pecks per quarter. The quality and quantity admirable. The turnip

crop disease alarm quite divspelled. The potatoes, of which happily with us not

one acre in 50 is cropped, are much better than could be hoped. I think oiio-

third will be good for man’s use. I returned half the rent on the potato ground.

Cattle for which 77 last year was given, were this year 107

Rev. Theobald Mathew to Mr. Trevelyan.

Cork, November 20. 1846.

Concluding .that you now enjoy a little relaxation of your excessive

labours, I presume to address you on a subject of, in my estimation, the highest

importance. I am not called upon to give an opinion as to the utility of the Public

Works now in progress
;
necessity gave them birth, and they must be executed

;

but it afflicted me deeply to find the benevolent intentions of Government frus-

trated, and the money, so abundantly distributed, made a source of demoralization

and intemperance. Wherever these Presentment Works are commenced, public-

houses are immediately opened, the magistrates, with a culpable facility, granting

licences.

'riie overseers and pay-clerks generally hold their offices in these pestiferou.s

erections', even some of these officers have a pecuniary interest in these establish-

ihents.

It often happens that the entire body of labourers, after receiving payment,

instead of buying provisions for their famishing families, consume the greater part

in the purchase of intoxicating drink.

The same detdorable abuse takes place on the different railway Hues.

[b. w.] 2 N
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It would be far better to have the pay-clerks, who travel in cars, bring with them
writing-desks, and pay the men at the different work stations, than to congregate

them in the evenings at these public-houses. These establishments are not neces-

sary in Ireland, for our labourers do not eat in such places
;
they only drink to

get drunk.

I do not make a complaint of any of the officers of the Board of Works ;
I only

place before you the painful result of my late observations.

As I have the honour to address you, I feel pleasure in stating that the non-

interference of Government in the purchase of corn, though productive of much
suffering, has eventuated in an abundant supply of grain. Prices are rapidly

declining
;
and I confidently hope that our population will enjoy a comfortable and

a comparatively happy Christmas.

If Indian meal can be had by the poor for a penny a-pound, all danger of famine

would be at an end.

I am, I confess, puzzled by the uncertainty of what will be the employment of

the people next season. If the cultivation of flax was as general in the west as it

is in the north, there would be sufficient remunerative labour for all, males and

females. Belfast market would at present purchase all that could be prepared in

the south and west. I am co-operating, might and main, with the Belfast Flax

Association. .
The progress we are making in Munster is very slow, the poverty

of the people preventing them from buying flax-seed, or inducing them to buy an

inferior kind. Instead of fine Dutch seed, they buy Russian or American.

Tlie preparation of an acre of flax for the Belfast market gives 20/. in labour,

besides a sufficient profit to the cultivator. I am apprehensive of intruding too

long on your patience.

Mr. Trevelyan to the Rev. Theobald Mathew.
November 30, 1846.

On receiving your letter, dated 20th inst., calling attention to the increased

prevalence of intemperate habits arising from the Relief Works, I wrote to the

Chairman of the Board of Works, and, as the shortest way of placing you in pos-

session of what has passed on the subject, I send you a copy of my letter to Colonel

Jones, and of his reply.

You may be assured that there is no want of disposition on the part either of the

Government or of the Board of Works to prevent the benevolence of the State in

relieving the present calamity from being perverted to the encouragement of such a

degrading and demoralizing practice as that against which your letter to me is

directed; and I would recommend that any further sugge.stions you may have to

make on the subject should be addressed to the Board of Works as the executive

authority which has it in its power to take immediate cognizance of any case that

may be brought to its notice.

The fall in the price of grain in the south of Ireland to which you allude is very

gratifying, with reference both to the present relief obtained from it and to the

permanenCresource to which it points.

But the*great and main mode of supplying the place of the potato must be found

in the cultivation of new lands, and the improvement of those which are already

under cultivation ;
and I am happy to find that you are co-operating with this view

in the important object of encouraging 'the cultivation of flax in the south and

west of Ireland.

Enclosures.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.
November 24, 1846.

i HAVE been desired to send you the following extract from a letter I have received

from Faiher Mathew, and to rec(uest that you will prevent the ReliefWorks from becoming the

means of encouraging di-unkenness, as far as it may be in your power to do so by any unob-

jectionable arrangements.

The pay-clerks, I suppose, naturally go to the nearest public-house for lodging and protec-

tion
;
but could anything be done to allow of the people being paid at some other place than a

public-house ?

You 'vill observe that one of Father Mathew’s allegations refers to a state of things border-

ino" upon the truck system, into which, I believe, you have been making inquiries.
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Lieut. -Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyak.

Office of Public Works, November 26, 184G.

The subject of Father Mathew’s communication to you is, I am afraid, too true, in one

respect, as regards the effects produced by the abundance which now prevails among the

labouring classes. I have heard several complaints 'as regards the increase of drunkenness.

As to the payments being made in public-houses, that is directly opposed to our regulations;

but to prevent irregularities of that sort is very difficult. The establishing of shebeen or drink-

ing houses or huts adjacent to the works is not within our power to prevent, and in general is a

concomitant with all public works. We do our best to correct abuses and irregularities imme-

diately we hear of them.

Jlr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Col. Jones.

Novemb&r 9.\, 1846.

We no sooner succeed in patching one rent than we open another. The
general enforcement of the system of task-work was justly considered necessary

to stimulate the industry of the labourers on tlie Relief Works ; and now that we
have succeeded, after a hard struggle, in carrying our point, the old abuse re-

appears in the aggravated form of an habitual collusion between the labourers and

the overseers who are appointed to measure their work, so that the labourers, if

they can be so called, may now not only be as idle as ever, but are enabled "withal

to enjoy a rate of wages which ought only to be the reward of superior industry.

As your attention has been already called to this new result, I have no doubt •

you have taken proper steps to investigate the subject, and, if possible, to apply a

remedy to it.

The Relief piece-work ought to be so priced as to enable a good workman to

earn from a shilling to siKteen pence a day, hut not more
;
and every practicable

precaution should be taken to ensure a Ionafide assessment of their work.

Return showing the daily Average Number of Persons Employed on Public Works in

Ireland, for Week ending the 14th November, 1846. ‘

Carlow 260
Drogheda, Town of .

Dublin ..... 50
Dublin, City of . .

Kildare .... 384
Kilkenny .... 1,031

Kilkenny, City of . . 164
King’s County. . . 1,018

Longford .... 4,762
Louth 3,338
Meath 6,423

Queen’s County . . 829
Westmeath . . . 2,547
Wexford .... 3,876
Wicklow .... 188

Total .... 24.870

Munster :

—

Clare 28,929

Cork 14,154

Cork, City of . . . 170
Kerry 12,792

Limerick .... 15,767

Limerick, City of . 643
Tipperai-y . . . 12,568

Waterford . . . 3,376

Ulster :

—

Antrim
Belfast Town .

Carrickfergus

Armagh . . . 2i7
Cavan . . . 1,277
Donegal .

Fermanagh . . 1,369

Londonderry .

Monagan . . . . 2,131

Tyrone . ,

Total . . 4,994

Connaught :

—

Galway . . . 13,687

Leitrim . . 3,016

Mayo . . . . 17,316

Roscommon . . 34,131
Sligo . . . 8,942

Total . . 77,092

Grand Total . . 195,355

By order,

Jos. C. Walker, Sea-etary.

Total . . . 88,399
|

Office of Public Works, Dublin, November 21, 1846.

2N2
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Extracts from Journals of Inspecting Officers from 16th to 21st November, 1846.

Lieutenant Galway, 2lst November, 1846.

—

Kilkenny.

Remarks.—The S
3
'sfem that Relief Committees have been pursuing- is, in my opinion; injudi-

cious; hitherto most of them have sent me lists of every one that applies, and have seemingly

taken but little trouble to scrutinize. I have referred them to their Instructions, but to little use.

The payment of the people is made very regularly as yet, but I think each barony must have
a separate pay-cicrk

;
Gffwran needs two. llie county is perfectly quiet, with the exception of

a few petty robberies, which will always occur. I am sorry to say that there does not seem
a desire among the farmers to till their lands properly.

On Monday last during my attendance at the Castle-comer Relief Committee, Rev. Mr.
Aylward, P.P. of Cloyh, barony of Tassadinin, gave me to understand that he would let the

people know that nothing was being done for them, and that they should shift for themselves.

I remonstrated with him, and told him I should report his opinion to the Board of Works.
The works have been delayed in Tassadiiiin, as there was 30007 of former presentment laid

out in that barony.

Captain Farren, 21s? November, 1846.

—

Mayo-

Remarks.—The conduct, of the people upon the -woj-ks generally has been orderly, and no

interference by others nor employed has been brought to my notice during the week.

The staff of overseers is very defective, from the extreme difBculty in obtaining individuals

fit for the situation, who will do their duly honestly and not enter into collusion with the

labourers.

But.little attention appears to be paid to the usual farm occupation of the season.

In most of the foregoing cases, a moderate quantity of work only was performed, and in

some instances, the amount executed did not appear to be equal to the rate stated to have been

earned. With one or two exceptions, the labourers were told off into gangs, but, the tasks were
not in many cases clearly defined, and lhe exact price to he given not stated, the labourers

having been made acquainted with the general scale of prices only—the extent of the

respective districts allotted to the assistant engineer—the number of works—the rapid manner
in which it was found necessary to put them in operation, render it almost impossible for them
to provide against their irregularities at the commencement of the works. The county

surveyor has called the attention of the assistants and overseers to the matter, and has directed

fresh tasks to be given.

Lieutenant Baillie, 21s? November, 1846.

—

Queen's County.

Monday, 1G?A.—Attended meeting of the Durrow Relief Committee to select men for

employment on the works in the electoral division of the barony of Clarmallagh.

The works authorised appeared sufficient to employ the destitute population at present.

Tuesday, I7th.—'Attended a meeting of the Relief Committee for the electoral division of

Aghniacart, barony of Clarmallagh, to select men for employment.
The works sanctioned in this district appear amply sufficient to employ the destitute for at

least three months.

Wednesday, 18?/t.—Attended at Ballaiiacolla a meeting of the Relief Committee for the

electoral division of Aghabo, barony of Clarmallagh. Great dissatisfaction appeared to be

felt and was expressed at the limited amount of works sanctioned for this district. About
160 men were selected for employment, while it was confidently stated by the Committee that

there were upwards of 300 who ought to get employment.
The railway passes through the northern portion of the district, but still is several miles

distant from some parts of it, and it is not always the most distressed who are employed on

such works.

A very large number of drainage projects were presented for at the sessions for this district,

and it is pi-incipally owing to all these works being posponed' for the present which causes the

deficiency in the means of affording employment.
There are three works in this division (independently of the drainage) which have not yai

been sanctioned, and which,' unless there is some serious objection to them, might be under-

taken.

Lieutenant Griffith, 21«? November, 1846.

—

Armayh.

Remarks.—As mentioned in my letter to the Secretary of the Board of Works, dated

Fork Hill, Thureday, 19th November instant, some irregularity has taken place by individual

members of Relief Committees, using undue influence with overseers to take in more labourers

than work can be provided for till implements are supplied. This I have for the present,

endeavoured to check, but without a supply of tickets for the purpose, the overseers are still

likely to be iisiposed upon.

The poorer classes of farmers and cottiers generally, in the mountainous parts of both
Upper Fews and Upper Drier, arc, generally speaking, in a state approaching to starvation,

and I have witnessed many instances of absolute destitution; and I fear that numbers are

likely to perish if not immediately provided with the means of procuring food. In those

districts there are no farm operai ions whatever in progress. The people continue patient, but
murmur and threaten to provide food by force if not otherwise supplied.

Upper Feios, No. 2.—Labourers on this work are now on the point of being thrown idle

from want of barrows; there is also a great loss of labour from want of quarrying tools, and
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Gunpowder for blasting ;
and these observations apply generally, more or less, to all the works

now m progress in both Upper Fews and Upper Orier.

Mr. Davison made a requisition for labour to me as far back as the 25fli uliimo, and the

number I iiave mentioned liave ever since been very uselessly employed, because the road

itself would yield abundance of stones where it has been cut down. I therefore beg leave to

request that you will cause the pleasure of the Board to be made known on this sTibjecf. The

same observation may apply to several works, amongst others, to No. 7 in Upper Orier.

Lieutenant Hamilton, 22nti November, 1846.

—

King’s County.

Remarks. The conduct of the labovirers on the Public Works continues very good. I liavc

always respectful in their manner towards me. Some of them in the baronies of

Ballybritt and Clonlish, have expressed discontent at the way in which they are paid. Some

complaining that the rates of allowance by task are insufficient, and others, that there is delay

in payin<» them. I have not heard any similar complaints in any of the other baronies, although

the allowances are the same. As regards the delay of two days in paying the men, Mr. Mason

and Mr- Dooley (engineer in charge and assistant), and Mr. Wood’s pay-clerk, state that it is

miavoidable from the forms which have to be gone through.

I consider that the Relief Committees in this county are transacting their business with great

zea.1 Many of them, however, are not complying with the directions of Her Majesty’s Govern-

ment on the subject of underselling the local dealers.

I am not altoo-elher satisfied with some of the overseers, but I endeavour to keep as sharp a

look out on them as possible (being of opinion that much depends on their efficiency), and if

they do not improve, J must request the engineers to get tlieir places supplied by more zealous

and intelligent men.

With respect to the usual farming operations of the county, I should say, from personal

observation! and from conversations I have had with several gentlemen and farmers, that while

the laro-e farmers are preparing there land, and sowing here, the small farmers are doing little

or nothinv. Manure appears to be little valued now that the potatoes have failed. The

labourers on the Public Works, w’lio, generally speaking, have gardens, tell me that they arc

doing nothing to them-
, ,

In order to meet the last evil in some way, I have directed the overseers to give permission

to any labourers who want a few days’ leave to work in their own gardens, and to mark them

as absent with leave, but to fake them on the works again when they wish to return. 'J'he

labourers seem so much obliged for this permission that I hope it may do some, good, and that

the Commissioners will approve of what I have done. Iicertainly will have the effect of keep-

ing the works longer in progress, which is desirable.

Captain Downman, 22nd November, 1846.— Waterford.

The Relief Committees coiicluctad very badly, frequently have to return the lists for employ,

ment in consequence of irregularity in filling them up. Receive no assistance irom the commit-

tees in finding out men who have been placed on the works, not in need of assistance. Ordered

task-work to be commenced on Monday next on all the roads I visited where it was' not going

on- the men on some roads not willing to take task-work, ordered them to be dismissed from

the works unless they did so. Farming operations completely suspended, farmers having dis-

missed nearly all their labourers and servants. Overseers in many cases bad ; but there seems

great difficulty in supplying their places when more men are dismissed.

Lieutenant Mihoard, 22nd November, 1846.—W.D. Donegal.

Friday Captain Gordon having received orders to proceed forthwith to Dublin, left

this morning, and as the sanction of the division of the county was only and notpt

acted on, I took charge of the county until Captain O’Neill’s arrival to take the east district.

Captain 0‘NeiU arrived in the evening and requested me to keep the whole county until he had

some experience, which (as he did not. know how to act) I consented to do.

&;«rrfa?/ 21.«^—Proceeded to Stranorlar to issue tickets for the work, No. 14. From

Bullv-Cofey through Barues-Nine-Gap, issued 15Q.

FouiuUhe lists very incorrect, although sent back by Captain Gordon for revision, least

out several names on’accouiit or the people possessing cattle, &c.—Returned to Leltorkenny.

General 7?e?nar/rs.—The people in this county appear generally, as far as I can ascertain, to

like the task work, and are generally very quietly disposed and easily managed, except m one

or two districts.

The works are now comniencino- in several quarters, and consequently the demands from

other quai-ters are very pressing.

Richard Maxwell, 21s« November, 1816.— S'. Westmeath.

Remarks. I beg to state that it is my opinion, that the issuing of the tickets to the people

bad been much retarded bv the ignorance and irregularity of the Relief Committees and llieir

secretarie® * The only assistance given and activity displayed was by the police, anil one or

two of the Roman Catholic priests. By their means, inlbi'raat.ion was obtained which enabled

us to chock jobbing, and ernplov the most desiitufe.
^

The people, though clamorous for work, 1 consider generally well-behaved, ilie works on

the ronds I traversed were, all cutting down hills, but, from want of funds, most ol thorn have

been left in an unfinished .slate, and the roads nmeh hijurcd thereby.

Tile engineers were satisfied wiih the conduct of tlioso employed under tliem.

1 observed hardly any farming goit'g ‘’t ihroiighoul the country.
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Lieutenant Hotham, 21sf November, 1846.

—

Carlow.

Remarks.—I consider the scarcity of food and distress overrated in a most extraordinary
degree, even hy intelligent gentlemen. In no case yet have the number of people for whom I
have issued tickets taken advantage of them in this county. But Public Works are quite the
rage ; and, although I am clear, a great deal of mischief is going on : the popular opinion is,

at ])resent, too sti-ong to appease it, but the Boartl may rely I will check it when I can. I
enclose regulations for labourers issued this week by me. '

* Lieutenant Telfar, 2\st November, 1846.

—

E. D. Limerick.

In closing my report, I beg to point out one very general source of complaint at all the
Committee meetings I have attended, viz., the difficulty of obtaining meal com at an enormous
price. At Rifinane the only individual selling meal will not dispose of more than two stone
to one person j this at 2s. 6d. per stone.

Captain Edmund Wynne, 2\st November.—County Clare.

On my arrival here to take charge of the district, I found that (from the extreme incon-
venience that would necessarily arise from the delay of transmitting from remote parts of the
district, and of filling and returning tickets) my predecessor had authorised the employment
of men by the local engineer on the lists done. I have considered it best to stop ail further
employment in the manner aforesaid, and to issue tickets only as I received the revisal lists

as the withdrawal of tickeis from those rejected would be attended with difficulty, and perhaps’
danger to the public tranquillity.

The weather has been most unfavourable for the greater part of the week. It was difficult'

to work with effect. I attended the Relief Committees at the following places ;— FCilmaley
and Inch, Corofin, Clare Abbey and Kilnoe, Ennisiimon, Lisdownvarna, and Ballyvaughan.
Revision of the lists is being carried on in each of the aforesaid Committees with considerable
effect; already many abuses have been removed, and about 1300 names have been struck off
altogether, and nearly as many more have been removed to make room for the really destitute

;

this latter movement has had the most beneficial effect upon the people. I have received
many complaints of the subordinate officers on the works, not one of which the complainants
have been able to substantiate—men force themselves upon the works after they have been
struck off the lists, and are dissatisfied at not being checked and payed : hence the causes of
many complaints.

Captain Kennedy, 21st November.—County Meath.

The county generally peaceable and orderly. The Relief Committees on being called upon
are scrutinising Relief lists which were made out originally in a hurried and inaccurate
manner; the amount already presented for Public Works will fall short (generally speaking)
by one-half. Difficulty in adopting system of task-work.

The farm operations are generally very forward. “Wheat and here,” particularly many
.small holdings, backward and neglected

; I conceive from want of means as much as from an
unaccountable apathy and indolence, which seems especially to prevail amongst this class.

Landed gentry might reasonably afford much more employment for the labouring cl^s

;

800 and 900 acres with 2 and 3 men employed.
Horastoun Work.—Cutting hill and filling proceeding satisfactorily; wet weather impedes

it; wet, spongy soil.

Carlaustoun (new line).—Avei'y good line, and very creditably executed; ivet weather impedes
it very much.

Moynalty.—A good and desirable work, and proceeding creditably.

Mapes Bridge (over Black Water).—Cutting and filling; bridge old and crazy
; have serious

doubts whether it will carry the superincumbent weight to complete the work according to plan,

a matter for a professional and scientific opinion.

Thomas Ross, Inspecting Officer .— County Waterford.

I would, however, wish to remark that I do not remember any period or season when so
few farming operations are being carried on as the present. Thei-e is much apatiiy on the
subject amongst the farmers, and the facility for employment for labourers on the works is so
easy of attainment that they are unwilling to return to agricultural pursuits

; a great deal of
this, I hope, will soon be removed.

Captain R. G. Seigard.— County Leitrim.

I attended the Drumshanbo Relief Committee on the 17th, Carrick-on-Shannon on the
18th, and succeeded in getting a fresh subscription opened for the purchase of meal, &c., for

the poor. Mohiil Relief Committee on the 19th instant, and Carrigallen Relief Committee
on the 20th instant.

The Relie 1 Committees generally, are most anxious to carry out the object of relief for the
poor, and are now correcting and revising the lists first sent in. The demand for labour is

still veiy great.

The country, generally speaking, is quiet; the land not so generally cultivated o\ prepared as
I conceive it ought to be; the farmers complain they cannot afford to allow the rate of wages
the men earn on the Public Works. .

°

Ou visiting the various works, I have found the men most willing to work, and in some
instances they have been known to work by moonlight.

I have, from the first, directed that all labourers should get I 5 .
per day 011 account, so long

as their work was found good, the balances to be paid the following week. The civil engineer
assures me that the work executed by the men is good and substantial.
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Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

TVexfard, November 23, 1846.

I AM thus far on my return to Dublin, and am extremely s;Ia(l to have

had the opportunity of making the iiujuiries and inspections that I have been

enabled to do, from which I trust great advantages will be derived. I saw his

Excellency at Bessborough House on Saturday, and explained some of the great

difficulties our officers have experienced with the Relief Committees. I shall as

soon as I return, consult with the other members of the Board, and prepare other

instructions for the guidance of the Relief Committees and the Inspecting Officers,

and, so far as regards the Relief Works, these will be submitted to his Excellency

for approval before being promulgated. From all 1 have seen and heard the

labouring men are Avorking contentedly. At the same time th'e road system will

soon be worked out, and the money presented will be expended sooner than was

contemplated by the task system, Avhich I am happy to say is becoming more popular

every week. Even in this system there may be abuses, but what power vve

possess of controlling or preventing them is invariably applied. I am more and

more surprised that the system works so well, considering the extent of our

operations and the great number of persons employed. After all, the abuses

emanate from those who ought to prevent them, and who are loudest in their

outcry against the Board. I was glad to hear that the sanatory state of Cork was

roost satisfactory, and I believe such is generally the state of the country : there

is much less fever than is usual at this season of the year. The country and farm-

yards present the same appearance as reported in my former letters; nothing

doing. All along the coast from Clonakilty to Waterford, there have been pro-

digious numbers of sprats caught. I shall be in Dublin in the morning.

The admiral at Cove told me the potatoes in that neighbourhood were excellent.

Mr. Aylmer to the Earl of Besborough.

Castle FreJce, Roscarherry,
Novetnber 24, 1846.

The most urgent necessity alone induces to address your Excellency on

the present occasion, having so often trespassed on your Lordship’s time and
patience. I have, how-ever, again to implore your interference to induce the

officers upon whom the duty particularly devolves to have the destitute poor

on the Public Works paid with regularity. In this district they are now unpaid

for over one fortnight, and I need hardly add, the consequences are awful in the

extreme.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin Castle, November 26, 1846,

I am directed by the Lord Lieutenant to state, for the information of the
Lords of the Treasury, that his Excellency has sanctioned the commencement (in

anticipation of their Lordships’ approval) of certain Avorks in the barony of
Farney, county of Monaghan, many of AA'hich being for the drainage and other

improvement of private estates, are not strictly “ Public Works” under the terms
of tlie 9 and 10 Viet., c. 107.

His Excellency has already caused to be communicated to their Lord.ships a copy
of a letter addressed by the Chief Secretary to the Chairman of the Board of
Works, dated 5 Ultimo.

The proceedings at the Sessions convened for the barony of Farney, were con-
ducted in the manner pointed out in that letter. The gross amount to be raised

off the barony AVas fixed, the proportion of that assessment on each electoral divi-

sion, or part of an electoral dmsion in the barony, according to the respective Poor
Law valuations of each district, Avas ascertained

;
and Avorks have been accordingly

presented to that amount for each division.

His Excellency proposes that these sums shall be assessed by the treasurer of
the county on those electoral divisions respectively, and be levied anil paid in

the same manner as works regularly ])resebted under the Poor Employment Act.
In cases of drainage, however, the presentment has been accompanied as required,

by an xmdertaking from the person being the proprietor, in the terms of the Act
5 and 6 Viet,, c. 89 ; and it is proposed that the expense of such works should be a

cliarge on the lands so to be iinpoved, or should it be deemed expedient, on the
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lands of the same proprietor, settled to the same uses in the electoral division, or

part of an electoral division for which the works were presented, and that the same
should be assessed on those lands only, leaving the residue not presented for the

drainage to be assessed generally upon it.

The person in occupation will, as under the Poor Employment Act, be liable to

pay in the first instance, but it is proposed that as the proprietor is to be chargeable

with the cost, except as hereinafter mentioned, that he should deduct the whole of
his assessment in case of drainage, from his rent. It will further be necessary to

provide that the Board of Works when called upon, have the same power to deter-

mine the amount of increased rent to be paid for the land improved, when held by
lease, as is given by the 97th sec. of 5 and 6 Viet., c. 89.

These are the provisions which the Lord Lieutenant desires should be made
for the recovery of any moneys advanced for such works as those referred to,

and which have been presented in accordance with the Chief Secretary’s already

adverted to.'

Treasury Minute.
Deceniher 18, 1846.

Write to Mr. Redington, acknowledging the receipt of this letter, and
state that their Lordships have conveyed to the Board of Works their sanction for

the execution of works as follows, being all that have been submitted to them up
to the present date, as having been presented under the provisions of the 9 and 10
Viet., c. 107, as explained and extended by Mr. Labouchere’s letter to the Chair-

man of the Board of Works, dated the 5th October last.

Diite of Mr. Reditig-

(un's Letter.

Date of Board of

Work’s Report.
County. Number

of Works
Amount.

. 26 Nov. 19 Nov. Farney . . Mouaghaii . . 5

£. 5. d.

1,999 2 0

4 Dec. 3 Dec. Rathclown • Dubliji . . . 1 285 0 0
8 „ 5 » Ditto . . , Dilto . . . 3 235 0 0

West Ophaly

.

Kildare. . . 53 3,534 8 9

,, „ i» »i
Nethercros.s . Dublin . . . 1 200 0 0

„ „ „ „ Farney . . . Monaghan. 6 1,982 8 0
14 „ 9 » Ditto . . . Ditto . 6 2,693 8 0

In consequence of urgent representations of distress, his Excellency is stated

to have sanctioned the immediate commencement of all these works in anticipation

of their Lordships’ approval.

Their Lordships are glad to observe, that proprietors borrowing money under
this arrangement are in every case required to furnish an undertaking to repay
the amount, and they rely upon a Bill being prepared under the Lord Lieutenant’s
direction, to be laid before Parliament at the commencement of the Session,

for the purpose of giving legal effect to this and the other provisions of
hlr. Liibouchere’s letter, and of securing the repayment of the sums advanced
under it.

Transmit copy of this Minute to the Board of Works for their information.

Capt. Hart to Mr. Walker.

Dundalk, iVbrewzicr 28, 1846.

In consequence of the hurried manner in which my last weekly report
was written, owing to my having reachedhome from Kilkurry but a few minutes
before post-hour on Sunday night, I was enabled hut very briefly to advert to

the circumstance of a large number of persons having obtained employment on
the Public Works wlio should never have been recommended by the Relief
Committees, I now deem it my duty to bring the matter more fully under the
notice of the Board.
The Relief Works throughout this county being very generally in progress

on my arrival in it, and the greater number of persons who could be employed
on the different projects being already at work, the difficulty I have had to con-
tend with has been the endeavour, or, more cori'ectly speaking, the imposHbility
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of affording relief to the hundreds of persons who were urgently recommended

to me for employment by the 18 Relief Committees of this county.

With no means of meeting these pressing demands upon me, and my residence

being thronged by persons seeking employment, my position was painful in the

exti-eme. I am thankful, how’ever, to be now able to state that the plan which

I am now proceeding upon is rapidly removing every difficulty ; and that it has

enabled me to meet, and more than meet, the existing destitution in many lo-

calities.

Daily I meet a Relief Committee, and hold a kind of court, before which I

bring the overseer and all the persons employed under him (if the room be small

I have them in by gangs), and in presence of each other I question and_ cross-

question each person as to his former mode of livelihood, the state of his circum-

stances, and his present means of support, all of which I write down ;
after which

I either pass him for employment or discharge him on the spot.

The result of this personal examination has been to establish that from 20 to

50 per cent., and upwards, of persons, have obtained employment on the Public

Works whose names should never have been entered on the books of the Relief

Committees. For example : On Sunday* las^ out of 200 persons employed

on Project No. 14, in Upper Dundalk, I had to strike offno less a number than 106.

Of the persons employed at the recommendation of the Derrafalone Com-

mittee, the following exhibits the result of my examination :

—

My proceedings, I have reason to know, have, on the whole, given very

general satisfaction. At the same time I beg leave, whth every deference, to

submit that it w'ould Ido a very great support to the inspecting officer in his

performance of a most arduous and necessary duty, were the Board to issue a

“ circular,” ordering this duty to be forthwith entered upon
;
and if the inspecting

officer omit this duty, I feel convinced that the entire mass of the labouring

population and their families, together with all the small farmers, will be thrown

on the Relief Works. In this respect the Relief Committees do great mischief,

and the larger the Committee the greater is the mischief, as every member,

generally speaking, is but too anxious to obtain employment on the Relief Works

for all his own immediate tenants^ servants, and neighbours.

I would also respectfully suggest that Relief Committees should be furnished

with three books to register the names of all applicants for employment on the

Relief Works, on a form somewhat similar to the “Recommendation Form,”

(but different from the books now in use,) with a column for remarks, in "wliich

the Committees should recoi*d the present means of the applicant.

The first to be a waste book, in which the Committees should be required to

enter the name, description, and present means of every person applying for work.

The second to contain the names, &c., (alphabetically arranged by townlands)

of every person granted employment.
, , . t,

And the third book to contain the names, &c., (also alphabetically arranged)

of persons rejected (the column of remarks would show the cause of rejection),

as a protection against the same parties again presenting themselves.

By some such arrangement the inspecting officer could always be prepared to

meet the wants of each locality ; at present, from the very loose manner in which

some of the Relief Committees transact their business, it is difficult to ascertain

the real state of the labouring population. For instance, on Wednesday last I

met the Relief Committee of Mill by appointment, and w^as at once infoiuned

• The destitution had been so pressed upon me, that I deemed it absolutely necessary to devote the

Sunday to my inquiry, yrith the view to relieving the poor with all possible promptitude.

[b. w.] 2 0
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that immediate employment was required for upwards of an additional 100 per-
sons. This was altogether out ofmy power to grant, as the two projects there
had as many persons on them as could be employed at one and the same time

;

however, an examination of 50 persons on one project enabled me to provide for
11 new candidates, but only 4 could be found after an examination of the assem-
bled crowd, and the books of the Committee afforded me no information in
making a selection, as they merely contained a nominal list of applicants, who
had obtained an entry of their names on the books.

_

It would also be of great seiwice if Relief Committees were distinctly inter-

dicted from the slightest interference with the Public Works, or 'with the over-
seers and others employed on them. The resident engineer in one barony was
told by the Relief Committee that his continuance there depended entii*ely on
his pleasing them ; and they constantly send for the overseers, and demand from
them the number of persons who, in their (the overseers') opinions, may be em-
ployed on the works, which has occasioned confusion and discontent

All these interferences I have promptly checked, but in some cases I am con-
sidered as talcing too much upon myself, and it is on this account that I make
the above suggestion

;
in short, ii' the Lord Lieutenant were to think fit to inti-

mate to Reliel' Committees generally that it was quite out of their power to pass
resolutions as to how this or that work should be proceeded with, who ought to
be employed as overseers, what wages should be paid, &c., &c., and that their
duties, so far as the Public Works are concerned, is simply to recommend, after

due investigation, destitute persons for employment, and destitute persons only;
everything then would not fail to go on with perfect harmony.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Ojffice of Public TP'orks,

November 28, 1846.
The Commissioners have received your letter of the 20th November, en-

quiring whether the loan sought by Lord Monteagle for building a sessions-house,

a police barrack, &c., at Foynes, might not be granted under the 37th section of
the Act 1st and 3nd Wm. 4, c. 33.

And they direct me to state, that, in their opinion, the 37th section, in authoriz-
ing a new security to be taken, under certain conditions, has reference to the pre-
vious sections of the Act generally for the works to be undertaken. In stating,

however, their opinion that they did not consider they had power to recommend
loans for such buildings as are contemplated by Lord hlonteagle, they were mainly
influenced by the consideration that although at present two out of the thi-ee

might be appropriatedto purposes of a public nature, still the proprietor could at

any time dispose of them otherwise, there being nothing peculiar in the form or
construction.

With respect to the third building intended for a store and bakery, the Board
consider that it comes under the class of buildings for which loans have hitherto
been refused, such as manufactories and mills. For the latter the Board, of late,

have received several applications for loans which they have declined entertaining.

Treasury Minute on the above.

December 15, 1846.
Write to Lord Monteagle, informing him that my Lords are sorry to find that

the enactments by which the Board of Works are guided will not admit of their
affording any aid in the construction of the buildings he proposes to erect at

Foynes.

,
Lord Monteagle to Mr. Trevelyan.

Exchequer, December 29, 1846.
I HAVE the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 19th

instant, informing me that it is the opinion that the erection of the proposed
police barrack, corn-store, and sessions’ house at Foynes, does not come within
the scope of works contemplated by the original Board of Works’ Acts as

amended.
I have been led to make this application in' consequence of the complaints

made officially last year, that the system of loans had been disregarded or un-
dervalued by landed proprietors in Ireland, and that the means of relief which
that system afforded have been undervalued or disregarded.
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Retdrn showing the daily Average Number of Persons Employed on Relief Works in

Ireland, for Week ending the 28th November, 1846.

Leinster
. 528

Ulster :
—

Carlow . . . Antrim . . 407
Drogheda, Town of Belfast Tenvn

Dublin . . 4 . 276 Carrickfergus
Dublin, City of . Armagh . 435
Kildare . . . . 1,069 Cavan . , 16,240
Kilkenny . . . . 3,024 Donegal . . 533
Kilkenny, City of .

King’s County
. 90 Down . . 166
. 1,837 Fermanagh . 2,563

Longford . • , . 5,175 Londonderry . 1,359
Louth . . * « . 3,196 Monaghan . 3,362
Meath . .

Queen’s County .

. 6,131

. 1,711
Tyrone . 336

Westmeath . •

Wexford . .

. 2,982

. 9,036

. 45

Total .

Connaught

25,401

Galway , . 7,996

. 35,154 Galway . . 16,226— Leitrim . . 8,103
Munster:— Mayo . 19.781

Clare .... , 31,231 Roscommon . 28,821

E. R- Cork .... . 18,459 Sligo 12,950

Cork, City of . . 209
. 12,034

Total 93,377

Limerick .

Limerick, City of .

S. R. Tipperary , . ,

W. R. Tipperary . . .

Waterford, City of .

Waterford . . .

Total

.

. 24,354
. 375
. 9,691

. 9,196

. 254

. 6,108

131,885

Grand Total 285,817

EXTRACTS from REPORTS of INSPECTING OFFICERS, for the week ending

November 28, 1846.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Hotham, Inspecting Officer for the County Carlow, for

the week ending Saturday, November 28, 1846.

2,200 tickets are at present issued
;

I think 3,400 will be required. The exaggeration

about the distress seems wearing away, and people begin to consider the expense.

The country is very tranquil, but the correspondence entailed upon me prevents my tra-

velling about as much as this journal would infer that I should. I receive almost daily com-

plaints of abuses which require an immediate investigation. The task work is becoming very

popular, and the men working at it wonderfully hard.

Extract from Report of H. H. D. O’Brien, Inspecting Officer for County Clare, for the
• week ending November 28, 1846.

On Friday night the house of Mr. O’Loughlin, check-clerk in parish of Doora, was broken

into, and he was severely beaten and wounded ; in consequence of this outrage the work (No.

57, Upp?r Bunratty) employing 245 men is ordered to be suspended. Mr. O’Loughlin was

also a member of the Quinn Relief Committee, and his exertions in revising the recommenda-

tion lists appear to have led to this attack on him. Mr. Hill was not aware that he was a

member of the Relief Committee, nor did I know that he was a elieck-clerk, otherwise the

irregularity would not have occurred.

Extract from the Report of Captain H. D. Hutchinson, R.N., Inspecting Officer for the

County Clare (West Division), for the week ending November 28th, 1846.

Baronies of Islands, Inchiyidn, and Kilrush.

The mode of transacting business at some of the Relief Committees I have attended, appears

objectionable to me. Having persons in the room unconnected with the business, and not on the

Committees also, there is an inclination to waste time in unnecessary discussion, instead of

practicable
;
but 1 hope to see this improve. The revision of the lists, a thing of paramount

importance, is going on at all the Committees I have attended, but the difficulty of obtaining

correct information, as to the comparative necessities of the applicants for employment, is great,

and to do it in a satisfactory manner requires time.

The above works which I have inspected, are going on well, as far as the weather will admit

of; the state of the country where I have been traveling, is quiet, and 1 have not heard of any

disturbances
;
the conduct of the people generally is good, and they seem satis6ed with tlie em-

ployment afforded them. I am sorry to say I have not seen much farming operations; in a
distance of 56 miles, I observed only one plough at work, preparing the ground for wheat.

1
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Extract from Report of Captain W. O’Neill, Inspecting Officer for Donegal, for the week
ending Saturday, November 28th, 1846.

I have the honour to report, for the information of the Board, that all the works going on in

this district are progressing in a most favourable and satisfactory manner. One gang of

labourers near this town, struck for higher wages, but on my explaining to them the folly of

such proceedings, they all (with the exception of two, namely, Patrick M'Gowan, No. 127, and
James Hogarty, No. 133,) returned on the following morning.

All the Relief Committees in that neighbourhood are most anxious to get as many people

employed as possible, the destitution being represented as very great. I further beg to inform

the Board that, considering the wretched state of the people generally in this part of the

country, they appear to be very quiet, but all of them most clamorous for employment.

In many instances, the returns sent in from the Relief Committees, are very irregularly made
out, and contain the names of small farmers.

I am sorry to be obliged to inform the Board, that in no case is the farming operations for

the season commenced as yet, through any part of the country that I have travelled. And it

further appears to me that there is a vast quantity of excellent land in every part of this country

rendered totally useless for the want of draining.

Extract from Report of Captain Townsend, Inspecting Officer for Cavan, November 28th,

1846.

Remarks .—Agriculture is apparently progressing but slowly; meantime the, sufferers by
famine, and many, I believe, who sutler but little, are clamorous and threatening.

The gentry seem alarmed not only by what is going on around, but by the prospects for the

ensuing year.

Extract from Report of the Inspecting Officer for Tipperary, for the week ending

November 28lh, 1846.

Having been engaged for three days of this week in attending presentment sessions for the

baronies of Owney and Arra, and Lower Ormond, 1 have been obliged to devote the remainder

to office work, and I have therefore been unable to visit any of the works in progress, with the

exception of a few lying between this town and Newport.

On Wednesday and Friday, the sessions for Lower Ormond were held in this town, although

Mr. Labouchere’s letter was adopted by the sessions, in preference to the Labour Rate Act;

hills and hollows were in as high favour as ever, and were applied for to a great extent; very

few reproductive works were sought for, proprietors being under the impression that by holding

back now, they may get such works hereafter on more favourable terms, than they conceive are

at present held out to them.

Extract from Report of Captain James T. Airev, Inspecting Officer for the County of

Dublin, for the weekending the 28th November, 1846.

The V orks seem to be proceeding, but from the very great press of business, the engineers

have not yet been able to open the whole, and in the baronies under Mr. Hampton’s superin-

tendence, he cannot get the persons employed to task work at first. In the baronies under Mr.
Frith, they are all priced work and conducted in a most satisfactory manner.

There appears to be very great distress, particularly in Garristown and in tile of

Rathfarnham,

The Committees I have attended, have been conducted generally in an orderly and regular

manner.

Extract from Report of Captain Ainslie, Inspecting Officer at Ballinasloe, for the week

ending Saturday, 28th \iltimo.

I look upon the task work as gaining ground, excepting the lower part of Leitrim next to

Clare; my district is tranquil; in Barony Longford sheep and cattle stealing prevails, and

one robbery of arms, with violence, took place, 22nd, by a gang of 10 or 12 at Lisbeg, between

Launcestown and Clonlert. The able-bodied labourei-s are beginning to wish to exclude the

idle and physically incapable, the first fruits of the task work system conducing to industry

and exertion. In the lower part of the barony of Leitrim, parish of Clonnish, on the continua-

tion of the Williamstown new line, on the overseer proceeding to set the men to work, a mob
assembled ready, and threatened his life, broke the spades belonging to the poor labourers,

and the barrows and shovels of the Board. I sent instructions to Mr. Coldwell, assistant

engineer, to report all particulars to the Board, and directed him to be guided by the Lord
Lieutenant’s letter of the 16th October, an extract of which accompanied them, and some of

the notices relating to intimidation and violence for that particular district, which is very much
inclined to turbulence.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Brandling, Inspecting Officer for the County of

Kildare, for week ending Saturday, 28th instant.

The works in this county are all going on well, and it is the general opinion, that they will

be executed better and at less expense than when carried out under the grand jury system.

The Relief Committees are complaining of the wages paid to the overseers, but I have at-

tempted to impress on them that it is better to pay good wages for respectable men, than to

reduce the pay and get an inferior class.
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Exieact from Report of Lieutenant T. C. Galloway, Inspecting OfEcer for Kilkenny, for

week ending Saturday, 28tfi November, 1846.

I am sorry to remark, this country, during the past week, has presented no change for the

better, in the way of improvement of lands by private employ. It is found very difficult to

employ the people by task in cutting away hills, &c.
;

in forming and fencing new roads it

succeeds.

The people throughout the country are very peaceable.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Hamilton, Inspecting Officer, King’s County,

Barony of , week ending 28th November, 1846.

I consider that they are, generally speaking, working well, notwithstanding the efforts of

evil disposed persons to persuade them, “ that it matters little how they work as they are

certain of getting lOcf. per diem.” As soon as I succeed in getting the overseers more up to

tlieir business, I shall not be afraid of the interference of any one, as the labourers are exceed-

ingly disposed, and only retjuire to be properly managed and to have matters explained

to them.
, T, IT 1 •

The state of the country, particularly in the baronies of Garrycastle and Baliybritt, is repre-

sented to me to be very fur from what is desirable ;
there are certain portions of it, however,

which I consider very peaceable, for instance, in the baronies of Ballyboy and Ballycoman,

Coolestown, Geashill, Upper and Lower Philipstown, Warrenstown, and I may add Kil-

courcey at present, but even in these baronies, where I should say tbat^ life and property

are secure, rents are very badly paid by the extensive farmers, and, in many instances,

no rents whatever have as yet been paid by the small farmers.

I hope the Commissionere will pardon me if I am doing wrong in alluding to Mr. Stanley’s

letter, which will affect nearly all the ReliefCommittees in this county. As I informedyou in

my last weekly report, many of them have been underselling the local markets, but still to a

class of persons only who could not afford to pay the market prices. Any oneyvho witnesses

the misery and wretchedness of these persons, must at once be convinced that it is a question of

either starvation for themselves and families, plunder or cheapened food, and if they are left

altogether to the mercy of the hucksters, there can be no doubt that many of them must starve,

and'^iat this county will become even more disturbed than it is represented to be at present.

Even, at present, in this county, with all the exertions of the Relief Committees, to provide

food for the poor at a reduced cost, many men, I regret to say, have been unable to go to work,

and some have been obliged to leave the works from starvation. As regards farming operations

I see no reason to alter my opinion respecting the little that hasbeen done by the small farmer,

hitherto.
, , „ , t t i i

Unfortunately the labourers look to the farmers, the farmers to the landlords, and the land-

lords, with every good intention, but without means, look to the Government

Extract from Journ.al of Captain Layard, Inspecting Officer, County Leitrim, South,

Baronies of Mohill, Leitrim, and Carvigallen, for week ending 28th November.

Mr. W. Hall has in most instances neglected to comply with the Board’s instructions relative

to “check clerks and overseers not being employed in the vicinity of their own houses.” For

example,—Check clerk R. Roycraft, on No. 14, Carvigallen barony, has a farm of 28 acres

within a quarter of a mile of the new line of road, and I found one man at work on the line

whom he acknowledged was his farm servant; I of course took the ticket away from him. I

consider the class of persons employed generally are above the work required of them.

Another pay clerk is indispensably necessary to insure the punctual payment of the labourers.

Extract from Report of Captain J. Lardner, Inspecting Officer at Manor-Hamilton,

County Leitrim, for the week ending 28th November, 1846.

On Friday I attended the meeting of the Drumahard Relief Committee, when a scrutiny was

commenced into some of the lists, which produced such a manifestation of temper on the part

of some of the gentlemen present, tliat it had to be deferred to the next day.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Inglis, dated East Division Limerick,

28th November, 1846.

Remarlts.—ThQ usual farm operations of the county are very much neglected, the behaviour

of the labourei'S upon the works generally good, and the county very quiet. Mr.^ Apjohn has

resigned the office of assistant engineer in the barony Coonagh, and it is very desirable that a

substitute should be sent with as little delay as possible
;

it is also very desirable that an addi-

tional assistant engineer should be sent for ihe district of the barony Coshlea, as the works there

are too numerous for the superintendence of Mr. Brewster and Mr. Mackintosh, and it is a

country tliat requires very great attention.

I have generally to report favourably on the proceedings of Relief Committees
;
with a few

exceptions, they are commencing a better system, and endeavouring to make more careful selec-

tions in their recommendations for employment. There is,however, great room for improvement

yet. The result of the execution of works wheret'er task-work is introduced is satisfactory, but

wherever the labourers are continued by (fay-work it progresses slowly. The works in Pubble-

brien are at present very insufficient for the relief of that district. Extraordinary sessions are to

be held, however, for that barony, on 2nd proximo.
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Extract from the Report of Lieutenant James D. Telfer, R.A., Inspecting Officer, for the
week ending 28th November, 1846.

East Eivision County Limerick, Barony Coshlea.

During the past and preceding week the duties of several of the Relief Committees has been
conducted in a much more satisfactory manner than has hitherto been done, frequently recom-
mending that individuals at first supposed to be destitute should be turned off the works, they
having misrepresented their cases, thus affording additional relief for the really destitute. The
usual farm operations, beyond a doubt, are seriously neglected. Neither can those possessed
of small lots of land be prevailed upon to dig them, or in any way cultivate them, their reply
being invariably, How will that feed them ? as they have neither food, nor the means of pro-
curing any.”

The system of task-work, which is very generally introduced wherever it can be carried on
appears to gain ground daily, in some districts being entirely task-work. The conduct of the
people on the works in general is very regular. In the barony of Coshlea tlie arduous duties
Ml'. Brewster, assistant engineer, has to perform, are too much for him, by far too laro-e a dis-
trict having been allotted for his superintendence

; and in consequence of the very extensive
works that are being carried on in that district, two additional assistant engineers are required,
and so divide the barony into three separate districts.

Extract from the Report of Lieutenant J. P. Decoorcey, Inspecting Officer, for the week
ending 25th November, 1846.

County Limerick, Barony Lower Connelloe.

In this barony, where I have called on the Relief Committees to revise their recommendation
lists, they have acceded with reluctance, and in two cases bound themselves to keep secret their
proceedings

;
at Castletown they proposed swearing each other in.

I am compelled to force Committees to do their duty on this point.

Farm operations usual at this time of the year not going on, I attribute to Relief Committees
recommending improper persons for relief by employment on Public Works.

Extract from the Report of Lieutenant J. F. Decourcey, Inspecting Officer, for the week
ending 28th November, 1846.

County Limerick, Barony Lower Connelloe.

With respect to Relief Committees, I find great difficulty in making them recommend proper
and fit persons for relief by employment on Public Works. Great many farmers whose cir-
cumstances are such as not to. want it are employed. Fear prevents many of the members of
the Committees performing their duty.

The farm operations usual at this time of the year are not in operation except on the large
farms; the principal cause I attribute to the irregular proceedings of Relief Committees.

Usual farm operations not going on; Relief Committees recommend improper persons for
reliefemployment on Public Works.

Tire frost of Friday night has tumbled down some of the new ditches and fences.

Extract from the Joornal of Captain W^alker, Longford and Moydon for the week endin*^

28ih November, 1846.
*

Baronies of Longford and Moydon.
The works are generally, where I have inspected, going on tolerably well considering the

season, and numbers of old and feeble, and also very young persons engaged on them. The
outward demeanor of the people is at all times respectful and orderly ; but ray special report
will show that this appearance is not to be relied on. I regret to say that many improper
persons, m point of circumstances, have been placed on the works, particularly in Killashee
pari^, where I am using every exertion to remove the abuse. In Killoe also, it has occurred;
but Captain Hill, Chairman of that Committee, is indefatigable in his exertions to remedy it.

In Killashee, which is better land, and inhabited by a better class of farmers than the rest of
my district, farming operations are going on, but scarcely any appearance of such elsewhere.

Novemher 2^A.—I again visited this project, having information that the men have been
most insubordinate, and I believe at the commencement of the work they were so. I assembled
them, and spoke of the impropriety of their conduct which they appeared sensible of, and sorry
foi', and I trust it will not occur again.

Extract from Report of Captain Fbakcis Carey, Inspecting Officer, for the week endino-
the 28th November, 1846.

*

County of Mayo, Baronies of Murrish, Burrishoole, and Ennis.

The general conduct of the people on the west coast has been oi-derly, and where delays of
payment have taken place but little grumbling has occurred, even among the most destitute,
when left alone. In some instances attempts are made to excite undeserved sympathy by men
who either idhng or absenting themselves from their work, earn but small wages, representing
the inadequacy of the payments to their wants, and pretending the amount received is for a
whole day s work. A priest. Rev.— Henry, P. P. IslaneacJy, behaved tliis day, 28th instant,
in a most violent manner at his

; calling in a considerable number of persons collected
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at the door, he pointed me out to them as the person starving them
;
the same priest repeated

this language in the afternoon in the streets, bidding those present tell all their friends starvincr

that I was the cause.
^

Extract from Ri£POBT of Captain Kennedy, Inspecting Officer, Meath, ending
Saturday 28th.

Most of the works progressing satisfactorily. A marked disinclination to task-work. I

do not think it encouraged as much as it might be by engineers, nor judiciously managed by
them. The work ought to be regularly measured and clearly explained to them, beino- a ne\v

and ill understood system among the labouring poor. Wages at 10c?. per day, after deductino-

for bad weather, and quite insufficient to support a family, there is a growing feeling of dl^
content throughout the county, fostered by having the labouring poor congregated in
numbers. Reproductive works would obviate this evil ; a growing feeling among proprietors in

favour of it.

Extracts from Report of Captain Burmester, dated Roscommon, 28th Nov. 1846.

Saturday, 28.—Went to Elphin with Captain Peebles to the meeting of the Crewes Com-
mittee; found their proceedings were not in the forward state they ought to have been from
the time they had been formed. No lists whatever have yet been received from this district,

and I have directed those men without tickets to be turned off the works, unless the lists are
forwarded forthwith.

During the last week I have traversed a great portion of the country ; I have seen but few
men employed in the farm occupations.

The whole lahouring population seem to he seeking employment on the public works.

Extracts from Report of Lieutenant Baillie, dated Queen’s County, 28th Nov. 1846.

Remarks.—Very little employment appears to be given in agricultural operations; here and
there a solitary plough may be seen at work. As far as I am aware, the country is quiet,

except an occasional attack on provision carts when opportunity offers.

Work, No. 2.—This work will continue to give employment but a short time longer, the
greater part of the country through which it is to pass being flooded

;
not expected to be free

of water before spring. About 1 30 men were at work here, but obliged to transfer some of
them to a work. No. 9 (presentment schedule), undertaken on the responsibility of Mr. Town-
send and myselt) it being impossible, for the reason stated above, to give sufficient employment
on the works sanctioned.

No. 10.—Getting on satisfactorily. Men discontented with the prices paid for the work

;

one gang refused to receive on the last day the balance due to them, about is. Id. per day each
for that week, having received on account the two previous weeks from 7d. to 7^d. per day. I

will communicate with Mr. Townsend on the subject. Overseer appears very efficient. Name
Joseph Bateman,

No. 7-—This will be an excellent work when completed. Men paid Is. on account, but I
do not think they are earning that at the prices fixed for the works. Will write to Mr. Towns-
end about this.

Extract from Report of Captain Peebles, ending Saturday, 28th instant.

Very few persons are employed in the fields; in fact, farm business is almost abandoned.

Extract from Journal of Captain Dillon, week ending 28(h November, 1846.

Barony of Corran, Leyney, and Coolavin, County of Sligo.

The works I have inspected during the past week are progressing as well as can be expected
for tills season of the year. Many of the lines of road are certainly of public utility, by short-
ening distances and removing obstructions

;
but other lines might have been dispensed with,

did not the extreme destitution in their neighbourhood require assistance by labour woi-ks. In
fact, the road newly formed over the soft soil or bog cannot be used until the summer heat and
the assistance produced by back drain consolidate them. I state this, as there appears a desire
on the part of Committees to apply for money from the Govei'nment to macadamise them; an
application for such a purpose I take the liberty to recommend the Commissioners not to grant
if applied for

;
it would be a waste of public money, and not meet the intentions of labour

relief. Snow fell, for tlie first time this season, on Saturday night, the 2Sth instant; so deep
on the mountain roads leading to Boyle, County Roscommon, as to prevent my inspecting
works at Coolavin. Should snow continue to fall, so as to affect the progress of works, I shall

immediately reportto the Commissioners, and wait for their instructions.

Extract from Journal of Captain Norris, for week ending Saturday, 28th Nov. 1846.

Baronies of Eliogarty, Kerrin, and Kihiamannagh, Co. Tipperary, N.R.
The farm operations through the country I have visited during the past week seem to be

only very partially in progress. The country people are generally in the greatest distress.

Tenpence a-day will, I believe, only give one meal a-day to a family of six persons ; the Indian
meal is selling at present at 2s, 2t?, per stone.
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Extract from Report of Captain Oldershaw, Inspecting Officer for the County Tyrone,

for the week ending Saturday, November 28, 1846.

The works in general are progressing very satisfactorily, the county is very quiet and the

people orderly. The Committees have been indefatigable in.their duties in the rural districts,

and have given great satisfaction. No disturbances have occurred. The engineer in charge

in the several baronies is satisfied with the conduct of the overseers, and as far as my personal

observations have gone, I have remarked great activity and zeal. I do not think that the

farm operations are in progress as much as usual at this season of the year. In tlie neighbour-

hood of Omagh the greatest difficulty has occurred in selecting proper persons for relief
; the

snow falling thick and the wind blowing strong at daylight, the gangs in the neighbourhood of

Omagh knocked off work, but upon being encouraged they set to again with very good-will.

Extract from Journal of R. Maxwell, Inspecting Officer, for the week ending November

28, 1846.

Baronies of Brovmy, Clonlonen, and Moycashel, County Westmeath.

I beg to state tliat I found the Relief Committee in Athlone well attended, their books and

papers well kept, and their secretary very intelligent and active. In Moate, nothing could

exceed the regularity, order, and attention of the secretary, Dr. Bewley. By his exertions I

was enabled to issue*^550 tickets in one day and a-haif. The people in the barony of Clon-

lonen are in a most excited state, and several outrages have occurred. Many sheep have been

slaughtered, and the morning I left (Wednesday) a cart was stopped and plundered, of four

sacks of flour. In Kilbeggeii I found the affairs of the Relief Committee managed by a very

yount^ man, who though zealous, from his ignorance of business and want of system, is

thoroughly unfit for the situation. The consequence is, that everything was one mass of con-

fusion and irregularity, and great delay was the consequence. The peasantry are quiet and

well disposed fn the barony of Moycashel. Very little farming going on; I only saw three

ploughs at work during the week.

The police have been of the greatest assistance on all occasions.

Extract from Report of William Telford, Inspecting Officer, for Westmeath, November

29, 1846.

Remarlis.—1 hope to get rid entirely of the pressure for tickets this week, and then I can

enter properly on the duties of Inspecting Officer, which so extensive a district as Westmeath

precluded. So much time was lost on the road, and having to encounter bungling Committees,

to say the least of them ; but the proposed arrangemert of dividing the county between Mr.

Maxwell and myself, will leave it in my power to perform my part, I trust, most effectually.

Mr. Young to Capt. W. O’Neil.
'

Warren Lodge, Camdonagh,
November 24, 1846.

At a meeting of the Culdaff Relief Committee, held this day

—

“ The Secretary read a letter addressed to him by Captain O’Neill, Inspecting Officer, dated

Letterkenny, 21st November, requesting to be informed of the nature of the outrages reported

by the Committee in their Resolution of the 1 7th instant ; on which it was resolved, that the

Secretary should state in reply the following particulars
;

viz.

—

That a threatening letter had been posted on the door of the Committee-room, to the pur-

port that the people were in a state of desperation, and that if they did not shortly get work,

hey would proceed to help themselves.

That a farm-yard at Kiloort, near Malin, had been entered at night, and a stack of barley

carried off; informations were sworn, but no evidence brought home to any party.

That a cow had been taken from Malin Pound which had been distrained by seneschal’s

order, for a private debt; information also sworn, but without the effect of identifying the

aggressors.

That two attacks had been made upon carmen ;
upon one who was returning from Derry

with a load of flour, who was struck on-thehead with a stone : and upon the other, a Michael

Monagle, canuan of one of the members of the Committee, proceeding to Derry with a sum of

money'^ who was attacked by three men on the road, and ordered to deliver his money. Mon-

aole, having a heavy whip, struck one of the men on tlie arm and disabled him; and two

fishermen coming up at the time, the party made a precipitate retreat; no clue has been found

whereby to trace the offenders in either case.

That poultry-houses have been entered and robbed, and also turnip fields, to a large extent,

all of which are occurrences hitherto unknown in this district.

It was also further resolved. That, in addition to the information required by Captain

O’Neil, the Secretary be requested to inform him that the destitution in this district is so great

that the people are losing their accustomed patience; that many instances have occurred

where large families have been without any food for 24, and even 36 hours
;
and, that in order

to preserve a large part of the population from actual starvation, it is of the utmost importance

that the works should be at once commenced.”

All of which, by direction of the Committee, I have the honour to transcribe for your in-

formation.
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Extract from the Weekly Report ofMajor Bolton, for the week ending Saturday 28th ulto.

Coiirity Longford, Barony Moydorc.

Oil the 23rd and 24th instant, I issued labour tickets to the Relief Committees at Kenagh

and Moydore. With the exception of the atrocious murder which I reported to the Board on

the 24th instant, the couutiy remains in a comparatively quiet state.

The farming operations continue very backward.

Extract from the Weekly Journal of Lieutenant Griffith, to the 28th inst.

County Armagh, Barony Upper Fews and Upper Orier.

I have to repeat the same observations as are comprised in _my last Weekly Report, viz.,

that the poorer class of farmers and cottiers generally, especially in the mountainous districts

both of Upper Fews and Upper Orier, are, generally speaking, in a state approaching starva-

tion and that I have witnessed many instances (now last increasing) of absolute destitution

andVamine. It is also my painful duty again to repeat the assurances of my conviction, tlmt

numbers are likely to perish of hunger, unless immediate instantaneous relief be provided for

them. In the districts I have designated, there are no farm operations whatever in progress.

Notwithstanding this fearful state of society, no acts of depredation have as yet occurred
;
but

the people meet in crowds about the doors of the Relief Committee-rooms •, they murmur and

loudly declare that they must provide food from the slack-yards, if not otherwise immediately

supplied.

Extract from the Weekly Journal of Captain W. Menzies, R.E., to the 28th ult.

County Galioay, Barony County of Town of Galway ; Ross, Clare.

The labourers on several roads in the barony of the county of the town of Galway appear

to do little, and most of them are paid Is. a-day. On further inspection, if I find

I will communicate with the engineers in charge on the subject. In the barony of Clare, on

several roads I visited, the overseers are furnished with lists from the Committee of men to be

employed, and they are working without tickets. I have written to the Relief Committees to

furmsh me with lists of names, and I will send the tickets
;
but that no men should be em-

ployed without. The Relief Committee in Galway were doingr no business till I sent them an

answer to one I received from their secretary, copies of which I will forward, as they refer to

the communication to the Board from Alen Browne, Esq. The country is quiet, and the people

look well fed. In travelling the last week through the baronies of county town of Lralway,

Clare, and Ross, I did not observe a dozen people engaged in farming operations.

Extract from the Weekly Journal of Lieutenant Greenwall, for the week ending

28th ult.

County Kerry, Clanmaurice.

In this barony, many persons have been irregularly employed on the works through the

dishonesty and carelessness ef the stewards, these persons having had many opjwrtmiities of

thus transgressing, in consequence of tlie inability of Mr. Mitchell to attend sufficiently and

particularly to every part of his distsict.
_ _ , u-v,. , u

Mr. Langford having now taken the barony of Clanmaurice, there is a probability that such

abuses will become less frequent.
_ , • u ..u i

The people are in general well conducted, although greatly discontented with the low rate

The Committees are generally inefficient in this barony, and dependence cannot always he

placed in their recommendations ;
farmers and others likely to be influenced by local attach-

ments having been frequently appointed members.
. . , , ?

There are also numerous complaints of the manner in which the labourers are paid; the

clerks having, in some instances, given considerable sums to the gangsmen to be by theni

divided among the men. The irregularity of such conduct I have pointed out on several

occasions. All farm operations are quite suspended.

Extract from the Weekly Journal of Inspecting Officer D. Labalmudier, for the week

ending ‘28th ult.

County Kerry.

Attended the Relief Committee, and I trust that henceforward their proceedings rnay be

characteiised by a little of the reguiaritv that has heretofore been so lamentably dencient.

I feel it my duty to mention a circumstance which was brought forward by the chairman,

Mr. M. O’Comiell, viz. a charge preferred against Mr. Nesbitt (the ^sistant engineer), of

having upon one occasion, at night, fired a shot over the heads of a crowd who were assembled

round his lodgings.
. i ^ 7 ,i.

It appeared that Mr. Nesbitt did do so, and it certainly was most imprudent under the

circumstances in which he is placed here. ^ a ^ m 7 • u

Friday, N&v. 27.—Visited all the works in Valencia Island, viz., 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, which are

all progressing most satisfactorily. Task work is unusual here, and the wages earne range

from Itid. to Is. JOtf. per diem.
^ p
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I then visited the Works Nos. 34, 35, 36, on the main land. I regi'et to state that the
engineer has been obliged to slop Nos. 34 and 36, in consequence of some malicious persons
having on the night before last thrown down upon (hem a part of the fences, which had beet
made by gangs of men at task work, at which they were working well. I have furnished him
with some “notices,” but I fear that the offenders will not be brought to justice.

With regard to (his barony, I have to report that the works have in almost every instance
been commenced in the most irregular manner, and I believe most improper people have been
admitted upon them (and in saying this I beg to except the Island of Valencia). Works
have been opened without lists, and without tickets: and it appears to me that the same
anarcliy prevailed over the engineering and the Committee departments.

_Mr. Mansell, the gentleman who has just taken charge of the works here, appears to be
going the right way to work to reduce this disorder into some system

;
and the Committee

have taken the first steps towards introducing some degree of formality and regularity to their
proceedings.

In Valencia, I saw many people at work in the fields, which is a sight I have nowhere else
encountered, Every one, landlords as well as tenants, appear to be unable to look beyond the
present great emergency, and the ground is left without any preparation for the ensuing
year’s crop. ®

I should have said tliat, at the meeting of the Cahirciveen Committee, it was decided on
memorializing Government to sanction additional works in the neighourhood of the town.

I believe this to be absolutely necessary, as many works near the town ai-e about to close
or have already closed, from the exhaustion of the funds sanctioned, and the works iii

progi'ess have been greatly impeded by the influx of the people dismissed from the closed
works.

Extract from the Weekly Journal of Lieutenant Anderson, R.A., to the 28tb ult.

County Wicklow, Barony North Ballinacir.

After having written out the tickets, and had the townland to which the parties
belonged to written on the back of each ticket, 1 left them for distribution in the hands of Mr.
Cunningliam, the chairman of the Committee, to be given by him in committee.

I was compelled to do this, as I had appointed to meet the Rachnen Relief Committee that
afternoon, and I there distributed 39 more tickets.

I took back the tickets from three men who ought never to have received them.
It has been reported to me that a great deal of discontent has been prevailing in this imme-

diate neighbourhood during the past week
;
but I have no fear but that all will be orderly and

quiet, as to-morrow morning I mean to issue tickets here.

I regret to state a good.deal of snow fell last night, but I think there is no appearance of
more falling to-night.

The small farmers are, I am sorry to say, in many cases neglecting the improvement of the
land, and are seeking employment as labourers on the Public Works.

Extract from Journal of H. Brett, County Surveyor for Mayo, week endiiio- 28tli
November, 1846.

“

Wednesday, at 7 a.m., proceeded to the road at Drimacoo, No. 1, Costello Barony, the
line from Sherlocks to Clogher, Coolaghtan to Drimacoo, Cloonmun to Boherline

;
gave

directions regarding the mode of cariying on the works, and the letting of tasks; found
on the last-mentioned road the works fairly laid out, but only 90 men instead of 150 men, the
remaining 60 declining to work.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Carey, week ending 21st November, 1846.

Barony of Duhalloio, County Cork.

Fullylease road leads from Carballa to Kinturk, between the end of the new road at
Tullylease; it commenced about a month ago. There are about 200 men employed on this
road

;
the men are all working well, and very peaceable; there were about lOO rnen looking

forwoik; they are all at task, and appear’to be contented and happy; the labourers get
lOd. per day. I have paid up to last Tuesday; there is no disturbances of any kind about
this locality.

The Guthroe road will be finished next Saturday week; there are 140 at work, and all at
task, and perfectly satisfied with the work; they get IW. per day, and were paid last
Wednesday; there are about 200 persons asking for employment.

Saturday, November 28(A.—Attended the Relief Committee at Dromagh Castle.

Extract from Journal of Captain Handcock, R.A
,
week ending 28th November, 1846.

County Fermanagh.

From the returns I have received from some of the Relief Committees, and from what I can
find out through the county generally, there will be about 5,000 men more on the Public
Works in the course of the next two months, and I fear much that many of them will continue
on the works during the next year, as the farmers will try and do without their labourers.

This county remains perfectly quiet, and since ray last report, there are several works set
going through the different baronies

;
by the latter end of next week, most of the presentments
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approved of by the Board will be in progress. Considering the weather, the works seem to go

on well • the workmen, in most cases, are able-bodied men; all the infirm men and boys are sent

to break stones in the quarries. I fear the snow that fell yesterilay \vill, in some parts of the

county, put a stop to the works.
, v.. , , , i „

The people in the barony of Lurg have an idea that the Board have sent down cmplov ment

tickets ibr them all individually, and that none has any right to reject them from registry ; so

that I fear, if the Board pay attention to the petitions from persons rejected by the Committee

of that barony, it will be an endless business.

Rev. Jas. MacHale to Mr. Laboucheee.

November 28, 1846.

I TAKE the liberty of expressing my apprehension that most serious and

fatal consequences are likely to ensue from sending persons from the parish ol

Ballinrohe, to be employed on Public Works in the parish of Robin.
_

This I feel bound to mention to you, as the representative of Her Majestj^

in the absence of his Excellency.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public JVorha,

November 28, 1846.

The Relief Committees are acting in such a maimer, that it is very

desirable that ive should as soon as possible discontinue our connexion vith

them. The reports from our officers from all quarters are so strong upon this

point, that I addressed a letter to Mr. Labouchere upon the subject, a copy

of -which is enclosed here-ndth, with a vie-w to draw the attention of tlie Govern-

ment to a change. I also send for your perusal a private note from one of our

most active and zealous officers, which I believe conveys a correct view of what

is passing in most other parts of Ireland. The taking an enumeration of the really

destitute by Government officers, as suggested in the latter part of my letter, I

consider to be a most important step, as at this moment the real amount of

destitution is not known. We are working upon and expending thousands upon

lists prepared -with a desire to impose, and the Board of Works have to hear the

blame. It was only yesterday that a gentleman told me he had received a letter

from his father, who informed him there were men employed upon the works

who were buying sheep
! , . , . , i • j ^

I will endeavour in a few words to explain what is so loudly complained ol

the an*cars due to the labourers. The check-ciei*ks books cannot be closed

before the Saturday night; tliey are then to prepare the pay sheets, and obtain

the signature of the engineer, who hands them to the pay-clerk, so that it is

seldom before the following Wednesday that payment can be made, and a man

asked on the Tuesday will say that he is ten days in arrear, or probably that,

on Saturday night, a fortnight’s wages will be due to him.
^ ,

With respect to Kinsale Bridge, I have conferred with Mr. Griffith, who

says that the approaches cannot be done under the Labour Relief Act ;
it mu^

be borne inmind that a pressure is now put on to endeavour to get works executed

which would not, under any other circumstances, be entertained.

Enclosure.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Labouchere.

Office of Public Works,

November 27, 1846.

I BEG leave to draw your attention to the difficulties experienced by the inspecting

officers employed under this Board in the discharge of their duties in connexion with the Re-

lief Committees, and the great loss of valuable time which is occupied ni attending their rneel-

ings. On my late visits to the districts in the south of Ireland, all the inspecting officers whom

I met complained of the very unsatisfactory manner in whicli the business of the.se Committees

is transacted, and the almost total impossibility of procuring correct lists of the destitute poor

who require relief, the names of many individuals having been placed upon them, who, from

their circumstances in life, are not objects requiring relief as contemplated by the Labour Re-

lief Act, thereby throwing upon the inspecting officer the disagreeable and invidious duly, and

one difficult of execution, of revising the list and striking off the names of those persons who

have been improperly placed upon them.
_ - . • i

The inspecting officers complain that the Relief Committees are constant in their clamour

to have works commenced, and in whicli, if they succeed, they frequently fail to provide the

I
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officers with lists for a week, and in some cases ten days, after the sanction has been received'
The delay thus occasioned by the neglect of this important duty on the part of the Committee,
is unfairly and unjustly attributed to the Board and its officers, and is published in all the local
newspapers, creating mistrust of the Board, and causing a bai feeling to be entertained by the
people looking for employment.

It not unfrequently happens that the officers are obliged to send back the lists to the Com-
mittee three or four times to have them properly prepared, in conformity with the 18th, 19th
and 20th sections of the instructions issued for their guidance, the column to show the quantity

of land held by each individual being frequently left blank, or else showing by the number of
acres held in each case that their names ought not to have been placed on the list. There is

also another abuse which it is impossible for the officer to correct until the inconvenience has
been experienced, which is, that after works have been sanctioned and tickets issued, not a
third of the men present themselves at the work. It would therefore appear to be very desir*

able that an alteration in the system should be made as soon as practicable.

There are two modes by which it would appear that this might be effected.

1st. By requiring the Relief Committees to furnish lists of the destitute poor in their respec-

tive districts, with the name of the townland in which they reside, and the extent of their
holdings, to the secretary of the grand jury, or to the chairman of the sessions holden by
virtue of the proclamation of his Excellency the Lord- Lieutenant. These lists, when revised

and considered coiTect, should he signed by the chairman and handed to the officer of tlie

Board of Works present at the meeting. A duplicate copy of the list handed in to the chair-
man should be posted on the church and on the chapel-door of the district the Sunday previous
to the day on which the sessions are held. By these means the greatest possible ptiblicity will

be afforded to detect or to point out the names of individuals who may have been improperly
placed upon the list. The name of every destitute person and head of a family in the district

should be noted on it, and these should be divided into two or three classes, according to the
means they possess or the urgency of affording them relief. The inspecting officer, furnished
with such a list, will have no difficulty in allotting men to the several works as they are ordered
to be commenced, and he will be relieved from the constant demands made upon him to attend
meetings of Committees, which interfere so materially with the discharge of other more im-
portant duties, and the inconvenience now arising from the non-attendance of any of the
members of the Committee will be removed. In general the duties prescribed for the Relief
Committees are executed by one or two individuals, thus leaving the door open to abuse, and
throwing aside the wholesome and salutary checks which were intended to be provided in the
selection of the persons 1o form the Committee.
The ciying abuse which now exists of numerous individuals being employed upon the works

who are known to be holders of land, or otherwise not objects of charity, will be prevented ;

this is a most important object to be attained, and every endeavour must be made to prevent
such persons being employed on the Public Works.

2ndly. The greatntimberof men who are now employed upon the Public Works, amounting
to upwards of 200,000 daily, and the almost total absence of all farm labour, call for the most
serious consideration of the Government, in order to provide checks against the abuses which
are permitted and connived at by the Relief Committees of small farmers and labouring men,
who ought to be employed on agricultural operations, being sent to the Public Works. I would
suggest that certain Government officers in each county, in conjunction with other public cha-
racters to be appointed by his Excellency, should make inspections, and by personal inquiries
ascertain the number of families and individuals who actually require relief, and for whom
private employment is not to be found in the neighbourhood, for it must be borne in mind that
there is no famine in the land, but a certain portion of the population only have been deprived
of their food. The season has been favourable, and all the usual occupations of life remain
unchanged; the same amount of private employment ought to be open to the labouring
classes as in former years, but which now appears to be closed fi-om the facility of obtaining
employnient and cash payments on tlie Public Works. Farmers complain that they cannot get
men to work for them at the usual rate of wages, those which they are now receiving on the
Public Works being so much above the usual rates of the country. If such is the case, it is a
question for consideration whether an alteration should not be made in the system at present pur-
sued by the Board.

Captain WrNNE to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

Ennis, November 26, 1846.

I WISH to ask your advice in the extremely difficult situation in which I find myself
at this moment.

I have been revising the lists, through the medium of the Relief Committees, with the
fullest assurance on their parts that the process should be carried out upon jtist and honest
principles.

These principles I explained as fully as I was able in person, as well as by circular (which
I enclose). I regret to say that the revision has been effected upon principles of injustice and
a-uelty which are disgraceful even to the County Clare.

At Corofiti, on Tuesday, assisted by Colonel Synge, to whose honesty and intrepidity I feel

much indebted, we proved at least one hundred cases where the comfortable farmer has been
left on the list, while his neighbour, possessed of nothing in the world but his spade and his

limbs, hcis been struck off. At Clare Abbey and KUmealy, where I was yesterday and
Monday, engaged in a similar investigation, 1 found the Committee had acted in the same
manner.
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Now this proceeding has created great discontent, and an excessively dangerous feeling

amongst the most destitute class, and 1 confess, though not an alarmist, that I entertain fears

that if I continue to discharge the most essential of the duties of my situation, that of

keeping the expenditure within scrme hounds, and I am obliged to work with the materials

of the present Relief Committees, the consequences may be extremely disastrous, and that we
may have, ere long, to record many instances of the exercise of the wild justice of revenge,

which I find too generally advocated in these parts. For myself, I have no fears.

people well know their oppressors, and the motives by which they are actuated. They are

speaking o\it.

On the other hand, although 3000 have been struck off, there still remain about 4000 more -

than would be necessary to afford effectual relief, if properly dispensed. What coui-se, there-

fore, would you recommend?
I have thought of applying to the lieutenant of the county to reconstruct the Committees,

as I find the directions for their construction do not warrant the appointment of half gentry,

bankrupts in fortune and in character, to whom t he patronage of the situation appeai-s of the

greatest importance.

The consequence of these appointments is, that I have met but two Protestant clergymen in

the entire of tlie Committees ; and the gentlemen of character are fast following their example.

I was in hopes that there was an end of the turbulence I met with in the Committees, on

my first arrival, but yesterday’s experience undeceived me. I should not mind this if I felt

that I could do any good ;
but I fear I cannot, with my present materials.

Our assistant-engineers and stewards have received threatening letters. I send you a
specimen.

I feel assured that they owe their lives entirely to the repeated assurances the people

have received that tlie works will be stopped immediately on the commission of the first

outrage. One of our stewards was maltreated last week at Knock, in Clondenlaw, not

seriously. We stopped the works till the men delivered up the offenders to justice.

As I am well aware you have no time to write to me, I am sure George Wynne will write

me any directions you may wish to give to shape my proceedings by.

Sir, Ennis, November 13, 1846.

I BEG leave to call the attention of your Committee to the necessity that exists for the
immediate and effectual revision of recommendation lists, with a view to removing therefrom
the names of persons not in present need, and thereby enabling your Committee to extend
relief to such of the really destitute as have hitherto been overlooked.

It is most desirable that the proceedings of Relief Committees should be directed with such
regard to economy as would preclude the necessity of withholding relief from any individual

in undoubted destitution.

With this view I would recommend, that in no case a greater number be recommended from,

any one family than two

;

and not more than one, unless the family exceed six
j
and are wholly

dependent on labour for their subsistence.

To the Chairman of the I am, &c.,

Relif Committee. Edward Wynne, Inspecting Officer.

Sib, Ennis, November the 18, 1846.

If you do not cheange your mind, or alter it for the better, you will mark the conse-
sequence. By the Heavens that is over me I will give you Percie Carrigg’s end, if you do
not go on with the Woorks as quick as possebell. We ar this long time humbouged by you
and the rest of you. Remember what is in this. I hope you will give me an answer of on
next Monday

;
or if not, have your peace mead with God. I will come at the blierid side of'

you when you me be far from the towen of Ennis.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut-Colonel Jones.

December 2, 1846.

This is the third day since I have received your letter, dated the 28th
ult., proposing to dispense with the agency of the local Committees, and during
the interval I have given even a painful attention to the subject of it.

It is a very serious thing to propose to change the entire basis of our opera-
tions at this advanced stage of them, and at a time when, by means of the
Board of Works and Commissariat system of inspection, we are only beginning
to test their efficiency.

Two courses are open to us, either to give them up as irreclaimable, as you
propose, and to continue to afford such relief as we are able without their
assistance, or to persevere in our efforts to induce them to perform their
respective pai*ts in this national calamity, and to endeavour to turn it to the
greatest possible permanent advantage.
The abuses are not so general as to require such a sweeping remedy

as that which you suggest. All Committees are not so bad as those which
Captain Wynne has lately had to deal with in the coxmty of Clare. That
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county is notoriously the most disorganized in Ireland ;
and we have heard for

some time past that the members of the Relief Committees there are acting

under compulsion, and dare not refuse to recommend persons for employment

on the Relief Works, It appears that the members of the Relief Committees

are often not so much to blame as the fanners, and that the reason that the

Relief Committees do not strike persons oif the list is, because they know

that if they did, the farmers would not employ them, and they naust starve.

The abuses of which you so justly complain are capable of remedy in a

^reat degree. The Clare Committees appear to have followed their own

course without any check until Captain Wynne looked into their proceedings.

The first result of his inspection was, that 3000 persons were struck off the

list ;
and although it is stated that 4000 still remain who ought not to be there,

there appears to be no reason to doubt that by continuing to act upon the Relief

Committees in the same vigorous and effectual manner, the refonii of the lists

might be carried to the desired point.

The measures on which we relied for controuling and checking the

proceedings of the local committees are only beginning to come into opera-

tion. The machinery has been set up, but the means of regulating that

machinery has not come into full operation. The system, therefore, has not

had anything like a fair trial. When the Board of Works and Commissariat

inspecting officers have obtained some tolerable acquaintance with their respective

districts, and with each other, the Board of Works officers taking as their

peculiar province the works, the payment of the labourers, &c., and the officers

acting under Sir R. Routh giving more particular attention to the proceedings

of the local Committees, and both cordially uniting to enforce the prescribed

course on that point on which tlieir functions meet—the selection of labourers

for the Relief Works ;
when we have reached this stage of our plan, we shall

then, and not before, be in a position to judge how far it is likely to answer

the pui-poses expected from it.

The upper and middle classes are begimiing to be trained, through the

medium of these local Committees, to the local administration of their own

affairs, and especially the relief of the destitute poor and the requisite means of

providing that relief, by the indirect but peimanently advantageous channcl_ of

agricultural improvements. Many beneficial objects are to be obtained, with

more or less assistance from future legislation, by persevering in this course

;

but there would be nothing but blank despair if we were to throw the game

up and look for no further assistance from local agency.

And, to conclude, however difficult it may be to obtain a proper selection of

labourers for the Relief Works through the medium of local committees, it

would be still more difficult of attainment through the unassisted efforts of

your officers. This is a responsibility the nature and limits of which we cannot

altogether foresee, but there cannot be a doubt that it would be of the most

formidable description ; and "while our officers would be strangers to the people,

the local influences which are now partially aiding them would be altogether

against them, because, with exactly the same motives to abuse, they "would be

divested of all fear of consequences, owing to our having taken the whole

responsibility on ourselves. The true course for us to pursue, is that which we

are now following, namely, to hold the local Committees responsible, to exhort

them again and again to the performance of their duties, and to overr^e them

where our officers are sufficiently confident of the grounds on which they

proceed to act on their own responsibility. If our officem were obliged to

follow the dictates of the local Committees, the case "^vould be different ;
but

the final decision rests with our officers, who have it in their power to avail

themselves of the assistance of the local Committees to such extent as they can

obtain and trust it, and, after all, to decide for themselves.

Captain Carey to Mr. Walker.

Castlebar, November 1846.

The conduct of the Rev. — Henry, P. P. of Islaneady, at the meeting of

a Relief Committee yesterday, having been of such a nature, as unless summarily

treated, will add greatly to the difficulties, and even dangers of an inspecting

officer in this county, I beg to lay the following brief account thereof before

the Commissioners of the Board.
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The meeting of the Relief Committee for the parishes of Aiighagowan,
Islaneady and barony of Bamshoolo, -vvas held yesterday in Castlebar, and Mr.
Hemy, parish priest of Islaneady, attended, •with a great number ol' lists, and a
letter from Mr. Redington. He stated, that by this letter, -which ho caused to be
read, he found Relief Committees had greater powers than they were aware oi‘

and demanded that Mr. Aimsby, the chainnan, should sign his lists, and send
them to me. Mr. Armsby replied, that such a course would be of no use

;
that

their duty as a Committee was to select the number of persons I recxuired. I
was present, and on being appealed to, confirmed Mr. Armsby’s statement, adding
with regard to the asserted power of crowding in lists of names on me -which I

did not require, that when the Committee had registered their applicants, and
strictly scmtinized that registry, they were authorised by their instructions to
state the number of men still requiring employment after my requisitions were
attended to. Mr. Henry got very violent, stated that he now Imew the po-wers of
a Relief Committee, that he again demanded that the lists should be sent to me,
and with them the responsibility of withholding relief, that he had thus done
his duty, that he would go to the green, harangue the people, let them linow
who was starving them, and we should see what would occur. As I was leaving
the room, Mr. Henry went to the door, and calling in a considerable number of
persons -who were standing round, pointed me out to them as the man, Captain
Carey, who was starving them. I returned to the room, and called on those
present, amongst whom were the chairman Mr. Armsby, and the sub-ins])ector

Mr. Jackson, to take notice of Mr. Henry’s extremely improper conduct. I need
not add that Mr. Henry misintei-preted Mr. Redington’s letter. His conduct
has on former occasions been very violent, but was worse yesterday, and such
language from a priest in this country must, to say the least, prove a source of
great inconvenience.

Mr. Henry subsequently used the same sort of language regarding me in the
street (it being market day), bidding those present go and tell all they fomrd
starving, that I was the cause. I think it will be considered a just request that
such steps may be taken as may prevent Mr. Henry from using similar language
again, and show the people the inexpediency of attending to it. The demands
of the priests are frequently both extravagant, and made in peremptory terms,
accompanied by threats more or less open, and it seems as though they misinter-
preted and presumed upon the courtesy with which their communications to the
Government are replied to.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut-Colonel Jones.

November 30, 1846.

This will be delivered to you by Deputy Commissary-General Stickney

;

and it gratifies me to be able to say that all the intercourse I Imve had with him
confirms me in the opinion that he is the best person we could have selected for

the arduous duties of accountant to your Board.
I feel it to be quite unnecessary to ask you and your colleagues to give liim the

assistance and support of which he will, at first, stand so much in need ; and I will
only add, that I rely upon Mr. Mason’s public spirit and good feeling to work
cordially and zealously with Mr. Stickney, and to enable him to make himself
acquainted with the business of the department at the earliest possible period.

The intention of the Treasury Minute, a copy of which is sent herewith, is

that Mr. Stickney should correspond with the Treasury under the directions of your
Board on financial subjects, in the same way as Mr. Walker corresponds with us
on every other subject; or, in other words, that Mr. Stickney should act as finan-

cial secretary to your Board as well as accountant.

By thus entrusting to Mr. Stickney the framing of the financial letters to the
Treasury, he will have all the opportunities and influence given him which we
desire, and the power of control on the part of your Board will, at the same time,

remain unimpaired.

Our expej-ieuce in this country and the colonies makes me apprehend that silver

coin -will fall to a discount if larger quantities of it are sent to Ireland, without
efiective measures being taken to secure a fair proportion of what has been issued

being collected for reissue. You have already taken some steps for this purpose,
and £ sliall be glad to hear that they have been successful.
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I shall also be obliged to you to inform me what you think of my suggestion

that sovereigns and half-sovereign should be brought into more extensive use in

paying the workmen, which, independently of the present exigency, appears to me

to be desirable on general grounds.
r i

• i, i,

1 have fully communicated with Mr. Stickney on these subjects, of which he

has himself had considerable experience.

Enclosore.
November 27, 1846.

My Lords have again under Iheir consideration the Act of 9 and 10 Vich, 86, " to

extend and consolidate the poivcrs hitherto exercised by the Commissionein of Pubhc Work^^

in Ireland and to appoint additional Commissioners,’ by the 9th section of which it is enacted,

that it shall be lawful for this Board to make such orders, mles, and regulabons, and from

time to time to vary and alter the same, as they may think necessary and proper for the full

and effectual exocntioii of the provisions of this Act, and of the discharge of the duties of the

Commissioners of Public Works for the lime being thereunder

My Lords also advert to their Minute of 3 1st August last, in which the future tebl.slnnenl

offcBoardof Works was fixed, a division of the responsibility of the duties of the Board

between the several members was directed to be made, and the appointmeiit of a Chief

Accountant, to be held by Deputy Commissary-General Stickney, was established.

On considering the very important and arduous duties which will be imposed on each member

of the Board by the above arrangemeut, and the professional nature of those duties, my

Lords are of opinion that the Commissioners should he relieved as much as possible ftom the

care of the financial business and accoiuits of the department, and that that duty should he

S rusted (under the general supervision of the Board) to Deputy Comm.ssary-General

Stickney, as Chief AcoSmtant, who should be guided by mslructions to be tssued from time to

‘“mv

T

ords wtil ‘bcmselves to an outline of the regulation, which they are

of opinion Deputy Commissary-General Stickney should observe m the execution of this duty.

The accounts iould he kept in such a manner, either by ratsing syarate heads of accoun

at the Bank of Ireland, or by keeping separate books m his office, as shidl keep oleaily thstinct

each of the numerous heads of service under the management of the department, so that he

may not only be able at any time to inform the Board of Works, or this Board, of the exact

balLee available for any service, but to prevent the apphcation ol any lunds which may have

been appropriated for one service to any other without the special authority of Boaid.

For which latter purpose all drafts, after having been signed by two niembers of the Boai d,

should he certified by him, as having been recorded under the proper head ; and instructions

should be given to the Bank of Ireland not to pay any drafts which have not been so

certified or countersigned by the accountant, or by the assistant accountant in h,s absence.

The accountant should, however, be obliged to obey any orders which the Board may think

lit to give him on their responsibility, although such orders ”>1
/

from the general

i, strnc^ons which he may have received from my Lords, but it will he his duty to inform the

Board that such orders are at variance with Hs instruclioits, and report the same hrmself

^'''’TreLmit cop^^^ Minute to the Commissioners of Public Works, in Ireland, for their

‘“'rrajSkSpy^^f'tM^^^ also to Deputy Commissary-General Stickney for his general

guidance in the execution of the duties of the office to which he has been appointed Desire

to when he shall have made himself more fully acquainted with those duties he will suggest

to my Lords any more detailed regulations with which he may think it will be adusable for

mv Lords to furnish him.
, . . > • . • -xi_ . . .u

Vor the purpose of putting him in possession of their Lordships views, with respect to the

best mode of keeping and i-enderiug the accounts of this department, refer him to the

correspondence which took place between tins Board, the Commiyioneis of AudiL and the

ComnSssioners of Public Works, in the years 1843. 1844, and 1845
;
and to the Minute of

17th May last and 18th instant, with regard to the accounts of the late Relief Works.

Mr. Gibson to Mr. Walker.

Clonahlliy, November 30, 1846.

In obedience to Board Order, dated 28tli Instant, directing me to rqjort

mliether the letter of Mr. Aylmer, justice of the peace, Castle Freke, Ross-

carherry, as adduced to his Excellenoy the Lord Lieutenant on the 24th instant,

was true or not, regarding a certain road or district as then unpaid.

The enclosed correspondence answers Mr. Aylmer at once. The road was

in course of payment on that day, and the only delay was not ohtammg silver.

It was paid on 25th and 26th. I was in Clonakilty on the 24th, mcreasing^the

pay clerk’s staff, and if silver had been obtained it would have been paid off on

24th instant.
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I respectfully beg the Board will be pleased to call his Excellency’s attention

to Mr. Aylmer’s harsh treatment of one of the pay clerks, Matthew Franks (his

letter is also enclosed), and that letter does not convey all the annoyances and

inconveniences which he met with. Placing Mr. Aylmer’s letter in juxta-

position with Mr. Franks’ presents a curious case.

P.S. I beg to state further the country was aware I -^vas paying off the barony,

having out such a staff.

Enclosures.

Mr. Franks to Mr. Gibson.

Clonakilty, Novemhei' 30, 1846.

I BEG to inform vou that I have been prevented for the future of paying at the police

station at Eosscarberry. On my arrival there on the 24th instant, to pay the people,

Mr. Aylmer, a magistrate, informed me that I could not be accommodated there any more,

and had to get another place, which put me to much inconvenience, as the people got very

riotous, and detained me until after 9 o’clock at ni^ht, which would not have been the case if

I had been permitted to pay at the police station, f applied for the protection of the police,

which I got.

Mr. 0‘Hea to Mr. Gibson.

Clonakilty, Novemher 30, 1846.

I BEG leave to inform you that the whole of my district, Barony of Ibane and Barryroe,

is paid up to the 21st inst., under your active management, and that the road and district to

which Mr. A. P. Aylmer, justice of the peace, alludes in his report to the Lord Lieutenant

of the 24th inst. is of course paid up, and was in course of payment on that day, heing with you

here to get silver, and to verity which I afterwards handed you the pay lists. You had 12 pay

clerks out that day and following days.

Messrs. Lynch and Reade to Mr. Mulvany.

November ZQ, 1346.

We have to report, that this morning as we w’ere on our way to pay

roads for your Board, we were met on the road near Bowdike, by five armed

men, who attacked us. We were accompanied by Mr. Robert Reade. One of

the party presented his pistol (a very fine double-barreled one) at Mr. Robert

Reade, and snapped it, but most fortunately it did not go off. Mr. Reade

(Robert) then fired at the fellow, and it is supposed hit him hard, as his clothes

were smoking, and he fell, but was carried off. Mr. William Reade and Mr.

Lynch, after a desperate struggle, secured the pistol. Another prisoner w’as

lodged in the police barrack of Bodike.

We preserved all our money safely, but have not time to say more ;
the pistol

was heavily loaded, and in the best order, seven slugs and one ball in it.

Mr. Redington to the Commissioners of Public Works.

Dublin Castle, December 5, 1846.

With reference to the copy of Messrs. Lynch and Reade’s letter of 30th

ultimo, relative to an attack made upon them by an armed party, I am directed

by the Lord Lieutenant to state, that his Excellency has learned ivith regret,

that such an attack has been made upon these gentlemen.

Every endeavour shall be made to bring the offenders to justice, and a reward

has been offered already for their apprehension.

His Excellency desires to express his approbation of the spirited conduct of

Messrs. Reade and Lynch on this occasion, and of the resolute manner in which
they resisted this attack which has been made upon them while in the dis-

charge of a public duty, the nature of which should have saved them from such

an attempt.

[b. w.] 2 Q
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Captain Wynne to Mr. Walkeb.

Ennis, December 1, 1846.

I WISH to give you an account of our extraordinary presentment session,

yesterday, at Corofiii.

The object of the meeting appeared to be to frame new laws, rather than to

act upon those at present in force.

The Chairman, Mr. Cornelius O’Brien, M.P., made a hustings speech, in

which he accused the Government and your Board of insulting the people in

their misery. I felt it my duty, as your officer, to protest against the use of

such language, as utterly unwarranted by facts, and calculated to produce a

most mischievous impression on the people. An extremely waim discussion

ensued, which I shall send you when the Clare jounial is published.

Nothing was done. The proceedings were taken under the letter. A sum of

9,000^., being Is. M., the poor law valuation, was voted for the employment of

the destitute in the barony. At this stage the proceedings took such a turn as

rendered it impossible for me to follow them.

Should the minutes of the proceedings come before you, you will at once

perceive that the works recommended are such as could not be sanctioned under

the existing laws. I, therefore, refused to sign my name to the proceedings,

and ray example was followed by Mr. Gamble and Mr. Hill, county engineers.

The sessions stand adjourned to Thursday. I confess I do not expect that much
will be done under the letter. I did expect a few gentlemen, who were

anxious for the opportunity, would have come forward and availed themselves

of it, but not one did.

I am happy to say things look better than when I last wrote. The Com-

mittee at Clare Abbey were broken in upon on Wednesday last, and threatened,

in a most daring way, by the mob. They, in consequence, came to the deter-

mination of resigning. I, however, begged of them to meet on Saturday last,

and that we should have the police force in the vicinity, in case we should

require their assistance
;
^ve had the leaders brought before us, and clearly given

to understand what they might expect if they persisted in such a course. The

consequence is perfect tranquillity in the worst part of Clare.

Extract from a Report to the Under-Secretary by Captain Despard, R.M.

Jtatlimolyon, December 2, 1846.

I DEEPLY regretted to learn during the course of 'my inquiries, that on

several of the Public Works in this county farmers in excellent circumstances

are employed as overseers, gangers, and labourers. Many of them even pos-

sessed of money and property, having large well-filled haggards, and whom it

is a scandal to see so employed, robbing the poor labourer of that which was

solely intended for his relief. I mentioned this at the meeting at Kells on last

Saturday to Captain Kennedy ; he assured me, that he equally regi-etted to

have learned previously that such was the fact, that he would discharge from

the works every one he could asceitain to be so circumstanced, and mentioned

the great difficulty he experienced in procuring information on this most im-

portant subject. I should also mention, that in one district I heard- some Louth

men were employed on the Public Works, because they were cottier tenants

to some Louth men who lives in Meath, and had got their tickets
;
while in the

same district poor natives were unemployed and starving. For these reasons,

and to prevent the continuance of such frauds, I am requested, by every respect-

able person throughout the country to beg that the order in question may be

rescinded, and that the constables may be permitted, so far as it does not interfere

with their more legitimate duties, to afford the infoimation required to the

Public Works’ officers and Relief Committees.

Mr. Hornsby to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Works,
December 2, 1846.

I am directed by the Commissioners of Public Works to forward, for

the information of the Lords of the Treasury, the enclosed copy of report from

the Board’s officer for the county of Dublin, as to the effectual introduction of

the task system on the works in this country.
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Mr. Frith to Mr. Horksby.

Sm-veyor's Office, Ballreggan,

November 28, 1846.

I BEG to state for your information that I have, after considerable pel-severance, induced

the whole of the persons employed on the Relief Works under my superintendence to work by
task, instead of by the day. The labourers here, like those in most other districts, were much
averse to this arrangement in the commencement, and held out against it for a time, hoping

thereby that the system would not be persisted in, and that they should not be compelled to

work by task, preferring the ordinary system of working by the day, a high rate of wages in

the commencement for the task work might have operated as an inducement to commence the

work in this manner; but then I felt that reduction in the rates of which the different kinds of

work could be executed coming at an after period would start a fresh difficulty
;
and through

the active co-operation of my assistant I fixed on rates that we were satisfied would prove

remunerative, and to these rates I was determined to adhere. In the first instance, through

the obstinacy of the men, I refer particularly to the cutting at Swords, their work did not entit le

them to more than 4d. per day, at which rate they continued to work for a time, still hoping to

get back to the system of working by the day. Finding themselves unsuccessful they now
apply themselves with great assiduity, and can earn 1 j. id. per day at the same rate, and at

the same w’ork, at which they before made Ad. In making my calculations I estimated that by
active exertion the labourers could make at least 2j. per day, and I have no doubt that by a

little extra exertion they could do so. An important movement has, however, been made in

the right direction, and I have no doubt that eventually the Relief Works in this district will

not be found to promote indolence among the people, which it is the great object of the Com-
missioners, as well as that of every one interested in the welfare of the country, to avoid

;
even

the farmers adjoining the works are loud in their congratulations on the system being esta-

blished, and state that for the first time they have now been enabled to introduce task work on

their farms.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Tkevelyan.

Office of PuhUc TForhs,

December 2, 1 846.

Mr. Stickney arrived this morning, and was introduced in due form
to the members of the Board, and the Treasury Minute read, which is satisfac-

tory, and, I have no doubt, we shall work well together. Mr. Mason, I am
sure, will afford him every assistance, and not allow any feelings of disap

2
)oint-

ment to interfere with the proper discharge of his duties, oi* induce him to tvith-

hold any infoi*mation Mr. Sticlmey may require.

As to your question respecting sovereigns and half sovereigns, I do not think

they will be a good coin for Ireland, inasmuch as the labouring classy, and
even those of a higher grade, have a great prejudice against gold, having great

mistrust of the genuineness of the coin, and would much jirefer a dirty banli

note, When in the country, and change may be required for a five pound note,

they will, if possilfie, give gold. The fourpemiy pieces alluded to in a fonner
letter would be very useful. I have not heard lately much enquiry made for

silver, although, no doubt, it is in veiy great request. I have no doubt, with
the demand, hoarders will be inclined to open their stores.

In some parts of the countiy I hear of great misery, and those parts wliich

are the most distressed are usually the most quiet. The greatest distress exists

in wild remote districts without objects for jilunder, where there is a want of
food and a dearth of employment

;
the sides of mountains camiot be cut up

with useless roads ; and in those districts, I am apiirehensive that it will be
found necessary to afford relief in food or money.

I have more than once urged what apjieared to me highly necessary, that the

Government should know what is the re^ amount of destitution. We are acting

upon lists furnished by the Relief Committees, which are intentionally made in a

spirit of deceit. If an enumeration weremade by personal examination, and inquiry

by three or four officers appointed by Goveniment, we should know the extent

of tlie evil and the number of persons for whom relief will be required.

We have made a commencement under Mr. Labouchero’s letter in the

way of farm drainage. I hope you do not propose to give us any additional Com-
missioners. We are quite strong enough on that point for anytliing under
ordinary circumstances, and when the relief terminates, Griffiths and Larcom
ivill he without any defined duties.

2 Q 2
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Mr. Byham to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Ordnance, December 2, 1846.

The Master-General and Board of Ordnance Raving received from the

Inspector-General of Fortifications a copy of a memorandum, dated the 9th

ultimo, which he had sent' to the Commanding Roy<a Engineer in Ireland,

relative to the means of providing employment for the destitute poor in that

country on Ordnance Works, together with the reply of the latter officer, con-

taining propositions for the object in view, I have the honour, by the Rlaster-

General’s and Board’s commands, to transmit to you, for the information of

the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, the enclosed copies of

the correspondence in question ;
and the Secretary of State for the Home

Department, having, in reply to a reference made to him on the subject,

expressed the joint concurrence of the Lord Lieutenant and himself in the

proposition, I am to request you will move their Lordships to favour the

Maker-General and Board with a notification of their authority for proceeding

upon the plan proposed, together with a signification of their pleasure as to the

mode of providing for the expense, which amounts to 7514/.

Treasury Minute on the above.

December 4, 1846.

Transmit a copy of this letter and the enclosures in original to Sir R. Routh,

and desire that he will cause local inquiries to be made through the proper

Inspecting Officers, whether there is any such urgent necessity for providing

employment for destitute persons in the neighbourhood of the places at which it

appears from these papers that additional Ordnance Works might be undertaken,

as would render it desirable that the works should be put in hand, supposing

them to be required for the public service, and that he will report the result to

this Board.

Request that the papers may be returned.

Acquaint Secretary to Ordnance.

Sir R. Routh to Mr. Trevelyan.

The Castle, Dublin, December 15, 1846.

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 5th

instant. No. 398, conveying to me the commands of the Right Honourable my

Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, to report on the Ordnance

enclosures therein transmitted, and to cause local inquiries to be made through

the proper Inspecting Officers as to the urgency of commencing the proposed

works therein detaile'd, with reference to the present scarcity.

I beg to acquaint you, from the information in my office, that the propositions

for the Athlone district, comprising

—

Galway,
Cashlegh Bay,

Castlebar,

Foxford, and
Westport.

Would be undertaken with great advantage to the necessities of those localities,

and also the small work at Bantry Bay, at

—

Bear Island,

Whiddy Island,

Garnish Island.

M^ith regard to the proposition for the Belfost district, I have not the same

means of offering an opinion, except as regards the proposed work in County

Donegal, of the fort in Lough Swilly ; and any work in that county must afford

great relief ; but with respect to the remaining works in the Belfast district, I

have no present means of inquiry, and must delay my reply on this part of the

question.
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Deceniher 29, 1846.

Write to Sir R. Routh, that as no immediate necessity exists for executing the

Ordnance Works in Ireland detailed in the papers which were transmitted to

him bv Mr Trevelyan’s letter of the 5th, and returned with his (Sir R. Routh s)

Renort of the l5th instant, on any other ground than that of providing wages

for a portion of the destitute population, my Lords desire that he will reconsider

in communication with the Board of Works, and in connection with the more

recent reports of the Inspecting Officers of the several districts, the expediency of

commencing any or all of the works in question, aud that he ^will signify his

ultimate opinion on the subject to the commanding Royal Engineer in Ireland,

in order that that officer may act according to such instructions as he may receive

the Master-General and Board of Ordnance.
, , ,

As a further reference to the papers detailing the proposed works may be re-

quired by Sir R. Routh, my Lords have directed that they may

initted to him, and he will deliver them to Colonel Lewis when he (Sir K. Routh)

shall have no further occasion for them.
. i e

Write to the Secretary of the Ordnance, and with reference to his letter oi the

2nd instant relative to the proposal to execute certain Ordnance Works in Ireland

at an earlier period than would be necessary on any other ground than that ot

nrovidinff wages for a portion of the destitute population, transmit to him, to be

laid before the Inspector-General and Board, copy of a Report on this subject

from Sir R. Routh, dated the 15th instant, and copy of their Lordships fllinute

thereon ;
and the Secretary will move the Inspector-General and Board to cause

instructions to be forwarded to the commanding Royal Engineer m Ireland m
confo mity with their Lordships’ intentions as expressed m the enclosed copy ot

their Minute.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public WorJes,

December 3, 1846.

Our labour return is not yet completed, but the last total gave 273,000

men daily last week. Some of the more distant districts have been late, owing

to the bad weather. In a conversation I had with Mr. Labouchere this afternoon,

I stated that having so many signatures to take for payment, it increased our

labours and expenses very much, and after all, no audit can prevent abuses if

any exist. The men can be paid aud we can have guarantees that the money

has been actually paid to the labourers. The number of pay sheets is enormous •,

,

it bears upon us in a variety of ways
;
we do our best to be correct.

Mr. Trevelyan to Colonel Jones.

December 5, 1846.

With regard to pay lists, I do not apprehend that the delay is caused by'

each individual having to sign his name or make his mark, but by the circum-

stance of the pay list system requiring that each individual should come up and

receive his pay separately, and the security this affords that the payments are

correctly made is the great advantage obtained.

If you dispense with this system, the pay clerks, will,^ I suppose, permit the

gan<’-smai or others to make the payments in detail, which would, at once, lay

your Board open to reclamations for deductions, non-payment, &c.

At any rate, before the security which the well-established system of pay lists

affords is given up, the matter should be made the subject of a distinct official

reference, and should be regularly considered on its own merits.

Now that the hard weather is come, you will, I presume, act upon the rule

lon» ago settled by you with the Lord Lieutenant, that on days when the

weather will notpeimit the people to work, they will receive a proportion of

what they would otherwise earn; this is clearly the right way oi meetmg this

exigency.
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Mr. Trevelyan to Colonel M'Gregor.

December 3, 1846.

Will you be so kind as to send Colonel Jones every day, extracts of all

such parts of your police reports as have a bearing upon the operations of the
Board of Works.

Attention has lately been directed here to several matters noticed in them,
(such as inc^uests on persons alleged to have died from starvation, owing to non-
payment of wages on the Relief Works, disturbances arising from the same cause,
&c. &c.) with which it is obviously desirable that the Board of Works should be
made acquainted through the most direct and authentic chaimel.

Colonel M'Gregor to Mr. Trevelyan.

Constabulary Office, Dublin Castle,

December 5, 1846.

With reference to your letter of the 3rd, I have spoken to Redington,
ivho assures me that all our Reports having any relation to the Board of Works,
are immediately forwarded to Colonel Jones, but Mr. R. will reiterate his direc-
tions on the subject.

Mr. Stickney to Mr. Trevelyan.

Board of TVorhs, Dublin,

December 4, 1846.

I RECEIVED your letter, dated 1st December, yesterday, and having been
introduced by Colonel Jones to the Governor of the Bank of Ireland, I have
this day received a reply to my inquiry (of the 3rd instant), whether that
institution wished to receive the whole, or any portion, of 12,000/. in fourpenny
silver pieces.

The bank declines the offer of this small coin, having already a sufficiency in
pieces of 3</. and 4c/., which they find troublesome

;
giving a preference generally

to half-crowns, shillings, and sixpences.

This bank and the Provincial Bank look forward to a re-action in regard to
the silver, and already see it returning more freely into their coffers. They
are therefore disposed to wait a while, before importing larger supplies of
silver.

All parties suppose that silver has been hoarded
; but by whom and with

what view does not clearly appear.
Gold coin is not in favour among the country people

; they have no ready
means of weighing it, and having suffered some years ago from light sovereigns
(w'hen the gold coin was called in) to the extent of fourpence to eightpence and
upwards on each 20^., they are suspicious, and apprehensive of the recurrence
of a similar loss.

Colonel Jones and the Board gave me the kindest reception, on receiving your
letter of introduction.

I am not prepared to enter upon particulars, but it is evident to me that the
Board of Works has a stupendous business in hand, to be accounted for.

I have every reason to count upon Mr. Mason’s cordial assistance, and see
abundant proofs of his zeal and attention to his duties.

Mr. Trevelyan to Colonel Jones.

December 4, 1846.

I ENCLOSE another police notice of two more inquests at Skibbereen, oii

men who are alleged to have died of hunger on the Relief Works.
How do you account for these repeated deaths at Skibbereen, and what has

been the result of the inquiry into the conduct of the pay-clerk for that
district ?

It is possible, and even probable, that none of your officers, not even your pay-
clerk, is to blame, but we shall be expected to show that every possible precau-
tion has been taken, and inquiry made.
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These last inquests are of as late a date as the 26th ultimo, and require early

and specific notice.

As you will in future be furnished with extracts from these Police Reports,

direct from Colonel M'Gregor’s office, Are shall presimie tliat you will at once

do what is necessary hi reference to any matters in them requiring attention,

without Avaiting for a communication from this Board.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office ofPiihlic Works, December 7, 1846.

You mquire hoAV do Ave account for the repeated deaths at Skibbereen,

and Avhat has been the result of the uiquiry as to the conduct of the pay-clerk for

that district. I will to morroAV or next day send you some letters from that

quarter, which Avill enlighten you a little as to the nature of the people Avith

Avhom Ave have to deal. Our officers complain of the great Avant of silver in

that neighbourhood ;
it is supposed to be hoarded in the hopes of a high pre-

mium being offered for it.

Captain Wynne appears to be discharging his duty right Avell ; and it is, I

assure you, a great solace to us to know that Ave possess a man of his judgment,,

discretion, and finnness, Avhere those qualities are so much Avanted, and so

frequently called into play. This mouth Avill, I think, developcthe extent of relief

to be afforded by farm drainage
;

it Avill be small indeed, in proportion to the

numbers thrown upon us for relief ;
the non-productive Avorks are beginning to

wear out, and there will soon be a difficulty to find Avork where Avanted. The

amount of the presentments over the entire barony may be sufficient, but the

difficulty is to distribute them Avhere most Avanted
;
they Avill, I am afraid, soon

require to be seriously considered
;

it is occupying our attention, but hoAV to

provide the remedy is the difficulty. Our disbursements are increasing
;

the

demands for labour hicreasing, and the means decreasing m an invei-se ratio.

Our account branch is an enormous machine, and if you could pick out half a

dozen clerks who are Avell acquainted with book-keeping, they Avould be of

veiy great use to us ;
the difficulty is to find Avell-trained hands.

In regard to .the dispensing Avith the pay sheets, I alluded to those for the

Audit Office, of course payments would require to be made upon the check

clerk’s weekly return : and if a certificate was obtained from the pay-clerk that

he had paid the men, and in fact that is our only guarantee at presen^ we
should be relieved of an immensity of office business. Fancy the quantity of

paper and vouchers for 300,000 men. I shall consider Avell the subject, and if I

can suggest anything, or any mode by Avhich the public will have a guarantee,

and by which we can be saved from some of the labour Avhich noAV presses so

heavily upon us, I Avill bring it forAvard.

Mr. Labouchere to Mr. Bullen.

Dublin Castle, December A, 1846.

I AM directed by his Excellency to acknoAvledge the receipt of the rrie-

morial of the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland, in favour of the substitution

of the toAvnland for the electoral division, as the basis of taxation for reproduc-

tive AVorks under the Poor Employment Act.

The Lord-Lieutenant has given to it that consideration which Avas alike due

to the memorialists and to the great importance ofthe subject to Avhich it relates

;

but he is of opinion ttha he cannot, consistent with his duty, adopt the course

Avhich is proposed.

He has come to this conclusion, not merely from an apprehension ofthe serious

practical difficulties which Avould be produced by an attempt to carry it into

execution, but also from a belief that it Avould be inconsistent Avith the primary

object of the Poor Employment Act, which was to meet, as iar as possible, the

pressing exigency of the season, by providing sustenance for the destitute, through

the means of labour, in the most available manner of which the circumstances

of the case would admit.

It is true that his Excellency has been desirous of reconciling, as far as he

could, with this essential principle the encouragement of the improved culture
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of the soil, and has taken upon himself the responsibility of affording the option

of agricultural employment on certain conditions. But this option was conceded

with as little departure as possible from the spirit of the measures sanctioned by

Parliament
;
whereas the adoption of the townland instead of the electoral di-

vision would, in many cases lead to the greatest expenditure taking place where
the amount of destitution to be relieved was least.

The Lord Lieutenant is not insensible to the especial importance of encou-

raging, at this period, by all just and practicable means, the cultivation of the

soil of Ireland; and his most anxious attention is directed, in conjunction with

Her Majesty’s ministers, to this important subject. Nor can he, when address-

ing a Society which comprises so many of the leading gentiy of this country,

forego the opportunity of expressing an earnest hope that they will, in their

various Relief Committees, lend their aid to the Government in resisting a

practice which he has reason to fear has very extensively prevailed, of allowing

persons who are by no means in a destitute condition to be employed on the

Public Works, thus depriving the really distressed of the benefit which was in-

tended for them, as well as withdrawing from the ordinary cultivation of the

.soil the labour which is essential to the future subsistence of the people.

Observations on the proposal to substitute the Townland for the Electoral

Division.

1. The arguments which are urged in favour of reducing the unit of taxation

from the electoral division to the townland, appear to rest mainly on the assump-

tion, that whatever system of employment is likely to prove most generally re-

productive, must of necessity be the best. In other words, that the primary

objects of Government should be, to relieve property as much as possible from

the burden of taxation, and to facilitate its- permanent improvement.
2. But however desirable these objects may be, they cannot be recognised as

the paramount considerations in the policy ol' the State. To relieve the peculiar

destitution, caused by a sudden calamity, in the manner most effectual, consistent

with general economy, was the specifice aim of the measures recently adopted by
the Legislature, and that which must be steadily kept in view by the Executive,

—all others being regarded as subsidiary.

3. The change proposed in the working of the Poor Employment Act, by the

letter of Mr. Labouchere, was dictated, it is ti-ue, by the desire to facilitate and
encourage the improved culture of the soil, and to afford the option, on certain

conditions, of remunerative employment. But its design and scope have been

wholly mistaken by those who regard it as an abandonment of the principles

sanctioned by Parliament. The general obligation of the State to endeavour to

save the people from famine, and the distributive liability of property to provide

by local assessment for the reimbursal of Government advances, were indeed

acknowledged
;
but it was distinctly declared, that ifthe Exchequer was to furaish

the means to each locality of employing its own poor, an effectual control and
direction of the outlay should in every case be reserved to the Government, and
that the pressure and duration of the local exigency should in every case be

judged of by the Board of Works.
4. It was strictly in adherence to the spirit of these conditions that the option

of reproductive labour was conceded. It was believed that a great benefit might
thereby be conferred, not only on proprietors of land as a class, but on the labour-
ing population, whose future employment was likely to be thus rendered more
extensive, and on the community at large, whose su^^ply of home-grown food

would thereby be augmented. But it never was intended to abdicate the func-

tions of practical direction and control which Parliament had devolved on the

Executive acting through the Board of Works. Neither was it intended to

recognise the claim of property to borrow public money according to its ability

profitably to employ it, still less to lay the foundation of a claim to be exempted
from taxation, according to the proportion of poor who might be found at a

crisis, sudden and unforeseen, dwelling -within its precincts.

5. The substitution of the townland for the electoral division would practically

involve the abrogation of all effective control over the nature of the works to be
undertaken, and the mamier in which they should be executed. It demands for

property immediate exemption from all a^essment, save that which is applied
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to its o'vvn improvement, and its inevitabie yesult -would be, to raise a claim at

no £s?ant day for the exclusive expenditure otihe town and tax among the ^
habitants of the townland. These are principles >^luch the State has nevei

recognized, and -ndiich it never can.

6. A season of distress and peril is no time for invidious discriminations, or

the arbitrary severance of duties and liabilities. To allow tlic opulent and enter-

prising, because they are prosperous, to abjure, in such a case, their lot in com-

mon Tvdth the helpless and destitute, wliether as individuals, classes, or localities,

would be wholly inconsistent with the fundamental obligation rvhich is due by

the State to the whole people.

7. The calamity, to mitigate whose effects the Poor Employment Act -was

framed, though widely extended, is extremely unequal in its pressure, and the

administration of relief, by money expended upon labour, must therefore be

capable of varied adaptation by the discretionary power of the Executive. But

the willingness of individual proprietors to borrow money from the Treasury, on

moderate terms, -for the improvement of their estates, or their reluctance or

inability to do so, forms no just measure of the amount which should be granted

to any particular district, or of the mode of its expenditure. One hall of the

townlands in a barony may be rateably equal to the other, and their assessments

will therefore be the same ; but the population of the one may be destitute and

numerous and their proprietary embarrassed or absentee. Ought a Relief Labour

Tax be expended equally between the two ? Or would it be just, because the

wealthy were abler and readier to devise remunerative works ior their part, that

the State should take no special care for the safety of the unfriended poor ? The

amount of destitution to be relieved is the only rule which can -\yith public

justice, or in sound policy, be recognised in each locality ; and the intensity oi

destitution is often in the inverse ratio of the wealth or willingness of the pro-

prietor to undertake an extensive outlay.

8. A rich and intelligent proprietor asks for a given sum to be spent on his

estate. Either the estates around him are in similar hands, or they are not.

If they are, the burden, under the electoral system, can work no great inequa-

lity ; if they are not, then, primd facie, his lands are tlie least likely to need

large outlay. His tenantry and labourers are not those on account of whom the

Stid« has come to the rescue. To take these men from their ordinary occupa-

tions would be, in every respect, pernicious and unwise ;
while the importation

of really destitute labourers from other, perhaps remote districts, would be

attended with the objection inseparable from the severance of I'amilies at a time

when, for every reason of economy and good order, they ought to be as much

as possible induced to abide together.

9. Many townlands are little better than moor, and adjoin others that are

covered with heath or bog. Their valuation being low, their tax -^vill be light

;

but their condition is precisely that where judicious outlay is most desirable,

and their population is generally such as most imperatively need employment

near their homes. Let the townland system be adopted, and these desolate

and remote tracts will be devoted to small relief; because they require much,

and to paltry and patch-like works, because they are unable to undertake sub-

stantial and costly improvements.
. , ^ l i

•

10. Again, there are many properties which have comparatively few inhabit-

ants, and which are held in grazing farms, demesnes, _&c. Many of the richest

lands being on limestone or gravelly sub-soils, afford little room for the employ-

ment of unskilled labour in their improvement; yet being subject to their just

share of the tax, their owners under the townland system would have a right to

insist on their contribution being expended on them. What class of works arc

to be legitimate here? Are hedges to be planted, gates set up, farm-yards

enclosedr cattle sheds built, with public money, and under Government sur-

veillance? ' No selection by the Board of Works, and superintendence by their

officers of such works in any useful or efficient manner, would be possible ;
but

were it so, no greater mischief can be conceived than the teaching landlords,

farmers, and labourers to loolc to Government for the regulation of those local

and private undertakings which ought to be laid out and executed by them-

selves.
.

, ,

11. It is argued, that a proprietor who undertakes reproductive labour lieips

to lighten the general pressure for employment in his neighbourhood, and that

[B.W.] 2K
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he ought to be exempted from the general tax, lest he should be oppressed by
a double burden.

12. It K quite true that every shilling which he agrees to expend on his own
estate lessens the burden which may still remain to be borne in common by
himself and his neighbours ; but it is not correct to say that, in relieving them,
he does himself an injury. His lands need draining, &c. Hitherto his excuse
for not making such improvement has been the want of ready money. The
State now offers to lend it to liim at low interest, and to give him ten years for

the repayment. Does the concession of this boon disable him peculiarly from
bearing his share of the general burden, or entitle him peculiarly to claim
exemption ?

13. It maybe said that the appointment of a baronial sessions in the first

instance implied the necessity of some distributive arrangement, and that the

terms of Mr. Labouchere’s letter admit the expediency of more minute sub-

divisions. Wliy not go one step further, and recognize the to'wnland as the unit

of taxation ? It seems to be forgotten that loans of money from the Treasury,

to be spent in wages for labour, which would not othenvise be performed, if

they are not to work as a social poison, must be administered with infinite

caution and reserve. They stimulate, they soothe, they mitigate suffering,

they create a sense of physical content and ease hitherto unknown. No doubt
they do. Therein lies the danger. If it were otherwise, this controversy had
never arisen. But the Government has to think for the future as well as for to-

day. The time must come when all this factitious stimulation of industry must
cease, and when that period arrives, the revulsion will be slight and harmless,

or wide spread and fatal, in exact proportion to the extent of the present outlay,

and the nature of its application.

14. When therefore it is asked, are you afraid of carrying out your own prin-

ciple, the answer is plain,—that to reach the maximum of reproductive works
never was the design of Government, but that their duty is to seek the minimum
of outlay which will secure all classes of the Queen’s subjects from immediate
destitution.

15. Sooner or later the introduction of extern labourers will create agrarian

jealousy and resistance. “ The hands that pay the reimbursing tax should have
the benefit of its outlay” will be then the cry. The improved productiveness of
the soil will be the landlord’s gain

;
but when the tenant’s lease expires, or when

there is none, that gain will be obviously realised in ii;icreased rent,—our time is

now
;
let us keep the wages among ourselves.

16. Let the tax raised from the townland be declared exclusively applicable

to the townland, and the restriction of its expenditure to the inhabitants of the
townland will inevitably follow. The demand will to the popular sense be the

most natural and just, and it will be abetted by the tacit, if not the open sym-
pathy, of the proprietary, whose way to the realization of increased rent it will

obviously smooth. One district of the country will be marshalled against

another
;
and the destitute, who have become so because their proprietary are

absent or neglectful, will be banned and excluded by the prosperous and im-
proving. The helpless and destitute population of ill-managed estates will thus

be punished for the incapacity or errors of others, and the dispensation of Pro-
vidence will be made to visit them alone because of their poverty.

17. Very different are the effects which have already been found resulting

from the necessity which has been imposed on the owners and occupiers of the

soil in each Electoral Division, to dismiss for the time past differences, and to

work hannoniously together i'or mutual advantage. The testimony oi’ all parties

and classes is concurrent on this point. A moral and social discipline of the
best kind has been begun throughout the land

;
persons of genuine worth and

experience are listened to with greater attention, and though their counsels be
not at first followed, they are remembered, and will be heeded next time. And
not only has the legal compulsion to enquire together, to concert in common,
and to undertake jointly, done much to allay past animosities, but all this tends
to foster what has so long been inactive in the agricultural districts, a sober and
unpartizan influence of public opinion, the best fitted to encourage individual

exertion, and to reprove want of energy and skill.

18. Nor are the tendencies of two systems of townland and electoral division

less politically opposed. The distribution of assessment by baronies and
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electoral divisions is in many respects unequal, and might probably be much

amended. The latter are said to be too large for practical purposes
;
the former

o-enerally are so. But they are public divisions, made irrespective of personal

consideration for public convenience and I'or public policy. Being fiscal, they

imply representative control. They combine men of every station for certain

ends, and for other than sectarian or party objects. They bring them peri-

odically into each other’s presence, and lead them to take measures together for

the public good of the locality. Are not these among the truest lessons of

political civilization.

19. The idea of the to-vvnland system is essentially retrograde. It proposes at

once to get rid of the electoral divisions, and it renders virtually null the inqui-

sition and judgment of the baronial session
;
for what motive will any longer

exist for public enquiry, or what scope for public opinion, when every under-

taking is exclusively the affair of no individual; combination will be useless,

mutual concession will be unheard of, and check upon the extent of works pro-

jected, or of money demanded from the Treasury there will be none.

20. But the labouring class, under the system, will be rendered directly

dependent on their landlords for the means of subsistence, and, in many cases

will have to look to him alone. In many more they will be placed in a new

relation of distrust towards him. Whoever is unemployed or dismissed, will

appeal to the Relief Committee so long as it practically subsists
;
but its functions

likewise will rapidly diminish, and the vitality of its influence will soon have

ceased. Who will interfere in his neighbour’s townland ? Except the clergy, who

will act ? Appeal to opinion there can be none.

Mr. Lindley to Sir George Grey.

London, Saturday Evening.

The enclosed is a copy of the letter I have written to Sir Robert Kane.

Enclosure.

Mr. Lindley to Sir Robert Kane.

London, December 5, 1846.

I HAVE some reason for believing that Government contemplates requesting you to

frame a report upon the best means of recropping the land of the small holders ivho have lost

their potatoes, and I think they would wish that report to be circulated extensively through

Ireland.

If I should be right in my conjecture, it will probably happen that you will be asked to get

together two or three intelligent men, who not only understand practical farming on a small

scale, but who, like yourself, also know what is, or is not possible with the class of persons for

whom the report would be intended; and as promptness in this matter is most desirable, I

have ventured to apprize you of what I believe is meditated, in order that you may be prepared

to act when the time comes. I also presume upon the freedom of an old camarade to give you

a few hints for your private guidance.

In the choice of men to consult, I would strongly advise you not to look to England. There

is no necessity for doing so, and in fact, the question is so entirely Irish, that no one but an

Irishman can deal with it usefully, or, in truth, would be likely to win the confidence of the

Irish farmers. I should think you would have no difficulty in finding good and reasonable

men. A correspondent of mine, a Mr. J. H. Goodiff, of Granard, seems to understand such

subjects thoroughly ; so does Nevin, who wrote lately a pamphlet, addressed to the Duke of

Leinster, and I imagine that Moore of Glasnevin, would also be a safe guide
;
because,

although a gardener, he is a man of much general intelligence, as you know, and this is more

a gardening than a farming question. I should also have thought your friend Roper a man
likely to know how to deal with the question.

What I dread, I confess, unless the <^air is placed in yourhands, is, that recommendations

should be made with which Government cannot possibly comply. For example, a Clare

magistrate, in a recent pamphlet, proposes that 30,000/. or 40,000/. should be laid out in

stationing a farming instructor in every barony
;
that seems to me to be quite inadmissible.

For, in the first place, it is for local landholders to carry out any such recommendations as I

am imagining Government to be desirous of circulating; secondly, 300 or 400 intelligent

farming instructors are not to be found; and if they were, the appointment of them would

only lead to 300 or 400 little jobs; at least, that would happen with us English. I think,

therefore, you will agree with us, that the Clare magistrate s proposal is out of the question.

Another point, which has been occasionally raised in London, is the supply of the small

farmers w ith seeds to sow their land. That, too, is, I fear, an impossible Government measure.

It is certain that if it were known, or even suspected, that Government thought of buying up

seed for Ireland, the seed market would rise instantly to an extravagant height ;
and to carry
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out such a measure would be to fill the pockets of a few seed merchants at the expense of the

public purse. The seed question is one that I think could only be managed by private indi-

viduals. It is certainly a very difficult one, for the supply of seed is so limited by the cuslomary
demand, tiiat any unusual drain is immediately felt. The late fine summer was, however,

a favourable event, it having caused all sorts of seeds to be harvested in excellent condition, and
in quantities beyond what is customary, both in England, France, and Holland.

For myself, I do not see that I can be of any use in this inquiry, supposing I am right in

imagining it to be contemplated. But if lean be, I can assure you that I shall be most ready
to answer any questions that you may put to me. They should, however, be private answers
for your own guidance.

This is a very long letter, my only apology for which is my great anxiety to see advantage

taken of the present deplorable crisis, for putting the cultivation of Ireland on a better footing,

and a conviction that if something is not done, and speedily, and prudently, the non-cropping of

land may be as disastrous for 1847, as the destruction of the crops have proved to be in

1846.

Mr. Redington to Lieut-Colonel Jones.

Dublin Castle, December 5, 1846.

With reference to your letter of the 27th ultimo, relative to the diffi-

culties expeiuenced by the inspecting officers employed under the Board of
Public Works in the discharge of their duties in connexion with the Relief

Committees, I am directed by the Lord Lieutenant to state that his Excellency
is aware of the importance of this subject. Any want of attention to their

duty in properly preparing the lists of destitute poor by the Relief Committees,
not alone entails much additional trouble on the officers of the Board, but
leaves that most important matter, the selection of the proper subjects for

relief, in the Lands of those who cannot he supposed to possess equal informa-

tion, to enable them to effect it, as the members of the Committees, who must
be intimately acquainted with the circumstances of the poor in their district.

His Excellency has on former occasions called the attention of the Board to

the necessity of strictly scrutinizing the labour lists
;
and he considers that

with the information which can he obtained from the clerks of Unions relative

to the persons rated above 6/., a ready means is afforded of distinguishing

between those \vho may be considered destitute, and those whose claims for

public support are more questionable.

It would he desirable, therefore, that general instructions should be given
for comparing the lists of poor law valuation at 6/. with the lists of destitute

already forwarded to, or which may be hereafter forwarded to the officers of
the Board.

This may be done by reference to the valuation books of each Union, and as

the services of the clerk oi' the Union will be necessarily required, his Ex-
cellency considers that a sufficient remuneration should be given to that officer.

To this arrangement he has reason to believe every facility will be given by
tlie Poor Law Commissioners. The information required having been once
obtained from the valuation books, no person valued above 6/. should be
retained or employed on the Public Works, except under circumstances of
undoubted destitution. It is of the utmost importance that the most vigilant

attention should be paid to this matter, in order not alone that the expenditure
of the money assessed upon the respective baronies should not be unnecessarily

and improperly wasted, but that it should be applied to the relief of those for

whose support it was presented.

The attention of the Relief Committees shall be drawn to this subject.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, December 5, 1846, 6 a.m.

The letter I addressed to the Irish Government upon the subject of the
Relief Committees was forced upon me by the universal complaint from all the
inspecting officers of the conduct of the individuals attending the meetings of
the Committees, and the conviction in my own mind that some change was de-
sirable, if not necessary to be made, in order that my officers might be relieved
from the most irksome aird disagreeable duty which they are now required to

perform, by which they are subjected to treatment insulting to their characters
as officers, and nothing but the high sense of the important duties intrusted to
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them have prevailed upon them to continue in our service. To those at a dis-

tance, or who read the Irish papers, it might be supposed that the members of

the Relief Committees were miited in one common bond for the welfare of their

poor neighbours, and anxious to co-operate with the Government iix its 'work of

charity. It is necessary to be near the scene of action to be enabled to discover

the secret springs which direct their conduct and influence their actions. You
will have been enabled to form some idea of the manner in which tliey have

acted from the various reports which have been fonvarded to you from time to

time, and the misconduct of the Committees has pressed so heavily upon the

time of the inspecting officers, and retarded our operations, that it became a

duty on my part to endeavour to place the present system, so far as regards the

operations of the Board of Works, on a more satisfactoi*y footing. I presume

their existence is necessary for the Commissariat transactions, and Relief Com-
mittees must be formed to regulate, in conjunction with the Commissariat

officers, the distribution of food, either by sale or otherwise. I have called for

a return showing the number of Relief Committees each inspecting officer has

to transact business with, and who are almost daily asking for his presence ; the

fact is, so much of the time of the officer has been, and still continues to be,

occupied in duties connected with the Relief Committees, that a vei-y important

part of his duty remains unperformed from the impossibility of doing it, which

is the inspection of the works, and thereby preventing abuses and irregularities

from creeping in, and Avhich there is no doubt exist to a considerable extent,

arising from a variety of causes, which can only be corrected by local inspec-

tions, and which was one of the great objects in view when the ajxpointment of

inspecting officers was first made. As to the assistance which the Commissariat

inspecting officer can afford in the way of checking the lists, it will, and must

necessarily, from the extent of their districts, be trifling. He may be at one

end of the county when the Committees are sitting at the opposite, and furnishing

lists to the Board ofWorks officers, which lists he is supposed to have scrutinized.

If that duty could be entirely performed by the inspecting officers of the Com-
missariat, and the lists handed to our officei-s, then indeed they would be useful

auxiliaries, and our officers would be relieved from a pressure which is almost too

great for their physical powers to endure, and which, too, has seriously affected

the health of many
;
and it is only due to them that I should acknoxvledge the

praiseworthy and zealous manner in which they have conducted themselves in

the discharge of the very disagreeable duties intrusted to them, and of which I

regret to say that there does not appear the slightest prospect of a speedy termi-

nation. With every new work that is to be commenced, there is a repetition of

the same process, the presentation of improper lists, and the purification of the

same
;
many of these lists are made up with the names of individuals who have

been ballotted for in the Committee ;
thosemembers who were anxious and willing

to strike off" the names of individuals who were not objects requiring relief are

outvoted, and the names allowed to remain.

. I have merely mentioned the abuse in order that you may not suppose that my
letter was written from a desire of change, without strong grounds for desiring it.

You may readily conceive what the labour of our officers has been to check

the lists for nearly 300,000 men, for that must be taken as more nearly our daily

average than 285,000. It is impossible to form any adequate idea of the con-

duct of some of the individuals composing the Committees. It is true the energy

displayed by Captain Wynne will have for the moment a good effect, but there

are interests to be attended to which will soon dispel the good effects produced

by his spirited conduct
The drainage under Mr. Labouchere’s letter is commencing

;
if upon an ex-

tended scale, there will be great difficulties in execution ;
and moreover, I do

not think that the expectations formed as to the amount of employment that will

be afforded by farm drainage will be by any means commensurate with the num-

bers requiring relief. There cannot be a doubt that our numbers are much
greater than they ought to be, and “we have reason to believe that the number

herewith returned is greatly below the actual number on the works. The Pre-

sentment Works will be run out, and 1 greatly fear that difficulties will be expe-

rienced to find work; in some parts this difficulty is begiiming to be felt.
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Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

December 5, 1846.

I HAVE just received the enclosed, which will give you some idea of the

number of pleasant parties we have to deal with.

Enclosure.

Sir R. Eooth to Lieut-Colonel Jones.

The Castle, Dublin, December 5, 1846.

The number of Committees at present reported are 841, and the Returns are still

coming in from the vice-lieutenants.

I think you may calculate on 1000 Committees in round numbers.

Note.—32 = 31, the average number that each ofiicer has to act with; since an additional

officer has been added, 16 may be considered the average.—H. D. J.

Captain Wynne to the Secretary to Board of Works.

Ennis, December 5, 1846.

I regret to say that matters are not improving with us in this district,

nor can I expect them to improve so long as yesterday’s scenes continue to be

enacted daily.

The extraordinary presentment sessions at Ennistimon, held yesterday, were

a second edition of those at Corofin. Major Macnamara, M.P;, was in the

chair, supported by Mr. Cornelius O’Brien, M.P., Mr. J. O’Brien, M.P., &c.

The two first hours were occupied in attack and defence, without ever once

touching upon the business of the day. It was obvious that it was not to

transact business they had come there, and the result of course was that nothing

was done, and nothing can be done till another extraordinary presentment

sessions be called. This must lead to considerable inconvenience, as on many
of the works in the barony the funds will be very soon exhausted, and the men
will be obliged to go four or five miles to others, for which there remain pre-

sentments. All this, together with the evil consequences of leading the people

to expect to be turned into their own gardens to till, I explained all to no pur-

pose. I, therefore, had but one course to pursue, that of protesting against the

entire proceedings, in which I was followed by Mr. Hill and Mr. Gamble. I,

and the other officers of your Board, have strong reasons to complain of the

conduct of the two county Members, who appeared to come there for the sole

purpose of holding us up, one and all, to the assassin, and hallooing on a mob of

a thousand of the worst description who were present. Can it be wondered at,

that the stewards and overseers will not discharge their duties, and that the men
on the works are doing literally nothing but what they please. When I give

directions to any of them, they resign rather than carry those directions into

effect ;
and, I confess, I can scarcely expect any other course from any of them

not gifted with strong nerves in the present state of county Clare society.

I am boimd to state, that from Mr. John O’Biien, M.P-, and Archdeacon

Whitty, we received support and protection, as also from others present ; but,

unfortunately, such is the state of alarm in which they live, that they are not

free agents, and dare not utter their real sentiments. How are we to ’go on in

this state of things ? I am endeavouring to keep the machinery together, and

have succeeded in preventing several resignations ;
but as long as any part of the

machinery is crippled by mtimidation, we cannot expect it to work with advan-

tage. For my own part, I entertain no fears for my personal safety ; but with

all the exertions I am capable of, 1 fear the result %vill do me little credit. I

have made myself acquainted with several circumstances which leave no doubt

on my mind of the increasing difficulties before us. In the barony of Moyarta,

Mr. Marcus Keaaie, a gentleman of high character, has investigated and ascer-

tained, at my instance, the state of the several townlands and parishes, and it is

truly deplorable. Including the remnant of the potato crop, there are not pro-

visions for three weeks, and these, too, in the hands of a few individuals. Now,
at the expiration of this period, all the money in the Treasury cannot meet the

wants of the frightful population in that district without importing provisions.
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The census of 1841 being pronounced universally to be no fair criterion of the
present population and consequent destitution, I tested the matter in the parish

of Clondigad, barony of Islands, where I foxiiid the present population more
than a third greater than that of 1841 ; this I believe to be the case in all the
districts along the coast, and to be caused entirely by the sea-weed traffic, -whicli

has done an infinity of mischief. Squatters from all the southern counties have
settled down, and converted the country into one monster cottier farm. I

conceive emigration alone can remedy this state of thiiigs. The present popu-
lation and consequent subdivision of the land must ever act as a bar to drainage

and reclamation, as even though the work might be executed, drainage could
never be preserved -in working order mider the present system of fencing, and
the difficulty of substituting any other mode in this country as it is at present.

It is a country that invites the improver, still few have accepted the invitation.

I have just received, while writing, an account of one of the stewards being
shot this evening, about 5 o’clock, between this town and Clare Castle, about

mile from this, and half a mile from the barracks at Clare Castle. He was
walking with two friends, one of them a pay-clerli of 0111*

3 ; three soldiers were
about 20 yards in advance, and two about the same distance in the rear. A man
stood on the ditch, within two yards of Plennessy (the steward), and fired at

him, lodging the contents of the blunderbuss in his hip ; he then stopped to

explain that he did not intend to shoot anybody but I-Ieimessy, and walked off

quietly, without the slightest effort being made to stop him.
Hennessy, I must add, is one of our best stewards, or rather overseers, and

had been executing some orders he received from Mr. Gamble and me last

Saturday, and for this he has been shot. I don’t think the wound is mortal

;

the blunderbuss could not have been well loaded ; about 40 slugs and large shot
have been extracted. The works must be stopped of course ; for what length of
time it is hard to say, as there is no chance of the offender being given up to

justice in this instance. Several trifling riots have taken place on the works
;
in

all cases I have stopped the works till the offenders were given up to justice,

which has been done.

The outrage on Mr. Studdert, at Clare, was not dii*ectly traceable to his being
a member of a Relief Committee, so the works were not stopped. I think it

advisable, where there is any doubt on the subject, not to stop the works, as, in
the present state of general destitution, it must lead to the most lamentable con
sequences to individuals not concerned in the outrage. I look forward to sad
consequences from stopping the works at Clare to-morrow. Our military force
is quite inadequate. Men in women’s clothes and black faces are appearing
every day through the country threatening the officers and stewards, and insist

ing on their orders being obeyed. In this state of things it is difficult to expect
men to act with advantage to the cause, and the fact is, they are not acting so.

N.B.—I would not have you mistake me, it is not my intention to abandon
my post, while there remains one man to stand by me.

Abstracts of Constabulary Reports.

Limerick, Brd November, 1846.

On the 3rd instant, about 800 or 900 labourers marched into Newcastle,
with spades, shovels, &c., shouting “ no task worlc,” they proceeded to the Court
House, where the Relief Committee were sitting, and behaved in the most violent
manner. They attacked the baronial engineer, and would have seriously injured
him, but for the protection of the police.

Clare, Brd November, 1846.

On the 3rd instant, about two o’clock, 400 labourers from the Public Works,
marched into the village of Cooraclare, stating that they would work no longer
by task-work, and that they should get U. per day

;
that they would kill any

stranger who should be placed over them as steward, as such promotion should
be made amongst themselves

;
that they were resolved, if ample means ofsupport

were not provided for them, to take provisions whenever they could get them.
After being strongly remonstrated with by the parish priest, they dispersed
quietly

; but said they would meet again in a few days.
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CorTt, hih Novemler, 1846.

On the 5th instant, about 12 o’clock at noon, a man came to the new luie of

road making at Gurteen, under the Board of Works, where about 125 men are

employed. Enquired for the head steward, and swore he would drive a l^racc

of balls through his heart for being so severe on the men
;
he then walked lei-

surely away, not one of the men attempting to arrest him. Some of the men
said' he had pistols under his coat.

Galway, Qth November, 1846‘.

About S o’clock on the morning of the 2nd instant, a number of labourei-s

forced themselves into the office of Mr. Clements, county surveyor at Galway,

and compelled him to give them an order to be employed on Public Works.

Corh, about Wth November, 1846

Some persons, comfortable farmers, entered on the new line of road making

by the Board of Works at Iloi-se Island, broke down the ditches and othenvise

seriously injured the work, because they were refused employment on it in

consequence of their circumstances.

TVichlow, \dth November, 1846.

On the 13th instant, upwards of 100 men employed on Public Works at

Crossbridge, refused to work at the wages offei*ed, nor would tliey go to work

the follo-\ving morning, although they could earn Is. a day at the rate allowed.

Armagh, November, 1846.

The stipiendary magistrate visited the works in the neighbourhood of New-
town Hamilton, and ascertained from the men employed, that at the wages

allowed for quarrying and breaking stones (ll</. per ton), they could earn

Is. 6d. per day, and at the rate allowed for making fences (Is. 6d. per perch),

they could earn Ls-. 2d. per day.

Cork, \7th November, 1846.

On the morning of the 11th instant, about 400 persons were assembled at

Ballinsi^ittle, when every persuasion was used by the clergy and magistrates to

induce them to woi*k by task, which however they would not consent to, but

said they would take food wherever they found it. A large military force was

in attendance, and no breach of the peace had been committed, though feai-s are

entertained that such will occur.

Cork, 18f/i November, 1846.

On the I3th instant, at the Public Works at Ballinspittle, about 300 labourers,

who were on the superintendent’s list, answered to their names, but refused to

go to work unless insured U-. per day and no task-work, which not being acceded

to, they went away, saying they would take food wherever they could find it.

It is stated to be the intention of the labourers to attend on the line every morn-

ing, and at the end of the week demand their wages, and if not paid, to com-

mence plunder at once. At the works at Kilbrittan, the engineer was obliged to

fly for his life, and get the protection of the police to Bandon.

Cork, 2Ast November, 1846.

On the 14th instant, 150 out of 350 labourers at Ballinspittle, commenced to

work by task, and the remainder promised to .go to work on the Monday fol-

lowing. It is strongly recommended that another portion of the new line of

road should be commenced,* as some of the labourers are obliged to cornea

distance of six or seven miles.

Limerick, 2&th November, 1846.

On the 26th instant, 19 men were forcibly compelled to leave their work, at

Kilflya, by a party of 35 labourers, on the plea thakthey were not residents in

the parish.

Clare, 21th November, 1846.

On the 27th mstant, the house of Mr. C. O’Loughlin was attacked by a party

of 12 men, who beat him most severely, and robbed him of three stand of arms.
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It is supposed tins outrage took place ia consequence of his having revised the

list of persons employed by the Board of Works, and thus caused several to be

put out of employment -who were not in want.

Corh, I5/ Deccmher, 1846.

On the 1st instant, about one p.m., a man came to the Public IVorks at Bally-

giblin, enquired for the steward, Thomas Casey, and he being pointed out, pre-

sented a pistol at him, and told him the men should be paid h-. per day
Although this occurrence took place within a few perches of the police station,

Casey did not apprise them of it.

Clare, 2nd December, 1846.

On the 2nd instant, about five o’clock, p.m., four men dressed in women’s
clothes, their faces blackened, and armed, entered several houses near the Public

Worlcs at Ardkill, enquiring for John Carry, the steward, and having at length

found him, wanted him to swear to leave the work, but on his refusing they

beat him severely. The sub-inspector states, that there is no doubt that this

outrage was committed by men employed on the works.

Clare, blh December, 1846.

On the evening of the 5th instant, about half-past five o’clock, Mr. M. Hen-
nessey, overseer under the Board of Works, was fired at and severely wounded
by a man armed with a blunderbuss, when returning to his residence at Clare

Village, accompanied by two other men ;
there were five soldiers on the spot

at the time, who were called on to apprehend the man who fired, but who
declined to interfere, although they must have seen the whole occurrence.

L'merich, bth December, 1846.

On the 5th instant, about one o’clock, p.m., as Mr. William Lindsay, Pay
Clerk on the Public Works at Pollough, was performing his duty, he was

warned by three armed men not to come there any more
; they also fired a shot

over his head and handed him a book to swear. Although this occurred in the

presence of a number of men working on the road, not one ofthem interfered in

the least to prevent it, or to apprehend the offenders.

Mr. Low to Lieut-Colonel Jones.

Maryborough House, Timoleagne,

December h, 1846.

In compliance with your wishes that I should sometimes let you know
how matters progressed in this neighbourhood, I now address you.

I went to Clonakilty to-day for money for a cheque received from Mr. Gibson

last Monday, in consequence of my remittance not reaching me till Tuesday
morning, and as I travelled on foot (the four days of this week being expired for

which an allowance is made for travelling expenses) I had an opportunity of

conversing with the people 1 met, many of whom were labourers on the road

now maliing from Ring to Courtmaesherry. I learned that all arrears of pay

have been made up to them, and a feeling of satisfaction on this point shorved

itself, but they were rather dispirited in consequence of the work being sus-

pended for the last few days.

The labourers in my distinct (East Division, East Carberry) have been at taslc

work for the last fortnight or three weeks. The rate of wages earned under

that system, compared with that under the day labour, has converted its most

strenuous opponents into its wannest supporters. Several that used to tell me,

when I was advising them to give task work a trial, “ that they would not take
,

“ it, nor would they let themselves be in want as long as they knew where there
“ was a stack of corn,” told me, when I was on my circuit this iveek, that “ they
“ were only too long in commencing it.”

The almost total failure of the potato crop has of course thrown the con-

sumption on bread stuffs. Many farmers (?) holding five to ten acres of land,

who were able formerly to support their families on the produce of their potato

gardens, have been compelled to use the wheat, with the price of which they

used to pay the rent. They have therefore nothing to give to the landlord, and

[b. w.] 2 S
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they naturally conclude that he will use every exertion in his power to get rid

of them. The ground is therefore neglected, and much that would grow pro-

vision for next year, and in some degree compensate for the present affliction of

Providence, will be uncultivated, partly from the inability to procure seed, and

partly from the feeling that if they do sow it, the landlord will seize the crop as

soon as it is cut next harvest.

From an Inspector of Accounts to Mr. Walkek.

Skihhereen, Decemher 6, 1846.

Sunday Morning, 4 o’clock.

I no myself the honour of writing to you to state that I have again re-

poi-ted to the Board the actual necessity of a large supply of silvei' being as

speedily as possible forwarded to the Cork branch, and made available to the

branch here. That bank has issued for the service of the pay clerks upwards of

5000/. in one week, and there is no more.

I have witnessed, in getting silver, that it is very dull in appearance, as if

hoarded up
;
and I saw several country people getting notes for their silver. But

this is not’ all. The great object here is evidently to embarrass the Govern-

ment and your Board, not only in thus retaining silver, but from another un-

doubted source I have it, that there are agents for the express purpose of gather-

ing it in; so that a discount must be given of at least 105-. per cent. This was

fully confirmed by some circumstances under my own eye, and by
,
who,

in presence of Captain Huband and me, let his sentiments out. Thus, for

mercenary motives, the people are delayed in the payment of the wages, and

unjust and cruel calumnies heaped on the Commissioners.

I am overcoming the difficulties and getting everything satisfactorily paid,

and am even complimented in the public papers
;

still he, in the most violent

and uncalled-for language, abuses the Board and the officers, and calumnia,tes

the service in our presence. So those squireens and would-be gentry are creating

every difficulty to frustrate my object in obtaining prompt payments, and

influencing the poor people’s passions.

The Relief Committees here are a decided curse to the country and the

service, and are the arena of interested motives and debating societies, and the

most grievous annoyance to the officem of the Board of Works.

The Relief Committees are putting old, sick and infirm people on the works,

whilst the able-bodied are left out. This looks at first well
;
but the old and

sickly people die on the road, and that moment the Board of Works is accused

of neglect, and the officers also mijustly, too, brought in. They call Sunday the

9th day in arrear.

Whilst every obstruction is given me to get silver, and a greater obstruc-

tion to my officers, what am I to do? 1 went round the town myself and

begged it everywhere, as an act of benevolence, and almost in every place or

shop I was refused. Mr. Leger was the only merchant shop-keeper that gave

me 15/. Mr. Swanton, the miller, gave me 100/. for the Sheep’s Head Road,

whereon there are 1200 people to be paid.

Be pleased on your visit to his Excellency to impress the necessity of an im-

mediate supply of silver, othenvise the works must be stopped. I see no other

way to defeat the mercenary motives, now cutting at the very root of the Com-

missioners’ active and energetic "wishes to give employment to every one willing

to work.

My officei*s "will be torn in pieces ; they already attempted a serious assault m
Sheeps Head Road on Mr. Wright, pay clerk, and it was then in mercy I obtained

one hundred and odd pounds from Mr. Swanton, the miller, with which I

despatched the assistant engineer, who lucidly was going, and two additional

hands for a day, and got all paid off. Mr. Wright came in last night and re-

ported all was done.

I have to inform you that last Monday payments were on a large scale, and

if and his compeers will let the service alone, and silver is obtained,

I do engage to defeat the horrible under current now giving obstruction, and

damming up the good intentions of your Board, aaid I do trust those of your

humble officer now addressing you.
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From Mr. Heard.

Kinnale, December 7, 1846.

As to our proceeding here, vre have taxed ourselves over 10,000/., 'which,

.for a small barony, is utter ruin; we have 600 or 700 at "work, and the poor

creatures who caimot work are innumerable
;
for these we have carried on, by

private subscription, (for which your contribution will be available,) a baking, and
distribute daily 2000 lbs. of bread, at 5d. the 41b.; and a soup shop, where good

soup is to be had foivlrf. the quart. You wish for information: everytliing doing

is merely to stop a gap, a temporary expedient ; the landlords are frightened, and

fly from one tHng to another
;
they now talk of to-vmland assessment, which

would save domains where cabins and paupers are not, and place the entire

load on the shoulders of those less able to bear the burden ; in fact, if a certain

number of paupers are to receive support, the more generally the tax is dif-

fused the more equitable it will be. The evil we labour under is a super-

abundant population, and no means of having them absorbed ; though living in

the comitry, we were all ignorant of its frightful extent ; they were hid from us

;

as thus, satisfied with their potato garden and a casual day’s work, their very

existence seemed hid from us ; the visitation of the Almighty has brought all

this misery before us, and we are now aware of our unfortunate position. I see

our only mode of escape, and that is, instead of presenting for useless works, to

permit each barony to present for emigration. I Imow in this small barony, ii' a

bonus of 3/. a-head was given, it would be gladly accepted by 700. That would

be relieving us for many years, and we could, at a future time, again have recourse

to it. This fact is incontrovertible, the people are here and we cannot support

them ; even if it should please God to pei*mit the potato again to flourish,

the labourer never again will return to the state of degradation in which he

before existed ; they have been fed with bread for some months, and never again

will return to the potato as a general food. Not a moment should be lost by

Government : the spring is the time of year for emigration to Canada, and the

arrangement by that time should be completed
;
as to keeping the people em-

ployed for another season as they now are, it is perfectly impossible.

Enclosure.

Extracts from a Private Letter of Capt. Wynne.

Ennis, December 7, 1846.

We are in abaci way here these two or three days. The reign of terror” has commenced

in the opinion of most people
;
but whether it is that I have been accustomed to Tipperary, I

really don’t think matters quite so bad. The affair yesterday evening of shooting ])Oor Heii-

nessy was a very bad one, and we expect a great many more of tlie same sort this week, in

consequence of the works being stopped, whereby 900 men are sent adrift. We must look

sharp till they can be set to work again, but I do not know when that may be, as there is not

the slightest chance of the delinquent being discovered. Such is the state of this country, that

no exertion is made to run down a murderer ;
nobody has made an attempt to discover the one.

I hope poor Hennessy will recover ; the blunderbuss was badly loaded with some of our blasting

powder. The man is well known, but not a chance of his being brought to justice.

I have had a very flattering letter from the Board. They are certainly treating me well, and

I am determined to stick to them while there remains a single fragment of our machinery

together.

I am greatly afraid many of our local engineers are about to resign ; we are greatly em-

barrassed by their neglect of duty, and when pulled up, tliey say they are afraid to do it. I

should move for their dismissal if we could get others, as I think when a man acknowledges he

cannot do his duty, the sooner he goes the better.

I think our days are numbered.

With respect to any assistance from the local magistrates, I do not hesitate to say I expect

none; it is scandalous to see their passiveness in the case of Hennessy.

Mr. Gamble to Sir. Griffith.

Ennis, December 7, 1846.

You have probably been informed of the outrage committed on Mr. Hen-
nessy, and the consequent stoppage of the tvorks in the parish of Clare Abbey;
having received stringent orders, he was endeavouring to get the labourers

into a proper system of working.

On Saturday evening, at half-past 5 o’clock, as he was returning liome, within
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half a mile of Clare he was fired at with a blunderbuss, and received 80 grains of

duck shot; providentially he had a very heavy coat, and ouly 20 grains entered

the flesh. Dr. Cullinan reports that the wound, though not dangerous, will pro-

bably confine him to bed for some weeks.

Hennessy was accompanied by a check clerk, and had not passed the man more

than two or three yards when the shot was fired ;
there ^vere several soldiers on

the road, who would render no assistance, though called upon, and the man who

fired the shot walked away ^vithout any attempt being made to arrest him. It is

needless for me to remark upon the conduct of those present.

The country, I believe, was never in a worse state. This may be said to be the

“ reign of terror.”
j t. • i

For the most part the stewards and check clerks are afraid, to do their duty

—

afraid even secretly to report against the labourers under their charge, lest if any

notice should be taken of it, they should be exposed to the violence of the people.

This attack upon Hennessy will completely terrify the stewards and check clerks,

and confirm their dread of the people.

I had intended in a few days reporting to the Commissioners on the difhculty of

getting those officers to do their duty, and that the works were not getting on to

my satisfaction in consequence of this, and of the impossibility, with the means at

my command, of putting 25,000 men to work with advantage ; and notwithstanding

the enormous amount of relief afforded, I believe there remains a large
_

and daily

increasing extent of unrelieved destitution. And I am of opinion that it will be

impracticable, especially about Clare and Ennis, to provide suitable public works

for the continuous support of the people.
r r

The improvement of the laud can alone he looked to as the means of affording

general employment, and it is most desirable that part of the relief labour should be

directed to that object as soon as possible
;
but the proceedings at the late sessions

have clearly shown that the landed proprietors cannot be expected to act in concert

even in a matter that concerns them so vitally.

I fear, however, that any kind of employment given on equitable terms, will leave

a large number of families insufficiently provided for, who can be preserved from

starvation only by gratuitous relief.

The supply of food has been a subject of anxious consideration to me,^ and my

information lends me to the conclusion that the quantity of corn in my distvict, if

equally divided, would afford subsistence to the inhabitants for about a month.

Throughout my district I have observed scarcely any preparation made for

putting in the crops. Farming operations are carried on to a very small extent;

in a day’s journey scarcely a man or a plough is to be seen in the fields. Most of

the small farmers, if not paupers now, will be so next spring ;
and I do not see

how their land is to be tilled unless aid in some way be afforded to them to procure

seed and support themselves while preparing the soil.

Mr. Prentice to Mr. Griffith.

Caledon, December 7, 1846.

I AM persuaded if the instructions contained in Mr. Labouchere’s letter were

a little altered and simplified, there would be no occasion for newlegislatioii before

the usual time for the meeting of Parliament
;
and I am equally certain you would

see more agricultural improvement take place in Ireland within the next twelve

months than has been effected within the last half century. The great danger is

delay in employing the people, and I find the pressure so great in this respect, and

in this coiiiparativky civilized neighbourhood, 1 have for some time been draining,

sub-soiling, and levelling old and useless fences all over Lord Caledon’s estate, at

his lordship’s sole expense in the first instance, so that every creature fit to work

has employment of some kind or other. I am paying, on his lordship’s part, about

120/. per week for labour alone, but I look forward to ample remuneration. The

above works are all undertaken at the request of the tenant, and he signs an agree-

ment undertaking to pay 4/. per cent, increased rent on the outlay. I have a

number of inspectors appointed to see that the work is judiciously undertaken in

each district, and permanently executed, so that every man is at work close to his

own house, and a large majority on their own farms. Now would this simple pian

not be a very good one to be adopted by the Board of Works ?

Lord Caledon has accepted from the Presentment Sessions in this barony alone
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2-300/. for drainage, and when liis lordship once passes his secxirity to the Govern-

ment, in my opinion the work should at once commence under the directions of the

baronial inspector, and the arrangement between landlord and tenant leit entirely

to themselves. I find the tenantry will not drain if they are obliged to pay any

portion of the principal sura, fllost of them have not means to do so, and they (as

\ou well know) have not the intelligence or education of the Scotch or English

fanner to understand the relative interests of landlord and tenant where a lease

exists, but they all understand paying 4/. or 5/. per cent, for having their lands im-

proved from 30/. to 50/. per cent. I observe Sir Robert Peel is now adopting this

very plan with his tenantry in England, and it is considered a great boon conferred

upon them, while it is equally certain that the landlord is making a very safe in-

vestment on Ms own estate.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Tuevelyan.

Office of Public Works, Custom House,

Duhlm, December 1, 1846.

In order to ensure the punctual payments of the men employed upon the

Relief Works, and to watch the conduct of the pay clerks, amounting to 457,

the Board have considered it advisable to have inspectors appointed, for tliat

special duty, to each county, at a daily rate of pay of 154-., with the usual

travelling allowances. This throws an additional charge upon the public
;
but

the importance of having such officers stationed within the enguieer’s district,

weighed most powerfully upon the Commissioners, and I have therefore made

the necessary appointments, subject to their Lordships’ approval.

Mr. Heard to Mr. Trevelyan.

Kinsale, December 7, 1846.

Everybody here seemsat sea. As to our future prospects, certainly, they

are gloomy
;
with some who have not weighed the matter fairly, a townlaiid

assessment is a new project; In my viemity, I laiow a barony where there are

ten or twelve gentlemen, each averaging in their domain a townland, and ol

course free both from cabins and their occupants. The entire amount of land

thus held comprises half the barony, consequently the other half would have to

bear the burden of the whole destitution. In the case alluded to, the gentlemen

have very little land, except in their occupancy, and that generally in pasture,

which affords very little employment. Thus the persons best able to bear taxa-

tion, would escape, and those least able, would be overwhelmed.

Excuse me, when I say what has been hitherto done and proposed, are mere

temporary expedients, stop-gaps, without a chance of permanent relief. Our un-

fortunate position arises from a superabundant population, and strange to sa.y, wo

were actually in ignorance of its extent. Hitherto the labourer was satisfied with

his potato ground, and a casual day’s work; he had always food at hand, and

never appeared as a destitute person ;
but when this visitation of the Almighty

was inflicted on us, our eyes became open to the appalling fact, that we had more

poor than we can support. In this relief district, in our Union workhouse we

have 600, the building being only made for 500. We are, in addition, finding

with cheap bread over 5000 people daily, and intend opening m a few days a

soup shop. We have had a quanitity of sprats on the coast, which was a very

great help, but that supply has now ceased.
. . . , ,

,

Permit me to suggest what in my humble opinion is the only possible means

by which positive good can be accomplished, and that is affording the landholders

an opportunity oftaxing themselves for the purpose of assisting those to emigrate

who m-e willing to do so. I can state from authority, that 700 pemons from this

district would gladly embark for Canada, if they had the most trifling encourage-

ment. I have no doubt, if they had 3/. each, they would most cheerfully go. A
more satisfactory arrangement, both for landlords and labourers, could not be

made under existing circumstances (they will stand 8/. a-head), and that in per-

petuity. Should it be the will of God that the potato should agam flourish the

labourer, who has been for some time living on bread, will never, unless from

necessity, again return to the old system. I trust you will excuse my thus

troubling you; I have done it with the best intention, and I assure you aii my

friends here unite with me in thinldng emigration our only resource.
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Mr. Trevelyan to Mr. Heard.

December 17, 1846.

The remarlcs contained in your letter on the present distressing state of

affairs in Ireland are interesting and striking, and I am obliged to you for them.

There seems to be good reason to think the townland would be an unsafe and

insufficient, as well as an unfair, basis of assessment for the relief of the destitute

poor, and that a sufficiently extensive district must be fixed on for this purpose,

to include a fair average of domain and pasture land, and of land occupied by a

pauperised population.

I have sent an extract of that part of your letter which relates to emigration, to

the Emigration Commissioners and Lord Grey.

EXTRACTS from JOURN.ALS of INSPECTING OFFICERS, from November 28
lo December 7, 1 B46.

W. Walker, Longford, December 5, 1846.

Rmarhs .—I have observed, in former Reports, lliat the works appear generally well executed

as far as they have gone, but from the state of the w-eather and the many old and feeble men
and young boys employed, there is not the quantity of work done in proportion to the works

expended.

I have not heard of any serious outrages in my district since last Report. Thefts, and some

robberies of people returning from fairs and markets have occurred, and some sheep have been

killed and carried off. The Relief Committees are much engaged in revising lists and putting

off improper subjects, who in the hurry and anxiety of giving employment at first, got on the

work.

In the past week I have travelled through a large portion of the baronies of Graiiard and

Longford, and by far the worst as to soil and the poorest as to inhabitants. Farm buisiness is

totally neglected. I did not see 20 men engaged in agricultural labour in the whole district.

I had information on Wednesday, that the poor of Guagban were determined to resist by

violence any labourers pul on project 15, a Board road in that (owniand, until all the poor

residing in it should be employed- I addressed and assured them if any such attempt was

made, I would stop the works and report lo the Board. In all the districts of Ballinalu,

Colombkiil, and Drumlish Relief Committees, a vast number of very destitute object.s are still

unemployed, and unless some means be adopted lo employ them, I fear the consequences that

may, and, indeed, must be the result.

T. Bolton, Longford, December 5, 1846.

Remarks .—The state of the country in this barony is satisfactory, and the conduct of the

people very peaceable. 1 visited the Relief Committees at Forgney on the 1st, and Tashinny

on the 2nd instant, to issue tickets for the additional works approved by the Board, and I have

reason to be satisfied with their mode of transacting business.

The farming operations are backward for the season.

On inspecting the works, I found the overseers present, and looking well after their men, who
were working steadily and making good progress.

Major Bolton, County Longford, December 5, 1846.

The works I inspected in the barony of Ratheline during the past week had progressed to

my satisfaction; the men were working well, and the overseers intelligent and alert; and the

engineer in charge is satisfied with their conduct.

The state of the country in the barony of Ratheline is tranquil, but more employment on

Public Works is required for the destitute people, particularly in the parish of Cashel.

I visited the Relief Committees at Lanesboro’, on the 3rd instant, and Ballymahon, for

Shrule, on the 4th instant, to issue tickets for additional works, and received' every assistance

from the Committees.

The farming operations for the season continue backward.

Captain Fury, Dublin, December 7, 1846.

Remarks .—I have the pleasure to report, that all the Relief Committees at present esta-

blished appear to carry on their proceedings in a very satisfactory manner.

The works in the different baronies that I have visited are in a forward state, but I am sorry

to say that Mr. Hampden cannot induce the people to work by task, the people in his districts

being, I understand, determined to oppose it by every means in their power.

Captain H. Gordon, County Cork, December 5, 1846.

Thursday, December 3.—Quite unable to get out again this day, in consequence of the

numerous visits of Relief Committees, and making out the estimates with Captain Gordon 76th

regiment.

The people about this district, and in East Muskerry, appear in a slight degree attending to

their farming operations considerably more so than along the southern coast.
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One important feature I have also remarked for some time past, and tliat is, that there

appears to be no disease now going among the few potatoes that remain, in fact, the blight

seems to have disappeared. In some localities I find perhaps one field of excellent potatoesj

generally speaking, of the description called “ White Horse,” which is a common kind.

Captain Huband, Cork, December 5, 1846.

Remarks.—Through every part of my district the farming operations (except about the resi-

dences of the country gentlemen) are almost totally suspended, and the farm labourers ai-e on

the Public Works. No manure making.

The conduct of the people all along the coast, south of my district, is very indifferent
;
the

N.E. is quiet; the extreme west (three Carberries) very unsettled, frequent plunderings of

sheep and cattle, and demands for money by mobs.

The deaths have been numerous, but inquests held but upon a few. I much fear that the

number of deaths are on the increase.

The Relief Oomniittees, generally speaking, are not men of business, and averse to individual

exertion
;
and very difficult to transact business with. This applies chiefly to the west oi my

district.

The works in the neighbourhood of Skibbereen are not going on satisfactory, more particu-

larly on (the Cahera-i-oad) No. 1. Task-work has not been carried on satisfactorily in the

Carberries.

Captain Kenedy, Meath, December 5, 1846.

Remarks.—The general arming of all, down to the very lowest class in this county, makes it,

in my opinion, necessary to exercise the utmost care and discretion in the selection of overseers,

check-clerks and gangers. They possess great influence; and I am satisfied that, while these

enormous masses of labouring poor are brought together, they can materially influence the

general peace, and furnish most important information relative to all abuses, if put under the

control of a zealous and discreet superintending officer. The system of having “ superior

labourers” at higher days’ wages ought to be discontinued; favoritism and heart burnings are

its only fruit.

My time has been so completely occupied establishing a system of regularity in payments,

attending Relief Committees, and scrutinizing their lists, that few works were visited. I have

succeeded in getting most Relief Committees to scratinize their own lists by the standard of

the Poor Law rate-book
;
and have numbers to strike oft' who are in independent circumstances,

as soon as my pow'ers are clearly defined. Thislist includes “ check-clerks,” “ gangers,”

“ overseers,” ‘‘ horses and carts.” Gross abuses have and do exist on this head, but most

Committees are exerting themselves most laudably to assist me in correcting them. The

county generally quiet,

—

” overseers'’ and gangers of character most important to eusui’e its

continuance.

Captain Telford, County Westmeath, December 6, 1846.

The delay which has occurred in the issue of work-tickets, and so loudly complained of,

has arisen from the slovenly and cormpt mode of proceeding of some of the Reliet Com-

mittees, placing on their lists the names of persons having land, cattle, corn, money, &c., &c.,

and in other respects quite unprepared when lists were called for. In some cases, the men
employed have been using eveiy exertion to make a good day’s hire by task, but in otliers,

quite the reverse, calculating on nothing more or less than the sums paid on account. This,

however, I hope to rectify by constant inspection, and insisting on frequent uieasiiremcnt of

the works. The conduct hitherto of the workmen has been reported good, and I trust it may
continue so. Overseers and chcck-clerks are dismissed when found inefficient. Patches ol

here have very generally been sown as a substitute for the potato. My time has been so

much taken up by bungling and, I might say, dishonest Relief Committees, continually

calling for tickets, without being duly prepared, that my inspection of works has been on a very

limited scale
;
but I hope to be able to get through a relief district in a day, so as to see every

work in it, and stimulate to exertion by the frequent measurement of the works, and causing

payment to be made accordingly.

Richard Maxicell, Wesimecith, December 5, 1846.

Remarks.—The works in ray district are now nearly all in full operation in those baronies.

They commenced last week. The workmen are reported to me to be well-behaved, and working

very hard. In some instances. I have been told, earning upwards of Is. per day; some said,

Is. '2d. This latter, I doubt much. Several outrages on property have occurred this past

week. Sheep have been slaughtered near Glassou; meal-carts stopped and robbed; one

house attacked and robbed of a gun, and two houses attacked and plundered of meal and

money in this districts. The Relief Committees are getting into better order and regularity;

but half my time has been taken up tliis week in correcting their blunders, and rectifying their

dishonest jobs. With all the pains and trouble I could take to prevent it, persons, totally un-

deserving of relief, have been recommended to me, and tickets have been granted them.

However, I have discovered a great many cases, and have withdrawn them in every

instance.

I have recommended to Relief Committees to admit applicants on their books, and transact

all their business iiv open court as the best check against imposition, From the hard frost,

there was no work going on in the fields during the week.
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From the number of men now employed on the Public Works, the people have become
quieter, and tlie higher classes resident in the country are less under apprehension.

Lieutenant S. Ilotham, County Carlow, December 5, 1846.

I am happy to say that the landlords and others are more impressed with the necessity of

keeping all but destitute persons off the works. The works are progressing as well as they

can, but the engineers are overwhelmed in business.

The pressure of the work on the engineers has been tremendous ; but I think we are getting

through it, and becomino' better organised, and the Relief Committees understand their

business better.

Captain Layard, Leitrim, December 6, 1846.

Remarhs .—On proceeding from Mohill, on the 3rd instant, to Carrigallen, I fell in u’ith a

mob of 450 labourers at the end of South Airrawiillen Road, waiting for payment. I advised

them to disperse quietly, it being then 6^ p.m,, and I promised to send off an express for

the pay-clerk next morning. They did as desired, and have since been paid. I shall to-

night make a special report on the subject, when the Board will see that little or no blame is

attachable to Mr. W. Lander, pay-clerk
;
but to the civil engineer, for not having the pay lists

made in due time, I conceive it most essential that an order be sent from the Board, directing

all the pay lists to be in the hands of the pay-clerks by 6 p.m. every Monday, which, now
that there is an engineer to each barony, can easily be done. An outrage was committed near

Cari’igallcn on Wednesday night, and two men at work on the road No. 5 have been com-
mitted as implicated in it. Seven others absent.

Captain J. Lardner, County Leitrim, December 5, 1846.

On Monday I attended the meeting of the Manor Hamilton Relief Committee, for the

purpose of having the labour lists of the district scrutinised. The Committee offered to go
into the scrutiny of the tickets issued for the Glenfane district, provided that I would then

issue second tickets for the families in that locality. This I declined doing, and insisted on

all the labour lists being scrutinised, which the Committee declined. I am now eiideavourino-

to scrutinise the lists, through the instrumentality of the poor people, when they apply for

tickets. I recommend them to point out the men who are independent in circumstances, and
employed on the roads. This, I am ha

2)py to say, they are doing very effectually. On
Tuesday I was present at the meeting of the Drumkeeran Relief Committee, and made a
requisition for the number of workmen required to be employed on the projects Nos. 4 and
28 of the barony of Drumahar, when I was given to understand that the Rev. Mr. Kearsy,
parish priest of Ballinaglerale, who was to send in the labour lists to the Committee, has
declined giving any assistance, on the grounds that no attention has been paid by the Com-
mittee to the people of his parish. On Friday T was present at the meeting of the Drumchair
Relief Committee, and entered upon 1 he scrutiny of the lists of the district.

Captain R. G. Layard, County Leitrim, December 6, 1846.

I attended the Mohill Relief Committee on Thursday the 3rd instant. Mr. L. Gisborne
also attended, which gave much satisfaction to all parties, as he was enabled to answer at once

such questions as presented themselves relative to his department. I attended the Penagh
Relief Committee on Monday the 30th ultimo.

With reference to No. 10, I have to state that Mi-. L. Gisborne has put it in operation, but

I conceive, that up to this date, a most unwarrantable delay has taken place on the part of

Mr. W. Hall, from one cause or other; with reference to No. 5, on visiting it, the clerk and
overseer informed me no valuations had been made for the different kinds of labour. I brought
it to Mr. Gisborne’s notice, who will see it at once rectified.

W. G. Gilbert, Sligo, December 7, 1846.

Remarks .—Agriculture is completely neglected by farmers in general.

Ca.ptain W. Dillon, County Sligo, December 6, 1846.

I have, felt much inconvenience in not having in time labour tickets to issue to the Com-
mittees in my district, caused by the parcels not ariiving direct to Ballymote, and the sudden
application for tickets, when I may not have by me a sufficient number of tickets to deliver, is

attended with much annoyance to me. Committees avail themselves of this, and in some
instances, without waiting for the engineer to send in the usual requisition, and without my sanc-

tion, place on the works, men. It is true that the moment labour tickets arrive, they arc

delivered to the labourers, this has only occurred in one instance, and I am determined shall not

take place again. I have a very difficult part to play, but I hope to have the consideration and
support of the Commissioners in any matter that may appear a delay on my part. I have a
very large district to pass over, and in it five Relief Committees to attend.

On Monday, the 30th, an Extraordinary Presentment Sessions was held in this town for the

barony of Can-an, where presentments were passed for the completion of roads now in progress,

and the formation of new ones, to the amount of 13,000/., whether the one-half that sum or

less should meet the approval of the Commissioners is a matter for their consideration, but I

would take the liberty to suggest to the Board, that no sum above a sufficiency to support the

present number of men, &c., employed for two months should be granted for the present, in order
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to allow the landlords farmers no excuse to relieve the Government of a number of labourers

from the Public Works, for the cultivation of their farms—about that period is, I understand,

the usual time when farming operations commence in this county. It is, however, the opinion

of persons experienced in such matters, that ground should have been, prepared long before this

for the cultivation of rye, barley, and other grain.

I felt it my duty to submit to the Court of Sssaons, that they should take into consideration

the Right Honourable Secretary Labouchere’s letter. They would not entertain the propo-

sition.

Captain J. G. Gilbert, County Sligo, December 5, 1846.

1 have the honour of acquainting you, that in consequence of very great irregularities occur-

ring in the barony of Coolavin, from which place I have just arrived, that I shall not. be able

to forward my weekly report for a few days, as I am anxious to receive a reply to my letter

addressed to the chairman of the Relief Committee for that barony, to accompany my Report.

Lieutenant Anderson, Wicklow, December 5, 1846.

Remarks .

—
^Twenty tickets from men whom the committee found, on further investigation,

ought not to have received them. I have urged upon the different Relief Commiltees that I

have met during the past week, the necessity of their meeting constamly to revise their lists, as

cases must occur of persons receiving tickets who were believed to be destitute, but were found

not to be so. Except some cases of sheep-stealing, there have been no outrages committed of

which I have heard. The superior engineer reports that he finds gi'cat difficulty in getting

good overseers, competent to perform the duties required of them.

I am glad to be able to inform yo i that there is a decided change in the weather, the snow

havino' almost entirely disappeared. I regret to have to state that the small farmere are seeking

employment on the Public Works, and are neglecting their land.

I made a very minute examination of the works in progress here ;
the fishermen were reported

as being neither “ able nor willing" to work, though easier tasks were set to them, and every

allowance made for their not being accustomed to manual labour. I have called Mr. Boyle’s

attention to the fact of there being 170 men employed by day-work, and to earning more than

those employed, as they should be, by task.

Lieutenant Anderson, Wicklow, December 6, 1846.

have the honour to acquaint you, for the information of the Commissioners of Public

Works, that at the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions hehl at Blessington on the 4th inst.,

the sum of 1 150?. was presented for, which I stated to the meeting I considered would be

sufficient (with the 3670?. unexpended) to support the destitute in the barony of Lower Tal-

botstown until the 1st of March. The principal works presented for in the immediate vicinity

of Hollywood and Dunlavin, as in their neighbourhood the works approved of are nearly

finished, and a very great amount of destitution prevails, I suggested that a sum of 100?.

should be presented for, to be placed at the dispo.sal of the superintending engineer, for

building sheds, where, in the event of a snowstorm, the labourers might be employed breaking

stones.

James Boyle, County Wicklow, December 5, 1816.

I beg to submit, for the consideration of the Commissioners of Public Works, the necessity

of- providing shelter for the labourers employed on the Relief Works, in the wild and thinly

inhabited districts of this county
;
and to request their sanction for the same.

The difficulty of obtaining shelter in a fall of snow in a county like this must be obvious to

them, and as in its more mountainous districts, it will he difficult in inclement weather to

employ the people out of shelter. 1 beg to propose that huts should be constructed of sails

or stones (as may he most convenient), and that they should be roofed with furze or heath,

their frames may easily be designed so as not only to render them available for breaking stones

in, but also as places of refuge in snow storms, or even for a night in case of extremely bad

wSbther.

I beg to append designs for these contrivances.

In the lower crroimds screens may be formed of old sails, well turned, of wattled frames or

of sails; advantage may be taken in many cases of quarry, and of shady fences, but in the

mountains a more perfect description of protection will be required, in order to guard against

accidents, or what would be still worse, the necessity of affording gratuitous relief.

With a view to this, I had a sum of 100?. (to be placed at my disposal for this purpose)

presented for yesterday at the sessions for Lo.ver Talbotstown.

Captain F. Carey, County Mayo, December 6, 1846.

The Public Works labour under every possible disadvantage. The staff of engineers is in-

sufficient. Opposition is met with far more frequently than support. The labourers endeavour
to get wages without work, and then complaints meet with a i-eady hearing from persons mi-

connected with the execution of the works, who complain of the system answering ill, but do
not come forward to pointoutthe particular abuse come under their observation, so as to enable

it to be rectified. The curtailed power of Relief Committees makes some of the members
discontented and always ready to cavil.- Little money appears to be spent in private charity,

or contributed to the funds of Committees, though the impression that this country can

[b. W.] 2T
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never be called on to bear the burthen of the sum expended on the Public Works, or any very

larjje portion of it, grows daily stronger.

The same disregard of the future with regard to agriculture continues, and there seems to

be but few able-bodied men in the country. The people remain quiet and well behaved, except

in their capacity of labourers.

Great idleness on most of the works; men come late, leave early. The sum returned as

three-fourths will be frequently forced, the total really earned when the measurements are

checked by the assistant-engineers, so much of who.se time is occupied in starting fresh works
that they cannot give proper attention to those actually in operation. Many of the overseers

are a good deal frightened, especially those in the parish ofSslandeady, and would not venture

to return the labourers for the very low wagas they have earned in some instances. This fear

is not generally caused by violence of the men on the work.

Captain R. C. Farren, County Mayo, December 6, 1846.

The conduct of the labourers in some instances, that of the road from Balia fo Brige in par-

ticular, has been insubordinate
; a special report relative to the work which has been suspended

has been forwarded for the inforination of the Board. An under current of threat and intimi-

dation is at work in this neighbourhood, and slander with respect to the overseers.

An irregiilarity occurred on the Castlebar and Glenesland Road on Wednesday; anumberof
labourers residing in the vicinity, who had been allocated by the Relief Committee to a work
some miles distant, insisted upon taking the places of the labourers belonging to the work. I

proceeded to the spot and arranged the matter.

The country is quiet, but little attention appears to be paid to the farm operations of the

season.

The labourers on several of the works visited during the week appeared to be idle
;
in many

cases they do not commence working until nine o’clock or later, and leave between three and
four o’clock, trusting that pressure will induce the overseers to return them for good wages not-

withstanding.

Lieutenant TV. H. Cox, County Mayo, December 6, 1846.

My principal efforts at present are directed towards getting a regular system adopted by the

Relief Committees. I have now induced some of them to eslabliSi a register of the names of

those persons in need of relief, a thing they never thought before ;
indeed, they had not a

single document to refer to, showing the names of those they had recommended.

No farming operations whatever appear to me to be going on, though there seldom is much
at this time of year. I think we suffer much from not being able to obtain a good class of

overseers.

There is considerable difficulty in establishing an uniform system of task-work, for notwith-

standing the exertions of the county surveyors, the assistant engineers and overseers cannot

be got to carry it out properly.

T. Stirling, Mayo, December 5, 1846.

Remarks-—Owing to the great loss of time occasioned by the ticket system, it is impossible

for the inspecting officer to go about the country as often as necessary; or, in Pact, fo do any-

thing else, as fresh lists are constantly coming in, and hundreds of original tickets daily for

transfer, owing to different caiises, such as people leaving the country, deaths, and changing

of labourers from one work to another, more convenient for them. A good deal of this is

owing to want of local kno^^le(lge on the part of some Relief Committees. Altogether, it is a
most confused piece of business.

Observed during my progress through the country few or no farm operations in progress,

and was informed by respectable authority, that very improper notions were instilled into the

minds of the labourers on the Relief Works by persons who should know better. On inquiry,

could lay hold of nothing tangible, as the persons who will give general information to the

Government officers, on being put to the test, invariably refuse to specify names in particular

instances. .i-

E. Baillie, Queen's County, December 5, 1846.

The people in the district of Raheen, Maryboro’ West, arc in a very distressed state, going
about the country demanding food or employment.

Generally throughout the county robberies of sheep, provision-carts, and individuals on the

roads, if believed to have money, are becoming very frequent. I was informed that a body of

men on one of the works between this and Maryboro’ had stopped persons travelling demand-
ing money, but no actual violence was committed.

I request instructions, whether in such cases the work on which such conduct is pursued
shoultl be suspended.

With regard to the conduct of the men in Abbcyleix, it appears that on Saturday, 28th
November, in consequence of the pay-clerk, Mr. Foster, not having received the money witli

which to pay them, a large body, from 200 to 300, assembled after dark in Abbeyleix, de-

manding their wages, and threatening to clear the town of everything in it if not immediately
paid. Mr. Brownlow, a gentleman residing in the neighbourhood, exerted himself and procured
money, which he advanced to the pay-clerk; the pay-clerk subsequently received the funds

in due course, but he could not explain to me the cause of the delay.
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Captain Ogle, Tipperary, Decemlxn' 5, 1846.

Remarhs.—I receive accounts from'all quarters of the general neglect tliere is throughout

the country of all farming operations, and these are certainly confirmed by my own obser-

vations, whilst travelling. During the last beautiful week 1 have seen hardly anything going

on in the fields—no land being turned up.

Explained to the men that by task-work they might be able to earn , or even more, but

that they could not be paid a higher rate at day-work. With the exception of breaking stone,

which is by measurement, the labourei-s are, generally speaking, employed by the clay, and

from the nature of most of. the works, and the class of overseers superinfending, I am afraid

there would be difficulty in carrying out task-work. I wish the Board to be aware, that in

the distinct under my charge, in the baronies of Ift'a and Offa West alone, has any regidarity

been attained with regard to the issue of tickets. In tlio baronies of Claiiwilliam, Middle-

third, Low'er Kilnemanagh, and Slieveardagh, the labourers have, in most cases, been em-

ployed without receiving labour tickets from the Inspecting Officer. This was owing to the

great pressure which existed at the time ; in fact, many of the works are undertaken by Mr.

Cooper, without waiting the sanction of the Board.

The applications that have been made since to several Relief Committees in their baronies

to fill up recommendation forms have been disregarded ; and in order to check their irre-

gularity, and compel them to furnish me with proper lists, Mr. Cooper has been requested

not to employ any one without a ticket.

But I feel that not being stationed in the same locality as Mr. Cooper, we cannot have as

much intercourse as would be desirable for the working of the present system, and much
time is lost in communicating by letter.

At present, I find my whole time taken up in attending to the numerous representations

and wants of Relief Committees in the baronies of Iffa and Offa, east and west, and I have

not been able to visit the other baronies hardly at all.

On Wednesday, December 2, 1 had an interview with Mr. Beasley, on the subject of the

complaint made by that gentleman to the Board, to the effect that overseers had appeared

on the works in his neighbourhood unknown to the Relief Committee of the district. Mr.
Beasley also stated to me that persons, without recommendations from the Committee, had got

on the works.

He could not specify any particular instance of what he alleged had taken place; but it

was his intention of attending the Committee on the 3rd; and if he found it to have been the

case, he promised to make me acquainted with the facts.

C. Norris, N.R., Tipperary, Decemler 5, 1846.

Remarks.—The overseers or stewards are generally wanting in intelligence
;
and Mr.

Gahan assures me he cannot carry out task-work with the description of stetvards that are to

be obtained in this district. Very few of the small holders are tilling their land.

Lieutenant Hdmilton, King's County, December 5, 1846.

Remarks.—I have only to add, to my former weekly reports, that the fanning operations of

the county are represented to me to be much neglected.

Lieutenant Inglis, Limerick, E. Division, December 5, 1846.

Too much weight cannot possibly be given to the fact of the ordinary agricultural employ-

ment of the county being miserably neglected
;
such is undoubtedly the case, and it is the

subject of remark in every quarter, but the farmers still refuse to make the demand for

labourers. I would earnestly recommend that the Relief Committees be one and all called

upon to take measures at once to prevent a continuance of their neglect. I endeavour to call

their attention to it, but this is not sufficient.

The behaviour of the people in the county during the week has been good.

The Committees generally are now beginning to conduct in a more regular manner their

business, so far as the recommendation for employment is concerned, but the greatest confusion

and difficulty frequently occurs in this office from their negligence. In order to check the ac-

curacy of their information, I have commenced a system of examining the labourers whilst

upon the works. In every case, numerous instances of false returns on the part of Com-
mittees are discovered, and imperfections in their recommendations of a very serious character.

Lieutenant J. Drummond Telfer, R.A., County Limerick, December 6, 1846.

The usual farm occupations of the county still appear very much neglected, and every pros-

pect of their continuing so. The farmers generally, I am told, complaining of the diffi-

culty they find in getting labourers except under very high wages— Is. per diem, besides a
meal. The fact of provisions being so very high, must keep wages considerably above what has

usually been the rate. The conduct of the men on the work in general is very regular. The
system of task work is very generally introduced; though they are sometimes dissatisfied as to

he mode of payment, being at first inclined to be very idle, consequently earning very low
wages.

Lieutenant Courey, Limerick, December 6, 1846.

Remarks.—I regret to remark the great irregularities on some of the works in Lower Con-
iielloe. This week has been one constant siiccession of endeavours to intimidate the peace officers,

[b. w.] 2 U
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viz., demonstrations of one sort or another. The engineer in charge, Mr. Browne, was sub-

jected to ill treatment on the 30th November, by a body of labourers who came into the town

of Ratbkeale, braving thus the police and military authorities.

Captain Hart, Louth, December 5, 1846.

Remarks.—The works are progressing satisfactorily. The state of the country perfectly

quiet. The conduct of the people employed on the Relief Works has been good.

The Relief Committees generally have not transacted their business heretofore in a manner
conducive to the interests of tbe country

;
persons have been indiscriminately recommended for

employment. But all these matters I shall soon have quite corrected. They have generally

received satisfaction at my proceedings; farming operations are not being carried on exten-

sively.

Captain Dill, Limerick, December 5, 1846.

Remarks.—During my various inspections, complaints have been very generally made to

me, that on most of the lines of road the people are perfectly willing to take employment by
measurement, but that they cannot get it properly measured out to them so that they can

understand it. Also on many of the roads where work by measurement has been for some
time carried on, the labourers complain greatly that their work has never been measured at

the end of the week, but they have only been paid lOcf. per day on account as subsistence

money; and in some instances this has gone on for the space of five or six weeks, until, in

fact, the distinctive marks of the labourers of each gang have become quite effaced, so that now
the labours of each cannot be separately measured. This was what caused the dispute on

the Grange road, where the men became rather violent, and slightly assaulted the overseer. I

have therefore marked their conduct as indifferent, at the same time I consider they had just

cause of complaint. The above remarks refer more particularly to the baronies of Glenqutn
and Sharid. During the last week the farmers have been pretty generally employed in sowing

wheat, and preparing ground for the same.

This, however, had the least effect in lessening the pressure for employment on Public

Works.

Lieutenant J. M. Primrose, County Waterford, December 6, 1846.

The farm operations seem in most instances suspended, the small farmers being forced to

apply to the Relief Committees for employment.

Thomas Ross, County Waterford, December 6, 1846.

Relief Committees are at last bestirring themselves, and striking off the lists by hundreds.

They had uo other alternative, because we had determined not to issue a ticket until they had
made decisions by revising the lists. With few exceptions the Committees of these three

baronies have revised their lists, and we have again resumed the issue of tickets. Dungarvan
Committee commenced yesterday, and by the time the lists have been gone through, 200 at

least will be removed.

Saturday.—Engaged from I0'30 to 11 p.m. Engaged with Mr. Owen revising the lists of

stewards, ovei-seeis, check-clerks, and gangsmen
;
discharged several, and reduced the wages

of those retained, at least 20, and in many cases 30 per cent. System and organization
improving daily. A report has reached me that the labourers on work No. 19, Coshmore and
Coshbride, had struck on Finday evening last, stating that they would not continue at task-work
any longer, but would work at lOrf. per day. I have appointments at Cappoquin to investigate,

charges of drunkenness against certain check-clerks and stewards, after which I will visit

work No. 19. It seems the object of those persons is twofold
;
one to be allowed to work by

the day, and the other to intimidate the Relief Committee to lower the price of meal, which
they generally raised in conformity with the General Instructions.

Lieutenant Dovmman, Waterford, December 5.

Remarks.—The works going on tolerably well, but much retarded by women and children

being placed on the works (by the Committees) with spades and shovels, who are quite unfit

for such work, and the consequence is, that in many cases the money granted has been expended,
and the roads left unfinished, discharging women from the works as much as possible.

Relief Committees beginning to do tlieir duty as they ought, striking off persons who did
not require work on the roads. Found the prices for task-woi-k very unfairly set

; in some
places too high, some too low (talked to Mr. Owen on the subject). People striking work in a
great measure owing to this, the farmers paying little or no attention to their farms, as they
do not intend sowing any potatoes, they liunk no manure will be required on their farms. I

fear nothing but grain will be sown this spring, and the land will in consequence he much
impoverished.

Captain E. Wynne, County Clare, December 5, 1846.

I have visited the following Relief Committees this week :—Monday, Knock
;
Wednesday,

Clondegar
;
Thursday, Kilmaley and Inch; Saturday, Kilmaley and Inch. On Tuesday

attended Extraordinary Presentment Sessions at Corofin
;
on Friday Extraordinary Presentment

Sessions at Ennistimon. The disposition to work is daily becoming less on the part of the
men employed on the works. We were obliged to stop the works in a parish in barony of

Corcomroe, in consequence of a steward being maltreated Chairman of Clare Abbey Com-
mittee had his house entered in search of arms, not traceable to his connexion with the Relief
Committee; no serious outrages in my district, some in the east; a few labourers to be seen
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at agricultural work
;
great apprehension of disturbance amongst the gentry. Many “ terries

’’

have appeared through the district, but no outrage as yet
;
some in the east : many complaints

against stewards and gangers to be investigated next week.

Captain O’Brien, East Riding, Clare, December 6, 1846.

I beo- to state, for the information of the Boai-d, that on Monday last, the 30th instant, I

proceeifed to Upper TuUa, and continued in that barony till Thursday evening.

I found the newly appointed assistant engineer, under the directions of Mr. Hill, engaged

in restoi'ing order in the arrangements of the Relief \''’orks.

It appears that the greater part of the works were commenced irregularly under the super-

intendence of ovei-seers and stewards, and that the people crowded on the -works of their own

accord in greater numbers than should properly have been employed. Portions of these were

cheeked (and in consequence paid) at the discretion of the check-clerks and stewards, and the

remainder will, of course, be exceedingly discontented. Several labourers summoned overseers

and stewards before petty sessions, for wages, but none of them succeeded in establishing their

claims, chiefly because in most cases the lohole party of labourers had commenced the work

without any authority whatever.

Much irregularity prevailed in the payments, owing to the accounts being generally behind

hand in the engineer’s office.

In Lower Bunratty the works are proceeding with regularity; but as yet I have been able

only to issue tickets for a portion of them.

The revision of the lists has caused great and general discontent among the most dangerous

class (the small farmers). Arms have lately sold in such large quantities that the people

generally are amply provided with them. Armed men in disguise perambulate the country in

all directions, particularly in Lower Bunratty and Lower Tulla, and any officer of the Boai-d

of Works who now does his duty properly incurs considerable personal danger.

Our only chance of safety is to stop the works whenever an outrage is committed, unless it

is clear that such outrage is unconnected with relief works.

Last night I received a report from the assistant engineer in Lower Bunratty (at New-
market-on-Fergus), stating that on the evening previous, of the 2nd instant, tou'ards dusk,

houses were visited by armed “ terries” seeking for a steward named Curry, whom they found

and beat severely. It appears to have- been done by men employed on No. 180, and that work

has been suspended in consequence.

Curry bears a high character for zeal and integi-ity and is a stranger.

Lieutenant Swinburne, County Clare, December 6, 1 846.

The country through which I have travelled during this period is in a very excited and

disturbed state. Armed men with blackened faces patrole the country in every direction.

Tiiey are frequently seen on the most public roads, and in the vicinity of towns and villages.

A friend mentioned to me on Thursday last that the day previous, about 4 o’clock in the

afternoon, he passed an armed man in disguise, walking without any effort at concealment, on

the high road between Limerick and Cionlara, within half a mile of the latter place.

I have also been informed that the same thing occurs every day in the neighbourhood of

Six-mile Bridge
;
and I am assured that in the hills about Cratloe armed parties visit the dif-

ferent houses almost daily.

In the neighbourhood of this place they are greatly disaffected; and it is my belief, from the

extent to which the sale of arms has been carried in Limerick and elsewhere, that eveiy man
in the county is well armed.

The police tell me that many of the houses about Ennis contain several stand of arms.

R. G- Layard, Leitrim, December 5, 1846.

Remarbs.—I attended the Drumshambo Relief Committee on the 1st instant
; was so in-

sulted by Mr. W. Burchall, Chairman, that I withdrew from it, pending a reference to

Government. The pi'oceedings of this Committee are the worst conducted of any I attend.

I was unable to attend the Carrick-on-Shannon Committee on Wednesday as I had to attend

to some complaints at No. 10 work.

This barony is tolerably quiet, except near Drumsna, where sheep-stealing and cow-stealing

and killing is prevalent. I am of opinion that the measurement work is becoming more
popular among the lower orders each day

;
but if the engineer is permitted to lower the rate

of wages on his own responsibility, unknown tome, and in opposition to the Government

minute fixing the rate, I feel all my efforts to satisfy the various complaints made by the

labourers will prove abortive
;
and 1 am confident that, taking into consideration the present

high rate of provisions, it would be the means of driving many to acts of violence who now are

willing to work. The farm operations are not so forward as might be, though this is not the

season for much labour to be done.

Captain A. E. Bui'mester, County Roscommon, December' 5, 1846.

Monday, November 30.—Engaged the whole day, writing, on service
;
preparing tickets and

examining lists.

Tuesday, December 1.—Engaged in the morning, writing, on service; in the afternoon went

to Strokestown to inquire into a statement made by the Rev. Mr. Boyd, concerning double

entries having been made of men employed on certain works in his parish in the pay lists.

Wednesday 2nd.—Writing and preparing tickets the whole day.
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Lieutenant Wetherall, Roscommon, December 5, 1846.

Remarhs.—Fi'om the careless manner in which lists have been prepared by the Relief Com-
mittees the greatest irregularities occur

;
in many instances from five or six of a family are

employed, and others equally destitute all unemployed. The Ballintober Committee have

decided on revising all the lists of men employed. I iiave also recommended the other Com-

mittees to revise as soon as possible. The greatest rascality is carried on by the overseers,

gaugers, and time-keepers; many of them men having strong factions, the poor people and

others are afraid to inform against them, but I have been enabled to discover a great number of

improper characters, whom 1 have discharged, and numerous complaints are now being made.

Captain Ainslie, Galway, December 6, 1846.

Remarks. I request a supply of gangsmen’s books; I am convinced the proper keeping of

these rolls conduces to order and system, and serves as a check of reference in disputes, &c.

Many of the Committees, for want of business habits and the proper understanding of tlieir

instructions, which they appear not to read, do not comprehend the relative position of myself

and the conducting engineers ; they all are inclined to yield to pressui-e, which is heavy upon

them, and continues MTzaJafei; in some instances demands tnmase with the issue of tickets;

moderation appears to be unknown, and they are unsa-upulous in throwing blame on the Board

and its officers without investigation. Near this ton-ii we are obliged to get rid of lads, tlie

able men won’t have them, they view them as retarding their earnings; there is still a feeling

of not comprehending the object of task-work on new lines, but its progress is daily maturing.

The tone of the pressing letters I receive coiitinues unabated in its energy, and appeals for

work from every side of my district
;
the applicants at my office are numerous and importunate.

Major D. Burns, County Galway, December 6, 1846.

Monday, DecenAer 1.—Proceeded to Mount Shannon at day-light, a distance of 23 miles,

and inspected some Public Works in progress under the direction of Mr. Caldwell, assistant

engineer; they appeared to be well executed by task-work. The labourers orderly, and had

no complaints, except the want of barrows and other implements. I met some members of the

Relief Committee, and arranged a system for their future application for labour tickets. Slept

in Woodford, 40 miles from Mount Shannon.

Tuesday, ^nd.—Met some of the Relief Committee of Woodford, and arranged, with them

for our future correspondence. He rejiresented that there was a vast number of people who
were out of work; arranged with Mr. Caldwell to open a new line of i-oad which had been

sanctioned, and on the following day 90 persons were at work, the labour tickets for whom have

been transmitted to the secretary of the Relief Committee.

Wednesday, ^rd.—Proceeded to Dalystown, and here met with the Relief Committee of that

place, who represented the country as being in an awful stale of destitution. I was accompanied

by Mr. Caldwell, and immediate sWps were taken to open a new line of road ; laboiir lists were

made out for nearly 200 destitute people, who were put on the road the following day, the

tickets for whom have since been transmitted.

Friday, ith.—The whole of this forenoon in replying to letters from the various secretaries,

and receiving gentlemen, lay and clerical. I liad two clerks engaged from an early hour to

1 1 o’clock at night making out labour tickets.

Saturday, bth.—Employed in signing and dispatching labour tickets to the amount of 900
and upwards. In the evening attended by appointment the Relief Committee of ArJralian,

seven mile from this place, and scrutinized lists, and for which tickets are now being made out.

Met Mr. Mansfield, the assistant engineer of this place, a very intelligent young man, who has

been most attentive to his business, and of whom I heard very satisfactory accounts.

Sunday, &th.—Engaged signing and dispatching labour tickets, and answering letters.

Lieutenant T. L. Galheny, County Kilkenny, Deeember 5, 1846.

A great many of tlic works were stopped this week from the inclemency of the weather; the

county continues very quiet with the exception of an occasional sheep being stolen. Relief

Committees seem anxious to do good, but 1 cannot say they are vei-y efficient as yet, from not

being well acquainted with their instructions. In the barony of Kilkenny Committee there

are, I think, far too many members for the proper transaction of bu.siness, and great delays

exist when I am obliged to return lists set by different Committees, some of which lean hardly

read, and others very imperfect in information. Since writing this there has been a disturbance

in town, and one or two bakers’ shops broken into
;
however, quiet has been restored.

Wednesday.—Sessions held under Mr. Labouchere's letter, at Kilmaganny, barony of Kells,

but a small proportion of money was allotted to drainage
;
there seems a disinclination on tlie

part of proprietors to drain in the barony, on account of the projected drainage of the Glory

River.

Friday.—Attended a Relief Committee, barony Kilkeeling. The principal object of this

meeting was to decide whether the labouring poor of the city should be employed in Barony
Works; after a great deal of discussion, there was nothing settled.

I beg to remark that Mr. Carter brought me a letter, which he received from the Board,

relative to the appointment of check-clerks, by which it would seem he was the person to blame.

I did not mean to convey that impression in my last repoi't, but that the secretary on tvhom he

chiefly depended for assistance were too careless in their recommendations.
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Captain W. Flude, County Monaghan, December 6, 1846.

The worl{s are not going on favourably
;
but not so fast as might be wished, or possibly

expected ;
but under all circumstances the people are behaving well. All farming operations,

I regret to say, appear to me to be at a stand still
;
and the farmers appear to think there is

now no longer any necessity to give employment to the people, and send them all to tlie Public

Works j
this principle being most ably assisted by some religious persuasions, I regret to say.

From the tardiness with which wheel and hand barrows have been supplied, I have not been

able to employ so many labourers as I could wish, nor the emergency requires. I have also

been under the necessity of authorising more carts than would be required had we a sufficient

supply of wheel-barrows.

Captain H. J. Hancock, County Fermanagh, December 6, 1846.

Very nearly all the works authorised by the Board in the several baronies are now com-

menced, and by the end of ne.xt week the remainder will be in a forward state
;
and if we get

a supply of barrows, shall be able to increase the men, and apply those already on the tvorks

with effect.

This county remains perfectly quiet ^ the works are going on as well as circumstances will

admit ; but there are, in several places, too many men on the rvorks : this cannot be helped, as

the Relief Committees are constantly inquiring for the employment of individuals, wlm, they

say, are in a state of perfect destitution. However, when we get another supply of wheel-

barrows, I hope there will be a better way of emjiloying more men.

Captain C. Oldenham, County Tyrone, December 5, 1846.

The works are advancing satisfactorily. There are a great many destitute poor in the

county, yet no instance of misconduct has occurred. The Relief Committees are veiy active,

and transact their business promptly and efficiently. Hie engineer is satisfied witii the conduct

of the overseers. The usual farm operations do not appear to be carrying on to .such an extent

as is usual at this season of the year.

I have no observations or remarks to make, except that everything is going on well, and

people of every class appear to be satisfied that the Government is doing everything in its

power to sei-ve them. The only want we experience is that of the se\ eral implements for

carrying on the works.

Captain O'Neill, Donegal, December 5, 1846.

Remarks.—Very little farming operations for the season have yet taken place, except about

Castle Fin and towards Strabane.

The people are most clamorous for work
;
but the officers of the engineer department have

not a sufficient number of engineers to lay out works in the different parts of the country. I

cannot, therefore, issue tickets until those works are reported by Mr, Townsend to be ready to

employ men on them. An index map is very much wanted to point out to the Relief Com-
mittees the townlands through which the works may go, so that they may warn the people to

attend. Might I request that a map of this description may be sent down, as it is impossible

for me to get on without it.

Lieut. J. W. Mihoard, R.A., County Donegal, December 6, 1846.

Monday, November 30.—Issued 130 tickets at Mount Charles for the road from Donegal to

Killibeg- ; found the lists much improved since I returned them for revision. An immense
crowtl assembled

;
but all very orderly and quiet.

Tuesday, ’December Isf.—Issued 263 tickets at Can-ick for the post road from Donegal.

Found the lists very correct. A tremendous crowd assembled here also, but most of them
through curiosity

;
a good deal of shouting, &c., but no harm done.

Wednesday, 2nd.—Attended the meeting of the Glenties Relief Committee; all very

clamorous for work
;
but the lists made out in a most incorrect and wretched manner. The

Committee all very angry with me for saj'ing they had nine instructions, and had followed

them less than any Committee in the county. I was obliged to leave them.

I have, during the past week, issued tickets for throe works, two in (he barony of Baiiagh

and one in Trihugh. My mode of issuing the tickets is as follows :— I make the Commiltees

send me beforehand an alphabetical list of all the townlands in their district, with the number

of destitute in each. I take from the Ordnance maps the townlands within a convenient dis-

tance of the works, and send to the Committee to have the people of those townlands to meet

me at a certain time and place. As I call each man’s name, I inquire his circumstances
;
and

sliould I not consider him destitute, I strike him out of the list. I put the number of the ticket

given to each man in red ink opposite his name. I keep a book, in which I enter the town-

lands in which I give work, and the number employed in each. I am very careful about the

numbering of the tickets, so that should one be lost or forged I can detect it immediately.

The people are very quiet
; but there is more clamour raised ibr work now that some are

commenced than when there were none, all being anxious to have work in their neighbourhood.

I expect to set several works going next week.

John Brandling, County Kildare, December 6, 1846.

I have the honour to state that 1 1 of these works are in operation
;
and as they are picked

from all parts of the barony, I think they will afford sufficient relief for the present; but all
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inquiries shall be made from the Relief Committees on this subject. In visiting the works on

Thursday last in the barony of South Naas, I found the overseer, Mr. Burn, in cliarge of the

Ballymore footpaths, neglecting his duty; and as this work has been conducted badly from

the first, I recommended his discharge, which has been carried into effect.

On Monday last, the 30th November, I went over the new road fjxim Eajestown to Blessing-

ton, where there are 87 men, 11 horses, and 2 asses employed. This work is going on well,

and will be a credit to the overseer and engineer in charge. I also visited two or three other

small works in North Naas, and found them going on well.

Saturday, 5tk.—I went from Naas to Athy, and inspected the works in Narragh and Rehun

West. I also visited some of the works in Kilkea and Moone, and attended the Relief Com-

mittee for that barony. I found all going on well. Some of the overseers had tickets in their

possession, which were not strictly correct; but I found that the alterations had been made by

the Relief Commiltee. From the instructions I gave, this is not likely to occur again. On
the same day I attended the North Naas Relief Committee.

Lieut. D- Labalmondiere, County Kerry, December 5, 1846.

Wednesday, December 2.—There appeared to exist a general feeling to find fault with

what was being done at the Kenmare Relief Committee. There are about two-thirds of the

applicants for employment on the works. Travelled to Killarney.

Friday, December 4.—Travelled to Cahirciveen to investigate the charges contained in

Mr. Timothy Connor’s letter to the Board (which was referred to Mr. Greenwell by mistake),

Romplaining of maladministration in the appointments under the Board’s engineere in Ivevagh.

Of tms, I have sent you a separate Report. I would beg leave to call the attention of the

Board to the fact, that the number of applicants for the situation of check-clerk is so very

large that it will be an endless undertaking to investigate the charges which may be preferred

by any disappointed candidate.

Saturday, December 5.—Travelled from Cahirciveen to Tralee to see Mr. Stokes, in which

I have not yet succeeded. On my way, went to the Relief Committee Rooms in Killorglan,

this being their day of meeting
;
but no one was present, except the Protestant clergyman,

who told me that the same thing usually occurred every week. The proceedings of this

Committee, with regard to the selection of labourers for the works, are “ chaos.” The people

have pressed in on the works in all directions, and both Committee and engineer are afraid to

tui'n them off. The latter has been frequently threatened, and stated to me that the confusion

was such that he thought the system of tickets quite inapplicable ; but it appears to me to be

the only one likely to effect any change for the better in the conduct of the works in that

neighbourhood.

I propose going there on Monday, and as probably many unauthorized persons will have to

be turned off the works, I think it not improbable that some disturbances will occur.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

December 8, 1846.

I HAVE written the accompanying letter to Sir R. Routh, expressly with

a view to explain to you, as well as to him, a subject ou which we are anxious

to have your very best assistance. We rely upon you to strengthen to the

utmost of your power the control exercised by the Treasury over the whole of

the proceedings of the Relief Committees, through the inspecthag officers

appointed under the Treasury Minute, dated the 3 1st of August last.

Enclosure.

Mr. Treveltjvn to Sir R. Routh.
December 8, 1846.

We have arrived at a very important stage of our operations, and I write to you after

full consideration and communication with the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

Although we have 300,000 persons in our pay, and our expenditure is at the rate of half a

million a month, there are loud complaints from various quarters of unrelieved distress, and it

is impossible to assign any limit to the dependence of the people upon the Government.

The present abuses connected with the monstrous state of things are of the gravest character.

The sole object for which such an expenditure can be justified seems to be in a great measure

lost sight of. Country gentlemen contend for their tenants and dependents obtaining a share

of the public money, although not in a state of destitution. Farmers dismiss their labourers,

and deposit in the savings’ bank the money which they would otherwise employ in paying
wages

;
and the labourers crowd on the Relief Works to the neglect of every other means of

subsistence.

Our future prospects are even more appalling than our present position. The evidence

which has been received from so many different quarters of the neglect even of the ordinary

cultivation is irresistible ; and if extraordinary exertions are not made to sow a great breadth of

land in the spring with barley, oats, &c., we shall find the alternative, at the commencement of
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next winter, presented to us of either letting the people starve wholesale, or of supportinc them,
if that were possible, to a greater extent than at present out of the public purse.

*

There cannot be a doubt that we have arrived at an important crisis of our operations, and
that we must make a great effort to master the difficulties before us, in order to prevent our
being mastered by them. The abuses are so gigantic, and have such a strong tendency to run
into further excess, that serious danger exists of their soon getting beyond our control, and what
the result might then be to the whole empire, and especially to the unhappy Irish, God only
knows.

Since our plan of operations for this season was formed and recorded in the Treasury Minute
of the 31st August last, we have always looked to the inspection of the proceedings of ihe
Relief Committees by officers acting under yourself and the Treasury, as the most effectual
means of keeping in check the abuses, the revival of which we had reason to anticipate, from
our experience last season. The organ:zation of the Relief Committees, and the rules which
have been laid down for their guidance, are not open to objection. The persons who are
invested with the important functions delegated to these Committees are those who are best
qualified for the proper execution of them. What is wanted is, that we should have the
means of guiding and stimulating the Committees to the performance of their duties, and of
placing properly on record any glaring dereliction of them.
We must, therefore, at tlie present stage of our proceedings throw our whole strength into

our inspecting machinery, and not cease to labour to improve it until we have brought it into a
thoroughly efficient state; and, in order to do this effectually, we must take our measures
promptly and decisively, before the evils with which we have to contend become too strono-

for us.
®

The officers already employed are too few, and although pains have been taken to make
them ac^quainted with all that is past, they are too new to their duties to be able to do all we
want.

_

The officers employed under the Board of Works, on the contrary, although their
attention has been limited to that portion of our operations which relates to the works, have
acquired much valuable experience, and there are several able men among them of proved
firmness of mind and ability, who if they were placed in a situation to control the whole of the
machinery of the Relief Committees, including that most essential point of all, the revision of
the lists of persons recommended for the Relief Works, would render invaluable service, and
give vitality and vigour to our system if anything could.
What we wish you to do, therefore, is, to arrange without delay with Colonel Jones for the

transfer to the situation of inspecting officers under you, of three or four, or five of the ablest officers
at present employed under the Board of Works; Captains Ainslie, Gordon, and Wynne have
attracted particular attention for their spirit and practical ability, and no doubt there are others
known to ColonelJones who would do equally well if they were more prominently brought
forward

; but the occasion is such, that none but the very best men are equal to what wiilbe
required. I feel confident that Colonel Jones will do all that we expect of him, and althoiu^h
he may not be able to put equally good men into the situations of those whom he will transfer
to you, he has the advantage of a large staff of experienced officers to choose from, reinforced
by a larger number of recruits than he at present wants, and there is reason to believe that, even
if we look only to the efficiency of his particular department of our operations, it would be
move pi'omoted by placing some of his best officers in the commanding position, in reference
to the Relief Committees, which they will acquire by their transfer to us, than by their remain-
ing where they now are. The mutual understanding between the two departments, and their
power of acting in concert, would also be greatly promoted by the transfer.

It would, I think, be advisable that Colonel Jones should take immediate steps for relieving
the officers selected by him, and that they should come, with the least practicable delay, to-

Dublin to receive their instructions from you, and to become acquainted in personal communi-
cation with you, with all the points to which their attention will have to be directed.
They, of course, will retain the allowances at present received by them.
I shall be obliged to you to make me an early and particular report on your proceedint^s

on this subject.
°

I shall send a copy of this Tetter to Colonel Jones, as the best mode of explaining to him
our views and wishes.

Sir J. Stronge to Mr. Trevelyan.

The Abbey, Tynan, December 8, 1846.

I HAVE just received a letter from my son, Charles Stronge, of which the
following is an extract, “ Mr. Trevelyan told me to tell you that it is found im-
“ possible for the Board of Works to undertake the drainage, &c., of all Ireland,
“ but that the Government propose to lend money to the Irish landlords at
“ 3^ per cent., repayable in 22 years, to improve their estates, under the occa-
“ sional inspection of officers of the Board of Works, to see that the money is
“ expended on such improvements.” This plan appears to me to he in many
ways preferable to the presentment system, and I would gladly avail myself of
a loan upon the terms proposed, to the full amount of the sum to which my
property is liable by assessment, for the relief of the destitute, and I would im-
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dertake, in the fii-st instance, to employ the pei-sons recommended by the Relief

Committees, or officers of the Board of Works. This would answer the double

purpose of securing to the Government the repayment of the advance, and at the

same time relieving the destitution as effectually as it can be done under the

Labour Rate Act or Mr. Labouchere’s letter, but then would come the real diffi-

culty of the case, and which must be provided against, otherwise I could not

venture to accept the terms proposed. As the law now stands, the assessment is

made payable according to the valuation under the Poor Law, upon the whole

barony, with this modification, viz., that if the entire sum leviable upon any

electoral division be presented to be expended i\\ works under Mr. Labouchore’s

letter of the 1st October, 1846, then, that the electoral division so circumstanced,

shall not be liable to any assessment in respect of PublicWorks, under the 9 and

10 Viet. Now as it appears to me, I could not avail myself of the assistance

of Government, as suggested in my son’s letter, unless a clause were inserted in

some future Act, to the effect that in all cases in which the proprietors of laud

shall effect loans -with the Government, to the extent to which lands (their

property) have been, or may be made liable in respect to the support of the

destitute poor, and shall undertake to relieve the barony by giving employment

in drainage, &c., to that extent, then, that such lands shall be exempt from

all further charge imder the several relief Acts now in force, or to be hereafter

introduced.

In consequence of my son’s absence from town, I have taken the liberty of ad-

dressing- myself directly to you. I fear I have been both prolix and obscure, but

it is ve^ difficult to explain oneself upon so little understood a subject. I trust

Government will have strength to meet the crisis boldly, and that having made

up their minds as to what is necessary to be done, they will not be deterred from

carrying out their mez^ures by a dread of the press, which has latterly done us a

great deal of mischief in this country.

Mr. Trevelyan to Sir J. Stronge.

Treasury, Deeejnher 17, 1846.

I HAVE had the pleasure of receiving your letter, dated the 8th instant,

and I enclose two copies of documents which will place you in possession of the

tei-ms on which it has been determined to lend money to landed proprietors for

the improvement of their estates.

It u-ould be scarcely possible to exempt proprietors who borrow money from

the Government for this purpose, from liability to assessment under any system

that may be in force for the relief of the destitute poor, as proposed by you, for

the effect of it would be to withdraw from the assessment those estates which

have a large proportion of domain or pasture land, or what is usually called

cleared land, leavuig the whole burden to fall upon those estates which, from any

cause, contain a large pauperised population, the cozisequences of which might be

that the proprietors of these last-mentioned estates would be ruined, and their

people would be starved. If we are to have any legislative arrangements for the

relief of the poor, they must be based on a sufficiently large territorial division,

to answer the object intended.

It also seems to me to be quite unnecessary that proprietors who borrow

moirey for the improvement of their estates, at a rate oi' interest lower thair the

market rate, should be exempted from poor relief assessment. Loans of this

description are a boon, and not a burthen, and they increase the power of

meeting other demands instead of dimuiishing it. Money properly expended in

draining, or otherwise improving land, will yield a profit in many cz^es much
exceeding the instalments of interest and principal, which -will have to be

repaid.

Mr. Knaresborough to Mr. Redington.

Middleton, December 8, 1846.

I have hitherto deferred making any report on the state of land culture

in this district, in the hope and expectation that the landed gentiy would have
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made some movement to imm-e, upon the part of tlieir respective tenantries, the
due cultivation of the soil

;
but perceiving that, although tlie cry on all sides is,

“ The fanners are doing nothing,” “ The land is getting out of cultivation,” yet
I regret to state that I see no exertion being made upon the part of the gentiy
to secure an object in which they themselves, above all otliers, are so deeply
interested. The period for getting in wheat is now fast coming to a close, ajid
there is not (in my opinion) one-half of the land in which potatoes had been
planted sown with that grain. The best season for sowing wheat in potato land
has always been considered from the 20th of October to the 20th of November.
After the 20th of December it is considered late

;
and tlie crop got in after that

period seldom yields a great return.

The stubble land, which was generally turned up in the months of October
and November, seems neglected in many instances, which augurs badly for the
spring crops. The farm servants are mostly employed upon Public Works, and
little progress is being made in the cultivation of the land. Should the same
apathy be exhibited with respect to spiing tillage that has been evinced in regard
to autumnal crops, it is dreadful to contemplate the state the country may be
reduced to at the end of the next 1 2 months.
The unfortunate cottier formerly managed, during the winter months, to

collect as much manure in one way or other as sufficed to manure one rood of
land, which he had for the manuring from some neighbouring farmer, and which
land he planted with potatoes, upon the produce of which his family subsisted
for the greater portion ol' the year. This is now generally neglected, or very
partially attended to

;
the consequence of which will be, that so much more

land will get out of cultivation, and so much food lost to the country.
It appeared to me to be essentially necessary that some immediate steps be

taken (ere it is too late) to bring back labour to its legitimate channel, and to
see at least that the land fit for the reception of grain be sown in. time. If a
simultaneous exertion was made all over the country, a great deal of wheat
might be got in before the end of the present month. Although a very con-
siderable breadth of land has been under turnips this season, still, from tlie

immense demand for them as an article of food, I much fear the supply will be
exhausted by the end of January. They are now getting scarce, and the price
is from ]/. 5s. to 1/. 10^. per ton.

Captain Dill to Mr. Walker.

Nexvcastle, Deeemier 8, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to report, that when proceeding to attend the
meeting of the Relief Committee yesterday at Broadford, I met the ]>ay clerk
who had been on his way to pay the labourers employed under the Board of
Works in that neighbourhood, and who stated his having received information
from one of the check clerks that a body of 200 men had assemWed there for

the pui*pose of taking by force from him funds to the amount of their w’ages for

ten days’ work on one of the Public Works, on which they had forced them-
selves without tickets, and had therefore not been included in the returns.

I desired him to return to Newcastle, and I proceeded to Broadlbrd, wdiere I

found a coirsiderable number of persons assembled, who w'ere tolerably quiet
until I had left the Committee room and was about to return, when they stopped
my conveyance, and declared that I should not leave until I had signed tickets

for them all
;
this I, of course, refused to do, and had it not been for the exer-

tions,of Lord Muskerry and some gentlemen of the Relief Committee I •would
have had cor^iderable difficulty in getting away.

From what I saw at Broadford, I feel myself quite justified in having ordered
the return of the pay clerk to Newcastle, as I feel sure that had he proceeded
there he •nmuld have been robbed.

Mr. Millet to Mr. Gamble.

Ennistimon, December 8, 1846.

I HAVE to inform you that some t'wo or three evenings back as Francis
Chapel, one ofmy check clerks, was coming from checking awork in the parish
of Kilteraght (marked 4) he was met by three men, one of them put a pistol to

[b. w.] 2 X
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his breast, and after putting him on his knees, swore him on a prayer-book,

which the fellow took out of his pocket, to return certain men on the works

for this week. The unfortunate man did as he was sworn, and returned me to

the number of about 40, which I discovered yesterday by the returns. I im-

mediately wrote for Chapel, who attended at the office to day,, and stated the

above facts.
, , . , . ^ ^

Mr. Galway being here, I suggested to him the propriety ol at once suspend-

ing- the work, until such time as we received orders from you respecting it.

The men must remain unpaid this week, as I cannot sign the returns.

Mr. Burrows to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

Inland Office, Decemher 9, 1846.

I SEND amiexed an extract from a letter received by me this morning

from the Rev. Edward Hughes, the officiating clergyman of parish of Kilscoran,

barony of Forth, county of Wexford, and who acts as honorary secretary to the

Relief Committee for the district of Rossclare, and who hold their meeting at

the village of Tagert, in the hope that possibly something may be_ done by your

Board to remedy the crying state of maladministration
_

he therein represents,

and which no exertion or remonstrance on his part is either able to control or

check. “ (Wexford, December 7, 1846.) I came in this morning for the pur-

“ pose of seeing some of the Government officers on the gross abuse connected

with the Relief Works in this district. It is disgraceful the manner in which

“ the members of the Committee are acting. Eveiy one that applies for relief,

“ whether in want or not, receives it, and every one applying for employment
“ on the works receive it also

—

Ex uno disce multos- A man and his son on the

“ works (they earned each Is. a-day), also their two horses (they earned 2s.

“ a-day each), making to that family \l. 18s. a-week, lohile some were starving,^

“ because there was not room for them on the works. The man’s family, oi

“ whom I speak, consists only of himselij his son and wife. Another man, put

“ on the works, with about 50 barrels of soundpotatoes in his pits, and 30 or 40

“ barrels of barley. I told Mr. Walker (he is the Deputy-Lieutenant of the

« county) this evening I had an idea of resigning the office of honorary secre-

“ tary, as I could not witness the gross abuse patiently; he requested me not to

“ do so, as he said I was the only person in the district on whom reliance could

be placed, and that for the salce of the poor I ought to continue my services.

“ On Saturday about 100 people came to the gate, and sent a deputation of

" three, ‘ lest they should frighten the mistress if they all came to the house’ I

“ went out to speak to them, and they said, every man in the Committee acted

“ wnth partiality but me (,for they watched them closely), all the poor creatures

“ wanted was to have those put away from the works wdio were comfortable

“ and independent of them.”

Mr. Hughes states some other facts with which, however, I do not think it

necessary to trouble you ;
and if, from what is above set forth, your Board can

in any way interfere to check such proceedings, a more necessary, and at the

same time acceptable, work could not be accomplished.

Lieut.-Co]. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Board of PVorles, Decemher 9, 1846.

Our Monthly Report will, I hope, be dispatched by to-morrow night’s

mail, although, probably, the Appendices will not be completed. The difficulty we

experience in getting returns and information from the engineering branches is

inconceivable, but can only be accounted for by the great pressure upon their time

out of doors. We have decided to abolish issuing tickets, which do not appear to

afford us the checks we require
;
great time is lost and labour will be saved to our

officers. The Relief Committees’ lists will, as usual, be furnished to him, and be

scrutinised by him as at present. We hope to derive great facilities by abandoning

tlie ticjjets
;
I hope you will not disapprove of our having done so.
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Sir. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Col. Jones.

December 11, 1846.

I SEE no objection to your giving up the plan of issuing tickets for the

Relief Works provided that it be fully understood that your officers retain the

power of striking off the names of any persons on the lists who ought not to be

there.

Mr. Hyde to Mr. Mason.

CarricJc-on-Suir, December 9, 1846.

In consequence of the aggravated complaints made respecting the pay-

ments at Glenpatrick, and the distress consequent thereon, and also the difficulty

of ascertaining the truth at Dungarvoii, I felt it my duty to examine the matter

in person yesterday.

On arriving at Glenpatrick I found the people had not been paid tlie wages

due at 28th November, and were in a state of absolute want bordering closely

on destitution
;
their credit was exhausted at the hucksters, while the latter

themselves were imsupplied with provisions, from the want of ready money to

pay for them.
The people were discontented, and justly. I found them difficult to appease,

and only succeeded in quieting them on the assurance that no further delay

should arise in the early and punctual payment of their wages.

The pay-clerk, Mr. Wilson, accompanied me, and assures me it was necessary

for some person in authority to have been there, as they had lost all confidence

in him.
Glenpatrick is a remote mountainous district; the people are wretchedly

poor, and have no other means of support than that derived from the Public

Works
;
their wages are always due to the hucksters before they are earned, so

that when anything unfortunately prevents the punctual payment, their situation

is deplorable, as the hucksters will not give a second week’s credit.

The fault in this instance arose from misarrangement in the engineer’s office
;

the pay-clerk was insufficiently fimded
;

his remittance of 155/. was not

enough to pay his former district, and several roads were added to it without

any increased means.
Mr. Wilson reported his deficiency of 120/. in a letter to Mr. Owen on Friday

;

that letter was not attended to, and wlien Mr. Wilson came to Dungarvon on

Monday, the receipt of the letter was denied by Mr. Mortimer, who acts for

Mr. Owen in liis absence.

As I mentioned in my last report, I borrowed 102/. lO-s., and paid the arrear
;

I did not arrive here until late last evening, which will account for my not

writing.

I must request that a positive order be issued to the engineer in charge, to

issue the pay sheets to the pay-clerks at noon on Mondays at the latest

;

and also

that he shall funiish his estimates by every Friday’s post, so as to admit of the

remittances being posted in Dublin on Saturday’s, and thus have the pay-clerks

funded on the Monday morning, when receiving their pay sheets.

I experience the greatest difficulty, in consequence of this delay, in funding

the pay-clerks, but their pay sheets must be issued to tliem earljj in the week,

otherwise the money is of no use.

I have called upon Mr. Wilson for a statement of the Glenpatrick transaction

;

I was urged not to go amongst the people without a police force, as their excite-

ment was so great, but I did not apply for any.

Mr. JoYBS to Mr. Walker.

Drainage Office, Rklunond Harbour,

Longford, December 9, 1846.

I HASTEN to report for the inlbrmation of the Board, that on my way to

Frenchpark this day, between twelve and one o’clock, I was attacked about half

a mile on this side of Scramogue Bridge, by two men armed with pistols, who
robbed me of my travelling-bag, and Uvo bags containing silver and copper, to

the amount of 101/. 2X2
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I returned immediately to the police station at Ciilleagh, which was only an

English mile from the spot where I was attacked, and sent a party in pursuit of

the robbers, who had gone in the direction of Lanesborough. I then proceeded

at once to Strokestown, aird swore informations before Mr. Bermingham, the

stipendiary magistrate, who sent another party of police from Strokestown.

I have returned here to consult with Mr. Mulvany as to the best course to be

adopted under the circumstances, and by his advice I intend returning to-morrow
to Strokestown and Frenchpark, for the purpose of paying the labour accounts of

those two districts, as I shall have sufficient money to do that, but not to pay the

sheets of e.xpenditure exclusive of labour, nor some of the engineer’s monthly

accounts.

I shall take police on the car with me to-mon-ow.

Mr. Ross to Mr. Walker.

Tallow, County of TVaierford,

December 9, 1846.

A REPORT having reached me on Sunday last that two gangs of the

labourers employed on Mr. Parker’s New Momitain Road, No. 19, in tms barony,

and who had task-work allotted to them, left their work on Friday last, at

9 A.M., and in a tumultuous and riotous manner proceeded along the whole extent

of the road, about a mile, stopping the horse-work and other gangs, who they

insisted upon joining them
;
that they then in a body proceeded to the residence

of Mr. Moore, of Moore-liill, where Mr. Percival Maxwell, who, since the

commencement of road-maldng in this neighbourhood, has taken a very active

interest in checking abuses and seeing the public money properly expended

;

and upon Mr. Maxwell meeting them to remonstrate upon the impropriety of

their conduct, they became very noisy and turbulent, saying that the price of the

meal at the depot had been raised, and that they could not work by task, but

that they had no objection to work at 10c?. per day. Mr. Maxwell ordered them
to leave tlie demesne

;
and in going away, they were heard to say that they would

attack the depot and help themselves, and also to Mr. Moore’s slieep. They
were followed, however, by Mr. Moore’s labourers (about 50), who arrived at

the depot (by taking a short cut), and whose presence was perhaps the cause of
saving it. Threats and abuse followed to the effect that they would not only
take the meal, but the sheep also, but they soon afterwards dispersed. I wrote,

on receipt of the letter, to desire that the work might be stopped until my
arrival. I visited the work yesterday, and after investigating the cause of com-
plaint, I discharged the ringleaders, ten in number, lectured the others on the
impropriety of their conduct, and they seemed very penitent, and promised not
to transgress again.

Their oiDjcct seems to me to have been more for the purpose of intimidating

the Relief Committee than any objection to task-work, as they had only com-
menced task-work that morning

; and further, that they had no real intention of
proceeding to extremities. Four of the most conspicuous were summoned
before the magistrates of Tallow, and bound over to staird their trial for “ riot-

ously assembling,” at the quarter-sessions at Lismore, in January. I found, on
reference to the steward’s books, that at 3c?. per load, which they were promised,

their average earning was 10c?. per day, a few only earning Is. I ordered a small
advance, and all is now perfectly quiet.

I attend Relief Committee at Clastmore to-day ; Relief Committee at Bally-

duff to-morrow ;
Relief Committee at Cappoquin on Friday, to revise lists; and

a baronial meeting at Dungaawon on Saturday, in case you wish to address me.

Sir G. Grey to the Earl of Besborough.

December 9, 1S46.

There is one feature in the present circumstances of Ireland to which
my attention has been forcibly directed by infonnation from various quarters,

and which is calculated to excite considerable apprehension. I refer to the

neglect, which is said to prevail to a great extent in some parts of the country,

of the ordinary cultivation of the land, and to the consequent want of pre-

paration for a supply of food to be produced in Ireland for future consumption.
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From the statements which have come under my observation, I am led to
believe that this aris^ not from an inability on the part of the occupiers of land
to obtain the labour requisite for cultivation, but from an indisposition to

employ it.

It is not a matter of surprise, that after the experience of the last two years
the small occupiers, whose land has hitherto been chiefly planted with potatoes,

should abandon that species of cultivation, nor is this to be regretted. But
when it is considered how large is the quantity of land in Ireland, which has in

former years been planted with potatoes, and how severe and extensive is the
distress arising from the failure of that article of food, it is of the utmost im-
portance that some means should, if possible, be taken to guard against the
continuance of that distress, which must be the necessary consequence of the
land remaining wholly uncultivated.

I have no doubt that your Excellency’s attention has been directed to this

subject, and you are far more competent than I can be to judge of the prac-

ticability of taking any effectual measures for the purpose to which I have
adverted. I would, however, suggest that it might be attended with advantage,

if, through the aid of some practical experienced men, information could be
widely diffused as to the crops which may afford the best substitute for the
potato, and the proper mode of raising them. It is also most desirable that the
importance should be impressed on the owners and occupiers of land, of exer-

cising a wise forethought, by not allowing a naturally fertile soil to remain
untilled and unproductive.

From Captain Wynne.

Ennis, Thursday.

I WAS happy to get your kind letter this evening on my return from Eii-

nistimon where I was this day, and where I witnessed a scene that I will attempt
to describe.

I went there for the purpose of investigating charges against Mr. Millett, the
local engineer, preferred by Major M'Namara, M.P., and Cornelius O’Brien, M.P.
The conduct of the meeting was the worst I ever witnessed. I was insulted

in the grossest way possible
;
but am happy to say my temper did not in the

least betray me, even when it was proposed that I should be turned {kicked)
out even this I bore without the slighest loss of temper. Nobody tried the
experiment, or I fear I should have broke down. I confess to you that I

smart under the bisult I am subject to from these gentlemen. I have no
objection to run my chance with the people, bad as they are, but I am tho-
roughly disgusted with the conduct of the gentlemen. But for a few, amongst
whom was Archdeacon Whitty, I am quite sure I should have been obliged
to fight my way out of the Court-house; as it was, these gentlemen were
obliged to accompany me through the crowd, who called out aloud to have
tlie doors closed upon me. Being a strong man, I shoved four or five fellows
out of the way and got out. The well-disposed few recommended me to stay at

Ennistimon for the night, or take an escort of police with me; but with my
double gun, a rifle, and three cases of pistols, Mr. Gamble, myself, and Mr.
Russel (who accompanied us) returned home. Mr. Russel, who was very anxious
to see a Clare Relief Committee, was indeed astonished

;
he said he could not

have supposed matters were so bad.

Mr. C. O’Brien charged me with conspiracies with the complainants against'

liim from personal motives. As I was proceeding with the most perfect coolness
and self-possession to deny this charge, in a moment every man was on his legs

;

a few for, but the majority against me, threatening violence, and vying witli each
other in abuse. I could not submit to this, but that I am pledged to stick to
the ship while there remains a plank

;
but I do not see where it will end. 1 shall

never give up the field to them
;
the entire patronage that they enjoyed last

year has been wrested from them, and they of course feel very sore.

I have fixed the investigation of the obnoxious document for Thursday next,

but I have been advised to take an escort of police, but will not take any escort
but my double-barrelled gun. These investigations, which involve in most cases

very serious charges, I find a most obnoxious duty, but I have no choice but
to go through with them.
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From the same.

Ennis, Eecemher 13, 1846.

I AM quite reconciled to the scene of Thursday last ; I have all the

gentry of the county, of respectability, loud in their approbation of my conduct

;

I have received their a^urances of support against my adversaiies
;
and I am

determined to go on, never minding the taunts or threats of the malcontents of

Corcomroe, “who, I understand, have received a check for the first time in

their lives. They have made laws up there for themselves, and have
.

only

within the last few years relaxed the feudal system
;
but now that they have re-

ceived an effectual check they are outrageous. I am only left my tongue as a

weapon, and I think I have given them enough of that, and they feel it. Most

beneficial effects have resulted. The lists are becoming tolerably fair. Every

man is afraid of being exposed; and I have not the least doubt that the numbers

would by tiiis time amoxmt to double their present, but for this system of

exposure. I must say my passage of arms with the county members has created

a support for me in the county that will greatly facilitate my operations
;
and I

do not think I shall have much more of the disagreeable, as the necessity for

the purge is very much diminished. Clare Abbey is still quiet, but it is gene-

rally thought to-morrow will bring the crisis. I have not reported this, as I do

not believe it. I do believe the people in that locality are as well pleased not to

have the works resumed, in order that they may have an excuse to plunder,

which, indeed, they have begun already. They have killed four cows and five

sheep these last three nights. I shall send you the “ Clare Journal,” which will

contain the row at Ennistimon, as I saw the reporter there. If given well, it

will be a rich treat to the civilized world.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Board of Works, December 10, 1846.

I HAVE received your letter,with a copy of that sent to Sir R. Routh, and

you may depend upon our giving him every assistance he may require
;
but

having been detained so long with Mr. Labouchere, I have not had time to con-

fer with Sir Randolph on the subject, but shall do so to-morrow.

I am quite convinced from reading our last week’s Reports, and from other

sources, that our task system is not working as it ought to do
;
the men are

receiving much larger sums than they ought to do
;

I shall, and in fact have

been turning my attention to the subject. I mentioned it to Mr. Labouchere

to-day, and as His Excellency returns this evening, I shall probably see him

to-morrow, and shall bring the subject under his consideration. I believe

everybody considers the Government fair game to pluck as much as they can.

Our last week’s returns show a total of 319,000, and this is far under the mark.

Mr. PiNCHiN to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

Skihbereen, December 10, 1846.

I BEG to inform you that the subject of the enclosed note was reported in

the public papers to have died of actual starvation, and that he was employed

on the Public Works, &c. Understanding that you wished to be infoimed of

the truth of those subjects, I have the honour to send, for your information and

satrifaction, the enclosed opinion of the medical person I directed to examine the

body of the deceased.

I expect an inquest on another body will be held to-morrow or next day ;
if

so, I will furnish you with a copy of the verdict.

About 30 or 40 unemployed labourers drove off the men at work on the line

of road between Glandore and Ross this day, and. said they would not allow

them to return except they were employed themselves. I have ordered such

of them as may be known to be summoned ;
and this morning, about 80 unem-

ployed men passed through the village of Glandore, with spades and shovels,

seemingly in much distress, looking for work, but committed no violence.
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Enclosure.

Mr. Crawlev to Mr. Pinchin.
Skibbereen, Friday.

I HAVE visited the remains of the poor man, W. Connor, who died at Carrigfadda. I

have carefully examined his body, and from my inquiries, I find that his death was owing to

disease, not to starvation; he had been at work at the walls, and he received his wages

regularly.

Captain Norris to the Military Secretary.

Thurles, December 10, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to state, foi* the information of the Lieutenant-General

commanding, that the three baa*onies of the North Riding of Tipperary, of which

I have charge mider the Board of Worlcs, viz : Eliogarty, Ikerrin and Kilnama-

nagh, appear for the last fortnight, as far as I have been able to judge, tolerably

c[uiet, though I should say intimidation is earned on generally to a fearful extent.

For instance, country gentlemen -will constantly send on to the officers of the

Board of Works men with strong recommendations from tliem to be employed

as stewards, check-clerks, and in other responsible situations, and at the same time
privately communicate with the Boards officers, not to attend to their recom-

mendations, but that they dare not refuse to give them.

The distress in this part of the countiy is extreme. Indian meal, now almost

the only food within the poor man’s reach, is at 2s. 2d. per stone, and labour

averages about 1.0d per diem.

Mr. Trevelyan to Tieut-Colonel Jones.

December 11, 1846.

It is thought that some special mark of approbation should be conferred

on Mr. J. Lynch and Messrs. W.and R. Reid for their gallant conduct in resisting

the attack made upon them and preserving the Government money entrusted to

their charge, and I have no doubt, that any recommendation your Board might

think proper to make in their favour, would be readily attended to.'’’'

'

The rule of stopping the work until the offender is given uji should be strictly

enforced, notwithstanding the local distress caused by it,, in the case of the

attempt to murder Hennessy, the steward on the Relief Works at Ennis. The
combination among these people is so complete, that the only way in which
they can be acted upon, is by holding them collectively responsible

;
and as wc

cannot expect the persons employed by your Board to stand by us unless they

see that every practicable precaution is taken for their protection, there is an

urgent public necessity for following this course. The conseq^ucnces of an

extensive resignation of your people, which seems to be on the verge of taking

place in the county of Clare, would be disastrous in the extreme.

We are anxious to know, whether the five soldiers of the 73rd, thi*ee of wliom
were walking in a row before Hennessy and M‘Mahon have been called to

account for not having secured the assa^in, and what is the result of the investi-

gation into their conduct.

From the first commencement of our operations in the beginning of this year,

we have watched with great interest the part which has been taken by tlie

Roman Catholic priests, and the conclusion we have come to is, that, regarding

them as a body, they liave behaved well. When a riotous mob has had to

be brought to reason in the last resort, our officers have generally been sup-

ported by the priest, and many indications have appeared of the spiritual au-

thority being the only one which has any real influence over the people.

Nevertheless, as was to have been expected in so large a body, some of the

priests have behaved very ill, and their misbehaviour is attended with this re-

markable feature, that they do not appear to be conscious of acting under any

responsibility. Their people are too ignorant and prejudiced to judge of their

conduct, and there is no sign of their having to render an account elsewhere.

Could nothing be done to keep in check priests who aggi-avate the present

calamities of their country by a misuse of their influence.

We feel convinced that, if any flagrant case were to be laid by you, with the

sanction of the Lord Lieutenant, before the heads of the Roman Catholic

church, proper measures of correction would be applied, and I would suggest

this course for your consideration.
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The case of greatest misconduct which has yet appeared, is, I think, that of

the Rev. Mr. Henry, parish priest of Islaneady, as described in Captain Carey’s

letter of the 29th ultimo and other communications.

Mr. Redington to Mr. Trevelyan.

Duhlin Castle, December 11, 1846.

With reference to the communication of lOth ultimo by the Board of

Works to the Lords of the Treasury, enclosing a statement of the difficulties ex-

perienced in giving general effect to the provisions of the Act 9 and 10 Viet,

c. 101, by which one million was authorized to be advanced, by way of loan, for

purposes of drainage in Ireland, and suggesting that until an amendment of that

Act passed, the sum authorized to be advanced might be applied to works proceed-

ing under 9 Viet. c. 4, 1 am directed by the Lord Lieutenant to request their Lord-

ships will state for his Excellency’s information whether they consider it advisable

to sanction that proposal, and whether they would be prepared to make advances

for drainage works, under the 5 and 6 Viet. c. 89, and the Amending Acts, 8 and

9 Viet. c. 69 ; 8 and 9 Viet. c. 4 ;
and also under the 6th section of !_9 Viet., c. 1,

amending and extending the 32nd section of 1 and 2 Wm. 4, c. 33
;
and, gene-

rally, to what extent they will sanction advances to parties who may apply under

any of the above Acts, and upon what terms, as to interest and the period of re-

payment.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public TPorks,

November 14, 1846.

I am directed by the Board to transmit, for the information of the Lords
Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury, the enclosed copy of a letter, addressed

to the Cluiirman of the Board by Mr. R. More O’Ferrall, M.P., containing sug-

gestions as to the operation of the Drainage Acts ; and I have been desired to

request their Lordships’ special attention to the enquiry made in the concluding

paragragh

—

“ Namely, whether they will direct advances to be made from the million voted
“ for drainage in Ireland, on the terms specified in the 9tli and 10th Viet. c. lOl,
•“ although the application for it be made under the provisions of the 9th Viet,

c. 4.”

Enclosure.

Mr. O’Ferrall to Col. Jones.

Dublin, November 9, 1846.

I ADDRESS yon, as first Commissioner of Public Works, on a subject relating to the

reproductive employment of the labouring classes, although the decision of the question with

which I shall conclude belongs exclusively to Her Majesty’s Government. That decision may'

he influenced by your report on the validity of the grounds which I allege in favour of my
views, and therefore it may save time to address the Government through you.

The magistrates, rate-payers, and principal proprietors of the barony of Carberry, County
Kildare, having at meetings assembled by public notice, taken into considei-alion the several

Acts passed in the last session of Parliament for (be promotion of employment among the

labouring classes, and having given full consideration to Mr. Laboucheve’s letter, unanimously
resolved to act under the 9th Vic. c. 4, commonly called “ The Provision for Summary Proceed-
" ings to facilitate Drainage,” which was passed, as stated in the words of the title, “To affoRl

“ facilities for increased Employment for the Labouring Classes in works of Drainage during
“ the present year.” It received the royal assent on the 5th March, 1846, and expires in Au-
gust, 1847. I request your attention to the words of the 45th clause—

“ And whereas, by reason of the failure or destruction of a portion of the potato crop of the
“ last season in Ireland, there is reason to apprehend that in certain districts great distress may
“ during the ensuing spring and summer prevail among the labouriug classes of the population

;

“ and it is expedient, with the view to alleviate such distress, hy provisions of a more summary
“ nature than hereinbefore contained, to give, for part of the present year, increased facilities

“ and powers for commencing without delay and carrying on various works of utility connected
“ with the drainage and improvement of lands in such districts, whereby remunerative employ-
" ment may be afforded to the labouring classes, be it therefore enacted, &c.”
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It appeared to the meeting that this Act was admirably framed to effect the object of speedy
and remunerative employment; that under its provisions property would be better protected-
that public loans would be better secured, and greater facility afforded for repayment of prin-
cipal and uiterest than by the plan proposed for reproductive employment by draining and sub-
soiling under the terms of Mr. Labouchere’s letter

; that the provisions of the Act of Parliament
being clear and precise, no delay could arise from mistakes of form, and no impediment inter-
vene from want of sufficient authority, and consequently that the unemployed would be sooner
set to wwk than if we held sessions under the 9th and 10th Vic. c. 107, commonly called
The Useless Employment Act.” At each of the meetings above referred to, a number of

applications under the 9th Vic. c. 4, were signed and fraiisniitted to your office, amounting to
1, for opening the main outfalls of all the lands of the barony, which comprises arable

statute acres.

You are aware that the barony of Carberry is bounded by the rivers Boyne and Blackwater
and that the latter has been opened under the provisions of the 5th and 6th Vic. c. 89, at an
expense under 10,0007, and that the Boyne is now in progress on an estimate of 26.0007
The object of the proprietors is therefore to take advantage of the means to improvement

afforded by these two great works, and by opening up the small tributaries through every part
of the barony, to enable all the lands to be thoroughly drained to a depth of three feet. The
great impediment to drainage hitherto in flat countries has been the want of sufficient outfall
or the power to maintain it if once established.

’

The Drainage Acts of the 5th and 6th Vic. c. 89, and 9th Vic. c. 4, have fully and benefi-
cially supplied these advantages, the latter of which cannot be obtained for draiiiao-es executed
under Mr. Labouchere’s letter.

®

Many thousands of pounds have been wasted on drainage in Ireland from the want of co-
operation on an extended scale to maintain the outfalls.

Many unfounded apprehensions prevailed as to the expense of works executed under the
Board of Works, which the experience of the works on the Blackwater in some measure re-
moved, and a disposition prevails to have the smaller works executed under the same superin-
tendance. ^

The high rate of interest charged for loans under the 9th Vic. c. 4, still offers some impedi-
ment, but I have strong hopes that when the proprietors consider calmly tlie amount of expen-
diture proposed compared to tlie benefits to be conferred, that they will give a ready assent to
most, if not all the works now under survey. You will observe ihat the sinking of the outfalls
IS ^jy a preparatory work to the large and useful undertaking of tliorough drainage.

_

The sinking of the outfalls, if generally assented to, may occupy our surplus labour about
six months, but the thorough drainage will afford employment for some years with large profit
when conducted under a proper system.

° ‘ ’

There are many matters of an engineering and agricultural character which will require close
and careful consideration before we can undertake thorough drainage on a large scale, and
therefore it is desirable to make all necessary enquiries while the outfalls are in progress, to
enable us to come to a satisfactory decision witfiout unnecessary loss of time.

If thorough drain^e is carried on simultaneously on each estate, the charge for the best
professional advice will amount to a small contribution from each proprietor. Tile manufac-
turers of skill and experience will be induced to establish works by the large and constant de-
mand, and can afford to sell them at a very moderate price, from the low cost at which peat fuel
can be supplied, which will apin afford employment for a class of labour unsuited to the more
skilled operations of thorough drainage. A system of genei'al employment and improvement
will tend to establish a market value for labour in the district according to its quality, raising the
intelligent and industrious man from a class in which there is no emulation, because there has
hitherto been no reward. The price of labour will rise according to its qualify; the farmers
can afford to pay for it like any other commodity which is high and low in price, according to
its qualify and supply. There will be, I trust, a constant and growing demand through the
country for well-instructed foremen-drainers, and in this way, by being early in the field of im-
provement, I trust our barony will be able to dispose of the growing stock of labour, without
resorting to those means of compulsion which has brought discredit on Irish proprietors, and
accumulated misery on the poor.
The efforts of individual proprietors are necessarily very limited

;
there is a point at which

individual exertion must cease. Public opinion exercises a great influence for good or evil
; if

opinion does not keep pace with individual efforts they cannot be long sustained. To this
c^ise I attribute much of the apathy which is said to prevail among Irish proprietors; great
eftorts have been made by individuals, and they have so often ended in disappointment, from
want of public sympathy.

I agree with those who complain that Irish proprietors look too much to Government for aid,
but on the other hand, they have just reason to complain that the laws intended to aid their
exertions are so imperfectly framed as to lead them into difficulties, and impede their efforts at
moments of the greatest pressure.

It is with reference to this subject in particular that I now address you.
I have staled the general desire that prevails to sink the outfalls of the barony under the 9tli

Vic. c. 4, which it is desirable to followup, a general thorough drainage.

n n xr
applications for thorough drainage may be made under the provisions of the

u V
' that Act money has seldom been obtained under 5 per cent, interest,

though the Treasury are empowered to advance it at any rate of interest they think fit.

The Million Act, 9 & 10 Vic. c. 101, was intended as a boon to landed proprietors. It au-
thorises an advance of money at per cent interest, and 37 per cent, for repayment of principal
in 22 years, but unfortunately the Act is inoperative in this countiy through i'ts defects, and no

[b. w.] 2 Y
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steps can be taken to profit by the benevolent intentions of the legislature until the Act is

ameiKleil unless the Treasury follow the example of Mr. Labouchere, and assume similar re-

sponsibility. A difficulty suggested itself to me on the publication of Mr. Laboucheres letter,

which I presume has been overcome in some manner unknown to me, ofherwiw I would not

venture to propose an issue from the million voted for drainage under the provisions of the 9th

and IPth Vic. c. lUl, to be expended under the provisions of 9th Vic. 4-

The difficulty appears to me increased under the instnictions issued on the 3rd ^ovemhe^,

by which it is directed that the sessions shall decide by resolution whether they will proceed

strictly under the 9th and 10th Vic. c. 107, or under Mr. Labouchere’s letter. If the works

are executed under Mr. Labouchere’s letter, they cannot be paid for out of money appropriated

by Parliament to be expended under the provisions of 9th and 10th Vic. c. 107, so far as I

know the provisions of the Appropriations Act
;
but if this difficulty has been overcome, and

that money appropriated to be paid under an Act of Parliament can be paid on a minister’s

letter there is a stronger ground for presuming that money appropriated to be expended under

the provisions of 9th Vic. c. 101, may be authorized to be advanced under the provisions of

9th and lOrh Vic. c. 104, both being Drainage Acts.

From your experience as Chairman of the Board of \\orks, you are fully aware ot the

delay and inconvenience arising from the defects of the Million Act, and which cannot be

amended for some months
;
may I therefore hope you will represent the facts to Her Majesty’s

Government, and inform me of iheir decision at your earliest convenience—

•' Namely, whether they will direct advances to be made from the Million Act for drainage

“ in Ireland, on the terms specified in the 9th and 10th Vic. c. 101, although the application

“ for it he made under the provisions of the 9th Vic. c. 4.”

Treasury Minute.

December 1, 1846.

My Lords have before them Mr. Redington’s letter, dated 1 1th ultimo,

inquiring, by desire of the Lord Lieutenant, to what extent, and upon what terms

as to interest, and the period of repayment, their Lordships will sanction advances

to parties who may apply under the several enactments authorising loans for the

drainage and improvement of estates in Ireland, with the exception of the Act

9 and 10 Vic., c. 101, in giving effect to which difficulties had been experienced.

Their Lordships also have before them a letter from the Board of Works, dated

l4th inst., transmitting a copy of a letter which had been addressed to their

Chairman, l)y Mr. K. ftlore 0‘Ferrall, M.P., containing suggestions as to the

operation of the Drainage Acts, and inquiring whether advances will be made

from “the million A'oted for drainage in Ireland on the terms specified in the

“ 9 and 10 Vic., c. lOl, although the application for it be made under the pro-

“ visions of the 9 Vic., c. 4.”

My Lords proceed to consider the enactments referred to in the abovementioned

letters
;

first, the Acts for Drainage in Ireland, 5 and 6 Viet. c. 89, amended by

8 and 9 Viet. c. 69, and 9 Viet. c. 4; and secondly, the provisions for the General

Improvement of Estates in Ireland, contained in the 3'2nd section of the Act 1 and

2 Will. IV., c. 33, amended by 9 Viet. c. 1, s. 6.

Mv Lords are of opinion that the most advantageous mode of applying the

provisions of the first series of Acts, viz., the Drainage Acts, is that the Board of

Works should undertake the execution of such works as are necessary for deepen-

ing, or removing obstructions in rivers, their tributary streams, or the larger water-

courses of the country, by means of which great improvement may be effected in

the main outfalls for the drainage of considerable tracts of land. Such works can

seldom be accomplished by any single proprietor, as these streams and watercourses,

forming the main drains, generally pass through the estates of many different

proprietors. The difficulty which arises from this cause, is obviated by the power

which the Board of Works possesses of pi'oceeding with the consent of a certain

number of proprietors, and of charging the repayment upon the lands drained,

even of dissenting proprietors, in proportion to the benefit conferred upon them.

My Lords do not think that tlie agency of the Board of Works can, as a

general rule, be advantageously applied to draining in detail—to laying down

draining tiles, or pipes, or stone-draining, in each field. This description of work,

they are of opinion, can, unless when particular circumstances call for special

exception, be far more advantageously done by each proprietor for himself, on his

own estate, the improved outfall for liisdrainuge liaving been afforded, if necessary,

by the more genera! operations of the Board of Works above slated.

Mr. More O’Ferrall, expressing the opinion of the magistrates, rate-payers, and

principal inhabitants of the barony of Carbury, county Kildare, states in his letter.
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a copy of which has been communicated to the Board of Works, that the barony is

bounded by ^two rivers, one of which has already been opened, and works' on
the other are in progress for the same purpose, under the existing Drainage Act

;

and then proceeds to suggest that the most advantageous mode of employino-
labour, at present, in the barony, would be for the Commissioners of Public Work's
to open the smaller tributary streams running into these two rivers, and thus to
improve the outfall for drainage throughout the barony

;
by this means aifordino' to

each pi'oprietor the opportunity of more effectually draining his own heldsfur him-
self.

_

This view of the magistrates, rate-payers, &c., of the barony of Carbury, is in
perfect accordance with the measures contemplated by this Board, as above’ stated.
My Lords are prepared, therefore, to sanction advances for such parposes, and

will consider applications, each to be dealt with on its own merits, for works of
drainage under this series oi Acts, the last of which conferring more sunmiary
power of proceedings, is more particularly applicable to the present state of things
in Ireland.

Proceeding to the consideration of the second class of enactments, i. e. 1 & 2 Wm.
IV., c. 33., s. 32, and 9 Vic. c. 1. s. 6, under which loans may be made to indivi-
duals, to enable them to effect the improvement of their estates for themselves, by
drainage, reclaiming waste lands, or other works of substantial improvement, my
Lords are prepared to make advances to proprietors who comply with the condi-
tions of the 1 & 2 Win. IV. c.- 33, amended by 9 Vic. c. 1, s. 6, as to the nature
of the works, and who can obtain from a competent person, approved by the Board
of Works, the certificate of increased value to be given to the land improved, as
prescribed by that Act. This latter condition is necessary in order to protect the
interests of those who ai’e to succeed tlie person in actual pt>ssessioii, from having
their future property subjected to a charge for unsubstantial and improvident
improvements.

Their Lordships, however, desire that it may be understood that parties apply-
ing for loans under any of the enactments above adverted to must undertake to

submit to such terms in respect to the period of repayment, and such other provi-
sions, as Parliament may hereafter enact.

Transmit a copy of this Minute to Mr. Redington for the information of the
Lord Lieutenant, and to the Board of Works.

Mr. Trevelyan to the Commissioners of Public Works.

December 15, 1846.

I AM commanded by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Trea-
sury to inform you, with reference to the Minute of this Board, dated the 1st

instant, that their Lordships think it advisable to furnish the Ibllowing addi-
tional explanations on the subject of the arrangements contemplated by the
abovementioned Minute for making advances both to individual proprietors of
estates, and also to the Board of Works, from national funds, for the drainage
and general improvement of private estates in Ireland.
- My Lords are aware that difficulties have been experienced in giving practi-

cal effect to the Act 9 and 10 Viet., cap.- 101, and that in some parts ol' the
country works of improvement other than drainage may be more beneficially

undertaken.

Their Lordships are, however, of opinion that the general course of proceed-
ing prescribed by that Act (according to which the improvements on each
private estate are to be executed by the proprietor, and the interference of the
officers of the Government is confined to ascertaining, in the first instance, that
the proposed improvements are likely to be of such a permanent and produc-
tive character as would justify the cost of them being made a charge upon the
estate with priority over other incumbrances, and afterwards to inspecting tlic

works from time to time so as to secure the proper application of the sums ad-
vanced to the purposes for which they were intended) is the mode in whicli the
intervention of the State can he most extensively and effectually directed to the
improvement of the land of the country; and Her Majesty’s Government pro-

2 y 2
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pose to submit a Bill to Parliament founded on these principles,^ embracing and

extending the objects of the 32nd section of the Act, 1 and 2 Will. IV., cap. 33,

amended by the 9 Viet. cap. 1, sect. 6, and of the 9 and 10 Viet., cap. 101.

It is proposed by Her Majesty’s Government that the million sterling ap-

propriated by the Act 9 and 10 Viet., cap. 101, to be issued in loans for drainage

in Ireland, should be rendered available for the purposes of general improve-

ment of lands, including drainage, under the provisions ol the Act proposed to

be passed in the next Session of Parliament, as above explained
;
and their

Lordships are prepared to adopt the principle of the 9 and 10 Viet., cap. 101,

as to repayment, and to authorize its being made by eq^ual half-yearly instal-

ments of 31. 5s. each, distributed over a period of 22 years, with a power of

redemption as provided in the Act, unless the borrowers should themselves desire

that a shorter period should be fixed, in which case the number and amount of

instalments will be deteimined in each particular case as shall be desired by

the proprietors, and sanctioned by the Treasury, the rate of interest being

calculated, in all cases, at 3f per cent.

There being reason to believe that considerable difficulty is sometimes ex-

perienced by Irish proprietors in effecting desirable improvements on their

estates, owing to the peculiarities in the tenure of land in Ireland, and the rights

of j)ersons having different interests in it, their Lordships are of opinion that it

may be desirable to insert in the Bill to be submitted to Parliament on this

subject, provisions somewhat similar to those eftntained in the existing^ Irish

Drainage Acts, for the purpose of removing this obstacle, and apportioning on

the various parties who will derive benefit from the improvements, a propor-

tionate contribution towards the repayment of the loan, the whole principal

and interest being payable to the Government by the person who shall be

deemed proprietor of the land drained or improved, and the contribution on the

X^ai-t of the occupier, being in the shape of increased rent to the proprietor.

Her Majesty’s Government also propose to submit a separate Bill to Parlia-

ment, in which the provisions of the 5 and 6 Viet., cap. 89, 8 and 9 Viet., cap.

69, and the 9 Viet., cap. 4, which have for their object the execiition by the

Board of Works of drainage works of a more extended desci'iption, in most

cases involving the interest of several proprietors, will be consolidated and

simplified, and such amendments will be made in them as the occasion may
appear to require.

The loans Avhich have hitherto been made from the Public Works Loan

Fund for this object, have been made at the usual rate of interest of 5 per cent.,

but adverting to the gi-eat public importance at thepresent period of encouraging

every description of agricultural improvement in Ireland, their Lordships are

prepared to reduce the interest on future loans to 4 per cent.

In order that efforts now being made for the drainage and improvement of

land may not experience any discouragement, their Lordships will authorise the

terms of repayment above described to take effect from the 1st instant; that is

to say, loans for the drainage or general improvement of estates, to be executed

by the proprietors under the inspection of the Board of Works, according

to the provisions of the 32nd section of the Act I and 2 Will. IV., cap. 33,

the 9 Viet., cap. 1, sect. 6, and the 9 and 10 Viet., cap. 101, will be repayable

according to the terms above stated in respect of advances to individuals, with

interest at 3J per cent., while loans made to the Board of Works for dramage

to be executed by them under the provisions of the 5 and 6 Viet., cap. 89, 8 and

9 Viet., cap. 69, and the 9 Viet., cap. 4, will be repayable by half-yearly instal-

ments, according to an award of the Commissioners, with interest at the rate of

4 per cent.

My Lords are further of opinion, that with the view both of providing security

for the repayment of the advances from the public purse and of relieving en-

tailed estates from the evil of accumulated charges, two powers should be con-

feiTed by the measures which it is proposed to submit to Parliament.

First, a power to the proprietors of an entailed estate to sell for the purpose

of repaying the advances for improvements made by the Board of Works,^ or if

made by himself, with the aid of Government money, xmder the inspection of

the Board of Works, any part of the estate so improved, or of other estates

settled to the same uses, in the same manner as a power exists in this country of

selling for the redemption of the land tax.
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Secondly, a powei* to the Government of selling, in default of payment of

two consecutive instalments, so much of the land improved or of other estates

settled to the same uses, which the proprietor might prefer, as would repay

capital, interest, and expenses of sale.

My Lords desire it to be clearly imderstood, that in thus laying down the

conditions on which they are prepared to make advances on any applications

made subsequently to the 1st instant, they have no intention of interfering with

any works, or an*angement for works, now in progress, under any existing Act, or

with such as have been undertaken, or as may be undertaken, until Paidiament

shall otherwise provide, under the Poor Employment Act as extended by

Mr. Labouchere’s letter of October 5.

Mr. Hennessy to Mr. Walker.

Public Wbrics, Shannon Navigation,

Clare Castle, December 11, 1846.

I CONSIDER it my imperative duty to submit to the Commissioners
a detailed report of a savage attack of an assassin on my life. First, I return

the Commissioners my grateful thanks for their kind and discerning considera-

tion in taking notice oi my letters of the 30th October and 7th November,
and I acknowledge the promptitude with which the i-esident engineer at Ennis
has complied with their directions, appointing me on 17th November as over-

seer of the Public Works going on in the parish of Clare Abbey, the only

vacancy then in the locality, the utmost distance of any of the works being not

more than 30 minutes’ walk from the village of Clare
;

1 must confess that this

situation required much neru^and energy to carry me through. To correct the nu--

merous abuses that had crept in since the commencement of the works, and to carry

out the instructions of the Government officers appointed by the Board, x*equired

much attention and perseverance, which I have performed with moderation, and
at the same time with justice towards the Commissioners ; I flattered myself that

all obstacles were removed, and that the heavy task 1 at first commenced with was
much lessened. I found, in a great measure, the untractable and stubborn mind
and disposition of the “ leaders ” (as so termed) subdued, and I felt proud that I
corrected many evils and abuses, and did much good. Under such reflections, I

considered I was free from the gross abuse, the taunt, and reproach I received at

first. I occ?^ionally visited the works daily, but not at stated times. On the

evening of the 5th instant, I walked up to the works in progress between the vil-

lage of Clare and Ennis, which is in continuation, about half way to the town. I

had no intention of going there that evening, nor was I conscious that any offence

or injury would be offered me on that road, having during the last eight years and
a half walked it up and down unmolested with much property in charge. I met
a gentleman on the way, who induced me to go further

;
on reaching nearer, I

recollected that some domestic commands were wanting, and I proceeded into the

town, so as to save a messenger in the morning. I did not remain long in Ennis

;

I returned immediately. I had in company with me a Mr. Daniel M'Mahon,
who is a clerk at the office of Public Works at Ennis, and a lad, “ Kittson” by
name, who is check-clerk on some of the Public Works at Clare Abbey parish.

We walked together, at a smart pace, for home ;
when we came to about three-

quarters of a mile of Clare village, there, about half-past five o’clock, an assassin

discharged a blunderbuss at me, heavily loaded with mixed shot: 120 grains per-

forated the inside coat I wore, 85 grains entered my body at the right side at

various paa-ts. Mr. M'Mahon was about two yards before me, on my right; Kitt-

son was on the footpath. It was ay?m# loch The powder was bad-, it was of the

blasting description. (I respectfully suggest to the Commissioners the necessity of

some precaution being used, that this article should be placed in the hands of men
of character.) When I received the shot, I ran on the footpath, and fell on the

fence. I cried out that I was a murdered man ;
that l.was mortally wounded. I

remained on the fence in great agony and torture. I heard M'Mahon say, " Boys,
“ what have we done 1 Mr. Henessy is dead !” He and Kittson then came to my
{issistance. My spirits rallied, and though weak and exhausted from the great
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loss of blood, we walked into Clare. I made my report to the police before I

entered my o^vu house. Some soldiers were passing at the time I was fired at; I

cannot, in justice, attribute any blame or cowardice to them ; they were unarmed
and without authority, the night was dark, and they were unacquainted with the

country. It was not consistent that they should be exposed to danger, unprotected

as they were. I now leave to the Commissioners’ consideration the scene at my
arrival home, wounded severely, drenched in blood so much that my right boot

was full ; my spirits exhausted
;
my wife and children in agonizing torture and

despair ; and so organized is the system of destruction, that it was with much diffi-

culty, after two hours, that a man of the name of Smith volunteered to go into

Ennis for a physician, who arrived in time to afford my poor family some consola-

tion, by stating that I was out of danger—that is, not mortally wounded.

I also take leave to state to the Commissioners a circumstance which must
prove to a demonstration that my life was conspired against not by one but by
many. On the evening of the 5th instant, some time before the fatal shot ^vas

fired, many people assembled at a place called the Pound, in the locality of Clare.

I’hey attentively listened until the shot was heard, and then they cried out that

was the “ signal.” Much expense is occurring
;
two doctors in daily attendance,

namely. Dr. Healy and Dr. Cullinan, with^various other expenses, which I re-

spectfully leave to the just and judicious discretion of the Commissionei-s.

Captain Broughton to Colonel Jones.

Gorh, December 11, 1846.

It would really be well to inform Relief Committees, that if they
do not send in complete lists of their destitute, no further works will be un-
dertaken in their district, and that it will be considered they do not require
them. It is hopeless, in many cases, getting them from them, and w'hen they
are sent, they are frequently on scraps of paper {I send you a sample of one of their

official docu7nents received last night), quite imperfect and wholly inadequate.

They should be insisted on in the prescribed form, which is excellent, with full

information, and complete. What a scramble it is becoming amongst them to

see who can get most

!

Enclosure.

Mr. Ryan to Captain Broughton.

Kenturk, December.

The enclosed list of persons, now out of employment, was presented to Mr. Falvey.

He regretted their wanls, but intimated that he could not employ them without your order

;

so I trust you will empower him to employ them, and you will much oblige;

[25 Names.]

Mr. Cox to Mr. Walker.

County Mayo, BalUna, December 11, 1846.

I APPLIED to the Board the day before yesterday for discretionaiy
power to dispense with the use of tickets, and so anxious am I on the subject
that I take the liberty of writing to you without waiting for their answer.

Nothing can equal the abuses which I find they have given rise to here, and
the more I look into the subject, the more necessary it appears to do away with
them. They may succeed in other places, but there is no doubt they do not answer
here.

From the bad selection made by the Committees, they have got into a system
of transfening them from one person to another, and this gives me more
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trouble and difficulty than I can describe. I made them send me a list of the

names of the persons from the Committee to -whom they wish the tickets trans-

ferred, giving the description of the persons according to the proper form.

This they do not like at all, they think I ought to transfer the ticket to any per-

son they wish, without my having air account of him from the Committee.
I find the tickets themselves have become saleable commodities. A fellow

disposes of his tickets for a couple of shillings
;
the purchaser goes to the Com-

mittee to request they will recommend that it should be transferred to him
5

and the disposer goes to them also to ask for a new ticket, stating he has never
received one. Another objection to the tickets is, that, orving to the improper

lists furnished by the Committees, not more than one- half the number for

whom tickets are issued will work
; then, while these tickets are in circulation,

I do not wish to issue others.

My plan would be to give lists, signed by myself to the check-clerk and
overseer, and have an additional one, from which all vacancies would be filled

up in turn. I have paid great attention to the subject, and am convinced that

this plan would work extremely well here. I therefore hope that, if the Board
have not already given their consent, you will recommend it to them.
My great difficulty hitherto has been with the Committees

;
they have no

regular way of transacting business
;
however, I am now inducing them to act

a little more according to rule than they did.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

December 12, 1846.

The enclosed extract from a letter I have written to Sir R. Routh, and
especially the concluding part of it, contains all I have at present to say to you.

I have been highly gratified by the assurance that you will cordially co-

operate with Routh in carrying out our central system of inspection, and I offer

you my sincere thanks for it.

It has occurred to us that Hennessy ought to have a donation as some
compensation for having had to stand fire, or rather for having been wounded
in our service, but you will agree with me that it may be advisable to wait till

the present season of o])erations is brought to a close, and then to consider at

once the claims of all the persons who have been engaged in them, whatever
the nature of those claims may be.

Extract of a Letter from Mr. W. Brown, dated Richmond Hid, Livei*pool,

12th December, 1S46.

The peasantry are coming over here in regiments, particularly the
women and children, to beg, who will not admit there is a father or husband,

that they may excite more commiseration, until the deception is found out. If
this is to go on, we must have more gaols for vagi*ants, and more workhouess
for women and children.

Mr. Rushtou, our stipendiary magisti*ate, who is the milk of human kindness,

told me to-day he was fairly beat ; he did not know what to do with the mass
of human misery that came before him. During the few minutes I happened
to step in yesterday there were at least 20 who had been arrested as vagrants

;

and when returning to my office, an Irish steamer having just come in then,

there was a stream of these poor creatures coming up from the boat, to. live, if

they can, upon English charity. We believe that, in some parts of Ireland, they
are paying their passage over to England to get rid of them, and they will not
return at the expense of this parish, preferring to go to gaol

;
but what is the

use of committing them when there is no room, and gaol is a comparative
Paradise to them.
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Commissioners of Public Works to the Lords of the Treasury.

Office of Public Works, Dublin,

December 12, 1846.

(G.) The month of November, like that which preceded it, has been marked by
a rapid increase in the Labour Roll.

On tlie 3Ist of October, the number was 114,330

,. 7th of November „ 162,982

„ 14th „ „ 213,781

„ 21st „ „ 256,469

„ 28th „ „ 285,817

But all these numbers are less than the truth, from the delay caused by the cross-

posts in the transmission of Returns, which prevents them from arriving in Dublin
in time for our Weekly Reports to the Lord Lieutenant, and we have no doubt,

that the real number at the close of November, was little, if at all less than

300,000; the number does not commonly exceed one from each family, so tisat

about 1,500,000 of the population are at this moment receiving support from the

Public Works, while we are still at the beginning of the winter, and in a season,

which, in ordinary years, furnishes a considerable amount of farm labour.

The expenditure during the corresponding weeks has been ; for that ending

—

On the 7th of November . . £61,162

„ 14th „ . . 66,142

„ 21st „ . . 79,611

„ 28th „ . . 101,436

And the first week of the present month, it has been 114,714/., providing for more
than 300,000 persons, for whom labour has been prepared

;
and this number, we

infer from the general tenor of the Reports of our Inspecting Officers, does not

exceed two-thirds of those already on the lists of the Relief Committees, which, of

course, will increase as the season advances. To this number have to be added

those employed under the County Surveyors and Grand Juries, which we have not

yet been able to obtain. We trust we shall soon have to report a diminishing

weekly increment, as we approach nearer to the number we have counted on
for the pi’obable maximum, because the employment of so vast a number for any
lengthened period, presents difficulties of the most formidable character, to which
we shall presently advert.

(H-; Our present establishment consists of :

—

62 Inspecting Officers.

60 Engineers and County Surveyors.

305 Assistant Engineers and Surveyors.

4021 Overseers.

1899 Check Clerks.

5 Draftsmen.

54 Clei-ks, correspondence.

50 Ditto, accountants.

32 Pay Inspectors.

425 Pay Clerks.

We will now pi'oceed, in the course we adopted last month, to detail the diffi-

culties and facilities we have met with, in the three gi’eat divisions of our

duties, viz

:

1st. The regulation and distribution of labour by the Inspecting Officers.

2nd. The execution of the works by the engineers.

3rd. The payment of the labourers by the financial branch.

The first is in contact with two bodies, and is the medium between them. On
the one hand with the Relief Committees, who are constituted for the pui’pose of

investigating and making known to us, the numbers requiring relief by labour.

On the other, with the engineers who are charged u'ith the execution of the works
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on which the labour is to be employed. It is the duty of tlie Inspecting Officer

to report to us the irre^larities he finds in either of these bodies.

Of the Relief Committees the complaints are h.ud and general, and we entertain

some aoubts as to the advantage of retaining them, except as auxiliaries of the
Commissariat. In many cases they merely furnish the sanction and name of a

body, to the acts of individuals, and render tlie investigation of abuse more difficult.

We would not be uuderstood to involve all the Committees in one general con-
demnation. Oil the contrary, there are many districts in which they work most
satisfactorily, but their constitution is an anomaly. Every other part of the system
is grafted on some existing institution. A Baronial Session provides the labour,

and a body already existing for other purposes, the Board of Works, executes it.

The Relief Commission no longer exists
;

it has lapsed into its Commissariat
branch; and it might have been expected, that its local organs, the Relief Com-
mittees, should have been confined to the same purpose, leaving the Baronial
Session and the Board of Works free from their intervention.

Mr. Laboucheres letter of the 5th October, by recognising electoral divisions,
streiigtbeiis this position, and at once points to the natural channel for investigating
distress—the Poor Laiv Guardians.

If, in addition to these bodies, the Constabulary were also placed at our disposal
to a certain extent, which might be arranged with the Inspector-General, we are
disposed to think results more satisfactory to the country might be obtained.
We are quite aware that there are grave objections to the proposed arrangement,

and we shall spare no exertion to remove and redress the evils we feel, even with the
existing machinery. In our Appendix will be found letters from several Inspecting
Officers on this subject; and we would more particularly request attention to those (A. A. A.)

of Captain Sir Thomas Ross, R.N., from Waterford, and Captain M^ynne, from
West Clare. Those officers have reduced the labour lists to the extent of many
thousands

;
but it will be seen by Captain Wynne’s Reports, that the improper

persons have not unfrequently been shielded by the Committees, Avhile more
deserving objects have been struck off instead. The disgraceful scenes and
outrage to which this and other causes have given rise in the county of Clare, will
be found detailed in Captain Wynne’s letters in the Appendix

;
and, as the attempt

to carry on Public Works under such circumstances is of very doubtful utility, it

becomes a serious question, whether the time is not arrived wlien some entirely new
system must be adopted for relief in that county

;
a great step, however, has been

gained, and we trust much to public opinion for its conlinuance. In Cavan, where
a member of a Relief Committee, wiio had disposed of tickets improperly, has been
exposed by the Chairman and other members. We propose to alter the system of
issuing tickets, in order to give greater facility to the distribution in distant places,
and .we shall use every exertion to employ only the really dertitute, and those who
are inevitably deprived of labour, not only for the purpose of guarding the public
purse, but that occupiers of land may be inclined to attend to its tillage, from u’hicli

our money wages strongly tempt even the better class of labourers. With this view,
also, we have circulated Mr. Redington’s letter of the 23rd October, excluding from
the works all pei’sons rated at 6/. per annum, or upwards, under the Poor Raw
valuation.

These are the duties of Inspecting Officers with Relief Committees, who are in-
dependent bodies. With the Engineer they have only to confer constantly, and
acting under tlie same head (this Board) they can easily arrange with each other,
the Inspecting Officer having such and such labour to be employed in such and
such a locality

;
and the Engineer, being provided as far as possible with works in

all, can open the one or the other in greater or less extent as may be required.
The Check Clerk furnishes a link between them, visiting the works constantly,

to count the labourers and prepare the pay lists, he at once report.s to both parties,
to the Engineer when improper labourers are executing the work and arranging
the tiisks

; to the Inspecting Officer when the labour whicli he has to count upon
IS improperly consumed.

Ihe Engineer has duties and difficulties of another class. He is entrusted with
the execution of the works which your Lordships have sanctioned on our recom-
mendation

; he has to value the ground over which a road is to run
;

to survey and
lay out its direction, and adjust its gradients, with a view to engineering on the
one hand, and to the minimum damage to property on the other

; to set the tasks
and arrange the gangs. This charge is more or less extensive, according to his

[b, w.] 2 Z
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skill and experience, and his assistants more or less numerous. These circum-

stances it is our duty to consider and adjust, and we have found much difficulty in

finding a sufficient number of competent assistants. Several arrived from England,

who at once, however, returned. We are gradually tilling the vacant posts, and

continue, though indifferently, to make head against the great weekly increase of

the labour roll.

For the subject of valuation we have found it necessary to appoint an experienced

valuator, Mr. Nicholson, with a general charge. It may naturally he expected

that where so many of the projects are useless, or nearly so in themselves, and un-

dertaken solely with a view of providing labour, there will be objections on the

part of proprietors; and delays in commencing works have, in numerous instances,

arisen from this cause, which delays are unjustly attributed to us; while every one

is clamorous for labour, scarcely is a spade in the ground, hut some one starts

up to oppose it, and is then frequently foremost in the cry of delay against the

Board of Works. The opposition to task-work has begun to die away, but day-

labour still prevails to a greater extent than we could wish, partly from the diffi-

culty of procuring a sufficient number of overseers who are qualified to measure

and layout tasks for the increasing multitude of labourers. In West Limerick,

Mr. Russell, our engineer, met with a most determined resistance, but by vigorous

and steady measures he has conquered.

The supply of implements has continued a subject of embarrassment, chiefly

from the rapid increase of parties to be provided for, but we do not anticipate

that this difficulty will much longer remain.

On the third head, viz., payments, the arrangements which we indicated as

being in progress at the date of our last Report, are coming into successful opera-

tion.' In Cork, where the complaints were most frequent, nearly all the arrears

are now discharged, and order has begun to be re-established. From Meath the

complaints have nearly ceased, and as soon as our new class of Pay Inspectors

shall have come into full operation, we anticipate no further difficulties on this

head.

Mr. Slickney, the Accountant of the Board appointed by your Lordships, has

arrived, and entered upon his duties. He has placed himself in communication

with the Governors and Directors of the Bank of Ireland, and other banking com-

panies, and has informed us that he finds the arrangements of the stupendous

machinery which has already been put in motion, such as will enable him to accom-

plish the objects of his appointment, and we hail with peculiar satisfaction the

assistance which his experience and knowledge of finance must bring to our

labours.

There still is want of silver, and it will probably be still necessary to supply it

direct to some remote districts, but it is beginning to find its way back to the

larger bankers, and it will speedily appear in circulation. Gold coin is not

esteemed among the lovver classes in Ireland. We cannot conclude this subject

without paying a just tribute to Mr. Mason, now the assistant accountant.

Mr. Mason has successfully conducted the department during the last and

present season under circumstances of extraordinary pressure, in which the diffi-

culties were wholly new and unforeseen, and which required to be met promptly

from time to time as they arose. This has demanded great and constant exertion.

Mr. Mason has been zealous and untiring, and has displayed a degree of ability

which, must always entitle him to be ranked among the most valuable officers

of the Board.

We close here the report of this portion of our duties, and turn to the Repro-

ductive Works,” which it may be hoped will, by degrees, absorb a considerable

portion of the immense amount of labour now expended in works of comparative inu-

tility. Order and organization have to a considerable extent been introduced

among the mass of the people, and these works may slide into the same machinery

with very little effort. The Inspecting Officer will continue for the purpose of

investigating and regulating the supply of labour, either through the Relief Com-

mittees, or by other means. The Engineers will either transfer their services to

the new works, or be replaced l)y others
;
while the class of Overseers, who in the

road works it has been so difficult to provide, will be easily furnished, as described

in our last Report, by the stewards and agricultural foremen of the proprietors

themselves, the mode of payment remaining the same. With our last Report we
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forwarded the instructions we had drawn up for the guidance of Presentment
Sessions under Mr. Labouchere’s letter. Sixty-seven sessions have already sat,

and 98 are appointed by the Lord Lieutenant, many of which will proceed under
the letter, and will, no doubt, be rapidly followed all over the country. The time

of our officers has been seriously occupied in attending these Sessions, which have
taken them from the works on which they n-ere urgently required, but it \\’us

necessary and inevitable.

Operations ill thorough drainage under “ The Letter” have been begun in the

barony of Farney, county of Monaghan, where peculiar facilities existed from the
greater part ot the barony being in the possession of only two individuals, the
Marquis of Bath and Mr. Shirley. And we have made arrangements for imme-
diately commencing operations in the barony of Delvin, in the county of West-
meath, in two baronies in the county of Dublin, one in the county of Wicklow,
four in the county of Antrim, three in the county of Tyrone, and one in the county
ofArnuigh. Every exertion has been made to select experienced drainage en-
gineers, who are to act as county Inspectors ; and we are happy to say a greater

number of unexceptionable hands have offered than we had ventured to anticipate.

For several years the attention of Irish gentlemen has been directed to thorough
draining, and in addition to the introduction of stewards and agriculturists from
England and Scotland, many of the younger sons of landed proprietors have
studied under the great drainers and experienced agriculturists in Scotland, and on
their return have undertaken large farms on their own accounts

;
and having

become land agents, have had opportunities of introducing the system of thorough
draining very generally throughout this country.

Having summoned several of these gentlemen to our aid, they have responded
to the call, and four are at this moment engaged in examining in detail the
drainage presentments in some of the baronies above alluded to; and we expect
within a month to have created a drainage establishment in some degree commen-
surate M’ith the great demand which may be expected. In the Appendix will be
found the different papers of instructions, specifications, &c. which we have issued

for the guidance of our Inspectors of Drainage. Their duties w'ill be, in the first

instance, to examine the site of every drainage work presented for ; to determine
the extent of the land to be drained, and mark its boundaries on the Ordnance
plans ; to lay out the works connected with the main or open drains

;
to determine

the depth and all the detail belonging to the covered drains; to estimate the cost

per acre
;
to value the laud in its present state, and to give their opinion as to the

increased value Avhich will result from the drainage, and report on the whole to

the Commissioners.

During the time occupied by the Inspectors of Drainage in the performance of
this duty, the landed proprietor, his agent, or steward, will be requested to attend
for the purpose of receiving instructions as to the particular works to be executed
in each case, and to recommend suitable persons who may be employed as local

overseers to carry out the work. The stewards or farmers, as the case may be,

will act without salary
;
but the local overseers recommended, when approved of

by the Inspector of Drainage, will be paid in proportion to their qualifications and
exertions.

The sanction of the Treasury having been received for the drainage works of
any district, the number of labourers to be employed on each determined on, due
notice being given to the Reiief Inspecting Officer of the Board of Works,
labourers will be named for each from the list of the destitute residing within the
electo!-al division or barony, as is usual for the road-works ;

and it is expected that
the landed proprietor, fanner, or steward connected with each work, will use every
exertion to scrutinize the list of the destitute, to insure that none be employed
who have other means of support. The land will be assessed for the expenditure,
and consequently the admission of persons not requiring relief, by adding to the
number, will proportionably increase the assessment, and thus it becomes the
interest as well as the duty of all cesspayers <o limit the employment of labourers
to those who are wholly destitute. We are still in the very opening of this class of
works, and having given a general outline of their state, and the arrangements we
propose for carrying them on, we beg to defer a more full report till the close of
the present month.

It may be well to state that we have had under consideration the best mode for

providing against the not improbable contingency of snow or continued rain, and
leeling the serious abuse which may arise, if once the practice be adopted, of giving

2Z2
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(C.)
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pay without work, we have held out as one of the inducements to hisk-work, that

It would enable the industrious labourer to provide against such contingencies. We
have also made known by circular to our Relief Inspecting Officers, that we were

ready to recommend for sanction, presentments for breaking stones for the re}>air

of any I’oads within the electoral division which should have presented. Still \ve

feel great difficulty will arise if the calamity of a severe winter should be added to

the failure of the potato crop. And in the event of the extreme case arising,

arrangements have been made by his Excellency the Lord laeutenant for paying a

portion of their usual earnings to the labourers under regulations which will be

found in the Appendix; but it is to be considered whether such contingencies should

not be met by funds provided from another source, rather than that we should dis-

burse money assessed from the baronies for work, when work is not perfonued. It

may be also proper we should nieution that there have been presentments for tilling

and sowing land, which we have of course rejected
;
but we are deeply sensible

of the extreme danger which awaits the people next year, ii the present apathy

which appears to oppress the fanners be not removed. The only remedy in our

power is, as we have already stated, to dismiss from the work every labourer who

can procure agricultural employment.

We have been in treaty u'itli several Railway Companies ;
the Limerick and

Waterford have obtained presentments in the several baronies through which it

passes, and they are willing to work on the terms sanctioned by the Treasury.

They are already, as we understand, in possession of the whole land, with some few

exceptions, through which the line is to pass. And we have placed our Solicitor

in communication with the Solicitor of the Company as to the security they may be

able to give the baronies for repayment of the advances at the prescribed periods,

considering this measure as a necessary precaution, as directed by your Lordships,

although the Company are not to be directly responsible to the Government.

We have been in communication with the following Companies, viz.

—

The Kilkenny and Carlow,

The Mullingar and Athlone,

The Drogheda and Navan,

The Cork and Bandon
;

None of whom, however, have yet qualified themselves by obtaining possession of

the land.

There is a subject to which we would willingly devote more space than the close

of a Report can afford : viz., whether any sufficient quantity of work can really be

found to employ half a million of labourers, if the present calamity be considerabiy

prolonged, in any of the modes yet suggested. And if the quantity is provided,

whether it can he so distributed as to furnish employment at every man’s door.
_

Already the presentments amount to 5,126,146/. of which nearly one-third

is sanctioned. Of this sum, about 700,000/. only is as yet expended,^ and

though a large part remains, the work is already falling out in several localities in

which there will be consulerable difficulty to provide more, owing to the unequal

distribution of the works presented. We have yet to see how far the difficulty will

be met by the home labour of the reproductive works ;
but even the most pro-

minent of these, drainage, is not unlimited. Reclamation will doubtless play its

part, but there will yet be a large unoccupied class, and it may soon be time to

consider whether a system of private labour and of Public Works, separated alto-

gether from each other, instead of, as now, combined, will not be necessary.

The one to be paid direct by the proprietors to such labourers as they choose to

employ under our superintendence, the other to be paid to all the others direct by

the Government, but ultimately levied from the land, so that it shall be the interest

of proprietors to withdraw as many as possible from the Public Works instead of,

as now, crowding the labourers upon them.

We would now beg leave to draw the attention of their Lordships to the extent

of our operations, embracing every county in Ireland, affording employment to

more that 300,000 persons, and regulating the payment of such a number, which,

with some few exceptions, have been attended with the greatest success.

We should deceive your Lordships if we led them to suppose that our operations

are being carried on as satisfactorily as we could have wished
;
but we are sure

your Lordships, who are well acquainted with the means we have had at command,

or rather to create, in a country where engineers are few, and where overseers of
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ft superior class do not exist, will feel the difficulties of our position, and make
every allowance for those irregularities which have occurred, and must occasionally

occur, in operations of such magnitude. Many of these difficulties arise from the

misconduct of members of Relief Committees and private individuals interfering

with our officers in regard to the works, and recommending improper persons for

the situations of local overseers. It being impossible that the engineers should be
acquainted with the characters of the individuals, they have been obliged to act

on the responsibility of the parties recommending them
;
hence aj>pointments of

persons have been made, who, on a short trial, proved utterly inefficient for the

office to which they had been appointed ; and in many cases t^ey sadly neglected

their duties, necessitating their dismissal, and the appointment of otliers, often

equally incapable. We still continue to experience the want of professional

engineers. During the past month not half a dozen have offered themselves, while

we have been obliged to provide superintendence for 171,587 persons, being the

amount taken in during that period. Still we are abused and calumniated by

the jmblic press, and by individuals who, from their local knowledge and situation

in lii'e, ought to know and appreciate the difficulties against which we have had

to contend.

We now perform a most pleasing part of our duty, which is to notice the very

satisfactory and zealous manner in which the inspecting officers, county surveyors,

and engineers are discharging their several duties. Many have been placed in

very trying situations, where great forbearance, judgment, and discretion were

required
;
and would mention the names of Sir Thomas Ross, R.N., Captain

Wynne, and Captain Carey, 26th Regt. The latter was publicly pointed out to

the labouring classes, in language culpably exciting, as an individual u'ho was pi’o-

longing their sutt'erings : Captain Carey deserves great credit for his conduct on

this occasion.

In our last Report we stated how enormously correspondence had increased. We
now average 800 letters per day, exclusive of those addressed to individual mem-
bers or officers of the Board, on public subjects

;
and on the last day of November

no less than 2000 letters were received, and on this day, 2500.

The duties of the office require the most calm deliberation, combined -with the

most intense labour ; it is the heart of a colossal organization. It is due to all parties

employed in Dublin, as well as in the country, to say, that they cheerfully submit

to every privation, and spare no effort nor exertion to meet the very ne\v and

critical position in which, as a public Boai-d, we are placed.

In conclusion, we have again to express our thankfulness to his Excellency the

Lord Lieutenant, the Chief Seci’etary, and Under Secretary, for the support we
have invariably received from them, and the very considerate manner in whicli they

have received the numerous representations which have been made to them on

subjects connected with this Board. Without such support it would have been

impossible for us to have conducted our operations even so successfully to Her
Majesty’s Government as we have done.

Since writing the above Report we have received a letter from Captain W^ynue,

of which we annex a copy, showing that, by the rigid revision of the relief lists, the

labourers have been forced to resume agricultural operations. From this, and

other similar comnumications which we have since received, we venture to hope

that, by the vigilance of our officers, and their activity in executing the orders, we
have gone through the worst evils, which we have been led to expect may be

counteracted.

General Drainage.

The river works generally have been much retarded during the month of

November by floods, and, consequently, the amount of employment in relief of the

destitute is but small in comparison with the magnitude of the drainage measures

now under operation.

In some districts, where many new cuts are required through dry land, or where

measures of thorough drainage of upland or drainage of bogs are in operation, a

very considerable amount of employment has been afforded, and important benefits

resulted from the steady, uniform character ofthe system, which, in these measures,

we have been enabled to carryout and enforce.

The following table, in continuation of that supplied last month, shows, as nearly

as we can ascertain in a summary way, the aggregate amount of employment

afforded for November in these works, and its comparison with that of the previous

months.
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Weekly payments.

Applications for

new works.

Month.
No. of

Districts

at Work.
Eipenditure
pec Month.

Total Employment
Afforilfd, or

Equivalent No. of
Dava’ Work

ot' One Horse.

Average No.
ot Men
per Day.

September . 40 £13,227 133,355 4,939

October 48 19,587 210,139 7,783

November . 48 18,461 147,222i 5,SS8

48 51,275 490,716i

In most of the drainage districts the labourers employed have become orderly,

peaceable, and amenable to instruction, as the steady operation of these measures

progresses, and, with improved knowledge, are enabled to earn good wages at task-

work, vaiying from Is. to 2s. per day, but, most generally, averaging from Is. 2d.

to Is. 7d. per day ;
whilst, when first employed at the same prices, they were unable

to earn more than 8d. or lOd per day.

Several of the engineers complain that the men leave the drainage works to

obtain employment on the roads, even in cases where the drainage works are being

executed on dry lands : this is an evil which, as far as possible, we shall endeavour

to remedy.

In illustration of the general progress of the works during the month, the diffi-

culties met with, the employment afforded, and, especially, the beneficial effect of

the task-work in these measures, which are under the control of a system for a con-

siderable time in operation, we annex Papers Nos. 3, 4, 5, being reports for the

month of No^'ember, from three of onr district engineers, in charge of extensive

operations in the counties of Mayo, Roscommon, Westmeath, Longford, and Cork.

We also annex the usual tables. Nos. 1 and 2, showing the applications made
during the month and the gross amount of expenditure on w'orks.

It is deserving of remark that, notwithstanding the distress in the country, many
of the districts have not availed themselves of our arrangements for weekly pay-

ments. The engineers, in some instances, state, the men refused to be paid

weekly, having been for a considerable time accustomed to the regular payment
for their tasks every fortnight, and having made their arrangements accordingly,

whilst, in other districts, the men, though aware of the arrangement, have not

required it to be carried out.

Although works were not commenced during November in any greater number
of districts than in October, still preparations have been in pi-ogress for the opening

of several additional districts during the present and ensuing month, if the weather
will permit.

It will also be seen, by Table No 1, that formal applications during November
have been received for 33 new districts, many of which are now under investiga-

tion, and all of which, it is anticipated, may be in operation next spring.

In the barony of Carberry, adverted to in last month’s Report, as a case where

Mr. R. More O’Ferrall, with other proprietors, wei-e anxious to avail themselves,

generally, of the provisions of the Drainage Acts in preference to those of the

Poor Employment Act, we had most of the rivers and tributary streams surveyed

and reported upon, and several districts ai-e now in operation, which will be more
fully adverted to in our next Report.

Amongst the applications, we have received several for carrying into effect the

37, 38, and following sections of the 9th Viet., c. 4, (which amends and extends

the provisions of the General Drainage Act, 5 and 6 Viet., c. 89,) for the thorough

drainage of the lands of individual proprietors. In these cases, we pursue the

course adopted in otliers of a similar nature, which have been brought under the

operations of the Act, namely, after having, through an officer of our own, ex-

amined the lands to be drained, obtained a report of the case, and completed the

preliminaries required by the Act, to hand over the detail execution of the works
to the proprietor himself, either by entering into a contract for the purpose, or

appointing him or his agent the Board’s executive officer for the purpose. In

this way the interference of the Board will be confined simply to supervision, and

in some cases to the payment of the labourers, the object being to secure the due
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execution of the works, aud the expenditure of the money in the works for

which it has been lent.

In the extensive cases of this class, for which grants of money t o theextent of Navlgaiion con-

a moiety of the cost peculiar to navigation, have been sanctioned by the Govern-
ment, and a vote taken during the last Session of Parliament, we regret that

we have not yet been enabled to commence any works for the purpose of naviga-
tion, the preliminary formalities required by the Act not having been as yet com-
pleted.

In one of these cases, the Junction Navigation from the Shannon to Lough
Erne, and in part of another, viz., Lough Oughter, the drainage operations are,

and have been, in progress under the provisions for summary proceedings con-
tained in the 9 Vic., c. 4; but the preliminaries not being complete, we are not
yet legally in a position to proceed with the works of navigation.

In the great measui’e of Lough Neagh, we have arrived at the last stage of the
preliminaries ;

and if not delayed by any appeal, we hope to see the works com-
menced early in January.

In Lough Corrib, we have not received the full amount of assents from the
proprietors of the lands to be drained, and the mill-owners of Galway

;
in addi-

tion to which cause of delay, we were called upon to answer a Bill filed for an
Injunction to stop our proceedings, by the alleged representatives of a Company
called the “ Lough Corrib Improvement Company.”

In the case of Lough Mask (part of the Lough Corrib) measure, and in the case
of Lough Erne (part of the Lough Erne and Lough Oughter) measure, the formal
applications by the proprietors were not made until late in the present year, and,
in consequence, the surveys, though far advanced, are not yet completed.
We anticipate, however, that all these joint measures, with the various other

drainage districts in Ireland, will be in full operation next spring and summer, and
that we shall at the time when it may be expected employment will be most
required, be fully prepared to afford a vast amount of most profitable occupation in

these useful works.

Fisheries.—November, 1846.

During the month of November we considerably advanced the arrangements for
the establishment of the three curing stations on the west coast of Ireland, at
Roundstone, Bellmullet, and Killybegs, at each of which we have taken suitable
premises for the purpose.

We have now sent the necessary agents and fish-curers, under the direction of
Mr. Ffennell, (one of our Inspectors of Fisheries,) to these stations, to make imme-
diate preparations for the purchase, cure, and sale of fish ; but as these latter mea-
sures have been taken during the present month, we shall refer any detailed re-
marks upon the subject until our next Report, when we hope to be enabled to state
that operations have been commenced.

Piers and Harbours.—9 Viet., c. 3.

During the month we have recommended to your Lordships piers and harbours
to be constructed at the following places, viz. :

—

Cork.

Baliycotton.

Kerry.
Valentin,

Kilmacalogue,

Dingle,

Brandon,

Ventry.

Wexford.
Courtown,
Slade.

And having received your Lordships’ provisional sanction accordingly, we are
faldng the steps as required by the Act. Preparatory to the commencement of the
Works, we have entered into a contract with Mr. W. Brady for the construction

Down.
New Castle,

Annalong.

G.alway.

Arran,

Bunown,
Errishannon,

Roundstone,

and
Ballmakile.
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of the pier at Claddagh, tor the sum of 3,650^., and the work has been com-

menced.
Tiie works at Rathmullen, Ballyvaughan, Rush, Cape Clear, Raigh, and Caher-

civeen, are progressing most satisfactorily.

Limerick Docks.

Your Lordships having approved of the preparation of an Act of Parliament to

be brought in next Session, conveying certain powers to this Board for the con-

struction, of the proposed floating docks, the plans have been prepared and

lodged as required by the Standing Orders, and notice given of the intention to

aj)ply for the Act.

Shannon Navigation.

The works on the River Shannon are, as previously reported, almost at a stand

still, in consequence of the floods, but the preparation of stone for the lock and

bridges is being carried on, together with such other works as are out of the influ-

ence of the water.

The dredging is also being proceeded with.

The number of persons employed on the Shannon W^orks, will be found in the

Appendix.

APPENDIX.

(A.)

COPIES of LETTERS and REPORTS, in addition to those sent from time to time.

Sir, Ennistimon, November 3, 1846.

I HAVE most particularly to request, that the inspecting oiBct'r for this district be sent

down at once to make revisions in the list.

The system now is this, some of the people make out a list and get it signed by tlie Com-

mittee, whether men are wanting or not, the people think, that this is sufficient authority to

go to work on any work they chose, j

On this morning there were over 600 men in town from all sides and made a regular siege.

I would not be let stir outside the door until about half-past four. When I got about 20 yards

from the house I was laid hold of, and an attempt made to force me to put them on the works

sanctioned or not sanctioned.

Some of them first laid hold of myself, and after I got clear of them, my horse was laid

hold of, and a regular row commenced in the town.

Something must be done to put a stop to such work. I cannot get outside the rooms

without being ill-treated and abused j none of the gentry will take our part xoith the exception of

one. Mr. Galway has been shut up much in the same manner to-day, and from this, it

appears, that there is a regular combination to force the works; let immediate steps be taken

to put a stop to such proceeding or nothing can be done here.

November Ath .—1 have just been informed, that there is a large mob coming from the

different other directions with the same intentions as on yesterday.

1 have, &c.,

(Signed) B. Millet.

Extract from Letter of Captain Labalmondi.ar, Inspecting Officer, dated November 7ih,

1846, Killaniey.

“ I AM given to understand, that much dissatisfaction exists in this county, at the

difference between the rate of wages paid in it and in the neighbouring counties of Limerick

and Cork, being 8d. here and lOrf. there, and it is not concealed that it is looked upon as a

sort of premium on insubordination.”

Extract of Letter from Lieutenant De Courcy, Inspecting Officer, dated Rathkeel,

8th Nos-ember, 1846.

“ In conclusion, I have great pleasure in stating, that the feeling against task-labour

is disappearing in the baronies of Upper and Lower Connelloe.
“ Ballingarry, the centre of last week’s anti-task labour demonstrations, is now in a quiet

state.

" Askeaton is the only spot in my district where task-labour is objected to, and I attribute

it to their being no pej'son of influence who will take the lead in persuading the people to do

that which they object to more from ignorance than any factious feeling. And I now am con-

vinced that such factious feelings is induced, not by the natural disposition of the people, but

by certain individuals whose only pleasure appears to consist in placing difficulties to the ope-

ration of allGovernment measures.
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It will be, however, my endeavour to point out at once the necessity of persuading the As-
keaton people to accept that which is intended for their good and welfare.”

Extract of Letter from Captain W. Walker, Inspecting Officer, dated Co. Lon<^ford,
November 21st, 1846.

°

“ Friday, 20th, proceeded to Kilashea to meet Relief Committee, in consequence of
information, that considerable abuse had arisen in the employment of persons not requiring it

;

this information, I found, in some degree, correct. The Committee resolved to make a strict

scrutiny of tlieir lists, and I shall closely inspect those lists, the works in operation in that
district, and the people employed on them as early as I possibly can.”

Extract of Letter from Major Bolton, Inspecting Officer, dated Co. Lom^ford,
November 22nd, 1846.

“ On the 17th and 18th instant, 1 issued labour tickets to the Relief Committees at

Longfoi-d and Ardagh for the additional works mentioned by tlie Board, the whole of wliich
will be put in progress forthwith. Persons, in some instances, have been recommended for

labour tickets without due inquiry
;
but on my representation they were immediately struck off,

and upon the whole, I am of opinion, it is the general desire of the Relief Committees to
prevent improper persons being put on the Public Works, to act in accordance with the instruc-

tions of the Board, and to render me every assistance in the performance of my duty. The
usual farm operations of the season, are generally in a backward state, which may be accounted
for, in some measure, by the continued heavy rains.

Office of Public Worlts, Custom Hoiise, Dublin,
December 5, 1846.

I am directed to inform you, that the Board have received with much gratification your
report of the energetic steps you have taken to reform the labour lists, and of the success
which has attended those efforts, in which it is hoped you will jiersevere.

The Board will bring your exertions under the notice of the Government.

I am, &c..
Captain Wynne, Ennis. J. C. Walker, Secretary.

Office of Ptiblic Works, Custom House, Dublm,
Sir, December 3, 1846.

The Boaid have read, with great regret, the detail of the attack made on Messrs.
Reade and Lynch, as described in your letter of the 1st instant, and they desire me to say,
that an immediate report was made to Government on the subject, and no doubt the necessary
steps will be taken to afford proper protection in future.

The Board desire me to add, they appreciate highly the gallantry of the parties attacked,
and will be happy to hear, that no serious injury has been sustained.

I remain, &c.,

Philip Reade, Esq., Scariff. J. C. IValker, Secretary-

(B.)

CIRCULARS and GENERAL ORDERS,

Memorandum No. 29.

[Relief Department.]

Cffice of Public Works,
November 29, IS4G.

The Commissioners regret to observe that differences In some cases have arisen between
the Inspecting Officers and the engineers in charge, in reference to the issue of labour tickets,

at the commencement and carrying on of works. This appears to have arisen from a misun-
derstanding as to the object of the works, which are undertaken only to supply employment to

the destitute poor, but which it is necessary should be as well selected, and as well executed,
as is consistent with this object. The Inspecting Officer is placed in communication with the
Relief Committees, and is therefore the party cognizant of the districts, and of the numbers
who require employment

; while the engineer is charged with the execution of the works. The
Piesentment Sessions provide works, and that he should select from among them such
as appear necessary for general relief. The Inspecting Officer and engineer should then confer
as to the numbers who can be most advantageously employed on the local works ordered, and
when more relief is required than the works will supply, the Inspecting Officer should report
die circumstance, and the engineer should recommend the works which are most useful to the
Board, who will either order more works from the schedules of the sessions, or request his

Excellency the Lord Lieutenant to call other sessions. The Inspecting Officer should not
throw more men on any work than the engineer can advantageously employ

;
and tlie engineer

should use every exertion to employ as many as can conveniently be placed on tiie wonJe. The
Inspecting Officer has a general surveillance over all branches of the works in his district, for

[e. W.] 3 A
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ihe purpose of affording as much relief as possible, and is frequently the medium through

which til e Board’s orders are conveyed; he has great responsibility in scrutinizing the lists,

and issuing the ticlcets; and the engineer not less in executing the works creditably, m enforc-

ing the tasks, and preparing estimates; while both concur in resisting encroachments of

unauthorized men upon the works, and in enforcing order and subordination.

The Commissioners are quite satisfied that these differences have arisen only from zeal in

both parties, by which each may have supposed the other was encroaching on his peculiar

province, but earnestly hope that both parties will see that their common strength depends on

perfect cordiality and union ;
with this view the Instructions were provided, and great care was

taken to make the duties of both as distinct and definite as possible, in a class of works for

which only <»eneral rules could be laid down.
°

I am, &c.

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

Circular No. 30.

[Relief Department.]

December 2, 1846.

Frequent complaints have been made to the Commissioners that men have been

employed at task work without any knowledge at the beginning of the work of the quantity to

be accomplished, and the total price to be paid for it, no measurement being made till the

work is finished, and the final sum awarded. The Commissioners earnestly press upon your

attention the necessity of previous measurement as a stimulus to the labourers, and a security

for the zealous performance of their tasks. Proper allowance may then be made foi- any

deficiency of implements as increasing the difficulties of the task, and advantage will then be

held out to the men for any ingenuity or exertion by which they may overcome these

difficulties; or peculiar classes of work may be allotted to the infirm or aged, when the

employment of such is inevitable; and the industrious may reasonably be expected to exert

themselves to guard against wet or stormy weather. In fact, the whole efficacy of the task

system depends in the labourers possessing, before they begin, a full knowledge of what it is

possible for them to earn. To obviate, or gradually remedy, the want of overseers competent to

measure tasks, a system of reward and punishment may be introduced, by reports made to the

Board of those who perform their duties in a satisfactory manner.

Circular No. 31.

[Relief Department.]

December 4, 1846.

Inspecting Ofhcers are requested to be very particular in inquiring whether the

labourers are punctually paid, and the cause of delay, if there has been any, and to lose no

time in reportim^ the same to the Board, and to tlie Inspecting Paymaster, giving the name of

the work, and of the pay clerk, even in anticipation of tlie usual weekly Report, of which it

forms a part.
By Order,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

Circular No. 32.

[Relief Depa.rtment.1

December 4, 1846.

When any insubordination or interference with the labourers, by disorderly persons or

other* occurs on the work, the check clerk or overseer will immediately report the same to the

Inspecting Officer, as well as to the engineer in charge, the Inspecting Officer being specially

charged with that branch of duty which relates to the distribution of labour and communication

with Relief Committees. „ ^ ,

By Order,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

[Relief Department.]

Circular No. 33.

C^e of Public Works,

December 4, 1846.

The Board request you will send, by return of post, a list of the Belief Committees

witli whom you are in communication, and the places at which they meet.

By Order,

Jos. C. Walker.
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No. 34.

[Belief Depertmenl.]

Decemher 4, 1846.

Skyeral communications having been received on the subject of presenting for the

breaking of stones, for repair of roads in any electoral division, I have to inform you that the

Board ^ave no objection to such a presentment.
I am, &c..

The County Surveyor of Jos. C. ^VALKER, Secretary.

Office of Public Works,

December 7, 1846.

No. 35.

[Belief Department.]

Sir,

I AM directed by the Board to req^uest that you will furnish them with a monthly

return showing the number of labourers employed under your superintendence on the County

Worki from the 1 st day of September to the 30th day of November inclusive, together with

the amount expended.
I am, &c.,

The County Surveyor of Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

Circular No. 36.

[Relief Department.]
Office of Public Works,

Decemher 9, 1846.

Thu Commissioners, after the fullest consideration, iiave resolved to discontinue the

issue of tickets, by which, it is hoped, much time and office work will be saved the Inspecting

Officers III future, it will be sufficient that the Inspecting Officer should furnish to the check

clerk for the engineer, a list of the men to be employed on any particular work, selecting

them’ as at present, after the fullest scrutiny, from the lists of the Belief Committees, and

fixing the number in conjunction with the engineer, each having in view the object to be

The Inspecting Officer, that as much relief shall be afforded as possible.

The engineer, that such works shall be carried on as will afford that labour, so far as is con-

sistent with the proper execution of the works.

On no account is this list to be issued through the Reliet Committee, but a copy may_ be

fiirnished to them, and every facility and assistance' at all times given to them for jnvestigating,

as well the lists of men of who are employed, as of those who still remain on their own list for

employment. The chief clerk must be careful to make himself acquainted with the men,

and take care that no transfers or substitutes be allowed, without the sanction of the Inspecting

0®“'-
B, Order,

Jos. C. Walkeu, Secretary.

Circular No. 38.

[Belief Deperrlmerd.]

December 9, 1846.

The employment of the destitute on roads, and other Public Works, must soon termi-

nate, and reproductive works be substituted for them. To render such works really beneficial

and morally useful, the landed proprietors must join hand in hand with the Board of Works.

Every proprietor or farmer will be interested in the pi-actical success of some local work, and

as the number will be great, the success will he in proportion to the zealous co-operation which

the Board may receive.
. , , , , . ,

Works connected with thorough draining, and sub-soiting with the spade, must be executed

systematically and calmlv,—no external force, no hurry, can be admitted. The number

of labourers required for “each particular work can be accurately known, and each indi-

vidual labourer should have a task allotted to him, say, sufficient for a fortnight or three weeks.

To enable each labourer to till his own farm, or that of a neighbouring farmer, and, at the

same time, earn the support of his family through employment on Drainage Works, it is

proposed tliat the task to be allotted to each labourer should consist of a certain length oi

dram, and the collection and breaking of stones for the drain ;
where the stones are to be

gathered from the same or neighbouring fields, the children of the labourer may be employed

by him in collecting them into heaps, and, il’ sufficiently near, depositing them on the side of

the drain cut by the father,
- , . i i , i

If with the assistance of his children, the task, sufficient for a fortnight, be eomplefed m
cf'ht days, the labourer will receive his money, and be at liberty to devote the remainder

irtnight to farm labour, and still will have earned sufficient to support his family until
six or eigl

of the fortnight

the time arrives for commencing a second task, and so on.

3 A 2
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To render the Drainage Works substantially beneficial to the landed proprietors, it is

necessary that the most approved system of thorough draining should be adopted. To effect
this object, the Commissioners of Public Works mean to appoint district inspectors of
drainage, whose duty will be, in the firet instance, to examine the site of every work presented
for

; to determine the extent of land to be drained, and mark its boundaries on the Ordnance
plans; to lay out the works connected with the main or open drains; to determine the
depth, and all the detail belonging to the covered drains

;
to estimate the cost of the drainat^e

per acre
;

to value the land in its present state, and give his opinion as to the increased value
which will result Irom the drainage

; and report on the whole to the Commissioners.
During the time occupied by the inspector of drainage in the performance of this duty, the

landed proprietor, the agent, or steward, should attend for the purpose of receivin'^ instructions
as to the particular works to be executed in each ease, and should recommend suitable persons
who may be employed as local overseers to carry them out.

The stewards or farmers, as the case may be, to act without salary; but the local overseers
recommended by them, when approved of fay the inspector of drainage, will be paid accordiiio-
to their qualifications and exertions.

°

The sanction of the Treasury having been received for the Drainage Works of any district,
and the number of labourers to be employed in each determined, on due notice bein<^ given to
the Relief Inspecting Officer of the Board of Works, he will name labourers for each from
the list of the destitute residing within the electoral division or barony, as is usual for the road
works; and it is expected that (he landed proprietors, formers, and stewards connected with
each work will use every exertion to scrutinize the list of the destitute, to insure that none who
have other means of support be employed. The land will be assessed lor the expenditure, and,
consequently, the admission of persons not requiring relief, by adding to the number, will
proportionably increase the assessment; hence it becomes the interest, as well as the duty, of
all cess-payers to limit the admission of labourers to those who are wholly destitute.

By Order,

Jos. C. Walkkb, Secretary.

Instructions to be observed in making Preliminary Examinations, and Reports on Present-
ments, for Main or Open and Thorough Drainage and Sub-soiling of Land, under the
provisions of the Poor Employment Act, 9 and 10 Vic., cap. 107, as explained by Mr.
Labouchere’s Letter of the 5th October, 1846.

_

I. It is essential that each officer of the Board employed in this service should make
himself thoroughly acquainted with the general provisions of the Poor Employment Act, Mr,
Labouchere’s Letter, and the Instructions issued by the Board with reference to that letter
on the 10th of October last; and particularly those issued on the 4th November instant
together with the forms and "Undertaking” referred to therein, and those portions of the
General Drainage Acts which define the term “ Proprietor.” (See the Undertaking referrees
to.) Upon a thorough nndersfanding of those documents, will depend in a great measure his
capability to judge accurately, and report upon the propriety of recommending the works
presented for.

II. The leading object of the inquiry is to ascertain the sufficiency of the security which
the lands to be drained or improved by drainage afford for the money presented, or so much
thereof as it may be right to i-ecommeiid to be so expended.

_

This part of the inquiry will be twofold, viz. as to compliance with the required formali-
ties, and 2nd!y, as to the extent, nature, and results of the works proposed.

As to compliance toitli Formalities.

1. It will be desirable to see that presentments have been made in accordance with the
Instructions of the 4th November, in order tliat any irregularity or mistake in the apportion-
ment on electoral divisions may, if practicable, be remedied by the Board’s recommending
only such expenditure within the limits of the presentments made, as will be in proportion to
the Poor Law valuation of those divisions.

2. Ascertain before recommending any work or portion of a work presented for, that the
necessary “ Undertaking” has been given by each, or (where more than one), by all the pro-
prietors whose lands are proposed to be drained or improved by the work recommended, and
that in such " Undertaking” all such lands are duly named.

3. Ascertain, from local inquiries, whether the person who has signed the " Undertaking”
is the reputed "proprietor” within the meaning of the Drainage Acts, (see Schedule on back
of Undertaking,*) of the lands in respect of which he has signed. In cases of doubt, cailino'
upon the "proprietor” ov his agent, to give in writing a brief statement of the nature of the
title by which he is constituted such proprietor.

As to the extent, nature, and results of the works proposed.

1. Visit the lands named in each presentment in which the formalities have been complied
with; and if it shall appear, upon a cursory examination, that the work or any portion of it
can he recommended as calculated to effect an improvement commensurate with the expendi-
ture, mark on the engraved Ordnance Townland Sheets the extent of the land to be drained or
benefited by the proposed work, whether of main, open, or thorough drainage or sub-soiliug,
and colour same with a dark blue tint in case of main drainage, and light blue tint in case of

* Attend particularly to the lastparagraph of this Schedule.
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thorough drainage or sub-soiling, distinguishing at the same time, the adjacent boundaries of
the properties of which the lands form a part with a yellow edging of colour, and numberiiig
each separate lot distinctly.

2. Ascertain in an approximate way, the present fair letting value (say on a lease for 21
years without fine) of the land proposed to be drained and benefited, and tlie lair increase in

such letting value which may reasonably be expected to arise from the proposed Works.
3. Calculate from the Ordnance Survey Sheets, with the aid of a horn scale, or otherwise

expeditiously, the area of the lots so marked out and proposed to be drained or benefited.
4. Make a sufficiently full estimate of the cost of the works which are recommended for

the drainage and improvement of the lands in question, on the assumption that tlie works are
to be executed by task, by labourers supplied from the lists of Relief Committees, and that
the working overseers, check, and pay-clerks of the barony, are to be charged rateably on the
works in the barony.

5. If upon a conaderalion of the information thus obtained, it is found that the lands to be
drained and benefited, are, in their present state, (or will be by the mere operation of the
drainage works alone, without reference to any further expenditure in reclamation oi- culti-
vation,) good and sufficient security for the repayment of the expenditure, with interest at 3J
per cent., within a maximum period of 10 years, then the proposed work, to an extent in no
case exceeding the presentment, may be recommended.

6. The particulars ascertained in all such inquiries are to be entered in the printed tabular
form of report, furnished for this purpose; the details being duly entered in ink, in a field or
note book, to be lodged in this office with the documents of the barony.

7. As works of drainage are in progress, or have been decided upon, for various districts in
Ireland, under the provisions of the General Drainage and Million Acts, to avoid confusion,
great care must be taken not to recommend works for the drainage of any lands already imdor
the operation of these Acts, or which having been applied for, or included in any district applied
for, are proposed to be drained or improved under Ae operation of these Acts.

III. The second object of the inquiry, (after having determined all matters affecting the
security, and forwarded the General Report to the Board) will be to devise and lay down the
details of the proposed works and best system of drainage, where suitable plans, specifications,
aud estimates shall not have been furnished by the proprietors themselves; which, to avoid
delay, they should be advised to provide in every instance.

_

1. In the preliminary examination it will be desirable, as far as practicable and consistent
with the diffusion of employment, to select for recommendation the most useful works, fonnino-
one complete measure within the limits of the townlands named in the presentment and
“ Undertaking.”

2. The line and general direction of the proposed works should he represented upon the
Ordnance Sheet by neat red lines, and the direction of the fall and water shed lino indicated
by arrows and dotted lines. A specification (printed forms are proposed to be prepared) of
the works should be made, showing the dimensions, form, and inclination of the proposed
drains and other works, the distance apart between the frequent drains, arrangement, of main
and sub-main drains, proposed mode of formation, and other particulars which the local cir-
cumstances of each case render necessary to be specified, for the guidance of the jiersons
appointed to execute the works; an estimate for each separate work or lot, is also to be
prepared and annexed to the specification.

3. In cases where tiles, pipes, or other artificial materials are proposed to be used in
thorough drainage, the facilities for procuring the same in the locality should be reported upon.

4. Any sub-soiling proposed to be effected under the Poor Employment Act and Mr. La-
bouchere’s letter, is to be executed by manual labour, and is to be considered accordingly in
making any arrangements or estimates on the subject.

5. In making out the extent of land to be drained, and generally in making the investio-ation
and inquiry herein directed, the officer appointed to report should lake care to have with him
some competent person or persons (either the overseer who is to execute the works, or some
intelligent person acquainted with the locality,) whom he should instruct as regards the limit
of the lands, general direction of the drains, and other particulars, in order that he or they
may point out the same when the works are about to be executed.

6. The officer appointed to report on the presentments, is to furnish with as little delay as
possible the Ordnance plans, specifications, estimates, field hooks, and other documents con-
nected with a barony, (when prepared in accordance with those Instructions) in one parcel to
the Board, or, when so ordered, to the principal local officer charged with the execution of the
works, by whom they are to be carefully preserved and traasmitfed to the Board, when he shall
have taken such copies as may be necessary for his guidance in the execution of the \vorks.

By Order of the Commissioners,

Office ofPublic Works, Dublin, - Jos. C. Walkeh, Secretary.
24<A November, 1846.

Specification for Thorough Drainage (with Broken Stones).

Barony of County of Lands of

General Observations.

No Drainage Works shall be undertaken until it has been clearly ascertained that the
sunace level of the maximum floods in die main drain can be discharged at a level that will
admit of the sub-main drains venting the waters from the most remote point of the lands
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proposed fo be thorough drained^ at a level at least four feet beloiv the surface of such land

—

m other words, that the highest floods shall be at least four feet below the lowest point of

the land.

Open Main Drains.

The deepening and improvement of the main drain is to be commenced at the point

marked upon the accompanying map, and, from thence, a gradient carried up, having an

inclination of at least feet per statute mile, and sunk to a depth that will admit of the

above stipulations as to the discharge of the sub-main drains being carried out. The drain

shall be wide at bottom, and the side slopes shall average at least one to one, unless

in rock cutting, when the side slopes may be diminished to six inches in a foot. All sharp

angles, projecting stones, and other impediments to the free discharge of the waters, must be

completely removed.
. •, ui r

The spoil or material raised in sinking and improving the dram, where not available tor top-

dressing the adjoining lands, or for filling up useless holes or drains, must be removed to a

distance of at least six feet from the edge of the main drain, and dressed off in a workmanlike

manner.
, , „ i n

The abutments of those bridges which have sufficient breadth of water-way, shall, ir neces-

sary, be carefully underpinned; and those bridges which are insufficient to discharge floods,

should be taken down, and rebuilt of suitable dimensions.

Covered Main Drains.

Whenever, from the nature of the lands, the extent of the district under drainage, and the

quantity of water to be voided, it may be “necessaiy to form leading channels to receive the

water discharged from the sub-main, the covered main drain shall be adopted. Their dimen-

sions must be proportional to the amount of water to be voided, well flagged or paved at

bottom, the sides built of stone or brick, and covered with a flag or arch at top—an ope

of one foot square, with a fall of feet per statute mile, may generally be considered

sufficient to void the rain-water from acres of land.

Sul-Mains.

The sub-maliis to he cut inches deep, at least inches wide at top, and

inches wide at bottom. The fall in each sub-main to be as great as the above described -main

drainage of the district will allow. No sub-main to be allowed to run beyond a length of

yards, without discharging itself into a covered or open main drain.

The Frequent Drains.

The drains to be cut inches deep, inches wide at top, inches wide at

bottom ;
to be run in a straight direction parallel to each other, directly up and down the

declivity (when possible), and at a distance of feet asunder. The fall in each frequent

di'ain to be as great as the main drainage and sub-main drainage, previously described, will

admit.

Filling in.

All the drains (or a large number of them,) having been opened and inspected, and it being

seen that they are cut in a workmanlike manner, and that no water is standing in any of them,

the filling in may be commenced.

The Frequent Drains.

Into each frequent drain shall be put inches of broken stones in depth, the stones

havintr been broken to a size not exceeding two inches and a half in diameter; great care

should be taken that the bottom of the drain be clean, and that no clay or dirt be put in along

with the stones
;
a sod (or clay, as may be convenient), inches thick, shall be placed

carefully on top, and the whole tramped upon, or rammed hard; the drain should then he

filled up witli the stuff previously shovelled out, observing to keep the active soil for covering

the top. The putting in of the stones shall invariably be commenced at the highest part or

head of the drain.

Filling in Suh-Mains.

Info each suh-main there should be pul inches of broken stones in depth, or a covered

pipe-drain should be formed if the water be very considerable, and the filling in completed as

above described.

Certain General Rules to he observed in Thorough Drainage.

1st.—At the top of each field to be thorough drained, a drain should be cut parallel to the

fence, and running at a distance from it, equal to one-half the distance between each of the

frequent drains, into one or more of which it shall discharge itself; the remaining heads of the

frequent drains to be commenced at a distance from this drain, equal to the entire distance

between each of the frequent drains.

2nd.—All frequent drains to discharge themselves into a sub-main, which should he opened

nine or ten feet from tiie fence at lowest side of field.

3 ,-(5 _—If natural hollows occur in fields, sub-mains must be directed into each of them, so as

to carry off the water from the frequent drains.

4th.—No open drain should be allowed to run into a closed one.
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Extract.
Treasury, November, 23, 1846.

“ I AM very anxious that our Inspecting Officers should, from the first, have a good
“ understanding with the Inspecting officers and District Engineers of the Board of Works •

“ and the best way of attaining this object I think will be, to direct our officers to take the
“ earliest opportunity of personally conferring with the Inspecting, or other superior Officer of
“ the Board of Works, in each district, and comparing their respective Instructions, in order
“ that they may clearly understand what belongs to each, and when the occasion requires it,
“ as, for instance, in dealing with a more than usuallj' important meeting, they might both
“ attend together and assist each other.”

“ Sir R. J. Routh. (Signed) “ C. E. Trevelyan.”

Instructions to Officers employed on Inspections.^

Sir,

1. You will be pleased to proceed to

and establish yourself there as your head quarters.

2. Your principal duty will be that of visiting and communicating with Relief Committees,
of all of which you are an ex-officio member, and are authorized by the Instructions to take
your seat at their Board.

3. All private subscriptions and Government donations are to be placed at the disposal of
the Committees.

4. The Committees may not always be able to raise money subscriptions, and the sums
raised will frequently be limited. In these cases you will point out to them the advantage of
raising a loan fund under proper precautions for its repayment.

5. There are many ^Yho could lend, without interest, sums which they could not afford to

give
;
and if the principles herein laid down are observed, the result to the community would

be the same, without any tax on individuals.

6. You are to see that the funds are applied according to the Instructions which have been
issued under the authority of the Treasury and the Lord-Lieutenant, for the guidance of
Relief Committees.

7- The most legitimate channel for the application of the Committees’ Fund is the purchase
and sale of food, in which a small capital may be frequently turned for the benefit of a large
community.

8. The articles of food purchased by the Committees ought not to be sold below the current
price prevailing in the neighbouring ports or market towns, with a reasonable addition for the
cost of conveyance, &c.

9. The instant this principle is disi-egarcled, a feeling of insecurity is engendered which
obliges the merchant to contract his operations, for no trader will or can regulate his prices
by any other criterion than a reference to the demand and supply of food in the district.

10. Any dealer or merchant selling in the same locality should be enabled to do so with a
reasonable profit, according to the prevailing market price, without fear of being undersold by
the Committees, and every encouragement must be given to the trade to supply the wants of the
community

;
nor is any undue alarm to be inconsiderably raised at high prices when they are the

result of a real scarcity of the article, for they are our protection against improvident consump-
tion, and oblige us to economise the supply, besides furnishing the only legitimate means in the
present state of active general competition, of attracting increased supplies to the local markets.

11. Ten months must elapse before a new harvest; and what we have, with what we can
import, must suffice for the interval.

12. We are in the same slate as a vessel at sea, or an army on short allowance. The
crops are failed, and hmvever well-grounded our expectations may be of foreign arrivals, thev
are always subject to, uncertainty, both as to time and quantity, and the risk of navigation.

13. During the last year there was a want of order and account in the sale of provisions at
the Committees’ stores, which were frequently managed by different persons, and without dis-
crimination. The only principle on which this biisinras has worked well, is that which rvas
established at Coi'k and other well-ordered ilistricts, where an individual of character was
selected to retail, the Committee furnishing him with the coni or meal, and allowin<^ him five

per cent, on his sales, the retail price being fixed by the Committee.
°

14. In some instances Committees may be called upon to provide labour, though not to the
same extent as last seasori. It is, as a general rule, very undesirable that the Committees
should employ their funds in tliis manner, which wastes their capital, without affording to tliem
any money return for re-employrnenf

; and you ivill remember that the instructions to Com-
mittees discou rage their undertaking works which may be executed through the ordinary course
of Relief Works. (Sections 22 and 23,)

15. In those cases in ivhich it may be absolutely necessary for the Local Committees to give
relief by means of employment, the same rules are to be observed in regard to wa°-es and task-
work as are observed in the nearest works under the superintendence of the Boa°d of Works.
Task-work is fo be insisted upon wherever it is practicable, and the refusal of it is to be con-
sidered as evidence that the parties refusing are not proper objects of charity.

16. Females may, with advantage, be employed by the Committees, in spinning; and there
are numerous means presented by every locality of giring employment to the poor who are too
feeble to take a part in the labours of f*ublic Works, and for whom some task of work should
be provided when they seek relief and cannot be admitted to the Union workhouse. Where
there are sea fisheries carried cn, women might make nets to be sold by the Committees.

17. Questions are sometimes asked respecting the employment of women on the Public
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s formed in the late period

\Vorks. They are certainly eligible, and in the western districts they are employed in some

'^YoVwill inquire into the system upon which the lists of labourei-s are made for the

R.nwl of Works, doing your utmost to see that no persons are placed or retamed on the lists

those who are really destitute and cannot obtain employment elsewhere
;
and you will

g^ve your best assistance to the ofRcers of the Board of Works on this or any other matter

touching their important duties.
. , . i * i i

19 There is reason to believe that persons have left constant employment and good wages in

.Mhpr'narts of the kingdom, and that others have given up their ordinary employment in the

^Piahbourhood for the purpose of throwing themselves upon the Relief Works. In some casas

-t =ppms nrohable that even the usual operations of agriculture are likely to be left unexecuted

fn'ponseauence of such conduct, and that the means taken to provide subsistence for the people

his vear are so perverted, as to make it probable that there will be a deficiency of the ordinary

stmnlv of food for the coming year. It is obvious that every exertion ought to be made to

n^eni so glarina an abuse, and equally obvious that nothing but the exertions of persons resi-

Lnt on the spot, possessed of local knowledge, and acquainted with the people of the neigh-

hnurhood can attain this object. You will therefore impress on Relief Committees the neces-

sitv of navine the strictest attention to this subject, and of rigorously refusing to place or retain

on the lists of labourers, the names of any persons having acted in this manner, or indeed of

Ly but those whom they know to be destitute of any other mode of providing for themselves

the food necessary for their subsistence.
, • „

20 You are to discountenance relief to destitute persons unable to work, whilst tlieie is any

rnom’in the Union workhouse. If, however, this a-sylum should be full, the exigency must be

Ipft to the careful discretion of the Committees
;
but you will represent to them the necessity of

a searching inquiry on such occasions, and the danger of encouraging applications that will not

bear a close scrutiny. ...... , . , u ,i.

21 You are to examine into the accounts of each Committee, and you are to report whether

they are regularly and properly kept according to the instructions.

22. It is desirable that the balance of each Relief Fund which wi

of distress should he settled to the 15th August.
, i-i . • . a '*1

23 In adjusting the balance, no expenses should be allowed which are not consistent with

the instructions, or the sanctioned practices of that period, or which do not appear to have been

actually indispensable in the administration of relief.
_

24 Some few Committees will be found to have paid the travelling expenses incurred by

deputations to Dublin. This, certmnly, does not appear to be a proper application of Rebel

Funds and credit, for such payment should not be allowed in determining the balance, e^xcept

where ’very strong ^rounds for appointim a deputation and defraying its expenses can be shown.

Nothlncr was accomplished through the Relief Commission by deputations, that might not have

been effected as fullv and promptly by communications in writing through the Post-office.

25 The office ofsecrefary or clerk to a committee is usually undertaken gratuitously , but if a

remuneration is sought, it must be defrayed from the funds of the Committee, and the payment

should be confined to the days on ivhieh the Committee meet, unless olhetw.se specahy voted.

26 If there is more labour than the secretary can conveniently afford from his other avoca-

tions,'a small payment to the schoolm^ter or clerk of petty sessions for acting as assistant to

the secretary, would be generally sufficient.
. c. , .-ii . i j

27. You will report on the slate of the district, on the quantity of home produce still slacked,

in the country, and the places where you observe it.
i. . .

28 You w'ill describe all circumstances which come within your own observation that

may tend to show the true state of the population. The progress making in preparing the

land for crops should he carefully observed, the nature of the crops proposed for culture, and

how far experiments in potato planting are likely to be hazarded.
r v. 1

1

29 In reference to agricultural labour,it will be very important to show how far the holders

of small larms are attending to the land, or likely to cultivate their holdings ; whether farmers

who employ labourers find any difficulty in obtaunng themj also, what are the real grounds of

the preference given to employment on Public Works.
. , , , i i i -.i,

30 When fisheries exist on the coast, you will ascertain whether they are worked, and vvilh

what result. If not efficiently prosecuted, it will be desirable to learn the true cause j whether

want of local markets, or means of transit, or of curing; or the nncortainty of the supply on

the fishing ground; or want of energy in the fishermen, and whether this ar.sesfmnn bad

training or from their being rendered comparatively mdependeiit of hshing by holdm^ land,

or being engaged in the more profitable business created by the coast carrying trade.

31. You will remark where you see tlie population industriously inclined, andwhcie unde

frivolous pretences they are declining employment.
a u • r

32 It is not improbable that much of the present character of the peasan ry has arisen from

the eon-acre system and the habits which the small independence they obtained from their

potato crops, at such little cost of labour, enabled them to indulge
;
but the change of food

Ivill open a new field, and lead, it may bo hoped, to a new sp.nt of industry, and i will be m-

tetesting to learn from your obaorvnfions, the progress that is making towards Ihis development.

33 fon will discourage all applications for interference with the trecdom of trade, either by

suspending the distillatiL from grain, or prohibiting its eaport, or under.eUnig the current

ptiie
;
as any such restriction, however fiatteting it may appear at the moment, must injuriously

afiect the social system of the country, and diminish its resources.

34. No applications for the assistance of the Government m procuriiig supplies of food, ale

to be received in respect to any districts, except the imnntry west of the Shannon, the conn ics of

Donegal, Leitrim, Limerick, Kerry, and that small portion of the county of Cork which B

situated on the western coast of Ireland.

[B.W.]
SB
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35. In your communications with ail classes of persons, you must bear In mind that thisbein-r a great social crisis, it can be properly met only by the united and energetic eiForts ofthe whole community. To the landlords and farmers belongs the essential duty of so improv-
ing and extending the cultivation of the soil as to give permanent productive employment to
the population.

_

Upon the merchant and dealer devolve the collection and distribution of theimproved descriptions of food which will take the place formerly occupied by the potato • but
it would be a mistake to suppose that the labourer also has not an important part to performIn a season of general distress the most frightful results can be avoided only by the great bodvof the people obsen-ing perfect order and submission to the laws; and the efforts of the other
classes ot the community can be productive of useful effects only so far as they are seconded bv

laLuri'^"'
persevering industry of that class which is more particularly designated as the

36. Finally,
_

in all your communications with all classes of people you will be forbearino-
and courteous in 3'our language and demeanour, and you will endeavour by all the means inyour power to induce those with whom you may have any intercourse to support the benevolent
irltcnhons of the Government in giving such a direction to the efforts of the community as may
with God s blessing, convert what would otherwise be a great calamity into a prolific source of
public benefit.

^

Commissariat Relief Office, Dublin Castle,

\&th November, 1846.

I have, &c.

R- J. Rooth.

Circular to the Secretary of each Relief Committee.

Commissariat Relief Office, Dublin Castle,
' December 8 , 1846.

Commissary-General Sir Randolph J. Routh has received directions from Govern
ment to impress on each Relief Committee the importance of closely investigating the grounds
on winch employment on the Public Works shall be sought by each applicant.

°

Any want of attention to this essential preliminary duty, necessarily leads to the admission
ol persons to the Public Works who may not require relief; or mav require it less than other
applicants, whom they exclude.

To admit all applicants would be productive of ruinous consequences, and is not necessarv
^ many persons who apply are known to have other resources. A scrutiny is, therefom
indispensable to keep down the amount of local taxation which tlie works will occasion, as well
as to distribute tile employment among the really necessitous classes.

Applicants who have not any land should not be admitted on the registry for employment
until It IS clearly ascertained that they cannot get work in their usual pursuits

;
that they have

been ior some time unemployed
;
and have no other present source of maintenance

Applicants toho have-land should not be registered, unless the Committee shall be safisfied
that every person admitted is actually destitute of means of subsistence, and cannot obtain
them otherwise than by employment on the Public Woiks.

The extent of land held by each applicant should be carefully ascertained; and although
there are cases in which holders of a larger quantily than has been ordinarily held for potato
crop, may be rendered destitute by some combination of unfortunate circumstances still it is
considered that the occupation of more land than may have been used for producing the vearlv
supply of potatoes, must be held by the Committee as disqualifying ihe applicaiUs” from
employment without satisladory evidence of destitution, as well as proof of inability to pro-
cure subsistence., unless emjiloyed on the Public Works.

^

Each Committee should apply to the Board of Guardians of the Union, for permission to
extract from the rate book or to receive from the clerk of the Union, {on making componmtion
out of the Behef Fund,} a hat ol the occupiers of land in each toivnland within the folief dis-

’

trict,from which applicationsfor employment shall be made.
It is considered that any person whose land may be valued on the rate book at 6f o"upwards, IS likely to possess means of providing for the maintenance of his family without

resorting to the Relief Works; and the a])plieation of every such person should therefore be
rejected at once, unless the most undoubted evidence of destitution shall be presented

In fixing on “ 6/. or upwards ” as an amount of value requiring rejection of the applicant,
It IS not intended that lower amounts should be regarded as entitling the occupiers of such
lesser holdings to admission without questioning the necessity for relief in each case In everv
case tlie most rigid scmliny is necessary for public protection, and the Committee cannotshrink from the duty of making it.

vamioi

The evidence of destitution which the Committee should require is not intended to be oniinaiy viva voce testimony, but searching local investigation, made in Committee, as well as inthe townlands.

I have, &c.,

W. Stanley, Secretary.

Regulations as to Loans for Drainage, Embankment, Reclamation, or other PermaNENT Improvement of Land, under the Public Works Act, 9 Vic. ch. 1 and the Acts
therein referred to.

Thu Act authorises loans to be made for Framing, Emianking, Meelmminq, and ottm
through Framing, sLoiUng, Eilaeing and
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The applicant will state the nature of his estate, or interest in the land, and be prepared to
satisfy the Board, either that he has a free and unencumbered estate and interest, or obtain
the sanction of the Court of Chancery to the advance applied for, as directed by the Acts 8th
and 9ih Vie. c. 56, and 9th Vic. c. 1.

The works are to be executed by, or under the directions, and at the risk of the owners of
the lands to be drained

;
the advances of money being- made for works executed to the satis-

faction of the Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland.
Each application should be accompanied by a plan of the lands to be drained, an estimate

and specification in detail of the proposed works, and a brief report of the nature of the soil
and subsoil, present annual letting value on a lease for 21 years (without a fine) of the land to
be improved, and the probable increase in such value which may be fairly anticipated to be
produced by the proposed improvements.

Applicants for loans- will, in all cases, be required to deposit or secure such sum as the Com-
missioners may think necessary to defray the expenses attendant on the necessary preliminary
inquiry and examination, by a competent person appointed by them.
Where the information required is most accurately and fuliy supplied by the applicants, the

amount of these expenses for local inquiry and inspection will he least, and it is expected will in
any event he hut small.

The plan to be furnished as part of the application may be the engraved Ordnance Survey
of the lands, at a scale of six inches to the mile, upon which the proposed works are to bo
clearly represented by strong red colours and lines. In cases where thorough or under
drainage is proposed to be effected, the lines of main drains and outfalls are to be distinctly
drawn, and the general direction of the minor drains represented by parallel lines drawn in
red ;

the fall being indicated fay arrows drawn on the plan
;
and the line of summits or “ shed

taater ” being represented by strong doited lines. The extent of land proposed to be improved
is to be distinguished on the plan by a light tint of blue colour

;

and the boundary of the pro-
perty of the owner making application by an edging tint of yellow colour, drawn, along the
lines representing the boundary on the map or plan.

°

In cases where embankments or the deepening of rii-ers or streams are proposed to be made
or effected, or where works of an important nature or unusual character are proposed, the
general plan should be accompanied with explanatory sections and drawings, of a plain but
intelligible description.

A specification should be- furnished containing a full and clear description of the works pro-
posed to be executed, stating the dimensions of each, the materials to be used, the order of pi-o-
ceeding with the works, the distance between the parallel or minor drains in the different kinds
of soil, or different parts of the lands to be drained

;
and it will be desirable that such other

particulars be stated as shall be lully sufficient for the guidance of the persons employed on the
part of the owners to execute the works; as also for the officers of the Commissioners appointed
to inspect the execution, so that all disputes or difference of opinion, as to the nature, extent, or
dimensions of the works to be executed, shall be avoided. The payment of advances will
depend upon compliance with the specification, as finally settled.

The estimateof the cost of the works is to be furnished in detail, to enable the Commissioners
to judge of its suffidency for the proposed object

;
and is to contain the dimensions, quantity,

and price of each kind of work, or different parts of the work proposed to be executed, and
the expenses necessarily incidental thereto, providing in every instance for the complete execution
of the proposed works, in a substantial, durable, and workmanlike manner. "I'he account of
expenditure by the owners, during the progress of the works, must be kept in items, corre-
spending with those finally adopted in the estimate.

When the works are ot a simple agricultural class, it is anticipated the necessary information
may be furnished by any good agi'iculturist. or land steward, aided by the owner, with refer-
ence to these instructions.

If the Commissioners shall be satisfied of the utility and general merits of the proposed
works, and of the sufficiency of the security offered for repayment of the loan required, with
interest thereon, they will recommend the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury to
sanction tlie loan.

The applicant for such loan will be bound to apply the money that may be adi'anced, to and
for the purposes set forth in the application, and in accordance %vith the plan and specifications-
agreed on, and to no other purpose whatsoever; and also well and truly to account to the
Commissioners for the employment, expenditure, and disbursement of the money so advanced,
whenever so directed

; and to lay before the Commissioners, whenever required so to tio, a
statement or report of the works begun and then going on; and also of such further sum, if
any, as may be necessary for the completion of the work, together with all such contracts (if
any) as may have been entered into, with reference to the execution of such works, and also to-
permit the Commissioners, or any person or person duly authorised by them for that purpose,
to inspect all the works, papers, contracts, or agreements, and accounts connected with the
works,

No deviation from the original plan or specification of the proposed works, for the execution
or in aid of which any loan or advance may be made, will be allowed without the especial con-
sent and approbation of the Commissioners, on sufficient cause shown, first had and obtained in
writing.

All loans will be issrmd by instalment as the works progress. No instalment exceedin'^ onc-
fillh of the amount of the loan, and no second or subsequent instalment will be issued iintiT it be

'

shown to the satisfaction of the Commissioners that the preceding instalment has been duly
applied.

- . . • e

By order of the Commissioners,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.
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(C.)

Presentments under the Act, from November 14 to December 10, 1846.

Number and Amount I Number and
PvA«pntpd I RecummendeiL

PROVINCE OF LEINSTER.

Carlow.
Carlow . .

Forth .

Idrone, East .

Idrone, West
llathvilly . .

St. Mullins, Upper
St. Mullins, Lower

Drogheda . .

Dublin.

Balrothery, East .

Balrctbery, West
Castleknock .

Coolock . .

Dublin . .

Nethercross .

Newcastle .

Rathdown
Uppercross

Dublin City. . .

Kildare.

Carbury . . . .

Clone . . • •

Connell . . . .

Ikealhy and Oughter-

any.

Kilcullen . . . .

Kilkea and Moone .

Naas, North .

Naas, South .

Narragh and Reban,

East.

Narragh and Rcban,

West.
Ophaly, East

Ophaly, West
Salt, North .

Salt, South . . •

Kilkenny.

Callan .

Crannagh.
Fassudiiiin

Galmoy .

Gowraii .

Ida
Iverk . .

Kells . .

Knocklogher
Shilleloglier

King’s County.

Ballyboy .

Ballybrit .

Ballycowau

Clonlisk .

Coolestown
Eglish .

Garrycastle

Geasliili .

Kilcoursey
Pnilipstown, Lower
Philipstown, Upper
Wurrenstown.

.1,000 0 0

811 0 0

1,630 0 0

455
'4,049

12,542

1,000

14 0

0 0

190 0 0

il,084 0 0

Ardagli .

Granard .

Longford .

Moydow" .

Rathdine.
Shrule

Louth.

Ardce.

Dundalk, Lower .

Dundalk, Upper .

Ferrard . .

Louth. • . •

Meath.

Deece, Lower
Deece, Upper
Duleek, Lower
Duleek, Upper
Dunboyne
Fore . .

Kells, Lower
Kells, Upper
Lune .

Morgallion

Moyftnrath, Lower
Moyfenralh, Upper
Navan, Lower
Navan, Upper
Ratouth .

Skreen . .

Slaiie, Lower .

Slaue, Upper

.

Queen’s County.

Ballyadams . .

Clandonagh . .

Clavmallagh .

Cullenagh .

Maryborough, East
Maryborough, West
Portnahinch

Slievemargy

Stradbally

Tinnahinch
Upperwoods

Westmeath.

Brawny . .

Clonlonan.

Corkaree . .

Delvin

Farbill . ,

Fartullagh .

Fore .

Kilkenny, West
Moyashal and Magher-

adernon.

Moycashel
Moygoish. .

llathconrath . .

23 3,609 0 0

|2,440 0 0

221 li,
(,

4.000 0 0

.

^49 6 0

2.026 0 f.
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Presentments under the Act, &c.

—

continued.

Comities aud Baronies.
Number ami Amouut

Presented.
Number and Amount

Recummended. Counties aud Baronies.
Kumlier and Amount

Presented.

Numiier and Amnmit

Wexford.

Bsllaghkeen . . •

No. £. d. No.

4
5

£. 5. d.

l,S50 0 0

4,900 0 0

Wicklow.

Arklow . . . .

No. S.. S. d. No. £. (/.

2 • 500 0 0 Ballinacor, North

Forth
5,200 0 0 naliinacor, South.

14 2,405 0 0 Newcastle
15 2,941 0 0 Rathdown 19 1,995 2 0

Slielburne. . • •

Shelmalief®- *

Stelmaliere, West .

I 968 0 0 Shillelagh . .

Talbotstown, Lower .

I 1,000 0 0 Talbotstowii, Upper . 520 0 0

PROVINCE OF MUNSTER.

Clare.

Bunratty, Lower

Bunratiy, Upper

Barren . •

Cloiideralaw .

Corcomroe .

Ibrickan . •

Incliiquin . .

Islands . •

Moyarla . •

Tulla, Lower.

Tulla, Upper

.

Cork. •

Banlry ....
Barretts ....
Barrymore

Bear

Barberry, East, E. D.

Barberry, East, W. D.

Barberry, West, E. O.
Barberry, West, W. D.

Condons and Clangib-

Cork

Coiirceys ....
Diihaibw.

Fermoy ....
Ibaiie and Barryroe .

Imokilly ....
Kerrycurrihy .

Kiiialea ....
Kinalmeaky .

Kiunatalloun .

Kinsale ....
Muskerry, East .

Muskerry, West .

Orrery and Kiimore .

Bosk, City of.

Kerry.

Claiimaurice . ,

CorkagiiSny
. .

Duiikcrron, North
Rimkerroii, South
Gleiiaroiight . .

No. £. s. d. No. £. s. d. Kerry—continued. No. £. s d No. £. s d.

n 2,829 0 0 Iraghticonnor 7 1,525 0 0
4 705 0 0 Iveragh .... 10 1,781 10 0
22 7,222 0 Magunihy , . .

4 1,040 0 0
Trugbanaemy (! 1,080 0 0

7,123 li 0
3 1,640 0 Limerick.

11

5
4,860
1,659 17

0

0
Clanwilliam . ,

Connello, Lower.
.|

67 40,094 0 53 11,214 0 0

4 1,100 0
Connelb, Upper. . •

Coonagh ....
71,481 0 43 17,126 0 0

Coshlea .... 4 508 0 0

Coshma .... 38 4,584 36 3,712 0 0

' Glenquin ....
Kenry ....
Kilmallock, Lib. cf .

'

13 2,643 0 0

27 2,682 10 0
20 4,510 0

1
Owneybeg

1,000 0 0
1

Pubblebrien .

4 i,060 0 Shanid .... 5 1,097 0 0
1

15

5

500 0 0 Small County 5'1 8,409 6 44 5,760 6 0

1,778 0
: Limerick City . 1 150 0 0

3 589 0
Tipperary.

50 6,299 0
]

Clanwilliam .

8 592 5 0 1 Eliogarly .... io 1,641 7 6
3 1,100 0 Ufa and Offa, East . 29 2,822 16 0
9 3,230 0

1

JfFa and Offa, West . 6 1,045 0 0

2 261 0 ' Ikerrin .... 8 740 0 0

8 1,990 0 Kilnamanagh, Lower
500 0 Kilnamanagh, Upper

2 600 0 Middlethird .

1 50 0 Ormond, Lower . 8 1,445 0 0

Ormond, Upper .

Owney and Arra .

4 365 0 0

12 3,336 10 0 Slievardagh .

3,850 0 0
36 6,521 19 0 Waterford.

Coshmore and Cosh- ^0 7,108 18 0
bride.

Deeie.s within Drum .

Decies without Drum 1 400 0 0

2,550
770

0

0 0

G.-vultiere ....
Glenahiry . . .

Middlethird .

13 1,956 0

2 548
3,946

0

0

Upperthird .

255
17

Kilciilliheen . 6

Waterford City 929 0 0

Antrui.

AiHriin, Lower .

Antrim, Upper ,

Belfast, Lower .

Belfast, Upper
Cary

.

Dunliice, Lower ,

Dunluee, Upper .

Glenarm. Lower .

Oieimrm, Uinier .

PROVINCE

£. S’ d. Antrim—continued.

Kilconway
Massereene, Lower .

Massereene, Upper .

Toome, Lower .

Toome, Upper . .

Belfast Town .

CAlUirCKFERaOS .
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Presentments under tile Act, &c.

—

continued.

Counties and Baronies.Counties and Bjiromes. Presented. Recommended. Presented.
Kecommendrt.

Armagh. No. £. s. d. No. £. d. Fermanagh. No. £. s. d. No. £.'V7

200 0
Armasii . Clanawley 1

Fews, Lower. Ciankelly

Fews, Upper . 13 2,414 0 C Code
Oiieiliaiid, East . Knockninny . 3
UneillaiKl, West . Lurg 15

Orior, Lower. . Magheraboy . 5

Orior, Upper . Magherastephana 1

Tiraniiy . Tirkennedy . 2 1,100 0

Cavan.

Casllerahan . 112 7,777 0 0
Londonderry.

Clankee . 53 4,757 0 0
Col iine ...
Coleraine, N.E. Lib. of

104 8

898 0

Clanmahon 31 3,582 0 0
7

Loughtee, Upper.
Tullygarvey .

100

71

7,505 0 0
7,141 0 0

Londonderry, N. W.'

Tullyhaw . . .

Tullyhunco . .

43
62

6,937 0 0

5,349 10 0
LougLinsliolin . .

Tirkeeran.

Doneoal. 1
Banagh .

Boylagh .

11 3,512 0 0
Monaghan.

Inisliowen

Kilmacrenaii . 1 141 0 0
Creinorne

Hartree . . .

Farney ....
Monaghan .

7,943 8

Raphoe . 14 3,716 0 0 1
Tirhugh . 22 5,007 0 0

1
Dow.v,

Trough ....
1

Ards ....
Castlcreagh, Lower
Castlereagli, Upper

Tyrone.

Dufferin . Clogher ....
Iveagh, Lower . Dungannon, Upper .

Iveagb, Ujiper . , ,
Middle .

Kinelarty , ,
Lower .

Lecale Omagh, East.
11

Lordship of Newry ,, West. . .

Moiirne . 6 1,000 0 0 5 800 0 0 Slrabane .... '

u

PROVINCE OF CONNAUGHT.
1

Galway. No. £. s. d. No. £. i. d. Mayo- No. £. s. d. No. £, A d

1
Aran .... Burrishoole . 73 14,893 0 «
AUienry . Carra 11 2,079 « 1

Ballymoe . . Clanmorris . 1

Ballynabiiicli . 15 3,089 0 0 Costello .... 29 6,012 0 11,

Clare .... 10 2,035 0 0 Erris

Clonmacnoweii . Gallen .... 2 144 5

Dunlcellin. . Kilmaine .... 7 1,U0 0

2,779 0Duiimoie . 44 6,625 15 0 Murrisk .... 15

Galway Tirawley .... 7 2,600 0

Kilconncll

Killian . . .

i

3
15 0 0

176 0 0
Roscommon.

1,200 0
i:

Kiltarlaii . 300 0 0
j/j

Leitrim
3 1,024 2 r

300 0 0

500 0 0

596 0 0

1,000 0

Moycullen . .

Ross ....
Tiaqiiin .

\ \ 3

3

Boyfe
Casllereagh .

Fienchpark .

Moycarn ....
Roscommon . .

9

19

26

2,445 2

4,584 15

5,639 15

Galway Town . 3,050 0 0 1

Sligo.
216 0

D

Carbury .... 1 (

Leitrim.
Coolavin ....
Corran .... 45 14,624 0 0

570 0

C

F

Carrigallen 3 750 0 0 Leyny .... 3 G
Drumahaire . . 10 2,283 0 0 Tireragh .... 2 {j

Leitrim 2 700 0 0 Tirerrill ....
f

Rosclogher « 3 1,100 0 0 Total .... 480 179,835 0 4 412,176 1'
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(D. and E.)

Presentments under Mr. Labouchebe’s Letter, Oct. b, from Nov. 14 to Dec. 10, 1846.

I

Number and Amount
I

Number and A

PROVINCE OF LEINSTER.

37
j

4,S62 16 4 20 2,471 1 3 Ardagh

Ardee
Dundalk, Lower .

Dundalk, Upper .

51 9,616 0 0 11 2,861 0 0 Ferrard .. . .

42 5,795 0 0 13 2,357 0 0 Louth

' 13 6 53 4,833 10 0l

.,469 0 0 1
1

',415 1 0 ..

Deece, Lower
Deece, Upper . .

Duleek, Lower »

Duleek. Upper .

Dunboyiie
Fore ....
Kell.s, Lower .

Kells, Upper

.

Lune ....
MorgalHon
Moyfenrath, Lower
Moyfenvaih, Upper
Navan, Lower
Navan, Upper
Ratoath
Skreen

Slane, Lower

.

Slane, U)>per .

. . . Ballyadams
. . . Clandonagh

Clarmallagli

9 53 3,534 8 9 Cullenagh
. . . . Maryborough,
. . . . Maryborough,

Portnahinch
,

Slievemargy .

Stradbally

0 1 90 0 0 Tinnahinch ,

0 .. . . Upperwoods .

Farbill . . . ,

Favtullagh .

Fore . . . . .

Kilkenny, West .

Moyasliel and Maglie-

radernon.

Moycasliel . . .

Moygoish
Ralliconrafh .

. . Ballaghkeen

. . Bantry

. . Bargy

. . Forth . .

. . Gorey

.
.

j

Scarawalsh

100 0 0 Shelburne

d.\ No.
1 £. s. d.

75 7, .580 3 0 21 2,730 10 0
81 8,932 16 0 30 2,936 0 0
50 7,353 10 0 38 5,465 0 0

29 4,186 5 1 2i 2,319 0 0

44 3,710 6 0 15 1,508 0 0

69 7,719 763 249 13 0

24 5,158 0 0 10 2,565 0 0

33 19,080 0 0 21 2,395 0 0

42 2,096 6 0 40 1,916 6 0

21 3,172 5 0 20 2,237 0 0

50 2,291 10 0 21 1,511 0 0

29 8,346 0 0 ..

94 4,677 0 0 75 3,485 0 0
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Presentments under Mr. Labouchere s Letter, Szc.—continued.

Counties and Baronies.
Nuin serand Amount

Vreseiiled.

Number and Amount
Recommended.

Counties and Baronies.
Nun ber and Amount

Presented.
Num
H

and Aaouji
ecommended,

Wexford

—

continued. No. £. s. d. No. £. d. Wicklow

—

continued. No. £. d. No.

Ballinacor, South

Shelmaliere, West

WrcKLow.

Newcastle . .

Ralhdown . . .

Shillelagh

Talbotsiown, Lower .

;;

Ballinacor, North 17 3,068 18 0 13 1,669 16 0 Talbotstowii, Upper . 18 2,947 a 0

PROVINCE OF MUNSTER.

Clare.

Bunratly, Lower . • .

Bunratty, Upper - .

Burren ....
Clonderalaw .

Corcomroe . . .

Ibricknn ....
Incluquin ....
Islands ....
Mo; ana ....
Tulla, Lower .

Tulla, Upper.

Cork.

Baniry ....
Barretts ....
Barrymore
Bear
Carberry, East, E 1).

Carberry, East, W.D.
Carberry, West, E. D.

Carberry, West, W.D.
Condons and Clan-

gibbon.

Cork . . . . .

Courceys ....
Uuhallow
Fermoy ....
Ibane ami Ran yroe .

Imokilly ....
Kerryeurriliy .

Kiualea ....
Kinalmeaky .

Kinnatalloon . . .

Kinsale ....
Muskerry, East .

Muskerry, West .

Orrery and Kil more .

Cork, City of . .

Kurr-x

Clanmaurice .

Corkaguiny .

IDiuikerron, North .

DunkeiTon, South

Glenaroirghc .

Iraghticonnor.

Kerry—continued. No.‘ £. « d. No. £ rr
Iveragh .... 56 10,677 0 0

Magunihy . . .

Trughanacmy

Limerick:

Clanwilliam .

Connello, Lower .

Connello, Upper .

Coonagh
Coshlea ....
Co.shma ....
Glenquin . • . .

Kenry .... 14 2,230

3,640 1 6 Kilinallock, Lib, of .

Owneybeg
Pubblebrien . 45
Shanict .... 52 11,700 0

23 9,520 0 0 Small County. . .

34,775 9 0

20 4,790 0 0 4 970 0 0 Limerick City .

6 1,387 12 7

Tipperary.

Clanwilliam .

Eliogarty....
Iffa and Offa, East .

Ifla and Offa, West .

Ikerrin . . • . .

15,619 0 0 Kilnatnaiiagh, Lower
Kilnaraanagh, Upper
Middlethird” . 112 19,716 6

Ormond, Lower . 107 10,890

0 Ormond, Upper . . 67 6,198 19

Owney and Arra . 42
Slievardagh . . • 67 20,000 0

Waterford.

Coshmore and Cosh- 38 8,947 0 0

bride.

Decies within Drum .

Decies without Drum
10,579 15 1 Gaultiere

Qlenahiry .

Middlethird .

Upperlhird .

41 11,164 17 6
”•

1

Waterford City —

^

PROVINCE OF ULSTER.

Antrim. No. £. d. No. £. 5. d, Antrim—continued. No. £. E. d. No. £.' E.

Kilconway . ... 49 6,102 1 2

Massereene, Lower .

Massereene, Upper .

Toome, Lower

46 6,847 2 0 Toome, Upper .

35 4,663 8 0...

Dunliice, Upper . • . 51 6,966 16 0 .. Belfast Town . .

. . ••

Gleiiarm, Upper . • . •• . . .. • • Carrickeergos. • •
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Presentments under Mr. Labouchere’s Letter, &c, continued.

Rum
Counties and Baronies.

Number and .\moiiut

CoLUtu'S
andBaromes. Pressuled. Reconim.^nded, Presented. " commended.

Armagh. No. £. «. d. No. £. s. d. Feuuanagh. No. £. d. No. £. s. d.

, 76 20,083 4 0 12 1,683 4 0 Clanawley

yews, Lower . •

Fews, Upper . . •

Clankelly. . .

Coole

Knockninny .

OneillnixL • *
Liirg

Magheraboy . ; ;

Orior, Upper . • •

^

Tiranny . . • •

Cavan.

5,000 0 0

Magherostepliana .

Tirkeniiedy . . .

Londonderrv.
Castleralian . •

Clankee . •
‘

Coleraine . .

Clanmahon. • • Coleraine, N. E. Lib.

lAiu^Wee, Luwei.
of.

LougKlee, Upper. . Keenaght.
Tullygarvey . . . Londonderry, N. W.
Tullyhaw .... Lib. of.

Tullyh'inoo . • • LougliinshoUn

Donegal.

Baoagti ....
•

:
,

Monaghan.

laishoweii 54
Creraorne

Raplioe ....
Tirhiigb ....

Darlree ....
Farney ....
Monaorhan

33 9,750 13 0 IL 3,972 io 0

Down. Trough ....
Ards

Casdereagh, Lower .

Castlereagli, Upper .

Ciogher .... .52 7,9U 1 0 1,935 10 (1

Dungannon, Upper . 47 4,002 3 4

heagh, Upper . .

Kiaelarty . .

Dungaimon, Middle .

27 6,323 5 0 3 461 12 0

i

Omagh, East 120 4,727 13 0 45 1,901 8 7

Lordsliip of Newry .

Mourne .... 18 3,716 18 8 11 1,60916 8

' Omagh, West . .

Strubane .... 127 90,204 0 0 38 1,966 IS 3

PROVINCE OF CONNAUGHT.

Galway. No. £. s. d. No. £. d. Mayo. No; £. i. c/ No. £. s. d.

Burrishoole .

47 13,447 2 10 23 3,078 0 0 Carra....
Clanmorris .

Bailynahinch .

Costello .

Erris ....
19 3,322 12 C

135 33,497 7 i. 32 5,185 15 f Kilmaine .

Murrisk . .

Galway .

Tirawley .

Kiicoiinell

Killian . .

Kiltartaii .

Leitrim .

Longford .

Loughrea .

Moyeullen

Ross . ,

Tiaquin .

Galway Town

234 46,273 13 0 58 12,441 17 0
Boyle
Castleveagli .

Frenchpark .

Moycarn .

Roscommon .

29 6,630 0 0

Sligo.

Carbury .

Leitrim. Corran . .

Carrigalleii

Drmnahaire .

Leitrim .

Leyny . . .

Tireragh . .

Tirerrill . . .

Total . 3363 649,699 19 9 735 84,845 11 6
Rosclogher
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Abstract showing the Baronies from which Presentments have been received from the Secretary of the Grakd
Jury under Mr. Labouchere’s Letter of the 5th of October.

N.B. Twenty-three Sessions have been lately held, of which the Schedules have not yet been officially forwarded to the Board.

Counties and Baronies.

'5|1 Road». .Of
ovks.

Drainage. Roads.
= 1

Drainage.
^

zS Anomt. 2^ Amount. Amount. Amount

PROVINCE OF LEINSTER.

Carlow.

Carlow . .

Forth . .

Idrotie, East

Itlrone, West
Rathvilij

St. Mullins, Upper
St. Mullins, Lower'

Drogheda . . .

Dublin.

Balrolhery, East
Balrothery, West
Castlekuocic

Coolock . . .

Dublin . . .

Nethercross

Newcastle . .

Ralhdown . .

Uppereruss . .

Dublin City

Kildare.

Carbury
Clane
Connell

Ikeathy and Oughle-

rany.

Kilcullen ....
Kilkea and Moone .

Naas, North . . .

Naas, South . . .

Narragh and Reban, E.

Narraghaud Reban,W,
Olfaly, East . . .

Offaly, West . . .

Salt, North ....
Salt, South ....

Callan
Crannagh
Fassadiiiia

Galmoy .

Gowran .

Ida . .

Kells . .

Knocktopher
Sliillelogher.

Kilkenny City

King’s County.

Ballyboy
Ballybritt

Ballycowan
Clonlish .

Coolestown

Eglish .

Garrycaslle

Geashill .

|2,339 10 6

15,373 0

Is, 278 0

495 0 0

|5,S43 10 0

|3,975

11,719

s. d .

8 4
0 0

1,640 1 9

4,565 8 9

2,610 0 0

2,302 9 7

|4,243 0

517 0

496 0 0

|1,268 0 0

887 8

1,380 0

1,868 0 0

;1,379 0 0

1,107 0 0

2.3'90 0 0

2,694 0 0

King’s Co.

—

continued.

Kilcourcey . . .

Phiiipstown, Lower
Philipslown, Upper
Warreiistown . .

Ardagh .

Granard .

Longford
Moydow
RathcHne
Shrule

Louth.

Ardee. .

Dundalk, Lower
Dundalk, Upper
Ferrand . . .

Louth ... .

Meath.

Deece, Lower . .

Deece, Upper . .

Dtileek, Lower . .

Duleek, Upper . .

Dtinboyne .

Fore
Kells, Lower .

Ked-s Upper . .

Lune ....
Morgallion . . .

Moyfeiiralh, Lower
Moyfeiirath, Upper
Navan, Lower . .

Navan, Upper . .

Ratoaih ....
Skreen ....
Slane, Lower . .

Siane, Upper . .

Queen’s County.

Buliyadains

Clandoiiagh . .

Clarmallagh . .

Cullenagh . .

Maryborough, East
Maryborough, West
Portnahiiich

Slievemargy
Stradbally

Tinnahinch

.

Upperwoods

Westmeath.

Brawny .

Clunlonan

Gorkaree
Delviu

Farbill ,,

Fartullagli

Fore .

Kilkenny, West

13,977 13 0

j4,551 0 0

Is,625 0 0

750 5

|3,345 0

|19,080 0 0

|l,976 6 0
' 340 0 0

|l,090 10 0

1,628 0 0

1,608 10 0

.,401 16 0

,728 10 0

625 0 0

,434 6 0

i,768 2 0,'

,803 0 0

120 0

|2,832 5

1,201 0

1,717 12
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Abstract showing the Baronies, &c.—<!07itinued.

Boads. Drainage.

Amouat.
Conalies and Counties and Baronies.

Amount.
Amount.

-continue^ Wexfokd

—

continued.

Shelburne . . . .

Shelmaliere, East

.

Shelmaliere, West ;

W'bst.meath-

Moyashel and Maghe-

radernon.

Moycashel , . . .

Moygoish . . . .

Rathconralli . . .

Wicklow.

Arklow ....
Ballinacor, North .

Ballinacor, South .

Newcastle . . .

Rathdown . . .

Shillelagh . . .

Talbotstown, Lower
Talbotstown, Upper

Wesfori)

Ballaghkeen
' Bantiy •

Bargv . .

Forth . .

Gorey • .

Scarawal.“h . .

PROVINCE OF MUNSTER.

'Kerrt

—

continued.

'

Iveragh

Magunihy ....
Tiughanacmy . . .

! Limerick,

. . Clanwilliam ...... ...
• . Connello, Lower .... ...
.

.
I

Connello, Upper .... ...
. . Coonagh

. ,

, . Coshlea , .

Coshma
. .

Glenquin . .

j

Kenry 14 8,230 0 0
3,640 1 6 Kilmailcck, Lib. of ... . .

. . Owneybeg . .

. . Pnbblebrien ... 37 3,817 8 4

10 0
j

9 2,070

j
Shanid .

Small County
.

' 16,542 0 0
I

16 4,707 I

1 Clanwilliam.

j

Eliogarty

Iffa and Ofe, East
Iffa and Offa, West
Ikerriii ....
Kilnamanagh, Lower
Kilnamanagh, Upper
Middlethird. . .

.
' Ormond, Lower .

Ormond, Upper .

I Owney and Arra .

I

Slievardagh . .

95 17,660 3 0 17 2,056 3 9
61 9,554 0 0 14 1,336 0 O
53 5,063 19 0 13 1,135 0 0
30 3,583 0 0 12 1,358 0 0

j

WATERFORP.

Coshmore & Coshbride 22 1,262 0 0 16 7,685 1 8
Decies within Drum ... . . , . . .

j

Decies without Drum .. . .

7 2,117 2 2 30 8,462 12 11 Gaultiere

. . . . . . . . Glenahiry . . . . . .

• • . . . • . . Middlethird . .

.. . . .. . . Upperthirci ... ... . .

10 2,705 16 0 21 8,459 17 6 Waterford City ... . . .
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Abstract showing the Baronies, continued.

77 Roads.
j

.^il Drainage.
Roads. Drainage,

II AmouDt. 2S: Amount. Amount. Amount.

PROVINCE OF ULSTER.

Antrim.

Antrim, Lower . .

£. s. d.

Antrim, Upper. . .

Belfast, Lower . . .

Belfast, Upper . .

46Cary
521 0 0Dunliice, Lower . . i

Uimluce, Upper . .

Glenarm, Lower . .

Gienavm, Upper . .

47Kiiconway .... 2

Massereene, Lower .

Massereeue, Upper .

Toome, Lower. . .

Toome, Upper . .

Belfast Town . •

CARRICKFEilGtJS . .

Arm.^gh.

Armagh . . • . • 23 14,283 4 0 53

Fews. Lower . . .

Fews, Uppir .

Oiieilland, East . .

Oneillund, West . .

Orior, Lower . . .

Orior, Upper . . .

Tiraimy 2

Cavan.

Castlerahan ....
Claiikee

Claninahon ....
Loughtee, Lower
Loughtee, Upper . .

Tullygarvev . . .

Tullyhaw ....
Tuliyhuuco . . .

Domegal.

Baiiagh
Boyiagli ....
Iiiishowen, West . . 2 508 0 0 5

Kilinacrenau .

Raphoe
Tirhiigh . . . .

s.. DotVN.
1

£. s. d. £. L

Ards
Castlereagh, Lower
Castlereagh, Upper
DufFerin....

0 0 Iveagh, Lower
8 0 Iveagh, Upper

16 0 Kinelarly . . .

Lecale ....
Lordship of Newry

8 0 Mourne .... IjSCO 18 8 1,856 0

Fermakagh.

Claiiaw'ley ....
Claiikelly ....
Code
Knockninny . . •

Lurg
Magheraboy . . .

Magherastepliana . .

Tirkennedy ....
0 0 0

Londonderry.

Coleraine ....
Coleraine, N.E. Lib. of

Keeuaght
Londonderry, N.W. Lib. of

2 19 4 Loughiiisholin . •

Tirkeeraii ....

Monaghan.

j

CreiDOrne ....
Famey 33 9,750 13

Monaghan ....
Trough

Tyrone.

25 2,626 10 0 27 5,284 11

’ Dungannon, Upper . 1 5 0 0

33 2 6 Dungannon, Lower . 6 842 10 4
1

21

1
Omagh, East . . . .119 1

Strahane, Lower .

j

60 8,282 17 0

J_

PROVINCE OF CONNAUGHT.

Galway. Galway—continued.

Moycullen .... 220

Athenry 47 11,238 9 6 i 2,211 3 4 Ross

Ballymoe .... Tiuquin

Ballynahinch . . .

Clare

Clonmacnowen . . 19 3,322 10 0 Galway Town . .

Dunkellin ....
Diinmore ....
G;ilway
Kileonnell ....

94 15,096 12 0 41 20,40015 8

Leitrim.

Carrigallen ....
Drunialiaire . . •

Leitrim

Longford .... Mohili

Loughrea .... Rosclogher . • •

0
I

J4 jl,,340 0
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Abstract showing the Baronies, &c.

—

conti7iued.

C«,aU«s and Baronies.
No.

of

I
Works.

1
Roads.

Amount

Drainage.

Amonnt.
Counties and Baronies.

Roads.

Amonnt ill

Drainage.

Amount.

Mato. £. s. d. £. s. d. Roscommon—continued. £. ff. d. £. s. d.

Biiriislioole. • • •

Clsoniorris . . • •

Costelio

Erris

Gallen

Kilmaine , . . •

Miitrisk
.'.•••

Tirawley
....

ROSCOMMOK.

Atlilone

Ballintober, Nortli .

Balliiitober, South .

• •

Ballymoe ....
Boyle
Castlereagh ....
Frenchpark . . .

Moycarn ....
Roscommon

Sligo.

Carbury
Coolavin ....
Corraii

Leyny
Tireragh ....
Tirerrill

'4
541 10 0 25

••

C,083 10 0

[b. w.] 3 D
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(F.)

—

Statement showing the Daily Expenditure of the Commissioners of Public Works ij

Date.

Employment

LabouringPoor

9 Jit 10 Viet,

c. 107.

Grants.

1 and 9 Viet,

c. 21 and 1.

1 & 2 W. IV.

6 & 7 Viet,

c. 44.

Drainage.

5&6Vict.c.89
and subsequent

Acts.

Shannon
Navigation,

1 &2 W. IV.

Roads and
Bridges.

6 Geo. IV.
c. 101.

Post Roads.

6 & 7W.IV.
c. 116.

Fisheries.

1W.1V.C.84

former Acts.

®nd Dublij

liuillJilig,^

1846. £. ». d. '£. «. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. *. d. £. *. d. £. J. d. '£
1 J

No\ 2 5,231 11 1 1,884 5 4 336 19 213 10 19 15 4 19 14 4 75 0 0

,, 3 4,986 18 4 1,777 0 0 1,839 4 100 0 5 12 0 30 5 3 51 1 10

4 6,330 19 4 1,519 0 8 638 15 11

,, 5 5,328 11 7 4,417 10 8 940 1 1,364 18 10 4 13 2 300 0 0 26 9 6

C 6,739 9 5 2,603 5 0 1,120 6 249 16 33 19 0 57 0 5

7 17,303 10 11 4,990 8 0 705 17 53 5 4 100 0 0

0 5,619 9 0 1,157 8 3 1,056 6 85 0 0 265 9 4

30 10,546 4 2 1,340 17 9 1,398 3 43 14 2 112 5 2 38 0 !0

11 11,107 0 9 2,432 0 11 531 3 210 19 1 329 6 7 27 0 0 21 16 0

12 5,452 17 4 2,524 15 5 660 7

13 9,907 5 8 3,452 3 9 591 3 57 15 0

14 15,624 11 10 4,120 0 0 591 5 896 0 49 8 1 147 12 I 34 5 9 18 0 0

16 10,059 17 6 3,212 11 6 897 17

17 12,842 4 2 1,413 16 2 157 9 185 8 4 33 1 10 54 18 3

IS 14,389 11 8 3,236 0 6 1,331 16 5 35 19 7 57 18 1

19 8,245 16 1 1,397 16 0 573 0 10 27 9 7 70 16 11 21 0 7 30 0 0

20 11,563 13 1 3,110 3 11 1,033 7 10 3 14 0

21 19,657 6 0 2,515 11 8 112 9 6 26 18 7 0 19 6

23 19,197 17 9 2,929 9 8 397 7 1

24 15,338 16 1 1,350 10 0 800 7 8 76 12 7 43 8 4 56 17 10

25 18,754 18 5 2,577 4 2 845 12 8 100 0 0

26 14,565 10 5 2,090 9 6 524 8 9 62 0 0

27 15,274 9 6 2,892 12 1 262 9 1 40 0 0 135 10 8

28 21,713 1 10 1,906 11 11 426 12 4 11 11 0

30 13,015 12 11 1,042 15 4 429 13 11 4 7 10 120 0 0

£ 293,797 4 10 61,900 8 2 18,202 7 7 2,952 5 0 454 17 4 619 5 10 1,019 10 10 760 19 2 443 10 2

Office of Public Worhs, Dublin,
\2th December, 1846.
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IbblaNDj under the following Heads of Account, during the Month of November, 1846.

'—

—

Genera* Accoun'

KiDgsloim

Harbuufs.

Receiver.

Fieie and
Harbours.

Colleges.
Inland

Navigation.

Ctiminal
Lunatic
Asylums.

Plant.

dents of OfBce,
Allowancce to
Inspeeting

Officers, Eug{.

numersry
Clerks, &c.
under Kellot

Grand Totat,.

Maynoolh.

£. s. d. £. t. d. £. a. d. £. a. d. £. a. d. £. a. d. £. s. d. £. s. d. £. a. d.

014 5 8 5 4 0

403 10 11

28 18 7 399 7 0

2,950 0 0

12 10 2 163 4 1 55 16 8 278 17 0

13 18 1

26 0 5

18 16 6 20 0 0 7 12 9 333 11 3

1 7 0 35 0 0 149 3 11

20 15 3 4 16 6 10 10 0

12 14 3 5 5 0 5 1 4 33 4 2 121 3 3

69 1 6 20 I G 65 15 G

275 5 2

30 0 0 37 6 7 174 6 0

674 6 4

4 11 0 0 15 6 37 3 0

25 14 4 1,498.10 11

19 16 1 25 0 0

1,149 0 10

49 2 9 7 17 6 66 15 0 1,299 13 0

10 13 7 388 13 0

17 3 7 27 7 0 256 11 3

786 9 6

14 16 9 831 17 6

,076 1 5 299 5 7 212 5 10 IS 10 3 32 12 0 5 16 10 33 4 2 81 11 9 12,139 19 9 399,036 10 6

Thos. StickkeY, Principal Accountant.

H. Masos, Assistant-Accountant.

3 D 2
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(G.)

Retdrn showing the Daily Average Number of Persons Employed in Labour on

Public Works in Ireland, for Week ending 5th December, 1846.

Leinster.

Carlow 1,209

Drogheda, Town of,

Dublin 320
City of.

Kildare . . 1,735

Kilkenny 5,192
— City of. 140

King’s County . 2,385

Longford . . 7,374

3,757

Meath 8,199

Queen's County . 2,146

Westmeath . 4,755

Wexford . . 12,738

Wicklow . 185

Munster.
Clare .... . 28,257

Cork, E. R. . . 18,742

W. R. . . . 17,856

City of,

.

216

Kerry . 14,848

Limerick . . 24,464

Ciiv of. 443

'I'lDperai’Y, Si. K. • . 11,327
i N. R.

.

. 10,549

50,135

Munster

—

continued.

7,142
259

134,103

38

525
17,507

757
166

4,538

1,954

4,262

1,001

30,748

11,614

17,287

9,761

23,672

30.757
12,989

I0.6S0

. . . 321,066

Antrim
Belfast Town
Carrickfergus

Armagh .

Cavan
Donegal .

Down .

Fermanagh
Londonderry
Monaghan
Tyrone

Galway, E. R.
: w. R.

Leitrim .

Mayo .

Roscommon .

Sligo . . .

(H.)

Nominal Return of Inspecting Officers, Principal Engineers, and Pay Inspectors,

Arranged by Counties.

County. Inspecting OfRcers. Engineers in Charge. Pay inspectors.

Antrim Charles Langan, C.S. Nicholas Crommeliii.

Armagh . , . . . Lieutenant Griffith, R. N. H. Davison, C.S. Colonel Pack.

Carlow Lieut. Hotham, 75th. P. Burtchaell. T. N. Scully.

Cavan Major Townsend. Alexander Armstrong.
William Donnelly.

T. H. Thompson.

George L’Estrange.

Clare Capt. O’Brien, R.A.
Capt. "Wynne.

Lieut. Swinburne, 83rd.

John Hill, C.S.

Samuel Gamble, C.E.
Richard Franklin.

Cork Capt. Broughton, R.E. John Benson, C.S.-

William Harte, C.S.

Algernon Preston.

Capt. Carey, 26th.

Capt. Huband.
Capt. Gordon, 59th-

William Hilliard. C.E.

W. A. Treacy, C.S.

Capt. Gordon, 75th.

Sir Thomas Dean.

Thomas Gibbon.

Donegal Capt. O’Neil.

Lieut. Millward, R.A.
W. R. Townsend, C.E. Thomas Stewart.

Down J. Fraser, 0 S. 1 Thomas Verner.

Dublin Capt. Aircy, 3rd. R. H. Frith. C.S.

R. Hampton.

Fermanagh . . . Hon. Capt. Handcock,
R.A.

R. Gray, C.S. Capt. Haverfield.

Galway Major Clarke, 7'itn. W. T. Martin, C.E. Lieut. Mahon.
Major Anslie, 83rd.

Major Burns, 19lh.

Capt. Hutchinson, R.N.

J. T. Kempster, C.S.

W. £. Wright, C.E.
Capt. Meny.ies.

Capt. Donnellan.

W. Pierce.

W. D. Griffith.

Kerry Capt.Laba!inonclieii,S3rd.

Lieut. Greeuwell, 70th.

Henry Stokes, C.S. John McCarthy.

Kildare Lieut. Brandling, R.H.A. John Yeats, C.S. Mr. Robinson.

Kilkenny .... Capt. Walker.
Lieut. Galway, R.E.

Samson Carter, C.S.

Capt. Ridge.

Capt. Rogers.
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Nominal Relurn of Inspecting Officers, &c.

—

contumed.

County. Inspecting Officers. Engineers in Charge. Pay Inspectors,

King’s County. . . Major Bennett.

Lieut. Hamiilon, 99th.

Thomas Barclay, C.S.

John Mason.
Richard Woods.

Leitrim Capt. Lardner, 47th.

Capt. Layard, 26th.

T. D. Hall, C.S.

William Hall, C.E.

Lionel Tisboriie.

Ponsonby Tottenham.

Limerick ... . . Major Watson, 27th.

Lieut. De Courcy, 47th.

Lieut. Inglis, R.E.
Lieut. Telfer.

Capt. Butler.

Thomas Kearney, C.S.

Richard Mulvany.

Londonderry . . . Capt, Dill, R.E. Stewart Gordon, C.S. Samuel Hill.

Longford .... Major Bolton, 75lh.

Capt. Walker.

James Bell, C.E.

Louth Capt. Harte, 49th. John Neville, C.S.

Mayo Capt. Carey, 26ih.

Capt. Farren, 47 th.

Lieut. Cox.

Lieut. Primrose, 43rd.

Henry Brett, C.S. R. N. Lynch.

Meath Capt. Kennedy, 68th.

Lieut. Faussett, 44th.

Haml. Bcaraiicke, C.B.

H. S. Lindsay, C.S.

Mr. Charles Barry.

Monaghan .... Capt. Flude, R.A. Alex. Harrison, C.S.

S. U. Roberts.

William De Kinzy.

Queen’s County . . Major M‘Kee, 3rd.

Lieut. Baillie, R.E.
H. U. Townsend, C.E. D. Clarke.

Roscommon . 1 . Major Stewart, Staff.

Capt. Biirmesier, 59th.

Lieut. Wethered, 41si.

Thomas Barton, C.B.

John Kelly, C.S.

Henry Buck, C.E.
William Smith.

Dilion O’Connor.

Sligo Capt. Dillon, R.S.C.
Capt. Gilbert, R.E.

N. St. Leger, C.E. L. Conner.

Tipperary .... Capt. Norris, 64lh. A. Gahan, C.E. J. A. Deering.

Capt. Ogle, R.E.
Lieut. Miller, R.E.

S. Jones, C.S.

A. H. Crawfurd, C.S.

C. S. Cooper, C.E.

H. M. Hatchell.

Waterford . . . Sir Thomas Ross.

Capt. Hay, 15th.

Capt. Hill.

Bleniy Owen, C.S. William Hyde.

Tyrone Capt. OJdershaw, R.E. F. J. Rowan, C.S. Richard D’Arcy.

Westmeath .... Captain Maxwell.
Capt. Telford, H.P.

Flo. Mahony, C.S.

John Long.
Capt. Ormsby.

Wexford . . - . . Capt. Dyer, R.N.
Lieut. Johnson, 27th.

J. B. Farrell, C.S. W. R. Mason.

Wicklow .... Lieut. Anderson, R.H.A. James Boyle, C.E. Wellington Stewart.

DRAINAGE.

No. 1.

Monthly Report, Nov., 1846.

General Drainage Acts, 5 and 6 Vic. c. 89 ;
8 and 9 Vic. c. 69, and 9 Vic. c. 4.

Districts formally applied for up to the 31st of October . . 283

Ditto for the month of November ..... 33

Total . . .316
Office of PuUic Works, Dec., 1846.

No. 2.

Monthly Report, for Nov., 1846.

Return of Works in progress up to November 30, and Men employed for the Month.

Kmiiher. Dietrict.

Area of Flooded and
Injured Land,

Statute Measure,
j

Esti'.nnted Cost of

the Works.

Number of Men
Employed in

November.

Number of

Horses Employed
during Month.

A. R. P.
!

£. i. d.

4S Districts . . .

.

j

129,805 1 21 461,160 2 3 147,222 3,869
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No. 3.

Drainage Office, Ballinrobe,

Dear Sir, Dec. 13, 1846.

I BEG to forward the following brief memoranda of the progress of the works under my
charge in this county (Mayo) for the past month.

Shrule District.

Our operations on this district has been entirely confined of late to the deep excavation

tJirough the hill of Kinlough, and it is fortunate, in this period of distress, that any part of the

work is sufficiently free from water to enable us to give employment. Every effort has been

made, in accordance with the Commissioners’ desires, to employ as many as possible, and in

the month of September, and begiiining of October, we had as many as 1200 men per day on
this work within a length of three miles.

In seeking to relieve distress, we had to procure a much larger supply of tools than strict

economy would wn,rrant. The county tradesmen in this way came in for employment, and
veiy excellent tools'they have supplied.

In October, the floods beat us out of several portions of one work, and reduced our numbers

gradually, till we are now upon our winter establishment, amounting to about 300. men per

day, which, I hope, may not be very materially reduced for some months. The men have

conducted themselves in a peaceable and orderly manner, and have generally earned good
wages.

Kilmaino.

In. the favourable months we were able to employ upwards of 1200 men per day on this

district, which is distant but five miles from Shrule
; so that we had in September, and part

of October, about 2500 men employed in the Barony of Kihriaine.

Kilmaine Works consist of cuts through a series of hills, so that it is peculiarly suited for

affording employment in the winter months. Our number per day, last week, was about 600,
but these will be gradually reduced as portions of the work become finished, and the winter

establishment may probably be about 400 men.
The reduction hitherto has arisen from work being finished, and also from the lots adjoining

the Turloughs being flooded.

The men have conducted themselves well, and, with small exception, have earned good
wages at fair prices.

They are satisfied and thankful for the employment, and I have no disturbance of any kind

to communicate.

Moyour and Owenahrochayh.

These Works are in a very forward state, and the men employed have given great satisfac-

tion. There are about 300 men employed there, and the system of our work has been such
as to draw forth the marked approbation of the gentlemen interested. The effects, as regards
relief of distress, have been very evident, and the benefit already visible to the lands affected

fully realise our expectations of profitable results.

Lough Alich and Mullafany.

Works iiave been commenced last week, and the men are progressing satisfactorily.

I am, dear Sir, yours very truly,

Chas. S. Oxtley, Diet. Engineer.

No. 4.

Districts.

Drainage Office, Richmond Harbour,

Dec. 4, 1846.

Strokestown ..... Roscommon.
Longford • Longford.
Lough, Gena, and Memtol .

•
. Roscommon.

Dungalmair Westmeath.
Rath, or Cloneen ....

Sir,

I BEG to submit, for the information of the Board, the following brief statement of the
principal facts relating to the progress of the Drainage Works under my charge during the last

month.

The average number of men employed daily on the above named districts, has varied from
863 to 366 within the period referred to. The number, in the month of October, varied from
1240 to 530.

T. he falling^ off in the number of men employed last month is chiefly attributed to the state
of the ffiods in some districts. The works in Longford district are completely suspended.
Those in Strokestown confined to two places, and those in Dungolman and Rath dislnct, have
been occasionally interrupted by floods; but in consequence of the limited size of the two
latter districts, and the extent to which the works have already progressed in them, the inter-
ruption caused by floods seldom lasts more than a few days.
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The works in progress in the Lough Garra and Mantua district are less affected by floods

than most others. They consist of draining the bog of Mantua, and forming a cliannel in the
bed of the Boyle river at Trimecana.
The whole surface of the bog to be drained at Mantua has been cnt up into pai-allelograms

of 10 statute perches in length and breadth, by small surface drains
;
three feet wide at top,

I8 miles at bottom, and three feet deep. After these drains were all made, and the surface of
the bog rendered considerably less wet than it was at first, I commenced enlarging every second
drain (20 perches asunder) to tlie following dimensions—6 feet wide at top, 3 feet at bottom,
and 4 feet deep. This operation is now just complete, and (he surface of tlie bog, at the hi<»hest

part, has subsided upwards of 2 feet.
®

I propose to leave it now to drain and consolidate for some months, merely keeping the
present drains open and free, and then to enlarge the main drains, which are 40 poles asunder,
to the following dimensions—9 feet wide at top, 3 feet at bottom, and 6 feet deep

;
and after

that operation the bog will soon be sufficiently consolidated to admit of our proceeding (gradu-
ally) with the formation of the Main Cut for Draining the Turloughs, which is to be 28 feet

deep below the original level of the bog at the summit, and which I now find, from borings
taken, will be nearly all bog-letting.

At Tinneeara we have removed the eel weirs, and some islands at tire lower end of the
shoal, and enclosed about 230 yards in length of the proposed work by means of a sub-
stantial dam, wliich will enable us to work in any state of the flood witliout any expense of
pumping.

There have been two cases of strikes amongst the labourers during the month, both of which,
however, like all similar cases which have occurred since the commencement of the season,
were settled with very little trouble.

At Mantua Bog the men struck on the 30th October, in consequence, as they said, of the
price they w’ere getting for enlarging the drains from the 1st to the 2nd size already mentioned.
The price paid ibr this work was Is. 2d. per Irish perch. The men worked very hadbj for the
first few days when this work was commenced, and then struck

;
but finding that no increase

would be given, they returned to work next morning. They, however, continued to work badly
until the following pay-day (11th Nov.), when they consequently received low wages, some
of them not more than 8d. or 9d. per day. After that day they all worked exceedingly well,
even through very bad weather, evincing a spirit of rivalry between their difterent gangs, and
the consequence was, that on last pay-day they had earued from Is. 6d. to 2s. per day, at the
price which they first complained of as being quite too low, and at which, when working with-
out due exertion, they only earned Sd. or 9d. a-day.

In the Sfrokeslowii district there was a turn out of the men on the lOth November.
They had just commenced a new piece of rock cutting, which was given them at a price of

6d. per cube yard for quarrying and removing, we boreiug and blasting the rock for them. The
lots were let on the following day to new gangs

;
and, on the following measurement day, they

had earned from 13d. to 16d. per day. Most of the men who left work on the 10th were
most anxious to get back on the 11th, but their work had then been given to other men.
A considerable number of men whom we have had at work in the different districts have

from tijne to time left the drainage and gone to work on the roads. These arc, however,
generally the worst men. The stout good men generally prefer working by task on the Drainage
Works. It is, indeed, very satisfactory to observe (he beneficial effects of the Task System,
which are visible in almost every part of the country that I am acquainted with. As an
instance, I may refer to the work which I have now in progress at this place under the Shannon
Navigation Act. T am obliged to employ 20 or 30 men by the day, for a short time, while
making the dam across the Camlin, &c,, and I found it almost impossible to get any reason-
able amount of work done while the men were so employed. The men about the village were
said to be averse to task work, and some of (hem took opportunities to say that they would
neither work by lask themselves nor allow other men to do so

;
however, as soon as tlie dam

was complete, and the work marked out in lots, I was requested by several men in the village,

who bad been working before on the Longford district, to give them lots; their example drew
on the others, and there are now nearly 100 men working spiritedly, and earning from 13rf. to

\&d. pence a-day.

The price paid for the excavation is Qd. to 7d. per yard (the material being hard blue clay
and gravel), and 1 am confident that if the men were employed by the day at Is. each, the
woi'k would cost a shilling a yard, and we should be obliged to employ gangers to keep the
men to their work.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

Thomas J. Mulvany, Dist. Engineer.

Letter from Mr. Wm. D. Latimer to Thomas J. Mulvany, Esq.

Drainage Office, Strokestown,
Sir, Nov. 13, 1846.

I BEG leave to inform yon that five of the lots at Cloouasarron (five perches in length
each) have been taken, and the gangs are now proceeding in a satisfactory manner. One of
the former gang-leaders applied for work yesterday, stating his regret for giving up work. I
of course refused him then, having very good reason to believe that he expected to be made
ganger on a new road about to be commenced in the neighbourhood, and struck in con-
sequence.
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Two others have purchased asses, for which they receive Is. 6c?. per day on the Relief

Works, and prefer earning a subsistence in that way, where they are required to do nothing

themselves, but lead or drive their donkeys, than work for a fair day’s hire by task.

The men above referred to have worked on the drainage since June last, earning, on an

average, at the rate of 7s. to 8s. per week up to the time of their striking work on Tuesday

last, when one of the new roads was reported to have been sanctioned by the Board qt Works.

There can be no better proof, in my opinion, of the bad effects of such a system ot giving the

people employment as that adopted on the Relief Works, and I fear we will find it veiy

difficult to procure men at any fair rate of wages.
_ . . • i i c ^

As a further instance, I was yesterday informed by a magistrate m this place, that a triend

of his could not get men to cultivate his ground, although offering lOr?. per day, they prefer

Sd. on the roads, and work or not as they please themselves.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

Wm. D. Latimer, Assist. Engineer.

Drainage.—Kyle Park District.

Engineer's Reportfor the Month of November, 1846.

This is the first case of thorough drainage undertaken under the Drainage Acts.

The works were undertaken on the 1st ot J une, 1846.

The entire district belongs to one proprietor, Thomas G. Stoney, Esq., who acts m the capa-

city of overseer.
i , cn

The main drains laid down upon the plans, are almost entirely executed, and about 5U acres

have been underdrained.
i ^ u i- c

Mr. Stoney bears his testimony as to the good results amongst the people tor the working ot

the drainage system; he writes,— . , , p,,
“ I have, however, the privilege and satisfaction to state, that the entire body of labourers

employed afforded me, throughout, the utmost satisfaction by the manner they conducted

themselves, and in which they performed the several works on which they were employed, and

for which employment they frequently expressed to me their thanks, as affording them the

means of support in a season of very trying difficulty ;
nor did any instance arise in which the

men employed were not perfectly amenable to my ordei-s, and those of my overseers: on

the whole, I should hope that such an example will not be without its advantages to tlie

“ Latterly there has been a diminution of the numbei-s presenting themselves for employment,

and which 1 attribute to the extension of Public Works under the Labour Rate Act, to which

works the labourers all eagerly repair, to the great prejudice of works of a more useful nature,

and especially that of the cultivation of the soil, a work which I regret to say is now being

lamentably abandoned.
„ , , , j i. t

“ The greater portion of my works have been performed on the task system, ana though at

first I rather felt doubtful as to the successful issue of that system, because of circumstances to

which I need not advert more fully, yet, as I belbre stated, I have had every reason to feel

satisfied with the result.”
c

On the 12th of this month the works were suspended for a week, on account ot tlie robbery ot

the paymaster of these districts, as Mr. Stoney conceived the men should be made to feel the

evil consequences of insubordination.

William Fraser, District Engineer.

Extracts from Letter received from Clonakilty, December 2, 1846.

County Cork.

Ballinghassig. The works of this district are necessarily drawing to a state of suspension,

being, as you are aware, excavations of the actual river bed, it is impossible to continue the

works. The river is now at the winter level throughout, and the adjacent lands in a slate of

saturation. I am, however, doing a little which consists of completing some necessary side

drains, intended as the medium of diversion of the river (in its summer or low state), in order to

proceed with the excavations when the proper season arrives. I am also preparing stone for

the underpinning of the several bridges, and the construction of the weir.

The employment, therefore, being now afforded by drainage works here, cannot be consi-

dered (as an accessary to relief) at all important.

The men earned within the month 18<i. and 19d. per day. One gang earned so low as 7d.

each per day, although they had a good price. I think the gang made an effort to scheme,

thinking that no matter how they worked, they would be certain of lOd. a-day
;

tliey got their

7d. each, and I am certain they will not have so little coming to them next time, for tliey now

perceive that no humbug will be suffered.

The conduct of the men generally is good; they are easily managed if reasonably dealt with.

1 attribute the excitement at our starting here, in a great degree, to the exaggerated ideas gene-

rally entertained (by the people) of the liberal way that money should be distributed, when

earned from Government, that is, that tlie Government ought to pay well, no matter what equi-

valent is given.
i i

•

Chcenheagk.—This work is progressing satisfactorily, hut the amount of labour afforded is

limited, from the same cause as that appertaining to the Ballinhassig w'orks. The men are
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working well
;
the Board are getting full value for the wages glven^ which is fi'om 13<?. to iCrf.

per day, which is the general i-ange of remuneration to the labourers up to this time : it is to

he hoped that the interests of the labourers and the Boai’d will continue in the same relation.

Ratooragh .— I have barely commenced here, and don’t anticipate being able to do much until

the proper season comes round. The work, u’hich is very small, can never afford much employ-

ment, and in no district that I know is employment more required j there is a gang of about

20 men at work; they eaimfrom Is. to 14'i. pence per day, and are so anxious to earn more that

the majority requested a couple of men to be removed, whom they represented as being less

diligent than themselves
;
they are fine strong men, and if I could open this little work fully

for their employment, it would be most desirable. Mr. Notter, one of the proprietors interested,

has written, 1 believe, to the Board, remonstrating about doing anything here until summer. The
gentleman is an old contractor of considerable experience

;
but I told him we must do what is

possible to be done for the purpose of employing the people, and he fully agreed that it was
quite right : he anticipated that we intended to commence in a wholesale way.

ClonaUlty .—^This work goes on well, we have fair play at it, the teri'ific storm of the 19th

ult. has done about 15Z. damage to the main contour train embankment. Tlie sea wall, 300
feet in length, which is in avery forward state, and was so on that night, has not had a single

stone of it displaced, while the Relief Works around the coast in the neighbourhood have been

to a great extent swept away. I was very uneasy on that night, and in fact I had no hopes

that even a trace of our works would be seen by the morning. There was no water pressure to

he sustained, other than the amount of force imparted by the wind, as the water can flow all

round the wall ; I think that was what in the then stage of operations saved us. The weakest

part of the wall is about.230 lbs. weight to the squarefoot of sui'face exposed.

You will perceive, by the weekly returns, that the work is affording extensive employment;

it is being done, too, at a fair price, and general satisfaction appears among the men.
Quarrymen, if I may so call them, earn from \2d. to 14d. per day; carmen from 2s. to

2s. 8d. per day, tide work (about seven hours) ;
wallers from 18c^. to Vbd., and some had ov

idle gangs not more than 8 per day : the men now are very diligent and anxious to make the

most of their time.

The excitement on this work is of the most pleasing character, and the bustle of cars and
quarrymen gives the appearance of regular work to it. We don’t refuse any person employment
up to the present time ; all that applied got a job of some sort

;
as we pay each for his work,

{here is no difficulty in employing all sorts.

Return showing the Number of Men employed on the Shannon Navigation Works
during the Month of November, 1846.

Name of Work. Ending
8tli Not. lltlfNo^.

Ending
22nd Nov.

Ending
30 Nov.

Totals,
j

Athlone 347 359 366 226 1,298
Ciirreen 23 83 84 190
Cloondrah 252 373 625
Tarmonbarry 48 55 108 105 316
Gannons Island 56 56
Clooneen, Cox, and Cloonfad 76

1

86 692 148 998
Foynes Harbour 49 161 210
Rooskey . - 252 246 198 185 981
Cloonbeaclaw 80 SO
Jamestown 756 778 834 878 3,246
Carrick-on-Shannon .... 287 333 318 357 1,295
Kiiockvicar 108 77 . 66 85 336
Cootehall 95 95
Curlew Shoal 56 56
Annalecky and Doctors Weir . 2,206 2,220 1,904 6,330
Ballykenan Quarry .... 87 79 72

,

56 294
Lecurrow Quarry . . 44

,
41 38 53 176

Cashell Quarry 45 50 47 43 185

Dredgers.

A Victoria 97 82 90 269
B Albert 92 94 96 282
C Prince 88 76 78 242
D Princess Alice 92 79 84 255

Total 17,815

Daily Average 712
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Extr.a.ct from Capt. Wynne’s Weekly Report, ending December 12, 1846.

There have been several outrages committed within “ the last few
“nights. The people are beginning to kill the cattle. In Tulla two cows were
“killed, and the carcases carried away on Wednesday ;

two more and five sheep

“on last night. Several of our works are- visited by ‘Terries,’ and some of our
“stewards threatened with the fate of Henessy. I send a specimen of these

“documents, which are becoming very numerous. Clare Abbey, where the

“works are suspended, is still perfectly quiet. No application has been made to
“ resume the works by any of the labourers ; the magistrates and gentry are very

“anxious to have them resumed.”

EXTRACTS from JOURNALS of INSPECTING OFFICERS for Week ending

December 12, 1846.

Extract from Journal of Captain Fluor, Inspecting Officer, Monaghan, December 13, 1846.

I hope, in a short time, to learn a great many more employed
;
very little assistance has

been given by the Relief Committees from private funds, and indeed only in one or two

instances have they any means at their command
; they are, however, now beginning to see the

necessity of making some exertion on their own parts
;
there is still little or no private labour

going on.

My time is still much employed in the office, more especially so at present, in consequence

of the approaching Presentment Sessions.

Extract from Journal of Captain Oldersiiaw, Inspecting Officer, Tyrone, December 12,

1846.

The works are going on satisfactorily. The country is quiet, and the people in general well

behaved. The Relief Committees are zealous, and I believe disinterested in discharge of their

duties. The engineers are satisfied with the conduct of the overseers. I do not think the

usual farm operations are in progress generally.

The snow is falling, and is now upwards of six inches deep, and in many places much more.

Extract from Journal of Captain Lardner, Inspecting Officer, Leitrim, December 12, 1846.

On Monday, the 7th instant, I was present at the meeting of the Manorhamilton Relief
Committee for the purpose of scrutinizing the labour lists of that district. To effect this object

I was under the necessity of having recourse to the information of poor people requiring employ-
ment. I succeeded in having 57 names struck off. 1 receive but little assistance from ifie

Committees generally in carrying out the scrutiny. On the '8th instant 1 attended the meeting
of the Drumkeran Relief Committees.

On Friday I w'as present at the meeting of the Drumahaire Committee, and some of the

labour lists scrutinized. I was under the necessity of availing myself of the information

afforded by poor people seeking employment; 30 men were discontinued on the 26th of

November. I requested to be relieved from my duty as inspecting officer of the county of

Leitrim with as little delay as possible. I request the attention of- the Commissioners to that

letter.

Extract from Journal of Captain O'Neill, Inspecting Officer, Letferken-ny, County Donegal,

December 12, 1846. ... -

The wliole of this part of the country appears to be entirely neglected in drainage and culti-

vation; not a single farmer has, in any instance, commenced the, farming operations for the

season, except what is going on near the resident gentleman’s places. It appears as if the

whole population are looking for employment on the Public Works. The country perfectly

quiet, but a strong desire to be employed on the Public Works in preference to any other
occupation.

Extract from Journal of Captain Kennedy, Inspecting Officer, County Meath, December 13,

1846.

I think gangers and overseers should not be allowed a discretion in giving superior wages; it

is much abused, and leads to we/f^owrtrfed discontent
;
there shonld'be only one rate for boys.

Many not worth 2d. receive 8d. per diem, and vice versa. I would suggest half mens wages
for all not at task-work. Many farmers’ boys not worth 2d. leave their employment to get 6d.
on Public Works.
The Relief Committees, with a few exceptions, are doing their duty very laudably, and some

of them giving me very valuable assistance in scrutinizing and dismissing those improperly
employed. The works in general proceeding favourably, and a sufficient sum in almost ail

baronies voted for the com^^etion. “ Task-work” is being more generally introduced, and the

men becoming more reconciled to it. The people are in general orderly and well behaved.
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The small fanns are very backwai-d, the occupiers seeking public employ, without being in

want of means to till their land. I have already dismissed a number who should never have

been employed, and am occupied in scrutinizing the lists daily.

Extract from Journal of Captain P.arren, Inspecting Officer, County Mayo,
December 13, 1846.

On Wednesday I visited the Relief Committee at Cong, and on Wednesday that of Castlebar,

with regard to the mode of transacting business generally with the Relief Committee. The
instructions of Government respecting the registry of applicants for employment, the examina-

tion into individual cases, and the classification according to destitution, have not, inmost

cases, been attended to. The lists furnished to the inspecting officers are made up from those

produced by individual members of the Committee (a clergyman generally) without any other

examination, and a revision of the lists after the labourers have been placed on the works is

seldom attempted.

The county appears quiet, and greater signs of agricultural industry were visible in the

districts visited during the early part of the week.

My inspection during the week was for the most part confined to the works in the baronies

of Claremorris and Kilmaine. The weather in the three last days has been unfavourable to

the operations on the roads
;
considerable difficulties were experienced in carrying out the

system of task-work in these baronies; opposition approaching to actual violence on the part of

the labourers, encouraged by the mistaken sympathy they received from persons possessing

influence over them, had to be encountered. Perseverance on the part of the assistant

engineer has, however, forced the system on the people, and the works generally in the barony

are going on well. A disposition to idle is nevertheless still apparent amongst the labourers

on some of the works 1 visited. At one, only commenced the day before, tlie men were leaving

at 3 o’clock in the afternoon
;
and when I visited another at 4 o’clock, none were at work. Tlio

works in the southern part of the barony of Kilmaine require to be more frequently visited by

the assistant engineer
;
the district is too extensive for one engineer, and it is to be feared that

unless further assistance be afforded here, the works will fall into confusion.

Extract from Journal of D. Barnes, Inspecting Officer, Baronies of Dunkellon, Kiltarton,

Loughrea, and Leitrim, County of Galway, for Week ending December T2, 1846.

I have to report that there is at present, and has been for some time, a great scarcity of

silver coin, some think it to be in the hands of small dealers in meal and other provisions;

there is no bank here to gain information from. In many parts of the country I have heard

grievous complaints of a total want of the necessaries of life at times. The engineer informs

me that in some parishes the Public Works will be all completed in less than tliree weeks ; I

shall communicate with the several Relief Committees on the subject.

The demand for labour tickets daily increases, and exceeds by hundreds the means of

employing the labourers. The w'orks now in progress are crowded much beyond what they

should be.

That destitution throughout the country is very great there is no doubt, but I think it much
exaggerated. In the baronies of Kiltarton, Loughrea, and Leitrim, I observed a vast quantity

of corn in stacks
;
the small farmers have coiaumed the greater part of the grain they had,

and ara now seeking for employment on the Public Works, endeavouring to preserve a little

corn for seed.

The country gentlemen do not regularly attend the Relief Committees (with a few

exceptions), the business of which is in the hands of a party, who, I regret to report, abuses

the ti-ust reposed in them by introducing names on the labour list of people who have the

means of supporting themselves; the only means by which this practice could be checked

would be by having the aid of the constabulary, who might be instructed to give private

information to the inspecting officer of such men as they might discover on the woiks who
could otherwise support themselves.

It is calculated that one-third of the persons employed could support themselves and
families

;
I have had much assistance from the sub-inspector of police at Ballyiiakill, Mi'.

Hobberr, by whose aid nearly 60 names were struck offthe list of that Committee.

Extract from Journal of Lieut. Carev, Inpecting Officer, Barony of Duhallon, County
Cork, Week ending December 12, 1846.

Cullen Road, Item. 25.—There are 120 men at work ;
they are not at task, but will be next

week
; they appear to be in a very destitute state ; two of the labourers fainted yesterday from

exhaustion while at work. There is no destitution in the barony of Duhallon
;
the people ai'e

perfectly quiet, but still a great many are looking for work, particularly about the New Market
district and Tullylean.

3 E 2
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Extract from Journal of Lieut. Milwood, R.A., Inspecting Officer, County Donegal
Week ending December 12, 1846.

Tuesday, December 8.—From Letterkenny to Donegal the roads in a dreadful state, and
travelling very slow

;
arrived too late in Donegal to issue tickets as I had arranged to do.

Wednesday, 9.—The lists very correct, and the people most wretched, as their appearance

fully showed.

Thursday, 10.—Weather very bad, the snow 8 inches deep on the hills.

Friday, 11.—Weather very bad, snow excessively heavy.

Saturday, 12.—Delayed in Staunton by the snow
;
no conveyance would venture through

Barnsmore Gap until the evening, when the weather cleared a little j arrived very late in

Donegal.
General Observations.— must in future leave the distribution of the tickets in some

measure to the Relief Committees, which under the present pressure is a necessary evil which

cannot be avoided; however, I lay down very strict rules for their guidance, to which I insist

on the greatest attention being paid.

The weather in this country has been very bad, during the last week there has been a very

heavy fail of snow, which still continues, completely blocking up the roads, and rendering

communication with the mountainous districts impossible, which will render the amount of

distress really alarming. The people have been hitherto very quiet.

The men employed on the road from Donegal to Barnsmore came to-day in a body into

Donegal demanding their pay for the present week, which will not be due until Tuesday next.

In my absence, J. Hamilton, Esq., D. S., advanced them the money, which I anticipate he will

have some trouble in recovering
;
he imagines the pay-clerk will give him the money, but he

will find out his mistake on the next pay day.

Mr. Stewart, the inspector of accounts, has arrived in Staunton; he will greatly facilitate

ouroperations.

Extracts from Journal of Captain Handcock, R.A., Inspecting Officer, County Ferma-
naugh, for Week ending December 12, 1846.

There is little doing now amongst the small farmers in this county : with, I should say, a

large supply of corn in the country, the markets are still getting up, and fear is that the small

farmer will not be able to purchase seed for his ground at the price grain is now selling ; oats

last market day 1 j. 7d. per stone, and from what I hear, it is likely to be much higher; all

this time the I'arm-yards have a large supply in stacks yet within shed.

Everything that can be done to hasten the employment of the people is doing
;
but still the

Relief Committees’ lists of persons they say are starving never seems to decrease.

From the accounts I receive from the several Relief Committees there are numbers yet

unemployed. In Clonkelly, where there are about 800 men employed, they have 900 others,

all of whom the secretary writes to me to say must be employed. In Clanavvley one Com-
mittee alone has 868 on the books looking for employment. I should think the other

Committee has about 500, but I have not as yet received a return from the secretary which

1 wrote for
;
however, in the county at large there are about 4000 who it seems must now get

relief by being placed on the public works ; to do this with any effect barriers are required, and

the carpenters now cannot supply them in any quantity.

Extivvct from Journal of Captain Carey, 26th Regiment, Baronies of Murris and

Burrishoole, County of Mayo, for Week ending Saturday December 12, 1846.
'

During the few fine days in the beginning of the week in the district I was in (the neigh-

bourhooa of Westporf), I saw more doing in the fields than in any former week, partly on the

tenants’ own holdings, partly hired labour. There have been a few robberies lately, some of

which by armed men, but no I'egular mid-day outrage. The insubordinate spirit reside among
the labourers, is still local, but the idleness which must follow a continued fall of snow, besides

causing great distress, may lead to more mischief. The Relief Committees will not institute

that strict inquiry into every case which ought to be made before an applicant’s name is

registered; in fact, generally speaking, no registry of applicants is kept, but merely the list

forwarded to the. inspecting officer copied, and that not always; the necessary inquiry would

cost some money, and require a paid secretary, for which there are not hinds available in

all cases.

A species of combination is gaining ground in some districts to obtain day labour, not on the

8d. a-day system, but by forcing the overseers to return the labourers for fair wages whether

they do the necessary amount of work or not.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant.* Griffith, R.N., Inspecting Officer, Barony of

Upper Ferry, Armagh, and Upper Drier, County of Armagh, for Week ending December

12, 1846.

T also feel it my duty to call the special attention of the Board to the notorious fact that in

the baronies of Upper Ferry and Upper Drier there has recently sprung up a considerable

trade in fire-arms- There are no farming operations going forward in the mountanous district

I have visited, and the misery and destitution of the people is extreme.
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Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Crawford, 93rd Regiment, County Cavan, for Week
ending December 12, 1846.

Agriculture appears to be rather more attended to since a fortnight ago, still the pi'ogress

of cultivation is slow, few men being employed on it. I have not heard a single instance reported
to me of farmers endeavouring to avail themselves of the permission granted them by the
Board’s Circular of October 26, to procure labourers from the Public Works. There is a feelino-

abroad that the cultivation of the land will be neglected
;
the trade in fire-arms continues to

be brisk. Lord Fitzgerald’s lodge was plundered lately of a gun. Some robberies have also
taken place.

Extract from Journal of Captain Huband, County Cork, December 13, 1846.

Since I last sent in my Report I have travelled over a great extent of country, and I have -

to state, ill the extreme west there has been no attempt at cultivation of any kind.

The people of those districts are in a most deplorable state, and are dying fast. If snow
should fall I fear the consequence will be a clean sweep of the greater part of the population
westward of Skibbereen. The offences against properly are on the increase.

Towards the eastward of my district there have been partial efforts at preparation for the
ensuing crops

;
and I have observed near Bandon, and in Courcie’s barony sei eral wheat

fields up. The destitution eastward is nothing like what it is westward.
The want of silver is much felt in the baronies of Carbeny, W. of W., E. of ^V,, and W.

of E., and should it fall short, which I much dread t^iat it will, riots will be the consequence.
It would be very advisable to send silver to Skibbereen, as none has been sent west of Clo-
nakilty.

I have to report that the conduct of the Relief Committee of Skibbereen is of the worst
possible kind, and violent in the extreme.

I have had but little time, in consequence of the shortness of the days, to visit the roads
this week, my whole time being occupied in attending Relief Committees, whose lists are for
the most part in a shameful disorderly state. 1 have had the greatest possible trouble to
manage these Committees.
On the day before yesterday the overseer on the Glandore road withdrew, and Mr. Shoahan,

pai'ish priest, wrote to me to say that a number of men had gone to work on the road without
orders. Mr. Treacey has gone down to Glandore about this. I believe that it will turn out
that this disturbance arose from a quarrel between rival Committees and the clergy of rival
persuasions, the boundaries of the Protestant and Roman Catholic parishes not beintr the
same, and the parish priest, Mr. Sheahan, wanted to put all his men on the road, to the
exclusion of the parishioners of the Protestant clergyman. I shall inquire about this.

Extract from the Report of Lieutenant Swinburne, Inspecting Officer, for County Clare,
for week ending December 12, 1846.

^

I have the honour to state, for the information of the Board, that I have been eiigao-ed
during the past week in revising lists, and issuing tickets for the baronies of Upper and Lower
Tulla and tipper Bunratty.

On the 11th inst. I met the members of the Trough Relief Committee, and on the 12th
members of the Ciontara.

I have been trying to induce these two Committees to join, as it is impossible the Trougli
Committee can act % itself.

°

The chairman is the only resident in the district, and there is no one who will tmderlake
the duties of secretary.

The priest of the parish (the only person who has any knowledge of the district) declines
acting as secretary, as his parochial duties occupy too much of his time. He resides tliree
miles from Trough, and near Ciontara, of which Committee he is a member.
The chairman resides on Trough Mountain, surrounded by the most lawless villains in the

county, who make him act as they wish, or they would take his life.

Under these circumstances I thought it necessary to recommend the two Committees to join,
if possible

; but they will not decide on the subject till it is brought before a full meeting of
the Committee on Tuesday next.

Extract from Captain Gordon’s Journal, County Cork, for the week ending Saturday
December 12, 1846.

On Tuesday, the Sth, I attended the Relief Committee at Bantiy, and arranged about new
lists. In this barony there are 2000 persons employed;—work tickets.

Wednesday, —Attended Relief Committee at Castleton Banehaven, made out tickets,
and ordered new lists to be made out. ' There are 1800 persons employed in Bane.

Thursday, lO^A.—Proceeded to Glengariff, and in my journey tried to discover any mode
of improving No. 5, but without success. The farming operations in Bore and Bantry are
qiiiie suspended.
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Extract from the Journal of Lieutenant Greenwell, Inspecting Officer, Barony of Trug-

henacmy, County Kerry, for week ending December 12, 1846.

Most of the Public Works in this barony are quickly approaching to a conclusion, and in

several districts all the useful ones have been already selected from the Schedule of Pre-

sentments.
_ .

The labouring poor have conducted themselves in a most praiseworthy manner, considering

the pi-ivations under which they are unquestionably suffering, and would, I am convinced, if

treated with firmness and forbearance, readily avail themselves of the advantages afforded by

task-work.
. - c r> n

The Committees visited by me during the past week appear, with the exception of Bally-

bunnion, to transact their business in a satisfactory manner ; their prevailing error is one par-

ticularly reprobated in the Instructions, viz., an interference with the execution of the works,

or with the officers and stewards.

And there is also on the part of those gentlemen a disinclination to furnish necessary in-

formation.
_ 1 1 U 1 1 1

The usual farm operations appear to be quite suspended, and nearly the whole agricultural

population thrown upon the Public Works for employment and subsistence ;
this is less ex-

traordinary, on account of the poverty of the small farmers, and the scarcity of resident gentry

or others able to give constant work to the destitute.

I am, as yet, unprovided with sufficient data to give particular information as to the payment

of labourers, manner of working, and conduct of poor in this barony, having considered it

necessary, during the past week, to visit the different Relief Committees in every district, and

to have their lists of labourers revised according to the Government Instructions.

Extract from Journal of Captain Labalmondier, Inspecting Officer, Barony of Mago-

ninhy. County of Kerry (South), for week ending Friday, the 11th inst.

I am obliged to close my journal on Friday, as from information I have received to-night of

disturbances in Caherciveen, I shall be obliged to go there to-morrow (Saturday).

There is no appearance of any of the usual farming operations being carried on, except on

txentlemen’s places. The fields are deserted. No one farmer or peasant seems to have any

idea how he is to live in the ensuing year.

There are still a few potatoes left in Iveragh, North Dunkerrin, and Magoniby, but only

few
;
but in South Dunkerrin and Glanerought they have long since vanished.

In very few instances have farmers required labourers from the roads, and when they have

done so, the men required have given them to understand that the work they did for them

would be but small.
_ _ v •

I turned off several farmers, of ivhom I fear a number have crept in in this district. Had I

the time to devote to it, I am sure great numbers might be weeded out of the works. The

Killorglan Relief Committee appear very slack in the performance of their duties. The

works progress fairly, but have been obstructed by being crowded. The works in the barony

of Macfoiirhy are much more regularly conducted than elsewhere in my district, with fewer

abuses°from the employment of improper persons ;
but there appears to be a gi-eat indis-

position to make a trial of task-work, which is being overcome very slowly.

Extract from Lieutenant Telfer’s Journal, County Limerick, for week ending Saturday,

December 12, 1846.

During the past week, when visiting different localities, one universal complaint that has

reached me has been the difficulty experienced by gentlemen and farmers in getting labourers

to till their land, excepting by remunerating them with exorbitantly high wages. Labourers

are even continually giving up private employment (of a permanent nature) to go on the

Public Works; such instances are frequently occumng, and can with difficulty only be

detected. During the commencement of this week, the usual farm operations were in some

degree being carried on by gentlemen and large farmers
;
but among the small holders of

land very little cultivation is going on. The conduct of the labourers in general upon the

works is tolerably regular, though they will take advantage of the slightest excuse to

be idle.

The stewards in general are attentive to their work, though beyond doubt, in some instances,

not so honest as they might be ;
tills difficulty immediately rectified by the assistant engineers,

as some are detected. The overseers are generally very useful, and of great assistance to the

assistant engineers.

Extract from Captain Dill’s Journal, County Limerick, for the week ending Saturday,

December 12, 1846,

I have already reported the disorderly conduct of the people assembled at Broadlbrd on

Monday the 7th inst.

I have found many cases on different roads where labourers have been admitted on forged

tickets
;
on some of the roads where the labourers are employed at task-work, they complain

that a too long time (in some instances three or four weeks) elapses without their measure-

ments being properly taken
;
and that in the interim they are only getting lOd. a.-day sub-

sistence money, and are therefore as yet to all appearance no better off than those who are
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working by day-work
;
and not only so, but, that from so long a time having passed over, the

distinctive works of each gang have become obliterated. I have considered this a just cause of
complaint, and have therefore called Mr. Russell’s attention to it.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Inglis, R.E., Baronies of East Division, County
Limerick, for week ending December 12, 1846.

The mode of transacting business by Relief Committees is still unsatisfactory; with a few
exceptions, very little confidence can be put in these recommendations. On examinincr indi-
viduals that have been returned by them, great discrepancies may be found to exist. I attri-

bute a great share of these irregularities to the unsatisfactory and insuSicient manner in which
these Committees were constituted this year

;
any persons who on moderately plausible grounds

made application to the lieutenant of the county for permission to form themselves into a
Committee, received his sanction, and the consequence is, that some are so constituted that not
one member can be found in them who is in any way interested in economising the expen-
diture

;
on the contrary, all have the same end in view, viz., to gain popularity at the expense

of the public puTse. Had more attention been paid to these I'undamental arrangements, I am
convinced that our difficulties would have been materially lessened, and the results of all our
labours much more satisfactory.

The payments in this comity have been continued, as far as ray observation has carried me
hitherto, with great regularity

;
the consequences to be expected from any delay would be very

serious. Loud outcry is made by the labourers if the paymaster does not appear on the-
work at the stated hour. The behaviour generally of the labourers has been steady; good
prices earned by task-work with a few exceptions only. In three or four cases they have-
worked idly for the purpose of gaining a rise in the prices.

Extract from Report of Captain Norris, Inspecting Officer, County Tipperary, for week
ending December 12, 1846.

Of the above works, Ballygemane Road and Widow Hurley’s Road appear to be going on
well. Fair Green Hill, only thi-ee days commenced, and but little progress made. l\e river
embankment, which has been so much flooded as to oblige the engineer to stop the work, is.

now again sufficiently dry for the works to be resumed.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Miller, Inspecting Officer, County Tipperary, for-

week ending December 12, 1846.

The want of wheelbarrows is beginning to be severely felt, and prevent the number of men
from being increased to near the extent to which they might be. Those persons who have
entered into contracts to supply them, appear unable to fulfil their engagements vvithin any
reasonable time, while barrows can readily be purchased from other parties at an equally low
rate. I would, therefore, suggest that discretionary power should be given to Mr. Crawford
to purchase them elsewhere, when contractors fail to deliver them when required.

This work is close to the village of Ballina, and although the prices allowed for the cuttimr
are very remunerative if the men chose to work; they have only earned the small sum of
per day. The subsistence allowed them has been, notwithstanding, 8d. I informed the
gangers that the work would be measured at the end of the current week, and if it turned
out that the men were not earning more, that the work would be stopped.

This work, which had to be stopped last season in consequence of the disorderly conduct of
the people of the surrounding district, is now progressing satisfactorily.

Extract from Report of Captain Ogle, South Riding Tip^ierary, for the week endino-

December 12, 1846.
"

Oft’enees, consisting of stealing from the haggarts at night, and slaughtering cattle, occur,
but the country generally is quiet.

The Relief Committees I have attended this week show a desire to rectify abuses which may
exist in the employment of the people, and making regular registries of their destitute poor,
uhich hitherto has not been.

Complaints have been made to me of overseers not employing the labourers on days which
have not been so inclement as to preclude them from working, and of neglecting this to lake
advantage of days which, commencing wet, have turned out fine in the afternoon. The atten-
tion of Mr. Jones will be directed to give the overseers definite instructions upon this point.

Observed more ploughing and sowing going on than I have latterly. But the respect-
able farmers in the neighbourhood of Ballyporeen informed me that the people were making
no preparation for manuring their lands, and that, beyond getting down the ordinary quantity
of wheat, nothing was doing.

Stealing turnips, &c., from the haggarts at night, very prevalent.
Proceeded to inspect the work at Linville, in the Kilshalan district, having heard that a

farmer, not in a state of destitution, had his horse and cart employed there; liis son also;
found the report correct, and had the horse and cart dismissed.
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Proceeded to Tubbricl for the purpose of attending a meeting of the Belief Committee, at

the request of the chairman. Several cases of improper persons being employed upon the

works were brought before the meeting, and investigated. In consequence, I have directed six

persons to be dismissed.

Hitherto this Committee has had no regular registry of their destitute poor, but to-day they

made arrangements for making out their registries, agreeably to the recent Government

Instructions relative to the subject.

ExTit.\CT from Journal of Captain Clerke, Barony, County of Town of Galway, County

Galway, for week ending December 12, 1846.

On visiting the above-named works, all appeared regularly conducted
;
no complaints were

made as to the regularity of payment, but some as to alleged capricious weekly amounts

awarded by the measuring overseers
;

in some cases, I think, inadequate to a man’s weekly

subsistence’ I would not now venture an opinion as to whether this arises from indolent per-

formance of their own task-work by the gang, or fi'om some of the overseers being incompetent

for correct measurements, and for forming a fair estimate of average work.

I observe that the wishes of the Board, as to the adoption of task-work when pi'acticable,

are not always carried into effect. For instance, on the Galway street sewerage, not one man
out of the fifty-two is employed by task-work.

I would respectfully submit my general observation, that the labourers appear to be too

much grouped on the works, instead of being more spread over the line, which, 1 conceive, would

prevent that unnecessary congregating and idling in conversation to which the country people

are so prone. I venture these remarks, because I am well aware that the gentry, farmers,

&c., of this district look with a jealous eye on any circumstances which they conceive would

induce the labouring classes to prefer public employment to that of private individuals.

Extract from Journal of Captain Aikslie, Inspecting Officer, Baronies of Kilconnell and

Longford, County of Galway (East Division), for week ending Saturday, December 12, 1846.

Mr. Maurice M. Mahon, inspector of accounts, this week put himself in communication

with me, and I personally made him acquainted with all the information relative to his depart-

ment I am in possession of, and afforded him other assistance.

The state of the country is not quite satisfactory
;
the demand for labour is still great, but

the conduct of the workmen has not been reported to me as troublesome.

The markets are rising; the severity of the weather, and the near approach of the season of

Christmas, may partly account for it. Around Eyneeourt, the farm operations are being

cai'ried on, and manure is being used on the stubbles, heretofore applied probably to conacre

potato fields.

Tliere is much want of method in the mode of transacting business by the Committees; no

viva voce examination takes place of applicants in many instances.

I have pressed the necessity of making the task work plain to the poor labourers, on the

assistant engineers, &c., &c., the adoption of it at once; a supply of gangsmen’s books is

wanted in the barony of Longford. There are two overseers at Eyneeourt much inclined to

tlaoart the assistant engineer, and one I have recommended to Mr. Kempster should be

discharged, as showing an insubordinate spirit; they are- of a class not easily managed,

connexions of landed proprietors. The severe weather has made labour in the bogs a hard

task, yet, so pressed are the men, they will encounter this trial of their hardihood.

Extract from Lieutenant Cox’s Journal, County Mayo, for the week ending Saturday,

December 12, lS'46.

The works are at present altogether suspended by the unusually severe weather, the ground

is covered with snow, and there is every prospect of a continuance of it; the country is wonder-

fully peaceable, but the people are in a state of the greatest possible misery and destitution

;

much additional employment is required, and it would be most desirable if the works that hai'e

been presented for during this week could be sanctioned with the least possible delay. My
time was much occupied this week by the Presentment Sessions. A large amount of repro-

ductive works has been taken up, and I think that much more would have been undertaken if

the subject was more fully understood ; but many of the gentlemen were quite ignorant of the

merits of the case till the morning of the Sessions.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Stirling, County Mayo, December 13, 1846.

Attended the Sessions at Swineford on the 1 1th instant, and am sorry to state that no useful

work of any consequence was undertaken
;
there ivas no person present to answer for many of

the properties, and the result of the meeting was, a reversion to the old system of roads. I

can really see nothing but destruction to the county as things are going on at present
; there is

no manure preparing for the land, no attempt at farm labour, and the object of every man
seems to be, to get employment on the roads. I believe many are working on relief tickets

who should not be, but to arrive at the/art is impossible, unless the Inspecting Officer had
time to compare his lists with the Poor Law books

;
and this duty would require the time of the

officer entii'clj'.
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Extract of Lieut. Wetherell’s Weekly Report, County Roscommon, dated Dec. 12. 1846.

No task work has yet been established, and the amount presented for at the last Sessions

rapidly becoming exhausted. Mr. Barton requires some assistant engineers to assist him.

The state ot these two baronies is very unsettled
;
an immense deal of destitution still con-

tinues, and several deaths from starvation have occurred. There are upwards of 8000 tickets out

for the barony of Roscommon, though not more than 6000 are employed. Many tickets have

been taken up, and some returned by those who had obtained them, through the recommendation

of the Relief Committees, but, being in good circumstances, did not require work. The com-

plaints and letters I received from these baronies is endless.

Extract from Report of Captain Bobmester. Inspecting Officer, County of Roscommon,

for week ending December 12, 1846.

During the early part of the week I visited several works in the baronies of Boyle, French-

park and Castlereagh, and I find the objection to task-work still continues, and that where it is

adopted, it is but in name, the men receiving a daily allowance on account, and it does not appear

to me that the work is measured sufficiently often. There were no complaints against ihe men ;

but at the hill at Ryefield, in Frenchpark, I found that the overseer had left the work and the

people in a state of confusion from the numbers pressing in. I directed that 60 men should be

taken on the work, and that the remainder should be provided with employtnent as near then-

residences as possible. In this district of Frenchpark there are not sufficient works open,

W'ith regard to the farming occupation, they appear to be totally neglected, and the whole mass

of the population are pressing on the Public Works.

Extract of Major Stuart’s Report, for the County of Roscommon, dated the 13th of

December, 1846.

The works which I have visited as detailed on the other side are progressing, though much

retarded by the state of the weather. The country in their vicinity is quiet, and no disturbances

have occurred. The conduct of the people is good generally. I have as yet had no oppor-

tunity of judging of the mode of transacting business by the Relief Committees. llie

engineer, Mr.'’Smith, has expressed himself satisfied with the conduct of the overseers geiie-

rally. Very little progress has been made in the usual farm operations.
, . ,

Tvi-o or three old men employed on the same road have died, one of whom was buried at

the expense of the Rev. Mr. Ash, and another by subscription from the overseer and labourers,

there being no provision for that purpose.
.. ..ui i -n i

On the 12th instant, I observed that an overseer, named Flynn, on the Athione and Bal-

llnasloe road, keeps a spirit-shop. Mr. Smith, however, gives him an excellent character, and

speaks highly of his attention to his duty and great cai-efnhiess, as well as of the difficulty of

obtaining competent persons for the situation.

Extract from the Jodrkai of Captain Gilrirt, Inspecting Officer for llle Baronira of

Corberry, Tireragh, and Tirreril, County of Sligo, for week ending December 12, JS4b.

The weather is now so very stormy, accompanied ivith deep snow and hard frost, that many

works are obliged to be stopped. The labourers are in the greatest distress, and many m a

state of starvation. Several robberies have been nightly committed iii the districts where there

is no employment. . , r i

In the barony of Tirreril considerable distress prevails. Many roads are stopped for want

of funds.

Extract from Journal of Captain Granvillb Lagard, Barony of Moiiill, County

Leitrim, week ending 12th December, 1846.

I was unable to attend the Relief Committee on Thursday, being at Ballinamore Ex-Sessions.

The last two meelino-s appearto have been conducted with considerable confusion. 1 he several

members tryincr to force additional men on the works beyond what the estimates will bear. I

do tiust the Board will grant the sums applied for by me, otherwise m a space ot three weeks

everything will be finished.
. . ~ ^ , .u i • t i

I am of ojiinion that there are far more members in the Relief Committee than are desirable,

or than the Goveiument contemplated.
, ,

•

I nttenJed the CaiTignilcn Relief Committee on Friday, and granted tnereasos on vanons

roads to the amount ot 85 men. as shown by resolution marked
;
nothing could bemorosalis-

faclory than the way in which everything mas conducted at the Ex-Prosentment Sessions, the

whole of the electoral divisions being taken up for dramage and subsoihng except Argavahap,

where no resident landlords are found.
i i .• i . r

The business of the Garrick Relief Committee is well conducted. I forwai-ded tickets for

the Drunshambo Relief Committee to Mr. J. K. Payton of Laheeii. requesting him to sign the

lists sent bv Mr, Burchell. I have not as yet rocoived the lists back, and I beg to bo rnformed

if the Boaid approve of my continuing to send them to Mr. Payton, who is the iona /i*

chairman of the Belief Committee. The lower orders feel most uneasy at the continued rise

in the markets, and 1 deem it absolutely necessary that Government depots of corn be esta-

blished, if only lo quiet the public mind.

[b. w.]
3 F
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Extract from Mr. Wynne’s Journal, County of Clare, for the week ending Saturday,
December 12, 1846.

On Monday I visited the works on my way to Ennistimon to attend the Extraordinary Pre‘
sentnient Sessions. The men employed were doing very little work, and stated that they
must be ted, under any circumstances. Tuesday, went to Corofin for same purpose; men
working well and satisfied

;
considerable farming operations in progress. Wednesday, visited

Dromcliff and Inch
;
men well satisfied and working well. Thursday, held an investigation at

Ennistimon into the conduct of the subaltern officers of the Board of Works, and wrote my
opinions. Friday, attended Relief Committee at Kilmaley and Inch; found matters very
much improved

;
shall require additional relief soon, as destitution is increasing in that locality.

Saturday, visited the works.

Journal of Proceedings by Brevet-Major Ainslie, Inspecting Officer, East Division of the
County of Galway, from December 7 to December 12, 1846.

Occupied in the forenoon with the business of my office; in the afternoon I inspected a
public work in the vicinity

; I revised the list of labourers, and having detected, by means of a
reference to the Poor-law Valuation Book, the employment of unworthy objects of relief, I

called the attention of the Committee to this abuse.

December 10.—Proceeded to inspect works in the lower part of the barony of Longford

;

revised the lists, and stopped the issue of tickets of relief which had been practised to a small
extent.

December 12.—The markets have risen this week, which may, I think, be attributed in some
degree to the severe weather and the near approach of Christmas.

Extract from Journal of Captain Hutcheson, Inspecting Officer, County Galway, for

the week ending December 12, 1846.

On Monday the 7th, I visited Spiddal, barony of Moycullon, to ascertain if persons
whose names were sent to me for relief were so; and on the 10th I attended the Committee
there to scrutinise the lists, and received every assistance from the chairman and members in

doing so. A blacksmith’s name (Wm. Greaiiy) caused a discussion, from the rent he paid;
his comfortable slated house, &c., induced me to strike his name out, and the chairman informed
me that, at the commencement of Public Works, he wished to employ this man, and others of
his trade, in making jumpers” and other iron tools, and he went to Galway to purchase iron
for that purpose; he found it could not be procured but at an exorbitant price, for the man
who has the contract for the supply of this description of tools had bought it up.

In three days, from 7th to lOfh, I observed patches of land tilled and sown with “ bere,” a
coarse grain—an evident proof of a return to farming operations and industrious habits.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Hexham, Inspecting Officer, Barony of

County of Carlow, for the week ending Saturday, December 12, 1846.

From the report I have received from all quartei-s, I am of opinion that the distress is in-

creasing; almost all the remaining potatoes are exhausted.

Extract from Report of Captain Hart, Inspecting Officer, County Louth, for week ending
December 12, 1846.

Thursday, 10i!/i.—In consequence of information which reached me, I visited Project No.
20, in Lower Dundalk, and an examination of 22 labourers employed there resulted in the
discharge of 11, one-half of the number. I am getting the Committees into proper working
order, We are now fully sensible of the advantages of a scrutiny.

Extract from Report of Major Bolton, Inspecting Officer, County Longford, for week
ending December 12, 1846.

I visited the Relief Committees at Kenagh on the 7lli, and Moydow on the 8th instant, to

issue tickets for additional works
;
the Committees transacted business to my satisfaction. The

state of the country in this barony is tranquil, and the conduct of the people peaceable, but I

fear, should the heavy frost continue, many of the. projects will be stopped, and the general
distress and destitution be in consequence greatly increased.

The farming operations which had been commenced, are, owing to the severe weather, again
stopped.

Extract from Report of Captain Walker, Inspecting Officer, County Longford, for

week ending December 12, 1846.

Tuesday, 8th.—Proceeded to Granard to meet Committee and investigate charges against

the overseer of Project 23, in that barony
;
found great irregularities on the part of members

of the Committee interfering with labourers, altering and transferring tickets, without reference
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(0 inspecting officei-s or engineers, by whieli the overseer was led to act improperl}', but not (as

far as he was concerned) fraudulently.

Saturday, \‘2th .—Remained in Longford. Received numerous applications from the still

unemployed poor, who, I could only inform howfhey were to seek their object through their re-

spective Committees, but they cannot be persuaded that the inspecting officers h<u'e not the

power of employing them
;
the consequence is, that much time is lost in hearing the truly dis-

tressing details of their misery, and instructing and advising them how to .act.

The state of the weather for some days has prevented any inspection of or progress in the

works.

ExTKAcr from Journal of Major Holton, Inspecting Officer, County Longford, for week
ending December 12, 1846.

The state of the country in this barony is quiet, and the conduct of the people good, but it is

to be feared, should the present severe weather last, and the works be in consequence stopped,

that much distress will be the result.

I visited the Relief Committee at Longford on the 8th instant, and am perfectly satisfied

with their method of transacting business. The farming operations which had been com-
menced are again stopped, owing to the heavy frost.

The works 1 have visited in the barony of Ardagh during the past week, have been retarded

by the continued heavy frost and snow, thotigh the men were working well and the overseers

attentive to their duty ; the engineer in charge has not made complaints against them.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Hamilton, Inspecting Officer, King’s County
(Southern Division), for week ending December 13, 1846.

I have the honour to send you herewith the printed form of report, and to acquaint j'ou, for

the information of the Commissioners, that I have travelled through nearly every part of the

King’s County during the past week, and that I have been in communication personally or in

writing with the lieutenant, magistrates, gentry, clergy, millers, labourers, &c.
;

in fact, every

person fmni whom I could obtain information, and I regret to say, that owing to the high

price of food, and the difficulty of providing riiffiderrt employment for the poor, distress pre-

vails to a degree which it is painful to witness, and the sale of arms among persons who are

profiting by the excuse of this distress to commit crime, continues to an alarming extent. The
state of the country (particularly the Southern Division) is very deplorable, and the increased

confidence which results from the perpetrators of crime in most instances remaining undisco-

vered, is producing the worst effects,

With respect to the Public Works in this country, as I before stated to you, it will be a consi-

derable time before any advantage is derived from them.

At present many of the roads are in a most dangerous state.

There is, I am happy to say, an evident desire among the. proprietors to avail themselyes of

reproductive works, and I am in hopes that at the future se.ssions in the county none of any
other description will be undertaken.

Some of the overseers, as I have before stated to you, ai-e, in my opinion, very unfit for their

situations.

Extract from Journal of Major Bennett, Inspecting Officer, King’s County, for week
ending December 12, 1846.

I have visited the Union workhouse at Tullamore, and find it was built for 700, and that its

occupants are now 740, and there are several hundred applicants for entrance. Fever is on
the increase

;
patients, when recovered, are sent out, and the institution generally seems well

conducted.

The aspect of the country, from Frankfort to Tullamore, and in the direction of the works
I have visited, appears most desolate

;
a few stacks of corn are visible in many farm-yards, but

there is an absolute absence of green crops, save occasionally in a gentleman’s demesne. In
the gardens or old potato plots of the smaller farmers no symptoms of rearing winter cabbage,
kail, or turnips, are to be seen worthy of notice. •

Against this picture of desolation ray observations afford a plan of hope for a future season,

although nothing but Government and local aid can mitigate the present.

Fai'ming operations are only partially in hand, farmers working for each other, turn about.

On Friday, the 11th, I attended the Tullamore Relief Committee, J. Berry, Esq., chairman.
The principle on which this Committee works is giving relief under the general market price,

and they evidently wish to continue the system, although some con'espondeiice on ihe subject

with the Government was discussed.

Mr. Frye is most anxious to get his lists of “ Employed and Unemployed ” into a proper
tiain, so that the Committee and Government may be fully aware of the state of the country.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Baillie, Inspecting Officer, Queen’s County, for week

ending December 13, 1846.

Wednesday {cold and damp).—Attended Relief Committee meeting in Abbeyleix; struck off

from the lists of persons employed 54 names, and had them discharged.
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The Belief Committee of Abbeyleix had their register in a very unsatisfactory state, having,

generally speaking, entered the names of all persons applying to them \yithout much investiga-

tion, and without proper regularity, members of the same family being in different parts of the

work far from each other, and not arranged in townlands, which is indispensably necessary for

purposes of references.

Extract from Journal of Major M'Kee, Inspecting Officer, Queen’s County, for the

week ending December 12, 1846.

At Abbeyleix complaint was made by one of the Relief Committee that the labourers w'ere

not disposed to work for the farmers, while another offered to send him as many labourers as

he would hire at a shilling a-day, and stated that many were seeking for employment.

The Committee at Abbeyleix have no registry made up, and much evidence had to be taken

viva voce to ascertain the condition of some employed on the Public Works, and there was

difference of opinion as to the amount of relief required. At Rathdowny the code was different,

and pains had been taken to form correct returns.

Extract from Journal of Mr. Brandling, Inspecting Officer, County Kildare, for the

week ending December 13, 1846.

Thursday, lOfA.—I went over to Carton House to see the Duke of Leinster, the Lieu-

tenant of the County, to beg that the Relief Committees in each barony may have some place

of general meeting before the lists of destitute men are finally made up for the tickets, as it

would be impossible for an exclusive committee to know anything of the distress in the adjoining

electoral division without some communications on the subject. From what the Duke said, I

think that this will be arranged. From Carton I proceeded to Tiniahoe, for a meeting in that

district.
. . . n /-» i. i

Friday, lltA.—I went to inspect the works in tlie southern division of East Ophaly, and

found them going on well, considering that the men are all at days’ work.

'I'he country people are very quiet in this county, but numerous applications still come in to

me for employment under the Board. I must beg to know if it is my duty to insist on task-

worli, where it is practicable. I am not supplied with the printed forms for the weekly reports.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Galheny, R.E., Inspecting Officer, County Kilkenii}',

for the week ending December 13, 1846.

I am sorry to say nightly depredations increase. Stealing sheep in the vicinity of Casfle-

coraer, particularly. Some carts laden with flour, althougli guarded with police, were plundered

last night, 12th instant, in Ballyragget, where a great many are on the works. It is generally

women who are the defaulters. There seems to be no energy on the part of the gentlemen and

farmers to alleviate the distress and lighten the general tax by employing people on their own

lands, and I am obliged to scrutinize the Relief lists, as the committees will not. On inspecting

No. 23, Crannagh, on Monday, 7th, I found ten men had gone to a fair. I pointed it out to

the Tullason Committee for rectification.

Relief Committees still continue to carry on business impropeidy, and employment is delayed

by their sending in lists with no information, nor the residence of each person
;
they also return

a great number of people who are well off; sometimes those holding from 20 to 30 statute

acres. It would be very advisable if one of the inspecting officers of Relief Committees were

to make a tour through this, county. I am doing all in my power to teach them, but some, I

am sorry to say, pursue their own course.

Extract from the Journal of Captain Walker, Inspecting Officer, County Kilkenny, for the

week ending December 12, 1846.

The Relief Committees, very generally, are far from regular in their applications for tickets,

and delays frequently take place in issuing them ;
I trust, however, that this and otliers will be

obviated by the new regulations. I am urging them to a strict revision of the claims of all now

employed. The farming operations are but very partially carried on, many of the small

farmers being in distress themselves. The country appears quiet, and the works are going on

satisl'actorily.

Extract from the Journal of Captain Airet, . nspecting Officer, County Dublin, for the

week ending December 12, 1846.

There is as yet, I am sorry to say, but very little task-work going on in Mr. Hampton’s dis-

trict.
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Extract from Journal of Mr. Maxwell, Inspecting Officer, Baronies of Brawney, Kilkenny,

Clonlonen, Ratliconralh, Moj’cashel, and FartuUagli, County of Westmeath, lor tlte week

ending Saturday, December 12, 1846.

I have met with a good deal of trouble and opposition from one or two individual members

of Relief Committees in my rejection of applicants and recall of tickets improperly granted.

Whether from intimidation or motives of self-interest, they have persisted in recommending

persons with stacks of corn, with stores of meal, with cows and horses, &c. Though my autho-

rity has been called in question, I have invariably followed my instructions on tliis subject.

Etxract from Journal of Captain Telford, Inspecting Officer, North Division, Barony

of Moycashel, County Westmeath, for the week ending December 12, 1846.

In consequence of my attendance on Colonel Archer, Inspecting Officer of Relief Committees,

I have seen very little of the works compared to what I otlienvise should, but I trust my time

was not misspent, having local knowledge, and being also to apprise him of the abuses prevailing,

which he has been most strenuously endeavouring to remedy, and I think, in some instances with

effect, especially the registry of applicants for employment on the Public Works.
^

I hear in all

qnartere of the avidity with which the peasantry are supplying themselves with fire-arms, and

was told by the Sub-Inspector of Police at Castlepollard, that on Thursday last during the fair

held there, from sixty to seventy stands of arms were disposed of. On my return to Mullingar

on Tuesday evening, between Cloghan and Cooksboro’, I saw a countryman with a horee-pistol,

apparently quite new, and was startled, from the circumstance of the lateness of the evening,

appi'oachiiig dusk, the loneliness of the place, and not having the means of defence, but was

soon relieved from apprehension by the approach of several persons, i he conduct of the people

I must report favourably of. Farm operations are very limited, but in this part of the country

little is ever done until towards spring.

Extract from Journal of Captain Telford, Inspecting Officer, Northern Division,

Westmeath, Baronies of Covkaree, Moyashel, Dclvin, Deriiifore, County Westmeath, for

the week ending 12th December, 1846.

Monday, 7th Decemher.—P\.i the request of Sir Richard Loringe, Westmeath,

I accompanied Colonel Archer to Knockeline, where the Relief Committee of that district, of

the Barony of Corkaree, assembled for the examination of their books, and mode of proceeding,

and to receive instructions; thence to Cloghan relief district, Barony of Moyashel, for same

purpose. Inspected works on my return to Mullingar.

Wednesday, ‘dtk DecemSer.—Accompanied Colonel Archer to Castletowndolvin, Barony of

Delvin, and was engaged with him all day in attendance on Relief Committee.

Thursday, 1 Qth DecemJer.—Joined Colonel Archer, by appointment, when he entered on the

duties of his office with the Relief Committee.

Friday, Uth Decemie?-.—Attended the Relief Committee at Castlepollard, Barony of Der-

nifore, assembled to hear Colonel Archer, and afterwards proceeded to inspect works.

Extracts from Journal of Lieutenant Anderson, Inspecting Officer, County Wicklow,

- Barony North Ballinacor, for week ending 13th December, 1846.

I wrote out tickets. I had some days previously written to Sir George Hodson, the chair-

man, requesting him to have the applicants for tickets warned to be present, but he told me he

and ’the other gentlemen did not think it wise to have the people from the neighbouring dis-

tricts congregated in the town, and so, under the circumstances, 1 gave him the tickets (as.

chairman) properly filled in, to be distributed by him tlie following day. I am glad to inform

you that I gave orders that 60, to whom I bad on previous occasions given tickets, should be

no longer employed on the Public Works. In compliance with my request, the Committee

had met frequently, and most carefully scrutinized their lists again, and had such iiiformalioii-.

for me, which enabled me to act as I did.

Extract of Captain Hill’s Weekly Report, for the County of Waterford, dated the I3th

December, 1846.

Attended the Relief Committee at Waterford on Friday, the 11th instant, where it was

resolved that a boiler, capable of containing 300 gallons, should be erected for the supply of

soup to the poor at first cost, probably Id. per quart. The expense, viz., 30f., to be defrayed

from the balance of last year’s relief fund, at the disposal of the Committee.

Attended the Tramore Relief Committee on the 12th.
, .

,

General Ohsermtions and Remarks.—Th.& works appear to be progressing with considerable

expedition, and the people orderly and tranquil.

The two Relief Committees attended by me were anxious to promote the objects of the in-

structions received by them.

The operations of cultivation were not observable, and on inquiry, they were said to have

ceased.
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Extract from Report of Sir Thomas Ross, Inspecting OfBcer, County of Waterford, for

week ending I2th December, 1846.

Absent from Monday the 9th instant, until yesterday, inspecting roads and attending Relief
Committees in the three baronies under my superintendence

;
revised some lists on the works,

and struck off persons who did not require relief on the public works.

Extract from Report of Captain Hat, Inspecting Officer, County of Waterford, for

week ending 13th December, 1846.

The works are progressing satisfactorily in every direction. The people are peaceable and
well disposed. The Relief Committees are zealously occupied in carrying out their instruc-

tions, and have a very laborious duty to perform.

Farm operations are at a complete stand-still, and the farmers are disposed to cultivate on
the most limited scale.

The labourers on 27, Middle-third, having threatened the overseer in the execution of his

duty in displacing the gangsman, by order of the engineei'I proceeded to the work and stopped

it. They were permitted to resume this work on Saturday, the neglect imputed to the dis-

missed gangsman having been exaggerated.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Downman, Inspecting Officer, Barony of Decies

Without, County of Waterford, for week ending Saturday, 12th December, 1846.

Much trouble arises from the incompetency of overseers and stewards, but Mr, Owen, the

Board’s engineer, finds it impossible to procure proper persons to fill these situations. Farmers,

in some districts, sowing wheat, but no manure is drawn to the fields, although the coast affords

abundance. Relief Committees in general becoming more regular.

The work visited on Thursday, where task-work was refused, was of such a nature that task-

work could not be given with any degree of fairness. Found the people perfectly quiet, and
continuing their work by the day’s hire. Ordered them to continue in the way until the work
would admit of being set by task.

The Dungarvan Committee is iu such an irregular state, could not ascertain the numbers
employed on the works. Begged them to assemble the men employed, and send in fresh lists,

that I might issue tickets. Up to the 9th, all working without tickets. The money for these

works nearly expended.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Primrose, Inspecting Officer, Barony of Glenahiry

and Upperfhird, County of Waterford, for the week ending 12th December, 1846.

The works are progressing favourably; no complaints against overseers or the workmen.
The whole have been paid up to the latest period—that is, the 5th December—and the

greatest possible benefit has arisen. Should the men receive their weekly payments regularly

there will be no cause of complaint, and things must go on well.

Very little appears to be going on in the farm operations.

Major Macnamara to Mr. Labouchere.

Doolin, Decemher 12, 18-46.

I FEEL it to be my duty, tow-^ards myself and the constituency of this county,

to state to you, as the organ of the Government, that I was present on Thursday
at Ennistymon, when Mr. 'Wynne, as Inspecting Officer of the Board of Works,
gave my colleague, Mr. O’Brien, in the presence of several magistrates and gentle-

men assembled at the Ennistymon Relief Committee, the most unprovoked insult,

by stating that he treated what Mr. O’Brien said with utter contempt, although
Mr. O’Brien merely observed that certain letters, containing what we all considered

unfounded charges against the Liscannor Committee, afforded evidence of a vile

conspiracy.

Thursday next was fixed for the investigation, and I trust you will agree in the

propriety of having some other person besides Mr. Wynne appointed to preside on
that occasion

;
indeed, it would not be safe for that gentleman to come among per-

sons who are disposed to resent the insult offered to them all in the person of Mr.
O’Brien.

Captain Wynne to the Commissioners of Public Works.

Ennis, December 19, 1846.

I have received Major M'Namara’s letter to Mr. Labouchere, complaining
of my conduct at a meeting of the Ennistymon Relief Committee, held on the
10th instant, for the purpose of investigating alleged misconduct on the part of
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Mr. Millett (local engineer of the barony of Corcomroe), and of several of the
overseers and stewards under him.

It would not become me to give any opinion on my own conduct on that occa-

sion, but I was certainly under the impression that during a scene such as I never
before witnessed, I never for an instant forgot the position in Avhich I stood (the
officer of your Board), and I must say, the circumstances were those of excessive
provocation. I have seen in the “ Evening Mail ” a statement most erroneous
and most unjust as regards J\lr. Millett, but being sent by a person deeply inter-

ested, I cannot wonder at the colouring the affair has received.

I am well aware my conduct has been, and will be, misrepresented
; to this,

and many other consequences of the unpopular* eoui^e I have struck out for my-
self, I have quite made up my mind.

I have exposed dishonesty, injustice, and oppression wherever I met with it,

without regard to the position of the offender.

I have displaced upwards of 9,400 persons chosen and placed upon the rvorks

by the several Committees in my seven baronies. I have placed on the lists the
poor starving labourers who had been neglected because nobody had a direct in-

terest in their welfare, and I have not refused employment in any instance to real
destitution.

I was well aware this course would not be a popular one, but I have pursued it

steadily and perseveringly, notwithstanding the direct and indirect menaces of
B’lajor M'Namara and of others who might be expected to show a better example
to the people

;
I did not, however, participate in his fears for my safety in visiting

Liscannor. The people have discovered that my object is to relieve and not to
oppress them, and I feel under no apprehension, except they act under the influence

of persons whose interests would be advanced by my withdrawal from the country.
I am happy to be able to refer to the lists, as furnishing a strong argument

in favour of the course I have adopted, and I trust that course will meet your
approval.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, December 14, 1846.

Immediately after the receipt of the report of our officers relating to
the affair of the piay clerks in Clare, we sent them a letter expressing our ap-
probation of their gallant conduct, a copy of which will be found in tlie Ap-
pendix to our Monthly Report, as also of one we had written to Captain
Wymie. We shall now make a recommendation to the Treasury in favour of
the Reades and Henessay

; the latter is our collector at Clare Castle, a very
good man, and very inoffensive in his maimer, and in the early part of the
season was employed by us, to afford relief by employment under our direction,
before presentments were passed, so that he ought rather to have been a
favourite than an object for vengeance. As to the soldiers who were near him
at the time he was fired at, no special report was made by us, because I had
heard from Mr. Redington that an enquiry had been ordered.

Notwithstanding my letter to you on Saturday respecting, your inspecting
officers I shall afford Sir R. Routh every assistance in my power, without, of
course crippling my department

;
but I must confess it appears to me that the

task you have in view is not so easy of accomplishment as you imagine
;
however,

rest assured that no unnecessary difficulties shall be offered by me.
There has been a heavy fall of snow in the north, and frost has lasted for

some days, so that the people have not been able to work. We send out a
circular this night, a copy of which is enclosed, so that no inconvenience will
be experienced.

I send two or three enclosures.

Enclosure.
Mr. Horn,

_

Take notice that you must leave this part of the country on pain of death. If you don’t
quit without delay, have your coffin made in one or two days, for as sure as you are living
man now, you will be a dead roan if you are not said by this notice. You don’t undersland
work, we must have a man who will understand his buisiness better than what you do, so he
off without further delay, or indeed you won’t get any other notice, but to treat you as Henesy
was, a Saturday night in Clare.
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Enclosure to the preceding Letter.

EXTR.4CT from Captain Huband’s (Inspecting Officer) Letter to Colonel Jones.

E. Wed Cork.

I MADE a bad exchange last week of my quiet barony of East Muskery, my pet, for the

three Carberies
;
they are upside down, any one of them is more trouble than the whole of my

late district, the correspondence is overwhelming, and my “audiences ditto; the crowds of

noisv priests would deafen a gunner, much less a lines-man; their lists are mere rolls of the

population I am sorry to say that the deaths are increasing, and I most earnestly entreat o f

you to get the work which I recommended Mr. Tracy to apply for, speedily sanctioned; there

are such numbers out of work that outrage is certain to take place if the people are not set to

work Sheep-stealin«^ has got to a head in some places, and the farmers are sending-

them out of harms way as fast as they can. Extorting money is of every day occurrence. To

work the people must be put. Last week, which was very wet, I had numerous mobs to visit

me; some came a long distance.

Extract.

I THINK you will be obliged to provide much more employment ere long; the little

farmers have nearly finished their corn ;
the odd cows and sheep will soon follow, and then

they must be employed or starve. I have been this morning to Myrus, about five miles to the

east, and saw the men employed there in a useful work, cutting down a steep hill on what is

to be the mail coach road
;
the payment was most regular, and the labourers seemed satisfied

and grateful.
Signed) John Fitzmaueice.

Extract from Journal of Major D. Burns, Gort, dated December 14, 1846.

County of Galway Southern Division.

It was reported to me that the Rev. Mr. Nelly, the parish priest, who

officiates in the chapel of this town, addressed his congregation yesterday from the

altar, and told such of them as were on tlie Public Works that their wages were

insufficient, and desired them not to take less than a shilling a-day
;
advised them

against task-work, and that if the overseers insisted on such labour, to throw them

into bog holes.

This morning the labourers, amounting to about 200 out ol 730 at work near

the town, struck, and came in a body to my house, and declared they must have a

shilling a-day wages ;
that the present rate was insufficient to support themselves

and families. I sent for Mr. M^right, the engineer, who, in their presence,,

assured me that they could earn 1 a-. 6c?. a-day by task. I then addressed myself

to the people, pointed out the dreadful results that would fall upon themselves by

presuming to dictate to the Government through me ;
that my positive instructions

were to discontinue the works in the event of disorder or insubordination, but that

I would take upon myself to deviate from these orders, and that I would allow

them to return to the works on a promise that such conduct again on their part

should not occur. If they, however, persisted in their demand, or in any way

interfered with the officers placed over them by the Board of Works, all labour

would be stopped.
. , xt n i • i. j

The people then went away, but soon after returned with Nelly at then* head,

to whom I communicated what 1 had heard of his address from the altar, and told

him in. the presence of his people that he was not a true Iriend to his flock
;
that

he and those on the Public Works might rest assured that the law was strong

enough to controul disorder, and declared it the men did not instantly retui'n to

their work, it should cease. Mr. Nelly then told them to be advised by me, for

that he was certain I was a true friend to the poor man
;
the people then

returned to their labour.

Should they repeat this conduct I will stop the works
;
I have erased one

man’s name ofl' the list who used menacing language.
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To the Right Honourable Lord John Russell, First Lord of Her Majesty’s
Treasury, and Prime Minister of the British Empire.

The respectful Memorial of the Rev. Jeremiah Sheahan, Roman Catholic
Pastor of Clinlaurence, &c., in the Barony of Bare, West Riding of the
County Cork,

Most humbly Showeth,

That at the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions for the Barony, held
on the 18th of September last, 6000/. were granted by the gentry and cess-

payers for the employment, during three months, of his destitute flock.

That the three months expire on the 18th instant, and yet through the entire

extent of petitioner’s parish, (20 miles in length,) not one farthing has been
expended by the Board of Works.
That the corn grown in the parish would not support its miserable popula-

tion for three days. It contains a population of 1050 families, 800 of whom are

in absolute destitution, with butJive of the rank of substantial farmers, and one
resident gentleman.

Memorialist begs to inform your Lordship that over 1 00 of these families are

at present subsisting solely on sea-weeds.

That the most wretched of his flock, through want of food, had recourse, in

the first place, to sheep and cattle stealing, and latterly to rioting; 12 persons

out of his flock having been aiTested for a breach of the peace.

That the most peaceable have died in their cabins from want of food. Tlie

number who have thus died within the past six days exceeds 12, six of these

being heads of families.

Memorialist begs to state, on the part of his most wretched and hapless flock,

that they were the very persons whose loyalty at the time the French fleet rode
into Bantry Bay in 1798, was so conspicuous. That during the 25 years he has
exercised spiritual jurisdiction among them, previous to this, no breach of the

peace had occurred ; not the slightest lawless spirit had been manifested.

That, as in duty bound, petitioner long since warned the members of the
Irish Government that if some of the employment gi*anted at Sessions was not
afforded the population of the parish, riots would infallibly ensue, and numbers
die of starvation.

Not a single public work has yet commenced.
In conclusion, petitioner humbly begs that your Lordship would be pleased

to grant his famishing but deserving congregation an order on the Board of
Works to commence some of the works granted at Sessions three months since.

Should your Lordship mercifully gi-ant this request, memorialist and his

starving flock, saved from destruction by you, will ever, &c. &c.

Clinlaurence, gantry, County Cork,

December 14, 1846.

Treasury Minute on the above.

December 18, 1846.

Transaht a copy of this memorial to the Commissioners of Public
Works, and request that they will immediately take proper steps in reference
to the subject of it.

Acquaint the memorialist.

Transmit a copy of the Memorial and of this Minute to Sir R. Routh for his

information.

[b. w.] 3 G
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Treasury Minute.

December 15, 1846.

Write to the Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland, that my Lords

have seen witli great surprise the circular letter No. 38, “ Relief Department,’

u’hich has been forwarded by them to this office, as one of the Appendices to their

last monthly report
;
some of the paragraphs of which are entirely at variance

with the spirit of the Instructions which have been issued from time to time by

this Board, as to the mode of conducting the system of Relief Works in Ireland.

My Lords regret that this circular should have been issued without having been

submitted for their sanction.

My Lords are in hopes that its circulation may have been hitherto confined to

officers acting under the orders of the Commissioners, and that there may be yet

time to withdraw it without its having been made publicly known ; but even should

it have been so made known, their Lordships desire that it may be forthwith with-

drawn, with an intimation that an amended circular u’ill be substituted for it.

My Lords will shortly cause a further communication of their views on this

subject to be made to the Commissioners.

Mr. Trevelyan to the Commissioners of Public Works, Dublin.

Treasury Chambers, December 21, 1846.

Referring to the letter of this Board, dated 15th instant, desiring that

your circular letter. No. 38, Relief Department, should be withdrawn, with an

intimation that an amended circular should be substituted for it, I am directed by

the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury to state that the omissions

and alterations which their Lordships wish to be made in the abovementioned

circular, have been noted in the accompanying copy of it, which is transmitted for

your information and guidance.

lily Lords are sensibly alive to the evils which will be entailed upon the people

of Ireland by the neglect of the ordinary cultivation of the soil, which is reported

to them from many quarters to have been carried to such an extent as to causo

serious apprehension as to the supply of food for next year. At the same time, it

is impossible for their Lordships to give any sanction to the wish expressed in

some parts of Ireland, that parties sfiould be paid from public funds for the cul-

tivation of their own land; and it appears to them that the paragraphs which they

have directed to be omitted, have at least the appearance of sanctioning such a

jiroceeding.

Their Lordships were in hopes, in the early part of the autumn, that the exertions

of individuals on their own estates and farms, would have afforded employment to

so large a portion of the population, that the Public Relief Works under 9 and 10

Viet. c. 107, would have provided for the remainder who could not be taken into

such employment.
Subsequently when the amount of destitution increased so rapidly, the Lord

Lieutenant, with the sanction of Her Majesty’s Government, as the best measure

which he could adopt under the pressure of circumstances, extended the employ-

ment under presentments by baronial sessions to private works of a permanent

character, and under that extension, some works of private drainage have been

undertaken.

My Lords, however, having by their Minute of the 1st and letter of the l5th

instant, given very great facility by loans to individuals on very advantageous

terms to the employment of labour by private persons, are in hopes that in a short

time, no further presentments for this description of work will be made.

Their Lordships have never ceased to feel the greatest anxiety for the restoration

of the healthy state of employment in the ordinary cultivation of the soil fron

private resources, or in the permanent improvement of the land by means ot

Government advances, and they consider it to be the most important duty of every

public officer and department to promote these views, not only by encouraging all

persons in Ireland to adopt this course, but also by discouraging the employment

of the' people on presentment works when not indispensably required for the relief

of distress, and when private employment can be found.
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They need not point out that the terms of repayment under their IMinute, autlio-

rising advances to individuals, are much, more advantageous than those under Mr.

Labouchere’s letter, and they wish that you would direct the attention of persons

applying to you to this circumstance, as it may very probably affect their disposition

to avail themselves of one or the other mode of effecting improvements on their

estates.

Enclosure.

[Relief Department.]

Circular No. 38.

Board of Public Works,

[Corrected Copy.] December 9, 1846.

The employment of the destitute on roads and other Public Worhs must soon terminate,

and reproductive works be substituted for them. To render such works really beneficial and

morally useful, the landed proprietors must join hand in hand TOth the Board of Works.

Every proprietor or farmer will be interested in the practical success of some local work, and

the success will be in proportion to the zealous co-operation which the Board may receive.

Works connected with thorough draining must be executed systematically, and steadily
; no

external force, no hurry can be admitted. The number of labourers required for each par-

ticular work can be accurately known, and each individual labourer should, as I'ar as possible,

have a task allotted to him, say, sufficient for a fortnight or three weeks.

It is proposed that the task to be allotted to each labourer, should consist of a certain length

of drain, and the collection and breaking of stones for the drain
j
where the stones are to be

gathered from the same or neighbouring fields, the children of the labourer may be employed

by him in collecting them into heaps, and, if sufficiently near, depositing them on the side of

the drain cut by the father.

To render the drainage works substantially beneficial to the landed proprietor, it is necessary

that the most approved system of thorough draining should be adopted. To effect this object,

the Commissioners of Public Works mean to appoint District Inspectors of Drainage, whose

duty it will be, in the first instance, to examine the site of every work presented for; to deter-

mine the extent of land to be drained, and mark its boundaries on the Ordnance plans; to

lay out the works connected with the main or open di'ains
; to determine the depth and all

the detail belonging to the covered drains; to estimate the cost of the drainage per acre; to

value the land in its present state, and give their opinion as to the increased value which will

result from the drainage ;
and report on the whole to the Commissioner.s.

During the time occupied by the Inspector of Drainage in the performance of (his duty,

the landed proprietor, the agent, or steward, should attend for the purpose of receiving

instructions as to the particular works to be executed in each case, and should recommend

suitable persons who may be employed as local overseers to carry them out.

The stewards or farmers, as the case may be, to act without salary
;
but the local overseers

recommended by them, when approved of by the Inspector of Drainage, will be paid according

to their qualifications and exertions.

The sanction of the Treasury having been received for the drainage works of any distinct,

and the number of labourers to be employed in each determined, on iue notice being given to

the Relief Inspecting Officer of the Board of Works, he will name labourers for each from tiie

list of the destitute residing within the electoral division or barony, as is usual for the road works;

and it is expected that the landed proprietors, farmers and stewards connected with each work

will use every exertion to scrutinize the list of the destitute, to insure that none who have- other

means of support be employed. I'he land will be assessed for the expenditure, and conse-

quently the admission of persons not requiring relief, by adding to the number, will pro-

portionately increase the assessment
;
hence, it becomes the interest as well as the duty of all

cess-payers to limit the admission of labourers to those who are wholly destitute.

By order,

(Signed) Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

Lieutenant-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public T'Fbrks,

Dublin, December 19, 1846.

I HAVE tlie honour to acknowledge the receij)t of your letter of the 16tli

December, conveying the displeasure of their Lordships that the Board had
issued Circular No. 38, the same being at variance with the spirit of the instruc-

tions which have been issued from time to time by the Lords of the Treasury as

to the mode of conducting the system of Relief Works in Ireland. I request

you vdW assure their Lordships that it never was the wish or intention of the

members of the Board to do any act which might be considered as opposed to

the instructions they had received. The Circular No. 38 was solely intended to

apply to works presented for under Mr. Labouchere’s letter, and therefore was
3 G 2
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to be regarded as temporary in ils operation, and not to be followed as a general
system. I beg leave to inclose a letter upon the subject, addressed to me by Mr.
Griffith, which I request you will lay before their Lordships. . Jt may be proper
for me to add, that great publicity had been given to the Circxilar 38 by the
public press, and it was generally well received. In obedience to the directions

contained in your letter, orders have been issued to prevent any more cojries

being sent away from thk office.

Enclosure.

Mr. Griffith to Lieutenant-Colonel Jones.

Office of Pvhlic Works, Decernber 19, 1846.

I HAVE just seen the Lord-Lieutenant relative to the circular, Relief Department,
No. 38, some expressions in which have been objected to by the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

His Excellency desires me to say he has communicated his opinion and explanation to Lord
John Russell, and has requested that the Relief Department of the Board of Works would
also communicate this day with the Chancellor of the Exchequer.
As I am the author of the circular in question, I think it incumbent on me to make the

reply.

It appears that the term “ farmer,” as used in Ireland, is different from the common accep-
tation of the same term in England. In Ireland, all persons holding land, say from one acre

and upwards, is called a “ farmer,” and the land he holds is called his “ farm.”

On the coast of the county of Mayo, the occupier of three acres is considered a comfortable
farmer—hence, in ordinary parlance, all holders of land which produces corn and potatoes,

are called “farmers.”

According to the regulations of the Board of Works, no man, whose farm Is valued at 6f.

per annum, is admissible to the works, unless on proof of positive destitution. Now, many
small farmers, holding upwards of three acres, are valued under 61. per annum, and it is this

class of small farmers that is meant
;
when, in the third paragraph of the circular, the words,

“ to enable each labourer to till his own farm, &c.,” are used, it might have been his oum
small tenement. But no misconception will arise in Ireland, as the meaning of the word
“ farm” as used is perfectly understood.

Next; I cannot see tfie objection to allowing the arrangement of task-work, in such a
manner that a father, having the assistance of his wife and three or four children, may be

enabled to e.xecute the fortnight’s task in six or eight days, which, if unaided, would have occu-

pied 12 days’ constant labour. Surely it is but just that the labourer, having executed his

task, should be allowed to make a beneficial use of his spare time on his own or his neigh-

bour’s land, and in the present state of Ireland, it is absolutely necessary jfam foSowr

should he executed by the destitute.

According to the road system of task work, when a numerous gang are employed, this

could not take place, and the wife and children would remain at home idle.

The adoption of the principle of family task-work has given very general satisfaction in this

country, and as the people relieved are not “ farmers” in the English acceptation of the word,

but really destitute paupers, I hope the Chancellor of the Exchequer will not consider that

the Board of Works, through any inadvertence of mine, should have issued an injudicious

circular.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieutenant-Colonel Jones.

Treasury Chambers, December 22, 1846.

In reply to your letter of the 19th instant, with its enclosure from Mr.
Griffith, I am. to observe that you will have seen from the letter from this Board
ol' yesterday’s date that the objection which their Lordships entertained to tlie

Circular Letter No. 38 of the Commissioners of Public Works, did not refer to

the point adverted to in Mr. Griffith’s letter, but to the indirect sanction which
the terms of the Circular Letter appeared to give to the carrying on the ordinaiy

cultivation of the land by means of public money borrowed at Presentment

Sessions held under Mr. Labouchere’s letter.

With regard to task-work, my Lords understand that the amount to be laid

out as that to be performed in a day by each individual, is such as can be per-

foi-med by an ordinary labourer with ordinary exertion in that time, and their

Lordships do not apprehend that any specific announcement is required to make
persons w'ho work by task-work aware that if by extraordinary exertion their

task is completed in a shoider time, they will afterwards have their time at their

own disposal, whether for the cultivation of their own plot of ground or for any
other purpose.

Should it become necessary to issue any further instructions on tliis subject,

they should be made to apply to every description of relief w'ork, whether
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carried on under the strict letter of the Act 9 and 10 Viet., cap. 107, or under
Mr. Lahouchere’s letter; and the instructions should be carefully guarded
against the interpretation that, under the name of drainage executed by task-

vvoik, the Government has virtually undertaken to furnish the means of culti-

vating the land.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Redington.

Office of Public TVorks, December 15, 1846.

I AM directed by the Commissioners to enclose an extract from the
weekly Report of one of their inspecting officers in the county of Cork,
describing the extreme state of destitution ndiich prevails in the neighbourhood
of Skibbereen, and to state that all the available works have been put in
operation.

{Relief Department!]

Mr. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Worhsi Dublin.,

December 16, J846.

_

I AM directed by the Commissioners of Public Works to forward
herewith, for the consideration of the Lords of the Treasury, the enclosed copy
of a letter they received from Samuel Gamble, Esq., their engineer in tl^e

county Clare, relative to the part taken by the inhabitants of Clare village in
the ill-treatment of Mr. Hennessy, ovei-seer.

Enclosurk.

Mr. Gamble to Mr. Walker.
Ennis, Decemher 8, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to enclose a notice, issued by Captain Wynne and me, on the
stoppage of the works in Clare Abbey, in consequence of the outrage committed on Hennessy.
The people of Clare village completely identified themselves with the outrage, by collectiixr

round Hennessy’s house, and hooting and joking on the subject, and by refusing to go for a
doctor.

PUBLIC NOTICE.

By directions of Government, the Officers of the

BOARD OF WORKS
Have been obliged to discontinue the Works in the Parish of

CLARE ABBEY,
In consequence of the outrage committed on Mr. Hennessy, the principal Overseer.

_

We now inform the men who were engaged upon those different tvorks, that if information is

given that will lead to the apprehension of the person who committed such outrage, the sus-
pended works will be forthwith resumed.

Edmund Wynne, Inspecting Officer.

Samuel Gamble, Directing Engineer.
Ennis, December 7, 1846.

Mr. Boyle to Mr. Walker.

Wicklow, December 16, 1846.

I am desirous of submitting, for the consideration of the Commissioners of
Public Works, the serious condition of some districts in the County Wicklow,
arising fi*om scarcity of food and alarming results which must be apprehended from
its rapid diminution, while at the same time but very little preparation is being
made for providing food for the ensuing year.

I have during the past ten days travelled through every district of this county,
and I am therefore, from personal observation, enabled to state that neither in the
acts nor apparent intentions of the farmers is there any indication of providino- for
the future except towards the north and north-east portion of Wicklow.

*

To the present state of some of the towns I am now' more anxious to direct
attention.
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At Wicklow, witli an almost pauper population of 25,000 souls, and where 620

labour tickets have already been issued, there is scarcely one week’s provision, and

it is with difficulty the labourer can procure oatmeal at the high price of 3^. per

stone. The balance now remaining from the sum presented for works for the

employment of the Wicklow people is 530/. A Session is to be held on the ISth,

for the purpose of providing additional employment. But as it will require 3500/.

fully to provide works for the people of the town alone for a period oi three months,

and as it is certain that the Sessions will be held under the Chief Secretary’s

letter, the entire sum must, of course, be assessable on the electoral division of

Arklow, the annual value of which, according to the Poor Law returns, is 3000/.

to 4000/.

I am unable to continue more than from 700/. to 800/. of works, which can be

rendered available for the town. The pier or harbour had been suggested by

several, and I am aware that the Mining Company would advance a sura equal to

that granted by the Government. On Tuesday, the 10th instant, there was not

1 cwt. of meal in the town of Dunlaine, where thei'e is much poverty, and where

nearly 200 men are employed on Relief Works.

At Baltinglass, a nucleus for misery, and without a resident landlord or agent,

and where there are 280 labourers having relief tickets, matters are but a little

better.

At the last town there is a mill, but in some of the others there are no stores of

any kind.

I fear that the present high prices have induced the farmers to commence thresh-

ing ofi' their grain, and that as some anxiety exists as to the future tenure of land,

the farmers are less industrious than they would otherwise be.

It is impossible that an increase of wages can remedy a deficiency in the quantity

of food. Already have apprehensions been created among the peasantry as to its

eventual disappearance, and I therefore greatly dread the results with which a panic

arising from such a cause would be attended.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Board of Worlcst, December 16, 1846.

I CAN only repeat that, as far as practicable, without crippling our esta-

blishments, every assistance shall be given to Sir R. Routh in respect to the

Relief Committees ;
hut the object proposed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer

is one of very difficult accomplishment, although I have no doubt but that as

distress increases the Commissariat must come more into contact with the Com-
mittees. I am happy to say that our last week’s repoids are more favourable

towards them, and represent them as discharging their duties in a much more
satisfactory manner. There are two causes which may be assigned for this

favourable change : one that our officers have been actively engaged ha drilling

them, and firm in refusing to lend themselves to the abuses
;
and secondly, that

the number of applicants is, of course, greatly reduced, thereby lessening the

chances of imposition or fraud.

I have just had a veiy interesting interview with our engineer from county

Wicklow, who states that there is a great waiat of food in some parts of the

countiy, and that whenever distress pinches and no food to be procured near* them,

an outbi*eak may then be expected. The price of provisions is very high, much
higher than in Dublin. The people, although not arming, are organising them-

selves, and strangers are frequently seen there, and several individuals are Irnown

to be in the countiy.

I sent a copy of Captain Huband’s Report to Mr. Lahouchere, who has ari'anged

with Sir R. Routh to send down a sum of money to meet the immediate wants

of the people. I receive from private sources of information very distressing

accoimts from Skibbereen; it is at all times a poor wretched comer, no

gentleman of property residing in the district, and a very bad Committee,

You may rest assured that Government will be obliged, under the existing state

of things,“the disinclination of the proprietors to step forward in the way of

employment, and the great want of food in many districts of the country,—to

afford out-door relief. Food will be required, and it is a subject I have often

considered, and always arrived at the same conclusion, viz., that there are many
localities in remote parts of the country where people never saw or tasted any-
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thing but a potato. In these districts, which are usually very populous, no
article of provision is to be found. There is no market town within miles of
them, and the prices there so exorbitant that it is beyond their means to pur-
chase ; and unless Government step in, hundreds w'ill die of starvation. The
Government have taken upon themselves to afford the means of purchase, and
it will find itself forced to send in provision. The circumstances of Ireland
are so different from most civilized countries, that the rules wliicli guide and
infiuence the conduct and motives of people in general, will not apply to this

unfortunate island. We have a perilous time before us, and must look a-head
in time.

The Rev. T. Mathew to Mr. Trevelyan.

Corh, Decemher 16, 1846.

Since last I had the honour to address you, I have been in several
parts of this wretched country, remote from and near to Cork. I am grieved
to be obliged to inform you that the distress is universal, thougli the people
are more destitute in some districts than in others. ^Vhere the rural popula-
tion is dense, and was accustomed to emigrate during the harvest to other
parts of the empire to reap corn and dig potatoes, no understanding can con-
ceive, no tongue express, the misery that prevails. The money earned during
the autumn enabled these spalpeens, as they are called, to pay the rent of
their potato gardens, and supply themselves and families with clothes and
other necessaries. This resource has utterly failed, as well as their own stock
of provisions, and they are now wholly dependant for tlie means of existence
on Public Works.
The amount of loss sustained by the peasant whose acre of potatoes has

been blighted, has not been sufficiently estimated. Bread-stuffs to the value
of 30^. would not supply the loss. The poor widow or orphan, or both—the
pigs and poultry—were all fed

;
and the pigs and poultry were a source of

profit and comfoi’t to the poor labourer’s family.
There is not in Ireland, correctly speaking, farm work at this season of the

year. We have not here farmers such as are in England. The soil is held in
small lots, and horse husbandry prevails. As to the nobility and gentry who
cultivate green crops, they have a few working tenants, who hold from them
potato gardens, and pay the rent in labour.

Our country people, like bees and other provident insects and animals, lived
during the winter*, upon the potatoes they had stored and the little money they
had earned during the harvest.

The present exorbitant price of bread stuffs, especially Indian corn, places
sufficient food beyond the reach of the great bulk of the population. Men,
women, and children are gradually wasting away. They fill their stomachs
with cabbage leaves, turnip-tops, &c., &c., to appease the cravings of hunger.
There are at this moment more than 5000 half-starved, wretched beings, from
the country, begging in the streets of Cork. When utterly exhausted, they
crawl to the workhouse to die. The average of deaths in this Union is over
100 a week. Some change should be made in the regulations of tlie work-
houses in the comrtry parts of Ireland to make them tolerable. In some dis-

tricts they are closed against applicants, though not half full ; in other places,

the treatment of the poor is so harsh, that death outside is prefei*able. In one
or two Union-houses the females who are admitted, many of them once
respectable, are rudely seized upon, forcibly deprived of their hair, and clothed
in the garb of guilty convicts, though extreme poverty is their only crime. I
deeply regret the total abandonment of the people to corn and flour traders.

They charge from 50 to 100 per cent, profit. Cargoes of maize are purchased
before their arrival, and are sold, like railway shares, passing through different

hands before they are ground and sold to the poor.
_We are establishing soup-shops, in all parts of the city, to supply the poor

with nutritious, cheap cooked food.

After this long and painful detail, allow me, honoured dear sir, to thank
you for your successful interference with respect to the temptations held out to
the labourers on the Public Works. When I assure you that the few lines
you addressed to the Board of Works accomplished more good than if I had
written volumes on the subject, you will pardon me for having added to your
multitudinous and most laborious official duties.
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Mr. Trevelyan to the Rev. T. Mathew.

December 24, 1846.

I HAVE to thank you for your letter dated the l6th instant.

I will not enter upon the painful statements in the early part of it connected

with the general subject of the scarcity, for I am convinced that we are already

doing all that it is possible for us to do to mitigate the calamity, and the rest

must depend upon the people of Ireland themselves.

There are, however, some details towards the conclusion of your letter

relating to the administration of the Poor-law, which appeared to me to require

immediate notice, and I wrote upon the subject to Mi*. Lewis, the Poor-law

Commissioner, who has replied as follows ;

—

“ I return the copy of Father Matheit’s letter, which you have had the kind-
“ ness to send me. Pray ask him to write to the Dublin Office of the Poor-law
“ Commission with respect to any case in which the hair of a woman in a
“ workhouse has been cut without her consent, or she has been clothed in a

“ penal dress. If he will communicate the facts of any case in this manner, I

“ have no doubt that an immediate inquiry will be made into it.”

This will enable you to do at once what the occasion requires.

[Relief Department.]

Board of TP'orlcs, December 17, 1846.

In considering the jiroposition for transferring to the Commissariat, the

Inspecting Officers now employed under the Board of Works, it is desirable to

consider the duties they perform, with a reference to the duties performed by
the co-ordinate Officers of Relief.

There are three branches, viz. :

—

1. The supply and distribution of labour, which is the duty of the Inspect-

ing Officer.

2. The execution of the works, which is the duty of the Engineer.

3. The payment of the labourers, which is the duty of the Finance Depart-
ment

;

and these three duties are intimately connected.

The Inspecting Officer ascertains from the Relief Committees the number of

persons requiring labour, and from the Engineer the number who can be em-
ployed upon the works. Me is the medium of communication between them,

and the want of such mediation was severely felt in the last season, when the

works were crowded with labourers whom the Engineer had no power to resist,

and when abuses of every kind were found to exist, from the absence of that

power.
The connexion of the Inspecting Officer with the payments is not leK neces-

sary. It is his duty to control the Check Clerk, by whom the pay lists are

prepared, and at his visits to the works to ascei*tain that the men are paid, and
investigate complaints of non-payment, as well as to report upon the relative

amount of wages in the district paid by the public, and by individuals, that

labour be not absorbed from private employment
; he is, in all things, the

medium of communication between the country and the Board, as well as

between the country and the local officers of works and payments, and such a

medium is indispensably irecessary, that the machinei*y of the works may move
freely, and without interruption from the clamour around it.

An Inspecting Officer attached to the Commissariat could not exercise these

functions ;
he could only attempt one of them, the revision of the Relief Lists,

and it is submitted he could not exercise even that so advantageously, because
he is severed from the immediate object for which the revision is necessary, or

rather from that which immediately forces the revision, viz :—the impossibility

of providing employment for all, from the limited extent of the works. It is

very true that the works exist for the labour, and not the labour for the works,

but as it is absolutely impossible to create and distribute labour to the full

extent demanded by the Committees, the most destitute must be provided for

fii^t, and revision is necessary even on that ground, if withdrawal from farm
labour, and other probable improprieties did not call for it; besides, of that
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ground (the limited nature of the works), the Inspecting Officer, if attached

to the Commissariat, could not have the same daily and intimate knowledge,

which he now has from communication with the engineers who execute, and the

Board who consider and sanction the works, or if he had, it could only be by an

equally intimate and constant commxmication, which, if he is under a different

head is impossible, except by a combination of the heads into a Relief Commis-

sion, which was fomid to work so badly last year.

The placing the Inspecting Officer under the Commissariat, would be a very

natural measure, if the relief were to be by food, as the limited supply of food

would then create the necessity for revision, but so long as the relief is by

labour, it is respectfully submitted, that the control of the labour, and the

inspection (for the purpose of control) of the Relief Committees, cannot advan-

tageously be separated.

The effect would be, that the Inspecting Officer, having no connection with

the works, would see but one side of the picture, would be naturally led to side

with the Committees, and point of repulsion, instead of being within the same

department, and therefore always safe irom severance, would be a point of rup-

ture, so to speak, that is, there would be separation between the relief and the

works, and division between the Commissariat and this Board. The Board of

Works, instead of being in collisionwith Relief Committees, would be in collision

with a department of the Government.

And what is the argument for this change ? That a Commissariat in-

spection is necessary to control the expenditure and accounts of the Committees,

and the inspection of the lists may be confided to the same person, but the expen-

diture of the committee is (unhappily) exceedingly small, and the connexion of

the Commissariat with the Relief lists small in proportion, while the expenditure

on Works is enoimously large, and the pressure of the Relief lists upon it pro-

portionately great.

It has been stated that an Inspecting Officer is necessary for the Department

of Works, even independent of the Relief lists, and if an Inspector is to exist in

both departments, this argument would lose its weight.

The Relief Committees are very anomalous bodies
;
as agents or branches of

the Commissariat, they may doubtless be very useful, but any utility they pos-

sess in connexion with the supply of labourers is solely due to the energy and

vigilance with which they have been met by this Board.

The womt are now beginning to amend, and the moment of amendment would

scarcely seem the time for making a change, but rather, so long as the present

system of relief by general labour continues, would point to the advantage of

persevering in the same course, and steadily holding the ground we have gained.

But only so long as the present system continues, if the changes contemplated

in the recent letters from the Treasury, be introduced when Parliament shall

meet, viz:

—

1. The absoi-ption of a large amount of labour by landlords, from facilities

in obtaining loans.

2. The absorption of another large amount of labour by the Board of

Works, as a great employer of labour, in the execution of useful public

w'orks, as arterial drainages, and the like ;
and

3. A provision for the surplus labour, in smaller works of a local nature, to

be executed under local machinery and control;—the third only will be,

strictly speaking, analogous to the present Relief Works, and for the

labour so to be supplied and employed, an Inspecting Officer attached to

the Committees and under the Commissariat, may be very useful
;

it may

only then become a question whetlier, as that labour will be almost wholly

of the infirm and aged, or of children, some combination with the Board of

Guardians may be necessary ;—but this is a question on which this Boai'd

offer no opinion. The Board of W^orks will probably have no connexion

with it.

These considerations are submitted with great deference and respect.

The Board of Works is most anxious (as is its duty) to concur in, and carry out,

the views and wishes of the Government, in any manner which may be deemed

best, and trust to be understood as merely fulfilling a duty, and somewhat painful

duty, in thus laying before their Lordships the conclusions at which they have arrived,

from the experience of the last and present seasons, again assuring their Lordships,

[b. w.] 3 li
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that however strong their conviction on this point, they will spare no exertions to

effect the desired object, whatever the decision may be ; but they feel that they should
be wanting to themselves, as ‘well as to the Government, if they were not to point
out. that an organic change in the system they have framed, at the present moment
when the number to be dealt with approach to half a million of persons, is one
they cannot but view with great apprehension.

The supply and the employment of that immense and increasing amount of
labour is now wielded by the Board, through its Inspecting Officers and its Engi-
neei's. To change the allegiance of one entire branch, is, we fear, of graver import
than may at first appear ; it is not a mere question of Departments.

Harry D. Jones.
Richard Griffith.

Memoranda for Sir R. Routh.

The number of Relief Committees is nearly 1000; they meet weekly, and
often daily. The Inspecting Officers are at present 62 ;

the number of labourers

employed is about 350,000.

The number on the Relief lists at present about 500,000; this number will

probably rise to 1,000,000, of whom about 750,000 or 800,000, will probably have

to be employed, leaving for purgation constantly about one-quarter.

At present the Inspecting Officer attends the committees as an ex-officio member,
and scrutinizes the lists with them, before he receives them, and not only the new
lists, but those of men already employed, which he takes with him ; this he ascer-

tains from his intercourse with the Engineer, for which purpose they are stationed

in the same town. He goes prepared with a knowledge of the several works, and
the locality of each, so as to regulate the distribution of the labourers. He supplies

the Engineer with as many as can be employed, and no more, satisfying the Com-
mittee that he takes the most destitute, and he notifies to the Engineer any who are

to be discontinued
;
these additions and discontinuances often disarrange the gangs

and the payments, and great care and cordial co-operation are necessary on this

point, which is often the source of much misunderstanding, and has needed great

Watchfulness on the part of the Boarif.

Sir Randolph should therefore contemplate, not merely the scrutiny and revision

of the lists, as originally delivered, but their correction from week to week, and their

ullimate limitation, so far as labour is concerned, to the number who can be
employed, the Board of Works making that number as large as possible, both
parties bearing in mind, tliat labour is not the test of destitution; the inducement
of money wages, and certain payment, being a temptation to many not destitute,

and there being, unfortunately, other motives than the necessity of relieving desti-

tution for placing names on the Relief lists.

Harry D. Jones.

Richard Griffith.

Sir Matthew Barrington, Bart., to the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

50, Stephens Green, Dublin,

Decemher 17, 1846.

I fear that you will think me very presumptuous in thus taking the

liberty of addressing you on the state of this country, but possessing as I do a

considerable landed property in the county of Dimerick, having had the expe-

rience of 30 years as a public officer employed in the most disturbed districts of

the country, and having long and attentively considered the subject, I may per-

haps 1)6 excused if I venture to assert that I have acquired some knowledge, which
may be useful in the present emergency, and this must form my apology for

troubling you with this letter.

It is admitted on all hands, that the mode now adopted of relieving the distress

of the country (necessary as is that relief at the present moment), cannot be con-

tinued without leading to a confiscation of the property of the country, and
ultimately to an actual revolution. I say so advisedly, for the confiscation, instead
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of proving a simple forfeiture of the land to the Government in payment of their

advances, will be found to lead to resistance by the occuj)iers having for its object

to obtain possession of the land as their own property.

The two evils which require to be remedied are, the ^^-ant of employment for an

excessive population at present, and the likelihood of the recurrence of such want

in future.

That the general population of the country (with the exception of the fe^v land-

lords) take little or no interest in the cultivation of the land or the consequences

of the present distress, is fully proved by the course pursued by the farmers at

present. It will be found that they and their sons very generally abandon their

own farms and neglect their tillage to seek employment as stewards and overseers

on the Public Works ; and this arises from the circumstance of so few of them

having the slightest interest in the land, and of their not being, as in other coun-

tries, a body of small proprietors scattered amongst the larger ones, so as to form

a protective influence
;
in fact, a sort of local police, for the preservation of

property and prevention of pauperism and taxation.

To meet the first evil, it will be necessary to aiford profitable employment lor the

present emergency.

The second evil, that of a probable recurrence of a state of things similar to the

present, must be met by the creating of a small proprietary in the country, whose

interest it will be to improve their properties and give employment to the

people.

To afford profitable employment for the present, no measure can be adopted

better than the drainage and consequent improvement of the land, but as a preli-

minary step to doing so, the rivers and mountain streams must be cleared, and

obstructions removed, otherwise an attempt to drain the land would be as ineffec-

tual as attempting to drain the houses in a city without having good main sewers

under the streets.

This may be easily effected by the Board of Works, under provisions similar to

those by which they constructed the great mountain roads through the country
;

such provisions, of course, to include the future prevention of such obstructions.

The clearing of the rivers being thus provided for, the next step should be, to

lend money to such proprietors as might require it for the drainage of their lands,

taking proper care that it was not expended in relieving themselves from their

embarrassments, or otherwise spent without giving the employment intended ; this

might be done by withholding the loan until after a certain portion of the drainage

was certified to be completed. This species of wmrk would save the money now
wasted in salaries to inspectors, overseers, &c., and be much better and more

economically performed than what is now doing.

The means above recommended will occuj>y a large portion of the unemployed

population, and the surplus may, some of them, be supplied with work on tlie

necessary repairs and keeping up of the public roads, others disposed of by emi-

gration, and the rest assigned to the cultivation of the waste lands under careful

regulations.

Now as to the remedy for the prospective evil, I mean the creation of a smal

pro])rietary in fee simjjle
;

as this subject would lead me into lengthened details,

I beg to enclose a letter which had been originally submitted to Lord fllorpeth,

and which, entering fully into its examination, I had the honour of submitting to

Sir Robert Peel in 1844. In acknowledging the receipt of that letter, Sir Robert

was pleased to write thus ;
—“ I have read with the attention to which it is so

“ fully entitled, the printed letter you have addressed to me. I will, for the ]ire-

“ sent, content myself with the expression of my acknowledgments for it, because

“ I feel that the consideration of the practical measure which it recommends
“ could not be undertaken with advantage until after the Commissioners of

“ Inquiry into the relation of landlord and tenant in Ireland, and into the general

“ subject of the occupancy of land in that country, shall have made their Report,

“ which I believe may be expected at no remote period.”

The Land Committee have since made a Report, which has been printed by

order of Parliament, from which the following is an extract

“ It now rarely happens that land in Ireland is brought into the market for

“ sale in lots of a moderate or small size. Estates are so generally encumbered
“ by family settlements, or otherwise that the expense, delay, and difficulty which
“ would attend the dividing them so as to sell in separate or detached portions,

“ deter a proprietor from taking this course, although a larger sum might be

“ raised bv it than in the whole.
3 H 2
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“ 'We believe that there is a large number of persons in Ireland, possessing a
“ small amount of capital, which tliey would gladly employ in the purchase and
“ cultivation of land, and a still larger number now resident in different parts of
“ the country, and holding land for uncertain or limited terms at a rent, who
“ would most cheerfully embrace the opportunity of becoming proprietors.

“
'i'he gradual introduction of such a class of men would ])e a great improve-

“ ment in the social condition of Ireland. A much larger proportion of the popu-
“ lation than at present would become personally interested in the preservation of
“ peace and good order, and the prospect of gaining admission into this class of
“ small land-owners would often stimulate the renting farmer to increased and
“ persevering industry.”

I lately submitted a copy of my printed letter to Lord John Russell, and in the
month of September, I had a reply from his Lordship, in which he says :

—

“ I wish to express to you, that I was very much gratified by the perusal of your
“ letter to Sir Robert Peel, I am afraid that the loss of the potato crop will have
“ much changed the prospect of forming a company for the purposes you point
“ out. But if such a company could be formed, a question might fairly arise,
“ -whether a private company or a public Board, like the Woods and Forests or
“ the Board of Public Works, would be best fitted to hold powers so extensive,
“ and conduct an enterprize which might have social success, and at the same
“ time be subject to commercial failure.

" I wish you would have the goodness to commuicate with the Lord Lieutenant
“ on this important subject.”

While awaiting the Lord Lieutenant’s return to town, I address this letter

to you.

Several noblemen and gentlemen of high consideration and character in both
countries (or, connected with Ireland), amongst whom may be mentioned—The
Duke of Leinster, the Earls of Devon, Courtown, andDunraven, Lord Monteagle,
Mr. Samuel Gurney, and Mr. Carr, Governor of the Bank of Ireland, &c., &c.,
are ready to act upon the suggestions contained in my letter, and form a society
for the purpose of purchasing land in Ireland, and selling it again in small por-
tions, provided they receive the aid of the Government by its countenance,
support, and co-operation, it being clearly understood, however, that the scheme
must be carried out by a private society, and that though such society should be
subject to Government control, any direct interference on the part of Government
in the purchase of land would at once raise its price so as totally to defeat the
plan at the outset.

The following extract of a letter from Lord Courtown, will show how my
suggestions have been received by one of the best resident landlords in Ireland :

—

“ I\Iy dear Sir Matthew,—Having read, some time ago, with the greatest
“ interest, your letter to Sir Robert Peel, which Captain Owen lent me, I had
“ intended writing to say how much I approved of the subject of it, and of the
“ measure you propose for the bettering our unfortunate country, but my time has
“ been so much engaged with Relief Committees and writing begging letters
“ that I have neglected -writing.

“ I am so convinced that your views are just as to the cause of the agrarian out-
“ rages (as they are called) that so frequently happen in this country, and that the
“ remedy you propose is the one most likely to cure the disease, that I beg you
" will name me, as one of the company you propose to form. I believe one great
“ reason why this country has been freer than most others from outrages is from
” the_ number of respectable farmers that either have the fee of small properties
‘ which they have purchased, or hold farms for leases for ever. I am acquainted
“ with several in this immediate neighbourhood of that description, who, I am
“ happy to say, do not pretend to be gentlemen, but who stick closely to their
“ business as farmers. I have heard from my steward, who is a CumlDerland man,
that in that country there are numbers of the farming class who have small

" properties of their own, and who work on their farms and go jogging on their
“ horses to fairs and markets, just the same as if they ^vere only tenaiit farmers. It
“ would never do if they became squireens, which they would not do, if they were
“ possessed of the quantity of land you propose they should be enabled to purchase.
“ Great care should be taken that they did not either subdivide their properties
“ among small tenants or have the power of selling small portions.

“ Do you intend speaking to the present Irish Government on the subject? If
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“ you do, I should be obliged to you to communicate to me what success you meet

“ with.”

In the plan proposed, you will observe that due precautions are taken to prevent

the subdivision of the land, and consequent increase of population upon the prin-

cipal of the English Act of the 31 Elizabeth, c. 7, which was in force in England

to the year 1775.

Allow me, in conclusion, to state my conviction that if the measure I have

suggested, or some similar one be not shortly adopted, there will be a general

insurrection of the whole population of this country against the landed proprietors,

which must lead to a fearful and sanguinary struggle, and moreover, that any

measure merely providing employment without affecting tenure, is only a temporary

palliation of the evil almost certain to tend to its ultimate increase.

With this letter, and that addressed to Sir Robert Peel, before you, you will be

able to judge whether my plan does not call for the immediate consideration of

Government. Should you wish further inquiry, I shall be happy to reply to any

queries you may be disposed to put, but confess, that having contemplated such a

scheme for years, the present moment seems to me precisely that which calls for

the aid the projected society is calculated to afford. And with so strong an

opinion, I would earnestly press it upon you, to consider my suggestions before

Parliament meets, so as to be ready, if Her Majesty’s Government are disposed to

enter into my views, to co-operate in a systematic plan that can be brought prac-

tically to bear upon the country with as little delay as possible.

Constabulary Reports.

Clare, November 30, 1846.

On the 30th instant, T. Chappell, check-clerk under the Board of Works, was

met by three men, one armed, who swore him, but he declined stating what the

nature of the oath was.

Clare, December 1, 1846.

On the 1st instant, three men employed on the Public Works at Aglish#

threatened to throw the overseer into the lake merely because he did his duty con-

scientiously. They have been bound over to keep the peace.

Cavan, December, Z, 18d6.

On the 3rd instant, being the fair-day at Belturbet, a few stand of arms and a

case of pistols were sold publicly in the street by a man named Woods, who stated

to the constable that he went to one of the ports to purchase Indian meal, but

thinking the ai-ms a more profitable speculation, he bought them instead. They

brought a very good price.

Kerry, December 7, 1846.

On the 7th instant, a large assemblage of people came into the town of Caher-

civeen, having forced their men employed on the new road to join them, they

declared their intention to attack the Government Provision Depot, as they could

not get employment except at task-work, which could not allow them to earn

sufficient. They commenced to force the iron-bars outside the depot, and the

police having attempted to prevent them, one of the parly made a blow with a

pickaxe at the head-constable, just at which time, the parish priest having arrived,

remonstrated with them, and they desisted.

Galway,

Mr. Fitzgerald, R.M.,'represents that the people having adopted the notion that

Government must provide employment for them, are becoming quite careless as to

the cultivation of the land, and suggests that some means should be taken to pre-

vent the consequences of such an evil.
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Cork, December 9, 1846.

On the 9th instant, about 3 P.M., a number of men, between 30 and 40, with

spades, &c., went to the new line of road at Glandore, and forced the men em-
ployed to quit the work, stating that they were starving, and as they were not

employed, they could not allow the work to go on.

Cork, December 10, 1846.

On the 10th instant, a party of about 200 men went to the new road making at

Courtmasherry, and demanded employment, which being refused, they obliged all

the other men engaged on the work (about 80) to leave it, saying that as they were

not employed, they would prevent any others from working on it.

Roscommon, December 10, 1846.

On the lOth instant, between 3 and 4 P.M., as Mr. James Roe, of Navarine, was

on his return from the fair of Elphin, he was attacked by five armed men at

Boherroe, one of whom fired at him (^vithout effect). They then beat him, and

wanted him to swear to liberate two men whom he had in gaol, and never to

demand any more rent. The Rev. Mr. M‘Guin and servant happening to come
up on a jaunting'Car at the moment, the party went off firing a shot; five or six

men were employed at a short distance from the scene, on Public Works, to whom
Mr. Roe called for assistance, but received none.

Limerick, December 10, 1846.

On the lOth instant, at 2 p.m,, three armed men came to the Public Works at

Morenano, and searched several houses for the steward, P. Hourahan, but not find-

ing him, they fired several shots, and left word that they would come again and

have his life.

Waterford, December 11, 1846.

On the 11th instant, between 7 and 8 a.m., Francis Allen, steward under Pub-

lic Works, was stopped by four armed men at Lillaheen, and robbed of lU. 9s.,

which he had received from the pay-clerk to pay the men,

Roscommon, December 12, 1846.

On the 12th instant, two notices were posted on the Public Works at Dunmore,

addressed to the check-clerk “warning him to employ more men, or to mark the

consequences.”

Galway, December 18, 1846.

Mr. Fitzgerald, R,M., reports the difficulty which the farmers find in procuring

labourers, w’ho have left their usual employer to go to the Public Works. He also

represents, that in his opinion, the present distress will not terminate in a season,

but last for a series of years, and that great difficulty will be experienced in collect-

ing the repayment of the advances now made for Public Works, which must even-

tually come out of the pockets of the ovmers of the soil, the greater number ofwhom
are in embarrassed circumstances.

Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Public Works in

Ireland, for the Week ending December 12, 1846.

Leinster.
Carlow . ... 1,636

Drogheda, Town of .

Dublin 649
City of . . .

Kildare 2,203

Kilkenny 6,386

City of . . 253
King’s County . . . 3,206

Leinster

—

continued .

Longford .... 7,033

Louth 3,415

Meath 9,271

Queen’s County . . . 3,679

Westmeath .... 6,628

Wexford 11,966

Wicklow. .... 1,150
57,475
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Return showing the Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Public Works in

Ireland, &c.

—

continued.

Cork, E.R. . . . . 18,055
W.R. . . . . 15,355
City of . . 247

Kerry . . . . . 14,812
Limerick . . . 27,488— City of . . 591
Tipperary, S.R. . . . 10,879

N.R. . . . 9,591
Waterford . . 150

City of . . 7,890

Ulster.
Antrim . . 53
Belfast Town.
Carrickfergiis

Armagh . . . 843
Cavan . . 18,523

Office of Public Works, Dublin,

Decembe}' 19, 1846.

133,100

Donegal
Down
Fermanagh
Londonderry.

Monaghan
Tyrone

ULSTER

—

continued.

786
199

4,140

3,337

5,589
2,131

35,601

Galway, E.R.
W.R.
Town of

Leitrim .

Mayo
Roscommon .

Sligo . . .

Connaught.
12,043

17,545

2,079

8,217

21,319

27,987
12,004

101,194

Total up to December 19 . 327,370

Rev. J. R. Cotter to Lord J. Russell.

Donoghmoro Rectory, Caashford,
Cork, December 19, 1846.

r\r\(\
^ population of 7,000 in this poor remote district—comprehending

22,000 acres—without one resident landed proprietor—13 miles I'rom any
market town—without Public Works—I am striving to keep alive the starving
poor by a daily distribution of such food as I can procure. We are tottering
on the brink of starvation, despair, and death, from mere want of food. Grati-
tude for past aid, and hopes from the exertions they witness, alone keep the
wretched people within bounds

; but their rapidly increasing sufferings cannot
be longer endured. I doubt not if our English brethren were at all aware
of the fearful reality, they would hasten to aid us. The present calamitous
state .of my peculiai-ly afflicted district will, I trust, plead my excuse for this
appeal.

_

Anything, however trifling, will be acceptable. The crisis is too urgent
for details. Facts will, ere long, i'urnish them in lamentable abundance.

In making this brief appeal, I have some satisfaction in thinking it will not
be in vain, and that I have not left my English brethren in ignorance of the
indiscribably awful desolation that is iast gathering around me.

Since the above was written, Public Works, to a small extent, have been
opened in one small portion of the district ; in only one of the two baronies it
lies in ; but in the other barony, the far larger portion, no work up to this
moment, and the people are not allowed by the Board of Works to be em-
ployed m any barony hut their own. They have waited for days and weeks in
groups, with their spades and shovels, but waited in vain. Had we not fed
them with small portions of such food as we could collect, many deaths by
starvation would have occurred, as in other places. We aim also at putting
provisions within their reach should they even get employment as we expect.
The poor creatui’es have eaten their laying hens, and have stripped themselves
of their necessary day and night clothes to buy food

;
but this and all other

sources are fast drying up. Their sad cry to us is, “ We cannot hold out much
longer

!”

A little enables us to do much under our well-arranged plans. Their
patience is beyond all belief.

Treasury Minute on the above.

Transmit a copy of this letter to the Commissioners of Public Works and
fell’ R.. Routh, and request that they will without delay take such steps, under
the directions of the Lord Lieutenant, as may appear to them to be required to
relieve the d^titution alleged to exist in the neighbourhood.

Acquaint each that a similar direction has been addressed to the other^ and
desire that they will act in concert.
Acquaint Mr. Cotter.

I
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Memorandum of Daily Expenditure, for the week cEding 19th December,

1846.
£. s. d.

1846. December 14th . . 21,164 ll 0

„ 15 . . . 13,159 18 4

16 . . . 16,313 2 9

17 . . . 37,322 13 8
,’ 18 . . . 39,422 4 1

„ 19 . . . 31,508 6 6

Total . £158,890 16 4

FURTHER EXTRACTS from JOURNALS of INSPECTING OFFICERS, Week
ending- l9th December, 1846.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Brandling, Inpecting Officer for County Kildare,

week ending Saturday, December 19, 18^46.

I HAVE the honour to report that the works in the county of Kildare are going

on well.
, , T •

A great number of the labourers are employed at days’ work, but I am using every exertion,

in conjunction with the engineers, to induce the men to undertake task, and I am happy to say

that we have succeeded in many cases, as the people in the barony of Skeatley are in great

distress. I hope that the works passed at the Presentment Sessions, held in Donadea on the

23rd of November, will be considered by the Board.

Copy from Journal of Captain Walker, Inspecting Officer for the County of Kilkenny,

for the week ending Saturday, December 19, 1846.

In the barony of Iverk there have been armed parties about the county at idght.^ The pay-

clerks should be protected by police in proceeding about the country
;
they are obliged to be out

early and late. The farming operations have been prevented by the frost, and the farmers are

turning off their men. The engineer appears satisfied with the conduct of the overseers, but I

have requested Mr, Starkey to remove an overseer in Gouran, who is a small farmer, and is

known to be sufficiently well off, conceiving that (if possible to obtain trustworthy persons)

these appointments should be as much a relief as the employment of the destitute.

The delay in the payment of the men in Iverk and Knocktopher has arisen from robb^y of

the pav-clerk, as reported in my letter of the 17th. I found that several of the Relief Com-

mittees had obtained tickets immediately they registered the applicants, and consequently had

a number in possession, all of which I have recalled, hoping to have greater regularity by the

new system.

Copy Report from Journal of Lieutenant Hamilton, Inspecting Officer for King’s County,

for week ending December 19, 1846,

I have only to add to my former weekly reports, that I have been endeavouring to getlinfor-

mation as to the quantity of corn in the country; but reports are so conflicting, that it is

difficult to give an accurate statement on the subject. The majonty of persons to whom I have

spoken, represent the supply now in the country as very limited.

I can state from my own knowledge that the corn stacks are rapidly disappearing, and that

the millers can with difficulty meet the demands for food.

Copy from Journal of Major Bennett, Inspecting Officer for Kings’s County, for week

ending December 19, 1846.

Adverting to my report last week, that it was not clear to me that Relief Committees were

Iona fde underselling the market to the extent implied by Government regulations for

the benefit of the general trader, I beg respectfully to bring to notice an observation made at

the Clare Relief Committee on the 14tlr instant, by Mr. Goodbody, one of the most extensive

corn contractors in Ireland.
, , . , . n.

This gentleman stated that the purchases of Relief Committees, and their subsequent selling

at reduced prices to the starving, had no injurious effect on wholesale or retail dealers
;
and,

indeed, that their firm felt the imperative necessity of issuing provisions at reduced prices to the

necessitous on any terms. '

. , . ^ ..

Mr. Goodbody, I deem it worthy of remark, also stated, from his practical information, the

demand for grain generally was running far greater than, probable, in ports and ordinary local

supplies would be able to meet, and that it behoved Government to pay close attention to this

fact.
, . . . , 1

I trust, therefore, I was not erroneously impressed in my original conception on this subject

When I perceive the vast importance of the influence of Relief Committees, that they form,

in fact, the sheet anchor of the loyal, yet destitute, aud that clergymen, gentry, and all interested,

in social order assemble to make these Committees as effident as possible, I cannot but deem

it most desirable that Government should support them by every pecuniary latitude.
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Again, the hitherto inefficiency of the engineer department, the sudden changes of weather,

the accidents of delay in works presented for before they are commenced, and the chance

of money-orders not arriving in time, are all so many causes for the “unemployed ” to fall

back upon tlie Relief Committees.

It would be too tedious to detail reasons for these assertions, but my notes, I trust, justify my
conclusions.

The union workhouse at Tullamore now contains 760 paupers, 60 more than constructed for.

Applicants are numerous, but no registry is kept to show the exact number. Visited several

works not mentioned in this report ; found my visit very unsatisfactory, the forms not having

been latterly complied with previous to labourers being placed on works. However, all Com-
mittees have now been supplied with these forms, and I trust in time to turn off all improper

objects employed on the works, and certainly to prevent future abuse. The Relief Committees

G

enerally seem anxio\is to prevent abuses, and by the system of tlie Board being insisted upon,

hope to be able to report that no abuse exists, which at present I could not do.

Farm operations but partially attended to. Visited the work at Clara for the purpose of

revising the list; struck off 17 men and asses from this work, improper objects. With respect

to the work visited on Friday at Craigne Hill, close to Philipstowu, the men were offered 8d. per

diem, which they refused. It appears the money presented for is expended, and the payment
of this gang will be made by the Relief Committee out of some old balance. Earnings this

week, after measurement, are much reduced owing to the frost.

Extract from the Journal of Major M'Kee, Inspecting Officer for the Queen’s County, for

weekending December 19, 1846.

I have been unable to prevent the Relief Committees sending in the names of persons
holding land, some as high as 15 and 20 acres, without any particular as to their reason

for doing so. I have refused to entertain these applications, unless their destitution is certi-

fied by the Committee as a body, as I find individual members take too much upon themselves,

and many of them have been too apt to entertain, on insufficient grounds, the complaints of

the labourers, that they cannot earn enough to support them. I liave not yet found any such

complaints substantiated. No attempt has been made to cultivate any of the small holdings,

as far as I can learn. I fear, in some instances, those who ought not, have fostered a belief

that Government would have their fields dug for them, and furnish seed. I have been spoken

to on the subject, but have spoken strongly against such a probability.

Much of my time has been occupied by the Relief Committees, in consequence of their

neglect of the instructions forwarded to them from time to time. I have endeavoured, as far

as I could, to put them right in these matters. It is seldom that the memorials are correctly

filled in with the particulars required. Some of the Committees, particularly that at Mount-
rath, gave much trouble, by interfering between the workmen and the engineer, in respect to

the amount of wages
;
and are continually applying for more ivorks, while they ought to make

due inquiry into the circumstances of those they recommend. One member even descending to

personal remarks, with regard to the Board of Works, and the officers employed.

Extract from Lieutenant Baillie’s Report on the Queen’s County, dated Mountmelich,
December 20, 1846.

At Tinrahoe Relief Committee, a discussion arose relative to my bnnging men from an

adjoining electoral division to a work in iheir district, approved of, but not commenced, it not

being necessary for the immediate district in which it was situated. The Committee (Chair-

man, Mr. Moore, of Cremorgan) expressed their determination of ceasing to act in case I did so.

At Ballyroan, all going on well. The same may be said of Tinrahoe district, of Tullamoy
district, barony of Stradbally. In the upper part of Clonaslee district, about 150 men have

been thrown out of employment, the work on which they were engaged being nearly com-
pleted. It becomes necessary, therefore, to open other works in that district. I have recom-

mended Mr. Townsend to order the execution of Nos, 26, 27, 44, and 45 Presentment

Schedule, in anticipation of the sanction of the Board, the matter being pressing. I do not

calculate that these will hold for much more than three weeks. There does not seem much
prospect of a Sessions for reproductive works being memorialed for this barony (Tin-

nahinch).

Extract from Report of Captain Kennedy, Inspecting Officer, County Meath, for the

week ending Saturday, December 19, 1846.

The destitution in this rich country is very great in proportion to population, and on the

increase. There is ample field for reproductive works
;
a great number of landholders give no

employment. The farms are getting more forward in the agricultural districts. I do not

anticipate any trouble with the people as long as employment is afforded them
;
but a stoppage

of work is a stoppage of food. And one or two indiscreet engineers and assistants have

jeopardised the .peace of their neighbourhood, by arbitrary dismissals .without warning.

I have confidence in the zeal and integrity almost of the Relief Committees.

The works in general progressing favourably, though much impeded by frost: the work-
men have suffered severely from cold and want of food. The amount of routine writing,

correspondence with Committees, &c., has prevented me visiting more works. Much of my
time is taken up hearing and investigating complaints, arising generally from the employment
of improper persons as “ gangers ” and check-clerks. Some of the pay-clerks inefficient, and
sufficient to account for the many well-founded complaints against them.

[B. w.] 3 I
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Mr. Maxwell to Mr. Walker.
'

County Westmeath, Barony of Moycashel, Kilbeggan,

Saturday, December 19, 1846.

I HAVE to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 16th December, and in reply I

beg to state, that the man who was caught stealing turnips was at once, by my order, struck

o(T the Public Works.
I ri'gret tliat I did not mention that circumstance in my report

Copy from Journal of Captain TELPonn, Inspecting Officer for the County of Westmeath
for the week ending Saturday, December 19, 1846.

From gentlemen not possessed of business habits endeavouring to perform the office of clerks,

in keeping the register of applicants for employment, and supplying inspecting officers with
Ibts, great slovenliness prevails, and the names of the same parties frequently given twice over

;

and all this to save a few paltry pounds, when the circumstances of the members of the com-
mittees are such, or rather the state of their funds, as not to require it. Attempts to establish

anything like system amongst Relief Committees, as regards registers and lists, that can confi-

dently be acted on, have been attended with few satisfactory results. Every part of my district

I find peaceable, and the people employed biddable, and except sheep-steming here and there,

hear of hardly any depredations being committed. As I stated before, farm operations com-
mence in this part of the country in spring, little or no use being made of the plough in

winter.

1 was very forcibly struck with the cheerfulness and diligence of the men engaged at the

drainage works, in contrast with those generally employed on the public ones. The advantage
of men being able to proceed to work with their own implements, is a decided one, as affording

immediate relief. Whereas in the districts where cutting down hills prevails, the difficulty of

getting a sufficient supply of picks, crowbars, and barrows, retards the opening of the works,

and prolongs the sufferings of those in a state of destitution, as in the case of the barony of

Dermfin, reported on last week, where works are still very slow in being opened, and the greatest

need of them, to meet the wants of an extremely destitute people. I keep urging Mr. Corbett,

the assistant engineer in charge, and also Mr. Mahony, the county surveyor, to exertion in

procuring the necessary means of giving employment to the utmost extent absolutely ne*

cessary.

Extract from Report of Major Townsend, Inspecting Officer for the County of Cavan,
week ending Saturday, December 19, 1846.

The agriculture of the county appears to make but slow progress.

There have been a few, but only a few, labourers taken from die works to till the farms, and
uneasiness has been expressed on the subject of the backward state of tillage.

The sale of arms proceeds with undiminished briskness : a feeling of alarm and insecurity is

growing
;
and there is an increased tone of insubordination evinced by the peasantry.

The numbers of men on the works has increased so much beyond my anticipation, that I

have called the attention of some of the committees to the circumstance, which I partly attri-

bute to the tricks that are played to place men on the works who have not sufficient claim.

Tlio scruting of the lists is a duty not more important than difficult, but I have endeavoured
to impress its extreme importance on the committees.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Milward, Inspecting Officer for County Donegal,
week ending Saturday, December 19, 1846.

In two or three instances when from the great pressure of business I have intrusted the issue

of a few tickets to the Relief Committees, great irregularities have occurred, in spite of most
positive instructions given to them, which they totally disregard.

I find it utterly impossible to trust to them for anything j they spend there time in retailing

meal at the market price and writing letters.

The late heavy fall of snow has thrown back the work of the few people who were sowing
wheat

;
but in general the farmers in this county do not sow their wheat until spring.

The weather during this week has been very bad; the snow so deep part of the time as to

render travelling very dangerous, if not impossible, over the had and unfenced roads in this

county.

The people continued work during the whole time, but could do nothing but break stones.

All work very well and quietly; a great many complaints have been made about the direction

of the Road No. 23, Tirhugh ; and Colonel Conolly has taken 25 men off the work, giving them
the same wages, until the engineer can go there to see whether the line will be altered.

Extract from Captain O’Neill’s Report on the Barony of West Innishowen, County
Donegal, Dated 1 9th december, 1846.

All the land in both eastern and v/estern Innishowen appears to be in a wretched state of

cultivation, and many are most anxious to avail themselves of the Government proposals of

drainage ;
but there are several who oppose it from various circumstances, some from inability,

and others from a wish not to allow Government to interfere with their private interests (as

they choose to term it)

.
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The whole of the land in every part of this barony that I have travelled through appears

to he goodj and I am convinced it would produce most abundant crops of all sorts of grain

were it properly drained and cultivated. I have spoken to many practical farmers on tile sub-

ject, and they all concur in the above opinion. At present there does not appear to be any of

the farming operations for the season going on. They all appear to be anxiously looking forward

to be employed on some of the Public Works.

Copy from Journal of Major Bolton, Inspecting Officer for tlie Co. Longford, for the
week ending 19th December, 1846.

In this barony the country continues tranquil, and the conduct of the people generally is

peaceable The farming operations are not advancing. On the 18th iust. I attended the
Extraordinary Presentment Sessions at Granard, when it was decided by a resolution to pro-

ceed strictly under Mr. Labouchere’s letter; and the sum of 8400?. was deemed necessary to

employ the destitute poor of the whole barony for the next two months. The works in this

barony (Rathcline), which I have, during the past week, visited, were going on steadily. The
engineer in charge has made no complaint respecting the overseers, and the men were appa-
rently active, and working well.

Extract from Report of Captain Walker, Inspecting Officer, Co. Longford, for the week
en ing Saturday, I9th inst.

I have to report that the greater part of my time for the past week has been devoted to

inquiries into cases of alleged abuse in the appointing of labourers; too many of which have
occurred, and still exist (and to which I think I have alluded in almost every report I have
made). The complainants are the miserably destitute wretches who are still unemployed, and
who, I regret to say, are numerous. I fear that this will continue to be tile case until some
more searching system of inquiry after the circumstances of applicants for employment, and
also after the abject creatures, who appear in too many instances to be somehow overlooked, is

established.

ExTRACt of Report from Major Bolton, Inspecting Officer for Co. Longfoi-d, for the week
ending 19th December, 1846.

The state of the country in this barony is quiet, and the conduct of the people generally

good. The farming operations continue backward.

The works I have this week visited in the barony of Moydon were progressing; the men
working well, and the attention of the overseers to their duty is such as is satisfactory to the

engineer in charge.

Copy from Journal of Captain Oldeeshaw, Inspecting Officer for the County of Tyrone,
for week ending 19th December.

The works which have been commenced are going on very satisfactorily. The country Is

very quiet, and the people orderly and well behaved. The Relief Committees are giving

every assistance possible, and are in general transacting their business impartially.

The engineer is satisfied with the overseers. The usual farm operations are not in progress

so much as is customary at this season of the year. The snow and frost have quite disap-

peared for the present.

'I'he system of task-work appears to answer very well in this county
;
the people work very

well and very hard, and the gangers chosen from among them are in general very attentive.

On going round on Monday last I found, to my surprise, one of the gangers absent, and as he
could not give a satisfactory account of himself, I ordered him to be checked his day’s pay.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Swinburne, Inspecting Officer in the County Clare,

E. R., for the week ending 19lh inst.

I have the honour to state, for the information of the Board, that no outrage has occurred

in this neighbourhood during the past week. In the neighbourhood of Tulla armed parties,

with their faces blackened, are constantly seen walking about the country
;
but 1 cannot learn

that they have done any mischief. In the northern part of the country provisions are veiy

scarce. 1 am informed that the people there are living entirely on the grain they intended for

seed, and no attempt is made in that district to till the land. In fact, the people complain
that it is useless tilling the ground, for they have no seed to put in it. It is stated, that in the

district about Feakle, when the grain w’hich was intended for seed is exhausted, there will not

be a week’s provision amongst them.

During the past week 1 attended the Clonlara Relief Committee, revised their lists in Com-
mittee, and effected a union between the Rough and Clonlara Committees, which union has
been sanctioned by the lieutenant of the county.

Extract from Report of Captain O’Brien, Inspecting Officer for the Eastern Division of

the County Clare,, for the week ending Saturday, 19th December, 1846.

I have to report, that generally throughout the district the labour lists have been closely

reviseii, and I have reason to believe that very few, if any, persons not really destitute are now
employed on Relief Works.

3 12
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The accounts are made up and furnished regularly, and payments in conseqxience made with

punctuality.

The price of provisions continues to rise, and in the parts of the country remote from small

towns and villages, it is with difficulty that the people can obtain food on any terms.

The provis)sn trade, which has been stimulated, or rather created, by high prices and r^ady-

money wages, has been so crippled by the forcible interference of the people as to be inadequate

to equalise the supplies.

The parish of Feakle North (in Upper Tulla) is peculiarly unfortunate in this particular.

Consisting chieBy of poor mountain land it has produced no other grain than oats, the meal of

which has risen in price to 3s. and 3s. 3d. a stone
;
and but little wheaten meal (the lowest

price of which is 2s. 6d. a stone) finds its way there.

The quantity of grain which now remains is, I am informed, not much more than that which

will be required for seed.

Tillage is nearly at a stand-still. The means ofthe small farmers becoming exhausted, they

are necessitated to resort to the Relief Works for subsistence
;
and those in somewhat better

circumstances, who have hitherto been in the habit of remunerating their labourers by sup-

plying them with potatoes or “ con-acre,” cannot afford to pay the high money wages necessary

to support them.

Extract from the Journal of Captain Labalmondin, Inspecting Officer for the County of

Kerry South, for the week ending 19th December, 1846.

An idea appears to prevail among the labourers at task-work, that because they have been

allowed 8d. a day on account in each week’s payment, they are to receive this 8d. a day how-

ever lazily they work, and, consequently, many have been found idling. To disabuse them of

this idea, the assistant engineer in South Dunkerrin, in two instances, has desired gangs to be

returned at only Ad. a day on account; this was made a great grievance of, but was a most

requisite step. None of the workmen in this barony (Glenamanagh), whom I have seen, ap-

pear to be working to earn good tvages, but rather as if they were dawdling at day’s work.

Tlie greater part of the works sanctioned, both in South Dunkerrin and Glenamanaght, are

now in progress, and I do believe there is very nearly sufficient employment for the absolutely

indigent in most localities, if every person improperly placed on the works were discovered

and ejected. As a proof of the number of those now employed, I need now only state, that

I this day sent to the engineer in charge to be disemployed, the names of no less than 38
men out of 96, upon one road, who have been improperly placed on the works by the Kenmare
Relief Committee.

Task-work is general both in South Dunkerrin and Glenarought
;
but I think the tasks

set have been too long; very few have yet been finished, and the consequence has been, that

the laboui'ers are kept in ignorance of what they actually are earning. I think no task should

be let to a gang likely to last more than a fortnight.

The reason for the tasks being so long, is the want of a sufficient qualified staff to apportion

them and let them, and afterwards measure them when completed, if let in smaller portions.

Extract of a Report of the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions for the Baronies of

South Dunkerrin and Glenarought.

I attended the adjourned Extraordinary Presentment Sessions at Skeean yesterday. It was
resolved to proceed under Mr. Labouchere’s letter, and a resolution was then passed of which

the following is a copy :

—

That we do not deem it necessary, at this time, to present for any additional works for

the south half barony of Dunkerrin.

Extract from Copy of Journal of Captain Gordon, Inspecting Officer for the County of

Cork, for week ending 19th December, 1846.

Reported to the Board cause of delay in paying No. 36. It was paid after I visited it on

Monday, as also all the arrears.

About Coachford, the gentry are attending to their farming, as also near Blarney ; but, for

the present, in most other parts of the country the usual field tillage appears suspended.

A meeting for East Muskerry is called for Tuesday at Coachford.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Inglis, Inspecting Officer for the County Limerick, for

the week ending 19th December, 1846.

The mode of transacting btisiness on the part of the Committees is something more regular,

but, on examination, their returns invariably may be found deficient
;
the rate of provisions

now in this country is at an extraordinary high rate ; so much so, that I have in many instances

found it necessary to give employment to the second person in a family consisting of six

persons, and to a third in a family of ten persons. And henceforth, unless the prices fall, I

am of opinion that this must be very generally permitted. I should be glad of the opinion of

the Board on this subject.

During the course of this week, I have been more than ever struck with the number of

persons now applying for employment on the Public Works, that have been, during some time

past, in the constant employment of the farmers, not so much perhaps of their own pleasure, as

on accoiint of the farmers refusing them further assbtance.
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Copt from Journal of Captain Watson, Inspecting Officer for the County of Limerick, for

the week ending on Saturday, the 19tli instant.

In the course of my inspection, I have remarked that the farming operations generally are

sxispended. Some irregularities exist on various works with respect to persons employed by
tickets being in possession of parties for whom they were not intended : they are in progress of

being remedied. The valuation under the Poor Law is about being put in operation, which,

I am informed, will deprive many persons (particularly those valued at 6?.), many of whom it

is said are destitute of the means of support. Some irregularities have occurred on the Barna
and Kilbarnon road in the barony of Glenqiiin, by persons forcing themselves on the work
without tickets : it is now corrected, and the work is going on quietly. The Relief Committees

I have attended appear anxious to perform their duties properly. A serious complaint was

made to me by the chairman of the Shaiiagolden Committee against a check-clerk, named
O’Brien, a publican in that town, for drinking with a priest, a member of the Relief Com-
mittee, and encouraging the labourers of the Public Works to get drunk in his house, whereby

a disturbance took place there a few nights’ since. There appears, on some works, to be

children of too tender an age employed at too high wages.

Extract from Report of Captain Ogle, Inspecting Officer for the County Tipperary, for

the week ending 19th December, 1846.

Wednesday, December —Inspected the works in the neighbourhood of Donoughmore,

barony Iffa and Offa east
;
discharged four persons from the works, who were discovered to

belong to the barony of Middlethirst.

Owing to the severe frost, all farming operations are necessarily suspended. But reports are

the same in this district as elsewhere, of the small farmers totally neglecting their lands.

Thursday, \7th December .—Proceeded to Mullinahone lo investigate the circumstances of

an abuse reported to exist on one of the works in that neighbourhood, viz., an overseer employ-

ing his own horse and cart. The report emanated from members of the Relief Committee,

but bad they made due investigation, it would have been discovered that the horse and cart was

not employ^ on any Public Works under the Board, but upon one of their own works, and it

was in the power of the Committee to prevent one person benefitting so much to the exclusion

of others in more destitute circumstances.

Examined the books of the Committee at Mullinahone ; but it appeared that no regular

registry has yet been made of the destitute poor in their district. This, I have reason to

bdieve, will now be done.

Extract from Report of Captain Hay, Inspecting Officer for the County of Waterford, for

the week ending the 19th December, 1846.

All the works are progressing very favourably, and the demeanour of the people quiet. The
Relief Committees are most assiduous, and give every assistance in making proper selections

from the numerous applicants.

The severity of the weather has been entirely against farm operations.

The payments in the Tramore district, Middlethird, have been delayed owing to the illness

and resignation of Mr. J. W. Maher, the pay-clerk. Attended Relief Committee of city on

the 15th instant, and at Tramore on the 18th.

Copy from Journal of Captain Sir Thomas Ross, Inspecting Officer for the County of

Waterford, for week ending December 19th, 1846.

Having reported fully on several occasions as to proceedings throughout the three baronies

with which I am connected, I have nothing new to offer. All matters go on as smoothly “ as

can be expected.”

Copy from Journal of Major Burns, Inspecting Officer for the County of Galway, for week

ending 20th December, 1846.

The demand for relief by labour daily increases. The engineering department, in this division

of the county, cannot open new works sufficiently rapid for the pressing demand for them ; those

now in progress too much crowded. There was, during the first two days of the week, a dis-

position to insubordination on the part of the labourers on some of the works near the town,

caused by some men of Clare spreading reports that the people in that locality received a

higher rate of wages than was paid in this, and also by the injudicious advice of a clergyman

of the name of Nelly, from the altar of his chapel.

There have been some trifling outrages and robberies, particularly of sheep, in those baro-

nies since my last report.

The engineers report favourably of the people on the different works.

The extensive farmers, it is generally considered, have sown more wheat this year than upon

ordinary occasions. The smdl farmers (with few exceptions) have done but little or nothing

with their land. The great bulk of them seek for employment in the public works, and I fear

many have succeeded. They are more clamorous than the truly destitute.

My time is chiefly taken up in office work, and can spare but little to visit the Public
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Works. In some of the parishes of Kiltarton there will be no employment in about ten days

;

some of the works have been dropped, the money having been expended, and the labourers

crowded on others. During the past week I have had several men removed from the Public

Works, having had proof of their having ample means of support.

Copt from Journal of Captain Lardneb, Inspecting Officer for the County of Leitrim, for

week ending 19th December, 1846.

On Monday, the I4th instant, I was present at the meeting of the Manor Hamilton Relief

Committee, when some of the labour lists were scrutinized, on which men possessing some
property were said to be employed, as far as time permitted of it

;
but as it was done on the in-

formation of other men, it became necessary to defer taking definite steps till the condition of

the parties reported could be more satisfactorily obtained. On Tuesdaj', the 19th instant,

was present at the meeting of the Drumkeran Relief Committee. On Wednesday, I was pre-

sent at the meeting of the Kinlough Committee, and had rolls made of men said to require

work ;
the men were distributed amongst the works in the neighbourhood which were best

adapted to receive tliem.

I was present at the meeting of the Drumharin Committee, in conjunction with Captain

Bull, the officer nominated to relieve me. A scrutiny was entered on into some of the labour

lists, and fifteen men struck off. Although I conceived myself relieved by Captain Bull on

Friday last, I think it my duty to the Board to remain for a week, to give him every infor-

mation in my power, to enable him to discharge the duties of the service on which he is about

to enter, and of which he has hitherto not had any experience.

Copy from Journal of Major Ain.sue, Inspecting Officer for the County of Galway, for

week ending the 19th December, 1846.

The severity of the weather has I fear increased the distress of the people; and subsistence

on account substituted for the payment by task-work, in consequence, for the settlement of the

past week.

I have also been engaged in a comparison of the poor-law valuation book, with the lists of

labourers sent in by many of the committees
;
and on a scrutiny I find the gravest discrepan-

cies practised as to the quantity of land held, leading me to an inference that the labourer in

undoubted destitution has been to a considerable extent excluded by his more influential rival,

and to which I have called the attention of those committees, and that it is calculated to mis-

lead me and cause dissatisfaction. My district is comparatively tranquil, but the applicants

continue roost numerous; and I am concerned to say the markets are still high, and the dis-

tress is extreme, as is evident in the countenances of the poor.

Farm operations were suspended during the frost, but the attention of the landowners is

directed to the danger of neglect of this important point.

Ballinasloe, 26itA December, 1846.

On a comparison of the poor-law valuation books, with the lists presented to me by many oi

the Relief Committee, I observe the gravest discrepancies in the rating of the extent of land,

and many holders of tickets, with tenements much beyond the maximum value, which is itself

fixed on a liberal scale, being fixed at 6f.

'

Extract from Report of Captain Stirling, Inspecting Officer for Co. Mayo, for the week
ending 19th of December, 1846.

Could make no observations as to the state of the w’orks last week, but the assistant engineers

of some districts have sent me favourable reports. The people, as far as I can judge, appear

to be most patient and enduring under most severe trials; but I understand there is a mania
for procuring fire-arms and ammunition spreading fast, and I believe it is not the poorer classes

to whom this applies, nor in this immediate neighbourhood. I am afraid a great deal of the

relief money goes in this way where arms can be procured. In some districts the money is

spent in the whiskey-houses, but these are the exceptions. I believe, in spite of all the Inspect-

ing Officers can do, numbers are on the works who should not be ; and until each Committee
acts entirely from conscientious motives, such will continue -to be the case, more or less. It is

certainly not so glaring as it was at the commencement. Great changes for the better have

been made.
In consequence of the country being covered with snow to a considerable depth during the

past week, it was impossible to visit any of the works in progress, or to see whether any pre-

parations were in progress in regard to manure or preparing the land in any way for the

ensuing season
;
but so far as I have yet observed, nothing of the kind seems to be doing. It

is a great misfortune that the land had not been tui'ned up prior to the great fall of snow, as it

would have been of much service to it in the absence of manure.

Extract from Report of Captain Latard, Inspecting Officer for the County Leitrim, for

the week ending Saturday, 19th December, 1 846.

I attended the Carrigallen Relief Committee on Friday, and was pressed, in a most incon-

siderate way, by the clergyman and priests, to increase the numbers on each line. 1 did it as far
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sa prudence would admit
; but unless a check is given to the course pursued, the works will

be run out in a fortnight or three weeks. The snow prevented me getting to Ballinamore and
Fenagh on Monday, as usual.

I find the pressure so great, and demand for labour increasing so fast, I must beg you will at
once obtain die Board’s sanction to the amounts asked for by me in mine of the 25th ult.

The country is, I conceive, becoming daily more unsettled, and great uneasiness prevails in
consequence of no dep6t for corn being established by Government. Mr. Hall informs me that
the overseer on No. 2 Work has been raising the rate of wages, and gettino' no work done in
place of it. I am decidedly of opinion that another engineer should be appointed in this
barony, as Mr. W. Hall has Leitrim also; and I consider two baronies too much at present
for a single individual.

The works in this barony are very fast coming to a close, and it is most desirable that no
delay should occur in getting the lines passed at the last Presentment Sessions sanctioned with-
out delay. I do not consider the valuations on the various kinds of labour sufficient to enable
the men to earn the wages contemplated by Government. I have called on the engineer to

raise them, otherwise the people will starve.
“

Extract from Report of Captain L.ayard, Inspecting Officer, Co. Leitrim, for the week
ending Saturday, 19th inst.

I attended the Carrick-on-Shannon Relief Committee. The chairman has left ; the secretary
is away; in short there is scarcely anybody left but the several ReliefCommittee clergymen and
the Rev. Mr. Percy. The inconsiderate pressure ofthe former to put men on the works venders
my duty daily more arduous. I am still avraifing orders relative to the Drumshambo Com-
mittee.

Extract from Report of Captain Farren, Inspecting Officer for the County Mayo, for the
week ending Saturday, 19th December, 1846.

The duty of attending the sessions, and the state of the weather during the early part of the
week (deep snow), rendering it impossible for the labourers to work, prevented me from
making my usual visits of insijections.

A change has taken place, and the labourers have been enabled to resume their work.
The country ajjpears to be quiet. Agricultural operations, for the reasons above given,

have been suspended. ®

Copy from Journal of Major Clerke, Inspecting Officer for tiie County Galway, for the
week ending 19th December, 1846.

With reference to the Circular (No. 38) of the 9th instant, it is evident to me that in the
extensive sfony districts of the west, particularly in the county of the town of Galway, and
barony of Donkellen, the description of reproductive works, which will be most popular, and
pressed forwardh^ the landed proprietoi-s, will be gruUing stones. I mean tlie clearing the
surface from this incumbrance, fencing those fields with the stones thus removed, and thus
rendering arable tracts of land previously inaccessible to the plougli.

I respectfully conceive that in such a region, this description of improvement will have the
advantage of showing early and visible benefit to the spot

; meanwhile affording general
employment to women and children, with barrows and baskets.
A very great deal of destitution and demand for employment exist in this district. The

fishing of the harbour seems neglected, iu comparison with my former recollection of the
place. The same market, still exists amongst the better orders

;
but the lower classes care

not to purchase fish, at present, without the adjunct of the potato; and I fear that the
Claddagh fishermen prefer public employment to the labours and dangers of the fishing-hooker.

Extract from Lieutenant Cox’s Report on the Barony of Tyrawley and Erris, County
Mayo, dated I9th December, 1846.

Roads' impassable nearly the whole week from the heavy fall of snow. Great want of
wheelbarrows and tools on all the works. The county apparently quiet.
Works

,
suspended for the beginning of the week by a heavy fall of snow. Men employed,

after receipt of order, in clearing the snow from the streets.

Extract from Report of Captain Carey, Inspecting Officer for the County Mayo, for the
week ending 19th December, 1846.

I am obliged to call the behaviour of the labourei-s on most of the roads orderly for want of
any specific charge against them; but 1 believe a combination to exist among them to get
wages, without work in proportion. A man on a road where these work was certainly not
equal, or, at all events, superior to their wages ; and the men in Connemara get Is, 4d. and did
not work harder. Most of the overseers are in fear : another assistant engineer in this district
is indispensable. l even think the staff" will be insufficient. Subscriptions to a large amount in
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this town, and proportionablyso in Newport, have been entered into this past week for the relief

of the poor, and are much wanted. In both towns there are many cases which cannot be re-

lieved by public labour.
. /

On works marked + , an overseer, having pointed out to me one man who (with other

workmen) had used threatening language to him, with reference to the measurement of

wages, I cancelled the offender’s ticket on the spot ;
but fear the example will be insufficient,

and that the work on this line will require to be suspended. An overseer in Munish was

severely beaten this week returning from where the men of two or three roads had been col-

lected for payment, a most objectionable practice, but really inevitable, till Mr. Maine is

appointed second pay-clerk in Munish. This overseer is sure it was not the men of his own

road who beat him ;
but evidently suspects those of an adjoining work, under his care for one

day. Overseer does not know any of the offenders. The men on the suspected line have

been cautioned of the consequence of any acts of the kind.

Copy from Journal of Lieutenant Primrose, Inspecting Officer for the County of Mayo,

for week ending the 19th December, 1846.

The first part of the week I proceeded from Waterford to Castlebar, by directions from the

Board, to co-operate with Captain Farren in the charge of his district.

On arriving, I found the whole country covered with snow, and consequently could visit few

works, or form any opinion with respect to them.

Extract from Report of Major Stewart, Inspecting Officer, County Roscommon, for the

week ending December I9th.

The works at the beginning of the week were much checked by the frost, but are now going

on better. The same may be remarked with regard to farm operations. The country is tran-

quil. The labourers were somewhat turbulent, as detailed on next page, and used, I under-

stand, some threatening langiiage against the assistant engineer, who appears to have done his

duty fairly
;
they were, however, submissive when 1 visited the works on the 19th.

I would wish to obseiwe to the Commissioners, that the roads leading from the country to

the market towns, on many of which there is considerable traffic, and the streets of the towns

themselves, are almost universally in a very bad condition, and are universally altogether

neglected.

Their repair is a matter distinct from the Public Works now in progress ;
but the scraping

of them, and breaking stones for them, would afford continued employment for many of the

destitute, and would be of great utility.

Much trouble has been experienced on the works I visited on Saturday, 19th, arising partly

from the inaccurate returns of work made for*the weeks ending 2nd and 9th December, by

the check clerk, Denis O’Brien, since discharged, and partly from the dissatisfaction of the

labourei-s at the rate allowed for their work, though I consider that rate petfectly fair. In the

first case, No. 2 gang, at Enenagh, got less pay than the other gangs, though they had actually

done more work. I have therefore directed that the error shall be rectified, with the view of

paying the sum justly due to that gang ; and some men were entered for boys’ pay, instead of

able-bodied men. wh"lch can be rectified. In all these works the men refused the pay offered

for the week ending 2nd instant, but have this week taken their pay for the two weeks ending

9th instant.

Extract from the Journal of Captain Gilbert, Inspecting Officer of the County Sligo,

for week ending 19th December, 1846.

Very great distress prevails in the town and immediate neighbourhood of Sligo. Mechanics

and operative workmen of all classes are asking for employment, and there is nothing at

present sanctioned that would give the relief required.

The weather has very much retarded the progress of the works.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Anderson, Inspecting Officer, Barony of North

Bolliiiacor, County of Wicklow, for week ending Saturday, 19th December.

To Baltingla^. On Thursday, the 17th, I attended a meeting of the Baltinglass Relief

Committee, and selected 72 for employment. There were a number of boys recommended

for employment, and whose names 1 would have put down on my lists, as they were members

of large families having only one man’s earnings to support them, but the assistant-engineer

in charge stated he could not employ more than the 72 additional names. The same evening

I crossed the mountains. On Friday, the 18th, I attended the Extraordinary Presentment

Sessions held at Arklow. Afterwards a meeting of its Relief Committee, and selected 100

more men for employment. On the Sunday previous I had 102. So the Commissioners

will perceive from this, how rapidly the list is increasing
;
and I verily believe that no man

could object to one that the Arklow Relief Committee have recommended, as they have from

the very first been most stringent, and in very few cases are there two tickets in one family.

I would again beg to draw your attention to the fact, that one day last week there was not
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two days’ provisions iti tlie town; and had the snow continued to fall, and the roads become
impassable, the consequences would have been frightful. I would beg respectfully to suggest

(hat, at the least, two dep6ls be established in this county; as in places where meal, &c., is

not sold at either cost or reduced price, the hucksters raise their prices, and so the people have

not means to buy sufficient food.

Extract from Journal of Captain Burmester, Inspecting Officer, Baronies of Boyle,

Prenchpark, Ballymoe, and Castlereagh, County of Roscommon, for week ending
Saturday', 19th December, 1846.

During the past week the works have been much impeded, and in some cases totally

stopped from the inclemency of the weather. The payment of the men has not been as

regular as it ought to have been
;
and in Castlereagh very severe suffering has been entailed

by the death of the pay clerk, Mr. Farrell, and the consequent delay that has taken place in

the duties of his office.

The system of task-work is not yet carried out as it ought to be.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant H. U. Greenwell, Inspecting Officer of Kerry,
Barony of Trughenaemy, County of Kerr)% for week ending Saturday, December 19, 1846.

1 am induced to make this recommendation by .obseiwing the late hours at which the men
are paid

;
and that, instead of going to the men upon the roads, the pay clerks have frequently

collected the labourers around them in villages, and other places more convenient for themselves

than for the poor people. The population of the Milltown and Killorglan district is particu-

larly large and poor, and the disti'ess appalling
;
the present works do not and cannot employ

the whole of the labourers, and no assistance is given by the few resident proprietors and
farmers towards providing additional employment.
Farm operations are quite suspended, and every one is endeavouring to make a subsistence

by labouring upon the Public Works. The Committees (Milltown and Killorglan) have
pretty accurately carried out the Government instructions, and are every day adding to and
revising the lists of destitute.

In, the district visited by me during the past week, task work has not been very generally

introduced
;

and where taken, the rate of hire earned by the labourers has not been such as to

prepossess those still working by the day much in its favour. Sufficient attention has not, I

think, been paid by the engineer, when setting the work by contract, to the very peculiar cir-

cumstances of the poor at this trying season, many of the labourei’s being from absolute starv-

ation unable to e.xert themselves.

Extract from Journal of Richard Maxwell, Inspecting Officer, Baronies of Brawney,

Clonlonan, Kilkenny West, Moycashel, Rathcourath, and Fartullagh, County of Westmeath,
for week ending Saturday, December 19, 1846.

The works in my district were not at all stopped by the frost or snow. In some localities

the men were working very hard and earning wages in proportion. In the barony of Kilkenny

West, I am informed, they are very indolent ; in our large gang, 150 men, and near the town of

Moat Clonlonen, a spirit of insubordination showed itself at the very beginning, and a stone was
thrown, but the offender was at once turned off the works, and everything has gone on quietly

since.

Though entreated to do so, I have refused to restore him.

The overseers are reported to be active and attentive.

No farm labour going on in ray district, with a very few e.xceptions. In the immediate

neighbourhood of Kilbeggan, a house was attacked and nine shots fired into it. A heifer and

two sheep were also stolen.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant James Drummond Telfer, County of Limerick,

for week ending Saturday, December 19, 1846.

Although I have had little time for visiting any of the works this week, my time being prin-

cipally taken up with committee meetings, from inquiries made, I have been informed, the

conduct of the labourers in general has been very regular.

The system of task-work Las been very generally introduced. The business of the Relief

Committees is transacted in a much more satisfactory manner, as they now see the absolute

necessity of scrutinising into their list as closely as possible, and frequently recommending

persons for dismissal. The usual form of operations are progressing but slowly.

I have been much astonished in my progress during the past week to find the large addition

of names, which the committees have found absolutely necessary to enter upon their books, (o be

recommended for immediate employment. This is to be mainly attributed to great a rise in the

price of provisions. Within the limits of the Kilmallook Relief Committee, when 210 was

the largest number hitherto employed, it has been found necessary to increase that list by up-

wards of 100, and on scrutinizing their lists, not more than five or six cases I have found

necessary to strike off, and about the same number 1 will inquire into on Tuesday.

[b. w.] 3 K
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Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Hotham, County of Carlow, week ending

December, 19, 1846.

The destitution in this county appears increasing from the remnant of the potatoes being

nearly gone.

The engineers cannot provide work sufficiently fast for the demand, I think exaggeration is

passing away, and people commence seeing the thing in its right point of view.

The abolition of tickets is much approved of. We are very anxious for drainage, particu-

larly in Idrone West, where the largest presentments were made. The engineers have

laboured under great difficulties from tlie incompetence of the stewards whom they have been

compelled to employ, but as they improve, the works of course progress better. With the

number of works we have in hand, I really am surprised that I have so few complaints.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Callaway, Baronies of Fassadum, Galway,

Cranagh, Kilkenny, Kells, Shillelagh and Callan, City of Kilkenny, County of Kilkenny,

week ending December 19, 1846.

A slight disturbance also took place on account of my sending about 50 labourers out of

their own Kelief District to work. The Committees imagine such should not be the ease, but I

find it inevitable in some cases. Relief Committees, I am sorry to say, have far too many
members for doing business, and the greatest jobbing has been carried on

;
this, however, is

remedied in a great measure by the substitution of lists for tickets.

In consequence of the City .Relief Committee sending the labourers to me in small lots from

day to day during the past week, I was unable to leave Kilkenny, fearful of an outbreak

among the disaffected portion of the people.

There are now about 300 city labourers on works in the barony of Kilkenny, and 100 more
on works in the city. Robberies of arms and sheep are greatly on the increase, and people of

the lowest class are purchasing arms of every description. Four persons engaged in the robbery

of ffour-carts on Saturday, the 12th inst., at Ballyragget, have been taken, and were employed
on Public Works in Ballyragget Relief District, every man In the Relief Registry is employee!

(about 300.)

Extract from Journal of Captain Hart, Inspecting Officer, County Louth, week ending

19th December, 1846.

Most of the Relief Committees are highly pleased with the scrutiny of the labourers by me,

now that they see the advantage of it, and those that dislike it cease to oppose me, as they see

that I am determined to perform my duty to the satisfaction (I hope) of the Board, whether

the Relief Committees like it or not.

Extract from Journal of Lieutenant Wetherell, Barony of Roscommon and Ballin-

tobbor North, County Roscommon, week ending 19lh December, 1846.

The usual farming operations of the country are almost totally neglected. In consequence

of the extreme severity of the weather during the past week, very few of the worlis were in

progress, especially the most public roads, and therefore I did not visit as many as I otherwise

should have done.

On Thursday last I arrived at Rooskey late in the afternoon, and on proceeding to the court

house, where the Relief Committees were engaged revising their lists. Captain Hanly, deputy-

chairman, was collecting rents. I mention this circumstance, as it will very probably be

brought to the notice of the Board by other parties. I do not think it was clone from any

motive, but thoughtlessly. I mentioned my opinion to the Committee.

Extract from Journal of Captain Norris, Barony of Eliogarty, County Tipperary, North
Riding, for week ending 19th December, 1846.

Applicants for work are increasing in a fearful manner. It is very difficult to keep pace

with the demand for labour which presses on us from almost all sides. Raffana nearly finished,

all the men but nine dismissed.

At Smith Lime Kiln but little progress had been made, having been only two days started.

A short distance from Knocltenroe, I met all the men who were on that work returning to

Templemore
;
on my asking them the cause of their leaving their work, they told me that they

had struck for work, as they might as well die in their cabins as starve on lOcf. a-day
;

after

reasoning with them for some time, they returned to their work.

Extract from Journal of Lieute.iant Downman, Barony of Denies Without, Coui.ty

Waterford, week ending 19th December, 1846.

On Knockmarries new road, where the conduct of the pertons employed had been reported

by the check ;
found it was occasioned by the overseer (by Sir Thomas Ross’s orders) ordering

the men to eat one meal on the road. One or two discontented ones endeavoured to make the
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rest to leave their work, and go to the Relief Committee, threatening to pitch every one of

the Board of Works to the devil. After talking some time, and threatening to stop the works,

received a promise from all that, if I forgave them, their conduct should be good in future.

The country, with exception of these kind of things, occasionally quiet; very little signs of

farming operations, no manure being carted to the fields.

The Relief Committee in Denies Without and Decies Within, with one or two e.xceptions,

as bad as ever, being guided by the townlaiid inspectors, and, in some instances, not assembling

for w'eeks together. Seacoul without a secretary, or books of reference.

Extract from Journal of Captain Handcock, County Fermanagh, week ending 19th

December, 1846.

Tills country continues perfectly quiet. The distress is, I am sorry to say, on the increase.

Thei'e is very little Indian meal in the country, and oats have got up to ‘2s. ‘2d. per stone. The
poor-house is filling fast, and that at Loutherstown is so full, that the guai'dians have written

to me, to say that the doctor states that the admission of more would be attended with danger

to the lives of those already in the house. However, as there is work approved of in that

neighbourhood, which is to commence’ early in the week, I think there will be sufficient for

present relief in the quarter, and I wrote to the secretary on receipt of the letter from the

cruardians, to put 20 men on the works out of the able-bodied that I understand to be in the

poor-house waiting for employment, which will give relief there.

Most of the works I nave visited seem- to be going on well, but, of course, there are more
men on them than might be wished.

Extract from the Journal of Captain Hill, County Waterford, dated 20th instant.

At the Relief Committee held at Kilercrenahan yesterday (19th), it was discovered that

Thomas Marony, a steward, was unable to produce tickets for 127 individuals said to be

employed on the new road, Noi 16, “ Russell's Town West,” and, on inquiry, the Committee,

of whom Edward Mulcahy, Esq,, was chairman, staled that under their authority alone many
were employed, the steward being furnished with lists signed by them. The lists being

examined, it was shewn that about eighteen individuals were employed more than any written

authority could be produced for, on which the chairman admitted that himself, and the

members of the Committee, had given discretionary powers to Marony to employ women and

boys to pick stones and cart them, when horses and carts were at w'ork, but who it appeared

were not always discontinued with the carts
;
thus ihe excess was said to have arisen, and the

steward recommended as deserving of pardon. The irregularity of the proceeding was pointed

out, and the Committee distinctly reminded that they had not authority to employ any on the

works, much less to depute authority to a steward.

Extract from the Journal of Captain Oglr, Inspecting Officer, County Tipperary, South

Riding, for week ending 19th December, 1846.

In the baronies of Iffa and Offa, East and West, cases of plundering and killing cattle

occurs, but generally speaking, the country is quiet.

All farming operations have, during the greater part of the week, been suspended, owing to

the hard frost.

Extract from the Journal of Captain Elude, Inspecting Officer, County Monaghan, for

week ending 20th December, 1846.

There are some subjects to which I would wish to draw the particular attention of the Board

;

the first of which is the alarming amount of destitution which now begins to exhibit itself

throughout the county ;
indeed, the pressure is now become so great, that any increase I would

almost despair of meeting by employment on the Public Works, and it is now only too appa-

rent that no assistance is to be expected from tlie farmers, and little if any from the landed

proprietors
;
in fact, in many instances, they are purposely throwing the labourers entirely on

the Public Works.
The clergy of all denominations are pressing for employment lor tlieir followers in the same

way; in short, I am beset, morning, noon, and night, by hundreds of them; and of late some

impatience has shown itself. The Relief Committees have done little as yet but provide enor-

mous lists of applicants for labour, and are very dissatisfied when I object to tliem. This

takes up a large portion of my time, as I am obliged to watch their proceedings very narrowly.

As far as I am able to judge, I fear the prospect for next year is in no way flattering; the

small farmers will not be able to cultivate their farms, and the coiiscqv.euces will be that vast

quantities of land will remain uncultivated. The present prospect for this part of the country

is a dreary one.

Extract from the Journal of Captain Wynne, Inspecting Officer, County Clare, for week

ending 19th December, 1846.

On Monday I attended the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions at Corofin, Nothing

worthy the attention of the Board occurred; many complaints, but found to be unfounded.
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Tuesday, attended Kilmaly and Inch Relief Committee : found it in good order, a uses dis-

appearing fast. Riot on the works, which were, in fact, stopped on that evening, Friday,
proceeded to Miltown to investigate certain charges against officers of the Board in that

locality; found them not sufficiently established; saw the different members of the Relief

Committee in that district, and arranged business with them. Thursday, attended at Siscannor
to investigate certain charges against that Committee and its chairman, which were not proved,

Mr. Westcoppe not appearing. Friday, returned to Ennis and attended Relief Committee of

Dromeders Court. Found it in good order; abuses greatly diminished. Attended Present-

ment Sessions. Saturday, attended the Kilmaley and Inch Relief Committee; investigated

the cases of outrage which occurred in the former parish, but could not get satisfactory evi-

dence
; adjoiirned till Saturday next, which is fixed for further investigation

;
hope to find out

the delinquents, and set on the works. I must state that nothing can exceed the distress and
destitution of the people in Clare Abbey; they are starving, but as yet peaceably. No appli-

cation has been made by the people to have the works resumed. This conduct has puzzled me
and everyone I have spoken to. They are evidently in deep distress, but still sullen and sulky.

We are threatened a good deal, but nothing of consequence in the way of outrage has taken

place since my last report. I am rather of opinion matters are improving ; the lessons the

people have got by stopping the works have been of use. I think the discontinuing of the ticket

system will work well, and I hope to have the new system in perfect operation in a few days,

and expect the best results. I have written to the secretary of the Committee, pointing out
abuses in the construction of the Relief Committees, and praying for their correction.

Extract from the Jourtcal of Captain Hutcheson, Inspecting Officer, County Galway,
West Division, for week ending 19fh December, 1846.

In visiting the Island of Lettermore, I was struck with the very great difficulty the people
labour under in obtaining provisions at a fair price. Corn, and in fact every thing is in the

hands of one or two hiixters, and the difference is more than 25 per cent, above the market
prices at the town of Galway, more than 26 miles from them. A depot for the sale of meal
would be the greatest possible benefit to the inhabitants for obtaining corn meal at a fair price.

The poorer class have to carry it on their backs from Galway.

Sir James Stronge to Mr. Trevelyan.

The Abbey Tynan, December 20, 1846.

I BEG to offer my best thanks for your kindness in replying to my letter,

and in forwarding the Treasury Minute of tlie 1st instant.

It appears to me that you have. misconceived the effects of the measure I pro-

posed. I therefore take the liberty to explain that by the adoption of niy plan no
additional burthen could be thrown upon the neighbouring pauperised, estates. I

proposed that the sum borrowed should be expended on the estate of the borrower,
under the directions of the Board of Works, and that tlie labourers to be em-
ployed by the borrower should be the unemployed poor of the barony (not
merely of the lands to be improved) recommended by the Relief Committees of
the several districts; thus the arrangements for the relief of the poor, “based
upon a sufficiently large territorial division,” would not be interfered with. The
only difference would be, that in lieu of an assessment for useless public works,
there would be an expenditure to an equal amount, relieving an equal amount of
destitution, the repayment of which would be more effectually secured, and from
which all the benefits you so clearly describe would flow. True it is that loans

such as these are a boon. Yet, if aa estate be already burthened with debt (as

most English and Irish estates are), and if by a system of out-door relief, un-
paralleled as is the misfortune which has rendered it necessary, you saddle it with
a further annual charge to a large amount, you may so cripple the resources of a
distressed landlord, as to render it impossible for him to avail himself of your loan,

which will not yield to the landlord, for several years, the profit you seem to

anticipate.

In many cases landlords cannot avail themselves of Mr. Labouchere’s letter,

because other landlords are unable or unwilling to do so. By a reference to his

instructions to the Presentment Sessions, it will be seen that a landlord may under-
take for the entire sum cliargeable upon his estate, and to that extent relieve tlie

rest of the barony. Yet if the entire s.um to be levied off the electoral division be
not taken up in draining by the other proprietors, he will in addition be assessed

for Public Works, rewarding his anxiety for improvement by a double burthen.
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Mr. Trevelyan to Sir J. Stronge.

Treasury, January 2, 1847.

I HAVE not before had time to reply to your letter of the 20lh ultimo.

I now understand, that in suggesting that lauded proprietors who iiorrow money
for the improvement of their estates, under the Treasury Minute of the 1st and
letter of the 15th ultimo, should be exempted from cess for the relief of the poor,

you intended that this privilege should be subject to the condition of their afford-

ing employment on the works to be carried on by means of such loans, to the un-

employed poor of the barony who may be recommended for that purpose by the

Relief Committees.

Under these circumstances, the proposition is no longer open to the objection

originally made, but that in the form in which it is now put it seems to be liable

to other objections of an equally conclusive kind.

The calamity under which Ireland is now suffering is of a mixed, social, and

agricultural kind. The people are too many for the land, according to the present

state of its cultivation; and no adequate effort has yet been made to restore to the

country its self-supporting character on a more secure and satisfactory footing than

before.

This great object cannot be accomplished by any arrangements conducted on the

poor relief principle. Such arrangements are very necessary as immediate pallia-

tives of urgent distress, and they are useful in practically pointing out to landed

proprietors the superior advantage to themselves of employing their poor in private-

re-productive works on their own estates, instead of having to support them by-

means of public rates
;
but no country was ever brought into a ilourisbing con--

dition by the direct operation of a poor-law.

Supposing the operation of the Treasury Minute were to be clogged by the con-
ditions suggested by you, then, instead of landed proprietors employing labourers

and superintendents of their own choice, living on or near the spot, selected on the

ground of their being the best that can be procured, and looking only to their

employer for remuneration and encouragement, proprietors would have to employ
the destitute poor of the barony, who would be forced upon them by the Relief Cora-
inittees

;
and it need not be added that, as a general rule, these would be the least

efficient labourers they could have, to say nothing of the time that would be lost in

coming from and returning to their homes ; and, after all, they would not be undei-

the control of the persou for whom they were working, and as he could not turn,

them off or give them a lower rate of wages than might be required by the Poor
Relief arrangements, what they would do would be in the usual listless idle style

of charity work. If the plan of the Treasury Minute were to be raodilied in this

manner, the beneficki effect of it would be nullified, and the works carried

on under it, although they might be called “ improvements,” and would, if

properly carried on, be really so, yet, carried on as they would be mixed up with
the Poor Relief arrangements, they would, owing to the slovenly, expensive way,,

in which they would be executed, be as unproductive as any of the roads whicli are

stated to have been spoiled under the Poor Relief Act.

It is quite unnecessary to exempt Inndowiiers from poor rates, in order to

induce them to avail themselves of the advantages of the Treasury Minute. The
improvements effected by means of government loans will, if they are properly

made, give an additional value to estates, over and above the suras required for

the payment of the principal and interest of the loans; and a landowner who
avails himself of the advantages of the Treasury Minute, ^vill therefore be in a

better position than he was before to bear his share of any common burden, whether
it be in the shape of a i-ate for the relief of the destitute or in any other.

The only way in which Ireland can be saved from inexpressible calamities at this

crisis of her history, is that the landowners, farmers, and other persons representing

the property, wealth, and intelligence of the country, instead of attempting to impose
upon the Government a task which it is utterly impossible foi-the Government,
alone to perform, should exert themselves, each for himself, according to their

respective means and ability, in increasing the productive powers of agriculture, and
of every other kind of industry; and believing that the Treasury Minute of the 1st

ultimo will contribute to this result, we are anxious that no step should be taken
which would diminish its useful effect.
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Lieut.-Colonel Joses to Mr. Trevelyan.

Board of Works, Decemher’iil, 1846.

I SEND you a copy of a letter I have felt it my duty to send to Sir R.
Routh

;
it relates to contributions by the Lord Lieutenant in aid of uuforseen

cases of destitution, and it is proposed to place these sums so allocated to the

credit of the Board of Works to be expended by us, getting labour for the

money, imposing upon us the,additional duty of distributors of alms, for really

it is nothing else ;
but it involves distinct accounts and details which we could

not attend to without very great inconvenience, and taking upon ourselves a

responsibility which ought to rest upon other people’s shoulders, as we have
enough to do to answer for our sins of omission.

Enclosure.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Sir R. Routh.

Office of Public Works, Dublin,

December 21, 1846.

With reference to your letter of the 19th instant, it is necessaiy that I should,, without

loss of time, communicate to you the utter impossibility of the Board of Works being able to

carry out the principle attempted to be established by it : viz.—That the Boai'd of Works are

to be the receivers of the alms given by Govei'iiment for distribution to the old and infirm

throughout Ireland, who are unable to obtain relief by employment on the Public Works.
What was possible and practicable with 50,000 men is no longer so with seven times that

number. It is with ditficulty that we are able to give employment to those returned to our

officers by the Relief Committees; and from the very unequal distribution of food throughout
the country, and from the determination of your department not to issue provisions, I foresee

that the calls upon our officers will be numerous; and to apply such eleemosynary grants to

the relief of the destitute and starving, will require the constant presence of an officer of the

Board in the locality for which each grant is intended.

There are so many difficulties to the effectual carrying out of the intentions of the Govern-
ment in the mode now proposed to bo established, that I consider it an imperative duty to state,

as early as possible, that with the great mass of business now pressing so heavily on all hands,

and the difficulty of procuring additional assistance, that it w'ould be deceiving the Govern-
ment and yourself if I did not point out the impossibility of our undertaking the distribution

of the alms now intended for the relief of the poor.

It is not necessary to assure you of the earnest desire of every person connected with this

Board to exert themselves to the utmost, to meet the difficulties of the present crisis
;
but I

should be culpable if I consented to undertake a duty when, by past experience, I am con-

vinced that it would not be pi'operly executed, and one upon which so much depends, and
which requires to be so promptly acted on.

I would suggest that the sums of money thus proposed to be advanced should be lodged in

the hands of some individual residing on the spot, who could ascertain the residences of the

individuals requiring relief; for it must be borne in mind, that the relief to be afforded by
these sums must he either in money or food

;
neither the season of the year nor the state of

the poor will permit of their being employed on out-door work to entitle them to receive a
donation—in the former season the case was different, we had summer before us, and the

destitution was not so great; the poor were then enabled to go out and break stones on the

public thoroughfares, but you you must be aware, from the daily reports you receive, that

such is not the case at present. Relief must be given to the aged and infirm in their own
cabins, and by a local authority.

Mr. Hornsby to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Works, Dublin,

December 2\, 1846.

Agreeably with their Lordships’ direction, I have the honour to inclose

herewith a copy of the answer sent to the Right Honourable H. Labouchere, in

reply to the complaint made to his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant by Lord
Newry and Mourne against the Board, and in reference to the delay respecting
Amialong Harbour : I am to mention that Colonel Jones insjiected the proposed
site of the harbour about the end of October, and endeavoured to obtain an inter-

view with his Lordship, hut did not succeed
;
hut a Mr. Atkinson, who is also a

contributor towards the cost of the pier, had a conversation with Colonel Jones
on the subject, which fully explained the circumstances coimected with the pro-
ject. It may, however, be proper to state, that, at the present time, the prelimi-
nary steps for setting on tlie drainage presented for at the Relief Sessions, are in

operation, and that the provisional declaration required to be issued for Aima-
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long Harbour has been lodged, and notices published for holding the meeting
preparatory to commencing the Works, should that meeting assent to the con-
struction of the harbour.

Enclosrue.

Mr. Hornsbt t6 Mr. Labouchere.

Office of Board of Works,
December 18, 1846.

I AM directed by the Board to state, in reference to the letter addressed by Lord Newvy
and Monie to his Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, without date, and to the resolutions of the
Morne Relief Commitee, dated 12th instant, forwarded to this department by order of his

Excellency, that the apparent delay in answering his Lordship’s offer to contribute a sum of

200/. towards the construction of the harbour at Aunalong, and lodge the same to the Board’s
credit, arises from the Board not being in a position to recei\'e it, until the forms required by the

9th Viet. cap. 3 (Piers and Harbours Act) are complied with. A meeting of the parties rated

under the Act has to be held, and the assents and dissents collected, and provioas to such meet-

ing, a provisional declaration, map, and estimate of the works have to be lodged for 14 days at

Annalong for public inspection. The documents in question are now prepared, and will be
lodged immediately.

The Board regret that his Lordship should have considered the answer relati\'e to the appoint-
ment of superintendent unsatisfactory, but when the salary paid to each is regulated by the

qualifications and abilil.y of the individual, the Board could scarcely declare any fixed rate of

payment, which varies according to circumstances.

I am to assure his Excellency that the Relief Works and drainage adverted to by his Lordship
were neither overlooked nor forgotten by the Boai'd, and have to mention that the Schedule of

Presentments for the barony of Morne was received at this office on, the 29th October ultimo;

on the same day a list of works, to the amount of 800/., was forwarded for his Excellency’s

approval, and on the 3rd November the county surveyor received directions to put them in

operation.

The Schedule of the second Presentment Sessions was received on the 30th November, and
on the 1st December a list of works, amounting to 1609/,, was forwarded for his Excellency’s

approval, and on the 2nd December the county surveyor was empowered to commence.
The application for drainage necessarily required much consideration, and also a report and

survey to enable the Board to come to a right conclusion; and so soon as the more pressing

cases are set in hand, and an officer available for the purpose, no time will be lost iu disposing

of this question
;
the Board will also give every attention to the pei'son recommended by his

Lordship as a superintendent, being in every instance most anxious to avail tliemselves of the

services of the fai-mers or stewards of the proprietors.

The Board tnist that the above explanation will prove satisfactory to his Excellency
;
and

while they regret that the extreme pressure of public business has caused them to omit the

acknowledgment of his Lordship’s communication, they hope that their having done so may be
ascribed to their anxiety to meet the urgent demands made upon their time and attention, which
require all their energies, and not to any disrespect to his Lordship, who will find that all the

essential points adverted to have been disposed of, save the unintentional omission of a reply to

him; and when it is added that the number of letters received at this office in one day liave

amounted to 2300, it cannot be a matter of wonder that individual cases similar to his Lord-
ship’s will sometimes occur.

I ?m to inclose a circular issued by the Board, having reference to the subject of drainage.

Mr. Bates to Mr. Boyle.

Tinnahely, December 21, 1846,

Shillelagh Board Relief Works.

I BEG leave to submit to you the following

:

On this day I attended at the Coollivy new line of road, to pay the men for the

week ended Friday last. I paid three gangs, each thirteen men, and when the

fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh gangs were called, all of them refused to receive

their pay unless they w-ould be paid for Wednesday last. I questioned the over-

seer, Mr. Keegan
;
he informed me, that not one of the latter gangs had com-

menced working until Thursday last, and therefore he could not include Wed-
nesday in his list. I directed their names to be called over, stating their money
for Thursday and Friday was ready for them, that I was aware the Relief Com-
mittee would afford them every opportunity in applying for Wednesday pay should

it appear reasonable; but all refused the money, save a man of the name of

Thomas Roark, who advancing to receive it, was groaned by most of the others,

who appeared evidently combined to intimidate any from receiving what they had
objected to ; I particularly noticed one well grown boy in the crowd, who hooted
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at Roark, calling him a scut, &c.
;

I seized him by the breast, and told him I

would certainly jjrosecute him for what he had done. All the men of these gangs

left refusing the money, which was at the rate of one shilling each lor Thursday

and Friday, although I told them I would apply for leave to attend on Christmas

eve to pay them up to next Thursday to assist them for Christmas day, at a con-

siderable inconvenience to myself. The number of men thus refusing the pay as

above, amounted to 80, all appearing to act under asystem of combination, and

I re^et to have to add, that I much fear this unfortunate spirit will very soon

develope itself openly.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieutenant-Colonel Jones.

Decemher 22, 1846.

It had already occurred to us that a map of Ireland, with all the legal

boundaries mai'ked upon it—counties, baronies, unions, and electoral divi-

sions—like that which you jmepared for the Chancellor of the Exchecpier,

would be very usclul
;
and if your Board will send me an official letter on the

subject, stating precisely what they propose, and how they think it should

be done, we will have it put forward without delay.

We have come to a full understanding of the real state of the case in regal’d

to the Inspecting Officers, and I have written to Routh about it in a way

which would, 1 am sure, be (^uite satisfactory to you, but not having yet re-

ceived his observations on you papers on the subject, we cannot at once commit

ourselves to a private opinion. Without doing anything to weaken your estab-

lishment, we shall rely upon you for such assistance as Routh’s branch of the

operations may require from time to time, and I am convinced that it will be

most readily afforded.

We deeply feel the primary and appalling evil of the insufficiency ofthe supplies

of food in the countiy
;
but the stores we are able to procure for the western

division of Ireland are insufficient even for that purpose, and how can we under-

take more ; the certain consequence of doing so would be that we should

miserably fail everywhere, should bring the w'hole odium and responsibility of

the deficiency of food on the Government, and should paralyze even such private

exertions as might be otherwise made in the eastern division of Ireland, in

the confidence that Government will adhere to its pledge not to interfere with

the markets. You must not forget that it is a real and not an artificial scarcity,

and that if dealers sell dear, they are also obliged to buy dear.

Mr. Bates to Mr. Boyle.

Tinnahehj, December 22, 1846.

I BEG leave to acknowledge yours of the 18th, received only yesterday, in

regard to the social and political state of this county. I ^ieve to state, that each

hour more forcibly brings my mind to the conclusion that we are on the eve of

a frightful movement against pi-operty. And it will, indeed, now be a most diffi-

cult task to control it without a fearful sacrifice of.life and property ;
in truth, it

is evident, labourers are careless of employment either on public or other works,

and also unmindful of tliat praiseworthy industry heretotore in practice at this

season, viz., collecting with their wives and children manure for the ensuing crop.

In the neighbouring county town, Carlow, where I was last Sunday, I ascertained

the sale of arms was extensive, and I have been informed by the pay clerk ofSouth

Ballinacor, that strangers have been observed by him on the roads, not appearing

to know the names of places, &c., in the locality. Mr. Taylor informed me, he

met a man on the road, when after some conversation, he stated, that if the Mul-

linacuff line of works would not proceed (then) next day, he and others would

wait no longer, thereby meaning, they would help themselves. 1 refer you to the

accompanying statement of what took place j'esterday with myself on the Coolbay

line of road, to prove the growing spirit of insubordination is nearly ripe, even in

this heretofore peaceful county, and surely in this barony the men have no cause

of complaint, for well knowing your deep anxiety for their welfare, and the peace

of the county, I have been most watchful to keep just cause of complaint from

them, and told them, as I intend to do, unless I receive orders to the contrary,

to pay every work in the barony on next Thursday, so as to enable the men to
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E
rovide for their families at Christinas, as best they can. I have engaged three

orses for that day, and intend sleeping at the most remote part of the barony

on "Wednesday night

It may be, however, that they are in despair at the scarcity of food in the

county, and I admit with somewhat just cause, for I am aware that there is not a

tenth of the provision here at this moment, which would be another year. I

have travelled the last two or three days a great part of Wicklow, as in Carlow,

and I find the haggards nearly exhausted, with very little store in the mills

;

wherever I go, I hear threats from the lower orders against property, and I have

no doubt on my mind, that on the least apparently lair pretext of hardship by

employers, &c., the outbreak will be simultaneous ;
they state, nuth the highest

order of wages they cannot support their families. How easy then is it for the

bad man to take advantage and work upon the feelings of his better neighbours.

I fear we have no prospect of such a supply from abroad as will materially lessen

the present high prices, and we surely have not a supply of food in the country if

all were prepared, and look to the seed time, the quantity it will take for that ])ur-

pose ! but I fear the seed will not be left with even the strong farmer, and then

our next year will be a more appalling one than the present,

If Government could, or would give yet any supply of Indian meal in depots, to

meet the ordinary wages of the county, so as not to induce the labourer to quit his

farmer employer for the more lucrative Public Works, the gi’ound might be tilled,

and the people supported.

It may be said, the farmer can go to the Public "VS^orks and demand workmen,

but he must give them a rate of wages, if not higher, at least, much more, nearly

double that formerly given ; for if he forces the labourer from Public "Works, to

the latter’s disadvantage, the farmer’s life would be worth but little.

Lieut.-Col. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

C(ffice of Public JPorks,

December 1846.

I ENCLOSE herewith a letter from Colonel Fitzmaurice, who is just returned

from Skibbereen. He informs me that the accounts in the papers of the state of

the people is not strictly in accordance with truth. The descriptions are too

highly coloured; however, there is great distress and destitution in the town
;
no

want of food, but the price demanded is so much beyond the means to purchase,

that the people starve in the midst of plenty. There are soup establishments, and

the subscriptions have been liberal. The rural districts and those bordering upon

the sea shore is where destitution presses most severely. Tlie poor people are

charged upon some of the islands Al. IO5. per acre for land that in England would

not be considered worth more than lOs.

I have just left Sir Randolph Routh, and have had conversation with him

respecting the Relief Committees and his officers. I believe he is of opinion that

with a few officers more harm than good would arise, from a partial interference.

We are by degrees getting them into order. The stoppage of the tickets has

been severely felt by the jobbers. The accounts from most of our officers are

highly in favour of the measure.

I hope we may be able to-morrow to decide upon, the proposed measure for re-

lief: my own opinion is strongly in favour of the employment of the guardians of

the Poor-law Unions, with members to be associated with them by appointment

from the Lord Lieutenant. The works to be executed under the directions of the

county surveyor. This functionary should be placed on a different footing. He
should be an officer of the Board of Works, with local assistants. At present

they are employed on railroads, and a great deal of private business, quite foreign

to their official duties.

Enclosure.

Mr. Fitzmaurice to Lieut.•Col. Jones.

Duhlin, December 22, 1846.

I HAVE just returned from Skibbereen, which district I ha\ e been traversing for the last

three weeks, in compliance with your desire
;
and I have to report that the d3sii;uticn prevailing

in that part of the country is extensive and intense ; that .of food, thsugh there is still a large

[b. W.] 3 L
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portion both in the Commissariat stores as well as in Mr. Swanfon’s extensive mills, yet the

price being now double what it wns at the commencement of the destitution, is almost beyond

the reach of the poor
;
that the works now in hand are sufficient to employ the present la-

bourers for about two months to come, but it would be a charity to admit double the number

ofthose already employed, with a view to the support of their families
;
and that sufficient and con-

venient works can easily be found to put the people on. I am glad to report that the payments

are now proceeding in a more satisfactory manner. I wish I could say as much of the getting

up of the lists by the Local Committees, whose dilatoriness in this respect often keeps the poor

man from employment. I wish they were as good men of business as they are eloquent. With

regard to letters in the papers on the distress in this unfortunate locality, the substance of many
are true, but some are too highly coloured

;
and from circumstances which have come to my

knowledge, I should say are not quite correct. One gentleman seems to have gone down to

the country prepared and pre-determined to make out a very strong case. I wish such talented

gentlemen would assist the officers of the Board to make out the lists
;

this entirely depends

upon them, and without it there is no proceeding.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Works,
December 23, 1846.

I ENCLOSE you a letter from Jlajor Parker, whicli gives a strange account

of the state of things at Skibbereen, men dying of starvation in the midst of

tibundance, and those who can purchase, preferring the dearer to the cheaper

article.

The accompanying memorandum from Clonmel has just heen sent to me. I

have forwarded a copy to Sir R. Routh.

The inspecting officer and engineer from the county of Wicklow have just left

me. Both describe the state of that county to be most unsatisfactory. There

appears to be a very bad feeling among the people, and the tone of the gentry

is very much changed since they first went into it. They are very apprehensive

that disturbances will take place
;
there is so little food in the country, that the

people will go and seek for it. I sent Mr. Boyle, the engineer, to Mr. Redington,

so that he might question him on any point upon which information is desired.

There are, be assured, many districts in Ireland where there is very little food

remaining, and it will not find its way there unless Government send it.

Enclosures.

Major Parker to Captain Larcom.

Skibhej-een, December 21, 1846.

The distress’ of this place is truly deplorable and heart-rending; its mortality is very

great and likely to continue so, nine died on Saturday; the greatest number of deaths is in

the Union workhouse. An officer of the Commissariat arrived here a few hours before me,

and the fact of his having got buried by the police two bodies almost in a state of decomposition,

and partially eaten by rats, as also the body of a girl which was left in the streets, will show

you in what a wretched condition this place is. It has been recommended by the priests from

the altar, that it is better to save for the living instead of being at the expense of coffins for the

dead
;
and, I understand, bodies are taken in coffins to the burial-ground, taken out, and the

coffins kept for conveying more for burial. A woman with a dead child in her arms was

begging in the streets yestei'day, and the guard of the mail told me, he saw a man and three

dead children lying by the road-side a few miles from this place. To narrate the many sad

stories 1 have heard, would occupy sheets of paper I cannot ascertain at present, with any-

thing like accuracy, the number of deaths the last few weeks, but I fear I should not overrate

them, if I said 200 in this barony. In short, nothing can exceed the miserable state of this

place.

The officer of the Commissariat, Mr. Inglis, has brought a sum of money to dispose of as

he thinks best, (as a private charity), and has consulted me, and determined on establishing

two additional soup-kitchens, one being already in operation. The dirt and mud in the streets

is very great, and no doubt increases the malady. Mr. Tracey, county surveyor, is here this

evening, and agrees with me that the streets should he cleaned', he has set on some men for that

purpose, having about 30Z, left -out of bOl., which he was authorized to spend in town improve-

ments; but this sum will do very little. As the same process is desirable in other towns of

this barony, and referring to what Colonel Jones and yourself intimated to me about a sum of

money being specially allowed, it might be most advantageously and productively employed

in this and other towns where the pestilence prevails, in employing those persons who from being

crippled and otherwise disabled by infirmities, cannot come to work from a distance.

1 liave seen Mr. Somerville, the chairman, and other members of the Relief Committee. It

is a remarkable fact, that although the flour and biscuit depot has been opened ten days, only

2Z. 5s. has been received fdr sales, the price being 1 11., while the retail price in the shops is about
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18Z. ;
no complaints arc made as to quality, but no two persons of this place agree in explain-

ing this circumstance. Tliis matter belongs to the Commissariat, and will no doubt be reported

to Sir R. Routli.

I hear ol‘ no complaints about irregularity of pay to those employed on his works.

I do not hear of any outrages ; on the contrary, I hear of acts of the greatest patience and

forbearance, and I am sure the people suffering under so dreadful a calamity, deserve any

indulgence which can be reasonably afforded.

About 400 men will be out of work in one place near this, after to-morrow, but I tmst the

arrangements made by Mr. Tracey will prevent any disturbance.

Mr. Allen’s flour-mill, at Clonakilty, was accidentally burnt down last night, ami about

70 or 80 sacks of best flour destroyed.

On Saturday, notwithstanding all the distress, there was a market pleiitifully supplied with

meat, bread, and fish, in short every thing. Those who have been entirely dependent on

potatoes, are of course the greatest sufferers
;
but as the resources of a rather better class are

gradually diminishing, the demand for relief will not decrease, save by death. The poor are

almost without clothing, having pawned nearly every thing.

Extract of a Letter from Samuel Riall, Esq., dated Annewell, Clonmell,
21st December, 1846.

1 am sorry to say we are nearly starving here, wheat is 43s. 6t/., oafs 23j. 6rf. a barrel,

mangle- wurtzell 40s. a ton, Sweeds from 30s. to 40s.

Robbing provision stores day and night. Your friend Osborn, had six sheep killed night

before last.

Mr. Murray to Mr. Stickney.

Provincial Bank of Ireland, Dublin,

December 16, 1846.

The returns of silver coin in the hands of bankers in Ireland—assuming that those for-

the weeks ending the 5th and 12th instant, to other banks, show the same results as those

to this bank—show an increase. It is not the amount that is yet great, but it is, that the increase

is genei'al. You may therefore be reasonably at ease as to supplies of silver coin.

Return showing the daily Average Number of Persons Employed on Public Works in

Ireland, for Week ending the 19th December, 1846.

Leinster :

—

Carlow . ... . 1,915

Drogheda, Town of .

Dublin . ! sk
Dublin, City of

Kildare . ! 3,oi7

Kilkenny . 7,768

Kilkenny, City of . 447
King’s County . 3,338

Longford . 7,984

Louth . . 2,607

Meath . . 8,836

Queen’s County . 3,463

Westmeath . 7,132

Wexford . 13,080

Wicklow . 1,225

Total . 61,387

Munster :

—

Clare . . 30,860

E. R. Cork . . 18,673

W. R. Cork . . 12,271

Cork, Ciiyof. 366

Kerry . . 18,016

Limerick . 29,426

Limerick, City of . 578
S. R. Tipperary . 12,045

N. R. Tipperary . 9,054

Waterford . 7,362

Waterford, City of . 245

Total . 138,696

Office of Public Works,

Dublin, December 24, 1846.

Ulster :

—

Antrim .

Belfast Town .

Carrickfergus .

Armagh . 1,905

Cavan . . 20,503

Donegal 942
Down 214
Permanagli . 5,063

Londondei-ry . . 3,572

Monaghan . 6,078

Tyrone . . . . 2,628

Total . 40,905

Connaught ;

—

R. Galway . . 12,156

. R. Galway . . 14,483

Galway, Town of . . 1,162

Leitrim . . 9,951

Mayo . 19,544

Roscommon . . 29,296

Sligo . 11,729

Total . . 98,221

Grand Total . . 339,409

3 L 2
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Lieut.-Col. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Offi.ce of Public TVwhs, Dublin,

December 24, 184(3.

I SEND you a specimen of Relief Committee lists from county Cork and

Clare, which will, I think, give you some idea of what the Inspecting Olfiicers have

to do in making a selection of the numbers they require.

When I state anything about provisions, it is merely intended to convey to you
information which I .have received, and which I consider desirable for you to

know.
Lord Sligo mentioned a circumstance to me this morning which occurred in

his neighbourhood. A short time since, great shoals of fish appeared, and the

fisberineti prepared to go out with their boats, when the inhabitants of the neigh-

bouring district came down, prevented the fishermen from going out, and cut their

nets, stating as a reason, that if tliey allowed them to catch the fish now, there

Avould not be any for them next season. This in the 19th century !

I am afraid that many of the people employed on the works are guilty of assist-

ing in the highway robberies. We shall send out a Circular to caution them, and

where we can ascertain that such has been the case, stop the works.

Our nunihers, so far as we have returns, amount to 339,000 men ; but there

are many deficient. The mails, no doubt, have been delayed by the fall of snow,

which I am apprehensive has been very general. The Inspecting Officer for

Wicklow county has just been here, and handed to me the report, of which a copy

is enclosed.

You may rest assured, that whatever you may direct respecting the management
of the Committees, we shall afford every assistance compatible with the due

efficiency of our own operations.

From Captain Wynne.

Ennis, December 22, 1846.

As I know Captain Larcoin has so much to do, I send you a specimen of the lists I

get, and the frightful amount of family they give to each individual.

You m\ist recollect these are applicatioiLS after I have provided a supply for the paiish, and
issued em]doyment lists to tlie amount of 770, which I considered quite sufficient at present for

that parish.

Now I am certain that the information contained in these sheets is false, though signed by
the chairman (a Protestant clergyman), but I have no means of ascertaining this laet on so

large a scale.

Some of the Committees will not give even so much information. I dined last night with Sir

Lucius O’Brien, lieutenant of county, with whom I have been in correspondence on the subject.

I brought hitn some of the lists as sent me Vjy the Committees, and shewed him the.necessity of

reconstruction of these bodies, particularly in the appointment of secretaries. Sir Lucius
perfectly agreed with me, and said he would communicate with the Government on the

subject, as he did not know his powers. I have sent for a gentleman \vell acquainted with the

parish of Clondegan, who assures me of the incorrectness of the lists, and that, in most cases, the
families are multiplied by two. Now is not this scandalous? I did not read the paper when
I sent it to you. I suppose you know that Mr. C. O’Brien is an attorney, and that Killilacrh is

Major M'Namara’s property. I thought he would have eaten his brother when he alluded to

the abuses that had existed in that parish. I was very happy to find from Sir Lucius
O’Brien that ray conduct meets the full approbation of all the respectable gentry in the county,

and that he and they are determined to support me ; (his is most satisfactory, and I am deter-

mined to pdi'severe as long as I can ferret out an abuse.
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Clondagad.

Name of Applicant. Townland where Applicant
resides.

If Applicant
holds land, state

quantity in sta-

tute measure.

No. of
Applicant’s

Observations.

John Tierney . . , 3 0 0 7 First quality land.
John Hoare . Baliyconck . . 3 2 0 7
Michael Egan 5 0 0 7
John Curtin . . ,

John Moloy . .

John Fitzgerald . . 3 0 0
Thomas Neylon . 2 3 0 9
James Healy . . . 3 0 0 13
Bryan Reynolds . 3 0 0 8
James Sullivan .

John Hill • 12
Edmund Brown .

Mary Grady . 3 0 0 8
John Cleary . 8 0 0 12
Thomas Ginnane .

Murtv M‘Mahon

.

James Brown
Edmund Corbet .

Gortnamuck . .

9
William Daly 3 2 0
John Corbet . . . 8 0 0 8
Wiiliam Carrig . . 7 2 0 10 lity land.
Michael M'Mahon . 2 0
Andrew Ryan . .

Richard Connors . 8
Mictiael Fitzgerald . 2 0 0 7
Richard Conners Red

Ballyclohesy . .

4 8
Bridget Brown . 7 2 0 7 Second qualit}’.

John Kerrily . .

Clondagad . . .

7
Timothy Crowly . 6 0 11 First and second qua- -

Patrick Halpin . 5 0 0 11 lity land.
John Cleary . 3 2 0
Daniel Daly .

, , 3 0 8
Michael Wuinlivan Jialiycunningham 8 0 0
Patrick M ‘Inerheny . Lavalle Coppinger . 11 0 0 8
James 0 Neil 18 0 0 8 Second quality land..
Frank M‘Mahon . 8 8
Widow M‘Mahon’s Son 7
Michael Brown . 1 0 0
Thomas Cleary . Cappauagerach . 8 0 0 10
Peter Cleary . . . 8 0 11
Bartholomew Scanlon 4
Patrick Madigan . 4 0 0 11
Andrew Brown . 4
James Doody 0 0 9
Martin Walsh . 1 0 7
Martin Coughlin . 4 0 10
Michael Brown . 0
James Sexton. Gurtnaclassa . 4 0 8
John M'Grath . . 4 0 9
Hugh Doohen 8 0 0 10
Thomas Considine .

Clondrina ...
3 0 7

Terence Campbell 2 2 0 9
Michael Scanlon Ban Braffa .... 7 0
Patrick Ryan 7 0 11 Ditto
Michael Scanlon, Mic 5 0 7
Michael Scanlon, John 2 0
James Scanlon . 3
Bartholomew Scanlon 7 0 0 7
Bartliolomew Scanlon, 0 0 8

Daniel.

Lieutenant Anderson to Colonel Jones.

Office of Public Works, December 24, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to inform you that a considerable quantify of snow has fallen this
day in the country

; so much so, that at Blessington, where I ordered a horse to cross the moun-
tains, the hotel-keeper refused to give me one, as he stated that he considered the roads would
be ihipassable. I have also to inform you that it was reported to me by tlie Rev, Joseph
Moore, the secretary of the Relief Committee, that there were certainly not five days’ provisions
in the town and neighbourhood. He further stated, that the flour and oatmeal were both bad
and high priced

;
the former yesterday was up to 3s. 4fZ., and the latter to 3s. 2d. I sent out

to enquire what the pi'ices were to-day, and found that wheat flour was offered at 2s. \ld., and
was “ unw'holesorae.’’
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Mr. Preston to Mr. Stickney.

Bandon, December 24, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to acknowledge tlie receipt of the Board’s letter to me,

directing me to institute strict inquiry into the circumstances detailed in an extract

from a letter dated Castle Bernard, 12th December, (enclosed to me, and herewith

returned) as to the non-payment of sundry labourers near Bandon, and desiring

that I would report the result to the Commissioners.

In obedience to my instructions, I lost no time in seeking from the most certain

and authentic sources, (particularly in the neighbourhood of the road referred to,)

the information required; and I directed my especial attention to the following

points of inquiry:

—

1st. The extent of an-earsof wages due upon the road in question, No. 115,

from Ballynascarthy to Farrauashessary Cross, with the cause for such

arrear accruing.

2nd. The effect upon the labourers employed in consequence of the default

in payment of their wages.

3rd. The nature and extent of voluntary and other relief afforded to the

wants of the labourers consequent upon the arrear of wages due to

them.

1st. I find that the road referred to extends from north to south, a, distance of

four miles ;
and was on the southern end, duly commenced on the 10th of October

last, and no arrear ever existed on that end of the line. Owing to representations

of distress made by Lord Bernard, and other gentlemen in the locality, the county

surveyor hastily opened the northern end of the road, without any notification or

instruction to the assistant engineer in charge
;
who therefore being ignorant of

the existence of the works, omitted making the necessary estimates, and thereby a

delay occurred in providing for the wages of the labourers employed on that end.

However, the extent of arrear thus created, was but one week and three days, and

from the most diligent and earnest inquiry, aided by the certificate of tlie assistant

engineer in charge, I cannot discover that any greater arrear ever existed on this

road.

2nd. Thi.s neighbourhood partakes of the general distress of the county, but not

by any means to the extent of want and destitution prevailing in the western dis-

tricts ; and at the period at which the above arrear of wages occurred, I find that

the potatoes remaining from the last harvest had not been entirely consumed, though

scanty, and the want of food severely felt, even to the extent of persons being dis-

covered eating turnips drawn from the adjacent fields
;
however, most, if not all of

the labourers employed on the line of road, being the people connected with the

Castle Bernard tenancy, though poor, were not destitute. The sickness exist-

ing among these people, I have found from particular inquiry, even from the

labourers theinselvies, proceeds more from change of diet than want of food, and

the only case assimilating to “ fainting,” to which point I directed ray most critical

inquiry, was an assumed one, in the person of John, who was subsequently charged

with, and reproached for, imposition, by the overseer of the road. His case, how-
ever, even if sincere, could not be recorded as one of ” starvation ” and “ want,”

being as I was credibly informed, he is owner of two sheep, and three pigs.

3rd. The number of labourers claiming an arrear of wages, to the extent I have
stated, were about 513, and for five days previous to the payment of that arrear by
the appointed pay clerk, they were supplied with soup, milk, and bread, from the

bounty of Castle Bernard; I also was informed that flour was sold, to such as

required it on credit, at 2^. 2d. per stone, from the same source; and here I may
be permitted to refer to the enclosed letter from the pay clerk, who made thej/?w^

or arrear payment, on the northern end of the road, as affording the best evidence

of the punctuality with which the ci’edit referred to was redeemed.

Captain Wynne to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

Ennis, December 24, 1846.

There are many subjects on which 1 have been anxious to communicate
with you, but have had as little time to write, as I am well aware you have to

read.
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I must, however, again call your attention to the appalling state in \vhich Clare
Abbey is at present

; I ventured through that parish this day, to ascertain the
condition of the inhabitants, and although a man not easily moved, I confess my-
self unmanned by the extent and intensity of suffering I witnessed, more especially
amongst the rvomen and little children, ci-o\vds of whom wore to be seen scattered
over the turnip fields, like a flock of famishing crows, devouring the raw turnips,
mothers half naked, shivering in the snow and sleet, uttering exclamations of
despair, whilst their children were screaming with hunger; I am a match for any
thing else I may meet with here, but this I cannot stand.
When may we expect to resume the works ? Nothing but dire necessity would

make me advocate this step, feeling as I do, that I thereby throw away the only
armour we possess against the bullet of the assassin

; but it cannot be helped

.

I am happy to inform you that we, this day, brought four of the ringleadei-s be-
fore the magistrates for beating the stewards on three of the roads, in the parish of
Kilnialey, where the works have been stopped in consequence. The case excited
great interest, and was conducted to a most successful and satisfactory issue. We
got information against all four returned to the assizes. One of the parties was
brother to the parish priest, so that we found it very difficult to procure evidence.
The magistrates and other gentry afforded us every assistance in bringing the
matter to light, and I hope a systematic encouragement of crime, by cloaking and
protecting the offender has been checked.

I greatly fear our staff will not hold together much longer ; they appear to me
only waiting a decent excuse to be off. Mr. Webb is gone j his successor, Mr.
M'Bride g-omg- (having received threatening notices this week). Mr. Pratt has
resigned. Mr. Gamble thinks Mr. Millet's life is in danger, and is therefore
going to remove him

,

Now, if we could get others, I should not consider these gentlemen any loss

;

nervous men are of no use here
;
but I find no man values his situation, and if found

fault with for neglect of duty, or u’ant of zeal, he immediately threatens to resign.
I have traversed a considerable extent of my district this week, and from the

most minute inquiries, and the closest investigation, find the distress everywhere
on the increase.

Provisions are all but exhausted
;
and the holders of the remnant demand such

exorbitant prices as place more than one meal a day quite beyond the reach of
the labourer with a family, even though in constant employment. In several
places in this distinct, this week, oatmeal sold for 3s. Sc^. per stone, the scantiness of
the supply enabling the vender to demand what he pleased.

In Ennis, this day, I could not get a loaf of bread, my servant not havino- be-
spoke it in the morning.

°

Without food we cannot last many days longer
;
the Public Works must fail in

keeping the iiopulation alive. What is to become of the thousands to whose cases
the Relief Works are totally inapplicable. The Relief Committees have not a
shilling

; they cannot, or will not, pay even for stationery and postage
; I am obliged

to pay these expenses
;
therefore nothing is to be expected from them.

The poor house is full, and police are stationed at the doors to keep the numerous
applicants out

; therefore no relief can be expected from that quarter.
What then is to be done ?

I am in hope my difficulties at Corcomroe are at an end, and I have received the
assurances of Sir Lucius O’Brien, Colonel Vandeleur, and the other honest men
of the county, that they will give me their support and assistance. I have been in
communication with the above-named gentlemen on the subject of reforming the
Relief Committees, and disbanding some that are utterly inefficient.

I am well aware of the tremendous pressure of business upon you, and the un-
reasonableness of writing so long a letter.

To the Right Honourable Sir George Grey, Baronet, Her Majesty's Principal
Secretary of State for the Home Department.

The Memorial of the Select Vestry of the Parish of Liverpool.

Sheweth,
That the immigration of Irish paupers into the parish of Liverpool, has

increased to an alarming extent during the last six weeks, and your memorialists
have reason to believe that it is in a great measure to be attributed to facilities
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being given by parishes, or landed proprietors, in Ireland, for their deportation to

Liverpool, instead of supplying their wants at their respective homes.

That the number of Irish casual poor I’elieved by the parish of Liverpool, for

the week ending 19th December. 1845, was 888 persons, whereas the number of

Irish poor relieved in the corresponding week, ending 20th December instant, was

13,471.
. . . ^

That your memorialists submit that the peculiar position ot Liverpool, as the

port of readiest access for the transmission ot Irish poor, entitles the parish to the

especial consideration of Government, with the view to the immediate establish-

ment of some effectual plan by which the influx of Irish paupers into the parish,

may be prevented for the future, and compensation may be made for the extraor-

dinary expenses to which the parishioners have this year been subjected.

Your memorialists therefore respectfully pray.

That instructions may be given at the_various ports in Ireland, to pre-

vent the removal of Irish poor to the parish of Liverpool, unless such per-

sons on arrival, shall have probable or reasonable means of support, or shall

be under hona fide engagement for work.
^ rim

And that you will be pleased to intercede with the Lords of the Treasury

for the reimbursement of the parish of Liverpool, out of the consolidated

fund for the amount of extraordinary expenses whicli they have this year

incurred, as above detailed.

And your memorialisls will ever pray.

Signed in and on the behalf of the Select Vestry of the parish of Liverpool.

AUG. CAMPBELL, Rector of Liverpool,

Chairman of the Select Vestry.

Mr. Phillips to Mr. Hart.

December 28, 1846.

I AM directed by Sir George Grey, to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter of the 24th instant, forwarding a memorial from the Select Vestry of the

parish of Liverpool, on the subject of tbe immigration of Irish paupers. Sir George

Grey regrets to learn that, from the cause stated in the memorial, so large an in-

crease has taken place in the number of casual poor relieved by the parish of Liver-

pool but he is not aware of any means by which Her Majesty’s Government could

prevent the departure from Ireland of such of the Irish as may be desirous of

leavin<y their own country, and who are able to obtain a passage to England.

Neither are there any funds at tbe disposal of Her Majesty’s Government, appli-

cable to tbe repayment to the parish of Liverpool, of the amount of extraordinary

expenses to which, from the causes stated, they have this year become liable.

Mr. Loch to Sir G. Grey.

Old Hall, Worsley, December 24, 1846.

I WENT over to Liverpool yesterday to dine with an old friend, and met at

dinner, Rusbton, the stipendiaiy magistrate. He spoke of a fact (of which you

are doubtless already aware) which seems so terrible, and so pressing, that I

ventured to suggest that he should himself communicate with the Home Office

on the 8u))ject.° I allude to the numbers of starving Irish who are crowding over

to this country. , .

Within the last month, he says, that 15,000 have arrived, all of whom are being

now maintained in Liverpool at the expense of the community. He anticipates,

that within the next month, the number will be doubled, and there can be no

reason why it should stop there ; indeed, on the contrary, there is every reason

for the numbers going on vastly beyond it, so long as there is starvation in Ireland,

and charitable aid here. This is very dreadful; there is already enough of

distress, want of employment, and of suffering in store for Lancashire, without the

addition of this ocean of starving immigration. It is not only due to, but it is

indispensable for the preservation of the moral, the physical, and the social con-

dition of the people in this part of the country that it should be stopped.

Rushton acknou-ledged the necessity of this, while he deplored the absence of
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any means by -wHich it might be effected
;
he seemed to think that nothing ivas

left, but to deal with the evil in the best manner possible on its arrival here.

If this be really so, it must be submitted to, but if it should seem right to the

Government to try and check this flood at its source, I can't help thinking the

means of doing so might be had.

Pray let me trouble you with a letter from a banker in Dublin to his cor-

respondent in Liverpool; it discloses a strange state of things as regards the

amount of wealth in the country.

As I am informed, the steamers are bringing the poor people over
'

gratis

;

whence they derive their remuneration I don’t knoiv.

I

1

Dublin, Saturday Evening, December 19, 1846.

I HAVE no new fact about the distress question, except that the Board of Works’ people

are really in a "fix,” regularly fast, turning from one thing to another, and unable to do off

^”^eally their task was too great and too suddenly put on them, to admit of a system being

laid down to grasp it.
c

I question whether the scheming, viliany, and demoralization ot the people, waste ol money,

and loss of opportunity for useful labour, is not an evil equal in magnitude to the one of ad-

ditional distress this year over ordinary years; the worst feature 1 see of late, is the excessive

price of food when we were led to think prices were to go down, as tins affects the ability ol

all to maintain themselves, and help their neighbours.
_ ... , , ,

Money is most abundant here, the farmers full of it, and driving everything into the banks

ibr security.
,

... • „ -r.

Mv brother’s late letters for two months from Clonmel run, ‘ deposits increasing.^ De-

posits increasing everywhere,” " All the banks busy, principally receiving deposits.
’ " The

National and Provincial Bank must be full of money
;
we liave 40,000/. move available bills

than this time last year
;
and no discount with Bank of Ireland this month (December;, and

sendino- Dublin bills all for collection to them.”
, „ ,

The above is the fact as to the National and Provincial Bank; and as to the Belfast banks, 1

have not got a bill over 10 days, or more than 3 per cent, off them forfour months
; _

and the

Belfast Banking Company this week tells me they are full of money. I still think it is only

the poor who had nothing but potatoes who are in bonafide distress.

Mr. Hatchell to Mr. Walker.

Relief Works, Barony of Upper Ormond,

North Riding Go. Tipperary, Nenugh, December 25, 1846.

In I’eference to my letter of the 23rd instant, reporting to the Board the

outrage committed upon Mr. Paul Mulloy, pay clerk in the above district, I have

the honour to state, that I yesterday proceeded to Travers town, the residence of

that gentleman, when I learned all the particulars connected with that outrage,

^vhich I have the honour to lay before the Board.

It appears Mr. Mulloy left home at 8 o’ clock on the morning of_ the 23id

instant, for the purpose of making payments on the second roads in his district,

and when about two miles distant from his residence, was stopped by seven men,

some of them armed. His money was demanded and refused, upon which pistols

were snapped at Mr. Mulloy but missed fire, Mr. Mulloy then snapped his, and

missed fire. One of the assailants then struck Mr. Mplloy over the nose with a

large stone and knocked him senseless on the back of his gig, separating the frontal

and nasal bones. Four of the party then lifted him out ot the gig, and kept him

down upon the ground, while the other three rifled the gig. Mr. Mulloy having

recovered some\vliat from the effects of the blow, attempted to make resistance, when

one of the men pressed a pistol to his ear, and snapped it several times, but it

fortunately missed.

The party then made off
;
a quick pursuit was immediately made by that active

magistrate Mr. Caleb Going, who is brother-in-law to, and one of Mr. Mulloy’s

securities; one man was taken on the same evening, with 51. 10i‘- found on his

person, in silver.

I have examined Mr. Mulloy’s accounts, and found he had with him that

morning 132/. 0^. lOt/. in bank notes and silver, 91/. of which in notes being

[b. w.] ® ^
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mixed up with his paper.s escaped the hands of the robbers, and the sum of
4U. 0.9. 10c?. in silver and notes was carried off; also his watch.

I had intended to advance out of my own pocket money sufficient to make the
payments, but Mr. Going anticipated my intentions, and took upon himself the
responsibility of sending a confidential person yesterday morning to make those
payments.

I have seen Mr. Mulloy since the outrage; he was unable to speak to me; he
has received 10 cuts on the head and face, besides internal injuries, the men
having jumped upon his chest while on the ground; Mr. Mulloy’s life is in im-
minent danger.

Extract of a Letter, dated Tuam, December 26, 1846.

I REGRET to say, things are looking worse, and provisions so high it will
be soon hard for any^ one to buy if tliey continue so. I have no doubt many will
be lost from starvation. If provisions could be got down it might save us, but
in the way they are I knowpiot what to think. I am going to sell some turnips for
charity.

Mr. Twisleton to Sir G. Grey.

Poor Law Office, Dublin,

December 26, 1846.

In reference to your letter of the 21st instant, I am desirous of offering a
few remarks on deposits in savings’ banks as indications of the prosperity or distress
of a district. Circumstances induced me to pay considerable attention to the
subject in 1842 and 1843, and I am convinced, that there are few social questions
on which such erroneous ideas are prevalent. Within the last six weeks there have
been leading articles in the “Times” and “ Morning Chronicle ” on the state of
the Irish sayings’ banks, which probably produced a considerable impression on
the public mind. One ot these articles, in particular, which displayed remarkable
ability, and was written, I have no doubt, in good taitli, according to the know-
ledge of the writer, seemed to treat the increase in the deposits as a proof of suc-
cessful swindling on the part of the Irish people during the past year.

I well know, however, the thorough fallacy of the assumption on which the
article was based, and could not but deplore the mischief which such views were
likely to occasion. Now it would be a serious misfortune if Her Majesty’s
Government, amidst the multiplicity of subjects which are likely to occupy their
attention, were led to suppose that those views rested on a foundation of truth

;

I therefore am anxious to say a few words on the subject.
So far from its being necessarily true that an increase in the deposits of savings’

banks negatives accounts of distress in a district, the direct reverse may be the
case, and the increase of deposits may be a symptom that severe distress exists and
is apprehended.

This arises from the following circumstances
;
when times begin to be bad, as

it is called, the deposits may increase in the following ivays :

—

1. Individuals in employment, who had been thouglitless previously and did
not save money at all, may become depositors for the first time.

2. Individuals in employment, who previously were depositors, may increase
their deposits.

3. Thrifty individuals, who otherwise would have invested their little savings in
small speculations, feel an uncertainty as to the probable return, and have recourse
to savings’ banks, because the interest given by them for deposits is certain.

4. Individuals of a higher class than those who previously made use of savings’
banks, (say, for example, employers of labour,) cease to employ labourers and
become depositors.

It is true, that some individuals in distress may withdraw their deposits, but
this may be far more than compensated by the increase owing to the above causes,
just as a calamitous fire even when the property burnt has been insured, may be
a source of gain to the insurance office of a district.

It is by no means intended by the above remarks to assert, that increase in the
deposits in savings’ banks may not arise from the prosperity of a district, or that
long continued distress may not occasion an absolute decrease. The object is

merely to show, that such increase may likewise arise from distress, so that no
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inference can be safely drawn either one way or the other from the mere fact of

the increase.

In order to be justified in drawing any inference, it is requisite, to make a special

study of all the circumstances, ana to ascertain, not only the classes of persons
who deposited the money but likewise their motives.

I will add, that, if since the harvest of 1845, (up to which period the physical
prosperity of Ireland seemed to be gradually, although slowly advancing,) there

has been distress in this country, an increase in the deposits of savings’ banks is

precisely what might have been anticipated.

Amount of Expenditure for the Week ending 26th December, 1846.

21st December. Amount
22nd „ „
23rd „ „

24th

26th „ „

£. s. d.

26,104 7 11

20,381 14 11

29,854 8 1

54,005 4 10
24,126 14 7

£154,472 10 4

H. Mason.

Mr. Trevelyan to Colonel Jones.

December 26, 1846.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer desires that I will inquire from you

why the presentments for the earth-works of railways have not gone forward, and,
what the objection or difficulty is.

EXTE.-^CTS from JOURNALS of INSPECTING OFFICERS for Week endin^r

26tb December, 1846.
"

Extract from Report of Major Parker, Inspecting Officer, County Cork,
East Division, West Carberry.

1 think it of the greatest importance to establish first a good understanding with the Relief
Committees which 1 shall try to do.

On the 24th a body of labourers came info Skibbercen, and demanded the back pay for task-
work. They were sent back .to theh works and then paid

;
and I have warned them, that if they

come info the town again in this manner, the day’s pay will be stopped, and if they commit any
breach of the peace the works will be stopped

;
this has been specially reported.

Tlie payments give more satisfaction, and I have every reason to believe, that under the
energetic management of Mr. Gibbon there will be few causes of complaint.

I licar that, with very few exceptions, the employed are conducting themselves well. Havinff
been vei y busily engaged, and having of course to learn particulars, I have not yet been able to
personally inspect the works, but I shall commence immediately. I do not hear of any com-
plaints, blit there are great numbers of destitute yet refusing employment. Subscriptions have
been raised, and from all I can collect, I think that confidence in the measures of the Board
of Works is established, and all will go well if plenty of work is found; at the same time the
Commissariat can do what the Board cannot effect, namely supplies.

This place is apparently much less excited than it was a week since.

I attended Ballydehole Baronial Sessions on Monday
;
presentments for new roads were voted

to the extent of about 15,000/. I have inspected the relief lists of several parishes. I visited
Scull on Wednesday, and found the greatest distress. About 1150 are now employed on the
works in Scull parish, and about 1500 to 2000 more require employment, but new works will
be immediately opened. I go again to Scull to-morrow, and trust 'something, will be done.
The sowing and preparation of land for sowing is very partial imd limited; there is a call

for seed, but.sowing in this forward climate seldom takes place generally till after Christmas.
I am anxious to have my district defined, being only now called Skibbereen/' to prevent

mistakes.”

The work which I visited on Wednesday, namely No. 44 at Scull, is. going on well, it is a
road about 2 milesdong, commencing at Scull, and likely to be very useful. '

It will be made
with the- estimate, and gives satisfaction to the neighbourhood.
Some new works will be opened immediately near Scull. There aie great numbers of

destitute requiring immediate assistance.

3M2
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Extract from Report of Lieut. Griffith, R.N., Inspecting Officer,

County Armagh.

Tfiere is a very coi^iderable improvement in the manner of prosecuting the Public Works

which I have visited this week, owing to the increased supply of implements
;
we are still,

however, very inadequately supplied with wheelbarrows, owing, in a great measure, to our

depending on Mr. Neil Bogue, who has not yet furnished his contingent of 500, nor, as far as

I can learn, even one single barrow. The soup kitchens, wherever established, (as they are

now being very generally,) tend much to alleviate the sufferings of the destitute. I venture to

suggest a grant for or a premium on their being established in the desolate and destitute

districts of Upper Fews and Upper Orier, as without some encouragement they are not likely

to be established. I am credibly informed, that when prepared in large quantities, good soup

could be supplied at less than Id. per quart; and hundreds of families are by this means alone

preserved from perishing from want of food. I transmit a letter, which the chairman of the

Ciimlouah Relief Committee put into my hand this day, the statements appear to me not

exaggerated; the people in the localities I have designated above must shortly perish in

numbers if not provided with food, as they are already much attenuated by want, and I think

very little more starvation null put them beyond earthly relief.

I have this week been much engaged in making out my accounts, and corresponding and

conferring personally with secretaries of Relief Committees and check clerks, and comparing,

correcting, and revising the labour lists. I have to report, that 1 experience great difficulties

in obtaining due and formal returns from the secretaries of Relief Committees, and I heg leave

to su®^gest, that the Board should authorize my affording them the assistance of one or more of

the <^eck clerks in their respective localities as occasion may require, or otherwise constrain

the Relief Committees to do the duty that is expected of them.

Extract from Report of Lieut. Crawford, Inspecting Officer, County Cavan.

A great number of the Public Works ai-e stopped, the amount presented for them being

expended, and tlie roads in several places are left in a very dangerous condition, and in some

nearly impassable. There is very little labour bestowed on the fields.

In Virginia, on Monday last, a fair day, I noticed two cart loads of guns, some of the arras,

muskets, being offered at 12.s. a piece.

Extract from Report of Captain O’Neill, Inspecting Officer, County Donegal.

There does not appear to be any attempt at cultivation, and the ordinary occupations for this

season of the year is totally neglected (with the exception of some small places about the

residences of the country gentlemen). All the farmers and their labourers are most anxious to

be employed on the Public Works.

I cannot help mentioning John Stewart of Rock Hill, for his valuable services
;

this gentle-

man has on all occasions rendered me the greatest service, from his knowledge of the people

and the country, and is a most intelligent and active country gentleman.

Extract from Report of Captain the Hon. R. Handcock, Inspecting Officer,

County Fermanagh.

• Several of the landed proprietors in this county are most anxious to carry on drainage to

some extent. There are to be several meetings during the next week to determine what roads

shall be finished by presentment at the next Baronial Sessions.

The works are increasing by degrees in this county. The overseers on most of the works I

have visited during the week are not good, indeed they are most difficult people to get good.

Extract from Report of Captain Dill, R.E., Inspecting Officer, County Londonderry.

As you will perceive, I have pretty generally visited every part of the county, and in doing

so I inspected several of the works in pi-ogress, and have to report, that I experienced consider-

able difficulty in obtainining any general information as to these ivorks, in consequence of the

peculiar arrangements of Mr. Gordon’s staff. I have mentioned this to him, and hope to be

enabled to induce him to make such alterations as I would desire. I shall therefore abstain

from further report until he has come to some decision on the matter.

The labourers complained generally of their not being able to know how much they were

making, as no measurements had been taken, and in some instances, of the insufficiency of the

subsistence money allowed them.

Extract from Report of Captain Flude, Inspecting Officer, County Monaghan.

The works are progr-essing
;
but, from the description of persons employed, the quantity of

work done is not in proportion to the numbers employed : the people generally are behaving

well, and the country is quiet ; but the destitution is awful, and, I fear, increasing
;
the work-

houses are, with one or two exceptions, full, and some of them have engaged extra accommo-
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elation. The Relief Committees, I am glad to say, are working better; but still, no signs of

employment by the farmer or land-holder to relievo the pressure on the Public Works.

The system of farming (if it can be called a system at all), is wretched beyond description.

Extract from Report of Captain Oldekshaw, Inspecting Officer, County Tyrone.

The works are going on satisfactorily. The country is quiet, and the people orderly and
well-behaved. The engineer is satisfied with the conduct of the overseers. The usual farm
operations do not appear to be in progress generally. The gangsmair who was reported absent

from his work last week will be dismissed, according to the Board’s order.

An anonymous letter has been written to Mr. Cole Hamilton, of Beltrim Castle, by some
ill-disposed person, threatening him on account of the works not having been begun in the

neighbourhood of Garrick Lodge, in the barony of Strabane. The delay has been occasioned

by the want of overseers, and likewise of a second engineer in so large a district. The works

will, however, begin on Monday next.

Extract from Joobnai. of Captain Ama', Inspecting Cfficer, County Dublin.

I have the honour to report, that most of the works in the county of Dublin are in progress,

but that as yet Mr. Hampton has not taken steps to enforce the system of task-work in the

baronies of Rafhdown and Uppeveross to the extent that might have been expected. The
ReliefCommittees of Rathmichael complain that the labourers on the Public Works receive a

higher rate of wages at Shangaiiha Hill than the average given by the farmers in the neigh-

boui-hood, viz., 7s. per week ; and, consequently, the men are induced to prefer the work on
the roads to their regular employment. I have declined placing the names of any men leaving

the farmers on the list for public labour, which, of course, is likely to create a feeling of

discontent. The labourers are regularly paid
;
but, in consequence of the numbers employed

in the baronies of Balrothery East and West, and the baronies of Nethercross, together with

the distances between the works, one pay clerk is unable to pay all before the Monday or

Tuesday, instead of previous Friday or Saturday.

Extract from Journal of Captain Kennedy, Inspecting Officer, County Meath.

The country is in general quiet, the people peaceable and orderly, and will, I am confident,

continue so, if reasonably employed and judiciously managed. Their privations and sufferings

are very great. Many existing solely upon turnips and cabbage ; the former selling Ibr Ad.

per stone. Meal, at 3s., they cannot buy, but in very trifling quantities;' and their ignorance

of the proper mode of using the Indian meal makes it an expensive food for them. There is a

strong and growing feeling among the landholders in favour of reproductive labour, and I hope

to see them avail themselves extensively of the offere held out to them in the last Treasury

Minute.

Extract from Report of R. Maxwell, Inspecting Officer, Baronies of Brawney, Clonloncii,

Kilkennj', West Moycashell, Rathconrath, and Furtullah, County Westmeath.

In some parts of my division of the county the workmen are working veiy well, but the

majority are satisfied with 10(k per day, and do as little as they can. Ihe number of

applicants for the Relief Works is very much reduced. I received seven requisitions lor

workmen this week, and in no case have I found more than about half the number named by

the engineer on the lists of the Relief Committee. I regret to have to report that a magistrate,

deputy lieutenant, and a most active member of Moate Relief Committee, J. Longwortli, Esq.,

%vas fired at in ids own demesne last Sunday evening. In this neighbourhood, Kilbeggan, two

houses were attacked, and a gun taken. In the beginning of the week before the snow, I

observed several ploughs and harrows at work, and I am informed that the farmers are

commencing their farm operations througliout the country.

I had to find fault with some gangs giving up work at too early an hour in the evening.

The attention of the assistant engineer has been called to this, and orders given that any man
who leaves his work before the proper time will be marked for half a day’s pay

;
this has had

the desired effect.

Extract from Report of Captain Telford, H.P., Inspecting Officer, N.D. Barony of

Moycashel, County Westmeath.

I find every part of my district peaceable, and, under all the circumstances of great priva-

tion, owing to the dearness of provisions and severity of the weather, the conduct of the pom-

people engaged on the Public Works is highly exemplary. Some of the Relief Committees

are sadly deficient in making provision in the way of food; whilst others are performing their

part in the most creditable manner. The difference between a good and bad Committee, in

this respect, affects the poor to the extent of from 6<f. to 8rl. in a stone of meal. The landed

proprietors are greatly taken with the late Treasury Minute, as affording them the means of

improving their properties
;
giving the necessary employment, and, in a great measure, shaking

off' the interference of the Board of Works
;
but wliether the really destitute will be as tvell

taken care of appears doubtful.
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Extract from Report of Lieutenant Andersok, R. H. A., liispecting Officer, Barony of

Balliaacor N., County Wicklow.

ExtraorJinary Presentment Sessions should be held for the barony of Newcastle, and with as

little delay as possible ; as the engineer in charge stated the money is all but spent on the

only work in which the Wicklow men (belonging to this barony), could be employed on.

About 50 men came in from Rathnew, and stated. that, though they had theii- tickets in their

pockets, they had had no work for a week
;
and certainly their appearances but too plainly

showed that they were starving If the Ballynewry road is not at once commenced, as the

people of Rathnew are beginning to grow despei'ate from privation, I fear we shall have an
outbreak. I saw the secretary oftlieir Relief Committee, and he stated that he advanced them
meal last week

;
and he, of course, cannot continue to support 80 men, who are unemployed,

and so unable to buy any food whatever. On Monday, the 21st, I attended a meeting of the

Shearme Relief Committee, and gave employment to 25 more men
;
ordered si.x, to whom I

had previoiisl'v given tickets, to be no longer employed on the Public Works. See letter

reporting that notices had been posted, with a view of deten-ing farmers and others from giving

me information of persons being employed.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Hotham, Inspecting Officer, County Carlow.

There cannot be any doubt but that in this county the distress has increased. The high

price of food not only of itself aggravates it, but compels farmers, who formerly used to give

4d. a-day and food, to discharge their labourers-

In the baronies of Eorlh, Idrone West; and Lower St. Mullins, we are nearly at a stand for

drainage. Committees are doing their duty, generally speaking, well and firmly, and I do
not think much abuse in recommending people for employment exists in this county.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Brandling, R. H. A., Inspecting Officer, County
Kildare.

I have the honour to report that the works in this county were not stopped by the frost

during the past week. The labourers attended and worked well. From what the farmers say,

I think that about half the corn is thrashed out in Kildare; and if the present high prices

continue, large quantities will he disposed of before the end of next month. The Relief Com-
mittees are working well.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Galway, Royal Engineers, Inspecting Officer,

Baronies of Galway, Fassadina, Carnagh, Kilkenny, &c.. County Kilkenny.

The country conlinues very quiet, e.xcept in tlie barony of Fassadina, where, as I mentioned

ill my last Report, the- people are unwilling to allow men from another Relief District to be

employed. I pity the ignorance of the people in the Relief Committee, who seem to think of

nothin^' but registering applicants, and this they very often do improperly, and cannot coincide

with the opinion of the Board of W'orks that 6Z. per arinum should exclude a person from

relief. Mon with 20 and 30 acres of land are submitted to me, whose names, of course, I

exclude. Very little is doing in the way of farming. It is extremely difficult to carry out the

Board’s wish respecting task-work; the nature of the soil being so different in various places

that nothing like a fixed list of prices can be established, and the ovei'seers are not capable, in

most instances, of measuring and valuing excavations, &c., were the staff of the engineers

sufficient to overlook the works properly.

Extract from Report of Captain Walker, Inspecting Officer, Baronies of Gouran, Iverk,

Ida, and Knocktoplier, County Kilkenny.

The farming operations are but very partially carried on. I find that very frequently, when
the farmers require labourers, they take them from tfie Public Works, whilst there may be many
destitute, not on the ivorks, in their neighbourhood. I have endeavoured to bring it to the

notice of the Committees, to prevent it, if possible. The Committees were not sufficiently

jiarticular in their application, and frequent delays take place in providing work. There. are

occasional robberies of cattle. A cow was killed in the grounds at Castlemorris-Knocktopher

last week, and sheep are frequently taken away.

I find that many persons are employed in seeking employment, who are possessed of either

a rick of corn, a cow, or other means of present support at least
;
the Committees depending

too much upon the mere recommendation of a member. The Mornean Committee are very

inattentive, are mostly farmei-s, who seem to have got their own people on the list, and the

chairman, with, I believe, every wish to be just, is outvoted. The clergyman of the parish is

not a member. I will endeavour to find out the reason.

Extract from Report of Captain Walker, Baronies of Ardagb, Granard, and Longford,

County of Longford.

The slate of the weather has rendered all agricultural proceedings, as to the field labour,

impracticable; but, in my progress through part of Ardagh and Granard baronies, I found

some farming operation? had commenced, until stopped by the severe frost.
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house, he «.., .hie Ml, ,o hleu.if, .hose of .heV."yZ „e ioThe
trials at the ensumg ass^ea The attack was for plunder of money and af-ms which Ihevsucceeded in taking The firing at him appeal's to have been in revenge for an act of hi«when formerly m this county constabulary

avenge lor an act ot lus

Extract from Report of Major Holton, Inspecting Officer, Barony of Artlagh, Counlv of
Longford. *’

The country remains in a tranquil state and the people peaceable. The farmin- onerationswhich had been partially commenced, are, owing to the wLthor, again stopped.
“

•

frost of the past week has much impeded the progress of the works I have visitedm this barony; but the engineer in charge does not complain oTany inattention on the nan7fthe overseers, to their duty, and the men appear working well.
^

Extract from Report of Major Holton, Inspecting Officer, Barony ofEathelim, County of
Longford. •'

The country continues quiet and the conduct of the people is good. The farming operationswhich, in some parts, had been commenced, are, in eonsequenefof the frost, again stopped
’

The present seTere weather has considerabl, retarded the progress of the iorks which I havethis week vistled in the baron, of Rnthelim, though the men applared working steadily and the

Extract from Report of .Major Bennett, Inspecting Officer, King’s County
Attended Relief Committees at Ciara and Geashill. Still great complaints by Committee'and from individuals, as to the want of system in the moviments of^the engmeers- workssometimes stopped without notice, and frequent delays at other works from tHflinl causesoveiseers, too, require more superintendence by the engineers.

”

Extract from Report of Major M‘Kie, Inspecting Officer, Barony of Tinnahinch, Queen’a
County.

long ilt ormeVL'Z'*'* r *d'
°®‘y '5' •*”> Committee, sending

W® -f L
“

•

^ employed on some particular work where no such list has been annliedfor, and it being impossible to employ them. The lists do not contain the information reEdby the form, and there is no certificate that the Committee inquired into the destitution ofpeople holding land
;
the names often inserted on the individuals own statement withoutany inquiry by he Committee. The names of persons are also sent, stating the members ofthe iaimly

; and although one or two membeia have already been employed; it is not noticed

fhV‘'c„°„T„rS oMhe^a'rZ;^^^ ~
On the 22nd Robert Fayle had not visited work B 1. at 12 o'clock

; he apnears inefficientand should be superseded. The overseer on this work for Deverell had taken upon himself to

bl rS^rntfurZ^^nd” ‘‘“’‘“I'''

'

ExmacT from Rhpost of Lieutenant B.titLIE, R. E.. Inspecting Officer, Queen's County.
The works in the baronies visited are progressing satisfactorily,

progrly whSiJC'riflffig';'
” P-«t i-

at Portariington, Mr. Wilmot Chetwode complained of the drainage

ton*LdZ'fdlkZ being proceeded with. He and Lord Portarling-ton had divided the division between them, and taken the whole in drainage and given the

mmr "!i“*
“nd distress was felt from its not having com-raenced, there being no road works presented in the electoral division

^
In Ballyadams complaints were made that sufficient employment was not given by the worksin pi ogress

; I arranged with Mr. Bagot to have 700 employed. The seLtaryZed thatthere were 800 destitute persons on his books, all in need of employment.
’’

Extract from Report of Major Clerks, Inspecting Officer, County Galway.

,™wh”r'°?v.
“ *]“* '''‘"''’O'™* “d “ftife nobleman. Lord Wallsconrt, and I can

n searnii oAvwk'TnT “'"“r'f'"- P»“' wandering about

Lt th. se V ,
^ S u

Oranmore; and I would respeottnlly recommend

prSem fZ ZT', " r*' i" D»nWlin,°opr^ent for lepioductive works, should bo granted.
The issue and sale of meal, by the Relief Committees here, having been found subject to tile
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abuse of the article heiiig purchased for the pui-pose of second retail, thus defeating the cha-

.„t,.el.bo„reLn.hei,wee%^^

S;:'2d“bre7e;:roSL^^^^^^^^ b'l -he/»c„'npe.,.d .„ „pe„d . porno.

of provioion, are rapidly rising ;
millers and baiters makmg inordinate proiib

In^nS l'retailed ibis neel i Galway a. 2s. lOd. thestor.e
t

2
wheat this day, I fear that bread will be up to the enormous price of U. Id. the 4 ib. loat next

"'xhe aeneral demeanonr of the lower orders is very subordinate and civil, although destitution

is ™demfy onTincrease. In the harony of Dunk.llin, abont Oranmore. gr-eat numbers are

thrown out of work in consequence of suspended works.

Extract from Kbport of Major Bums, Inspecting Officer, County Galway.

In consequence of the severity of the weather the works have progressed

past week. The labourers gave no trouble, except in the neighbourhoocl of Longhrea, where

die overseers and ebeck clerks have been threatened. I shall visit that barony on 29th

"2’hiv“l2pl2rfCwaS rf’“o men off the works since my last report, '’o™S

from a privaK source, that they had ample means of supporting thcmsebes ,
m one house, m

the town of Govt, there were four in one family employed.
..onsider the

The abu«e in the distribution of tickets has been most disgraceful, and yet i consider ttie

Gort 2ormt.ee Is te best working one in .he county. With two or 'h-

landed proprietors have not attended the Committee, and m no way ™de “I
ftit tos of

the abuse - some of them talk much but do nothing. Ihere were, duniig the^fnst tour days ot

the past week, not less than 4,177 people employed on the
T‘'5Vddiit.SS

luctoii: and yet the demand for works and labour of some hundreds of ™
employed has been most pressing. I have, with the entire concurrence of Mr \\nght, lesisted

the^appeal. I recommended the Committees to revise their lists, put all that had the n’ea-'is of

suPDO^rtint^ themselves off the works, and then make a selection o such persons who (we think

faiiFlies) Commended, and that I thought a weekly relief might '>»

on From the wages earned by task-work, I am convinced, liigh as the piicc ol piovisions, a

2m.g man without incumbrance could maintain liimaclf 12 days on the earnings of a weet

The fiber coin is veiy scarce, and I hear very little of it finds Us «a, to the banks l am

almost certain the gLter part of it is hoarded by some of llie labourers, from the fact, that

when the pay clerk » compelled to pay a certain number in notes, he never heard of any

difficulty about dividing the money.

Exthaot from Rnronl of Lieutenant PniMROSR. Iiispactlng Officer, County Mayo.

Great complaints arise from the want of tools, particularly banows.

The tradesmen not having fulfilled their contracts, the works in many places are consequently

not prooressing SO well as they otherwise should do.
e * i . «mrl 4,..

The labourers are, however, beginning to see the benefit resulting frorn task-work, and the

small amount of pay that idlers have received has proved a salutary example.
,

On Thursday I went to Hollymount for the purpose of inspecting the vvorks ®

the district but found no men at. work, in consequence oi its being Christmas Eu, and the

many of the men did no. work on the roads in the vicinity

oflVstia, I attended the Relief Committee at Cong, and was p.ese.it during an investiga-

tion relative to the measurement of the works in that locality, and the consequent payment of

the labonvei-s.

ExrnACT from Rerort of Captain Stirlibo, Inspecting Officer, County Mayo.

Observed a total apathy on the part of the people with regard to any preparation

next year, and the gel.eral cry is, Never mind, it must come on he land ords and «e wih be

kept up by public Smployment.'’ They have entirely lost sight ol the fact, that il they

their land! they must bo much worse off nbxt year than they are even now. At the sifsM™

Ballyhamiiaa L900I. was assessed, in addition to former grants, for uoproductne woiks, this

is all done by a party who are playing a game of their own.

Extract from Retort of Hemrv Brett, Esq., County Surveyor for Mayo.

At 5 A. M. proceeded to Clare and Ballyhannis to attend extra sessions
;
arrived at 12

noon. Sessions attended by Messrs. O’Grady and Hewson, J. P. s, and one cess-paye .
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sessions determined on_ proceeding according to t)ie Act, and presented 1,900/., which was
allocated for unproductive works. It was explained to sessions that an une.xpended sum, with
a small additional sum, would suffice. There was neither landlord or agent for any property in
this extensive barony present. The numbers at present on the works are 7,500, tvhieh is about
the amount, according to the Board’s regulations. Returned to Clare at 6 p. m.

;
travelled 37

miles.
’

Extract from Report of Captain Latard, Inspecting Officer, County Leitrim.

On visiting No.4 I found from 100 to 150 men had been out of employment, for a peiiod of
from 14 to 21 days, for the want of measurement being made on. I mentioned the matter to
Mr. W. Hall, who said it was not the case ; but from the statements made by the parties, I am
induced to believe the complaint a just one. I am satisfied that each barony requires a separate
engineer, and that Mr. W. Hall, with every wish to attend to all, cannot devote sufficient time to
both Leitnm and Carrigallem.

Extract from Report of Captain Layard, Inspecting Officer for the County Leitrim.

I attended the Carrick Relief Committee on the 23rd instant, and succeeded in o-ettinv sub-
scriptions to the amount of / 5f. paid in, and also 637 more promised

; a person was appointed
to purchase meal under the rules of a stib-commitfee, and it will be commenced next week.
An application was also sent to the Commissary-General for a grant of money from Govern-
ment. '

I should wish to be informed, if it is given, whether or not the Committee will then be pre-
vented selling at Id. or 2d. lower than the market price, as unless this is allowed, it will be of
little use, the markets are so exorbitant in their demands.

I attended the Extraordinary Sessions yesterday, and themodc ofproceedint^s were confused
and ill-conducted, though the chairman did his utmost to keep order.

°

The suspicious feeling of hostility shown by some parties against the Goi-emmeiit officers was
most uncalled for and annoying.

j payment of some men who were employed as lock-spittere on No. 8
road by Mr. T. D. Hall, some two months since, and who, having no tickets, 1 ordered to be
s^'fuck off, the general wish of the cess-payers being, that they should be paid.” I of course
stated I had no objection. I have many complaints coming in from all sides as^to various
irregularities going on in the roads, but my time is so taken up with attending .six Relief Com-
mittees in each week, I really cannot get to visit the works as 1 could wish. Tu o inspecting
officers are necessary for the thi-ee baronies.

°

Extract from Report of Captain Bull, Inspecting Officer for the County of Leitrim.
I beg to state, for the information of the Board, that, on Monday 2Ist I attended the Com-

mittee at Manor Hamilton, when the lists were scrutinized, and I struck off upwards of 40
^rsons who were considered in comfortable circumstances. On Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday I attended the Committees of Dnimkerrin, Kinlougb, and Dromahair, when the lists
were respectively inquired into, and many names struck off. I'he short time that I have been
here has not enabled me toform just opinions of the state of affairs in these baronies- hut there
IS great distress, and the miserable condition of the lialf-famislied people is greatly increased by
the exorbitant and daily increasing price of meal and provisions, insomuch that the wages
gained by them on the works are quite inadequate to purchase a sufficiency 1o feed many large
iamilies. There is a great tendency to sickness caused by hunger and cold, and the pallid and
wretched appearance of the poorer classes distinctly show their miserable state. The peoiile
are quietly and peaceably disposed, and I have not heard of any breach of the peace or outragem this part of the country. ®

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Wethered, Inspecting Officer for County Roscommon,

r
greatest frauds possible are practised throughout these baronies, more especially in Bal-

imtober Is oi-tli
;
but, with very few exceptions, it is next to impossible to discover them. I wasengaged a long time at Kilgloss, endeavouring to investigate matters of this nature, but could

";ord of information I received. I have no doubt that many persons never on
«eiiet V\ 01-]^ have been drawing pay, through the instrumentality of the timekeepers and
stenarcls. Ihese men generally have such strong factions, that the poor creature, whom they
injure in every manner, are afraid to inform against them. Lists will be a greater check than
tickets, but the possibility of preventing these things will be by having all persons employed as
Stewards, timekeepers, &c., provided from very distant localities. Non-commissioned officers
ately discharged from their regiments would, in my opinion, be the most eligible persons andHouid most strongly advise that the Board should immediately furnish persons of this

disposal. I would strongly oppose the selection of the personsein^ lell to Relief Committees, who cannot he depended on, even in recommendincr the pooresttor employment
; it is quite distressing to see that, with the vast extent of employment pravided

a most every district, the very poorest are in many cases omitted
; and I am convinced thatne employment of the constabulary officer in each district in the distribution of labour, wouldoe most beneficial

;
for where they do not know all the poor, they know all had character,me small armourers shops througliout the district are fully employed in the repair and make

[B. -vv.J 3 ^
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of arms ;
they get the barrels rough from Dublin, and make them up in a small shop of this

kind, and saw them, making a very nice walking-stick gun
;
and, in my opinion, the people

are not arming from any motive beyond their fancy for them, but the danger of permitting

them to possess arms is evidently great.

Provisions are very scarce, meal selling at 3s. 3d. and 3s. Ad. per stone
;
bread 3d. per lb.

The stale of those poor creatures who are unable to bury their dead from want of means, should

be brought to the compassionate consideration of the Lord Lieutenant, with a view to some

provision being made
;
ibrmerly there was a law enforced, that in such cases they were buried

at the exponse°of the parish; this law is now extinct. Many cases of the above nature have

come to my notice ;
in some instances the men employed on the Relief Works have raised

subscriptions, but generally they have to depend on the compassion of their neighbours. Another

extreme case is. that when one or two members of a family, on whom the remainder are dependent

for support, are taken ill, and no one able to work in their place. It would be very advisable that

the roads at present in progress should be completed with as little delay as possible, especially

all mail and public roads ;
some of them are in such a state that the communication might, by

half a dozen men, be cut off in a few minutes.

Extract from Rrport of Captain Gilbert, Inspecting Officer for the County Sligo.

There are no farming operations going on in any part of the county visited this week.

Distress is increasing rapidly, and the numbers of people seeking employment much greater

than in the preceding week.

The works visited this week are progressing well.

Extract from Report of Captain O’Brien, Inspecting Officer for the County Clare.

I have received many complaints of irregularities in payments, but they all refer to periods

antecedent to the re-arrangement of the engineer department lately made by Mr. Hill.

The management of task-work is attended with great difficulty, in consequence of the local

en«^ineers being unable to attend personally to operations so extensive, and the impossibility of

finding cither competent or honest persons to act for them.

There is little difficulty with the people
;
from what I have seen of them, I am thoroughly

convinced that generally, for a fair day’s pay, they will do even more than a fair day’s work.

Still, such as the task-work is, it is, in present circumstances, preferable to a system of daily

wages which would act merely as a premium for idleness.

Notwithstanding the high rate of wages, there is much, and in many cases extreme privation,

and it is endured with extraordinary patience by the people. My great anxiety, at present, is

on account of families consisting of women and children. Employment for them on the Public

Works is extremely objectionaWe for many reasons, and it is difficult to employ them either

usefully for the public or profitably for themselves.

In most cases their destitution is undoubted, and no test of its existence is therefore required.

The evil is too great to be within reach of remedy by private charity, particularly as many of

the poorest districts are without resident gentry.

I think that, on the whole, it would be much better that they should receive gratuitous relief,

either from the funds of the Relief Committees or through the instrumentality of the Inspecting

Officers, and I beg strongly to recommend that some such course be adopted.

Extract from Report of Captain Farren, Inspecting Officer for County Mayo.

No account of any disturbance in the district has reached me , very few signs of agricultural

industry were perceptible in the localities visited during the week. A local subscription has

been entered into in the town of Castlebar for the relief of the poor. On many of the works a

very moderate quantity of work has been done. The labourers have been themselves idle.

The balances are in course of payment, and tasks of from 51. to 10/. given to each gang, which

it is hoped will produce a beneficial change in this respect.

Extract from Report of Captain Latard, Inspecting Officer for County Leitrim.

I attended the Fenagh and Mohill Relief Committees ; at the latter, on Thursday, Mr.

Evers, P. P., called for an increase of men on a certain road. I stated that the chief engineer

informed me he could take no more, on which he replied, “that if any death takes place he

would swear that he applied to the Government officer for relief and was refused; this person

makes a point of attacking the officials whenever he can, and has, on two occasions, tried to

make a “ religious party ” on questions of relief, not publicly in committee, but by letter, against

Mr. Hoops and Mr. Gisborne; but for unanimity’s sake we did not bring the matter forward.

Ther ehave been a few cases of sheep-killing, but no outrage of a serious character of late.

Many of the small farmers have got their land under cultivation or prepared. The Relief

funds of this Committee are getting very low, but they have done much good by the constant

supplies they have kept up.

It ivas quite out of my power to visit any other roads in this barony this week. Mr.

Gisborne informed me that the men on No. 12 road had struck for day’s wages; he very
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properly sent tlie assistant engineer off to measure tlie work, and informed tliem that unless

they chose to go on, he would report the matter to me, and I should dismiss them, putting

others in their places. I have heard nothing since, consequently I presume they are at work.

Extract from Report of Major Ainslie, Inspecting Officer for County Galway.

The hard weather having again set in, will, I fear, interrupt the progress of task-work in soma

instances; the barony of Longford is somewhat disturbed by cattle-stealing, and minor out-

rages, but the works are progressing favovirably. The farm operations are undoubtedly back-

ward, but grain is being put in; there is a strong disposition amongst the peasantry to plant

potatoes again if they can procure them.

Having received intelligence that some impro]Der objects of relief had obtained employment

around Cultra, I repaired to the locality and inquired into it, and discharged a iew men.

Nothing of importance has interrupted the usual state of my district, hut the applicants con-

tinue numerous and eager ;
the smaller undertakings are closing in some instances, and I hope

that reproductive works will gradually be supplied, or I fear tliat there may not be a sufficiency

of labour for the population; in some instances the estimates have nm short, and the works

are incomplete. In the early part of this week I addressed a circular to the Belief CommUtees

of my district, pointing out some deductions I had drawn from the transaction of business,

which called for observation, upon serious errors that I noticed in the list of labourers presented

to me ; in most instances no examination of the condition in life ol the applicants takes place

before the Committee.

Extract from Report of Captain Hutcheson, Baronies of Moycullen, Dromore, Clare,

County of the Town of Galway.

The works I have inspected in the course of this week are going on well, and I have had no

complaints from the labourers. The state of the country is quiet, and I have not heard of any

disturbance whatever.

I did not observe that the usual farming operations were in progress while I was travelling,

except on some gentleman's estate.

Extract from Report of Major Stuart, Inspecting Officer, County Roscommon, Barony

of Ballintobber, Louth, and Alhlone.

• On the works carried on by measurement, the average daily rate, has, in some cases, not

equalled 1j. a-day, owing to the want of industiy on part of the labourers. Day work still

exists in some localities. The country generally is quiet, though the cessation of work in some

localities, as at Fenly has occasioned some excitement, and apprehension of tumult. Farm

operations are very scanty.

Extract from Report of Captain Carey, Inspecting Officer for the County of Mayo.

A riot was threatened this day in Westport (26 December), but up to the present hour,

10 P.M. nothing of the sort has occurred. I believe the payments made in many places before

Christmas-day, and the balances received by the labourers, have greatly contributed to keeping

the people away. I visited the men working on the entrances to the town, cautioning them

against joining in any mob ;
they assured me they would not, and added, they thought there

would be no harm done, and most likely no demonstration even. The proposed object was to

force a reduction in the price of provisions. The same cry for increased luimhers in some

Committees, with a continued indifference to the selection of the persons they relieved. It

being once decided what portion of a list any member of the Committee is to furnish, no

further examination is made into his selection where the names are taken from a registry, the

information recorded opposite the names is most meagre. Little or no tillage yet commenced

by the small tenants on their own lands
;
round the town some woi'k for hire is carried on.

Several balances have been paid lately on different road?, giving great satisfaction to the

labourers, who do not appear to have seriously expected them. Some few tasks have now

been properly set, and the impression that it is after all day-lahoiir, may now, perhaps, be

got over.

Extract from Report of Mr. Swinburne, Inspecting Officer, Baronies of Upper Tuila

and Upper Bunratty, County Clare.

No outrage or disturbance has occurred in this neighbourhood since my last i-eport. The

counti-y people will not allow the small farmers to bring tlieir corn to the market, or mills.

Armed parties in disguise are frequently seen about the coutiti’y ; but I have not heard of

them having done any mischief. A few sheep were killed during the n eck in the neighbour-

hood of Quin ;
but nothing of a more serious character has occurred. The land generally

throughout the baronies of Upper Tulla, and Upper Bunratty remains in an unlilled state.

The Fenkle Relief Committee state, that the works in that neighbourhood ai;e overstocked

with stewards and overseers, and that very great abuses exist in consequence. I hey brought

no specific charge against any one; but stated they would be watchful, and bring any abuses

they may discover under my notice, The people in the Quin district are still clamorous for
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employment, and evince a lawless and disaffected disposition, though no outrage has been
committed in that locality to my knowledge, since the attack on Mr. O'Loughlin.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Cox, Inspecting Officer, Baronies of Tyrawley and
Erris, County Mayo.

The country continues extremely quiet, though the people are suffering the greatest pri-
vations, and cannot hold out much longer, without more employment. The people still

continue to neglect all farming operations. A listless apathy to the future is the prevailing
feature in their present disposition.

I have got the l^elief Committees to work in a little more regular manner, though I do not
think they make better selections for employment than before.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant De Courcy, Inspecting Officer for the County of
Limerick.

In the baronies of Coniielloe, Upper and Lower, mailers have gone on very quietly this

week. With respect to farm operations, they are proceeding slowy ; but the tillage, ma-
nuring, &c. is generally conducted with greater care and skill than in the previous years.

Tile appointment of check clerks by the inspecting officer will facilitate and render some of
his duties more regular and correct.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant Inglis, Inspecting Officer for County Limerick.

The most important general features of this past week is the continued extraordinary high

rate ofprovisions of every description. It appeal's to me that the lives of ihe people in some of
the distant and remote districts are altogether in the hands of the pettifogging hucksters in the
village. The distress is very great in many prrts, caused principally by the difficulty expe-
rienced by the people in getting a sufficient quantity of provisions, even at a high rate. I

greatly fear that unless some fall shortly takes place in the rate of provisions a great proportion
of the families now receiving relief on the Public Works will require additional support, and
that without it they will not long exist.

Extract of Report from Lieutenant Telfer, Inspecting Officer for the County of Limerick.

The usual farm occupations of the country have hardly been attended to. I have during
the past w'eek, when travelling, noticed a succession of fields without the stubble being
ploughed up. This neglect is principally among the small farmer possessions from two to five

or six acres, compelled to go on the Public Works from want of other support. In such
cases, however, I have frequently refused to admit a second member of the family on the
Public Works, to induce them, if possible, to till their own land. When a family has not been
possessed of any land whatever, or means of support, I have been obliged to admit a second in

a family of six on the Relief Works
;

the price of meal being 2s. Stf. the stone.

On my visiting the Killfinane Relief Committee on Wednesday, it was decided that ten
individuals in that district should be struck off the work, and more deserving objects recom-
mended. The assistance I expected from the Poor Law' valuation returns for the Kilmallock
Union, which comprehends the Barony of Coshlea, I was deprived of, although I had
applied to the clerk of that Union for it upwards of a fortnight previous. In some cases,

however, in other districts, where individuals have been rated as high as 6Z. lOj., I have
found it necessary to continue them on the Public Works from the undoubted state of their
destitution, represented to me as just by several members of a Committee to whom the indi-

viduals in question are personally known.

Extract from Report of Captain Huraxd, Inspecting Officer for the County Cork.

I have yet to report that there is no appearance of preparation for the ensuing harvest
operations in any part of the west, and little eastward.

The people are beginning to get more troublesome generally than they have been heretofore
from the idea that they must be supported, whether they work or not. The issuing of subsist-

ence-money during the progress of a contract has led to this. At one time they thouoht that
if they did not earn their wages they would not get anything to support themselves upon,
the small farmers are getting more numerous upon the works. The number of infirm and
women are also upon the increase, and children are now coming in great numbers upon some
works. The number of deaths are also, I am sorry to say, numerous.

This form of report shows much to the disadvantage of an officer with an extensive district,

where it is not possible to visit the roads from want of time. 1 travelled 100 miles from
Saturday evening the 19th, until Sunday night the 20th. I was only a few hours in Bandon
on Sunday, and I was on the road nearly the whole week, yet I have nothing to show in my
report, though badly lodged, fed, and hardly worked.
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Extract from Report of Captain Gordon, Inspecting Officer for the County of Cork.
The works, generally speaking, appear to be going on satisfactorily, although ever since the

labourers have been idle, and thereby have gained but a small rate of wages. About Glen-
garnff, in Bear, there is great distress

j
but No. 5 will be commenced on Monday, by repairino-

the road. No. 151, in West Muskerry, has been suspended by Captain Gordon, 75th, inoi-der
to cliange the line

; but the greater portion of the labourers are employed on No. 54, and on
Monday the remainder upon tlie southern portion of the 76.
The state of the country is quiet, and the people appear very quiet and well disposed, with

judicious management. An assistant-engineer is much required for East Muskerry since the
works are not yet opened sufficiently to afford relief, although the lists have been returned bv
me. The Relief Committees, generally speaking, have now got into agood system, and return
their hsts of destitute correctly, although, I regret to add, return every person for work. An
overseer in No. 76, West Muskerry, was dismissed by Captain Gordon. 75th, for improper
conduct and insolence. No farm operations appear to be going on of any kind in West
Muskerry.

A^o. 1 Road, Rye Court, December 22, 1846.
All the gangs on this road have this day turned out, and refuse to obey either the head

steward, Reynold, or under-steward, Mahony. Tlie life of the former they threatened in case
he should ever again appear on the work

; tliey refuse obeying any authority, and desired every
thing in their own hands. The man Buckley, who by your commands I discharged on Saturday
for raising his shovel to strike the steward, is still on the work, and is upheld by all the lueti
as also A man named John Field, whom I suspended this day as being ringleader, and for
threatening to strike myself. I am most anxious to know how [shall act. Neither of the stewards
are at present on the road

;
the men will not permit them. They are both obliged to leave

this place to-night. The men have also refused on this day to accept a week’s wa^es, the week
ending the 12th December being in arrear through some mismanagement of the pay clerks.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

rr rrr. TJ r- • i r< A
(Signed) Jas. Kklly, Overseer.

10 Itios. H. Limerick, Esq., A.mstant Engineer,
Carrighadrogheda.

,
Extract from Report of Captain Gordon, Inspecting Officer for the County of Cork.

Thursday, 24ih December, I received from Captain Gordon, 75th, the enclosed report, and
proceeded at once to visit the locality. No. 1, in East Muskerry, and discharged two men, as
the whole affair was greatly exaggerated. The men were being paid up to thelyth December,
and although I made every inquiry, I could not ascertain how it was that any arrear was duel
the pay clerk informing me he could not get the pay lists. I have written to the engineer to
know where they were, but have not received his answer.

Extract from Report of Lieut. Grrenwell, Inspecting Officer for the County of Kerry.

During the greater part of this week the labourers have been unemployed by reason of the
holidaj's and the severity of the weather

;
they have, as heretofore, conducted themselves in a

most exemplary manner, though suffering the greatest privations. Whether they will much
longer coulmue the same forbearance is, lam afraid, very problematical. Despair and terror
appear to be eyery day acquiring strength, and tliat reliance so remarkable in them two months
ago is now giving way to murmuring and discontent.

On many of the works the sums presented for are either expended, or nearly so, the roads
not being, however, in a forward state, so that for almost all it will be necessary at the next
Extraordinary Presentment Sessions to make fresh presentments.
Task-work has been generally introduced in this barony, and the people, now that it is under-

stood, would not on any account return to the old system.
The Relief Committee of Ardfort and O’Downey have not complied with the instructions

relative to the classification of labourers and arrangement of their books, although particularly
desired by me to do so both personally and by letter. Such is the case with the majority of
County Committees; their prevailing fault is a total disregard of system and regularity, and
there is also a disinclination to abide by any instructions.

’

The Inasnone Committee have complained to me of the conduct of Mr. E. D. Stokes, of
Listowel, pay-clerk; but in consequence of many previous engagements, I have been and shall
be for some time unable to visit their district and make the necessary investigation.

I have, as before, to report the complete suspension of all agricultural operations.

Extract from Report of Captain Labalmondier, Inspecting Officer for County of Kerrv
(South.)

I do not think that sufficient exertions have been made in this barony to introduce task-work,
and I have spoken to the engineer in charge on this subject. In North Dunkerron, also,
nothing whatever has been done towards it, owing, I believe, to a want of firmness in insisting
upon its being taken. There is not a man at task-work in the whole barony, and the works
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there are ill a ereat measure, new roads; offering, therefore, the greatest facility for that

description of work. I have written to the conducting engineer, urging its adoption.

EnTRACT from JooBKAL of Captain Hat, Inspecting Officer for Waterford.

The works are progressing satisfactorily. The lahourers are industrious and particularly

oniel ThfapSicS^ for employment, except in the city of Waterford, are numerous and

messing, in consequence of the h^pd?'
“‘"'y

capable of work to enable them to subsist.

Extract from JoOBKAI. of Captain Forbes, Inspecting Officer for Tipperary, baronies of

Upper and Lower Ormonde, and Owney and Aria.

On Tuesday I attended the Kilcomonty Relief Committee, and found the greatest distreffi

amonw the people Foil 300 out of employ in that district ;
the price of provision- so high

(oaSal a stone), the people are barely able to procure more than one meal for a

plouSX:! ta yea" i
’also hundred of a^cres that ought to he

Gained and be bronffht into a better state of cultivation. 1 also walked along the new line of

road from Bird Hill to Newport, found the people orderly and no complaints, and the pay-

ments reeular I shall not enter into the distressing outrage and robbery on Mr. Molloy, pay

Se“k! as? am aware you are in possession of all the facts both from Mr. Crawford, the engi-

neer and Mr. Hatchell, inspector of pay clerks.

lam happy to say one man has been taken, and every likelihood of some others.

Extract from Report of Captain Morris, Inspecting Officer for the County Tipperary.

The farm operations amongst the small holders appears to be almost entirely at a stand-

still I ha"eTad great trouble in getting some of the Committees to revrse their lists on

Sich niai" improper persons were placed. The fact is that many of them are afraid to do

tbeir duly.

Extract from Jocbnae of Lieutenant Dowemak, Inspecting Officer for Waterford, barony

of Decies Without.

Nearly every one in the three baronies who are really destitute is employed, but the price of

Tirovisions is enormously high. Indian meal 2s. a stone.
< tt „

^ Unwards of 30 able-bodied seamen would enter the navy if a vessel came for them.
_ _S payments going on very regularly, the check-clerks in many instances very remiss in

their duty owing cbiefiy to it not having been properly explained to them.

Everything going on favourably in this neighbourhood (Dungarvon). A repoit has ju»t

reached that two men were shot near Kilraacthomas, particulars not known.

Farming with the exception of sowing a little wheat, at a stand-still.

SZteel improving ;"dismissed iipwerds of 30 from the Relief Committee ;
work,

in general going on well.

Extract from Jocrkae of Captain Wykbe, Inspecting Officer for Clare, baronies of Island

and Clanderalaw.

visited the works of Killoae, and waited on Sir Lucius O’Brieu on the subject

nf Relief Committees; we agreed thatthe secretaries should be paid.
_

Tbesdey.—Visited the Committees of Drumclify and Kilmaley, found them in pietty good

'''’wiiasdily.—Attended extraordinary presentment sessions at Knock ;
adjourned till Satur-

'''"V/mim/.?Sttmded the petty sessions at Ennis, to prosecute offenders for beating the

stewards at Kilmaley ;
committed them to take their trial at assizes.

_ p ir ,
al.,.,

Saturday —Attended the adjourned extraordinary presentment sessions at Knock ,
there

was presented a sum of 22,
0001 .' principally to finish works at present in progress, there remained

<511 hand available for the same purpose 6000^. .

I think the district in general is less disturbed than it has been . I have heard of no uuliuga

of a serious nature this week, a few notices served on engineers and overseers, and some sheep

killed, but on the whole improvement has taken place.

Extract from Report of Captain Bohmebibr, Inspecting Officer for the County of Ros-

common.

Durinv the last week I have not observed that the system of task-work has

The merTare anxious to work by measurement, and with a little trouble a veiy

number might be put at woik in a manner much more advantageous than at present

On visiting the ffill at Ballyfinegan I found the work proceeding in a very careless manneh

and the oomZnicalion nearly stopped. The men complained that they had no. been visited
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by the engineer for several weeks, and the overseer is not competent to control or manage a
considerable work himself.

At the New Oran road the line passes through a portion of most excellent grass land, tlie

turf of which would answer for fencing, and I found the men cutting it up and destroying it,

and using it for filling. It is my opinion that some of the overseers are interested in inaliing

the construction of the works as tedious and expensive as possible.

Wednesday, 23rrf.—Visited the Oran road. Went to Castlereagh, in consequence of hear-ing

great complaints regarding the payment of the labourers j on mj' arrival found Mr. M‘Dei'mott,
one of the pay-clerks, absent

; sent a message to bring him to Castlereagh, and also wrote to

Mr. Dillon O’Connor on the subject.

Mr. Stronge to Mr. Trevelyan.

The Ahhey, Tynan, County of Armagh, December 27, 1846.

According to promise I write to you tvith reference to the state of this par t

of the country, and regret exceedingly to have to inform you that it is far from

satisfactory.

Notwithstanding that presentment sessions were held in this and the adjoining

barony upwards ot two months ago, and various sums presented for reproductive

works, such as draining, &c., not a spade has yet been put into the ground, owing,

it is presumed to delay on the part of the officers of the Board of Works. On our
own estate the people are comparatively better off, as my father gives employment
to all who apply for it

;
and large quantities of strong soup are daily made in this

house, and retailed in the village of Tynan at a hallpenny the quart, and in the

cases of the most destitute the soup is give^i to them. In tlie neighbourhood, how-
ever, the distress is very great, and the people are living on the most wretched food,

and that of very limited quantity. Their conduct has notwithstanding been most
exemplary, not an outrage nor even a robbery of food has been committed. Sub-
scriptions are now on foot for the purpose of establishing soup kitchens in the

different villages, where they intend to retail soup on the same terms as at Tynan.
With reference to the Board of Works, the general complaint on the part of the

gently seems to be of the utter impossibility of procuring information as to how
they are to proceed. There should be an officer permanently stationed at the chief

town in each county (who should never leave it) for tlie purjtose of affording such

information immediately, as it is a great object that works when decided upon
should be commenced as soon as possible. It is a great pity that the Government
plan of loans to the holders of estates had not been promulgated much sooner, as I

have little doubt had it been so, you would have had by this time a complete system

of drainage going on throughout the country, besides which the necessity of holding

presentment sessions in various cases would have been obviated, as the landlords in

many districts would have been enabled to employ the whole of their destitute

poor on the improvement of their properties, and vast sums of money squandered

on useless Public Works would have been saved.

I am glad to say that the people have not here, as in other parts of the country,

neglected the cultivation of their farms, and that there is a greater breadth of wheat
sown in this neighbourhood than ever was known before. I am also told that the

attention of some of the fanners has been directed to the growth of parsnips as a

substitute for potatoes, and that some of them have sown tnein to a large extent.

The prices of provisions are very high ;
oatmeal is selling at 23*'. the cwt., Indian

corn meal at 19«. the cwt., and, what will appear extraordinary to you, wheat
meal is lower than either, viz., 18*. the c\vt. As to potatoes, there is not such a

thing in the country.

People imagine that this severe winter, which is the only natural one we have

had for years, will eradicate the disease which has destroyed the potato, and I

really believe that if they had seed, they would sow it to as great an extent as

ever.

I hear that in some of the neighbouring counties an opposition to the payment,

of rent is springing up. One of Lord Gosford’s tenants, in the county of Long-
ford, had his ears and his two fore fingers cut off for paying it.

Extract from Report of Captain Layard, dated Carrick-on-Shannon,

December 27, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to state to you, for the information of the Board, that

at the Extraordinary Presentment Sessions held here to-day no works of any
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description (either reproductive or otherwise) were voted for, and the magistrates and

cess-payers entered into a I'esolution to the following effect:
—“That the Board be

“ called on to grant the whole of the sums unsanctioned on the works now actually

“ in progress with a view to their completion.” And further, they called “on the

“ civil engineer to double the number of labourers on them, in order that they may
“ be finished by the 1st February, so that labourers may be procurable for the

“ tillage of the land then.”

It was also stated, “that another meeting might be called to devise works of

“ a reproductive character, but that they expected more favourable terras from

“ Government before long-”

There seems a strong wish to wait the meeting of Parliament, many conceiving

that they will never be called on to repay the sums now advanced by the Go-

vernment, and this feeling is so general through the country, that I am satisfied a

circular from high authority is necessary to rectify this error which, il permitted

to gain ground, will be fraught with consequences of a most serious nature.

The jealous and suspicious feelings exhibited to day against the officers of the

Board of Works, whether inspecting officer or civil engineer, is such, that unless

we are supported, it will be impossible to withstand the pressure.

Lieutenant Andekson to Mr. Wa-lker.

Rathdrumt December 27, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to inform you that the Wicklow men who struck work

on Thursday last returned to the works yesterday. From all I could learn, the

reason they struck work was, the pay clerk having in compliance with an order he

received on the 30th from the superintending engineer, told the labourers they

should be paid for Christmas day, and his having subsequently received an order to

pay them up to Thursday the 24th, but not to allow them for Christmas day
;
they

had no sooner received their pay on Thursday moi-ning than they left the work.

In consequence of what the priest said to them, they were persuaded to retuim to

work yesterday morning, and give the day’s work, for which they had previously

received payment. One of the overseers on the Drumbur road, where 110 men

are employed, told me five men were sent from the work on which the men had

struck, to get the men on his line to “turn out” for an increase of wages, at the

time they were being paid one shilling per diem. I warned them that if I heard

any further complaints, I would recommend the works being stopped. I have also

to infoi-m you that I consider it necessary to have another Extraordinary Pre-

sentment Session for the Barony of Newcastle with as little delay as possible, as

many of the works will soon he finished. I was told yesterday publicly by several

of the Rathnew men that they had been idle for some days though they had

tickets, and that if work was not given them they “ could noi starve, and would

turn out and rob.” They could all be emplo3'ed if the work marked (5) in

the Schedule was commenced, and I hope you will send an order to JMr.

Leonard, the assistant engineer in charge, to employ the people on Tuesday

morning on whichever line has received the sanction of the Commissioners. I

feel called on to ui*ge this most strongly, for I fear there will be an outbreak, and

if once commenced we know not where it may end. The people of Rathnew are

certainly enduring great privations, and much delay will make them desperate.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Dublin, December 27, 1846,

I CANNOT refrain from narrating the substance of a conversation which I

had this day with one of our assistant engineers from the county of Roscommon, as

it will tend to show in a strong point of view the extraordinary character of the

Irish people. When questioning him with respect to the provisions in the county,

he said, “ I believe there is much more than is generally supposed. I have good

“ potatoes every day at 8s. per cwt., which is not dear considering the circum-

“ stances of the country. The fact is, that when the disease in the potato was

“ generally proclaimed, persons holding conacre threw it up, refusing to pay the

“ rent ; the potatoes remained undiig ; those that were sound continued so up to the
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“late frost, and the people have by degrees been taking them up. I expect when
“ the land shall be ploughed up in the spring that there will be found a consider-

“ able quantity which will be serviceable as food. It was a great thing,” lie said,

“ the closing of the works at the end of August ; if that had not taken place, there

“ would not have been any turf cut ; the money paid to them on the roads made
“ them sacrifice everything else. They are not doing anything with their gar-

“ dens, nor will they cultivate them in the spring, while they can get employment

“on the roads; they have an idea that Government must provide for them, and

“they much' prefer the present easy mode of obtaining money.” “Disease Ls

“ creeping in, swelled legs, which runs up the limbs, and turns to dropsy, with

“ swellings in the glands of the neck. Very fortunately the season has been dry.

“ very few broken days from wet, so that there has not been much suffering by

“ exposure.”

From the tenor of the above, it is very evident that fanners will have great

difficulty in getting men to work for them in the spring, whilst the labourer can

earn 10(f. or I 5
.
per diem on the Public Works. Every day’s experience points

out the necessity for a strict scrutiny of the labour lists, so that no farming-

labourer, or dependent upon a farmer, should be employed. It is true many of

this class may be in distress, but the person who has usually employed them in

other seasons ought to look after them, and take care of them under the existing

calamity. It will not do to leave the lists to the tender mercies of the active

members of the Relief Committees. I feel still more strongly than ever wliat

I have frequently urged, that a Commission of three individuals, appointed by

Government, (any of the officers, civil or military, within a county or district,)

having the parson and the priest associated with them, should make an inspection

and enumeration of the destitute in each parish or barony
;

until such takes place

no perfect list can be made. I consider the dispensing with the tickets has been

a great point gained in the way of stopping abuses which existed, namely, the

selling of them, which latterly was a circumstance of almost daily occurrence.

With respect to the question put by the Chancellor of the Exchequer-, wliy the

presentments for the earth works of railways have not gone forward, and what the

objection or difficulty is ? In tlie first place, there is not one that has been in

a condition to enable us to send forward a recommendation ;
either they have not

been in possession of the land, or could not give the guarantee required for the

barony. We have not made any alteration in the rules laid down by us in our

Circular No. 26. Some of the Companies, I believe, were not in a position under

their Act to borrow. The only Company which appears to be approaching a con-

summation of their wishes is the Limerick and Waterford Company, for a portion

of their line only. The guarantee we have not seen yet, but I understand that

tlie Attorney-General has approved of it. I expect we shall, in a day or two, be

enabled to make a communication to their Lordships with respect to a loan for

this Company. A great deal has been said about loans to railways ; I am of opinion

that loans should not be made to private Companies. If employment is to be afforded

for the poor by the construction of railways, it would be better for Government

to take the land, form the line, and then lease the working of it, much in tbe same

way that tbe French make their lines. The Government would then make the

railway on the line best adapted to the wants of the country, and prevent all the

expense and annoyances to which people and Parliament are subjected; and I

should trust that after the knowledge Avhich has been acquired of the u-ay in

which things are conducted in this country, little reliance will be placed upon what

they talk of doing. After all, railways in Irehmd u’ill seldom afford lengthened

employment, and certainly the poor or starving are not the workmen they would

select. If loans are made to Railway Companies, it will be very necessary to con-

sider well the security for repayment.

Mr. Trevelyan to Licut.-Colonel Jones.

December 14, 1846.

The abuses which took place during the last season of relief in the ex-

penditure by the Relief Committees of the funds at their disposal, and the

experience we had had of the necessity ofbringing their proceedings into harmony
with those of the Commissariat and the Board ofWorks, suggested the expediency

of appointing officers for the express purpose of examining into and controlling

[b. w.] 3 0
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the operations of these Committees, and the Treasury Minute of the 31st August
last, in which our plan for the next season was laid down, provided for such

appointments being made.

In the mean time your Board found it necessary to appoint inspecting officers

of your own, who, besides exercising a general superintendence over your other

officers, have been charged by you with the control of the Relief Committees in

respect to one of the iunctions performed by them, namely, the formation of the

lists of the labourers to be employed on the Relief Works.

We cannot do without a set of inspectors controlling, under Sir R. Routh’s

superintendence, the financial and Commissariat proceedings of the Committees,

and the more so, as it appears likely that the increased means of relief, called for

by the present aggravated state of distress, will be given in the foim of larger

proportional donations to meet the subscriptions of the Relief Committees.

It is, at the same time, veiy undesirable that we should, if it can be avoided,

have two sets of inspecting officers for the Relief Committees, one acting under

Sir R. Routh and the other under the Board of Works, and I tlrerefore propose,

by the desire of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, that the entire inspection of

the Committees, in all their functions, should be carried on according to the

original intention, by officers acting under Sir R. Routh
;
that we should make it

our object to give the utmost possible efficiency to this system of inspection, by

appointing to it the ablest officers who could be drawn together from every de-

partment of the operations
;
and that when so constituted, it should be employed

in harmony with and support of the whole of our relief proceedings, as well

Board of Works as Commissariat

By my later letters, you will have seen that before I received your answer we
became sensible of the inexpediency of removing Captain Wynne and other

officers from the districts where they are at present employed, even to enable

them to pay a short visit to Dublin for the purpose of making themselves fully

acquainted with the enlarged functions they were to be called upon, to perform,

and we contemplated their remaining at their posts in the full possession of the

personal influence and extended information they have acquired, the change that

would take place being merely this, that instead of controlling the Relief Com-
mittees in only one of their functions (the revision of the labour lists), they would
control them in all, the duties previously performed by them which had more
exclusive reference to the executive operations of the Board of Works being

intrusted to your principal engineer in each district, or some other officer.

When any representations are made to the inspecting officers connected with

the plans and proceedings of the Board of Works, or any of their officers, the

inspecting officers, instead of writing to head quarters, should communicate with

the officers of the Board of Works on the spot, and act in concert with them and

directions to this effect were given by Sir R. Routh as soon as the case occurred.

Those circumstances are of such grave and peculiar importance, the abuses

with which we have to contend are so extensive and powerful, and the conse-

quences of our not succeeding in keeping those abuses under some tolerable degree

of control, would be so disastrous as to call for the strongest and most effective

agency which it is in our power to provide, and, above aR, for the most perfect

cordiality and union among all concerned, both those who have to direct and those

who have to cany into execution.

We are perfectly aware that the details of the subject are not free from diffi-

culties, but they are of a kind which can be most easily overcome by the autho-

rities on the spot, and we therefore rely upon you and your colleagues entering

u])on the question with Sir R. Routh, and determining, after a full discussion,

what will be the best way of meeting the case.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer desires me to add, that he shall await your

answer with anxiety, but with a perfect conviction that you, and Mr. Griffith,

and Captain Larcom, who have been more immediately intrusted with the Relief

operations of the Board of Works, and Sir R. Routh, will come to the conclusion

most in accordance with the momentous interests which depend upon your de-

cision, . .
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Treasury Minute.

455

December 18, 1846.

Write to the Commissioners of Public Works, calling their attention to

the accompanying extract from a letter Irom Castle Beraard, in the county of

Cork, in which it is alleged' that the persons employed on the Relief Works in.

that neighbourhood, ha've three weeks’ or a month’s wages owing to them
;
and

£ilso to a letter from Lord Ne\\Ty to the Lord Lieutenant, a copy of which is

printed in the “ Times ” of Thursday, 17th December, containing various
allegations of neglect on the part of the Board of Works, in reference to

communications which had been made to them by his Lordship.

Although their Lordships are aware of the exti-aordinary difficulties 'with

which the Board of Works have to contend at the present period, they deem it

right to call for a particular explanation on the above-mentioned points.

Enclosure.

Extract of a Letter from Castle Bernard.

Bandon, December 12, 1846.

The people are left three works and more without payment, which is another source of

misery. I will give you one instance of this :—On the 30th October the priest of Dessert

Serges, the parish adjoining this, sent in the scripture reader, a Protestant, late one evening, to

tell us 500 men employed by the Board of Works on a road almost' six miles from this wore

literally starving. They had not been paid for three weeks, had been buying food on credit,

which the people \yould no longer give them. Lord Bandon procured bread, secured

the milk of the neighbouring dairies, had five people sitting up all night making soup, and, in

the morning, our steward, a Scotchman, took out these provisions, arid divided the men, with

the surveyors, into companies, and fed them. Some had previously Fainted, only having had
raw turnips the day before

;
this was repeated twice the following week, as they were not paid

till the 7th of November, one month’s wages, at 4s. a-week, being due to them.

Treasury Minute.
December 18, 1846.

Transmit to the Commissioners of Public Works a copy of the following

statement, which has been received from Skibbereen, by the Rev. R. B. Townsend
and the Rev. Charles Caulfield, and submitted by them to Her Majesty’s Secretary
of State for the Home Department, alleging that numerous persons who had
been employed on Relief Works at Skibbereen had been dismissed without any
sufficient notice; and also a printed paper from the same place, dated 12th
instant, in which it is alleged that the average daily wages, meaning, it is

asserted, those on the Relief Works, are 8d a-day, and desire that the Commis-
sioners will furnish this Board with any explanations that may appear to them
to he req^uired

Enclosure.

Rev. R. B. Townsend and Rev. C. Caulfield to Sir G. Grey.

December 16, 1546.

On ray going into Skibbereen this morning, I found tlie 300 men who had been at

work on the Lisiieenassingana road had been dismissed yesterday, and had marched into the
town this morning, hungry and wretched. And those who saw them, described them to me as
the most miserable-looking creatures they had ever seen. Immediately, Doctor Donovan and
others had them served with a pint of soup each, and sent home. While listening to this, a
letter was put into my liand i'rom

,
the engineei-, telling me that 300 men on the centre

Cahirah road were to be dismissed to-morrow, as all the money was expended I

If cannot be supposed that starving people will be tantalized, and so cruelly treated, without
even the shortest notice, but told, on going to work, that there will be no more given ! I look
with much anxiety to Monday morning, as I greatly fear the Cahirah 300 men dismissed vviU
join the Lisheenassingana 300 men, and help themselves in Skibbereen.

3 0 2
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Return, showing the Daily Average Number of Persons employed on Public Works in

Ireland, for week ending December 26, 1846.

Leinster.

Carlow . . . 2,077
Drogheda, Town of .

Dublin . . . 1,961

City of .

Kildare . . . 3,859

Kilkenny . . . 9,323

City of . . 576
King's County . . 3,999

Longford . . . 8,506

Xioutli • . • 3,693

Meatii . . . 9,023

Queen’s County . . 4,268

Westmeath . . . 6,542

Wexford . . . 13,375

Wicklow . . . 2,383

Ulster.

Antrim 255

Belfast Town
Carrickfergus

Armagh . 2,302

*Cavan . 20,503

Donegal . 1,804

Down 429
Fermanagh . . 5,996

Londonderry . 4,933

Monaghan . 6,650

Tyrone . 2,715

CONN-AUGHT.

Monster.

Clare .

Cork, E. R. .

W. R.
City of

Kerry .

Limerick
City of

Tipperary, S. R.
N.R.

Waterford

City of

40,771
20,058

11,782
437

19,478
31,200

690
15,239

14,748

8,555
255

163,213

Galway, E. R.
W.R.
Town of

Leitrim

Mayo .

Roscommon .

Sligo .

Total

18,364

21,040

2,844
11,460

22,208

30,548
13,482

119,946

. 398,231

Extract from Report of Captain Hill, Inspecting Officer, County Waterford,

for the 'week ending December 26, 1846.

Thomas Morany, steward, dismissed yesterday in accordance with Instructions.

Francis Allen, steward, at No. 2, Knockuval, also dismissed, for absence yester-

day. Overseers attentive and zealous.

Theworks are progressing with considerable rapidity. The labouiing class in

Glanahiry are suffering from want, and anxious for employment. Supplies to

and from Clonmel escorted by the troops.

Extract from Report of Lieutenant S. W. Allward, Inspecting Officer, County

Donegal, for the week ending December 26, 1846.

The people in the whole of my district continue to he remarkably q^uiet and

well disposed, and all look to me as their main support. I never pass a man on

the road who does not give me a welcome, or “ God bless your honour !”
^

There

is very little work going on on the farms, hut I am informed that there is never

I'nore at this tune of the year. The poor farmers in this country sow their wheat

in February. Much dissatisfaction is expressed by the Relief Committees at

not having the issuing of the tickets in their hands, and they consequently lay

all the blame in their power on the Board of Works. I avoid collision with

them as much as possible
;
hut in some instances, in spite of all my endeavoui^,

I receive a great deal of annoyance.

During the past week I have increased the numbers in most of the work, and

would have set 300 more to work in the barony of Biylagh, but found it quite

impossible to select any names from the lists, they being made out in the most

careless maimer. It is most annoying where work is prepared not to be able to

give employment, not only on account of the destitute people, but because my

• These are the numbers for last week, the returns for the 26th not having been received for Cavan.
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time is spent uselessly where it might be most profitably employed. I have

lost nearly two days by attending at that remote place Glenties, and, alter

all, commenced no work. I have made a special Report to the Board on the

subject, and expect to have a good deal more trouble with the Glenties Relief

Committee.

Extract from General Report of Captain H. N. Gordon, Inspecting Officer

of the Baronies of Bantry, Bear, East Muskerry, West Muskerry, County of

Corli, for the week ending December 26, 1846.

The farmers have discharged all their labourers, who are now thrown upon

the works, and no larming operations are going on.

But a small q^uantity of wheat is sown, and none of the potato land turned up

for the spring crop.

The conduct of the people, generally speaking, has been good, but they were

very much opposed to task-work at first, and, considering the situation of Bantry,

I am glad a company of infantry is stationed there.

I regret to state that, in this part of the country, I do not consider there is at

present a sufficiency of food, whether the people had the money to purchase or

not.

About the pass of Kimareigh many of the labourers have cattle, it being

a mountainous district.

All the pigs are being killed and sent out of the country.

I do not consider, except in Kilcashin, that destitution exists to so great an

extent as in Bantry, and certainly not as in the Carberies, since all the labourers

have cattle.

Food, however, is very scarce, and I am glad to find that a depot is about to

be estaljlished in Castletown. Hardly any corn is grown in this barony.

The give extensive employment, and the greatest care has been taken

to prevent persons leaving them to get upon the works.

About Blarney and Coachford some farming is going on, but in the other vast

district it is quite neglected, and farmers have not only discharged their labourers,

but are endeavouring to get on the roads tliemselves, either as stewards or

labourers.

Payments have been irregular, but now that the pay-clerks have their districts

defined, there can be no arrears.

The labourers have on some w'orks (Nos. 121, 119) been very idle, and the

engineer in charge very properly allowed them only a small sum. This created

for the time discontent, but I trust has had the effect of making them work.

Showing, as per accompanying letter, that it was the intention of a party of

men to come into Macroom from Kilmichael, I went to meet them, but unfor-

tunately missed them. On meeting the Rev. James O’Driscoll, R. C. C., I was

informed that they had gone. I told him if they did, I should consider it an

act of intimidation, tending to produce alarm, and would suspend the works if

they did not immediately return. He went off to them, and, I imagine, induced

them to do so, as they did not visit Jlacroom.

Enclosure.

Eev. J. O’Driscoll to Captain Gordon.

Kilmichael, Decemher 25, 1846.

Three weeks have nearly elapsed since the stoppage of the men took place on the

Inchenderbeg and South Carrigboy lines of road in this parish, and I cannot desci-ibe to you

the extent of the suffering to which the poor, who have been thrown out of employment, and their

families, have been thus subjected, as the localities in question are decidedly the most destitute

in the entire parish.

These people are, I understand, determined to proceed in a body to Macroom to represent

their condition to you, in the hope of awakening your sympathy, and of their being re-employed.

This course, it seems, they are adopting from a mistaken impression that I have been too tardy

in uroino- on you to re-employ them, that they may be enabled to subsist.

I, therefore, beg you will have the goodness to 5rop me a line, stating how soon these poor

people are to be set to work, that I may hold out an assurance to them to that effect to-morrow,

and use my influence to dissuade them from their intended journey.
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Captain Gordon to Rev. J. O’Driscoll.

Macroom, Dcceml>er 26, 18^.

I HAD intended doing everything in my power to go on the southern part of the Inchin-

geelah line early next week, but since a threat is made use of to say that the unfortunate people

would come into Macroom, I take such as an intimidation, and will now longer delay

the work, until I find that subsequent good conduct renders them deserving of consideration.

I am doing all I can to get the unfortunate people to work, and regret they should

have determined upon the course you name.

I make no promises but this, and that is, should the people come into town at any time in a

body, when they can send one or two of their number to represent the case, and who I will

listen to, it will cause a further suspension of the work, and may, very likely, lead to the works

in other parts of Kilmichael being also suspended.

Memorandum.

A LETTER of this kind was absolutely necessary, since other parts of the country would

also come into Macroom
;
and a party of 300 men from near Castletown, Berehaven, upwards

of 60 miles, were on the point of starting for this place a few days ago to represent their case.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Col. Jones.

Treasury^ December 27, 1846.

The following extract from my letter to Sir R. Routh contains my pro-

posed settlement of the question relating to the inspecting officers, and as the

Chancellor of the Exchequer has approved of it, and Sir R. Routh thinks it will

answer our pui’pose, I hope your Board will see no reason to object to it, andthat

you wiU give immediate effect to it.

Extract.

“ I have not yet received your remarks on Colonel Jones’s two papers on the

“ inspecting officers, but my impression is, that the Board of Works establish-

“ ment, and the duties with which it is charged, hang together in such a way
“ that we must give up the idea of an actual transfer of officers to your depart-

“ ment, and must consider the arrangement to stand for the future as follows

“ The inspection of the Relief Committees, in their financial and Commissariat

“ functions, that is, subscriptions, donations, loans, sales of meal, and gratuitous

“ issues in cases of peculiar destitution, to depend entirely upon you and your

“ officers.

“ The investigation of, and report on cases of alleged destitution and abuse to

“ which attention has been particularly called, to be conducted by you and your

“ officers when the subject matter appears to fall more immediately to your

“ province.
“ If you should happen to have no officer of your own in any district in which

“ you may be called upon to hold such an investigation, you should in that case

“ apply to the Board of Works to assist you, by employing their officers to inves-

“ t^ate the matter, and acquainting you with the result.

“ Your officers should revise the labour lists, as heretofm*e, as paii; of their

“ ordinary duty, acting in co-operation with the officers of the Board of Works

;

“ but this is not to be understood as relieving the officers of the Board of Works
“ from any pai’t of the responsibility with which they are at present charged in

“ this respect. We must continue to depend mainly upon the officers of the

“ Board of Works forthe performance of this most important service, while your

officers should act as auxiliaries arid give all the ass^tance in their power.

“ This is the practical view which the Chancellor of the Exchequer and
•“ myself take of the subject as far as it has been atpi*esent discussed ; but a final

“ opinion will not be given upon it until we receive your remarks upon
“ Colonel Jones’s papers.

“ If you happen to agree with this view, I shall be obliged to you to commu-
“ nicate the result to Colonel Jones.

“ I am glad the discussion has taken place, because it has led to a clearer defi-

“ nition of the duties of yourself and the Board 6f Works, and we shall now more
“ fully understand the part which each has to perform, and co-operate more
“ freely and confidently together.”
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Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public TVorku, Dublin,

December 28, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to forward herewith a copy of a letter addressed to this

Board by Mr. Stickiiey, the accountant, in which he points out the immense mass
of accounts which require to be examined

; and to enable him to do so, he applies

for 50 clerks. This large demand is made in order that the examination of the

accounts may be made as speedily as possible, consistent with accuracy, as, if delay

takes place, the examination will be nugatory as regards correction or recovery

from parties who may have been guilty or neglectful.

As this branch of the Accountant’s duty is a very important one, and in order

that no time may be lost, and as sufficient accommodation could not be obtained

in the Custom-house for the location of the additional clerks, I have hired a house

in the street adjoining, at a rent of 50/., to be given up on three months’ notice,

and which I hope will be approved by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s

Treasury; and I request their Lordships’ sanction to the employment of the num-
ber of clerks applied for by Mr. Stickney, the Accountant to the Boai-d.

Enclosure.
Board of Public Works, Dublin,

December 19, 1846.

The Accountant to the Board of Public Works in Ireland has the honour to report to

the Commissioners,

—

That the extraordinary pressure of business, thrown suddenly upon the Board and its

officers, has required that the labours of the accountant’s department should be materially
diverted from the objects contemplated in the present strength of its establishment.

The obvious and permanent necessity of distributing funds for the salaries and contingencies

of a large staff, spread over the country, and for the payment of wages to the labouring poor,
occupies the greater part of the time of the establishment, taking into consideration the very
numerous references of letters relating to this subject, which require examination, reply, or

report to the Board.

Mr. Singleton’s branch, which was intended for the audit of pay lists generally, is now
almost endrely occupied upon pay and contingencies of the staff, and regulating the appoint-
ments, bonds, &c. of pay clerks.

The important duty of checking the relief accounts, or, in other words, of examining info the
minute details of the vast numbers of pay lists which are daily arriving, proceeds so slowly

under these disadvantageous circumstances, that although the debits against the several pay
clerks are recorded vvitfi I'egularity, the credits to which they may be entitled, upon pay lists

and other vouchers, cannot be promptly ascertained.

To accomplish this desirable and necessary end, there is wanting a murii more am]Je space
of office room, not only for the clerks, but for the storage of the great h\ilk of documents under
examination.

In order to conduct the examination and registry of pay clerks’ accounts with effect, this

should form a separate and distinct division, under the superintendence of proper officers, fo he
held responsible for keeping up a statement (or single entiy ledger account) for each pay
clerk’s account, charging on one side the imprest to his debit, and giving credit on the other
side (in a short line) for the apparent amount of documents rendered, wiiich, after examination,
should be carried out into thefnal column, and signed by the examiner in the margin for the

pay clerk’s discharge. The vouchers being subsequently passed over to the book-keepers’

branch would be jorirnalized and posted as usual from the examiner’s written note of the

vouched sum on each list.

In regard to the number of extra clerks which this extensive duty may call for, it appears
that for the audit of three large counties, Mr. Mulvany absolutely required 15 clerks.

It is proposed that 50 should be engaged at the onset, with authority to increase their num-
bers, if necessary, and with the understanding that none should he retained longer than wanted
for the public service.

(Signed) Thomas Stickney.

Treasury Minute on tlie above.

December 29, 1846.

Write to the Chairman of the Board of Works that their Lordships concur in

opinion with him, that such temporaiy clerks as may be required to effect the

prompt examination of the accounte connected with the relief expenditure, must be
employed

;
but they doubt whether the appointment, at once, of so large a number
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as 50 clerks might not lead to embarrassment, and wliether it will not be advisable

to engage them by degrees, so tliat those first employed may be set effectually to

work before the others are engaged.

Colonel Dw^'ER to Mr. Redington.

Burrisolcane, December 28, 1846.

With reference to a memorial for some addition to the constabulary force

in the Lorha petty sessions district, which is proceeding to his Excellency the

Lord Lieutenant, I have the honour to enclose a threatening letter received by

me on the 24th instant, addressed to me as chairman of the Relief Committee.

And also to state, that this day 400 able-bodied labourers came to my house m
a body to complain of their wages (daily) having been lowered to 8d. per diem,

and the piece-work being laid out at rates at which they could not earn a subsist-

ence at the present extreme prices. No outrage was committed
;
but some were

so persevering and sturdy that I demanded their names ;
and only did they depart

upon ray declaring, that if they did not go off peaceably and disperse, I should

leave the country at once, and let them get some other person to take their part.

The severity of the weather, and frozen state of the canals having obstructed

the inland navigation, supplies have been retarded to an alarming extent. Which,

with the season altogether, has rendered it an unfortunate moment for effecting

the necessary reductions in wages and rate of work. They complained, also, of

delay of payment of their wages when earned, and of the conduct of the over-

seers. This 1 have reported to Captain Forbes, R. N., Superintending Officer for

the Board of Works, Nenagh.

Mr. Crawford’s Report on Colonel Dwyer’s Letter, 28th December, to Mr.

Redington.

The men on the road in question have been put to task-work ;
but a high

rite of subsistence hiving been allowed (lOi). the men preferred to accept that

sum as daily hire, not endeavouring to earn more, and the amount of work per-

formed by them was not value for their subsistence.
^ ^

The prices at which the work has been let to them is fair, and at similar prices

men are earning Is. per day.
, t -l i t 4 4.1,

Finding the indisposition on the part of the men to work, 1 have adoptea the

course I found to answer in other cases ; viz., reduce the maintenance to so Iow a

point that the men will' be obliged to do fair work to earn beyond it; they, m
all cases, are paid three-fourths of earnings when such exceeds 8cl per day.

Lieutenant Inglis to Mr. Walker.

LimericJe, December 29, 1846.

I HAVE to request the immediate attention of the Commissioners to the

following matter.
, , . i /•

On Saturday last, 26th instant, Private Windsor, employed m the barony ol

Coshma, urider the direction of Mr. Hunt, engineer in charge, proceeded to the

“ Puliogh line of road,” for the usual ^purposes of superintendence; and at the

hour of 2 P.M., and when passing down the line a few yards in advance of the

check clerk (one William^Lindsey), his brother, a steward named Diggan, and a

number of the steward’s gangers and labourers of the line, was suddenly met by

two persons dressed in women’s clothes, with bonnets and veils, one armed with a

o-un and the other with a pistol
;
they immediately presented their pieces at him,

and ordered him to kneel ; this he refused to do, and they closed upon him ;
he

frequently called for assistance to ' those looking on, but no' one came forward.

He at once seized the person armed with the pistol, and, getting hold of his throat
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with the one and the pistol with the other, they fell together on the road ; being
unable to shoot the one without injuring the other, the person with the gun com-
menced beating Windsor with the butt-end of his piece. After a severe struggle
of several minutes, Lindsey (brother to the check clerk) came forward and seized
Windsor by the arm; he thus lost his hold, and the parties immediately de-
camped. The case was inquired into before the magistrates yesterday at Groom

;

but as the proceedings could not be completed that day, furtlier investigation will
be made on Wednesday next. The evidence given by Private Windsor was most
satisfactory and conclusive, and I cannot speak too highly in favour of his conduct
throughout the whole proceeding

; to his spirited and manly behaviour is to be
attributed the saving of his life. Under the greatest possible disadvantages he
behaved with coolness and determination, and had he met with the slightest assist-

ance he would most undoubtedly have succeeded in capturing both the offenders

;

and for his uniform good behaviour on former occasions, and admirable conduct on
this, he has proved himself a trustworthy and efficient servant of the Board.
At this early stage of the investigation it appears unnecessary to discover any

cause for this savage and unprovoked attack, and difficult to assign any reason for

the extraordinary line of conduct pursued by tbe bystanders. More of these points
may be known after Wednesday.

Immediately on hearing of the occurrence, Mr. Hunt issued an order for the
work to cease. There are about 170 men entitled to work upon the line

; but on
the day in question, it being a holiday, there was not more than about half that
number are employed.

I was at Groom myself yesterday, and found it my duty to request Mr. Hunt to
keep the work closed until further orders. The offenders were probably from
among those entitled to work, but that did not labour on that day; and in order to
free Mr. Hunt from any odium that might be attached to him for not re-opening
the work, I have made it generally known to the Gommittee and neighbourhood
that the power of thus acting does not rest with him, but that the sanction of
higher authorities is necessary. I therefore hope the Board will be of this
opinion.

I regret extremely that I cannot report favourably of the general feelings of the
people towards Mr. Hunt in the district about Groom. Although nothing very
directly has transpired to lead him to suppose that an attempt will be made upon
bis life, from indirect information received from private sources, and a general
appearance of discontent prevailing, I do not think it is by any jiieans improbable,
and I have advised him accordingly.

With reference to the probable effect of discharging this body of men, allowed
to be in most cases in an abject state of destitution, I cannot speak too seriously.
A strong example is much required in this district in particular. Unless the most
serious notice is taken of this offence, I shall fear great troubles here

;
their insu-

bordination will exceed all bounds; but, at the same time that I advise heavy
punishments, I cannot but see that a long continuation of the pimishnient we have
now inllicted cannot fail to be accompanied with disastrous results. A great num-
ber of persons must either starve in a very few days, or commit ]>lumler; and I do
not hesitate to believe that they will be guilty of the latter sooner than sulfer the
former.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public IVorks, Dublin,

December 29, 1846.

I ENCLOSE you an extract from a letter received this day from Captain Wynne

;

he gives a melancholy account of the state of a portion of the population of the county
of Glare, and whicli I had is the same in many other districts. The aged and infirm
u ill be victims to the want of food. Despondency and despair are beginning to
take possession of men’s minds, and that too of individuals well to do in the world,
and who now begin to reflect and consider what is likely to be the result. They
can see nothing but starvation and ruin. I hope such feelings may not spread ;

hut in a country where the people are so susceptible of evil or good impressions,
and where firmness of character is much wanted, the effects may be deploral)le.
You will have sent you by to-morrow night’s mail the extracts from our inspecting
officers’ reports, which, upon the whole, are more favourable than might be ex-

[n. w.] 3 P
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pected in regard to the perpetration of outrages ;
and this is accounted for by the

despair which is creeping over the people.
_

Your letter relating to the inspecting officers shall be attended to; it would not

have been practicable to have made the division of duty as at first proposed.

Enclosuke.

Extract from a Private Letter of Captmn Wynne.

Decemher 28, 1846.

I WAS glad to receive the order to resume the works at Clare Abbey ;
the people there

have paid dearly for the outrage upon Hennessy, and I have no doubt to their punishment may be

attributed the improvement elsewhere, and the prosecuting to conviction of the Kilmaly rioters.^ I

regret to say that the evidence I have before me implicates the Rev. Mr. Lynch, P.P,, as l^ing

the insti<yator of the conspiracy, and is sufficient, if sent to the assizes, to convict him. Pray

mention “this to the Commissioners, and let me have their instruction how to act. The last

Thursday’s affair has produced the best effects. Altogether we should get on well if we had

anything to eat.

Constabulary Reports.

Clare, Decemher 15, 1846.

On the 15th instant, two stewards employed on the Public Works at Knocat-

tinagh were compelled to quit the works by about lOO of the labourers ; it

is supposed because the men were strangers ;
and on the 17th mstant, two

blasters were compelled to quit the works at Ballyhogen by about 40 men.

Some of this party have been summoned.

Tipperary, December 17, 1846.

On the 17th instant, an anonymous letter was received by Mr. Wilkinson,

secretary to the Borris Relief Committee, desiring that more than one person

from each family should be employed, or to mark the consequence.

Queen's, Decemher 19, 1846.

On the 19th instant, two policemen were employed in keeping order at the

office of the pay-clerk, were kicked and assaulted by some of the labourers.

Westmeath, December 19, 1846.

On the night of the 19th mstant, the Loan Fund Office at Moate was forcibly

entered, and 20Z. 14s. Zd. stolen therefrom.

Limerick, December 19, 1846

On the 19th instant, at 3 p.m., while the magistrates were at the petty sessions

at Glin, a mob of 300 persons rushed into the room, and kept the magistrates

till five o’clock, ciying for employment, increased wages, and not to employ

strangers. Two engineers and the clerk, who were with the magistrates, were

obliged to get out through the window by a ladder.

Clare, December 19, 1846.

On the morning of the 19th instant, a threatening notice was found posted at

Ballmahinch, “threatening the lives of the engineer and overseer of Tull^

“ should they continue to disemploy old men and little boys on the Public

“ Works.”

Kilkenny, December 21, 1846.

On the 16th instant, about 8 a.m., Mr. T. Burroughs, pay-cleA the

Board of Works, was met by three armed men at Listulin, and robbed ot 105^.

in silver.

Clare, December 21, 1846.

On the night of the 21 st instant, a notice was posted on the house of Patrick
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Madden, warning three of the check-clerks on the Public Works at O’Connelloe

to quit the works.

Clare, Decemher ^\, 1846.

On the 21st instant, Mr. M’Bride, engineer on the Public Works of Milltown
Malbay, received a letter through the post-of&ce, desiring him. to leave that or

prepare his coffin.

Tipperary, December 21, 1846.

On the 21st instairt, a notice was found posted on the door of the steward of

the works at Toxfort, threatening the life of John Donovan, the overseer, should

he discharge any man from the works.

Meath, December 22, 1846.

On the 22nd instant, about 10 o’clock, a carrier with bread was stopped

by about 30 persons employed on the Public Works at Whistlemomit, aiid

plundered of about a dozen loaves. Three of the party have been arrested and

committed.

Galway, December 23, 1846.

The Sub-Inspector at Marble Hill represents the people in his district to be in

a most miserable condition, and that many famishing people are going about

with money in their hands, but cannot get any food to buy.

Carlow, December 24, 1846.

On the 24th instant, about 50 men employed on Public Works at Bally-

murphy having a week’s wages due to them, endeavoured to compel the pay-

clerk (Mr. Dwyer) by force to settle with them.

Kerry, December 28, 1846.

On the 28th instant, about 12 o’clock, at noon, a party of nearly 400 men
went to the residence of Mr. Carney, employed imder the Board of Works, and
threatened his life, unless they obtained employment, and not to be put to task-

work. A party of militaiy yvas called out, and dispersed the rioters.

Armagh, December 29, 1846.

On the 29th instant, a letter was received by the Sub-Inspector at Crossma-

gher, stating that it was the intention of some of the parties engaged on the

Public Works of Lurgan to get the check-clerk, named John M‘Clean, murdered.

Captain Wynne to Mr. Walker.

Ennis, December 30, 1846.

I HAVE the honour to state, for the information of the Board, that Mr.
M‘Bride, local engineer at Milltown, has received two threatening notices,

copies of which may be found in the letters of that gentleman, which I enclose.

Enclosure.

Take notice, Mr. M'Bride, that if you are not out of Milltown before Thursday next,

you will have the same fate as Mr. Carrig did in Ennis
;

if not, prepare your coffin in time,

for, by the mortal G., you shall not pass that time.

This is written at the Committee Rooms of the Molly Maguires.

Mr. M'Bride to Mr. Gamble.

Milliovm Malbay,
Tuesday Evening, December 29, 1846.

I FEEL considerably concerned relative to another notice I have got to-night through

the post-office, although bearing no post mark, as under. I would not at all wish Mr. M'Bride
to be removed from this district.

“ Mr. M ‘Bride, take notice that this is the second and last warning that you will get, for,
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by Heavens, if all the Peelers in Ireland were with you, we will have your life when you least

expeet it, for Molly Macguire is near at hand; and, if you wish for your life, leave Milltown

before Sunday.”

I really do” feel considerably, and hope you will report the matter to the Board, and request

that I should get a remove more northerly, as I cannot feel at liberty in such intimidation

among an unworthy and indifferent race : the letter, it appears, was dropped in the post-office,

but not paid for, and bears no mark, and yet there was no charge for it; the whole affair is

mysterious. I sincerely ask your advice, and hope 'to be able to get a transfer to a more

Christianable country.”

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Colonel Jones.

December 30, 1846.

You have more than once suggested that a Commission should be appointed

to make an inspection and enumeration of the destitute in each district, in order to

check the abuses connected with the Relief Works.

Y^ou do not, I presume, contemplate such a Commission being appointed to

make a general investigation of the circumstances of ail the poor in Ireland, but

merely to take the lists of applicants for the Relief Works as the basis of their

inquiry, and to make a more effectual revision of the lists than has yet been

made. o- t> r*

The officers employed under your Board, and those acting under Sir K. Kouth,

ai’e at present charged with the duty of examining into the circumstances of the

labourers returned by the Relief Committees for employment on the works, and

they have been desired to act as far as possible in concert, to compare the lists of

applicants for relief with the lists of rate-payers under the Poor Law, and to get

all the information they can from the constabulary and others.

It may, however, be desirable to take still more effectual measures for the

accomplishment of the object in view
;
but whether the particular measure recom-

mended by you be adopted, or any other, would it not be advisable to defer it

until the season arrives for the commencement of the spring labour on the farms,

continuing, in the meantime, to purge the lists of names that ought not to be there,

and to substitute the names of really destitute persons through the agency of the

officers at present employed on that duty.

If our greatest effort is reserved for the period when the spring labour com-

mences, we shall have the landlord and farming classes on our side, and as other

means of employment will be immediately available for the people' removed from

the Relief Works, there will be less fear of reaction.

Pray tell me what you think on a full consideration of the subject.

Lieut.-Colonel Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Pforhs, Dublin,

December Za, 1846.

We have Inul another pay-clerk robbed of 630/. ;
but the circumstances

are not very clear in his favour. We have caused inquiry to be made, and the

police are on the alert. The Board have offered a reward of 100/., which may

(but I speak with great doubt) induce some person to turn informer.

A copy of a report from Lieutenant Inglis, R.E., is forwarded, which details an

attack made upon one of the Royal Sappers and Miners, who was superintending

a work as overseer near Groom, in the county of Limerick. The Sapper appears

to have behaved in a most praiseworthy and gallant manner. A special report

will be made in regard to his conduct after the receipt of the report on the pro-

ceedings to-day beiore the magistrates. The work is stopped, and will continue so

for the present. Lieutenant Inglis acted very properly in communicating to the

engineer that his power did not extend to re-opening a work once closed. I

have written to Mr. Redington, suggesting that some of the pensioners might be

armed, to give our pay-clerks escort when required. I understand that it cannot

be done without the Duke of Wellington’s authority. The applications for drainage

under the Treasury Minute are beginning to multiply very fast. We are dread-

fullif incommoded for want of office room.
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Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut-Col. Jones.

Deceniber 30, 1846,

I HAVE more than once had the satisfaction of conveying to you the appro-

bation of the Chancellor of the Exchequer of the great, and under all the extra-

ordinary difficulties of the case, successful exertions which you have made to

meet the present remarkable crisis, and I have now the pleasure of sending you
an expression of the similar favourable opinion entertained by the Fii-st Lord, as

stated in a letter from Lord John Russell to me, received this morning.

The only remark I have to make is, that these gratifying expressions of the

approbation of Her Majesty’s Ministers apply not only to youi*self, but also to

your colleagues, and to the many deserving officers acting under your Board.

Extract.

“ As we are coming to the end of the year, I wish you would express to Sir

R. Routh and Col. Jones my warm approbation of their indefatigable exertions

in the performance of the arduous and unexampled duties which they have
had to discharge.”

Lieut. Inglis to Captain Wi"nne.

LimerieJc, December 31, 1846.

I BEG herewith to submit a Report ofan attack made upon Private Windsor,
of the detachment under my command, when visiting the Relief Work called
“ Pullogh new line of road,” in the immediate vicinity of the town of Croom,
on Saturday last, the 26th instant.

On the day above named. Private Windsor proceeded to the Pullogh lino at

the hour of about 9 a.m., for the usual pui'poses of superintendence, and in com-
pliance with instructions received from Mr. Hunt, engineer, in charge of that

district. From that hour until 2 p.m., he was engaged with the check-clerk in

measuring and inspecting woi'k, and throughout that time, a spirit of dissatisfac-

tion was manifested by a great proportion of the labourers against him, although

nothing transpired of any serious character
;
at this hour, when passing down the

line, a little in advance of the check-clerk, whose name is William Lindsay, a

steward, and a number of the labourers of the work, he was suddenly met by
two persons in women’s clothes, with bonnets and veils, one armed with a gun,

the other with a pistol. They immediately presented their pieces at him, and

ordered him to kneel
;
this he stoutly refused to do, and they at once closed upon

him, he called frequently for assistance to those looking on, but no one came
forward, he at once seized the person armed with the pistol by the throat, and
gi-asped the pistol with the other in such a manner, that when the trigger was
pulled, the hammer fell upon his thumb. After a severe struggle of some
minutes, during which, Windsor continually with his elbow turned off the muzzle
of the gun, which was pointed directly at his body, the two fell together in the

road. Being unable to shoot the one without injuring the other, the person with

the gun commenced beating Windsor with the but end of his piece. After a

lapse of several minutes, and when Windsor had secure hold of the man who
was down, and apparently mastered him, Lindsay, brother to the check-clerk,

and son of a “strong” farmer in the neighbourhood, came forward from the I'esk

and taking hold of his (Windsor’s) arm, caused him to lose his grasj) of the

man’s throat, and getting free, they both escaped, and Windsor returned into

Croom, and immediately reported the circumstance.

During a lengthened investigation of two days, Private Windsor’s evidence has

been most satisfactorily given, and although it is difficult to assign any particular

reasons for this atrocious and daring attempt on his lile, it is strong in the minds
of most persons, that it not only was premeditated, but that a very large propor-

tion of the labourers and superintendents of this work (amounting nearly to 200

persons), if not all, were directly or indirectly engaged in this scheme.

I cannot speak too highly of Private Windsor’s behaviour during the whole
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transaction
;
although so suddenly attacked, and at once placed in a most disad-

vantageous and perilous position, he acted with a coolness and discretion that

would have been creditable to him under the most favourable circumstances.

Had he met with assistance by the parties standing by, instead of opposition^ he

would have succeeded in capturing both the oifenders, or at least would have

taken measures sufficient to bring them hereafter to justice, and to his own

spirited and manly conduct is to be attributed the saving of his life, and not only

by his behaviour here, but by his behaviour heretofore, he has proved himself a

good and brave soldier, as well as a trustworthy and efficient servant to the Board

of Works.
On account of the feeling that may be expected from the people towards^him in

this particular district, it will decidedly not be safe for him to remain at his usual

duties there, as heretofore ;
but as his removal after this occurrence would have a

bad effect, in tending to encourage a similar course towards every upright and

efficient superintendent, I would strongly recommend that the Board approve of an

^cort of constabulary being told off, to accompany him on all his visits, and that

then he may be enabled to continue the services of a confidential superintendent

in a district where they are so much required.

From the Same to the Same.

Limerick, December 31, 1846.

Referring to my letter of the 29th instant, reporting an attack made
upon Private Windsor, Royal Sappers and Minors, when visiting the Pullogh

line of road, in the immediate vicinity of the town of Groom, I have to inform

you, that I have attended a further investigation yesterday at Groom, before Mr.

Goold, S. M., and other magistrates into the case, and there is very sti-ong evi-

dence to show that not only was the attack premeditated, but that a great propor-

tion of the labourers of the line were engaged in the plot, if not all.

Viewing the matter, therefore, in this light, it appears the more desirable to

make the punishment general. A petition has been drawn up to his Excellency

the Lord Lieutenant, by the 160 persons thrown out of employment of this line,

praying that this offence may be overlooked, and that they may speedily be re-

turned to their work.

For several reasons I would humbly suggest that this course be not adopted.

The bad feeling towards the Board’s officers is far more prevalent in that district

than is expressed in the memorial, and I greatly fear that the slightest degree of

conciliation in this instance would have a bad effect.

But as there may be amongst the number some few that are innocent, and who
took no part directly or indirectly in the transaction, it appears to me desirable

that a court of inquiry, consisting chiefly of the magistrates of the district and

principle officers of the Board, should be held as soon as possible, and that very

close investigation should be made, and that as many as can be satisfactorily

proved not to have been in any way implicated, either through absence or other

palpable causes, should be reinstated, and that the remainder should be suspended

for such a length of time as the Board may be pleased to appoint.

On my visit to Groom, yesterday, I found the body of men thrown idle, occu-

pying the streets of the to-wn, and although perfect order and. quiet prevailed

amongst them, frequent threats were made, and hints pui-posely directed at me,

that such a state of things would not long exist. Be that .as it may, undoubtedly

many are reduced to the last state of destitution, and unless speedy relief arrives

in some shape or other, intense suffering will be felt

I would beg further to request the opinion of the Board on the following sub-

ject,—whether it would be most desirable to remove Private Windsor from a

district in which, unprotected, his life would be in constant danger, or whether to

leave him for the present there with protection ? I would strongly recommend

the latter coume, for in the first place, the services of a confidential superentend-

ent are pre-eminently necessary in that particular district, and Private Windsor

has proved himself especially efficient, and worthy of all confidence.

Secondly, his removal after this occurrence would tend to encourage similar

attacks upon all the Board’s upright and efficient officers.
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An escort of constabulary coxild attend him on his visits to the works, and thus
he would be enabled to continue as rigid a scrutiny as heretofore, without which,
extensive frauds and excessive irregularities would continually be practised.

Extract from the Letter of Captain Broughton, Inspecting Officer, Cork,
to Captain Larcom.

Cork, December 31, 1846.

The meeting was held for this latter barony (Kilmore) under your Act,
as some misgivings respecting the intentions of the Government, as set forth in
the last Treasury Minute, seemed to prevail.

At Castletown Roche, barony Fermoy, they proceeded under “ the letter,” but
from the mass of works and want of previous arrangement, not more than half
the electoral divisions were gone through, and the meeting was obliged to be
adjourned, until som e future day not fixed, when the secretary of the grand
jury can attend, but which, from his already numerous appointments in other
baronies, and the circumstance of the ordinary sessions going on as well as

extraordinary sessions at the same time, will not, I apprehend, be much before

three weeks hence. We have had a very harassing time of it. It has become
the fashion of late for individuals to withhold the justice the county generally
administer.

The truth is, there is much disappointment amongst many who had imagined
the Board of Works might be made a convenient peg to hang their own resjwn-
sibilities.

Reproductive Works.

December 31, 1846.

The Commissioners of Public Works, with a view to promote employment
by proprietors themselves, in works of drainage and improvement, under the
Drainage and Loan Acts, on the favourable terms of the Treasury Minute of the
1st instant, and at the same time to prevent confusion or delay in the employ-
ment for the destitute in cases where presentments for drainage have been made
under the Poor Employment Act, as extended by Mr. Labouchere’s letter of tlie

5th October last, have decided as follows :—
Where the works presented for at Sessions have not yet been commenced,

although the undertakings given cannot be recalled, nor the presentments quashed
by any authority vested in the Commissioners, yet the Board wdl be prepared to

entertain applications for drainage and improvement under the Acts referred to
in the same townlands or estates, provided they do not include precisely the
same works, or works on the same portions of lands as those for which present-
ments have been made.
The works of drainage presented for at Sessions, and the portions of lands on

which they are to be executed, must be reserved to afford employment to the
destitute of the barony, in the event of such persons not being fully employed by
the proprietors themselves.

In cases where the special works, or the portions of lands upon which said
works are to be executed, are not distinctly stated in the presentment, the officer

of the Board sent to report upon applications under the Drainage and Loan Acts
above referred to will be required to set apart and exclude from his Report suf-

ficient portions of such lands suitable for the works for which presentments have
been made, with a view to their execution in the exact time mentioned.

Office of Public Works, Dublin.

Mr. Thompson to the Lords of the Treasury.

Newry, December 24, 1846.

Your Lordships’ Minute of the 1st instant having only reached Newiy
the day before yesterday, when a public meeting had been already called to

consider the propriety of employing the poor of the barony of Newry, in the
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county of Down, under the Labour Rate Act, it was thought expedient to

adjourn that meeting, for as short a time as possible, in order to take the benefit

of any increased facilities for the employment of the poor which that Minute,

and Mr. Trevelyan’s explanation of it, may afford; and the landlords of -the

barony being most anxious to give immediate and profitable employment to the

poor on their respective properties, but being doubtful as to the intended prac-

tical working of the Minute of the 1st instant, they respectfully solicit as early a

reply as possible to the following questions :

—

Is it to be understood that any individual landlord, who has sho^vn to the

proper officer of the Board of Works that the improvements he proposes to

make are substantial, ^\-ill immediately obtain an advance of money for the com-

mencement of such improvements, without having to wait for the passing of any

new Act of Parliament ?

And will the recorded valuation of his property, mider the poor law assess-

ment, be considered sufficient proof of value and title, without exposing him to

the delay and expense of professional or other examination of his title-deeds ?

and, lastly.

Can any individual lairdlord so employing the poor upon his property be

made liable for any presentments made under the Labour Rate Act in the

barony, in consequence of other landlords not choosing to avail themselves ol

your Lordships’ Minute of the 1st instant?

Treasury Minute on the above.

January 1, 1847.

My Lords having had before them a letter, dated the 24th December,

184^, from the chairman of a meeting of landlords, held at Newry,^ on the

subject of the Minute and letter of this Board, dated 1st and 15th ultimo, are

pleased to direct that the following answers be returned to the three questions

contained in the said letter :

—

1st. Is it to be understood that

any individual landlord, who has

shown to the proper officer of the

Board of Works that the improve-

ments he proposes to make are

substantial, will immediately ob-

tain an advance of money for the

commencement of such improve-

ments without having to wait the

passing of a new Act of Parlia-

ment?

2nd. Will the recorded valua-

tion of the proprietors’ property,

under the Poor Law Assessment,

be considered sufficient proof of

Advances will be made to any individual

landlords to enable them to effect the im-

provement of their estates for themselves by

drainage, reclaiming W'aste lands, or other

works of substantial improvement, who
comply with the conditions of the 32nd sect,

of the Act of 1 and 2 Will. IV., cap. 33,

amended by 9 Viet., cap. 1, sect. 6, as to

the nature of the works, and who can obtain

from a competent person, approved by the

Board of Works, the certificate of increased

value to be given to the land improved as

prescribed by that Act.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer has

stated to this Board, that it is the intention

of Her Majesty’s Government to propose to

Parliament to pass an Act sanctioning ad-

vances for such purposes, and that repay-

ment thereof should be made in the manner
laid down in the Act of 9 and 10 Viet.,

cap. 101, namely, by a rent-charge of per

cent, on the sum advanced for 22 years.

Such advances, how^ever, will be made
without waiting for the passing of a new
Act; but the parties must undei*take to sub-

mit to such terms, in I’espect to the period

of repayment, and such other provisions as

Parliament may hereafter enact.

The Board of Works will be guided by

the existing practice on these points until

Parliament shall otherwise determine.
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value and title without exposing
him to the delay and expense of
professional or other examiiiation

of his title deeds ?

3rd. Can any individual land-

lord so employing the poor upon
his property be made liable for

any presentments made under the
Labour Rate Act in the barony, in

consequence of other landlords not
choosing to avail themselves of
the Minute of the 1st December?

The loans made under the 9 and 10
Viet., cap, 101, and the 32nd section of the
1 and 2 Will. IV., cap. 33, amended by the
9 Viet., cap. I, sect. 6, or which may here-
after be made under the Act proposed to be
passed amending the same, are intended to

enable laaxded proprietors to improve tlieir

estates, employing for that purpose such
labourers and superintendents as they may
prefer, without more interference on the
part of the Board of Works than may be
necessary to ascertaiir that the money has
been applied to the purposes for which it

was advanced.

Proprietors who borrow money from the
Government for the improvement oi' their
estates will not be exempted thereby Ifom
any obligation they may be under in com-
mon with other proprietors under other
Acts of Parliament : loans of this description
being made at less than tire marlcet rate of
interest, and on favourable terms in regard
to the period of repayment, must be con-
sidered as a boon to the proprietors ol' land,
and the improvements effected by means of
the money so advanced, increase the po'wer
of meeting other demands instead of dimi-
nishing it. Money, properly expended in
draining, or otherwise improving land,
yields a profit, in many cases, much exceed-
ing the instalments of interest and principal
W’hich will have to be repaid under the
arrangements above adverted to.

Transmit copy of this letter and Minute to the Commissioners of Pulfiic
Works, for their information; and a copy of the !Minute to Mr. Thompson, for
the information of the landed proprietors who attended the njeeting at Nen-ry.

Mr. Warburton to Mr. Trevelyan.

Shanbo, Ross^ Ireland, December 26, 1846.

I AM one of the many Irish landlords to whom the Treasury Minute of
the 1st, with your explairatory letter of the 15th instant, are of vital importance.
I presume, therefore, on your kindness to favour me with a rejfiy to a question
involving considerable interests to me and to my countrymen.

I have already applied in two counties for drainage, under the 9th and 10th
Vict., cap. 101 I find that building at least one cottage, barn, or dairy, on
every 500 aerp would prove a still greater and more “ substantial permanent
improvement.” If the building of such tenements were allowed to come under
my Lord’s vivifying interpretation of the Million Act, I should be able to afford
employment to all my people throughout the year, and to eflect a lastino-
improvement in their condition.

°

I only ask for this privilege in addition to and auxiliary of drainage, &c.

[b. tv.]
3 Q
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Treasury Mixute on the above.

January \, 1847.

Write to Mr. Warburton, that in the Bill "which it is the intention of Her

Majesty’s Government to submit to Parliament, extending and amending the

Acts 9th and 10th Viet., cap. 101, and the 32nd section of the Act 1 aiid 2

Will. IV., cap. 33, amended by the 9th Viet., cap. 1, sect. 6, provision will be

made for making advances for the erection of “permanent farm buildings, and

any applications for loans for this object which may, in the mean time, be made

to the Commissioners of Public Works under the 32nd section 1st and 2nd

Will. IV., cap. 33, will be entertained, and, if they shall be approved, they will

be sanctioned, subject to the decision of Parliament.

Transmit a copy of this letter, and of the Minute, to the Commissioners of

Public Works.

Mr. Drummond Delap to the Lords of the Treasury.

Monasterhorie House, Collon, Co. Loidh,

January 1, 1847.

I BEG that you will pai-don me if I am in any way deficient in my mode of

addressing your Honourable Board.

Upon reading in the “ Evening Mail” of 2lst ult., “Most important Treasury

Minute,” I wrote immediately to our county inspector, Mr. Neville, to request that

he would come over here, and take cognizance of what I contemplated undertaking

upon my esiate, which would have the beneficial result of at once not only con-

stantly employing and relieving my own poor people, but also those upon ray

borders, most eftectually and extensively, better than all other aid to tlie poor, at

this “imminent crisis.” After several days I received, the following, dated

27th December;

—

“ I beg to state that the only works at present for which my reports are neces-

“sary are those sanctioned at Sessions held under the Acts 9 and 10 Vic., c. 107.

“ I am, &c. (Signed) John Neville.”

My hopes from that quarter were silenced. I then wrote fully to the Board of

Works, and enclosed Mr. Neville’s letter, requesting that they would send doura

an officer in whom they confided, to report to them the contemplated work, and

that when all was settled to their satisfaction, I would beg to have a certificate of

same, as I intended to request. to have a loan (say of 5001), to be paid into the

bank of Messrs. De La Touche and Co. on my account, I giving at same time

instructions to those gentlemen to repay to the Treasury proportions of principal,

with interest at 3^ per cent, as agreed upon, each half year during the period of

22 years, my estate being liable to same till all is paid off.

This morning I have my answer, with a book of instructions, a volume of

printed papers, form of application, memorial of the undersigned, and a letter refer-

ring me to Act 9 Vic., c. 61 ;
9 Vic., c. 64, and much other irrelevant matter,

which I own myself incapable of judging of or acting upon. My object is to

follow as closely as I can Lord Arran’s noble precedent.

I am agonised to see so many poor creatures close upon my estate unemployed

by this delay, or if some have work to do, obliged to go a great distance for it.

Will you, gentlemen, assist me at once to accomplish this momentous object?

I refer you to Messrs. De La Touche and Co. as regarding myself.

Treasury Minute on the above.

January 5, 1846.

Transmit a copy of this letter to the Commissioners of Public Works, and desire

that they will furnish Mr. Delap and other applicants for loans under the Treasury

Minute, dated 1st December, and Mr. Trevelyan’s letter, dated 15th of the same

month, with short and plain directions in regard to the course which it will be

necessary for them to follow in order to avail themselves of the advantages offered

by the above minute and letter.

Acquaint Mr. Delap.
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Lieiit.-Colonel Joxes to Mr. Trevelyan.

O^ffice of Puhlk
Duhlin, Janmry L, 1847.

I WILL endeavour to explain as clearly as possible what I have long felt

to be necessary, and which if attended to in the commencement of this second
season ot distress, would, in my liumble opinion, have greatly reduced tlie

labours of our officers, as well as the number of persons who have been forced
upon the Public Works

;
and it would have taken aw^ay from the Relief Com-

mittees the power of abusing the trust committed to them. I allude to tlie enu-
meration of the really destitute, or those who were almost entirely dependent on
the potato, or conacre system, for theii* subsistence. Experience lias proved that
no dependence can be placed upon the lists handed in by the Committees as
correct returns of those individuals who ought to be considered as jiropcr subjects
for relief. The only way in which this could be corrected would be for the
Lord Lieutenant to apiioint, say three individuals in Goveniraent employ, to
form a Committee of inspection, and to them might be added the Protestant,
Catholic, and Presbyterian minister of the jiarish in which the Committee were
engaged. The district shall be defined within which the Committee should
act

;
a few short instructions for their guidance might be prepared, and if the

districts are small, the enumeration will soon be made. The lists so prepared
should be . signed by the members present, and a duplicate should be made and
delivered to the Inspecting Officer of the Board of Works, and a co2iy might
be sent to the Relief Committee, wffio should be fully instrucled that no indivi-
dual would be admitted to the Public Works whose name did not appear on the
list. The duty of the Committee then would be on the application of the
Board s officer, for a certain number of men to select from the list furnished to
them by the Committee of Inspection. In fact, lists so prepared ought to liave
been in the hands of every chairman of the Presenting Sessions, so that the pre-
sentments might have been regulated by the number of persons requiring relief.

The difficulties our officei*s experience are occasioned by the noisy and tur-
bulent character of the meetings, each member coming provided ivith a list of
his parishioners or dejiendents, and each member anxious to get them employed.
It is not ill the Committee in general that the revision can be made, but most
frequently after the men are on the work, when it then becomes jniblicly
known who ought not to be there. This is communicated to the officer, who
institutes an inquiry, and acts accordingly. This, you will say, is a very imjier-
feet and unsatisfactory mode of doing b^usiness : it is, however, the only one in
general that can be accomplished. When we look at our labour return, and
perceive weekly an increase by thousand^ it surely cannot be considered too
soon to endeavour to apply a remedy by instituting an immediate inquiry

;
and

it becomes the more important to ascertain the number of destitute individuals
by actual inspection and examination if food is to be supjilied gratuitously, and
which I am fearful will be found necessary.
A great advantage ivould be obtained by doing now what I took the liberty

of suggesting to Sir James Graham in the spring of last year, which was to
appoint paid secretaries to the Relief Committees

; there would then be a jierma-
nent officer in the pay of Government, who would devote his attention to the
prejiaration of the lists and be useful in a variety of ways. Tlie reasons which
induced Sir James Graham to reject my jiroposition no longer exist. Unfortu-
nately the calamity is now so -wide si>read that the applications which he was
fearful of inviting have been long since realized, without the check which I
proposed, by the appointment of salaried secretaries. You must recollect that
the Inspecting Officer in most cases is a stranger to the locality where the Relief
Committee assemble, being probably 20 miles away from his own residence, so
that he must receive the lists from the Committee, accepting them at the
moment as correct, to. be revised as best may be : so much for the Committees
and hsts.

Ill regard to waiting until the spring as a more fitting opportunity for obtaining
correct lists, there would certainly be great advantage from what you state with
respect to the support and aid we should derive from the landlord and farming
classes, if they will act in a joroper spirit; but to obtain their support, and that
the energies of the latter may be forced into a right direction, we shall be obliged
to alter our jiresent system. From all I hear and learn, the labouring classes

3Q2
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will not return to agric\iltm-al employment while they can obtain one shilling

_per diem upon the Relief Works. The sooner our system, of what is called

task work is changed to day labour the better. We are now paying large sums

for a very inadequate return of labour. The abolition of the issue of tickets,

and the finnness of our officers, has had, I am led to understand, a very bene-

ficial effect upon many of the Committees, and with the assistance of Sir R.

Kouth’s officers, I trust we shall be able to effect great good. From the above,

you will gather my opinions upon the subject of instituting an inqmry ; but as

•Parliament will so soon meet, and other measures be adopted for the relief of

the poor, it will in all probability be as well to wait until it shall be known what

the Legislature may decide.

Extract from a Letter of Captain Wynne.

Ennis, January 1, 1847.

I HAVE the support and approval of all the honest part of the County

Clare gentry. I send you the letter of one of this class, whom I have never yet

seen, Major Ball.

I find by this day’s post, two complaints have been referred to Mr. Gamble
made to the Lord Lieutenant, relative to my limiting the numbers employed.

I fight hard, undoubtedly, to keep impostors off the works ;
but I never yet

refused employment to a really destitute object, nor would I hold office one hour

after I was required to do so.

We have got a supply of provisions to Ennis, which has afforded great i*elief

;

but they will not last more than a few days.

I have heard nothing further of the wishes of the Board with regard to the

Rev. Mr. Lynch.
I am quite ready with my case.

I am doing what I can to throw some light on the case of Hemiessy. A fact

has come to my knowledge that will, I think, have that effect.

The attack on poor Harrington is a most atrocious business. The pay-clerks

are all getting frightened out of their wits. They complain that the police force

is not strong enough. I have written to one of them, who sent me that mes-

sage, to ask if he would like a troop of dragoons, with a piece of artillery. I

foresee, in a very short time, the forces will all become inefficient
;
some from

real, others from affected, fears.

We were very near being obliged to stop the works again this morning in that

unfortunate Clare Abbey ;
but we have got hold of the offender, and will put the

law in force against him to the uttei*most.

Captain Gordon to Mr. Walker.

Macroom, January 2, 1847-

On my leaving town this day, in order to inspect works, I met the

labourer's of the road, No. 119, coming into town. They complained that they

had only received from 4d. to b\d. a man. I persuaded them to go back to

their work, and which they did quietly.

On inquiry from Captain Gordon, 75th Regiment, he informed me that the

men had been very idle; he allowed them %d. for every cubic yard of cutting,

and 1 s. Id. for every cubic yard of broken stone.

I consider myself that the task was not too hard, and that the parties will

work better next week.

The Hon. C. Clements to Mr. Elliott.

Milford, Ramelton, January 2, 1847.

I PRESUME you have seen the Treasury Minute lately published, describing

the different modes intended to be recommended to Parliament by which landed

proprietors may obtain loans to enable them to establish repi'oductive works for

the employment of the people. This seems to have given general satisfaction

;

but the public do not appear to have noticed the absence of an essential point of
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information. We have no information as to the circle n'ithin which property is

to be liable for the maintenance of the poor, and without this v'e know nothiiig.

How can any prudent man render himself resj)onsible for vast expenses until ho
knows what his other liabilities are to be ? lie may employ every man on his
estate, but he may be obliged to contiibute to the relief of others on adjoining
estates over whom he has no control.

By the Labour Act, passed at the close of last session, all presentments were
for the whole barony. In this barony there are no less than eight relief districts,

the aggregate area of which is 309,56 1 acres. Whatever bad management tlicre

may be in one the payment is spread over all. There is therefore no incentive
to good management.
Some people advocate the reduction of the liability to propei'ties, others to

townlairds. I ol)ject to both. To properties, because it would be imfair on the
small proprietors, and pretty much for the same reason to townlands.
A townland is a division of land extending over tlie whole of Ireland, but the

extent is very various. In some places it varies from 200 to 500 acres
; but there

are many cases where the number of acres is not greater than eight, and others
•where they extend to some thousands. Supposing that they averaged 500 every-
•where, still the arrangement would be imfair, because numberless instances would
be found where the employei's of labour lived in one townland while the em-
ployed lived in another. In towns this is almost always the case, and very fre-

quently in the country. Some isolated townlands might be ruined by such an
arrangement. The large proprietor might obtain power to unite townlands. But
wliat union would there be amongst the people when the townlands are dcbiched,
as is so much the case on every property ? and what would become of the town-
land belonging to a person who had no other ?

But I apprehend quite a diiferent arrangement. I am informed that the pro-
ject is to extend the circle of liability rather than to diminish it. If this be done,
our doom is fixed, for nothing but a scramble can ensue, and a scramble which
must infallibly be extended to England at no very distant period. If, say one
county, is to pay for the relief of its poor, they will soon be obliged to call in the
assistance of another, till it is extended to the whole. It will then become a
general tax, in which England must participate, when there wdll be a general
tax for the maintenance of the poor in the whole kingdom, which will be the
beginning of the end.

This is a most important point, and I fear that some of our best Poor Law
authorities entertain a different view from that which I hold. I have thought
over it long and anxiously, ever since the question of a Union settlement was
senously mooted two years ago, and I am unable to come to any other conclusion
than that such a step will be fatal.

Let us consider the point as regards England. It is argued that the small
parishes have always been found to be the most pauperised, because a man has
not sufficient field for his labour, and the rate-payers feel the expense of the
maintenance of one extra family so much that they are ready to adopt any scheme,
however impolitic, to rid themselves of it, even though it may ultimately increase
their expenses. I admit this. But I contend that because some parishes arc too

small, it is no reason for making others too large
;
and when once you extend the

circle of liability so as that the people cannot readily meet and co-operate, and
do not readily know the persons they relieve, and the cause of relieving them,
you have abandoned one evil for another. Take an ordinary sized Union, 'u’ith

a market-to'wn in the centre, and divide it only into four parts, you will find that
the people in one of these quarters know nothing ofthe doings ofthose in another.
They will therefore be unable to co-operate with them.
But it Avill be said, the co-operation in question is not required. Give me a

good Board of Guardians, and good relieving officers, the cases will be properly
sifted and disposed of on principle. It is the parish “ miderstandings” and schemes,
the knowledge of people, and little interests that are made, which destroy all the
good maxims. Surely people who argue thus have not seen the effect produced
by the humanity-mongers who may be met with on so many Boards

; men sent
to advocate unreasonable relief. Are they not left in a minority because the others
feel and dread the effect on the rates ? But increase the circle of liability so that
people will be less able to put their finger on the exact point which has produced
the increased expenditure, and their power of resistance will be diminished. The
rates will gradually increase, but nobody will know exactly why

;
the numbers
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of figures aud of people relieved will be too great for any man to grapple with

who does not give up his time to it, and the time of a man who is equal to such

au undertaking is too valuable to do so. He will give the thing up in despair,

and make room for the schemer, who will have his own objects in increasing the

expenditure still further.

If my argument applies to parts of a Union, how much more will it not suit a

number of Unions, each with a separate Board, deciding on various expenses

which are not to be confined to one, but spread over the whole. Each will of

course endeavour to obtain as much as possible of the general fund, and no power

or central authority that could be invented will be able to prevent it.

For these reasons I contend that so far from extending the circle of liability,

as I hear is intended, it is already too large, and should be reduced very con-

siderably.

The proprietors cannot, of themselves, establish any efficient system, unless they

join the co-operation of the farmers and other leading occupiers. The circle of

liability must therefore be kept within their po-wers of seeing that their expendi-

ture depends upon their own management. Let it be as large as possible consistent

with this. The electoral division of the Union in this country is the only local

organization which can come near this. Every one thinks well of what he has

done himself, especially when he has taken pains about it, and I think the electoral

divisions I formed well suited to the object ;
but I hear that many in other parts

of the country are quite too large. They certainly are much larger than mine.

So I say, let a Commission be formed, or any power be established to effect alter-

ations in them, and then we may have some hopes.

But it will be said that many electoral divisions are so poor that they never

•will be able to meet their difficulties, and the expense of maintaining the hordes

of paupers on them. My answer is, that it will do them no good to involve

others in their ruin. But they may receive assistance, and assistance judiciously

applied may rescue even them.

I have reason to believe that Government have had serious thoughts of sending

money to some Unions where they said the rate could not be collected. Nothing

would be more fatal. The collection will stop everywhere if this is done.

Mr. Stronge to Mr. Trevelyan.

The Ahhey, Ty-nan, Ireland,

January 3, 1847.

I HAD not intended to have written to you again so soon, but really, in

consequence of the apparent apathy ol' the Board of Works with regard to

giving employment to the people of this district, things are beginning to assume

a most alai-ming aspect. I enclose, for your information, copy of a circular

addressed by my father, as chairman of the Tynan Rehef Committee, dated

31st ultimo, together with a copy of the resolutions come to by that body on the

same day, from which you will perceive that the Committee call on the several

landed proprietors in the district to commence draining on their own account.

This, they will no doubt do, to as great an extent as their means will let them,

and the most destitute may possibly be employed for a few -weeks, but in conse-

quence of the distress of the times, the funds of the several proprietors will soon

be exhausted, aird the employment of the people by them must necessarily cease,

imless something is done on the part of the Government, either by loans under the

Presentments of the Sessions held nearly three months ago, or under the recent

Treasury Minute, which would be preferable.

The gentry in this part of the country are getting very impatient at what
appears to them neglect of their representations on the part of the Board of

Works; and they are beginning to be alarmed at the increased and increasing

excitement of the people. Already symptoms of incipient Jacquerie are begin-

ning to show themselves in this hitherto peaceful county. As an instance of

the distress, one farmer on my father’s estate has, within the last few days, been

robbed of turnips to the value of 25/. by paupers from a neighbouring property

;

and outrages, I am sorry to say, are commencing, aud God only knows to what a

crisis matters will arrive at, unless something is done by the Government.

My lather, as a temporary relief, until the Government act, intends to-morrow

to take 80 labourers (in addition to those he already employs) into his service.
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and before the end of -week he -ndll give employment to upwards of 200. These
will not be people from his own estate, but taken from the destitute on the lists

of the Relief Committee
;
of course, as I said before, this c-annot last, as his

means are now very limited.

[Ciraclar.] Enclosure.

SiK, December 31, 1846.
I HAVE been requested by the Tynan Relief Committee to send you a copy of the

accompanying resolutions, which were unanimously agreed on at their meeting this morning,
and I would earnestly press them upon your immediate considei'afion.

I would also state my apprehensions that very serious consequences may be expected if some
employment be not immediately provided for the poor and destitute.

I have been informed by Mr. Prentice, the agent to the Caledon estates, that the tenantry on
these estates have applied in great numbers to have their lands drained for them, agreeing to

pay 4 per cent, upon the outlay
;
and I should hope that the tenantry upon the several properties

in this district would be glad to have their land drained upon the same terms.
By complying with the accompanying resolutions, you will at once assist in giving employ-

ment to the labouring poor, and I therefore hope that you will be induced without loss of time
to adopt the recommendation of the Committee.

I am, &c.,

J. M. Stronoe.
“ Desolved,—That this Committee strongly recommend the several landed proprietors in

this district forthwith to commence draining on their own account, and to apply to the Com-
mittee for a certain number of men in proportion to the extent of their property, in order
to relieve the pressure of destitution which is every day getting more severe. Some tenants
have already proposed to pay 41. per cent, on the expenditure.

“ Resolved,—That this Committee have adopted the Ibregoing resolution in consequence
of the unaccountable delay which has occurred on the part of the Board of Works in com-
mencing to drain under Mr. Labouchere’s letter. Ten weeks having now elapsed since the
Special Presentments Sessions were held in Tynan.

“Resolved,—That a copy of these resolutions be sent to each landed proprietor in this

district, and also to Mr. Labouchere and the secretary of the Board of Works.”

Abstract, showing the Total Number of Persons employed in Labour on
Public Works in Ireland, week ended December 26.

Men .

Women
Boys
Drivers

324,012

9,129

28,450
5,732

Total . . 367,323

This is an Abstract of Return sent to his Excellency, but additional
Returns referring to same period since received, make the real total—376,133.

Janvury 4, 1347. (Signed) H. D. J.

Expenditure.

£. d.

Amount for week ending 5th December, 1 14,714 7 1

» 12 „ 156,969 18 0
» 19 „ 158,890 16 4
„ 26 „ 154,472 10 4

£585,047 11 9

.Amount for the TVeelc ending January 2, 1847.

28th December .

£. s. d.

. 17,765 1 6
29 „ ... . 15,492 18 10
30 „ . . . . 43,891 4 1

31 „ . . .

1st January
. 52,298 9 n

2nd „ . 27,558 3
'

9

(Signed)
£157,005 18 1

H. Mason, Assistant Accountant
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Extracts from Deputy Commissary-General J. Stickney’s (Accountant to

the Board of Works) Letters of the 22nd Decembex*, 1846, and the

4th January, 1847.

We have 460 and upwards pay clerks ;
each pays weekly upon many

separate lists for labour. We have the debits punctually recorded against them,

but caixnot at present get at the credits due to them upon vouchei’S. It is a dense

mass of petty accomxtability, amounting in the aggregate to an enoi-mous sum.

Nearly 300,000 labourers sprinkled over Ireland in small sq^uads, each squad

chargeable against a separate road or woi*k for which there is a separate accouixt.

But the accountant’s branch is almost entirely taken up with reading hundreds

of letters daily, which require reference (refutation in very many cases), report

to the Board, &c. In short, one cannot accomplish any one thing propeidy,

because showers of papers are coming in every moment, each paper claiming

immediate attention.

In an organized depai’tment the business could be more subdivided, but in

one brought together hastily, method and system are almost impossible at the

outset.
* » * *

We shall probably be able to fix Mr. Weldon and Mr. Goodliffe, and others

also, to-moiTow in a separate house, hired for the pui’pose of extending our

accommodation, and of separating the pay-list Ixusiness from other duties which

the crowded state of our rooms causes to be mixed up very inconveniently,

besides the noise, &c., of constant references on many subjects.

It is really some consolation to me to find that you arc aware of the extexxt

of this centralhed business. I believe that the system of book-keeping by double

entry is carried out here most perfectly aixd satisfactorily. But the rendering oi

vouchers, with their schedules, abstracts, &c., will be a difficult task. I find that

we have 6000 and u])wards open accounts dispersed in 21 sets of ledgers, which

form an interesting library of 54 ledgers, 27 journals, and 4 cash books, and all

these of a lai-ge size. Of these there are

—

20 ledgers for loans,
]
The other services being of

5 ditto for grants,
[

minor extent, but all in-

12 ditto for drainage,. J creasing daily.

I heartily wish that the whole could be brought under your iixspection. Mr._

Trevelyan w’ished that one general account should be opened with the Bank oi

Ireland, in lieu of many distinct accounts with that bank for the respective ser-

vices. I had prepared a memorandum in readiness for such an alteration in our

practice
;
but I find on the part of the establishmeixt here so great a reluctance

to the change, and for reasons so well worthy of reflection, that I have not dared

to force this step “ against the grain," if I may so express myself. They have

a separate set of draft books for the heavy accounts, and separate pass books

i'rom the bank. This divides the labour among all the book-keepers, and ii an

error occur (or difference between them aixd the bank) it will be confined, pro-

bably, to one manageable book or sciwice. But, say they, if the “ Loans’

ledger make an eiTor, all the other ledgers must be compared with the bank

accounts to discover the error. The best reason, however, for the actual prac-

tice is, that the bank account would be so extensive (if a general account), that

it w'oixld be almost impossible to have it entered in separate journals and ledgers

in time to be I'etux’ned to the bank for new entries. I have greatly wished to do

what Mr. Trevelyan suggested (if not desired'), but all parties here dread a failure

as to correctness if it be tided. The solicitoi’, Mr. Stewaii;, does not think tlierc

is any legal objection to a general account at the bank ;
but the Acts of Parlia-

ment make mention of separate accounts, and the Drainage Commissionci*s con-

sider that their transactions should appear distinctly in one account at the Bank
of Ireland.

The great evil ^Ye have to contend xvith is being made the focus for every

complaint and gidevance upon every subject from every paid of Ireland. How-
ever insignificant the matter, it is necessary, at least, to read or guess at the mean-

ing of an infinite number of letters
;
so that really matters of grave importance

cannot he continued, but must’ie begun over and over again, and postponed in a

grievous way.

I ought to stop here and not to teaze you wuth our grievances ;
but I assure
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you ttol am witliout hope of ever reaping either satisfaction or credit from this
appointment beyond that negative satisfaction of having toiled daily from a few
minutes before ten m the momiiig (this dark season) until after seven in the
evemiig. Ahas^ dinner after that makes it 8J p. m. before one can have amoment for ijmet or reflection. Were the same or a longer time spent with any
sat,s/acto,y result, it would be well

;
but I fear that we shall fall into areears in

spite of every effort.
m

I was desirous of ascertaining the pay clerks’ credits (by pay lists) as speedila
as possible, and called for an immense establisliment to compass that end. Wewe now in the melancholy predicament of knowing only one side (the debtor) of
their accounts, and not even that, because circumstances have required numerous
ti-ansiers of money betumen the pay clerks and the inspectors of accounts (who
are only accountaiits upon special emergencies). Some pay clerks have been
robbed

; one has died
; many have been sick

; others have had their duties sud-
denly so much enlarged that they had no time to make accounts vp

;

very many
have resided. There must be a winding up of all this, and I dread the irrcffl
larities which we must expect to find. It is of little avail to talk about sijsiem
and theonj, &c. We have people to deal with who are regardless of rules and
regulations, and their places cannot be supplied if you dismiss them (engineers,
assistant engineers, &c.)

o

Military corps arid departments have that vast advantage of organization and
disciplme, so that they may be directed.

Lieut.-Col. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Off,ce of Public Works,
Dublin, January 4., 1847.

I HAVE had a gentleman with me this morning, wlio states that, from his
part of the country (Wicklow), there are cottier tenants of six and seven acresemployed on the works

; apathy and despondency have taken possession of them •

they have done nothmg, can do nothing, and will not endeavour to do anythingm i;espect to the cultivation of their holdings
; they have no seed

; and, instead
ot tbe poor being employed at this season in carrying sea-weed to the land, they
are all rdling about the doors of their cabins.

^

Lieut'Col. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public fPorks,

Januarij 5, 1847.
The following extract is from a letter this instant received from our In-jector of Accounts at Skibbereen “ This part of Ireland is in the most

precarious state, as touching the mm. They are all planning to go toAmerica; they ai-e selling off their cattle for a mere nothing; and, in fact, I

__

do dread some fatal results. The landlords themselves are holding on with
hard terms.” From aU accounts the people are in a bad way in that neivh-

Enclosure.

Extract from Report of Inspecting Officer at Skibbereen, week eiulliig January 2,

I have visited Skull several limes; the destitution is terrible. Food becomes dailydearer and scarcer, and the deaths increase. ^

The people are so weakened from starvation and disease, that a very large number cannot

Irif ? w L
does not exceed 6d. and 8d. and! ^yilh food at the

p esent high prices, and with large families, the workmen cannot live. I visited Kilmore

S f I g‘^ to-morrow

ci 11

®|)®^.fshead, &c., where I hear the same destitution prevails. To the state ofS ;Tb
Kilmore, &c.. I particularly beg?he aUentieu of^.eIjtrXbo ng that someth.!,g may be immediately done towards establishing a provision depot in

or two sSe°‘'
Harbour. I have addressed Colonel Jones on this subject L day

3 R
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Treasury Minute. , ,o

A

n
Januanj 5, 1847.

My Lords odvert to their Minute of 25th September last, in which regula-

tions were laid down for ensuring the greatest possible regularity and expedition

iHL execution of the duties imposed on this department by U.e provisions of the

Act of last Session, c. 107, and more particularly to the eighth clause of that Act,

which directs that the monies from time to time to he advanced by the Treasury

for the execution of works under the provisions thereof m any county, county of a

city or county of a town. sh.all be repaid by grandjury presentments, by half-yearly

inidments. lot less than 4 and not exceeding 20 in number as the Coinmis-

cinnpi-s of the Treasury may direct, with interest at the rate of 3^ pei centum pei

rSm; ard lStreLom^^ of Public Works shall, from bme to tm.e

/.pftHV to the secretary of the grand jury of each such county^ county of a city, or

cLnty of a town, in^which respectively such work shall have been executed the

amount of the instalment or instalments so to be repaid ;
such presentments to he

levied in the manner set forth in that and the subsequent clangs of the Act

My Lords also advert to the letter written to Mr. Redmgton in puisuance of

the said Minute in which he was requested to communicate to my Lords the

opinion ofthe Lord Lieutenant of Ireland as to the mimber of halt-yemdy inshilments

hy which the repayments of the advances to
'

V

Joie ;
to Mr. Redington’s answer thereto of 1 6th October last, m which

that his Excellency did not think it would he advisable at that tune to fix the

Inmht of inft^ by which these repayment wme to be ™ade ;
and to the

reply thereto from this Board concurring with his Excellency in opinion, bn

reSuesling to receive another communication from his Excellency when he shall

consider the period of repayment can with propriety be fixed.
_ _ r-o nv

Asthe Spring Assizes are now approaching, at which the Coinmissioners of Public

Works are reqSired by the Act to issue their oertihoates to the secretaries of the

grand inries several counties. &e., for the purpose of procuring a presentnient foi

fhe firsl instalment due, it appears to my Lords that the time has now airived when

it is incumbent upon them to proceed m the execution of the duty imposed upon

them by the eighth clause of the Act. of fixing the number of half-yearly instal-

ments within the limits pointed out by that clause m order that they may give the

necessary instruction to the Commissioners of Public Works on the suhjeet «
my Lords are unwilling to proceed immediately to decide upon this point without

being first in possession of his Excellency’s opinion thereon.

T?ansmit copy of this Minute to Mr. Redington, and request he will lay the

some before his Excellency for his information, and move his Excellency to favoui

mv Lords with his opinion on this important subject,
^ ,,, ,

r

Vonsmit also a copy of this Minute to the Commissioners of Pubho Works for

their information, and in order that they may be prepared to issue the certifacates

for the instalments, which, under their Lordships decision, may be required to be

presented at the ensuing Spring Assizes.

Mr. Trevelyan to Lieut.-Colonei Jones.

January 5, 1847.

I AM desired to say, that the course of proceeding laid down in the

memorandum of your Board, dated the 3lst December, is undoubtedly correct.

Presentments for drainage under Mr. Labouchere’s letter having been made for

the relief of the destitute poor of the barony, must he considered a5_ appropriated

to that ohiect ;
and applications for loans under the Treasuiy Mmute for the

drainage or general improvement of the same estates for which presentoents

have been sanctioned under Mr. Labouchere’s letter can he complied with only

to the extent to which they wUl not interfere with such presentments.

Presentments under the Act 9 and lO Viet., c. 107, whether made accordmg

to the mode described in Mr. Lahouchere’s letter or according to the strict lelfei

of the Act, are regulated both in regard to the rate of interest and to the period

of repayment hy the terms of the Act, and there is no intention of authonzmg

any departure from those terms.
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Treasury Minute.

479

January 5, 1847.

Read a Report of the Commissioners of Public Works in Ireland, dated
3lst ultimo, transmitting copies of the Reports of their officers on the estates
of the Earl of Devon and the Earl of Arran, who have applied for advances under
the Drainage Acts, and recommending the following advances :

—

To the Earl of Devon, for the Gheniagh district, county Limerick . £1,989
To the Earl of Arran, Donegal estate district £6,908

In the Tres^ury Minute dated 1st, and Mr. Trevelyan’s letter dated 15th De-
cember, a distinction is made between loans to individuals for the general improve-
ment of their estates, including drainage, to be executed by the proprietoi’s under
the inspection of the Board of Works, according to the provisions of the 32nd
section of the 1st and 2nd Will. IV., cap. 33, as amended by the 9tli Viet., c. 1,

s. 6, and loans to the Drainage Commissioners to enable them to execute drainage
works imder the provisions of the 5th and 6th Viet., c. 89 ; 8th and 9th Viet.,

c. 69 ; and 9th Viet., c. 4 ; and it was stated that, while loans would be granted
under the two first-mentioned enactments on the same terms as those authorised
by the 9th and 10th Viet., c. 101, namely, by equal half-yearly instalments of
3^ 5s. per cent, each, distributed over a period of 22 years, the loans made to the
Board of Works in their capacity of Drainage Commissioners, under the 5th and
6th Viet, c. 89 ; 8th and 9th Viet., c. 69 ; and 9th Viet., c. 4 ; would be repay-
able, as at present, by half-yearly instalments, according to an award of the
Commissioners, with interest at the rate of 4 per cent., instead of per cent., as
previously charged.

It was also stated that Bills would be submitted to Parliament to consolidate
and amend each of the above-mentioned classes of enactments.

Their Lordships have seen no reason to alter their opmion as to the expe-
diency of the course of proceeding laid down in their Minute of the 1st, and Mr.
Trevelyan’s letter of the l5th ultimo, as above explained; and they desire that
it may be strictly adhered to in all cases of loansmade under the above-mentioned
documents and the Acts referred to therein.

The applications of the Earls of Devon and Arran are for loans for Drainage
Works, to be executed in conformity with the provisions of the Acts 5th and 6th
Viet, c. 89; 8th and 9th Viet., c. 69 ;

and 9th Viet., c. 4.

Their Lordships ai-e pleased to comply with these applications, and the
Drainage Commissioners will therefoi*e (unless they can raise money on deben-
ture to enable them to make the advaces required) borrow the sums applied ibr
from the Commissioners of Public Works, who will issue certificates on the
Commissioners of the National Debt for the amount in the usual manner, and
the interest to be charged thereon will be at the rate of 4 per cent, as directed in

Mr. Trevelyan’s letter oi' the 15th ultimo.

Transmit a copy of this Minute to the Commissioners of Public Works for
their infoiTnation and guidance.

Mr. Walker to Mi*. Trevelyan.

Office of Public TP'orlcs, Custom House, Dublin,

January 5, 1846.

I AM, by desire of the Commissionei*s, to acknowledge your communica-
tion of the 23rd ultimo, enclosing the letter of the Rev. Joseph Cotter, Rector of
Donoghmore (copy), representing the very great distress existing in the vicinity of
Coachford, and praying immediate relief, and, in reply, to acquaint you that
immediate steps were taken to afford relief. It appears, however, that since the
date of the Rev. Mr. Cotter’s letter, 400 additional men have been put to work
in the parish of Donoghmore, making in all 500

;
and it is hoped that this

increase will afford the necessary relief.

3R9
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Captain Wynne to Mr. Walker.

Ennis, January 5, 1847.

I HAVE the honour to state, for the information of the Commi^iouers,

that I have decided on discontinuing the further issue of employment lists, ex-

cept on a very small scale, and where strong representations of undoubted desti-

tution shall have been made to me.
_ _ m, * »

I have come to this conclusion on the following groimds, viz.: 1st. lha.t the

numbers already employed in the district are sufficient to meet the exigencies of

the inhabitants. 2nd. That the magnitude of the demands for further employ-

ment renders compliance on my part impossible. The numbers authorized to

receive employment at present, and for the most part at work, amount to 33, < 6 1,

comprising men, women, and boys, about one and a half from each family,

dependent on manual labour. On taking charge of the district, on the 30th of

October, I found, as nearly as I could ascertain, about 27,000.

In my revision, I sti-uck off 9757 names improperly placed on the lists, and

since then have used my best exertions to controul all additions made from time

to time, requirmg in all cases strong proof of destitution *, and although no doubt

abuses still exist, I believe they are few.

There are at present in my office supplementary lists containing the names of

upwards of 10,000 additional applicants for employment ;
these are accompanied

by letters from the several Committees, stating, that “if employment be not

forthwith given upon them, the people will inevitably and immediately starve."

I cannot, however, place any reliance on these statements.

The Committees found their claims for increased employment on the advance

in price conseq^uent on the daily decrease of food in the countiy and affirm that

the wages of one, or even two men, cannot, at present prices, feed a family of six,

which is the average family in Clare, they therefore demand additional members

from each family amounting to six and upwards.

I have no hesitation in stating that present wages cannot feed these families as

fully as might be desired under ordinary circumstances
;
but it becomes a q^ues-

tion whether (laying aside the impossibility of exercising any control or supeiwi-

sion over the multitudes that compliance with the wishes of the Committees

would let in upon the works) it would be politic, by the employment of addi-

tional members of families, to furnish means of promoting prodigality in the con-

sumption of food at a time when, from the present prospects of supplies, national

economy appears indispensable.

I have endeavoured to impress upon the Committees the necessity and expe-

diency of deteimining their measures of relief by the absolute necessities of the

people. All further relief can only tend to embarrass the Public Works,
_

by

rendering control and supervision difficult or impossible ; to increase the diffi-

culties of the country, by increasing the demand and consumption of food,

must be considered as not only a useless, but a mischievous expenditure of the

public money ; I have therefore decluied the further issue of employment lists,

except in such cases as I have before mentioned. I feel that this coiirse will ex-

pose me to unpopularity if not worse, as the members of the Cornmittees on all

occasions point me out as standing between the applicants and the attainment of

their objects.

I shall take care that no lives be lost for want of employment ;
but I cannot un-

dertake to prevent many deaths fi*om want of food. Our local markets are now
merly nominal, and no merchant or trader will, or I believe can, promise us a suffi-

cient quantity for one week’s supply. The demands of the local traders are increas-

ing daily, and it often happens that they are completely run out. When time

admits of it, I visit the markete, stores, &c., and can at all times furnish the Com-
missioners with the fullest information on their condition and prospects, which are

at present very bad.
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Lieut-Col. Jones to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office, of Puhlic T'f^orJcs,

January 6, 1847.

In your letter of the 28th of December last, you request to be infoi-med

what was the cause of the stoppage ^of the works at Clonakilty, referred to in

Police Report
“ The Sub-Inspector at Clouakilty reports that six deaths took place in last

“ month from destitution, consequent upon the suspension of Public Works.”
The same was referred to Mr. Tracy, the engineer in charge, who reports as

follows:—“The works were completed before new Presentment Sessions were
“ held for the barony

;
the works were, as soon as presented, recommended to

“ the Board, sanctioned and commenced.” Signed, W. Tracey. Bandon,
January 4, 1847. What Mr. Tracy states as having taken place at Bandon is

of frequent occurrence in other parts of the country.

Abstract of Persons employed iu Labour on Public Works in Ireland,

week ending January 2, 1847.

Men . . . 366,112
Women . . 11,738

Boys . . . 33,832
Drivers . . 6,582

418,264

as per the returns received up to this date, but several baronies would appear to

be under estimated, and some have not sent any return as yet.

J. C. W.
Office ofPuhlic TPorks, Dublin, January 7.

Treasury Minute.

January 8, 1847.

Transmit to the Commissioners of Public Works the following extract

from the Absti*act of Constabulary Reports for the 4th of January, 1847, and
desire that they will report what the circumstances were which led to the breach
of the peace referred to therein, and that they will state whether the wages of
the persons employed on the Public Works at Ballea were, as alleged, reduced
from lOrf. to 8f?., and if so, what was the reason of the reduction ?

Ekclosure.

\_Extract.'\

“ On the 28th December, about 12 o’clock at noon, about 400 men employed at the Public

Works at Ballea, marched through the village of Lerrha to Colonel Dwyer’s residence to

remonstrate against their wages having been reduced from lOrf. to 8d. per day ; on their return,

they were driving away 72 sheep belonging to Mr. Hammersley, J, P., for the purpose of

slaughtering them, as they said they were determined not to starve; but through the inter-

ference of the Sub-inspector and the constabulary, they drove the sheep back to their pasture.

The Sub-Inspector represents the people to be in a very destitute state.”

Mt. Trevelyan to Lieut-Col. Jones.

January 9, 1847.

Although presentments under Mr. Labouchere’s letter cannot be dis-

charged by the substitution for them of works carried on by means of loans

under the Treasmy Minute, it will, of course, be understood that ii’ one or more
proprietors undertake, by means of loans, to employ the whole destitute popula-
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tion of a barony, the presentment will remain inoperative so long as this under-

taking is properly fulfilled.

For instance, the Barony of Farney is proceeding under Labouchere’s letter,

and I believe Lord Bath and Mr. Shirley have undertaken for the whole barony,

so as to employ the whole of the poor m it. Now if they wish to borrow money

under the Minute, and to employ the same men as their private labourers whom
they would otherwise have employed under the presentment arrangements, there

can, I think, be no objection to their doing so, and to our suspending the work

under the presentment as long as all the destitute persons in the barony are

employed by them as above. Presentments under Mr. Labouchere’s letter are

obligatory only so far as they are required for the relief of distress, and if, from

whatever cause, the distress has ceased to exist, and the lists ol destitute persons

furnished by the Relief Committees are withdrawn, the presentment will become

inoperative, or, in other words, as has been well stated in your third answer to

Mr. Vesey, dated the 16th November last :

—

“The works under the 9 and 10 Vic. c. 107, are sanctioned solely for the

“relief of destitution, and will be suspended, stopped, or proceeded with just as

“ the necessity is shown legitimately to arise by the lists of destitute labourers

“ (who can find no other emfloymenf)., furnished by the Relief Committees, and

“revised and corrected by the inspecting officers of the Board.”

Work done under Labouchere’s letter will, of course, be subject to all the

conditions of that letter and of the Act 9 and 10 Vic. cap. 107, upon which it is

founded, both as to repayment, and in every other respect ; but if land-owners

should be enabled to render the presentments inoperative by means of works

undertaken with the assistance of loans under the Treasury Minute, they will

obtain the benefit of the more favourable terms applicable to such loans.

1 understand the presentments under Labouchere’s letter to be for specific

works on specific portions of land, and if this be the case, the land on which such

works are to be executed must obviously be reserved to afford employment to

the destitute, if the occasion should arise •, else although the presentments might

not be legally abrogated, they would become so virtually, and the Govei-nment

would incur the responsibility of allowing the resources provided for the relief of

the poor, under the Act for that purpose, to be rendered of no effect. For this

reason I feai* it will be impossible to sanction loans for carrying on improvements

on the same portions of land, for improving which presentments have been

already sanctioned under Mr. Labouchere’s letter
;
but although substitution in

this sense is out of the question, I should hope that the same object may, in many
cases, be accomplished by the addition of loans for other improvemente in the

same neighbourhood, which will render presentments either wholly or partly

unnecessary.

Mr. Walker to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public PP'orJcs, Custom House,
Dublin, January 9, 1847.

With reference to your letter of the 7th instant, transmitting an extract

from, the Abstract Reports of the Constabulary, for the 4th January, 1847, and

requesting that a report of the circumstances which led, to the breach of the

X>eace referred to therein, should be made, and that the Board should state

whether the wages of the persons employed on the Public Works at Ballea

were„ as alleged, reduced from lOi/. to 8c?., and if so, the cause of the reduc-

tion.

I am, by desire of the Commissioners, to acquaint you, that having inquired

particularly into the subject, it appears that the rate adopted at the commence-

ment of Public Works, under 9 and 10 Vic. c. 107, by the engineer in charge,

was to give 8c?. per day subsistence money, until the period of measurement,

when, as soon afterwards as the calculations \vere made, a distribution of the sur-

plus earnings took place.

Strong representations some weeks ago having been made to the engineer,

that 8c?. per day subsistence was not sufficient to sustain nature li-om the high

rate of provisions, he increased the rate to lOd. subsistence money, wherever the
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labourers, by their work were entitled to it, thi'ee-fourths being the amount

sanctioned by the printed directions.

On this becoming general, the men in many districts relaxed so much in their

exertions as not to earn 6c?. a day, and it was in the attempt by the engineer to

restore the former rule that the outrage mentioned occurred.

In the present excited state of the country, it is almost impossible to strin-

gently enforce rules which in less necessitous times would be carried out

Roscrea, January 11.—Small farmers have totally neglected cropping and

preparation of their land; three-fourths of the holders ot land under 10 acres

are ascertained to be included in this report. This class are indisposed to culti-

vate
;
they get pay on the Public Works, when by far the greater part of the

time is spent in idleness, and they believe that such employment will in future

be provided by the Government.

The middle-men will probably be exterminated, as the sub-tenants caiiuot

pay ; and they, being in most cases subject to heavy incumbrances—annuities,

mortgages, &c.—must hand over the land to the head landlords.

All sorts of plunder and outrage are at present prevailing in this locality ;
and

no rnan is safe with a shilling in his pocket travelling a mile out of town by

day or night.

Roscommon, December 29.—Farming operations progressing slowly. Expects

there will be a greater breadth of oats sown in lieu of potatoes
;
many small

farmers hold over their oats for seed, and ai'e laboui’ing at the Public Works.

Recommend Government supjdy of seed, and paying people to labour on their

own land.

Limerick^ December 30.—Farmers generally employed ;
fully the usual quan-

tity of grain -will be prepared for, and turnips substituted for potatoes.
_

Longford, December —More wheat and grain than any previous year;

small farmers neglecting their land.

Dungarvon.—Operations among the large farmers much stimulated by recent

high prices. Small farmers entirely neglecting their lands; and unless sound

seed potatoes are supplied, the recurrence of the famine of this yeai‘ is guaranteed.

Clonakilty.—Ori the whole, a larger breadth has been sown. Very extensive

emigration may be expected in the spring among the small farmers, who have

made no preparation for next season’s crop.

Ballinan.—No doubt that nearly all the soil which was under potato cultiva-

tion last year will be sown with oats in the present. The lands of the small

farmers must pass into the hands of the landlords. Government will have to

assist largely, by finding the seed and paying the labour of its cultivation.

Kilrush.—All the small farmers have neglected their land ; they have the

soil, but not the seed
;
and unless Government supply this, the consequence will

be most serious.

Dungarvon.—Large farmers working actively; small farmers at a stand, and

likely to be rained if seed be not supplied to them ;
thus insuring a recurrence

of the present difficulties.

Fermoy.—Better class farmers not making the needful preparations
;
small

do : totally neglecting all husbandry, and going to Public Works.

CharleviUe.—?dxr breadth of wheat sown ;
the cottiers not working, and

everything looking black as possible, all relying on the Board of Works.

Tuam.—The small cottier tenants seem to take no interest in the land, and

have neglected the customary collection of manure
;
all flock to the Public

Works. Hopes are raised for the future crops by the present healthy weather.

Lovghrea. As much wheat sown as usual, but nothing done towards pre-

paring and manuring the laud for the potatoes. The people have but little care

in securing the dung-heaps this year. „ „ , . r> tv
Thurles.—Potato groimd left untilled, people all flocking to the Public

Works.
Husbandry operations going on as usual, in respect to the sowing

of wheat ;
many middle-class farmers in the interior not employing laboui’ers

this season.
^ r\

Moate.—Larger quantity of wheat and barley sown than usual. Oats are not
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sown till March, and this is the leading crop. The idea of planting potatoes

abandoned, and no manure collecting.

Cashel.—Small farms, such as 15 acres, totally neglected ; large farms culti-

vated as usual.

Boyle .—Small farms have totally failed, and are entirely neglected.

Cork.—I’or many miles round husbandry operations progressing as usual.

Castlerea.—Tenants refuse to pay rent on every side, and husbandry opera-

tions neglected.

Mallow.—Farming operations are as fonvard with both large and small

farmers as for some years past ; but expect that the culture of potatoes will

henceforth be entirely neglected.

Tralee.—All the preparations for the spring cropping entirely neglected,

peasantry seeking employment on the roads and Public Works.

Kanturk.—An equal breadth of wheat sown. Oats expected to be small
; as

for potatoes, it is out of the question that they will be tried again, unless seed

imported from other countries be supplied ; many farmers have left their potatoes

in the grormd as not worth digging. It is expected that a much larger breadth

of wheat will be produced next year than in any preceding. Farmers holding

over 20 acres very well off, in consequence of recent high prices.

Tipperary.— Husbandry operations retarded by the attraction to Public

Works
;
but the landed proprietors are now bestirring themselves.

Tallow.—Wheat, a larger breadth than usual
;

oats, imceriain
;

potatoes,

none.

Balllnashe.—Husbandry operations very backward. Wheat has been gene-

rally sown.

tVestport.—Husbandry up to this time has been completely neglected.

Galway.—Wheat usually sown in January ; thinks it will not be neglected;

oats and potatoes will be totally, unless seed be found by the Government.
New Ross.—More wheat sown than for the last 20 years

;
but the small

farmers have entirely neglected their farms, and are seeking employment.
Carrick-on-Suir.—Farming operations much as usual

;
small farmers badly off.

Clonmel.—Farming operations in rather a backward state
;
but the sowings of

corn will be much more extensive than previous years, farmers having curtailed

the sowings of potatoes. The small farmers, 10 to 20 acres, have totally

neglected their farms,

Nenagh.—Husbandry operations almost totally neglected. Distress likely to

be more severe in the next ensuing years, xmless immediate measures are adopted
for the cultivation of the land.

Mitchelslown.—Wheat has been sown to a greater extent than usual
;
other

husbandry operations are greatly neglected, and completely at a stand
;
no col-

lection of manure, which in ordinary seasons almost exclusively occupied the

attention of the working farmers at this period.

Captain Wynne to Colonel Jones.

January 12, 1847.

In order to reduce the numbers at present employed on the Public
Works, and thereby promote the preparation and tillage of the land, I would
suggest the following change in the present system, viz., that the labourers be
paid in food instead of cash.

By the substitution of food for cash-payments many of the motives which at

present induce members of the Committee to place improper persons on the
lists for employment would cease to exist, viz., rents, dues, bribes could not be
given and received with the same facility.

The people of this countiy have hitherto been quite unaccustomed to cash

:

small farmers pay their rent with the only money they ever see
; and labourers

rarely, if ever, receive cash for their labour.

The farmer will force himself on the works for cash-payment where he would
not work for food : the latter he considers derogatory.

j

The circulation of food through the country would be a guarantee against

starvation
;

that of money a strong temptation to dishonesty and corruption
amongst all classes in this country.
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Food depots should be established in each relief district, to be supplied from

a central county depot. . ,

These depots to be under the superintendence of a person, who should lurnish

o-ood security and receive five per cent, for the distribution of the Indian or

other meal to the labourers on their presenting tickets from the pay-clerks m
payment or part payment of their wages, as per annexed form.

The pay-clerks should, on being furnished with the pay-sheets, fill a ticket

for such proportion of the labourers’ wages as should be decided on, and hand it

to the labourer, together with the balance in cash.
^ ^

That any person refusing these terms should be forthwith expelled irom the

This plan takes for granted that depots must be established by the Govern-

ment ere long.

Enclosure.

Inch and Kilmealy Relief District.

Please to issue to

Indian meal for work performed week endin' ,
1847 .

Garrett Parkinson, Pay-Clerk.

Meal De-pot, Ennis.

Check List of Workmen Employed

from the

N.B. I should recommend a larger proportion to be paid

Lieut-Colonel Jokes to Mr. Teeyeltan.

January 13, 1847.

I HAVE lust completed the perasal of the weekly reports from our inspect-

ins officers, and the impression they have made upon my mmd is anything but

cheevin"- ;
many of the Belief Committees are very ti-onblesome, forgetful oi the

obiect for which they were constituted, and apparently have offiy one object m
view which is to get as many persons employed as possible,mstead of anxiously

endeavouring to keep the numbers as low as the existing edamity will penult.

The pressurf upon s5me of our officers is so great, that they have felt them-

selves forced to yield, or else, like Captain Wynne, m Clare, to refuse all, and

bVso doing to draw down upon himself and the Board all the odium and vmdio-

fee foeliuA of the poorer classes. I believe we have reached the utmost point

to which we can find work, that is. road making ;
it miqi be a very consolatoy

reflection for gentlemen to know that they have voted thousands and thousands,

of pounds for work, without considering how it is to be expend^ ; and very

probably at the moment they did so, well aware that nether the Board nor ite

IfHcers could find roads to make or improve which would afford employment,

tbev cvv out that the gi'eat communications of the country are destroyed, ^d I

have no doubt that for this season they are all more OT less senously injured, and

many nearly impassable ;
but whose fault is that . Not ours._
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of
per Day.

Cash. Food. Total.

Thomas Carraoily .

James Carroll . •

Henry Kennedy
Thomas Harti};an .

1

1

1

1

'i

1

.! -

1 1

'1
1

.. 1

1

1 1

1 1
1

1'.!

6

6

5

»

s. rf.

0 10

0 10

0 10

0 10

0 10

£. s. d.

0 5 0

0 5 0

0 4 2

0 3 4

0 4 2

». </.

2 6
2 6

2 1

1 8
2 1

2 6

2 1

1 8

2 1

0 0

0 ft 0

0 4 2

0 3 4
0 4 2

Total . . 5 4 26 5 10 1 1 8 10 10 10 10 1 8
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You will observe •\vith re^et the serious apprehensions which many of the
officers entertain of the mortality which will occur from the want of provisions,

and that_ within a very short period. I allude to Leitrim, Roscommon, Galway^
Mayo, Clare, Kerry, Cork, and Tipperary, as well as Wicklow.

It is really provoking to hear the calmness with which people talk
;
they say

the period has not arrived (of course you are aware that all the great farming
operations are regulated by particular days in the calendar, and ^not by the
season). Now it is generally admitted that the cropping of land is perfoimed
too late ; and such would appear likely to take place this year. I cannot help
thinking that the Agricultural Society has not put forth all its energies, or turned
its attention to questions of vital impoilance, by pointing out through their agents
what w'as proper to be done with the land, so as to insure early crops. Here we
are in the middle of January, the land untilled and choked with weeds, and no
preparation in the way of seed. It lias been suggested to us by several indi-
viduals that, in order to force the tillage, that all the Public Works should be
stopped for a fortnight or three weeks. I do not think, considering the numbers
looking to us for their daily support, that such could now be done

; but it only
shows what opinions there are upon the subject, and the conviction that nothing
but some very decisive steps on the part of Government will accomplish it, is

beginning to force itself upon men’s minds.
There is a great delusion about emigration. It is generally supposed that all

the small farmers are hoarding all the money they can procure in order to make
a stock for the spiing, when they intend to bolt, leaving the landlords in the
lurch.

Commissioners of Public Works to the Lords of the Treasury.

Office of PuhJie W^orhs, Duhlin,
January

It is now our duty to report the progress of Relief during the month of
December, at the close of the natural year, while disti'ess is rapidly increasing,
but while we have still before us the months during which the poorer classes in
Ireland usually suffer the greatest privations even in ordinary years.
The sums expended and the numbers employed during the month are as
nder ;

—

Week ending Employment. Expenditure.

December 5 . 334,285 £ 1 ] 4,714
December 12 . . 330,881 156,969
December 19 . . 343,687 158,890
December 26 . . 398,231 154,472
January 2, 1847 . . 440,687 157,005

The increase in the Labour Roll has occasioned a corresponding increase in
the establishment, which at present is

—

Number. Expense.

£. j. d.

Inspecting OfiRcers ... 74 154 12 6 per diem.
Engineers 36 74 2 6 „

This falling off in the numbers arose from the interruption of the works during
the frost and snow.

Assistant engineers and surveyors

Check clerks

Overseers

Draftsmen and clerks

Dublin . .

I L/Jerks (accountants) j

Pay inspector

Pay clerks

Number. Expense.

£. d.

385 385 0 0
2832 424 0 0
6894 1206 9 0

13 52 0 0

132 43 13 3

36 63 0 0
495 371 5 0
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staff, ^,hicli It has been necessary to create for the control of the immense uum-

orowdTfT‘^1- r* A ® “'““Mo" >“= '^0011 «to rejection of the

harbLfrfmcnl?? "’’“fo in other classes ithas been difficult to procure persons properly qualifled. It ivill be seen bv theabove figures to amount only to 7 per cent, on the expenditure for labour a pro-

nublto nffi'of?h“^
“ oxtensive works either private orpublic

,
and of this only three items, the pay clerks, check clerks, and overseers

toL^ 1
“ Presentments. To this, however, has to be added the cost oftools and implements

;
but they continue in use, and will have to be spread as a

thfs“FF ‘a Oh “11 the works at a future day. *Biit withthis addition and other incidents, the expense will not exceed 10 per cent.

cecTed iF proofs of the favourable results whicli have pro-ceeded horn the rigid scrutiny which, under every odium, our Inspectiim Officers

dSlt wdmLT C““mittees. In several

a,i? ,™te Fb* ™P™Pfly placed on the lists have been removed.

Fofin?'wm F eloects, tillage has been resumed
; but this

iinfi-eZeT?' 1
^ ^1'® Committees themselves arc notunliequently deceived, or yield to a pressure they are unable to resist • so tlvif-every new work undertaken, or every addition of labourers to any old’work is

thrutcuV T" ’™“' This is indeed^ incidental' to
flie peculiai character oi the distress, which sometimes involves persons formerly

Zi mt“T ' “ "8-ilauce over the claims of the doubthd cTatxthan may afterwards prove necessary.

P“‘''‘ “f Committees as to their

wFbZ O F ™ which they hove sometimes placed labourers

FiW tor
* “' V,themselves beginnhig the works presented for withoutwaiting for your Lordships sanction; these we have met by simply witliholdimr

payment. They have sometimes supposed that a certain control S' the works and

Frt of „‘r
™ “them. In some instances mistakes on thopait of our own officers have led to this, but it has generally been set right by

S^md to afforZFr ‘ P“P“fy to the inycstigatioii ofdistiess, and to affoiding the advice and recommendation which their local

FTiltoff‘Z uF numerous candidates for employment in our branch of

Z of
^ ?%™Twhen composed, as in many cases they

are, of mfiuentid and high-minded gentlemen, they have proved of real utilitVand have cordially supportedusm the organization necessary to the effort ivhi ch has>een made to reheve an almost universal distress by (so called) Public Laliour Inother cases they have expected impossibilities, looking to labour alone for reliefand for immediate relief, heaping on us the odium of circumstances over whichwe had 110 control. Yct it must be admitted that this was in some degree natural
at the commencement ol a distress wholly unexampled, and which broke uponthe country so suddenly and simultaneously, that no one knew how to meet it

fFlt w T f;;.““™eiit be understood to claim for ourselves immunity from

wb'\
^ difficulties of the most formidable character to encounter, forwhich w e wmre wholly without assistance or time for preparation

; but tlicso
matters are generally assuming order, and we trust that all parties now begin tosee that there is a limit to jiublic labour, and that it is not possible to coZiuethe system of providing public work at every man’s door, which, though to agreat extent practicable and successful at first, materially changes its characterwhen exteiided finm 40,000 or 50,000 men for a few months, as was the case

tW wrk” *' a whole year, with every probabilityth^ both the numbers and the time will bo yet doubled.
* ^

fsain advert, as the principle being good to a certain
extent, that labour on Public lYorks may be made available for the relief of
distress, it is only necessaiy to define that extent, and adopt a system of works^ general as the distress unfortunately is.

F*®'*
of Relief Committees has been entered into on our part only inrelerence to our Inspecting Officers, who are in immediate contact with themIn the engineering branch we have felt, as before, the want of a sufficient force

ZF’lF rapidly increasing; but this want will diminish
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There has been nrnch difficuUyin"7*^
of the labourers themselves but, tom uork which

and lay out the tasks beforehand, and the ii regular ua

dir;\f up aVrem which we could etdbrce only to so hmtted

an extent. c^.vpml influential quarters, that the ' works

We received representations from
enforced, as materially

were consumed so rapidly fiom tas
thereby adding enormously to the

to increase the difficulty
°7Ttfp?°ohiection would equally have arisen tom

expense of the counties; the iidered absolutely

the higher wages which the “XTom than one person tom
necessary, as it is not possible m

^ without any employment. But the

each family, while so ^miy Elites
3

former objection was not without
for utility, and had become

had passed the point at
'^'ij.Lhutiiiv relief Still the advantage is so great in

little more than a means of
*"7ri“i5ar labour and a strictly proportionate

prospect, of accustoming men to
;Ll,,«trv that we felt the effort ought to

recompense for individual exertion
agricultural drainage, which it is

be continued ;
and the present labourers, the

to be hoped will soon absorb ‘hir „ F
cautioned the engineers

setting of tasks will be
l^.ufi/'out fCircular 20. 26th October) that

to give notice when ™
St atoavs^^

others might be provided; but this has i

^a work has been discontinued,

nl’trthetn?sti“utrd! or the work completed before other work

’Tr^LtsSsslons have

Labouchere-s letter, to the unacco^^^^^ by the

bemg unequally allotted m the
comnelled to reject or modify them, so

necessary undertakings. We have “ oment such cases were made known
as to lose much valuable time. u

^ power, or to point

to us, we endeavoured to remedy the evil,.
though obviously

out the means by which It couH be lemedied. d
jjajaber of small

incidental to the system of providing ”7 ;„j t have been aiitici-

works. have not been, on the whole, “ 7 ““7^7„ataral. to new roads, hut

pated. We have met with opposition, as i
p ornamental grounds,

little required, and which materially tLsV' particular projects; but it

And we have had to oppose individual paU P
j j ^ rhat there have

is highly to the credit of the proprietors and gently ol treiaii

been SO few. tivnfx fnr an??er or reenmination, and

There is a general feelmg that this J-io
t

the terrible

that alllesser interests must merge ® g ^pply of tools and imple-

calamity which has fallen upon the cou^y. °
iosuffieieiit. In

meiits has engaged much oi oui
^ inability of the local manufac-

several places the pontraots Rave failed tom the ^ from

turers to fulfil their agieemeiits.
should gladly have procured in the

our Dublin stores many articles ^ manu&otuLvvould have afforded

country for the sake of the ^ U

hafet"p!rian;«
night. To threaten

“’'®‘'=®77‘7nfined to Clare xL reports of our In-

word in that county, nor is this confined to Cla . t
j the.

specting Officers in other counties '7^ ^ tRh toty vwSly under such

difficulty of compelling the overseers to do then duty vi„iia ,

intimidation.
, . , , . „ f,.„„„„r,tlv prominent in this respect, a
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while in the actual discharge of liis duty, by men armed 'witli pistols, but dis-

guised in women’s clothes, with veils. And the men on the works in this case,
as in that of Killeen, coolly looked on, if they did not aid the assa^in, while
Private Windsor, alone and unarmed, endeavouring bravely to defend himself.
We have, of course, in obedience to the orders of his Excellency the Lord

Lieutenant, stopped immediately the works
; but so sad is the destitution, tliat

humanity has generally compelled us to recommend their resumption in a
short time.

Within the last few days, in the formerly peaceable county of Kerry, Mr.
Patrick Kearney has been compelled by. intimidation to tender to us his resig-

nation. He is an excellent officer, and we yet hope to retain his services.

Nothing can palliate this atrocious conduct on the part of the perpetrators;
but we would not be understood in this any more than in our remarks on Relief
Committees, to condemn all for the offences of a few. In Ireland, as elsewliere,

when distress occurs, the turbulent few control the quiet many
;
nor are the

violent usually the most distressed, still the people are prevented by intimidation
from assisting with information; the gentry, thougli always anxious, are fre-

quently without the power
;
the police have never succeeded in discovering the

culprits, and we have only to add this to the other difficulties of carrying on the
works (such as they are) as well as they ought to be carried on.

The payment of labourers is the next subject to which we would advert ; to
this important point we have continued to devote the most unremitted attention,

and the complaints on this head have nearly ceased. In fact, with a few ex-
ceptions, the payments are now made with a degree of regularity whiclr the
enormous task to be accomplished, its delicate and critical nature, and the
rapidity with which the machinery has been framed will, we are satisfied, bear
the strictest scrutiny.

So extensive a system of individual payments, so widely distributed, has, we
believe, never been attempted before; but those who are conversant with
similar imdertakings will appreciate it more fully than those who have only the
detail payments or delays’ on a particular gang.

Inconvenience is chiefly felt during the first week of a labourer’s employ-
ment which canziot be paid till estimated and measured

; but this inconvenience

has in the best districts been obviated by advances of the Relief Committees
from their own funds.

We still continue to feel the want of silver, and have, in some cases, been
compelled to the altemative of paying gangs of 15 or 20 men with a pound note,

but the men mistrust each other and dislike the system, which it cannot be
doubted is very objectionable, and one to be adopted only as a last resource.

The necessity of closing a work as soon as the funds sanctioned for it are ex-
pended has, in some cases, caused inconvenience

;
it has generally arisen from

the estimates having been originally hastily made or insufficient. And from
greater bodies of men having been forced on them than was calculated by the
engineer as necessary, coupled with the shortness of the days and small quan-
tity of work executed. To avoid such stoppage and the consequent discharge

of labourers, as well as to leave the work in a safe state, we have, in some lew
instances, been compelled to exceed the sanctioned grant, in anticipation of the

next Presentment Sessions.

The appointment of Pay Inspectoi’s is beginning to produce the good effects

we anticipated, and from their being usually stationed in the same town with
the Inspecting Officer and conducting engineer, these three officers are enabled

constantly to confer with each other, and thus at once redress almost every local

irregularity which can occur. In order to guard against contingencies, we have
lodged 500/. to the credit of each district inspector as a reserve fund, and he is

furnished with an extra pay clei*k to malce any payment unforeseen or unpro-

vided for, either by the non-anival of the engineer’s estimate at the office, or

by any accident in the transmission of checks to the banks.

During the past month there have been several robberies of pay clerks. These
casualties are almost inseparable from the attempt to make payments on tlie

works instead of moving the men to a central office lor payment
;
and if the

condition of the country be considered, and the large sums which it is necessary

should be carried frequently of course through wild and unprotected districts,

[b. w.] 3 T
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it will, perhaps, he matter of surprise that they have been so few. We have

taken steps to discover the robbers and bring them to justice, and have been

partially successful. There are objections to a constant escort of police, indeed

the constabulaiT’ find it impossible to furnish such escorts, consistently with their

other duties
;
but we have ordered that in future no pay clerk shall travel

without the protection of an armed attendant.

The mere filling of drafts to be signed by two Commissioners, sometimes 350

in a day, has become a serious item in the expenditure of time (see Appendix).

We close here the subject of non-productive works as they have been called.

In regard to the reproductive works, for which undertakings have been

received from landed proprietors under Mr. Labouchere’s letter, we have the

pleasure to state that considerable progi'ess has been made during the month of

^
hi^u^ Report for November we mentioned that undertakings had been

received, and preparations for commencing works had been made in several

' We have now to record that presentments have been made, and comsponding

undertakings received, from 68 baronies, amounting to the gross sum of

254 675/. 19s. ^d., out of which operations have been commenced, or, are about

to be commenced, in 44 baronies, the undertakings for which amount to

178,950/. , . , , ,

The counties for which the undertakings for reproductive works have been

received are,

—

Antrim I’our. Queen’s County . . Five.

Doneo-al .... Two. Westmeath . . . Three.

Tyrone Four. Wexford .... Two.

Armagh .... One. Wicklow .... Two.

Down Two. Cork Four.

Cavan One. Kerry Two.

Monaghan . . . Two. Limerick .... Five.

Carlow I’onr. Tipperary .... Four.

Dublin Four. Waterford. . . . One.

Kildare Two. Galway .... One.

Kilkenny .... Three. Leitrim .... One.

King’s County . . One. Mayo Two.

Louth- One. Roscommon . . . One.

The works undertaken consist for the most part of thorough draining, accord-

ing to the Deanston system, the tendency being to sink the i'requent drains to

the depth of 3 feet, instead of 2 feet 6 inches as heretofore, and to increase the

distance between the parallel drains from 18 to 24 feet.

In some localities presentments have been made for sinking and sti-aightemng

sewers, to be used as main drains as preliminary to thorough draining, but at

least three-fourths of the works consist of thorough draining in pasture and

tillag'c lands.

When in tillage lands, great anxiety prevails among the farmers to expedite

the works, with a view to their completion by the beginning of March next, so

as not to interfere with the requisite tillage for the crops.

Our operations in thorough draining commenced in the barony of Famey, in

the county of Monaghan, where they have been now in full operation for six

weeks, and at present 900 men are steadily employed, and are making fail-

wages by task-work. W^e have received a satisfactoi-y report from our super-

intendent relative to these works, which will be found in the Appendix.

Similar works have been successfully commenced in the baronies of Lower

Strabane and Upper, Middle and Lower Dungannon, in the county of Tyrone,

and in the baronies of Upper and Lower Dunluce, Carey, and Kilconway, in

the county Antrim. Works are also commenced in the barony of Carrigallen,

in the county of Leitrim, in Frenchpark, county of Roscommon, and every

preparation has been made for works in the baronies of Dartree, in Monaghan.

Drainage works are in full operation in the barony of Delvin, county of

Westmeath, and have been commenced in two other baronies
;
and the same
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may be said of three baronies of tlie county Dublin, tu-o of Wicklow, four of

Carlow, one of Kildare, one King’s County, six Queen’s County, three Kilkemry,

three Tipperary, two Cork, two Kerry, and two Limerick.

And judging from the progress made in the arrangements, we have no doubt

that operations will have commenced in all the baronies for which drainage

presentments have been made within a month or six weeks from this time.

The publication of the Treasury Minute of the 2nd December last has much
lessened the anxiety of landed proprietors to undertake drainage presentments

under Mr. Labouchere’s letter, as it b conceived that the terms under the

Minute are more favourable, and that there will be less interference in the

detail of the drainage operations by the officers of the Board of Works.

It is certainly desirable that the proprietors should execute their own works,

and not act as spectators, while they are being carried out by this Board.

In this view we have received several applications from proprietors, who
have xmdertaken Presentment Works, for pei-mission to withdraw their under-

takings, and apply for loans under the Treasury Minute ;
but individual cases

we have been obliged to refuse, on the grounds, that the withdrawal of a single

presentment, say for 500/., in any electoral division, would cause a proportional

reduction, according to the valuation in every electoral division within the

barony, which would derange all our proceedings, and, in fact, defeat the object

for which the letter was promulgated. But, in one instance, in the barony of

Kinelarty, in the county Down, in wliich the whole of the Presentment Works
were undertaken by two individuals, an application for their withdrawal has

been received, and though it cannot be foimally admitted, still as these pro-

prietors have applied for similar drainage works to the same amount within the

barony, as long as they continue to employ the whole of the destitute on repro-

ductive works the Board will restrain operations on the works for which

undertakings have been received.

The only Railway Company with which we have been in communication

during the month is “ The Waterford and Limerick,” for which presentments

have been obtained in the baronies of Iverk, Iffa and Offa West, Iffa and Offa

East, and Clanwilliam ; and we have availed ourselves of the experience of

Captain O’Brien (formerly Secretary of the Railway Board in Englmid), whose

services have been placed at our disposal by your Lordships, to visit the line,

with a view of ascertaining that the Company are in actual possession of the

land through which it passes, and to communicate with the chairman and

secretory of the Company preparatory to commencing operations.

Drainage Department.

The amount of employment on the main drainage works has been, as might

be anticipated, reduced during December, owing to the severity of the weather

and the freq^uent recurrence of floods, rendering extensive employment on the

rivem and streams nearly impracticable.

Considerable exertions have, nevertheless, been made by our officers to keep

up the supply of employment in all localities where it was possible, and in these

cases local benefit has been derived *, in many instances, however, at the risk of

increasing the expense in working under disadvantageous circumstances which

nothing but the urgency of the case would warrant, though we entertain no

doubt whatever that the ultimate benefits to be derived will fully compensate

even for the increase in cost, as every portion of work done^ to aflbrd employ-

ment is stiU of a useful and reproductive class. This, with other matters of

interest, is exemplified by the extracts from Reports of our District Engineers,

furnished in the Appendix Papers, Nos. ,
from which and other

sources of information, we also find that the men of their ow’n accord continue

to leave the Drainage Works to seek employment on the road or Relief Works.

However objectionable, in some respects, this practice is,^ it cannot during the

severity of winter, and considering the nature of the Main (river and stream)

Drainage Works be prevented.

The following table in continuation of that in our last Report, shows the actual

amount of employment afforded, and expenditure on these Works during the

month, and the comparison thereof with the previous months.

[b, w.] 3 U
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ExpeDditnre. Average Men per Day.

September, 1846 . . 40 Districts . . £13,227 £4,939

October „ . 48 „ , . . 19,587 7,783

November „ . 48 „ . . 18,461 5,888

December „ • 59 „ . . 16,717 4,822

£67,992

In one of our works, the Shrule District, on the borders of Mayo and Galway,

where distress has been very great, we have fortunately had it in our power to

afford considerable relief, by allowing a mill, which we had taken with a view

to its removal, to be worked for the benefit of the poor on low terms. This

arrangement we were enabled to effect by suspending the works we had com-

menced above the mill, and thereby, with some slight works, rendering the water-

power again temporarily available. The details of the benefit conferred will be

.found in annexed extract from the District Engineer’s Keport. Paper, No.

Private or Thorough Drainage.

The number of applications for works of this class, under the provisions of

summaiy proceedings of the Drainage Acts, 9 Viet., c. 4, have greatly increased,

amounting to 33 new cases during the month of December, including, according

to the memorials of the applicants, more than 100,000 acres, lai’ge portions of

which however may not be investigated at present. The increase in applications

has been gi’eatest since the publication of your Lordships’ Minute of the 1st of

December, relative to the advance of loans for such purposes, and Mr. Trevel-

yan’s letter of the 15th of December on the same subject ;
and these applications

are now daily on the increase to such an extent that during the eight days of this

month which have elapsed, we have received 23 memorials for the drainage of

33,713 acres.

We are happy to be enabled to report this favourable tendency on the part of

the proprietors, to adopt the more wholesome practice of employment through
their own agency on the system, which in an early part of the year we had laid

down with reference to such works, assuming as we did at that time, that the

existing Acts would then have been made available for the purpose. We found,

however, with one or two exceptions, that the rate of interest (5 per cent.) at

which money was procurable under the Drainage Acts, coujfied with the appa-

rently more favourable terms of the Million Act, and the paralizing effects of the

present calamity, combined to prevent the fulfilment of our anticipations until the

early part of December*, when the example set by some proprietors, and subse-

quently the favourable terms of your Lordships’ Minute, appears to have given

new life and vigour to individual exertion, and aroused, we hope effectually, a

more self-reliant spirit.

It is right also to add, that many of the best-intentioned persons were checked
m their progress towards the adoption of such a course by the inapplicability of

the Million Act to their cases, and the fact that the Public Works Act, 9 Viet.,

c. 1, requires an application to be made to the Court of Chancery, as well as to

this Board, before a loan could be obtained. This in ordinary periods, and in

the most favourable circumstances, would, we believe, retard, if not prevent its

operation in Ireland, and therefore operated still more objectionably during the

present crisis. In illustration, we have only to state the fact, that no proceeding

under this Act has been followed to completion; and, under the Million Act, but

two small cases have advanced so far as to enable us to apply for your Lordships’

sanction for loans thereunder.

From all these causes, combined with the facilities afforded by the provisions

for summary proceedings (contained in the Drainage Acts), for proceeding quickly

to ^vork in cases of the properties of individuals, the applications are now almost

entirely confined to operations under these provisions, and probably will be .so

until the passing of a new law, which, as intimated by your Lordships’ Minute,
may be so analogous as to render this course the best under the circumstances of

the case. To meet the pressure wdiich these increasing applications has brought
upon us, we have called upon applicants to furnish, by their own instrumentality,

according to proscribed instructions, such information in detail for each case as

will confine the operations of our officers to reporting upon the information thus

furnished, and the prospective advantages of the proposed projects.
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In this way, by hearty co-operation on tlie part of the proprietors, we liope to

be enabled to proceed very rapidly tlirough the preliminaries ; and we have made
such arrangements, as regards the execution of the works, that the duties of our

officers will be confined to fortnightly or monthly inspections, and certifying the

value and quantity of work done, upon which we shall be prepared, in cases

sanctioned by your Lordships, to remit to the proprietor or his duly-ajipointed

agent* the amount of money certified, which is to be paid by him according to

fixed rules, and without any direct intervention on our parts to the labourers

employed. In this way we confidently expect a large amount of emjdoymeut
will be diffused over the country near to the homes of the labourers, Avith mani-

fest advantages to the proprietors, farmers, and labourers on such lands as shall

not be at the time under crop.

Fishebies.

The Curing Stations at Roundstone, Belmullet, and Killybegs are now
established, and nearly ready for the commencement of operations. OAving to

the remoteness of these stations, considerable delay has been experienced in the

arrival of salt from Liverpool, and in procuring materials to erect and comifiete

the necessary smoking houses, curing vessels, &c. Up to this time Ave have not

received advice of the arrival of the salt at Roundstone.

Mr. Ffennell, one of our Inspectors of Fisheries, devoted the greater portion

of his time during December to the detail arrangements at these stations
;
and

although there has been, necessarily, much time occupied in making the prepa-

ratory arrangements before commencing the purchase and cure of fish, yet, Ave

are happy to state, tliere has been no important loss of time. The cost of the

preparatory arrangements, alterations of buildings, &c., Avill be found so small,

as to shoAv to private traders tliat tliere is no insuperable barrier, in these

respects, to tlieir entering upon the trade, and that the so doing Avould not in-

volve the risk of much capital.

It is also gratifying to be enabled to report that, in the vicinity of some of the

stations, arrangements are in progress by the fishermen themselves to take ad-

vantage of the market Avhich we are about to offer ;
and that, in some instances,

the proprietors have promised to aid the fishermen with loans to enable them to

prepare for the fishery.

We have sent to each station, as an experiment, about 25^. AA-ortli of fishing

tackle, to be retailed to the fishermen for cash at cost price, including carriage,

and a moderate commission only, in the first instance, until the result of our

operations shall have improved the means of the fishermen, and led to the esta-

blishment oi' private traders. We have also made arrangements to sell salt in

small quantities (at the average price Avhich salt in the neiglibourhood Avould

sell in bulk ) to the fishermen and others Avho shall desire to cure their

own fish on the principles which the curers employed by us are prepared to

teach them, and thus confer more important and lasting benefits on the people

than the mere establishment of a station would be calculated to produce.

We believe the establishment of salt depots, combined Avith curing stations

and suitable instructions to the maritime population, to be one of the most im-

portant means of improving the sea fisheries, and rendering them available, both

as regards employment and food, in relief of the existing destitution. It is desi-

rable that private enterprise, or even charitable funds, should be directed to this

object
;
but, in the absence of these, Ave feel convinced that the course autliorizod

by your Lordships to be taken, with the means placed at our disposal by the

Reproductive Loan Fund Society, is the least objectionable that could be at-

tempted by the Government, and may even admit of temporary extension, after

a short interval, in case the example be not followed by private traders.

With a view to the diffusion of useful instruction on this subject, Ave have

published and distributed some practical papei-s, furnished to us by Sir Thomas
Dick Lauder, Secretary to the British Fishery Commissioners, AA'ith some pre-

fatory remarks of our OAvn.

In order to show what may be done by the fishermen themselves, as regards

the curing of fish in*their oavii houses, and such a preparation of the fish as an

article of food as Avill render it most agreeable Avith bread stuffs in lieu of the

* Security is to be given to us, as inthe case of any ordinary paymaster, for the due application of the funds.

3 U2
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potatoe, we have also published and distributed brief instructions, prepared by-

Mr. Ffemiell from the observations made by him during his recent visit to Scot-

land. A copy of this paper is annexed in the Appendix, No.

We are much pleased with the zealous and able manner in which Mr.

Ffennell has performed the duties connected with the -whole of this under-

taking.

We have also prepared Instructions for our agents, and determined for the

present on a schedule of prices to be adopted, within the limits of which alone

these agents are to act, impressing upon them that the leading object is to esta-

blish a steady daily market for the fisheimen that will take all the produce of

their labour without delay, and that the accomplishment of this object is looked

upon as oi‘ much gi*eater moment than the amount of the purchases, or the

q^uantity of fish cured by us.

We do not attempt to conceal that the whole operation is a delicate and diffi-

cult experiment to be carried out by a Goverament Board
;
the duties are, in

many respects, anomalous. We must, on the one hand, in order to make the

exjjeriment useful and stimulating to private traders, take every step with the

greatest caution and economy
;
we must, in fact, endeavour, legitimately, to

make a full and fair profit on the undertaking in every stage; yet, on the other,

we must avoid undue interference with private traffic
;

nay, more, must en-

courage and promote it as far as practicable, throughout both circumstances

keeping in view the main objects of increasing the supply of food and ot em-

idoyment.

Piers and I-Iarbours.

In the month of December we issued declarations in the following

cases :

—

Mountcharles, Slade,

Ballycotton, Annalong,

Arran Island, Bunowen,
Courtown, Loughan Lea.

Meetings were held to receive the assents or dissente of the rate-payers pro-

posed to be assessed in the following cases :

—

Ballyness, County Donegal

;

Carlingford, County Louth

;

Mountcharles, County Donegal

;

And we have to report that in every instance there was an unanimous consent

to the assessment.

Meetings, to be held in the following places in the month of January, have

been advertised :

—

Slade,
I

Annalong,

Bunowen,
j

Loughan Lea.

The final declarations are being prepared in those cases where, there being

no district assessment, meetings are not req^uired by the Act.

The works of the piers at

—

Rathmullen, Raigh, and
Ballyvaughan, Rush
Cape Clear,

are progi’essing satisfactorily, and the contractor for the Claddagh Pier is

making preparations in quarrying, &c., to commence the works.

The number of persons employed daily will be found in the Appendix.

Shannon Navigation.

The works on the River Shannon are progressing in much the same manner

as previously reported. The floods and severe frosts, adde’d to the short days,

rendering it unadvisable and impracticable to proceed with the general opera-

tions. The dredging and removal of some small shoals have been carried on,

together with the dressing and preparation of stone for the locks and bridges.
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The new bridges at Can-ick-oii-Shannou and Cootehill, County of Leitrim, are
ill a forward state, and will siiortly be opened for public traffic.

The number of men employed on the Shannon works will be found in the
Appendix.

Conclusion.

In bringing to a conclusion our monthly Report, for the termim^tion of the
year 1846, we camiot refrain from expressing the conviction forced upon us by
the rapid accumulation of events which makes every week such vital changes in

the necessities of the case, that in many localities no system of Public Works,
however zealously or anxiously conducted, no expenditure of money in
public employment, however lavish or uncontrolled, can prevent the fatalities

that are daily occurring, and that are still most likely to occur, during our
approach to the crisis of this heavy calamity.

The palpable evil in these localities is the absolute want of cheap food, and the
prospective want of food itself, even at high prices, which latter acts so power-
fully on the fears of those who have any means as to lead them to husband,
their resources for the worst part of the crisis.

In such periods of paralyzing distress we would anxiously avoid imputing,
blame, but as faithfully chronicling the progress of our labours, we must say
that were there more self-reliance exercised, more employment given by private
individuals capable of doing so, at an early peiiod, our very heavy and respon-
sible task would have been more easily accomplished, and fatalities, unjustly
charged against us, -would have been avoided.

_

Yet with all the admitted defects of tlie Labour Rate Act, and in whatever
light this Act may be now or hereafter viewed, it has, in the sudden outbreak of
a wide-spread calamity, wholly miparalled in Europe, in this or any other age,
furnished temporary relief to a very large number, and to that extent has gained
time during the few months it has been in operation. The attention of the most
able men in Europe, as well as here, haive been fixed upon the subject, and some
suitable measures may now be devised -to meet the extent and nature of the evil,

both of which are now more clearly ascertained. The famine is increasing-

;

deaths become more frequent
; and the prospect may well appal the stoutest

heart.

It must be regretted that it has not been possible to employ a yet larger
number, and still more that there are localities to which it appears impracticable
to extend relief by labour, or ordinary Public Works

; still the fact remains that
there are nearly half a million of persons representing five times that number of
human beings supported by labour; more than hundred and fifty thousand
pounds is distributed weekly among the people; and however compai*atively
useless the work, the people, with few exceptions, are orderly: they aregovenied.
The money so earned is free from the reproach which justly attaches to the only
alternative, gratuitous alms, which it must never be forgotten was in September
last the alternative, and the only alternative, between the results now obtained
and the almost total starvation ol‘ an entire class of the community.
The people generally are characterized by the most exemplary, the most

astonishing resignation and fortitude; and even the partial stoppage of a work,
when inevitable, either from violence to the officers or from want of foresight
or power on our part, or on that of the counties to provide others, is a most
serious evil.

We have repeatedly adverted to the obloquy that has been heaped upon us
for the administration of duties strictly limited and defined either by Acts of
Parliament, the well considered instructions of Government, or the veiy acts of
the public itself, with whom the responsibility of initiating by their Presentment
Sessions the so-called useless works, or refusing to present useful works, rests.

We have been held accountable for results which have aiisen entirely from
want of cordial earnest co-operation on the part of local parties with our officers

;

and in some instances from actual opposition to rules and arrangements made for
the protection of these very parties, and the systematic conduct of so enormous
a machinery.* As we are charged with partial failures almost inseparable from
the commencement of such a system, and machinery have been brought forward

• The whole of the Boards’ Staff will be found in a tabular form in the Appendix.
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with avidity as grounds of censure, and a distrust most injurious, indeed fatal, to

the best interests of the poor people, thereby frequently created, in some ui-

stances, cultivated.

Of all this we do not complain
;

it is perhaps inseparable from the excitement

of the time
;

it in no degree affects or influences us in our proceeding^ however

sensitively as individuals we feel its injustice ;
but we submit that it is of great

impoitance to the country that a Board, established for the administration of

sums, and the conduct of works best calculated to develope its resources, should,

to be useful to the fullest extent, enjoy the entire confidence of all parties in the

country without distinction.

For this reason we have deemed it our duty to report to your Lordships,

briefly, the various matters bearing on these subjects, in this and our previous

Reports, in order that when the excitement of the present time is over, ^d when

men can calmly consider the magnitude of our duties, the suddenness with which

they have been improved immediately after the re-organization of the Board,

and all the difficulties with which we have been embarrassed, they may be dis-

posed to give the Board credit at least for zeal and good intentions in the attempt

to fulfil most arduous duties.

We have from our Reports, daily, the rapid spread of destitution, and labours

strenuously to provide for its relief, content, in the execution of our painful duty,

to bear the injustice with which we are assailed, almost as if we created the dis-

tress. We are struggling to relieve, because we are confident the time will come

that jurtice will be done to our efforts, such as they have been.

And mean time we have respectfully to express our sincere thanks for the full

and entire support we have received from your Lordships, as well as from his

Excellency the Lord Lieutenant, and the Government in Ireland, in carrying

out the extra duties confided to us in this emergency.

APPENDIX.

(A.)

gjp^ Ennis, January 8, 1847.

I HAVE the honour to enclose an extract from the “ Morning Chronicle,” forwarded to

me by Mr. Hornsby, with directions to report to yon on the matters referred to therein.

I have entered in the margin explanations of the various points noted.

The article in question was written by Mr. Russell, who lately visited this locality
;
aim as

it is calculated to leave an unfavourable impression of the manner in which the works have

been conducted, I regret that he did not consider it his duty to state what I have heard him

mention with marked emphasis, that the efforts of the Board’s chief oflit^rs, which he so

highly praises, were not altogether without result
;
inasmuch as the works here were more

efficiently carried on than In any other county he had visited.^ Praise of this kind, however,

can Oiily be looked upon as comparative ;
for it would be in vain to contend that value is gwen

for the present enormous expenditure, or to deny that abuses to some extent exist; and all

that can be maintained is, that every exertion has been made use of to discover them, and to

correct them when discovered.
• i. i.

•
• i

Whenever an opporUmity occurred, the persons interested in any locality have been invited

to co-operate with the Board’s officers in discovering and correcting abuses. But this co-

operation has been almost invariably withheld : and, while on the one hand complaints have

been made of persons being improperly employed upon the works, and of there not being a

sufficient supply of implements or superintendence, the complainants have, on the other hand,

declined to mention the names of the persons alluded to, and have vehemently demanded the

employment of ailditional numbers, although fully aware there were no means of putting

them properly to work
;
and, at the same lime, they protested against procuri^ implements

from a disiaiice, although efforts had been ineffectnaliy made to procure a sufficient supply

in the various localities.

To give an instance of the difficulties to be met with

—

In the Liscaiinor Relief District, particularly referred to by Mr. Russell, where there were

by the census of 1841, 860 families dependent on manual labour, there at present employed

1160 labourers; and a few days since a demand to employ 460 more was made by the chair-

man, Mr. Cornelius O’Brien, who pointed Mr. Russell’s attention to the want of implements at

Liscannor sea-wall ;
and who, at the same time, promised, as stated by Mr. Russell, to pror^e

employment on the Public Works for the man Daly, reported by Mr. Russell as paying 60?.

a-year, liaving 50 acres of land, six cows, a horse, his rent paid, seed for his land, and some

grain to spare.

At present, in my district, there are about 33,000 persons employed, being on an ayei^e

li for each family dependent on manual labour, as given in the census ot 1841. This host

necessarily consists of old and young, able-bodied and infirm, even women and children are
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employed when destitute families have no other representatives. To din'd, to controul, and to
provide continuous employment for such a multitude, the sole support of about 150,000
individuals, is a monster task, the difficulties of which I was early aware of, and made every
effort to meet. 1 asked the Board for assistant engineers, and they sent mo from time to time
such as could be procui*ed. I asked for implements, and advertisements for teudei-s were put
in the local papers, and posted throughout the district. Some implements were, besides, sent
from Dublin; but a large supply cuuld not be procured, nor the means of transport. The
pressure lor employment became irresistible—urgent applications poured in upon the Lord
Lieutenant, the Board of Works, and their officers, who were called upon in the most sacred
terms, by appealing to their humanity, their sympathy for a starring people, their love of
peace, and the danger of outbreak, to employ the famishing people.
There was no alternative ; it was necessary to save the people from starvation, by pultino-

them to work as well as could be done, with the view of gradually providing for their most
advantageous employment. But that indiscriminate employment was not given, the fierce

attacks upon Captain Wynne and me for withholding it, amply testify.

By the revision of the Committee lists required by Captain Wynne, the numbers were greatly
reduced; in one parish, from 1200 to 700; and though some abuses still remain, and are
almost inseparable from such gigantic operations, it is to be hoped they do not bear a large
proportion to the numbers employed, and that they will from time to time be discovered and
removed.

I made every effort to introduce task-work throughout my district. I drew out detailed
instructions to guide my assistants in putting men to work and valuing the work, and to be a
standard of reference both for the engineers and labourers. I submitted these instructions to
the Board, and they were pleased to express their approval of them.
The greatest opposition was given to the introduction of task-work; some agreed to it, but

were prevented from woi'king by others
;
the wages were then in many cases reduced to 8<7.

per day—this induced many to work by task, who were paid lOrf. to 12tf. on account, and
sometimes earned from I2d. to 18ff. per day. Then, seeing this, others consented to work by
task ;

but rather, perhaps, with the view of getting lOcf. to 12cf. per day on account than with
the object of fairly executing the work. Some gangs having got a “ lott ’’ of work to execute
for a given sum, others forced themselves on, for the very purpose of counteracting tl'ie pro-
posed plan. This sometimes occurred in the presence of stewards and check clerks, who were
frequently so much intimidated by the people as to be afraid to report, their misconduct,
and some of them were consequently dismissed.

It cannot be denied that a system of intimidation, which at once binds together and overawes
the inhabitants, pervades this county, so that many of the steivai ds and check clerks are better
pleased to lose their situations than come into collision with the people.
Nearly all the local engineers have received threatening notices. Some of the pay clerks

have applied for the protection of the police. Two stewards in Ennistymon, in open day,
were surrounded by a mob, and threatened with death if they did not leave the county. Hen-
nessy, the overseer in Clare Abbey, was fired at and severely wounded, for trying to do his
duty; and within a few days, Harrington, the overseer of Ruan, was dragged from his bed
and beaten almost to death by ten men, while twenty more stood outside the door. This was
most ungrateful conduct, for when Harrington went to that parish the men were but receiving
8d. per day

; he got them into a better system of working, so that they received from 12d. to
13(f. per day ; and to no act of harshness is the outrage committed upon him to be ascribed,
hut solely to the fact, that he wished the men to do their work fairly.

At present, applications for further employment are pouring in on all sides, although thei-e are
now about 33,000 individuals employed, which number it would not be at all advisable to
increase, for an increase of numbers could not bring with it an increase of work. In fact, fully
as much work could be executed by half the present number of able-bodied labourers, and
the execution of the Public Works would be much facilitated by the removal of large numbers
of infirm and starving people

;
for what useful effect can be produced by a man living on one

scanty meal a-day.

At the same, time, I think it but too evident that further relief will, with the increasing
price of provisions, be required

;
and that many of the people must die of want, if auxiliary

measures are not adopted, and a supply of Ibod thrown into the county. Already various
cases of death by starvation have been reported to me, which indicate but too clearly the
steady progress of famine.
No reliance need be placed on the exertions of the landed proprietors, who ai'e not. disposed to

act in concert to meet the emergency, and many of whom have been completely ruined by
the common calamity. The amount of subscriptions entered into is almost nothing—note
^ngle presentment has been passed for reproductive works, and only two applications for loans
for improving land have come to my knowledge.

^
Every one, almost without exception, high and low, throws himself helplessly on

Government, demanding present support for the people, and provision for the future, by tilling
the neglected land and supplying seed.
As an apology for submitting this lengthened statement to your consideration, I can only

plead the claims of' 150,000 individuals, who in my district are deriving their support from
the Public Works.

6 u

To Lieut.- Col. Jones,

Board of Public Works, Dublin.

I have, &c.,

Samuel Gamble.

I
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(B).

ClBCULARj No. 39.

[Relief Department,]
,

^
Office of Public Works, Dublin,

December 15, 1846.

As the Lords of the Treasury have directed that they be furnished with a 3Ionth1y

Return of all the persons employed on the Relief Works in Ireland, I am to request^ that you

will carefullv notify to this Board all additions or removals, together with all alterations in the

rates ofpay, &c., which may have been ordered since your last Return was received. I enclose

forms for the purpose, and they are to be forwarded so as to reach this ofBce by tlie 1st of

each succeeding month, that they may be in time for the Monthly Report.
°

. By order,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

p_g, This Return is not to supersede those which may accompany your accounts for

payment.

County of

Names,
(with the Christian

Names in full.)

Rate of

pay per
Diem.

Date of
1

Appointment,
j

How Employed.
Under whom
Employed.

In what Barony
Employed.

Tlie Names fa be ac
ranged by Baronies.

!

1

Circular, No. 40.

[Relief Departraeiil.]

of Pvilie Worh, Dvllin,

December 15, 1846.

The letters are so very numerous in this office that I am obliged to call the attention

of the Inspecting Officers and Conducting Engineers to the following paragraph from the

letters which were circulated on the 16th October and 18th November, 1846, viz.

“ And that you will head all your communications to this Board with the nanws of the county

and barony to which they refer, stating also the nature of the communication."

And I am to request that it may be strictly attended to m future.
^ By order,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

Special Relief.

County

Barony

Employment of Labouring Poor.

Act 9 and 10 Viet, c. 107.

{.) When the Worlis FrOvince_
are stopped by snow

bouters ate to attend

the Roll-call in the

morning, and all who
attend will, if it be

then impossible to set

them to work, be en-

tered on the Pay List

for half a day’s daily

pay. If the weather

become fine, they ate

expected immediately

to commence work.

If at or hfon nino,

they will be paid for

the whole day ; if at

raau‘C*’hours'^ as Ae^y according to the terms of the annexed order (“)

work beyond the half

Certificate of Employment.

herby certify, that the within account, amounting to

s correct in every particular.

. if they do

it is fine, they

t receive any

Countersigned by the check-clerk or patty who 1

made out the above-mentioned account. J
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Certificates of Payment.

I certify that I have paid to the persons named in the within account, who have acknow-
ledged the receipt by their signature or mai-k, the sums placed opposite their respective
names, and that the whole of such payments amount to the sum of

Pay Clerk.

Dated this day of 18

certify that have witnessed the payment by
of the several individuals mentioned in the within

Return, the sums set opposite their names, as testified by their respective signatures or O’) Here adil the

marks, (*’)
Nauu-x of any indi-

Dated this day of 18 paid in Witness's
presi'nco.

[Special Relief.]

Pay List of Pkrsons on
between and inclusive.

Names.
No. of
Days in

Attendance.

Daily
Kate of

Pay.
Ainotint. Signature or Mark.

Total

Circular, No. 41.
[Relief Department.]

Office of Public Works,
December 1.5, 1846.

It having been intimated to the Commissioners of Public Works that the Lord Lieutenant
had received numerous representations, stating the sufferings to wliich labourers are exposed
when the works may be stopped by snow or severe rain, they have, with the sanction of his
Excellency, directed the following system to be adopted, viz.

—

1st. On such occasions the labourers are to attend the roll-call in the morning, and
all who attend will, if it be then impossible to set them to work, be entered on the 'pay-
list for half a day’s daily pay.

2nd. if the weather become fine, they are expected immediately to commence work.
Jf at or before nine, they will be paid for the whole day

; if at or after twelve, for as many
hours as they work beyond the half-day. But if they do not come to work as soon as it

is fine, they will not receive any pay.

In order to guard against abuse, the Inspecting Officer and the engineer are to be very
careful that this measure is never resorted to when any work can be provided, either in .stone-
breaking, sci'aping snow from the roads, or of any other kind; and it is to be entered on a
separate pay-sheet, headed “Special Relief,” a supply of which will be forwarded to you
immediately.

By order,

Jos. C. WALKiiR, Secretary.

Circular, No. 42.

[Relief Department.]

Office of Public Works,
December 15, 1846.

Sir,

I AM directed to request that you will make preparation for closing all works under
your charge when the sum expended amounts to within 10 per cent, of that sanctioned, im-
mediately reporting the same to the Board.

I am, &c.,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

[” «'•] 3 X
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CiRcci-AK, No. 43.

rRelief Department.]
Office of Public Works,

December 17, 1846.

The attention of the Commissioners has been much directed to the importance of

appointing trustworthy and confidential persons to the office of check-clerk. On the check-

clerk it depends to see that the pei-sons employed on the works are those whose names are

supplied to him by the Inspecting Officer, and that no others are employed. It is his duty, also,

to make out the weekly pay-sheet for the engineer; and he is then the connecting link between

these two important branches of the work. Check-clerks will in future be appointed by the

Inspecting Officers, but he will communicate, in ail cases, with the engineer in the first

instance, and will use every effort to ascertain the characters of the persons he appoints
;
and

their ap*pointment is to be sent to the Board for approval in the annexed form. The

Inspecting Officers are requested to lose no time in carefully inquiring into the characters and

qualifications of the present check-clerks, and gradually to replace, by proper persons, those

who are not fully eligible for, and competent to, the duties expected from them.

By order,

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

Board of Public Works.
Department,

I4 r.
is recommended to be

employed as

to be paid at the rate of

with

to commence from the

Chairman,

[Relief Department.]
Circular, No. 44.

SiR^ Offike of Public Works, December 28, 1846.

I AM directed by the Board to request that you will furnish, on or before the 5th

proximo, a statement, in the form annexed, showing the length of road, in yards, and the quan-

tity of work executed and in hand—whether of roads, or masonry in bridges and gullets—since

the period when the works were resumed in September last.

ByOrder,
Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

BARONY OF

Name of Road.
Length of Road, in Turds, and Quantity

of Work Executed.

[Relief Department]
Circular, No. 45.

Sir, Offike of Public Works, January 5, 1847.

Numerous representations having been made to the Board, of accidents to the mail

coaches and other conveyances, owing to the dangerous manner in which the roads under re-

pairs are left ; and that at nightlights or other proper precautions are not placed on the roads.

I am to request your particular and immediate attention to the above, and that you will take

such measures as will prevent a recurrence of such complaints.

I am, &c.

Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.

[Relief Department.]
Circular, No. 46.

Office of Public Works, January 5, 1846.

The following communication from his Excellency is circulated for the information

and guidance of the inspectors of accounts.

By Order,

.fos. C. Walker, Secretary.
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SiRj Dublin Castle, December 26, 1846.

In reply to your letter of the 2lst instant, I am directed by the Lord Lieutenant to

acquaint the Board of Works, that it appeare desirable that application should be made to the

stipendiary magistrate, or in his absence to the nearest justice, previous to a Constabulary

escort being given to a pay clerk of the Board.
(Signed) T. N. Redington.

J. C. Walker, Esq., Secretary,

Board of Worls.

Treasury Minute.
December 1, 1846.

My Lords have before them Mr. Redington’s letter, dated 11th ultimo, inquiring, by

desire of the Lord Lieutenant, to what extent, and upon what terms as to interest, and the

period of repayment, their Lordships will sanction advances to parties who may applyunde r

the several enactments authorising loans for the drainage and improvement of estates inireland,

with the exception of the Act 9 and 10 Vic., c. 101, in giving effect to which difficulties had

been experienced.

Their Lordships also have before them a letter from the Board of Works, dated 14th inst.,

transmitting a copy of a letter which had been addressed to their chairman, by Mr. R. More
O’Ferrall, M.P., containing suggestions as to the operation of the Drainage Acts, and inquiring

whether advances will be made from “’the million voted for drainage in Ireland on the terms

specified in the 9 and 10 Vic., c. 101, although the application for it be made under the pro-

visions of the 9 Vic., c. 4.”

My Lords proceed to consider the enactments referred to in the aboveraentioned letters;

first, the Acts for Drainage in Ireland, 5 and 6 Viet., c. 89, amended by 8 and 9 Viet. c. 69,

and 9 Vic. c. 4; and secondly, the provisions for the General Improvement of Estates in

Ireland, contained in the 32nd section of the Act 1 and 2 Will. IV., c. 33, amended by 9 Viet.,

c. 1, s. 6.

My Lords are of opininion that the most' advantageous mode of applying the provisions of

the first series of Acts, viz., the Drainage Acts, is that the Board of Works should undertake

the execution of such works as are necessary for deepening, or removing obstructions in rivers,

their tributary streams, or the larger watercourses of the country, by means of which great im-

provement may be effected in the main outfalls for the drainage of considerable tracts of land.

Such works can seldom be accomplished by any single proprietor, as these streams and water-

courses, forming the main drains, generally pass through the estates of many difi'erent pro-

prietors. The difficulty which arises from this cause, is obviated by the power which the Board

of Works possesses of proceeding with the consent of a certain number of proprietors, and of

charging the repayment upon the lands drained, even of dissenting proprietors, in proportion to

the benefit conferred upon them.

My Lords do not think that the agency of the Board of Works can, as a general rule, be

advantageously applied to draining in detail—to laying down draining tiles, or pipes, or stone-

draining, in each field. This description of work, they are of opinion, can, unless when par-

ticular circumstances call for special exception, be far more advantageously done by each pro-

prietor for himself, on his own estate, the improved -outfall for his drainage having been afforded,

if necessary, by the more general operations of the Board of Works above stated.

Mr. More O'Ferrall, expressing the opinion of the magistrates, rate-payors, and principal

inhabitants of the barony of Carhury, county Kildare, states in his letter, a copy of which has

been communicated lo the Board of Works, that the barony is bounded by two rivers, one of

which has already been opened, and works on the other are in progress for the same purpose,

under the existing Drainage Act
;
and then proceeds to suggest that the most advantageous

mode of employing labour, at present, in the barony, would be for tlie Commissioners of Public

Works to open the smaller tributary streams running into these two rivers, and thus to improve

the outfall for drainage throughout ihe barony ;
by this means affording to each proprietor the

opportunity of more effectually draining his own fields for himself.

Tliis view of the magistrates, rate-payers, &c., of the barony of Carbury, is in perfect

accordance with the measures contemplated by this Board, as above stated.

Mv Lords are prepared, therefore, to sanction advances for such purposes, and will consider

applications, each to be dealt with on its own merits, for works of drainage under this series

of Acts, the last of which conferring more svimmary power of proceedings, is more particularly

applicable to the present state of things in Ireland.

Proceeding to the consideration of the second class of enactments, i. e. 1 and 2 Wm. IV., c.

33, s. 32, and 9 Vic,, c, 1, s. 6, under which loans may be made to individuds, to enable them

to effect the improvement of their estates for themselves, by drainage, reclaiming waste lands,

or other works of substantial improvement, my Lords are prepared to make advances to pro-

prietors who comply with the conditions of the 1 and 2 Wm. IV. c. 33, amended by 9 Viet,

c. 1, s. 6, as to the nature of the works, and who can obtain from a competent person, approved

by the Board of Works, the certificate of increased value lo be given to tlie land improved, as

prescribed by that Act. This latter condition is necessary in order to protect the Interests of

those who are to succeed the pereon in actual possession, from having their future property

subjected to a charge for unsubstantial and improvident improvements.

Their Lordships, however, desire that it may be understood that parties applying for loans

under any of the enactments above adverted to must undertake to submit to such terms in respect

to the period of repayment, and such other provisions, as Parliament may hereafter enact.
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Transmit a copy of this Minute to Mr. Redington, for the information of the Lord Lieutenant,

and to the Board of Works.

Mr. Trevelyan to the Commissioners of Public Works.

December 15, 1846.

I AM commanded by the Lords Commissioners of Her Majesty’s Treasury to inform

you, with reference to the Minute of this Board, dated the 1st instant, that their Lordships

think it advisable to furnish the following additional explanations ou the subject of the an-ange-

ments contemplated by the abovementioned Minute for making advances both to individual

proprietors of estates, and also to the Board of Works, from national funds, for the drainage

and general improvement of private estates in Ireland.

My Lords are aware that difficulties have been experienced in giving practical effect to the

Act 9 and 10 Viet., c. 101, and that in some parts of the country works of improvement other

than drainage may be more beneficially undertaken.

Their Lordships are, however, of opinion that the general course of proceeding prescribed by
that Act (according to which the improvements on each private estate are to be executed by the

proprietor, and the interference of the officers of the Government is confined to ascertaining, in

the first instance, that the proposed improvements are likely to be of such a permanent and
productive character as would justify the cost of them being made a charge upon the estate

with priority over other incumbrances, and afterwards to inspecting the works from time to time

so as to secure the proper application of the sums advanced to the purposes for which they were
intended) is the mode in which the intervention of the State can be most extensively and effec-

tually directed to the improvement of the land of the country
;
and Her Majesty’s Govern-

ment propose to submit a Bill to Parliament founded on these principles, embracing and
extending the objects of the 32nd section of the Act 1 and 2 Will. IV., c. 33, amended by 9

Viet., c. I, s. 6. and of the 9 and 10 Viet., c. 101.

It is proposed by Her Majesty’s Government that the million sterling appropriated by the

Act 9 and lO Viet., c. 101, to be issued in loans for drainage, in Ireland, should be rendered

available for the purposes of general improvement of lauds, including di'ainage, under the pro-

visions of the Act proposed to be passed in the next Session of Parliament, as above explained

;

and their Lordships are prepared to adopt the principle of the 9 and 10 Viet., c. 101, as to

repayment, and to authorize its being made by equal half-yearly instalments of 3L 5s. each,

distributed over a period of 22 years, with a power of redemption as provided in the Act, unless

the borrowers should themselves desire that a shorter period should be fixed, in which case the

number and amount of instalment.s will be determined in each particular case as shall be

desired by the proprietors, and sanctioned by the Treasury, the rate of interest being calculated,

in all cases, at 3^ per cent.

There being reason to believe that considerable difficulty is sometimes experienced by Irish

proprietors in effecting desirable improvements on their estates, owing to the peculiarities in the

tenure of land in Ireland, and the rights of persons having different interests in it, their Lord-
ships are of opinion that it may be desirable to insert in the Bill to be submitted to Parliament
on this subject, provisions somewhat similar to those contained in the existing Irish Drainage
Acts, for the purpose of removing this obstacle, and apportioning, on the various parties who
will derive benefit from the improvements, a proportionate contribution towards the repayment
of the loan, the whole principal and interest being payable to the Government by the person

who shall be deemed proprietor of the land drained or Improved, and the contribution on the

par t of the occupier, being in the shape of increased rent to the proprietor.

Her Majesty’s Government also propose to submit a separate Bill to Parliament, in wlilch

the provisions of the 5 and 6 Viet., c. 89, 8 and 9 Viet., c. 69, and the 9 Viet., c. 4, which have
for their object the execution by the Board of Works of drainage works of a more extended

description, in most cases involving the interest of several proprietors, will be consolidated and
simplified, and such amendments will be made in them as the occasion may appear to require.

The loans which have hitherto been made from the Public Works Loan Fund, for this object,

have been made at the usual rate of interest of 5 per cent.
;
but adverting to the great public

importance at the present period of encouraging every description of agricultural improvement
in Ireland, their Lordships are prepared to reduce the interest on future loans to 4 per cent.

In order that efforts now being made for the drainage and improvement of land may not

experience any discouragement, their Lordships will authorize the terms of repayment above
described to take effect from the 1st instant

;
that is to say, loans for the drainage or general

improvement of estates, to be executed by the proprietors under the inspection of the Board of

Works, accoi'ding to the provisions of the 32d section of the Act 1 and 2 Will. IV., c. 33, the

9 Viet., c. 1, s. 6, and the 9 and 10 Viet., c. 101, will be repayable according to the terms

above stated in respect of advances to individuals, with interest at 3^ per cent., while loans made
to the Board of Works for drainage to be executed by them under the provisions of the 5 and
6 Viet., c. 89, 8 and 9 Viet., c. 69, and the 9 Viet., c. 4, will be repayable by half-yearly in-

stalments, according to an award of the Commissioners, with interest at the rate of 4 per cent.

My Lordi are further of opinion, that with the view both of providing security for the repay-

ment of the advances from the public purse, and of relieving entailed estates from tlie evil of

accumulated charges, two powers should be conferred by the measures which it is proposed to

submit to Parliament.

First, a power to the proprietors of an entailed estate to sell for the purpose of repaying the

advances for improvements made by the Board of Works, or if made by himself, with the aid

of Government money, under the inspection of the Board of Works, any part of the estate so
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impvoved, or ot otlier estates settled to the same uses, iti the same manner as a power exists in
this country of selling for the redemption of the land tax.

Secondly, a power to the Government of selling, in default of payment of two consecutive
instalments, so much of the land improved or of other estates settled to the same uses, which
the proprietor might prefer, as would repay capital, interest, and expenses of sale.
My Lords desire it to be clearly underetood, that in thus laying down the conditions on which

they are prepared to make advances on any applications made subsequently to the 1st instant,
they have no intention of interfering with any works, or arrangement for works, now in pro-
gress under any existing Act, or with such as have been undertaken, or as may be undertaken,
until Parliament shall otherwise provide, under the Poor Law Amendment Act as extended
by Mr. Labouchore’s letter of October 5.

Presentments and Recommendations under Act 9th and 10th Viet,, chap, 107, from the 10th of December, 1846,
to the 8th of January, 1847.

Carlow. No. • £. 5. d. No. £.

Carlow....
Forth .... 8 744
Idrone, East . . 5 1,200
Idrone, West .

Ratbvilly . I 60
St. Mullins, Upper 2 440
St. Mullins, Lower

Drogheda . ^10 2,000

Dublin.

Balrotliery, East .

Balrotherv, West .

Castleknock

Coolock

Dublin....
Nelhercross . .

Newcastle .

Rathdo'vn . ,

Uppercross

.

Dublin Citt .

Kildare.

Carbury . . ..

Clane .... 26 3,032
Connell

Ikeatliy and Ougli-

terany.

Kilcullei) .

Kilkea and Moone. 28 3,248 5 0
Naas, North . .

Naas, South .
'

.

Narragh and Eeban,
9 581

East.

West.

Offaly, East .
'

. 29 1,622
Offaly. West .

Salt, North . .

Salt, South

Kilkenny.

Callan ....
Crannagh . . . i

Eassadinin .

Galmov 1

Oowran

Wa.
. . . 43

berk . 1 17,000 0 0
hells .

Knocktopher .

istuUelogher 1 168

Kilkenny City .

Recommended.
||

Counties and Baronies.

|

PROVINCE OF LEINSTER.

“• £. s. d.l King’s County.

• •
.

j

Ballyboy .

Philipstown, Lower
|

Philipstown, Upper
,

Warrenstown . .

Ardee .

Dundalk, Lower
Dundalk, Upper

Deece, Lower
Deece, Upper
Duleek, Lower
Diileek, Upper,

Dunboyne .

Fore *
. .

Kells, Lower .

1,622 S 2

Morgallion .

Moyfenratli, Lower
Moyfenrath, Upper
Navan, Lower . .

Navan, Upper . ,

Ratuath . . .

43 10 0 Que.

Ballyadams
Clandonagh
Clarmallagh

Cullenagh . ...
Maryborough, East

Maryborough, West

2 480 0 0
6 1,165 0 0
9 770 0 0
9 1,320 0 0

1 636 0 0
29 1,294 0 0

5,756 0 0..

. . 13 1,870 5 O

1 10,841 0 0 ..

2,310 0 0 I 3 500 0 0

2 300 0 0
1 30 0 0

14 2,749 0 O

I

13 I 3,650 0 0

3,380 0 .0 1

2,910 0 0
I

8

2,440 0 0
500 0 0

2,215 0 0

1,685 0. 0 11
I

1,685 0 0
1,000 00 .. . .
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Presentments and Recommendation«, under Act 9th and 10th Viet., chap. 107, continued.

Counties and Baronies.

PROVINCE OP LEINSTER,—

Queen’s County—]
co^ithiued.

Portnahinch

Slievemargy

Stradbally .

Tinnahinch.

TJpperwoods

Westmeath.

Brawny
Clonloiian

Corkaree

Delvin .

Farbill .

FartuUagh
Fore

Kilkenny, West
Moyasheland Mag

heradernon.

Moycasbel .

Moygoish .

Eiitbeonrath .

No. £. s. d. No. £. F. d. Wexford. No. £. s. d. No.

Ballagbkeen 85

i 150 0 0 Bantry . . • •

. • Bargy ....
11 1,675 0- 0 Forth ....
6 480 13 0 Gorey . . • •

Scarawalsh

Shelburne .

Shelmaliere, East '

.

54
54

1 500 0 0

Sbelmaliere, West

.

Wicklow.

Arklow

2 70 0 C Ballinacor, North .

Ballinacor, South .

1 300 0 0 Newcastle .

Eathdown . . .

Shillelagh .

13
6 460 0 ( Talbotstown, Lower

Talbotstown, Upper

10,8fi9 0

6,870 0

3,948 0

3,334 0

2,244 0

5,456 0

5,323 0

3,243 lo -I

1,085 0 I

2,100 15 I

PROVINCE OF MUNSTER.

Clare.

Bunratty, Lower
Bunratiy, Upper
Burren .

Clonderalaw
Corcomroe
Ibrickan

Incliiquin

Tulla, Upper

Bantry ....
Burretts . . .

Barrymore .

Bear ....
Carberry, East, E. D.

,, W.D.
Carberry,West, E. D,

,, W.D.
Condons and Clan-

gibbon.

Cork
Courceys
Duballow .

Fermoy.
Ibane and Barryroe

Imokilly

Kerrycurrlliy .

Kinalea.

Kinalmeaky
Kinnatalloon .

Kinsale

Muskerry, East

Muskerry, West
Orrery and Kilraore

Cork, City of .

Kerut.

Cianmauricc
Corkaguiny
Dunkerron, North-.

Dunkerron, South .

24,813 12

20,300 0

3,690 0

30,965 0

3,750

2,330 0 0]

3,259 C

5,867 5

15,134 10

6,627 0

870 0 Ol

9,920 0 0-

4,635 10

5,285 0 0]

9,249 6
10,627 4 11

589 0

384 0

2,800 0
655 0 Oj

1,288 0

2,114 10

5,809 0
9,368 0 ol

1,297 6
'

60 0 Oj

5,582 0 o!

1,371 0 o;

2.314 0 0

2.315 0 O]

496 10 0-

1

3,627 0 0,

K ERRY

—

continued.

Glenarought

Iraghticonnor

Iveragh

.

Magunihy .

Trughanaemy

Limerick.
Clanwilliam

Connello, Lower .

Connello, Upper .

Coonagh . . •

Coshlea. ...
Coshma . .

Glenquin

Kenry ....
Kilmallock, Lib. of

Owneybeg .

Pubblebrien

Shanid

.

Small County . .

Limerick City .

Tipperary.
Clanwilliam

Eliogarty ... I

ItFa and Offa, East

Itraand Offa, West
Ikerrin ....
Kilnamanagh, Lower
Kilnamanagh, Upper]

Middlethird .

Ormond, Lower
Ormbndj Upper .

Owney and Arra .

Siievardagh

Waterford.
Coshmore and Cosb-

bride.

Decies within Drum
Decks without Drum]
Gaultiere . .

•

Glenahiry .

Mkldleibird

Upperthird.

Waterford City

17,980 0 0

10,954 0 6

14,204 0 0
11,027 0 0

26,612 0 0
22,239 5 0

5,799 0 0

2,780 0 0

6,910 0 0

4,220 0 0

2,900

1,130

3,495

1,270

1,314 15 1

3,530 13 0

1,000
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Presentments and Recommendations, under Act 9th and 10th Viet., chap. 107,

—

continued.

PROVINCE OF ULSTER.

Aktrim-

Antrim, Lower

Antrim, Upper

Belfast, Lower

Bdfast, Upper

Cary • • -

Dunluce. J.ower

Dmiluce, Upper

Glenarm, Lower

Glenarm, Upper

Kilconway .

Jlassfreeiie, Lowl.

Massercene, Upper

Toome, Lower .

Toome, Upper . .

Belfast Town.

iAkmagh.

Armagh

Pews, Lower .

Fews, Upper .

Oneillaiid, East

Oneilland,West

Orior, Lower .

Orior, Upper .

Tiranny

Cavan.

Castlerahan

Clanlcee

Claamahon

Loughtee, Lower
Loiighiee, Upper
Tullygarvey

Tullyhaw . .

Ttillyhanco.

Donegal.

Bonagh

.

Bovlagh . .

Inishowen, West
Kilmacrenan .

Raphoe

Tirhugh

14,367 0 0

11,535 0 0

4,577 0 0

1,977 0 0

660 0 0|

500 (

1,000 0 0

2,976 0 0

2,125 0 0

3,721 0

Down.

Ards ....
Castlereagh, Lower
Castleieagh, Upper
Dufferin

Iveagh. Lower .

Iveagh, Upper

.

Kinelarty .

Leeale ....
Lordship of Newry
Mourne

Fermanagh.

Clanawley .

Clankelly .

Coole .

Knockniniiy

Lurg
Magherahoy .

Magherastepha:

Tirkemiedy

Londonderry.

Coleraine .

Coleraine, North-

East, Liberty of.

Keenaght .

Londonderry, North-

West, Liberty of

Loiighinsholin .

Tirkeeran .

Monaghan.

Cremorne
Dartree

.

Farney .

Monaghan
Trough

Tyrone.

Clogher
Dungannon, Upper

, ,
Middle

, ,
Lower

Omagh, East .

Omagh, West . .

Strabane, Upper .

943 0 0
150 0 0

972 0 0
920 0 t)

240 0 0

150 0 0

I

4,000 0 0
2,778 0 0

I

3,320 0 0
4,020 0 0

292 0
640 0

PROVINCE OF CONNAUGHT.

Galw.ay.

Aran .

Athenry

Ballyraoe ,

Ballynahinch

Clare
.

Clonmacnowen
Dunkellin .

Dunmore .

Galway

.

Kilconnell .

Killian .

Kiltartan .

Beitrim

hongford .

Lotighrea .

Moyeullen .

Ross .

Tiaquin

Galway Town. 23 12,787 0 0

778 0
1,045 0

2,261 11

740 0 0]

3,481 C

1,874 0 0

467 C
"

350 0 0|

789 10 0|

2,986 0

1,945 0

111,972 0 0|

Carrigallen

.

Druinahaire

Mohill .

Rosclogher

Mato.

Burrishoole

Caira . .

Clanmorris

Costello

Ends .

Gallen .

Kilmaine
Murrisk
Tii-awley

2,288 0 0

I

1,440 0 0
610 0 0

]

3,600 0 0
2,770 0 0

2,300 0 0

I

2,484 0 0

I

1,625 0 0

I

1,280 0 0
600 0 0

120 0 0

I

2,150 0 0
3,400 0 0
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Presentments and Recommendations under Act 9th and 10th Viet., chap. 107,

—

continued.

Counties and Baronies.
Number and Amount

Pieaeuted.

Number and Amount
|

Recommended. \

Counties and Baronies.
Number and Amount

Presented.

Number and Amount
Recommended.

PROVINCE OF CONNAUGHT—coMtMtwetf.

Roscommon. No. £. s, d. No. £. s. d. Sligo. No. £. s. d. No. £ s. d.

12 2,295 5 o' Carbury 87 28,811 0 0 4 575 0 0

Coolarin 706 0 0

15 1,200 0 0 9 2,681 0 0 Corran .... 4,245 0 0

Leyny .... 633 0 0

23 7,004 9 0 Tirert^h .

Castlereagh 2 820 0 0 Tirerrill . . . 40 12,856 0 0 1,581 0 0

Frenchpark
Moycarn .

1 240S 550,544 9 . 2 1825 365.042 7 7
Roscommon

(D.)

Presentments and Recommendatioks under Mr. Labouchere’s Letter of the 5th of October, 1846, from the

10th of December, 1846, to the 8th of January, 1847.

Counties and Baronies.
Number and Amount

Presented.
1

Number and Amount
1

Recommended.
Counties and Baronies.

|

Number and Amount
Presented.

! Number and Aninuot

Recommended,

PROVINCE 01? LEINSTER.

Carlow.

Carlow .

Forth .

Idrone, East

Idrone, West
Rathvilly .

St. Mullins, Upper
St. Mullins, Lower

Drogheda .

Dublin.

Balrothcry, East

Balrothery, West
Castleknock

Coolock

Dublin

'

Nethercross

Newensale .

Rathdown .

Uppercross

Dublin Citt .

Kildare.

Carbury
Clane . . . .

Connell

Ikeathy and Ough-
terany.

Kilcullen .

Kilkea and Moone
Naas, North .

Naas, South . .

Narragh and Reban,
East.

Narragh and RebaD,
West.

Ofifaly, East . .

Offaly, West .

Salt, North . .

Salt, South

14,042 5

5,420 7

3,208
420
378

Kilkenny.

Callan .

Crannagh
Faasadinin

Galmoy
Gowran
Ida. .

Iverk .

Kells .

Knoektophei

Shillelogher

Kilkenny City .

King’s County.

Ballyboy .

Ballybritt .

Ballycowan
Clonlislc

Cooleston .

Eglish .

Garrycastle

Geashill .

Kilcoursey •

Philipstown, Lower
Philipstown, Upper
Warrenstown ,

Longford.

Ardagh
Granard
Longford

Moydow
Rathcline

Sfarule .

Louth.

Ardee .

Dundalk, Lower
Dundalk, Upper
Ferrard

Louth

11,448 12 0:^1

6,541 S
' '

2 0
2 11

2,379 16 8

4,108 18 0

1.986 13 11

1,279 il 6

3 7 6

) 19 3
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BOARD OF WORKS

Coaulies snil Baronies.
Number and Amount

Presented.
Number and Amount

Secommendeil.
Counties aud Baronies.

'

1

Number and Amount
Presented.

Number and Amount
Kecomineiideil.

PR(9VINCE OF LEI!'1STER

—

continued.

Mkath.

Deece, Lower .

Beece, Upper .

Biileek, Lower

puleek, Upper

Diinboyne .

Fore

Kells, Lower .

Kells, Upper .

Lune • •

Morgan ion . .

Moyfenrath, Lower
Moyfenrath, Upper

Navan, Lower . .

Navan, Upper . .

Ratoatli

Skreen ....
Slane, Lower . .

Slaoe, Upper . .

Queen’s County.

Ballyadams .• .

Clandonagli

Clarmallagh . .

Cullenagli .

Waryborougli, East

Maryborough, West
Portnahinch

Slievemargy .

Stradbally .

Tinnahinch

Upperwoods .

Westmeath.

Brawny . . .

Clonlonan .

£. d. No. I £.

1,917

1,640
5,605
5,6S7

17

11 44]

H 7i

6,209

5,669

2 6

2 0

167 10
126 0

80 0 0

715 0 0

900 0 0

301 10 6

Westmeath—contd.

Corkaree

Delvin .

Farbill

.

Fartullagh

Fore
Kilkenny, West .

Moyashel and Mag-
lieradenion.

Moycashel . . .

Moygoish .

Rathconrath .

Wexford.

Ballaghkeen

Bantry .

Bargy . .

Forth . .

Soarawalsh

Shelburne .

Shelraaliere, East
Shelmaliere, West

Wicklow.

Arklow . . .

Ballinacor, North .

Ballinacor, South .

Newcastle .

Rathdown .

Shillelagh . . .

Talbotstown, Lower
Talbotstown, Upper

12,604 8 11

15,279 15 9

7,203 13 9
12,444 16 3

13,891 12 0

3,231 18 9
15,922 0 0

6,492 0 0

4,007 14 0

619 11 3
80 0 0

1,162 1 8

1,995 2 0

770 0 0

450 0 0

PROVINCE OF MUNSTER.

Cl.arb.

Bunratty, Lower
Bunratty, Upper

,
Buiren

Clonderalaw

Uorcomroe

.

Ibrickan

Iiichiquin .

Islands

Moyarta

7\ilia, Lower .

Tulla, Upper .

Cork.

Bantry

.

Barretts

Barrymore

Bear ....
Carben y East, E. D.

Ditto, W. D.
Carberry West, E. D.

Ditto, W. D
Condons and Clan-
gibbon.

Cork ....
Couteeys .

Duhallow ,

I

14,540 0 0

I

15,854 2 OU

[b. w.'I

Cork—continued.

Fermoy
Ibane and Barryroe
Imokilly

Kerrycurrihy
Kinalea

Kinalnneaky

Kinnatalloon

Kinsale

-Muskerry, East

Muskerry, West
Orrery and Kilmore

Cork, Citt o

Kerry.

Claiimaurice . .

Corkaguiny
Dunkerron, North
Dunkerron, South
Gleiiarought

Iraghticonnor

Iveragh

Maguiiihy .

Trughanacmy

15,619 0 0

5,287 15 0

2,704 2 5

I

2,405 13 9
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Presentments and Recommendations under Mr. Labouehere’s Letter, &c.

—

continued.

Coiiotiesand Bs;oni«i RecommeEded,
Number and Amount Number and Amount Couutiee and Baroniea.

dumber and Amount
|

Number and Amcunt

PllOVINCE OF MUNSTER—co««macd.

Liherick.

Clanwilliam

Connello, Lower
Connollo, Upper
Coonagli

Coslilea

Coshma
Glenquiu

Kenry .
•

Kilmallock, Liberty

of.

Owneybeg .

Pubblebrien

Sbanid ....
Small County .

Limerick City .

Clanwilliam

Eliogarty •

Iffa and Offa, East

No. £. F. d. No. £. s. d Tippe RaRY—contd. No . £. 5. d. No.

Ufa and Offa, West
Ikerrin 59 4,461 15 7

Kilnainanagh, Lower
Kilnamanagh, Upper
Middlethird . .

Ormond, Lower .

Ormond, Upper .

6,890 10 0 Owney and Arra .

Slievardagh

19 2,618 14 9i Waterford.

36 3,707 7 10 24
34 5,661 15 0

bride.

Decies within Drum
Decies without Drum 114 12,072 12 6 11

Gaultiere . . •

Glenahiry .

Middlethird

Upperthird

Waterford City

. _

£. s. d.

4,774 10 0
2,684 0 0

2,199 10 (}

1,390 0 0

PROVINCE OF ULSTER.

Antrim.

Antrim, Lower
Antrim, Upper
Belfast, Lower
Belfast, Upper .

Cary . . .

Dunluce, Lower
Dunluoe, Upper
Glenarra, Lower
Glenarm, Upper
Kilconway
Massareene, Lower
Masseieeiie, Upper
Toome, Lower
Toome, Upper

Belfast Town .

Carrickfeegus .

Armagh.
Armagh
Fews, LrtDwer .

Fews, Upper .

Oneilland, East

Oneilland, West
Orior, Lower •

Orior, Upper .

Tiranny .

Cavan.

Castlerahan

Clankoe
Clanmahon
Lougbtee, Lower
Loughtee, Upper
Tullygarvey .

Tullyhaw . .

Tullyhunco

Donegal.
Banal) .

Boylagb .

Inishowen .

Kilmacrenan .

Rapboe
Tirhugh . .

Down.

Ards . . . •

Casllereagh, I/)wer

Castlereagh, Upper
Dufferin . • •

Iveagli, Lower
Iveagli, Upper
Kinelarty .

Lecale ....
Lordship of Newry
Mourne

Fermanagh. !

Clanawley .

Clankelly

Code ....
Knockninny .

Lurg ....
Magheraboy
Magherastephana .

Tirkennedy

Londonderry.
Coleraine . .

Coleraine, N. E.,

Liberty of.

Keenaght .

Londonderry, N. W.
Liberty of.

Lougbinaholin .

Tirkeeran .

Monaghan.
Cremorne .

. Dartree

I
Farney
Monaghan .

Trough . . .

Tyrone.
Clogher

Dungannon, Upper
Dungannon, Middle

Dungannon, Lower
Omagh, East .

Omagh, West .

Strabane, Lower .

.3,115 11 10

5,170 18 1

5,474 6 6

380 18

61 0

1,530 12 1
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BOAKD OF WORKS.

Presentments and Recommendations under Mr. Labouchere’s Letter, &c.

—

continued.

Counties and Baronies. Counties and Baro:

Gawat.

Aran . .

Athenry .

Ballymoe .

Ballyuahinch

Clave .

Clonmacnowen

Dunkellin .

Diramore .

Galway
Kilconuell .

Killian

KiltarEan .

Leitrim

Longford .

Louglirea .

Moycullen .

Ross

*Tiaquin

Galway Town

Leitrim.

Carrigallen

Drumahaire

Leitrim

Moliill .

RosclogLer

PROVINCE OF CONNAUGHT.

d. No. £. fi. d. Mayo. No. £. s. d. No. £. s. d.

Burrishoole

3 680 0 Carra ....
Clanmorris

Costello

67 14,720 2 9

Enis .... 109 12,331 is 0

Gallen .... 120 16,719 7 4

6 1,303 8 0 Kilmaine . .
'

.

Murrisk . . .

Tirawley . 199 28,282 13 10 12 2,100 0 0

0 7 1,230 10 0 Roscommon.

Athlone

Ballintober, North
Ballintober, South

2,406 0 0 1

Ballymoe . . ,

Boyle ....
Castlereagh

Frenchpark .

' Moycarn . ...

1

Roscommon .

Sligo.

' Carbury . .

Coolavin .

1 Corran ....
Leyny ....
Tireragh .

Tirerrill . . .

97 10,570 8 0

Gross Total 3185 482,517 16 4 452 61,990 15 2

(E.)

A Return of the Baronies that have Presented for Works, in conformity with Mr. LAnoDCHEHi:'s Letter, dated

5th October, 1846, from the 10th of December, 1846, to the 8th of January, 1847.

Drainage Roads !

1

Drainage

Counties and Baronies. g ^
Am«mt Amount. 1 Counties and Baronies. Amount. 1 Amount.

PROVINCE OF LEINSTER.

Carlow.

Carlow

Forth ....
idrone, East .

Idrone, West
Rathvilly . . .

St. Mullins, Upper
St. Mullins, Lower

Drogheda . .

Dubi.tn.

Balrothery, East

Balrothevy, West
Castlelcnock

Coolock .

Dublin

Netherci'oss

Newcastle

Rathdown
Uppercross

Dublin City

£. s. d. No.

5,081 5 11

13,420 7 6
2,261 0 0

2,000 0 0

|4,192 15 1

Kildare.

Uarbury .

Clane
Clonnell . . . .

Ikeathy and Ougbter-

any....
Kilcullen ....
Kilkea and Moone
Naas, North .

Naas, South .

Narragh and Reban,

East . . . .

Narragh and Reban,

West .

Offaly, East .

Offaly, West .

Salt, North
Salt, South

Callan •

Crannagh
Fassadinin 6

3 Y

|3,745 5 1

2
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A Return of the Baronies that have presented for Woiks, &c.,

—

continued.

si Roads 'SJS Drainage. h-s ®i
CouiiliM and Baronies.

£iJ
Amount.

1

Amount. Couiilies and Baronies.
•

1

PROVINCE OF LEINSTER

—

continued.

Ki LKENNT—continued No. £. s. d. No. £. s. d.

Galraoy ....
Gowrau .... 46 6,403 11 11 1 127 16 5

Ida 41 3,394 19 6 18 3,288 10 C

Iverk .... 28 2,322 3 6 11 2,160 18 6
Kells ....
Kiiocktopher .

Shillelogher .

Kilksnny City .

27 3,539 12 7 4 864 10 4

King’s County.

Ballyboy ....
Ballybntt

Ballyco'van .

17 1,816 11 8 5 563 3 0

Clonlisk ....
Cnoleslown

11 1,122 7 0 31 2,986 11 0

Eglish ....
Garrvcastle .

y 736 17 6 13 1,249 16 5

Geashill ....
Kilcoursey

Philipstowu, Lower .

Philipstown. Upper ,

Warrenstown .

Lo.S'GFORD.

Ardagh ....

23 1,279 11 5

Granard ....
Longford ....
Moydow ....
Rathcline ....
Shrule ....

Louth.

Ardee ....

50 5,540 6 0 21 2,717 0 0

Dundalk, Lower .

Dundalk, Upper .

Ferrard ....
Loiitli ....

Mkath.

Deece, Lower
Deece, Upper
Duleek, Lower . .

Diileek, Upper .

Duiiboyiie

Fore .....
Kells, Lower
Kells, Upper
Lune ....
Moipallion

Moyfenrath, Lower .

Moyfenrath, Upper .

Navan, Lower . .

Navan, Upper . .

12 1,911 9 10 18 2,355 5 2

Meath.

—

continued. No. £. d No £. d.

Ratoath .... 15 1,722 7 0 4 255 0 0
Skreen ....
Slane, Lower ,

Slane, Upper . .

Queen’s County.

Ballyadams . . 1 167 10 9 14 1,473 6 3
Clandonagh . 18 2,010 6 4 18 3,595 4 10
Clarmallaah . 23 2,642 8 3 21 3,045 3 4
Cullenagb

Maryborough, East .

Maryborouarh, West . 14 2,727 19 8 14 3,329 6 0
Portnahinch .

Slievemargy .

Stradbally . . .

’7
476 16 0 29 5,732 12 6

Tinnahinch . . .

Upperwoods . 8 1,129 6 8 16 4,539 15 4

Westmeath.

Brawny ....
Clonlonan 12 1,710 12 0 3 448 0 0

Corkaree
Delvin ....
Farbill .... 13 619 19 9
Fartullagh . .

Pore
Kilkenny, West .

;;

Moyashel and Magher-
demon .... 14 575 13 6 24 1,348 1 0

Moycashel
Moygoish
Rathconralh . . .

Wexford.

Ballaghkeen . . . 70 6,095 0 11 32 6,509 8 0
Bantry 75 9,479 1 C 26 5,800 14 9
Bargy 47 5,777 13 £ 12 i,426 0 0
Forth 61 9,616 7 6 16 2,828 8 9

Scarawalsh ....
Shelburne .... 88 12,851 12 0 2 1,040 0 0

Shelmaliere, East . . 27 2,651 18 9 12 580 0 0
Shelmaliere, West 94 13,844 12 6 8 2,077 7 6

Wicklow.

Arklow 7 2,887 0 0 12 3,605 0 0
Ballinacor, North . .

Baliinacor, South . . 6 1,972 0 0 7 2,035 14 0
Newcastle ....
Rathdown ....
Shillelagh ....
Talbotstown, Lower .

Talbolslown, Upper .

PROVINCE OF MUNSTER.

Claue. No. £. s. d. No. £. d. Qii.KKe,—continued. No £. d. No. £. d.

Bunratty, Lower . .

Bunratty, Upper . .

Burren
Clunderaiaw . . .

Corcotnroe ....
Ibrickan

\\
1

Moyarta
Tulla, Lower . . .

Tulla, Upper . . .

Cork.

luchiquin .... * • Bantry
Islands . . 1 Barretts
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A Return of the Baronies that have presented for WorkSj &c.,

—

continued.

1=1 Roads "Si Drainage
1

“si \= 4 1

Counties and Baronies. Amount.

|

Amount. Counties and Baronies. 2^ Amount. Amount.

PROVINCE OF MUNSTER.—eoTJtfMKetf.

Cork

—

continued. No. £. 5 . d. No. £. s. d. Limerick

—

continued. No. £. 8 d. No. £. s. d.

Barrvmoie .... Connello, Upper . . 52 11,342 0 0
Bear Coonagh .... 51 5,057 16 5 3 865 6 0
Carbeiry, East, E.D.

.

Coshlea

Ditto, W.D. Coshma ' 65 8,771 6 6 4 515 0 0
Carherry, West, E.D. Glenquin .... 52 16,989 0 0

Ditto, W.D. 28 14,540 0 ( Kenry 22 5,011 5 6 8 1.879 14
Condons and Claii^ib- Kilmallock, Lib. of .

bou 46 8,389 16 i 41 7,464 5 9 Owneybeg .... 8 834 14 9 11 1,784 0 0
Cork Pubblebrien . . .

Courceys ....
Duhallow .... 34 6,818 10 4 21 4,757 9

Shanid

Small County . . .

Fermov
Ibane and Barryroe .

Imokilly .... 85 I5,6i9 0 0
Limerick City

Kerrycuirihy . . .

Kinalea 45 5,287 15 0
Tipperary.

Kinalmeaky . . .

Kiiinatalloon . .

Kinsale

Muskerry, East . .

Miiskerry, West •
.

Orrery and Kilmore .

Cork, City of . . .

3 68 0 0

'

16 2,636 5 5

Clanwilliam . . .

Eliogarty ....
Iffa and Offa, East .

IfFa and Offa, West .

Ikerrin

Kilnamanagh, Lower

.

Kilnamanagh, Upper

.

Middlethird

Ormond, Lower . .

Ormond, Upper . .

59 4,461 15 7

Kerry.
OwneyandArra .

Clanmaurice . . . Slievardagh . . . 45 3,495 0 C 20 4,005 0
Corkaguiny.

Dunkerron, North
Dunkerron, South. .

Waterford.

Glenarought . . Coslimore and Cosh-
Iraghticonnor . . . bride ....

Uecies within Drum .

Magunihy .... Decies without Drum 89 7,703 4 10 25 4,369 8
Trughanacmy . Gauitiere ....

Glenahiry ....
Limerick.

Middleihird . . .

Upperthinl . . .

Clanwilliam ....
Connello, Lower . . Waterford City

PROVINCE OF ULSTER.

Antrim. No. £. s._ d .

,

No. £. s. d. Armagh

—

continued. No. £. s. d. No. £. j.

Antrim, Lower . .

Antrim, Upper . .

Oneilland, West . .

Ovior, Lower . . .

Belfast, Lotver . . . Orior, Upper . . .

Beliast, Upper . .

Cary

Dunluce, Lower .

Duiiluce, Upper . .

Tiranny

Cavan.

Glenarm, Lower . . Castlerahan ....
Glenavm, Upper . Clankee 94 7,194 6 1 7 2,470
Kilconway ....
Massereene, Lower Loughtee, Lower . .

Massereene, Upper Loughtee, Upper . .

Toome, Lower . . .

Toome, Upper . . .

Belfast Town . .

Carrickfercds . .

Armagh.

Tullygarvey . . .

Tullyhaw ....
Tullyhunco ....

Donegal.

Banagh
Boylagh
Inishowen ....

Armagh Kilraacrenan . .

Fews, Lower . Raphoe 40 4,778 12 4 55 10,642 1
Fews, Upper . . .

Oneilland, East . . '

Tirhugh
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A Return of the Baronies that have presented forWorkSj &c.,

—

continued.

= JS Roads Drainage

Counties and Baronies
ll^

Amounts. Amounts. Counties and Baronies. Amounts. Amounts.

PROVINCE OF ULSTER—cowtiwwerf.

Down. No. £. s. d. No. £. s. d. Londonderry.

—

contd. No. £. s. d. N £• s. d:

Ards Keenagbt ....
Castlereagh, Lower . Londonderry, N. W.
CasUereach, Uctter . Lib of ....
Dufferin Loughinsholin . .

Iveagh, Lower . . .

Iveagh, Upper . . .

Kinelarly .... 12 7,119 11 4

Tirkeeran ....

Lecale
Lordship of Newry .

Monaghan.

1,077 1 11Mourne Cremorne .... 12 29 2,037 18 I

Fermanagh.

Clenawley ....
Clankelly ....
Code
Knockniiiny . . .

Lurg
Magheraboy
Magherastephaiia . .

Tirkennedy ....

Dartree

FameY
Monaghan ....
Trough

Tyrone.

Clogher

Dungannon, Upper .

Dungannon, Middle .

Duugannon, Lower .

7 500 19 5 64 4,569 18 8

Londonderry.
Omagh, East . . .

Omagh, West . . .

Coleraipe ....
Coleraine, N.E.Lib. of

Strabane ....

PROVINCE OF CONNAUGHT.

Galway. No. £. s. d. No. £. d. yiKyo—eontintied. No. £. s. d. No £. s. d.

Aran Carra .....
Athenry •• Cianmorris .... 67 14,720 2 9
Baliymoe .... Costello

Ballynahinch . . • Erris 91 9,823 12 9 18 2,508 0 3
Clare Gallen -19 16,504 2 4 215 5 0

Clonmacnowen . . Kilmaine ....
Dunkellin .... Murrisk ....
Dunmore ....
Galway
Kilconnell ....
Killian

Kiltartan ....
26 4,268 16 0

’2
1 ,256 4

Tirawley ....

Roscommon.

144 19,047 4 10 66 9,235 9 0

Leilrim ..... Atblone

Longford .... Ballintober, North
Loughrea .... Ballintober, South

Moycullen .... Baliymoe ....
Ross Boyle

Tiaquin Castlereagh ....
Frenchpark . . .

Galway Town . .

LEiTRIM.

Carrigallen . . .

Drumahaire . • .

5 713 6 11 33 4,471 4 10

Moyearn ....
Roscommon . . .

Sligo.

Leitrim Carbury ....
Mohill Coolavin ....
Rosclogher ....

Mayo.

Burrishoole . . .

Coiran
Leyny
Tireragh ....
Tirerrill

34 4,534 18 3 63 6,035 9 9,
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(P.)

A pJoMiNAL Return of Inspecting Officers, Engineers in Charge, Inspectors of Drainage and
of Pay Clerks, arranged Alphabetically by Counties, 1847.

^ '
County.

"

lospcfiting Officers. Covps. Eugineeis in Charge. Inspectors of Drainage. Inspectors of Pay Clerks.

Allllim • • •

Aimag'h

Chas. Lanyan, C. S. G. B, Brooke . . N. Crommelin.

Lieut. Griffith . R. N. Hen. Davison, C. S. P. Foxall . . . Col. Pack.

Lieut. Hotham 75tb. P. Burtchael, C. S. T, M. Scully.

Cavan . . . • Major Townsend . 83rd. A. Armstrong . Mr. Lestrange.

Lieut. Crawford 93rd. William Donelly.

T. H. Thompson.

Clare . • • Capt. O’Brien . . R, A. John Hill, C.S. . Lieut. Franklin.

Capt. Wynne . H. P. Sam. Gamble, C. S.

Lieut. ISwmburne . 83rd.

Cork . . . • Capt. Broughton . R. E. John Benson, C. S. C. W. Welland . A. Preston andThos.-

Capt. Carey . . S3rd. W. Hilliard, C. E.

Capt. Gordon, 75th.

Gibbon.

Cai)t. Gordon . 59tli.

Capt. Huband . H. P. W, A. Tracy, C. S.

Major Parker . W. Harte, C. S.

Sir Thomas Dean.

M. Boyan.

Donegal Capt. O’Neill . H. P. R.W. Townsend . F. Knox . Thomas Stewart.

Lieut. Mill ward . R. A. A. Ormshy.

Captain Brereton . 70th. J. Fraser, C.S. . Thomas Yeriier,

Dublin . . • • Capt. Airey . . 3rd. R.H. Frith, C.S. .

R. Hampton.
Mr. Levinge.

Fermanagh Hon. Capt. Handcock R. A, R. Grey, C. S. . . Capt. Harefield.

Galway.... Major Ainslie . 83rd. J. F. Kcmpster, C. S. Lieut. Mahon and

Major Burns . 19th. W. E. Wright, C. E. W. D. Griffith.

Major Clarke . 77th. Capt. Menzies.

Capt, Hutchinson . R.N. W. J. Mahn, C. E.

Capt. Donnellaii.

W. Pierce.

Kerry . . • • Capt. Labalmoiidier 83rd. H. Stokes, C. S. . J. M'Carlhy.

Lieut. Grenwell 70th. Richard Bevan.

Captain Forbes R. N.
H. H. Robinson-Lieut. Brandling . R.H.A John Yeates, C. E.

Kilkenny . . « Lieut- Galway . . R. E. S. Carter, C. S. Mr. Butler Capt. Rogers.

Capt. Walker . 69th. Capt. Ridge. Mr. Blennerhassit.

Mr. Hewitson.

King’s County . . Major Bennett . . 3rd

Royals

99th.

Thomas Barclay . Richard Woods.

J;ieut. Hamilton . John Mason
M. Fitzgerald.

Mr. Sadlier.

Capt. Bull

.

52nd. T. D. Hall, C. S. . Mr. PrendergMt . P. Tottenham.

Capt. Layard . 26th. William Hall, C. E.

L. Gisborne.

Major Watson

.

27tl). Capt. Butler . , Mr. Brett . . . Richard Multany-

Lieut. D. Courcey . 47th. T. Kearney, C. S.

Lieut. Inglis R. E.

R. A.
S. Hill.Londonderry . Capt. Dill . R.E. S. Gordon, C. S. .

Longford . . . Major Bolton . 75th. J. Bell, C. S. . .
G. B. Nesbitt.

Capt. Walker . .

Capt. Purcell.Louth .... Capt. Harte 49th. J. Neville, C. S. .

Mayo .... Capt. Carey 26th. H. Brett, C. S. R, M. Lynch.

Capt. Farren . 47th.

Lieut. Cox . R. A.

43rd.
H. Colston.Meath .... Capt. Kennedy. 68th. S. Searanke

44tb. H. L. Lindsay. Charles Barry.

Monaghan . Capt. Flude R. A. A. Harrison, C. E.

.

W. D. Kinzy.

Queen’s County Major McKee . 3rd. H.W. Townsend,C.S Mr. French . D. Clarke.

Lieut. Baillie , R. E.

Roscommon . . Major Stewart

.

Staff. Thos. Barton, C. E. Richard Irwin . D. O’Connor.

Capt. Bannister 59th. John Kelly, C. S.

Lieut. Wethend . 41st. H. Buck, C. E.

W. Smith.
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A Nominal Return of Inspecting Officers, Engineers in Charge, Inspectors of Drainage, &c.

—

coiiHmed

County. Insijecting Officers. Corps. Engineers in Charge. Inspectors of Drainage. Inspector ofPay Cletks.

jSIigO .... Lieut. Butcher
Capt. Gilbert .

H.P.
R.E.

N. R. St. Ledger . Lt. Connor.

"Tipperary . . . Capt. Morris . 64tli. A. Gaban, C. E. . Mr. Poe . .

Tyrone....

Capt. Ogle . . .

Lieut. Miller . .

R.E.
R. E.

S. Jones, C. S. .

A. H. Crawford, C. S.

C. S, Cooper, C. E.

Mr. Stouey J. IVJ. liatchell.

Capt. Oldershaw . R. E. J. F. Rowan, C. S.

.

J. Sinclair . Richard Darcey.

tVaterford . . . Sir Thomas Ross .

Capt. Hay .

Capt. Hill .

Lieut. Downman .

' R.N.
15th.

57th.

83rd.

H. Owen, C. S.

Capt. Mayne.
William Hyde.

Westmeath Capt. Maxwell
Capt. Telford .

lietired

H. P.

F. Mahony, C. S. .

John Lon?.
Mr. Nicholson . Captain Ormsby.

IVexford . . . Capt. Dyer . . R.N. J. B. Farrell, C. S. W. E. Mason.
Wicklow . . Lieut. Anderson . R.H.A. James Boyle, C. E. Mr. Dennis Robert Bates.

(G.)

The following number of drafts, letters of credit, and warrants on the Paymaster of Civil

Service, may be taken at the following daily average :

—

Letters of credit on Branches of the Bank of Ireland, National and Pro-
vincial; also the London and Dublin Bank ..... 226

Drafts on the Bank of Ireland, to pay town demands for &c.,
and posts bills for the country ....... 75

Warrants on the Paymaster of Civil Services, under provisions of the Act
9 and 10 Vic., ch. 107 50

Total 151

All the foregoing are signed by two Commissionei's.

In addition to this, the following arrangements exist in the discharge of the Financial
Department of the Board :

—

Each letter of credit and draft, in addition to the signatures of the Commissioners, are
signed by either the Chief or Assistant Accountant.

The Engineer in charge is apprised of every remittance made to Pay Clerks of his district

by a printed circular.

Each Pay Clerk is advised of the amount remitted on his account, which will be despatched
from this office by the same post.

The Inspectors of Accounts are likewise advised.

The Post Bill Department is conducteii in the same manner.
The parent Banks are daily advised by three o’clock of the sums that will actually be

required from their different branches, so as to make the necessary arrangements to meet all

demands.

(H.)

A Return of the several Peesentments made for Road Works and Drainages during the
month of December, 1846.

Date. Barony. Works. Amount.

Dec. 3, 1846 Fore, County Meath 23
£. s. d.

4,975 0 0

. « 14, „ Clanmoriis, Mayo 67 14,720 0 0

» 18, „ Decies-without-Drum, Waterford .... 11 1,390 0 0

,, 22, „ Eliogarty 83 11,027 0 0
» 7, „ Castlereagh 29 6,631 0 0
» 10. „ Coshmore and Coslibride 13 3,627 7 9

12, „ Erris 109 12,331 13 0
» 13, „ Tallen 120 16,719 7 4
» 19, „ Trawley 199 28,282 13 10
„ 21, „ Armagh 76 10,253 4 0
» 4, „ Kills, County Kilkenny 34 5,000 0 0

'

» L » Skreen, County Meath ..... Nil
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A Return of the several Presentments made for Road ’Works and Drainages

—

continued.

Date. Barony. Works. Amount.

Dec. 12, 1846 Rotoath ........ 19

£. s. d.

1,977 7 0
» 22, „ Clonkee 101 9,664 6 1

» 15. Cosilea 66 12,738 0 0

» 1, » Shanid 1 255 10 0

» 2, „ Skealley 14 2,035 1 9
3. » Rathdrum 19 1,993 12 0

» 3, „ Carbury, County Sligo 87 28.811 0 0

» 8, „ Connelio, Lower 26
» 8, „ Drogheda 11 3,000 0 0

9, » Kells, Lower 13 5,300 0 0
» 9. Pubblebrien 45 5,565 6 4
» 10. » Kilraallock 27 2,682 10 0

11. » Iffa and OfFa, West
» 15, „ Loiigbtee, Upper 134 8,977 0 0

„ 16. „ Town of Galway .
• 23 10,787 0 0

„ 19. „ Arklow ... ..... 19 6.492 0 0
„ 19, „ Killyan 35 5,.525 0 0
„ 21, „ Islands, County Clare 70 23,915 0 0
,, 23, „ Clane 37 4,668 0 0

„ 24, „ Decies-without-Drum 114 12,072 12 6
28, „ Casllerahan ....... 230 12.267 0 0

„ 24, „ Upper Navan 15 1,000 0 0
„ 29, „ Lower Tulla 95,772 15 0
„ 26, „ Ballintobber, North 24 10,438 0 0

„ 23, „ Clanmabon 112 11,535 0 0
., 28, „ Shelburne 89 13,891 12 0
« 28, „ Clogher .... 68 5,474 6 O'

» 29, „ Duleek, Lower ...... 12

« 24, „ Clanmorris 67 14,720 2 9
„ 29, „ Coonagh 54 5,922 16 5

» 20, „ Ballyboy ........ 34 2,379 16 8
., 28, „ Forth, County Wexford 77 12,444 16 3

„ 28, „ Duhallow 11,576 10 0

., 24, „ Carberry, West, W. D 28 14,540 0 0

.. 29, „ Connelio, Upper 52 11,342 0 0

„ 28, „ Maryborough, West 14 3,028 12 4

„ 26, „ Ivesk ........ 39 4.483 2 0
26, ., Flenarrogli ....... 14 2,875 0 0
28, „ Farbill 13 619 11 9
28, „ Upperwoods 8 1,417 5 6

.. 30, Shelmalier, East 27 3,231 18 0

., 30, „ Tranard 49 8,257 0 0
,. 20, .. Louth 35 2,310 0 0

i

2.721 502,808 16 10

DRAINAGES.

Dec, 3, 1846 Clonmackoon 19 3,322 12 0
3, ,,

Upper Talbotstown 16 2,954 1 0

» 2, „ Iraghticonnor 31 11,164 17 6
» 2, „ Callan 12 1,469 0 0
» 3, „ Shilielogher 25 4,996 9 7

» 4, „ Cranagh 34 9,415 0 0

» 5, „ Ennishowen 54 5,691 2 6

« 8, „ Demifore ........ 29 3,346 0 0
» 9. » Upper Ormond 13 1,500 0 0

12, „ Idrone, West 16 2,420 7 6
«112, „ Idrone, East 43 7,342 5 n
,ri5, „ Carrigallen 44 5,184 11 9

» la, „ Ballyadama 15 1,640 17 0
»-.15, „ Lurg 1 600 0 0
» 17. „ Raphoe 59 12,000 0 0
„ 18. „ Kinclarty 12 7,119 11 4
„ 24, „ Condons and Clongibbon ..... 40 10,800 0 0
„ 24. „ Balliiiacor, South 13

„ 24, „ St. Mullins, Lower 3 4,192 15 r
„ 29. „ Davtree ........ 63 5,170 18 1

>, 28, „ Maryborough, West 14 3,028 12 4
„28, „ Lower Dundalk 30 4,266 15 0
» 28, „ Upperwoods 16 2,834 11 0

601 114,459 2 7

[b. w.] - 3 Z
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(I-)

Irish Sea-Coast Fisheries.

Food—EmploT/ment, Fish Curivg.

The Commissioners of Public Works having deputed Mr. Ffennell, one of their

Inspectors of Fisheries, to visit the Curing Establishments in Scotland, and to make himself

acquainted with the several modes of curing fish of various descriptions adopted there, and

particularly those practised by the fishermen in their own dwellings, they publish, for the in-

formation of persons living near the coast, the accompanying instructions prepared by Mr.

To correct, as far as may be practicable, by improved methods of curing, the objection which

exists to highly salted fish as a wholesome dietary in the ahserwe of potatoes, is an object of

great importance in the present emergency. 'I’his can be effected with little difficulty, either

upon a large scale, by persons who might be disposed to embark in fish curing as a matter of

commerce, or by persons whose object would be to obtain a supply merely for domestic

purposes. j . , - l..

The mode adopted In Scotland of preparing haddock in a. partially cured state, might,

under the present circumstances of this country, be applied, with highly valuable results, not

only to that particular fish, but to all other descriptions of round fish. By this method the

fish is rendered wholesome and palatable with bread or meal; while the article can be so far

cured as to preserve it for a week or a month, as circumstances connected with consumption

and transit to distant places might require.

If curing upon a large scale be the object, a smoking-house should he prepared, htted tor

the purpose with suitable racks to hang the fish upon. Ordinary existing buihlings may, with

little expense, be rendered available, or temporary ones can be erected.

In Scotland, many fishermen prepare the fish not onlyfor their own use, but also/or sale, to

a very large amount, at their own firesides, by appropriating a space under their common

chimneys, where the heal and smoke are applied without, in any way, interfering ^>tb the

other arrangements of their houses : and in those districts where timber is not to be had, peat

or turf is used, and answers every purpose.

The fish, when freed from the intestines, is split, washed, and thoroughly cleansed from ail

impurities; it is then put into salt for from one hour to four, and smoked and dried from six

hours to twelve
;
the degrees of salting and smoking being modified according to the size and

thickness of the fish and the length of time it may be required to preserve it for^consiiraption.

At Findon, in Scotland, whence the smoked fish called “ Findoii haddock, ’ or “ Finnon

haddy,” (as the natives there term it,) first emanated, the fishermen use nothing but turf in the

smoking process. Three hundred fish can be prepared at an ordinary sized domestic tire-side

at the same time. The fire-places and chimneys are of - similar construction to those of the

" cabins ” on the Irish coast. The head of the fish having been removed and the fish cleansed

and split, it is hung from timber rods which are passed across the upper or widest part so as to

keep it extended
;
those rods are then placed across the space from the %oall to the mantel-piece

at either side of the hearth, and small quantities of damp turf being lighted on the floor under-

neath it, the smoke performs its office and ascends through the common chimney.

For a near market, where the fish will be consumed in four or five days, half an hour in

salt or pickle, and four to six hours’ smoking will be sufficient. To supply the markets of

Aberdeen and the adjacent country, great quantities of this description of fish are sent upon

carts so great a distance as 80 miles northwards
;
the degree of cure being_ regulated to pre-

serve it for the time which must elapse before it can be used, viz., an additional half hour or

more in salt, and two or more hours’ additional smoke as may be required, regard being had to

the state of the weather, the distance from a market, and. the taste of the consumers.

The commerce in this description. of fish has grown in Scotland to a very great amount;

many have embarked in it on a large commercial scale, have erected extensive curing-houses,

an'l purchase the fish from the- captors who confine themselves solely to the trade of fishing.

The process is applicable to the smaller sizes of different descriptions of round fish as well as

haddock, and might u'ith great advantage be adopted, more particularly in districts where the

means of transit do not exist for carrying fish to markets in a perfectly fresh state, and where

a great amount of food is often lost to the immediate inhabitants from the difficulty otpreserving

the surplus quantity not required for immediate use.

The good quality of the fish. When cured, greatly depends upon proper washing and

cleansing. When a quantity has lieen provided, in .large establishments, one person removes

the head and intestines, and laying aside the liver, whieh contains oil, the fish is thrown into a

tub of fresh water
;
another person takes it from this vessel, lays it on a large board, splits it to

the tail, and throws it into another tub of pure fresh water; it is taken by a third person from

this vessel, who, with a brush made of heather or heath, scrubs off all slime and other im-

purities, and throws it into a third vessel of water
;

it is taken by a fourth person from this

vessel, and laid flat in a vat or tub, salt being shaken between each layer of fish; after re-

maining in the salt for the time required, it is again washed in fresh water, put upon the rods

before described, and hung up for smoking; thefire is not lighted until the water and moisture

have ceased droppingfrom it.
' ...

The time occupied in this preparation is very short, though there are four immersions in

water; the fish pass very quickly from each person; and the time consumed in the whole

process is only a few hours; so that fish taken in the evening can be in a market several

miles distant on the following day.
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The oil obtained from the livers is a considerable item in the profits, and fiirnishes light in

the curing-houses when night-work may be necessary.

Upon the east coast of Scotland, the offal (heads and intestines,) is eagerly sought for by
farmers, who engage it from the fish merchants, and pay 7s. per cart load for it for manure.

It is hoped that these simple directions for producing an increased amount of valuable and
wholesome food, will be acted upon by the fishermen and farmers living near tlie coast

;
and

that traders in maritime towns, relief committees, and local societies of benevolent persons,
will be induced, under the pressing circumstances arising from the failure of the potato crop,
and the great diminution of the ordinary supplies of food, to increase the supply and relieve

the distressed, by promoting this simple and cheap mode of curing fish, and thereby giving, at
the same time, a wholesome stimulus to the fisheries, by affording increased employment, re-
munerative prices, and a steady market, to the numerous class of persons engaged in the sea-
coast fisheries.

Office ofPublic Works, Fisheiy Department,
28tft December, 1846.

(j.)

PlEKS AND HaRBOUHS. •

In the month of December, 1846, there have been employed on the following Pier
Works, viz. :

—

Ballyvanghan, County Clare.

Rathmullen, County Donegal.
Rush, County Dublin.

Cape Clear, County Cork.

Raigh, County Mayo.
Daily employed—labburera. i . 106

„ artificers . . . , . 31

„ overseers ..... 6

Total employed—labourers . . 2,650

„ artificers . . 775
„ overseers . . 156

3,581

DRAINAGE.
General Drainage Acts, 5 & 6 Vie. c. 89, 8 & 9 Vic. c. 69, and 9 Vic. c. 4,

Return of Private or Thorough Drainage Applications, received up to December
31, 1846, under the Provisions for Summary Proceedings, 9 Vic. c. 4,

Name of Applicant. County in which
situate.

Date of Receipt
at Office of

Public Woiks.

No. of

applied for

Remarks.

1 Thomas Geo. Stoney,!

1846

Kyle Park, Burriso-] Tipperary . 27 April 370

2 Earl of Devon Limerick 29 ,, 10,000 Only 300 acres at present to

be improved.
3 Edward Waller . Tipperary . 26 May 100
4 Pierce Nagle, Doneraile Cork .... 15 July 1,000
5 The Marquis of Bath Monaghan . 6 Oct. 20,000 Subsequently undertaken

under Mr. Labouchere’s

6 E. J. Shirley, M.P. . Monaghan . . 6 ,, 30,000, letter (Labour Rate Act).

7 R- T. J. Dawson . Monaghan . 6 ,, 401 Subsequently undertaken
8 .James Bjshford . Monaghan . 6 , ,

40 under Mr. Laboucbere’s

9 W. H. Kenney . . Monaghan . 6 ,, l,400j letter (Labour Rate Act).

10 W. Hennessey
11 George Wallpole

.

Cork . . .

Tipperary . .

14 ,,

7 Nov.

402

12 Col. Barton . . . Fermanagh . n ,, 2,500
13 Col. Barton . Leitrim . 17 ,, 2,500
14 John W 3’nne Leitrim . 21 14,152
15 John Hamilton . Donegal . 23 ,, 1,000
16 Rev. T. Atkinson Mayo 2 Dec. 290
n Rev. T. Atkinson Mayo 3 ,, 604
18 P. Mahony . Wicklow 3 ,, 20
19 Earl of Arran Donegal

.

5 ,

,

1,200
20 P. Mahony . Wicklow 5 1,100
21 John Leslie .

22 C. P. Leslie . . .

Donegal

.

Meath . . .

10 ,,

14 ,,

4,000

23 Edmund M'Donnell . Antrim . 22 ,, 8,000
24 Myles W. O’Reilly .

2-5 P. Mahony
Galway . . .

Wicklow
22 ,, 1,000

26 T, H. Gradon . . Galway . . 28 ,, 120

3 Z 2
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Return of Private or Thorough Drainage Applications, received up to December 31, 1846-

continued.

27 Earl of Arran

28 Earl of Arran

29 Sir R. A. O’Donnell,!

Bart )

SO John Hamilton .

31 John Hamilton . •

32 John Hamilton .

S3 Sir J. M. Stronge, Bart

84 P. Mahony . •

35 P. Mahony . •

36 Henry Lethem .

37 E.Warburton . .

38 A. Rickey

39 F. Barton . . . •

40 Healett Hamilton

31 H. I^ethem

32 T. Kernaghan

33 W. O’Hara . . .

44 W. O’Hara .

45 P. Shaw . . .

46 Kt. Hon. R. Jv. Sheil,

M.P

County in which
situate.

Date of Receipt

at Office of

Public Works.

No. of

applied for.

Mayo . .

1846
24 Dec. 30,000

Wexford 26 ,,

Mayo 28 ,, 20,000

Donegal . ,, ,, 3,500

Donegal

.

, , ,

,

Donegal . , , ,

,

Armagh . . . 29 ,, 55

Kerry < , , ,,

Limerick >3 3 » 1,500

Donegal

.

.3 3 3
3,800

Mayo . . . . . 5,000

Fermanagh . 3 3 9 3

Fermanagh .

Donegal

.

31 ,,

Fermanagii . 3 9 9 9

. .

Galway . 3 9 >9
2,500

Dublin . 3 9 9 9

Tipperary . .
300

p to 31st Decembe 176,840
j

Districts .

—

Glyde, Fane, Abdee, Nobber.

Drainage Commission Office, Castle Bellingham,

gjjj
January 5, 1847.

DinUNG the past month the amount of employment given on those works placed under

mv cluircre has been somewhat increased; with the exception of that on the Ardee district,

where, in consequence of the measure being completed, none but those engaged m the main-

tenance of the work have been employed. ^ i

III the Glyde and Fane districts we have experienced much difficulty in executing any work,

in consequence of the high level of the water in those rivers.

In the Nobber district employment has been afforded to every man applying tor it.

'I'here is not that acute destitution throughout the part of the country in which tliese works

arc situated, that is to be witnessed in the adjoining counties. I do not mean to say that there

is not, in many instances, very abject poverty; but, generally speaking, the people do not

'

^Thc country is'peaceable. The employment afforded on the works of relief seems to have

been sufficient, and I can bear testimony to the greatest zeal and anxiety on the part ot all

those officers employed to alleviate the distress by every, means in their power.
, . , , .

I have made preparations to commence extensively those drainage works to which 1 Pave

referred, when the weather will permit. „ t,
S. N. Roberts,

District Engineer.

Districts .

—

Strokestown, Longford, Loughs Gara and Mantua, Dungolman,

Rath, or Cloneen.

Drainage Office, Richmond Harbour,

January

Since the date of my last monthly report, December 4, the woi'ks then m progress in

the above-named districts have been proceeded with in as satisfactory a manner as could be

expected, considering the state of the weather.
_ . , . ,i i ^ „ ti.

The number of men employed daily on the five districts has varied during the last month

from 475 to 675
;
that is to say, the daily average, found by adding together the number ot

men emploved every day in each work and dividing the sum by 6.
_

’J'here has not been any ease of combination or strike for wages during the month among the

men, hut there has been generally an increased tendency to leave the Drainage Works and

obtain employment, if possible, on Relief Works; which may be accounted for by the tact, that

their earnings, while employed by task during the present short days, and frequent occurrence

of bad weather, must necessarily be uncertain, and generally much less than they tiaie been

accustomed to earn during the summer and autumn, while the daily wages on the l..eliet

Works are more certain, and work certainly less severe.

The lamentable and evidently increasing distress which prevails in most part of the coun rj,

render it most desirable, if not absolutely a matter of duty, to keep as many men at work as

may be practicable, even at a slight loss as regards the economical working ot the measures.
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There can be no doubt, that in almost every instance the works are now carried on at a dis-

advantage, in consequence of the shortness of tlie days and the frequent interruptions caused by
the frost, snow, rains, and their attendant floods. I am, therefore, obliged to give somewhat
higher prices for work than I would give under more favourable circumstances, and, in some
instances, particularly in the Diingolman and Rath, or Cloneen district, I have employed men
(where they would otherwise be thrown idle by floods), in removing soil winch had been taken

out of the new cuts, and filling up portions of the old river-course and other unprofitable hollows

with it, a work which I did not originally calculate upon, but which I am now convinced is

most desirable, and will fully I'epay the expense, by preventing claims for compensation for the

land cut away, as well as that on which the spoil should otherwise remain ; for by filling \ip the

old river-courses we generally make much more new land than compensates for what we
destroy bv the new cuts.

T. J. Molvany.

Shrule District.

I AM glad to report that tlie men have continued peaceable and contented, and show a

disposition to work hard.

The weather has been very unfavourable during the month, and notwithstanding the men’s

reluctance to be kept idle, much time has been lost.

Great benefit to the poor of the district has arisen from the re-working of the Shrule Mill by

the Commissioners. My instructions to the miller were, to grind for the distressed, and, in all

cases, to give precedence to those with small parcels of grain, evidently requiring the same for

their immediate family consumption. This has been carried out to the satisfaction of the poor

;

and the result is, that in the first five weeks ending 20th December, 136 tons of wheat and

barley have been ground. The people are most grateful for the advantage thus conferred, in

addition to the charge fixed by the Commissioners, being upwards of 30 per cent, lower than

the current rates of the countiy.

Moyour and Oioenahrochagh.

The works on these districts which closely approximate each other have been progressing

satisfactorily, if I may except a slight exhibition of opposition to task-work, which manifested

itself lately, but which was only pai-tial, and has been put down, by the punishment of the ring-

leader by the magistrates.

Lough Alick and Mulliyfarry.

I may remark, generally, as regards all the disti-icls under my charge, that there has been

no disturbance or complaints, and the great regularity of the payments (in which there has

been no instance of a disappointment), has instilled a confidence and activity into the workmen.

Extract from Letter of Assistant Engineer on Moyour Drainage, dated

January 1, 1847.

I HAVE to report to you, that on Tuesday the laboureis on the works at Moyour were

hunted off the works by a party of disturbers, who turned out against task-work.

I lodged informations before the stipendiary, Mr. Barrow, and on Thursday morning I took

the sessions bailiff on the works, when these men again presented themselves to stop the work.

I effected a service of summons on one of the ringleaders, named Golden, when the fellows

commenced throwing stones, as the quarrymen showed a determination to stick to their work.

Perceiving that this was a partial outbreak, headed by persons from the Relief Works, I

thought it my duty to stand by the labourers, in preference fo stopping the works : I succeeded

in preserving order, and had the fellow fined 5/. and a warrant issu^ against his goods.

The bench of magistrates expressed much pleasure at the steps I had taken, and declared in

open court their fixed determination to uphold our work and give us every support. I hope I

may also have your approval.

Shannon 'Works.

Number of persons employed during the month of December

—

Total, viz., 4002.

Showing a daily average of 148.

Office of Public Works, Dublin,

9t/i January, 1847.
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Lord Bessborough to Sir G. Grey.

Dublin Castle, January 15, 1847.

In reference to your letter of the 9th ultimo, I have to inform you, that

the statements made relative to the neglect of the ordinary cultivation of the

land have been made by me the subject of inquiry; and I regret to state that

the reports -which have hitherto reached me fully corroborate the opinion

that, in many parts of the country, no preparation is being made for the pro-

duction of food.

This may be attributed, in the first place, to the great destitution prevailing

in several districts, which compels the smaller occupiers to give all their

labour to the Public Works, in order to procure the means of subsistence.

The larger farmers have also, in many cases, become equally neglectful, either

irom their inability to pay money wages to their farm-servants (not hitherto

the practice throughout a great part of the country), or from their being

unable to draw labour from the Public Works, where it is more highly

remunerated.

In many parts of the country the wheat-sowing has progressed as usual, and
no doubt every exertion will be used by the farmers to sow the manured land

of last year. There has, however, been hitherto, in the present season, through-

out the greater part of the South and West, a total neglect of the ordinary

fann operations; but ui many districts, where a bad system of agriculture

prevails, it is not until the present and ensuing month that they ordinarily

commence. It is to be hoped, therefore, that a considerable change will soon

be obseiwable.

At the same time I cannot disguise from myself, that there exists every

prospect of a serious diminution in the production of food for future con-

sumption.

In many districts, not alone from the occupation of labour on Public Works,

but from the difficulty of obtaining corn-seed, much land may be expected to

remain unsown ;
while the mistimst with which the potato is now -viewed by the

people, added to their inability to purchase or procure sound seed, together

•\nth the extinction of con-acre, all these causes will, undoubtedly, contribute

materially to diminish the amount of food hitherto produced by this country.

The attention of the different Relief Committees was early directed to the

importance of sowmg here, and also rye, which is so general an article of food

on the continent of Europe ;
but I have been informed by Commissaiy-General

Sir Randolph Routh, that no great quantity of these seeds could be procured in

the English markets. The cultivation of the parsnip has also been recom-

mended by some eminent agriculturists
;
but in the present state of things, when

the labour of the peasant cannot be devoted to his own ground, it is not to be

expected that the introduction of new crops can be immediately and success-

fully effected.

The proprietors of the country generally seem fully impressed with the

importance of not allowing the soil to remain unproductive ;
and if labour

could once more be drawn back to its natural occupation, and supplies of seed

be thrown into those remote districts where, in the midst of famine, none can be

supposed to have been husbanded for future production, the impending evil may
possibly be averted.
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Commissioners of Public Works to Mr. Trevelyan.

Office of Public Works, Dublin,

January 18, 1847.

We beg to forward herewith, for the sanction of the Lords Commissioners
of Her Majesty’s Treasury, a return of loans required for the thorough drainage

and improvement of the laaids of one proprietor under the provisions for sum-
mary proceedings of the Drainage Act, as amended by the 9th Vic., c. 4, on the

terms of their Lordships’ minute of the 1 st December last.

The preliminaries required by the Acts have been complied with, and the

measures approved of by us.

We beg to offer some remarks on each case.

Kyle Park, one of the first of these cases, the property of Mr. Stoney, has

been in course of execution since June last. A sum of 500^. has been allocated

from private funds, and a further loan of 1335Z. is now required.

Eask and Brownhall, the property of Mr. Hamilton. The works have not

yet commenced
; the estimates in the aggregate amount to 18,768/. for these two

districts
; but as the object in proceeding under the summary provisions of the

Act is to obtain an immediate advance of fimds to enable the proprietors to go to

work at once, we recommend for their Lordships’ sanction a loan of only

2000/. for the Eask and lOOO/. for the Brownhall district
;
the remainder of the

loan can be better obtained under the proposed Land Improvement Act.

Annakisha, the property of Mr. Nagle. This case was brought before us

under the Million Act, 9 and 10 Vic., c. 101, and the loan now sought for was
sanctioned by their Lordships. But from the great want of immediate employ-
ment in his neighbourhood, and the fact that he would be obliged to expend
the money before receiving any advance on account of his loan, he thought it

better to change his mode of proceeding, and to come forward under the pro-

visions for summary proceedings of the General Drainage Acte, under which he
had previously applied by memorial.
We recommend their Lordships to sanction a loan of 2000/. to Mr. Nagle;

the remainder to be obtained under the amended Act.

We have the honour to state that we have advertised for loans at 4 per cent.,

but have not yet received any offers at that rate.

Enclosure.'

Drainage Acts, 5 and 6 Vic., c. 89 ; 8 and 9 Vic., c. 69; and 9 Vic., c. 4.

Return of Districts, under the above.Acts, for which I^ans are required for Drainage of the Properties of

one Proprietor under the Provisions for Summary Proceedings.

Office of Public Works, By order,

Dublin, January 18, 1847. Jos. C. Walker, Secretary.
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Treasury Minute on the above.

January 22, 1847.

Write to the Commissioners of Public Works and Drainage in Ireland, that

my Lords are pleased to sanction the works for the thorough drainage and

improvement of lands of the several individual proprietors named in their letter

of 18th inst., under the provisions for summary proceedings of the Drainage

Acts, as amended by 9 Vic., c. 4, in the terms of the Minute of this Board oi

1st ult.; and to authorise them to borrow from the Public Works Loan Fund

St sufficient sum to make the following loans, viz.,

—

T. G. Stoney, Kyle Park . . . £1835

J. Hamilton, Eask .... 2000

Ditto Brownhall . . • 1000

Pierce Nagle, Brownhall . . • 2000

and to issue certificates for the same on the Commissioners of the National

Debt in the usual mamier.

Acquaint them also that my Lords are pleased to withdraw their authority

of 29th October for granting a loan to Pierce Nagle, Esq., under the Act of

9 and 10 Vic., c. 101.
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Adjourned
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(Colonel

Jor
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